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ABSTRACT
The Objectives of this research is to raise the awareness of the leaders and
executives, from both the Business/Management and IT, to the role of ICT in
organizational e-transformation, specifically in UAE, to enable them better facilitate
their roles and responsibilities.
Global Information and Communication Technology (ICT) changes and their
Business/Management consequences have their regional reflections, shades, and
effects.
During the last few years, the United Arab Emirates (UAE) federal
government in general, and Dubai government in particular, initiated and deployed
progressive and ambitious steps towards the implementation of E-government. The
main objectives being to better serve all government stakeholders, by enabling
reductions in cost, time and effort.
Each department/directorate formed its own leading teams, to achieve the Etransformation projects. These teams, supported by International consulting firms,
and starting with targeted attainable objectives developed solutions that achieved fast
and encouraging results.
These results encouraged additional steps to be taken. The process continued, and
many departments/directorates - having their Information Systems (IS) and
Information Technology (IT) related solutions in place - believed that their goals had
been achieved or almost achieved.
Upon execution of the next phase, which required connecting
departments/directorates together (Government to Government: G2G stage), many
serious technical problems were raised. Problems arose with respect to information
exchange, database structures, file formats, uniformity and integrity of applications,
hardware scalability and interoperability, and integration, accompanied with related
management and financial problems. This produced IT islands of information that
had to be managed and shared more efficiently.
This highlighted the following issues:
1) The absence of an enterprise detailed and integrated plan to:
A) Harmonically harnessing the best of Business and IT strategies,
infrastructures, and processes (business-IT alignment)
B) Perfect Integration, Coordination and Cooperation inside and
outside the organization, supported and facilitated by new
Governance structure (business-IT alignment)

C)

The need for Integrated Enterprise Architecture Framework (IEAF):
characterized by Wholeness, Intel-connectedness, in addition to
Multidimensional solution, maintaining Alignment, Standards,
Scalability, Interoperability, and Integration characteristics
2) The absence of "conscious transformation" leadership, to transform leader and
employee mindset and behavior, to develop supportive to change culture. This
influenced the determination and support for self and organizational Etransformation.
This required revealing the implementation of E-transformation drivers in the UAE
organizational E-transformation, and classifying them into two categories:
Major ICT based drivers
Minor ICT based drivers
Technology
Leadership
Business-IT alignment,
Vision and Strategy
Enterprise Architecture
Stakeholders
Project management
Continuity_____
This research focuses on the Major ICT based drivers, mainly, the business-IT
alignment, and the need for an Integrated Enterprise Architecture Framework.
In order to prove the above, the researcher integrated the utilization of the "case study
analysis" methodology, augmented by an "interview/questionnaire"
The research revealed that most of the UAE government organizations are in the
second stage - with some traits of the third stage - on the level of five stages (levels
of maturity) with respect to the Business/IT alignment. Meanwhile, the IEAF is either
not formulated yet, or in its initial stages.
Additionally, the research revealed the following:

Critical

Success

Factors,

Identification of deficiencies, Areas for improvement, identified problem areas, and
proposes a "Framework milestones for sustained E-Transformation".

Figure P-l in the next page represents the research process diagram

in

"The ICT bodies are the
most Interested and the
first blamed In Etransformation

Preliminary Data
Gathering:
Formal: Literature
Review
Informal: unofficial
partnership
General
Contextual and
Managerial
Review

Research Process Diagram

Figure P-l
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Experience in IT training (training assessment needs analysis, continuing education)
developed better understanding of change management concepts (including radical
and incremental), presentation skills, and time management.

o

Involvement in human potential and development courses allowed better
understanding others' initiatives, which lead to better communication and negotiation
principles

o

Experience in business development through IT consultancy, facilitated the
development of the business background

o

Hands on practice of project management concepts and tools through both managing
Business-IT related projects and lecturing. This enabled the development of
management and project management techniques especially timed decision making.

o

Involvement, as a project manager (private consultant), technical advisor
(government sector), in a variety of projects (paperless office, business
transformation, e-government), including the three case studies applied in this
research,

o

Deep interest in e-transformation/e-government since announced by US vice
president Mr. Al Gore

o

Researcher, practitioner, and lecturer/speaker, in e-government and e-transformation
business/IT related subjects, in the federal government institute (Institute of
Administrative development - IAD)

^ Partnership:
o

With International companies like (IBM-BCS. Microsoft, Oracle, Cisco, etc), this
helped enabling better understanding of international business trends and downsize
them to fit all sizes

o

With best of breed local vendors, consultants, and contractors, to facilitate a type of
integrated services

o

With business-IT leaders to facilitate virtual teams, dual cooperation, handling
opinion leaders, and ease market surveys.
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The researcher role:
The Global - Local gap:

Generally, for international companies, (IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, Cisco, etc) the UAE and the
Gulf countries, are comparatively small markets. So, logically, these companies assign high
professional resources for the region on an as-needed basis. Upon the handover of the project,
the resources are also transfered.

vn

Regional culture - which often turns business relations to personal relations - conceive this as
unfulfilling the agreed on-demand support, due to the absence of the same - dealt with resource. New resources are often not aware of the existing projects, which mean more
difficult communication and consequently slower response. This produced a common
conception that international companies lack commitment to the locality.
To avoid such inconveniences, design and implementation bases must have local support,
which creates the role of the local expertise to bridge this gap.
In the case studies

In case study one: the researcher acted as a client project manager/sponsor advisor,
heavily involved in the formulation of the project scope and phases, including technical
specification, management solutions, and implementation.
High level project structure was as follows:
Project Steering Committee

I
Client Project
Sponsor/manage]
4

4

Consultant Program and
Project Manager

i

t

Head of departments

Consultant Project Team
Client Project Team

In case study two: the researcher acted as client representative project advisor to assist
consultant facilitate the project understanding, delivery, and knowledge transfer
High level project structure was as follows:

Vlll

Client E-Government Steering Committee

Consultant Program and
Project Manager

Client Project Director
Client Project Manager

Process Consulting
Advisor
Consultant Project Team

Client Project Team

E-Business Advisor

In case study three: the researcher acted as senior technical advisor for the execution team
of the steering committee to support and facilitate their decision making.
High level project structure was as follows:

E-Government Steering Committee
Projectl, 2, 3... Client
Rep. Advisors

Process Consultkg
Advisors

E-Business
Advisors

Consultant Programl, 2,3...
Directors and
Projectl, 2, 3... Managers

Client Projectl, 2, 3...
Directors and
Client Projectl, 2,3...
Manager

I
Consultant Project Teams

Client Project Teams
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THE ROLE OF ICT IN ORGANIZATIONAL E-TRANSFORMATION IN UAE

You cannot control a system whose behavior is the result of
circular dynamics until you understand the interactions, which create the
behaviors"
Dr. Kevin B Kreitman

(Introduction
^ &
———_^_=.^i|

U!==

0.1

Change: The Global View

There are major changes occurring that are impacting on business worldwide:
Globalization - as a political, economical, and business issue; Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) developments - as a technological issue; and
liberalization and deregulation of commerce - as a business and legal issue. These
changes have created a new environment - a hypercompetitive environment, where
progressive incremental change does not provide the answer for businesses to achieve
competitive advantage.
Empowered by ICT, this hypercompetitive environment has imposed new characteristics
for modern organizations. Organizations keen to maintain competitive advantage are
actively seeking to achieve these characteristics (Milan Kuber 2002). These
characteristics require an in-depth ICT based organizational restructuring, encompassing
the organization strategy, governance, operations, and a change of people's mindset and
behavior (Milan Kuber 2002). This type of organizational restructuring is known as "ETransformation". The level of success of the "E transformation" is a reflection to the
harmony level of the "business-IT alignment". Governments are pursuing etransformation too - through e-government, to be enabled to meet their present and future
demands, challenges, and stakeholder's new expectations (Atkinson R 2002).
Through Literature review Eight "E-Transformation drivers" are identified by the
author, as critical to successful "E transformation". Dividing the E-Transformation
drivers into the following two categories based upon the depth of dependency on ICT
role produced:
Major ICT based (Technology, business-IT alignment, Enterprise Architecture, and
Project management)
Minor ICT based drivers or areas of influence (Leadership, Vision and Strategy,
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,Stakeholders role, and Continuity)
These E-transformation drivers are neither arranged by importance, nor by priority. Each
has its contribution toward the integration and harmonic interplay in E-transformation
delivery. (Refer to chapter five for details)
0.2

Change: The Local View (UAE view)

Research into the subject of "organizational transformation", and particularly in relation
to "the role of IT in organizational change" and "strategic and change management", did
not reveal any source that related directly to the UAE.
Arguments encountered for not looking specifically at the situation in the UAE
were:1. "don't reinvent the wheel"
Y

The rules of change and business are the same every where, there is

nothing specific for UAE or Gulf countries (e4all 2003 argument).
V"

Technology is saturated, and its methodologies of implementation are well

developed by international providers (vendors: like IBM DCS, KPMG, EPS, HP,
Microsoft, SAP, etc) (Madar Research 2004)
^

UAE enterprises are comparatively small to medium enterprises (SME).

Such size does not require very deep business, organizational, or ICT analysis
So, surf the world for best practices, reliable (powered by international giants) and
applicable for more sophisticated and complex environments - If it worked there,
why will it not work here? (e4all 2004 argument)
2. Axon Consulting (2003) "people who say that doing business is different in the
Gulf may be making excuses for a failure to manage change in what is admittedly
a very challenging and unique environment", but, successful application of
change management policies is an essential skill for today's business leaders
3. The cultural imperative: Organizational development leaders recognize the vital
role of cultural imperative, and the leader and employee behavior and mindset,
especially in the most radical type of change, "transformation". (Anderson and
Anderson 2002)
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0.3

Hypotheses

Used as a basis for organizational assessment, this thesis will examine the IT based etransformation drivers, as a way for organizations and governments to work toward
"Excellency" and be capable of meeting their present and future demands. These
hypotheses are approached by examining compliance with the two hypotheses below,
and their corollaries based on current theories, as established in chapter 3, section 31-3-5, for hypothesis one, and chapter five, section 5-3-1-3, for hypothesis two
Hypothesis one: Competitive advantage transformation depends on the harmonious
interplay of the four domains of strategic choice: business strategy, IT strategy, the IT
infrastructures and processes and organizational infrastructures and processes
(Business-IT alignment). This will be achieved when the following corollaries have
been met.
1.1

IS and IT role has changed, from a subsidiary role in the organization, into an

integrated component equal to other major traditional components of the
organization.
1.2

ICT acts as a strategic change enabler in the organization.

1.3

There is a need to design the IT organization around customers (business

clients), Products (development projects), and skills (IT human resources).

On the light of hypothesis one results, and as a consequence of it:
Hypothesis Two:

There is an urgent need to establish an Enterprise wide

Architecture framework - to be used as a guide, and a tool for developing the
necessary repository for the Enterprise organizational transformation. This will be
achieved when the following corollaries have been met:
2.1 The selection criteria of hardware-software - especially Technical issues on a
larger and higher scale - have moved from a technical specification to its ability to
provide specific information and solutions to management.
2.2 Unified understandings, standards, metrics, and performance measures are
required, to ensure capability of meeting all levels of complexity.
2.3 Governance structure changes are needed to meet the new shape of constitution
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0.4

Thesis Structure

The thesis consists of an Introduction and 9 chapters (see Figure 0-1: Flow Diagram
of Thesis Structure), where chapter seven, includes three case studies. The following
is a brief of the contents of each chapter.
Introduction: represents the thesis overview, hypotheses, and structure
Chapter One: "Current and projected development in the field of Information
and communication technology (ICT)". This chapter reviews past, present, and
future development in Information Technology, identifies the lines of progress, the
milestones encountered, as well as the present trends and what scientists and
visionarists expect in the short and mid-term future in the field of ICT. Business
demands and technical challenges from the view of Chief information Officer (CIO)
are briefly reviewed
Chapter Two: "How the role of ICT is changing: from functional support to
strategic enabler". This chapter reviews the role of ICT in transforming business and
society in a new paradigm, by firstly: emphasizing the fundamentals of IT/IS
interrelations as the substructure layer; secondly: the evolution of IT and its role in
business (IT impact on business strategy and operations, and the main business-IT/IS
transformation strategic tools); thirdly: focusing on the IT/IS economic concept,
building IT strategic objects, and holistic integrated management approach
Chapter Three: "The ICT Role In Motivating Gradual And Transformational
Change In Operational And Organizational Structures In Organizations". This
chapter studies the role and effect of ICT on motivating change, (gradual or dramatic)
on organizational structure, operational structure, organizational culture, change, and
responsiveness to change
Chapter Four: "The ICT Role in Motivating Gradual and Transformational
Change in Operational and Organizational Structures in UAE Organizations,
and Evaluation of the Role of ICT in Development". This chapter is a projection of
chapter three on the UAE arena. This chapter introduced the UAE economical
development, demographic specifics, ICT technological milestones, and milestones
toward the "Knowledge economy". Organizational and operational structures are
introduced to identify the gap between theory and practice, in order to develop
understanding of the conflict between the ICT role and the cultural influences on
management. The chapter ends by demonstrating the present and future growth and
orientation in ICT sectors and infrastructure, with a focus on UAE ICT
transformation, and the e-government perspective
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Chapter Five: "E-Transformation drivers, Critical Success Factors
(CSF), and Key Deficiency Factors". This chapter focuses on the other Etransformation contributors, mainly organizational change management and ICT
program and project management, through reviewing the three popular schools of
business change, and E-Transformation projects Critical Success Factors (CSF) and
Key Deficiency factors (KDF).
This chapter also introduces ICT and organizational E- Transformation drivers
Chapter Six: "Research Methodology". This chapter reviews the methodology
utilized to achieve the research objectives
Chapter Seven: "Case studies". This chapter reviews the case study selection
criteria - to ensure integrated coverage of all transformation stages/options, in a
complex environment - then demonstrate in-depth, the carefully selected case studies,
from conception to handing over, with all pitfalls encountered.
Chapter Eight: "Case study analysis"
Chapter Nine: "Conclusion".
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The role of ICT in Organizational ETransformation in UAE

Chapter Zero: Thesis Introduction

Chapter One
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Figure (0-1) Flow Diagram of Thesis Structure
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Chapter One: Current and projected development in the field of
__
Information and communication technology (ICT)____
1-0: Introduction:
This chapter attempts to review present and future developments in ICT and view
the changes in rhythm and speed in information processing, leading to enforcing,
enabling, and driving an ICT based radical organizational change known as "Etransformation"
Technologies, Information Technology (IT), Information System (IS), are not
goals in themselves. Each is a tool, a method, providing a cutting and a competitive edge
to support the organization, the management, and the other technologies, and to keep
them informed.
In technology, there are no absolutes, boundaries are made to be challenged and
laws to be broken. In this chapter, the researcher will try, based on the literature review,
to identify the lines of progress, the milestones encountered, as well as the present trends
and what scientists and visionarists expect in the short and mid-term future in the field of
ICT. Long-term expectations will be just a type of speculative conjecture closer to
science fiction rather than logical or analytical dedication as new technologies may well
emerge.
In 1943, Thomas Watson, chairman of IBM said "I think there is a world market
for may be five computers and "a computer in the future may weight no more than 1.5
tons. At that time IBM was ready to produce Mark I, known also as ASCC (automatic
sequence controlled calculator), an electromechanical machine with measurements
(15.55x2.44m: length x height), and 5 tons weight.
In 1981, Bill Gates announced "64k of memory should be enough for everybody"
The above statements shows that the vision of the most involved people,
including the field developers and pioneers, were not able to draw or imagine a
reasonable image for the mid-term or long-term future of IT. The transformation of the
computing technology industrial base from the old vacuum tubes electronic technology to
the revolutionary transistor technology, followed by integrated circuits technology is
what made Thomas Watson's expectations so wrong. The advent of the multimedia data,
rather than just the plain text to the IT processing arena is what makes the 64k
insufficient for our children's toys, and showed that even Bill Gates - in this case - was
short-sighted. In both cases, the radical change represented in the above cases by the
emergence and then the dominance of new technology - was the determining factor in
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reaching the unexpected. Even Bill Gates vision "a computer for every home",
which many people considered to be very optimistic at its time, started to be proved to be
limited and will be replaced by "many computers per person", especially with the currently - new pocket computers and video phones.
The marriage of IT and telephone technology produced the IT-telecommunication
or the information and communication technology (ICT). "Telecommunication" was
defined by Laudon and Laudon (2002) as "the communication of information by
electronic means, usually over distance". The information and communication
technology delivered the computer networks, network related products, then the global
network of networks (the Internet).
The emergence of the internet enforced the beginning of a global ICT revolution
that started wide ranging changes, including:
»J* The time required to get the information and to respond to it
*»* The way information is exchanged
*** The way businesses reach customers and stakeholders
»*» The way clients take decisions
»** The way people communicate.
* The cost of information
This lead to:
*> Government changing the way it works
**» Organizations changing their structures
*J* New concepts and tools of commerce and marketing
«> Customer changed to informed customer with new expectations
*** Businesses having new understanding of customer satisfaction and customer
relationship management (CRM).
*J* New relationship concepts and practices with stakeholders
The Internet, and consequently all the related products, services, and their
derivatives (starting with the web technology, Java and XML languages, E-mail, chat and
video-conferencing services) is just the start, further developments are imminent, and
many hitherto countered science fiction may come true as the cycle of development
continues
The cycle appears to be: New technology -» New business imperatives -* New
organizational structure -* New mindset (leaders and employers) -» new business
relations -* New regulations -» New economy.
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The emergence and dominance of new technologies has an influence
upon many aspects of our life including our thinking, behavior and living, especially in
the developed world.

1-1:

Development of Information technology

In the term "Information technology", "information" means the data of all types
before and after all means of data processing, "technology" means the operations
executed over the data (software) and the machinery required for executing these
operations (hardware).
1-1-1: Historical development of Information:

Robertson (2003) associated renaissances with information explosions:
-50,000 years ago
Spoken Language
5,000 years ago
Written Language
500 years ago
Printing
50 years ago
Electronic Computing
With the invention of writing, the world has gone through its first information
revolution (5000 years ago). With the first handwritten book (1300 BC), the world
brought its second information revolution. With the invention of the first printing press
(AD 1455), the third information revolution came. Now, with the start of the third
millennium, the world is going through its fourth information revolution, the ICT
revolution.
Each of the above inventions, removed old barriers, through fundamental new
developments, and made considerable improvements to the quality of life
Hobart and Schiffman (1998) defined the following Information Ages
Classification Theory
2,500 years ago
Age of Literacy
Deductive Systems
400 years ago
Age of Numeracy
Simulation and Modeling
50 years ago
Age of Computers
of Complex Systems
1-1-2: The evolution concept of technology:
Strawn (2003), from US National Science Foundation, named the four phases
each technology must pass depending on the societal needs and restrictions, and to meet
the subjective and objective external and internal factors.
The Four Phases of a Technology are
Experimental (you can't buy it): This is the phase where the technology is
between the concept and successful results. It is still in the RandD laboratories under
analysis, testing or improvement.
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Exotic (scarce and expensive): when the technology reach
positive results, but still in its early stages, strange, expensive and not in use.
Manufacturable (can be made cheap): when the technology finds its way
to wide implementation, leading to productivity, profitability, safety or risk reduction.
In other words when the product deliverables are exceeding the cost.
Ubiquitous (you depend on it): when the technology starts to be widely
and effectively used and becomes among the basic business or personal assets or
becomes a high competency factor.
Strawn, also bounded the time periods for electronic computing and internet
communication as follows:
Phase
Internet communication
Electronic computing
Experimental
1937-1950
1969-1989
Exotic
1951-1975
1990-2009?
Manufacturable
1976-1999?
2010?-?
9
Ubiquitous
2000?Table 1-1: the four phases of technology evolution in electronic computing and Internet
1-1-3: The development of IT components:
The IT industry has several major aspects: computer hardware, Software, and services.
Advances in computer processing power, software functionality and ease of use
coincided with reliability and dramatic price decline. This made IT both widely available,
and readily applicable for a wider range of people and businesses than ever before. The
conversion of analog voice, music, graphics, and video files to digital format broke down
barriers and elevated multimedia. Meanwhile common standards for computer
networking allowed for the integration of different computational devices, with the
internet initiating a trend for worldwide communications and knowledge-sharing that
further shadows the traditional dissimilarity between infrastructure, applications and
framework providers
Hardware: current advances are mainly concentrated in
1 -1 -3 -1:
Digital computing:
Different technologies for different computer generations:
the computer hardware evolution is divided into 4 stages representing 4 generations,
reflecting the use of 4 technologies, dramatically increased the processing power and
storage capacity.
Generation
First generation

Technology used
Vacuum Tubes
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Second generation
Third generation
Fourth generation

1957-1963
Transistors
1964-1979
Integrated circuits (1C)
1080-present
Very large scale 1C
Table 1-2: the four stages of hardware evolution
Processing power: In the last 30 years the computing processing power continued to
grow twice, (with no increase in cost), every 18 months (Moore's law). Primeur
(2002) expect that "In 2010 computing devices are expected to have 10 million times
the processing power per dollar compared to the computers available in 1975",
Accompanied by affordable stable prices. The performance to cost relationship is also
increasing dramatically
Current
Projected
Moore's Law: 1971A billion transistor chip, a petaflop system, and a
2005: Transistor count
teraflop desktop before 2010
2,300
1971
Multimedia
Super chips: Embedded devices represented in
3,500
1972
6,000
1974
microchip technology will be more and more available in
29,000
1978
an ever expanding array of products. As the chips attain
134,000
1982
communication capacity, formerly mute and dumb
products can become smart and communicative - Braga,
275,000
1985
Daly, and Sareen (2003).
1,200,000
1989
The end of chip progress around 201 5?
3,100,000
1993
Nanotechnologies to the rescue?
5,500,000
1995
> Quantum computing would bring micro physics
7,500,000
1997
to the macro world
19,000,000
1999
> This concept might be as significant as its scaling
44,000,000
2001
(and as revolutionary as the computer)
95,200,000
2003
> A bridge between materials and devices
190,000,000
2005
Table 1-3 Current (Moore's Law) and projected processing power
rage capacity: the increase in the amount of available memory
Projected
Current
Single photon, electron, or bond per bit
Bytes: from 106 (mega) to 10 15 (peta) Write only storage? (too much data to
ever find anything to read back. . .)
already!
Data warehousing, data mining to
Data sets: from 108 to 10°=1 !
From saving characters (eg, text) the rescue? (a dual use technology: needed
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to saving signals (eg, remote sensing)

for defense/intelligence as well as for

science)_____________
___
Table 1-4 Current and projected storage capacity
1-1-3-2:
Software:
This is the part that gives the intelligent machine its intelligence, through the
capabilities of the programs used, it is divided into two major types: system
software and application software.
System software: the part of software that manages the computer system
components, the peripheral devices, and controls the data flow between them. The
system software is divided into 3 parts: operating systems, language translators
and utility programs
Application software: covers the programming languages and the software
packages designed for a specific purpose.
The software function is to get the most from the hardware. Generations of
programming languages accompanied or followed directly each computer
generation. Each generation dramatically reduces the complexity and improves
the human-computer communication. Here are application software generations:
Generation
First generation
Second generation

Technology
Machine language

stage
1940-early 1950s
Early 1950-s

Assembly language
Third generation
Higher-level language
1950s- 1970s
Fourth generation
High level language - applications Late 1970s
- software packages
Table 1-5 application software generations
Software current and projected trends:____________
Projected
Current
O "Software in crisis" since (at O The Grid (making distributed
resources act and seem like a
least) 1967
single computer)
O Presidential
IT
Advisory
Committee's
three
first O Grid/middleware is to the
concerns in '99:
software,
network as an operating system is
software, and software
to a computer ("the network is the
computer")
O You can have software good or
you can have it cheap, but you O Software engineering? Software
security?
can't have it good and cheap
O Academic software among the O New programming languages?
worst...
O Free
and
open
software
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O

Hope: open source/community
codes/digital objects

O

movement
Delivered
(service)

online

software

Table 1-6 Software current and projected trends:
1-1-3-3: Architecture:
The term architecture of a system can refer to either hardware or software or a
combination of both, it always defines its broad outlines, and many define precise
mechanisms as well "Margolis (1996). A firm's IT architecture defines the technical
computing, information management, and communications platforms of the firm
(Applegate (1996), Managing in an information age).
Initially hardware and software system architecture were designed in a proprietary
concept, making it difficult to connect the system to other systems, not possible to
upgrade, add-on any part from another vendor. This meant it was closed system
architecture.
There arose a need for open system architecture (OSA) whose specifications are
public. This includes officially approved standards as well as privately designed
architectures whose specifications are made public by the designer. The OSA great
advantage is that any one can design add-on products for it, product duplication is
allowed by the manufacturer. OSA led to the spawning of a generation of industry
clones as in the IBM PC case
The strategic change from close architecture to an open architecture spawns multi
hardware and software solutions and product vendors and third party developers. This
encourages more organizations and businesses to take part as producers, and
developers, or, get the best of use of the new technology.
1-1-3-4: Networking:
In the late of 1970s, local area networks (LAN) began to emerge as a potential
business tool. The fundamental purpose of networking is to send and receive data
from one computer to another. To perform this complex task, operating systems
follow, strictly, a set of procedures or rules of behavior known as protocols. While
different vendors producing different hardware and software products under different
specifications, the need for a standard protocol to allow hardware and software from
various vendors to communicate was urgent, so as to enhance networking
developments and widen use.
In 1984, the ISO released the open system interconnection (OSI) reference model
which became an international standard serving as a networking guide.
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Future trends: The networking industry will be affected in several ways,
Cisco systems believe that the major three areas are the multimedia service (data,
voice, and video), the internet infrastructure and security, and the remote access
services (telecommuting).
<» Data, voice, and video services: to date, text, voice, and video travel on separate
networks. These will increasingly be integrated into single, multi-service
networks. To meet this need, networking companies are developing new products
and technologies that expand network capacity.
* The Internet: As Internet traffic continues to swell, so does the need for highquality, high-capacity networks. And companies engaging in business on the
Internet need sophisticated equipment that provides both the features and the
security their customers need
<» Telecommuting: Technology has enabled more and more people to work from
remote locations, which can be convenient for employees and a cost saver for
companies. As this trend continues, the need for remote access to networks will
grow. These products and services, will be helping companies eliminate old
corporate boundaries and geographic restrictions and replace them with more
efficient paths of communication among partners, suppliers, manufacturers,
retailers, and customers.
1-1-3-5: The Internet:
"Networking essentials" book of Microsoft education and certification defined the
internet as "The internet is a worldwide collection of networks, gateways, servers and
computers using a common set of telecommunication protocols to link them together".
The internet provides an online worldwide access to vast stores of information and
resources that are easily accessible like universities, governments, organizations,
libraries, military markets, and many others.
The idea: to build a network which, although some parts may be destroyed (by what so
ever reason), the other parts will continue to work smoothly and the data will not be
affected.
The business: The internet is not a product, it's a service, it's an information delivery
system that revolutionize the information business, where "networks can be viewed as
markets themselves" (Smith 2002), but its true value is the access to market and creating
markets
Current trends: show the domination of more dynamic Internet experiences, faster
connection speeds through broadband connections, and incrementally getting rid of
problems that accompany existing technology like openness and security issues.
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Projected trends: coming solutions to more available security problems,
improve connectivity, more user-friendly with more ease-of-use web applications and
services.
Technical internet issues to spotlight on within the next 5 years:
Multiple bandwidth delivery, linguistic and cultural diversity, privacy, restricting access,
taxation of internet commerce, information age law enforcement requirements, surviving
a crowded web, Information warfare and economic terrorism.
The internet2: 2nd wave internet is being under preparation in government and
organization's research labs among them (www.ngi.gov)
> digital video networks and digital libraries
> network based real-time full motion stereo imaging for teaching and research
> massively parallel interactive rendering environment using distributed computing to
interactively view "visible human" medicine
> visualization and analysis with internet GIS
> knowledge and distributed intelligence.
The internet cutting edge:
People and businesses are becoming increasingly reliant on the Internet, not only for email and browsing the Web, but also for business strategy, e-commerce, customer
service, supply-chain management, online training. Hosting of other applications is also a
future use of the internet.
The master key to using the Internet for competitive advantage is to stay up-to-date on
the latest trends and developments. This provides guidance, insight, and the knowledge
needed to implement successful Internet business strategies for organizations.
1-2:
The development of telecommunication Technology
Telecommunications means voice transmission over telephone lines from the time
Alexander Bell invented the first "singing telegraph" in 1876.
With the end of the ATandT monopoly in 1984, competing firms were allowed to sell
telecommunication services and equipments, and the market is widened for new
technologies and devices.
Changes in industry led to changes in technology. The marriage of computers and
communications produced what we see today, the use of computers to transmit digital
data, access to information both online and remote access are dependant on CT.
On the other hand, the deregulations and the IT-CT marriage opened the way for
telecommunication companies to provide information services like news reports, stock
reports, TV programs and movies, videotext services. These efforts are laying the way for
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the proposed information superhighway combining data transfer,
telecommunication and entertainment media into one infrastructure supported by wireless
technology.
1-2-1: Communication networks:
Communication networks witnessed huge rapid expansion since 1970 due to
V" the shrinking cost of computers and related communication technologies,
$ the appearance of the internet and related protocols,
V" the development of the world wide web applications and related software
Daly J (2002) stated that, by January 2003 more than 171 million internet hosts were
active, and by 2005 more than 2 billion people will be connected to digital networks. This
means that digital networks will connect, in few years, twice the people connected by
landline telephony in 100 years (Gage 2002).
1-2-2: Telecommunications current and projected trends:________________
Current
Projected
From
kilo-bit
backbones
100s of colors per fiber, each operating at 10s of
(NSFnet, 1986: 56kbps) To 40 gigabits per second (10s of terabits per fiber)
giga-bps backbones (TeraGrid,
Transporting huge data sets (teras to petas) will
2002)
be a killer app
From
<kilo-bit
home
Telecom industry in melt-down (like railroads in
connections (modem, 1981: 0.3 the 1880s)
No solution to "monopoly in the last mile" yet
kbps)To
mega-bit
home
connections (dsl and cable
Wireless networking will bring new amazing new
modem, 2002: 2mbps)
applications with its mobility
Table 1-7 Telecommunications current and projected trends:
1-2-3: Sensors and displays current and projected trends:_____________
Current
Projected
Big sensor: : will generate 1 petabyte per
Today's sensors often supported by
tape storage devices that are
second; will save 1 petabyte per month; wants
transported by ups
to distribute 1 petabyte per year
Today's sensors usually large and
Small: Cheap wireless sensors for bio, geo,
expensive (telescopes, satellites, etc)
and other applications this decade
From "display" printouts to video and
Glasses-based VR and Telepresence
Multi-media (sight, sound, and touch)
VR
Also relatively large and expensive
Novel human-computer interactions (eg,
tapping into the visual nerve like tapping into
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the auditory nerve now)

1 -3:

Table 1-8 Sensors and displays current and projected trends:
Milestones in the development of ICT

Year

Event

reference

1960

The idea came out

US department of defense

1964

The packet system

MIT

1969

The Arpanet is introduced, funded by the (http://www.tuxedo.org/~esr/writings/ha
department of defense
cker-historv/hacker-historv-2.html
1 st computer on ARPANET
from Cisco BIS website
The first automatic teller machine is fwww.warbabv.com/FG test/Timeline.
introduced.
htaiH
E.F.Codd describes the relational model (http://www.computer.org/computer/tim
(databases)
eline/timeline.pdf
The first single chip central processing (www.co.umist.ac.uk/services/academic
/resources/level l/ct!01/lec4.rtf)
unit was introduced, the Intel 4004.
The first network e-mail message is sent (http://www.computer.org/computer/tim
by Ray Tomlinson of Bolt Boranek and eline/timeline.pdf)
Newman.

1969
1970

1971

1972
1973

Lexitron, Wang and VYTEC introduce f http://www.computer.org/computer/tirn
eline/timeline.pdf
Word Processing systems.
The Xerox Paulo Alto Research Centre www.benmeadowcroft.com/reports/imp
developed the Alto, an experimental act/
computer that uses a graphical user
interface and a mouse.

1978

1979

Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard www.benmeadowcroft.com/reports/imp
Adelman introduce the RSA cipher as a act/
public key cryptosystem
The first electronic spreadsheet program www.benmeadowcroft.com/reports/imD
act/
IBM introduces its first personal www.benmeadowcroft.com/reports/imp
computer with an operating system act/
developed by Microsoft.
The switchover to the TCPMP protocol www.benmeadowcroft.com/reports/imp
is introduced.

1981

1983

marks the beginning of the global act/
Internet.
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1984
1985
1989

1990

1993

1993
1995
Late
1990's
2000
2000

1-4:

DNS introduced
Microsoft releases the Windows operating
system
The world wide web project is proposed to
the European Council for Nuclear
Research (CERN).
Windows version 3.0 is released bringing
a stable graphical user interface to the
IBM Personal Computer.
The Mosaic NCSA is developed by the
National Centre for Super-computing
Applications.
officially
becomes
internet
The
commercial
The first full length feature movie created
by a computer is released. Toy Story.
The emergence of electronic commerce.

from Cisco BIS website ____.
Cwww.co.umist.ac.uk/services/academic
/resources/level l/ct!01/lec4.rtf
(http://www.computer.org/computer/tim
eline/timeline.pdf
www.benmeadowcroft.com/reports/imp
act/
www.benmeadowcroft.com/reports/imD
act/

Technology strategies, Cooper smith
(2002)
www.benmeadowcroft.com/reports/imp
act/
www.benmeadowcroft.com/reports/imp
act/
The World Wide Web was quickly from Cisco BIS website
becoming many things to many people
experts estimated there were more than 1 from Cisco BIS website
billion indexable pages on the Web.

Table 1-9 Milestones in the development of ICT
The business demands and challenges:

As mentioned earlier, ICT can offer distinct advantages but this is dependant
on what support facilities and improvements it delivers to businesses and
organizations, Businesses demand the maximum responsiveness for the minimum
cost, tend to eliminate risks and seek to improve operational efficiency and quality.
This demand puts the CIO's under continuous pressure especially when they have to
do their everyday work. Adaptation to the latest innovation requires the
organizations to restructure to meet the present and future challenges. CIOs have to
learn while they work, and demands can exceed their productivity and capability,
often accompanied with shortage in resources (financial or human). This conflict
can result in loss of efficiency unless the management of the process is addressed.
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1-4-0 The development of IT and business focus
As shown in the shape below (fig 1-1) traditional IT and business solutions were
monolithic. Then, technology architecture comprised of run-time services and control
structures together with an application infrastructure, known as Component Based
Architecture (CBA) evolved. The CBA consists of the component model and the
architecture services that are built around the model. The figure shows that, solutions
based on a CBA are more dynamic, flexible, and maintainable than traditional monolithic
solutions.
1990's
New Millennium
1980's and
earlier
Internet

Customers
* Organization Focus

* Business Process Focus

* Mainframe 1990's centric
* Monolithic

* Client/Server
* Monolithic

* Internal use

*Business-to-business via
EDI - file transfer

* Virtual organizations,
distributed functions
*• Component / Service oriented
Architectures
*• E-commerce / e-Gov
*• Real-time environments

Fig 1-1: Lifecycle of Monolithic and Component-Based Solutions (Source Federal
Enterprise Architecture - Business reference Model 2003)
1-4-1: CIO business challenges:
This sixth annual survey (2002) of the Association for Federal Information Resources
Management (AFFIRM) listed the following CIO challenges arranged by priority.
(Surveying 60 CIO of different governmental and private companies of different lines of
business)
1. Using IT to improve service to customers/ stakeholders/ citizens:
Government services to citizens and/or businesses services to customers/stakeholders is
the major issue when competition bypasses the technology, quality and innovation to
customized, fast, easy to use and flexible, upgradeable services. It's the customer/citizen
centricity
2. Making the business and cultural changes necessary for full e-transformation:
Transformation is accompanied by restructuring, changing rules and roles, changing concepts
and habits. Preparatory phase for change readiness and positive responsiveness is
necessary to the success of the radical business and/or organizational transformation
3. Hiring and retaining skilled professionals:
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The fast changing IT industry and the need to deploy the latest IT innovation
as a competitive edge, in addition to the difficulty in getting the experience and expertise
in the new IT aspects in a very short time results in an ever increasing shortage of skilled
professionals, accordingly, hiring and/or retaining skilled professionals is becoming more
vital , and a need to have an encouraging human resources (HR) policy to focus and
understand the uniqueness of the situation. IT still needs people: skilled and motivated
4. Obtaining adequate funding for IT programs and projects
5. Preventing unauthorized system intrusions (hackers, terrorists, etc.)
6. Formulating or implementing an agency IT architecture
Through enforcing an IT governance structure to draw the lines between centralized,
decentralized and recentralized structures, architectures, frameworks and policies
7. Building effective relationships in support of IT initiatives with agency
senior executives (agency head, CFO, etc.)
In other words, the full understanding and positioning of IT in the organization, the ITbusiness initiatives alignment, from strategy to operational plans and projects, will make
the IT-business cooperation, dual understanding and support will work in the positive
direction of the IT, business and organization success.
8. Capturing, organizing and making accessible Agency knowledge and expertise
(knowledge management)
9. Simplifying business processes to maximize the benefit of technology
10. Unifying "islands of automation" within lines of business
Through the use of federal enterprise architecture (FEA) in case of government or central
enterprise architecture (CEA) in case of big organizations, to clarify through IT
consortium, how to communicate, manipulate and operate within line of business (LOB)
and with other LOBs. This will lead to no duplication and redundancies of any type.
In response to the above business challenges, This sixth annual survey (2002) of
(AFFIRM) and the 2002 survey of Center for information management studies (CIMS) at
Babson College for the "The Top hot 10 IT issues" found the following critical
challenges that the CIOs must pay considerable attention to, both now and in the near
future.
1.
2.
3.
4.

CIO Technical Challenges (Critical Technologies)
1-4-2:
Electronic commerce revisited : the internet and beyond
Security Infrastructure / Security Applications
Internet / Intranet / Web infrastructure, applications, and services to support
internal and external collaboration
Knowledge management
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5. Remote and mobile computing including personal digital assistants
and Wireless technology
6. Data warehousing/data mining
7. Records management
8. Executive information and decision support systems
9. Data, voice and video convergence
10. Video solutions (distance learning, virtual office, desktop)
11. The role of project management and project management office.
1-4-3: Top business-IT issues
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Figure 1-2: The CSC survey for the top business IT issues
Figure 1-2 shows the top business IT issues ranking from 1991 till 2001 as per the
CSC Survey were as follows:
Information Systems alignment with Corporate Goals (business-IT
alignment) ranked 1st or 2nd 9 of 11 years.
Organizing and utilizing data
Connecting to customers, suppliers, and/or partners electronically
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Optimizing organizational effectiveness
1-4-4: Challenges to transform into global information society:
Global Information Society (GIS) is a new era when knowledge and ICT would be used
for the benefit of all people of the world (R. Struzak 2002). GIS Global Information
Infrastructure (Gil) aims to enable people to fulfill their potential and realize their
aspirations as stated in G-8 summit (2000) Documents on global information society 2123 July 2000
Relying on medium-term time perspectives and expectations, networked
computing and communication represent the main component in fulfilling the global
information society requirements. Focusing on challenges such as:
• technologically: software evolution rather than hardware is the main constraint
• institutionally: limitations in the human resources ability to absorb and use
effectively the new technologies and its related regulations, legislations and culture
• economically: the deployment of these innovations in building current and projected
business models
• legally: how to craft a law that will be flexible enough to rapidly changing
circumstances and to coordinate with other nations in internet law and policy making.
The development of the Gil will have a profound and wide-ranging impact on
economies and societies through regulatory reforms in a range of policy areas
• Digital divide: ICT is meaningless for those who lack essentials
• Threats: information can be corrupted by viruses, distributed and/or blocked,
intercepted by criminals, terrorists and by government, interception from satellites,
undersea cables, or covert interception of telecommunication.
Near future, FAR future: Strawn (2003) listed predictions (by scientists!) for
this century
> 2020: computers will reach the power of the human brain
> 2050: all work will be done by "robots"
> 2100: new laws will be considered for "ex-humans" who have "cyberized"
themselves into a new species
1-5: conclusion:
IT Technological developments till date showed that the size, weight, processing
power and memory capacity are not an issue, and the progress will continue till 2015
when nanotechnology is predicted to take its place. On the software side, although the
simplicity and easy-to-use applications were anticipated, and the big steps made in this
direction, this goal is out of reach to the ordinary person. Dramatic progress is expected
with the wide use of the more customized human-machine interface. Architecture will
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continue its advancement in the open systems interconnections with the
multimedia combined protocols in mind. Networks, general and private, will be operating
on expanded bandwidth, where privacy and security technologies are guaranteed. Internet
will grow much faster, trends are: advanced web technologies, digital video networks and
digital libraries, network based real-time full motion stereo imaging for teaching and
research, massively parallel interactive rendering environment using distributed
computing to interactively view "visible human" medicine, visualization and analysis
with internet GIS, knowledge and distributed intelligence.
Strawn statement "We overestimate the importance of our technologies in the
short run and we underestimate their importance for the long run", implies the "big"
of today is the "small" of tomorrow. Old philosophers named it as the struggle between
"the new" and "the old". As we are using today's technologies (IT) and tools we are
requested to think of tomorrow's technologies (will it be IT or nanotechnology or
something else), and what type of works will they support, will it be IT, robots,
knowledge management or something we can't even imagine.
In planning for today's organizational needs, it is important to anticipate such
changes, but use existing technology to achieve cost effective outcomes. Change is likely
to be ever-present, so the management of change is essential.
Finally, there is a paradox here. Things are changing fast, so in planning for
today, we know it will be "out of date" very quickly. To set and wait is not a solution, so,
need to have a clear idea of benefits that can result, and use it before competitors,
reinvent profits/knowledge into the next development.
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Chapter Two: The changing role of ICT: from functional
support to strategic enabler
"The aim of science is to gain knowledge on reality, while the goal
of technology is to change reality"
"The future revolves around the e-hype"

2-1

Rene Pellissier - 2002

Introduction:

This chapter reviews the role of ICT in transforming business and society in a
new paradigm, by firstly: emphasizing the evolution of IT and its role in business,
including the IT impact on business strategy and operations, and the main business-IT/IS
transformation strategic tools; secondly: focusing on the IT/IS economic concept,
Building IT strategic objects, and Holistic integrated management approach
For more than half a century, computers were predominantly used as a
computational tool, but in the last few years, IT has moved from offices and labs to the
desktops and briefcases. The majority of decision makers from all business and
organizational levels had absolute agreement about the essential role of IT in enforcing
business in a new paradigm.
Historically, from the business view:

IT systems were designed to support internal company departments and enhance the
collaboration between business units
Limited use of IT systems with customers, suppliers, and external companies
Strategically: Internet is such an example.
IT projects emerged to support a competitive edge in government's military purposes.
Only after fulfilling the previous point, IT moved to serve other aspects of economy.
With the e-hype, Information technology is and will be one of the key factors
driving progress in the 21st century - it will transform the way we live, learn, work, and
play. Advances in computing and communications technology are creating a new
infrastructure for business, scientific research, and social interaction." Such an orientation
is very clear in many government efforts like President's Information Technology
Advisory Committee (PITAC), which is a government committee Established by
President Clinton Feb. 11, 1997 to provide advice and information on high-performance
computing and communications, information technology, and the Next Generation
Internet.
PITAC vision is represented by the following statements:
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IT is Transforming our Society by:
Transforming the Way We Communicate
Transforming the Way We Deal With Information
Transforming the Way We Learn
Transforming the Practice of Health Care
Transforming the Nature of Commerce
Transforming the Nature of Work
Transforming How We Design and Build Things
Transforming How We Conduct Research
Transforming Our Understanding of the Environment
Transforming Government
So, it's a full IT-based transformation, this is the role of IT in the 21 st century as
seen by the USA president's advisory committee. Research needed to understand
underlying processes by which IT influences and transforms society, and by which
society simultaneously influences IT.
According to PITAC, research Areas for FY2000-FY2005 will concentrate on the
following aspects of IT
1. Advanced Computational Science (ACS)
2. Human-Computer Interface (HCI)
3. Information Management (IM)
4. IT Education and Workforce (EWF)
5. Revolutionary Computing (RC)
6. Scalable Information Infrastructure (SII)
7. Social and Economic Implications of IT
8. Software (SW)
9. System Design and Implementation
10. People and Social Groups Interacting with Computers and Infrastructure
11. Applications in Science and Engineering
12. Scalable Information Infrastructure for Pervasive Computing and Access
IT research committee (ITR) is anticipated to be a five-year plus up
(FYOO-FY04) to double the Federal investment in Information Technology
Research.
Many European countries formed their committees on the national or the
European Union (EU) level to meet the new forces of change represented by the IT
influence, interaction and transformation, expanding to affect all aspects of organization,
from the basic operational level to the highest strategic level.
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Decision making and its life cycle is not an exception. It will be
transformed too, and in both directions (top - down and bottom - up) by the enforcing IT
innovation and domination.
External Environmental factors
(organization) Different Organizational structures

(Management) Appropriate management level

Different
decision
support

systems (DSS)

(IT)
Supported
and delivered
by required
TT

Fig 2-1: IT/IS relevant positioning with management, organization, and environment.

2-2

The role of IT in business:

Changes in business, computer hardware and software, Internet growth, and webbased business solutions, are redefining an IT- business inter-relationship. Businesses are
directed by growing corporate business ideology. This "corporate ideology forms the
basis from which most, if not all, of the company's goals, initiatives, and ultimately
direction, are derived". This same ideology developed different planning methodologies
where IS are among its products, meanwhile IT has greatly contributed to the evolution
of the planning methodologies.
Planning methodologies support means for organizations to carry out tasks
involved in the mastering of different variants like markets, products and services,
customer's needs, barriers and boundaries, and many more variants. IT support is a mean
for an organization to gather and analyze the needed information for managing the
business, in addition to managing and utilizing large complex systems to provide
strategic advantage.
Thus, IT has defined its business interrelation, and its value as an essential
business variant. This variant added itself to the requirements of business success as
"success in business also requires the mastering of IT"
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The role of IT in business is to support business operations, decision
making, and strategic competitive advantage.
From an information delivery point of view, IT evolution has the following
sequence:
2-2-1

I

The evolution of IT role:

Era

Characteristics

When?

Data Processing (DP)

Operational control systems
Transaction processing

1960's

Management
Information Systems
(MIS)_______
Strategic Information
Systems (SIS)

Control and planning systems
Problem solving and decision support

1970's

Possible
"Fourth Era?":
Organizational IS
Capability

IT/IS permeates organization
Inseparable from enterprise
Delivers sustainable competitive
advantage

Systems critical to business operations
and competitive advantage
Now?

"^^rjJE'^SiSSSSfSKEK^

Table 2-1: The evolution of IT role, Adapted from Ward and Peppard, Strategig Planning for Information
Systems, John Wiley and Sons 2002

2-2-1-1 The role of IT in supporting Business operations (Data processing)
The first role of IT in business was improving operational efficiency by
automating data processing functions. The implementation approach was project
oriented, responding to internal needs, developed on a bottom-up basis, resulted in
duplication of resources (efforts and costs), with no or poorly integrated, with the
organization business plan (Martin, Brown, DeHayes, Hoffer and Perkins 1999).
With data processing methodologies, IT acts as the sole data owner and controller
of system processes. At that time Integration of IT with Strategy was not an issue of
importance.
2-2-1-2 The role of IT in supporting Decision making (MIS)
Process integration follows process automation in response to the need for sharing
information across the organization, thus creating a new role for IT. IT has to meet the
needs of new planning methodologies - focusing on a holistic approach to manage
information resources across the organization. IT' ownership and control became
fragmented throughout the organization. The new methodologies introduced new
business roles in the development process of new systems. Business users - who usually
lack the experience or knowledge needed to provide such systems, create inconsistent
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information definitions and usage. Thus, resolving the conflict will not be
through "win-win business-IT compromise". Such compromises usually lead to less
quality IT solutions that minimize the strategic goals. It is necessary to focus on
identifying the roles and responsibilities of the business users and IT professionals in a
way that best serve the organization. In this stage IT integration with enterprise strategy
typically could improve efficiency and effectiveness
2-2-1-3 The role of IT in supporting Strategic competitive advantage
A strategic information system (SIS), is defined as an IS that creates or enhances
the company's competitive advantage or changes fundamentally how business is
conducted. Competitive advantage can be achieved by two ways: by cost, through
providing cheaper goods and services, and/or by differentiation through providing better
quality and customer service. The cost can be reduced by reducing labor and overheads
costs through IT process automation, leading to better competition on price. Meanwhile
the intelligent use of IT can help in two ways (cost and differentiation), IT can facilitate
differentiation through personalized and improved customer service. In Table 2-3: IT/IS
strategic comparison from converging and diverging points.
SIS supports the following four functions:
1. Supporting top management with information to support the organization's
strategic initiatives, (decision making)
2. Supporting new or enhanced products or services through the development
of distribution channels. (SCM and CRM)
3. Supporting and improving relationships between customers and/or
suppliers by facilitating sharing of information (CRM).
4. Supporting value adding process through Utilization of information.
"Strategic information systems are not intrinsically different applications-it is
their impact on the business that is different." (Ward and Griffiths 1996). SIS are not
different from DB and MIS, they are conventional informational systems used in creative
ways. All three systems are products of the planning methodologies and their means
which structure vision, goals, expected gains, and evaluate present and future
organization status. IT's great contribution to planning methodologies evolution should
not^ be misunderstood. IT is not the driving force behind that evolution, it is the
competitive nature of business is.
2-2-1-4 The role of IT in supporting Organizational IS Capability:
In the 4th era, IT/IS organization permeates enterprise and becomes
inseparable from the process of how "the enterprise Delivers sustainable
competitive advantage".
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Motivated by the hypercompetition environment resulting from
globalization, liberalization and deregulation of commerce, ICT revolution especially the
internet, increased awareness in society, and the emergence of mass customizing
capabilities. ICT delves into new role "strategic differentiator", where IT organization is
repositioned to enable "organizational transformation thrusts: process integration,
knowledge leveraging, and competitive agility" - Carol v. Brown (1999). Where IT
transformation pacing can be either concurrent, dynamic balancing, or anticipatory
relative to the business transformation. IT/IS transformation strategies have new
approaches covering concept, methodology and implementation.
In this stage the lack of integration of information technology in enterprise
strategy can kill a business. Lack of strategic IT integration will be a result of one or
more of the following:
From the IT side: IT projects with insufficient focus, failure to perform the
required functions or tasks for which they were designed, failure to recognize the
impact of change on the organization and the workforce
From business side: lack of adequate managerial oversight, of user
participation and poor communication
From the project management side: an inability to answer key project
questions like (resource allocation, setting priorities, large systems integration).
IT potentials:
2-2-2
Information technology advances and the realization of its potential contributions
and their applications are dependent on the visualization that the potential exists.
Therefore, From an IT management view : IT developed in five eras
Era

Major (new) Roles

Applic

Accounting

IS dominance

Batch s

Operational

Business management
involvement

Online

Information

End user involvement

Interac
support

Network

Business management
ownership

Strateg
system

Internet

Top management leadership

Web-b
3.
ftinrw?

Table 2-2: the five areas of IT development, Adapted from Martin et al, Managing Information
Technology, Fourth Edition, Prentice Hall 2002
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2-2-3 IT/IS strategic focus
Viewpoint
focus
strategy
distinction

Business
unit

IS

IT

IS strategy deals with what to do with IT strategy designates
information
how technology is to be
applied in the delivery
of information
IS strategy must be planned at a Strategic IT strategy more likely
to be an enterprise level
Business Unit (SBU) level
(Should be cross-referenced between units) endeavor

of IS Strategy containing statements of IT Strategy including
supply elements
demand
(Probably separate for each SBU)______
Table 2-2: source: gathered information from "master of information technology
management program" (Prof. Ray Trygstad - fall 2003)_________________
Table 2-3: IT/IS strategic focus, The table shows that IS strategy drives IT strategy.
2-2-4 IT impact analysis on business strategy and operations
Applegate et al (2003) analysis of the IT impact on core strategy and core
operations produced 4 variants: strategic, turn around, factory, and support, as per the
following characteristics:__________

Structure
deliverables

(factory) Low impact on core strategy-High (strategic) High impact on core strategyhigh impact on core operations:
impact on core operations:
Transform organization or industry
Improve performance of core processes
Led by business unit executives
Led by senior executives and board
Change management__________
Process reengineering__________
(support) Low impact on core strategy-Low (Turn around) High impact on core
strategy-low impact on core operations:
impact on core operations:
Identify and launch new ventures
Improve local performance
Led by venture incubation unit
Local level oversight
Grassroots experimentation
New venture development
Table 2-4: The four variants produced of IT impact on core strategy and core operations.
I______———————————1——————————————————————————————-——i————————————————————————————;—r —— -——__________
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2-3 Main business-IT/IS transformation strategic
approaches:
2-3-1 Enterprise Resource planning (ERP):
The needfor ERP
ERP software comes from the need to integrate information solutions across the
entire organization by attempting to integrate all departments and functions across a
company to create a single software program that runs off one database, and to
standardize business processes. By doing so, organizations will better understand their
business and increase process efficiency, adopt best practices, provide better service to
their customers, and increase their profits.
So ERP automates the tasks necessary to perform a business process
What is ERP?
Enterprise Resource Planning or ERP is "an industry term for integrated, multimodule application software packages that are designed to serve and support multiple
business functions" (ITtoolbox.com 2003). By using ERP, organizations choose the use
of packaged software rather than proprietary software written by or for one customer.
The evolution of ERP:
1960's: manufacturing systems focus on customized Inventory control "based on
traditional inventory concepts" (expressindiam.com 2003)
1970's: the focus shifted to MRP (Material Requirement Planning) which
"translated the Master Schedule built for the end items into time-phased net requirements
for the sub-assemblies, components and raw materials planning and procurement"

(expressindia.com 2003).
1980's: the evolution of MRP-II (Manufacturing Resources Planning) which was
"an extension of MRP to shop floor and Distribution management activities"
(expressindia.com 2003).
Early 1990's: MRP-II was further extended to cover areas like Engineering,
Finance, Human Resources, Projects Management etc, covering the complete scope of
activities within any business enterprise.
Thus, the term ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) was coined as ERP systems
now integrate all business management, unlike ERP's immediate predecessors, MRP and
MRP II, which focused mainly on managing the manufacturing and accounting resources
of a company.
ERP modules may be able to interface with existing organization's software with
varying degrees of effort, and, depending on the software, ERP modules may be alterable
via the vendor's proprietary tools as well as proprietary or standard programming
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languages.
How ERP works: when a customer service representative takes an order, all the
customer is related information is available, Everyone else in the company can view the
same information and has access to the single database that holds the order. When one
department finishes with the order, it is automatically routed via the ERP system to the
next department. The order can be traced at any point, by any one logged in to the
system.
Encouraging but risky:
Fully implementing ERP, is a project of breathtaking scope, the impact will be far
greater than any other systems project undertaken, but before that:
An Organization has to critically determine how their way of doing
business will fit within a standard ERP package.
An organization needs to change the way it does business. And that
kind of change doesn't come without sacrifice (intuitivemfg.com 2003).
Associated costs exceed software costs, e.g. for consulting, process
rework, integration testing, teaching users their new job processes, data
warehouse integration requirements, and a long list of other expenses, before the
benefits of ERP appear.
Underestimating any of the above points (by cost or time or both) will lead to
unpleasant shocks and to misunderstanding in financial planning resulting in the costs of
an ERP project growing out of control.
ERP and the future:
The top five ERP vendors, SAP, Oracle Corporation, Peoplesoft, Inc., JD
Edwards and Company, and Baan International, account for 64 percent of total ERP
market revenue. These vendors continue to play a major role in shaping the landscape of
new target markets, with expanded product functionality, and higher penetration rates.
Every major manufacturing company will buy the software which ranges in cost
(software, maintenance and training) from hundreds of thousands of dollars for a small
company to millions for a large company.
Consolidation among the major players will continue and intensify. ERP vendors are
expected to put more effort into e-cornmerce, CRM and SCM initiatives, AMR Research
of Boston predicts, with leaders redirecting between 50% and 75% of their R&D budget
to these projects (amrresearch.com 2003).
The rapid evolution of ERP has already lead to a new corporate "must-have", ERP II,
which is supposed to help businesses gain more competitive edge in the future.
According to Gartner research group, the major difference is that ERP II involves
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collaborative commerce, which enables business partners from multiple
companies to exchange information posted on eCommerce exchanges (vnunet.com
2003).
Market Leaders and common features:
The top five ERP vendors, SAP, Oracle Corporation, Peoplesoft Inc., JD Edwards
and Company, and Baan International, which account for 64 percent of total ERP market
revenue. These ERP vendors have products (tools) that can handle the entire front and
back-office operations of a discrete manufacturing company, the main ERP features are
covering but not limited to the following:___________________________
React to scheduling problems as they occur
Planning
Increase productivity by eliminating stock shortages
Improving delivery performance
Increasing flexibility in building your demand schedule.
Inventory and Material
Structured materials management system
Management
Accurately control inventory transactions, product costs,
______________
and material usage.
Finance and Accounting
Purchasing
Manufacturing

Quality Control

Ad Hoc Report Wizard

manage your work-in-process activities and
increase the productivity of your production staff with
labor-saving features
more control over production and scheduling._____
quality-focused tools to assist your company in achieving
optimal quality control over your products, performance
and procedures_______________________
quickly and easily create custom reports based
no database, query building, field name or programming
knowledge is necessary to take full advantage of the
features of the Ad Hoc Report Wizard.
Format your reports in exactly the way you want to see
them.
The user can also add simple or complex standard
calculations to reports without needing to program them
separately (no programming skills required).______
Table 2-5: ERP features.
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2-3-2 Supply chain management (SCM):
Supply chain is the sequence of suppliers, manufacturers, wholesalers, distributors
and stores that enable a product to be made, sold and delivered.
What is supply chain management (SCM)?
the business view of SCM: is a way of managing and supervising the flow of
products and goods, services, and information as they move along the supply chain, from
suppliers, manufacturers, wholesalers, distributors, stores, on down to consumers and end
users.
The strategic view of SCM: "is the active management of supply chain activities
to maximize customer value and achieve a sustainable competitive advantage"
(scrc.ncsu.edu 2003)
SCM includes business strategy, information flow and system compatibility. It is
covering also product development, sourcing, production, and logistics, as well as the
information systems needed to coordinate these activities.
It represents a conscious effort by the supply chain firms to develop and run
supply chains in the most effective and efficient ways possible.
The technology touches:
•
The advances of technology allowed SCM to move from the paper
work routines and deficiencies to a strategic advantage that can help avoid
disasters, lower costs and improve profits.
The Internet has transformed SCM into a management science
with just-in-time delivery, precise inventory visibility and to-the-minute
distribution-tracking capabilities (scrc.ncsu.edu 2003).
With Web technology, all the players in the chain simultaneously
manage inventory, control manufacturing schedules, and deliver an order on time
to a customer.
Automating a supply chain requires:
•
Careful planning, and
Excellent understanding of relationships with partners and
customers.
The "80/20" rule, 20 percent of customers place 80 percent of
orders, so companies should consider offering priorities to that 20 percent of
customers first
Consider the IT capabilities of partners and customers.
Simplicity is the key: applications that are easy to use and easy to
connect will be the most popular with members of the supply chain.
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Why SCM now:
The following three trends enabled SCM to occupy its present position and
brought it to forefront SCM to top management attention:
1. Technology readiness:
ICT allows easy linkage between information resources and eliminates
information related time delay in any SCM network
E-commerce, where information transactions are automatically completed via
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT), Point of Sale
(PoS) devices, and a variety of other approaches, all this has put many thousands of
buyers and sellers in touch with one another
New telecommunications and computer technology has made instantaneous
communications a reality. Such information systems can link together suppliers,
manufacturers, distributors, retail outlets, and ultimately, customers, regardless of
location.

2. Increased competition and globalization in today's markets
3. Relationship management: To avoid such problems, firms must manage the
relationships with their upstream suppliers as well as their downstream customers.
2-3-3
Customer relationship management (CRM)
(It is the overall process of marketing, sales, and service within any organization)
The needfor CRM:
Because the new economy is being driven by the need for a quick response, two
way interaction between organizations with their customers is occurring via numerous
ways including:
mail campaigns
Web sites
brick-and-mortar stores
call centers
mobile sales force staff
marketing and
advertising efforts
The organization needs to obtain a holistic customer view. This is made possible
by linking up each of these points, then analyzing data flow between operational systems
and analytical system. This view is used to identify where better services are needed to
create or empower, enabling improved CRM
From the customer side, the flood of information creates new customer
expectations. This customer is empowered by information and choices, intent on
achieving value, and saving time. This is the e-customer.
With the advent of e-commerce comes the e-customer. The e-customer expects
constant access to a company through e-mail, call centers, faxes and Web sites.
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Customers demand immediate response with a personalized touch. Meeting
their needs puts new demands on the enterprise. Since traditional ERP applications did
not include a customer management aspect, CRM was the logical next step.
What is CRM?
The strategic concept: Charlie Weston (2002) defined CRM as: an enterprise wide
initiative that supports customer interactions across all communication channels and
provide customer data and analytical feedback as the basis for strategic development
(Laudon and Laudon 2002).
CRM, is a company-wide business strategy designed to helps businesses use
technology and human resources, to reduce costs and increase profitability by solidifying
customer loyalty, through learning more about customers' needs and behavior in order to
develop stronger relationships with them. True CRM brings together information from all
data sources within an organization and where appropriate, from outside the organization
to give one, holistic view of each customer in real time.
The centerpiece of CRM is developing commercial relationships rather than
transactions by providing information that has a unique value to customers, based on
information from them.
The IT concept of CRM, is "an information technology industry term for
methodologies, strategies, software, and other web-based capabilities that help an
enterprise organize and manage customer relationships" (ittoolbox.com 2003). The more
useful way to think about CRM is as a process that will help bring together lots of pieces
of information about customers, sales, marketing effectiveness, responsiveness and
market trends.
Lee (1999) defined Customer Relationship Management as:
1.
Implementing customer-centric business strategies
2.
Which drives redesigning offunctional activities
3.
Which demands re-engineering of work processes
4.
Which is supported, not driven by CRM technology
This business concept is a wider one that realizes the design phase of the business
innovation process:
New strategy -> functional redesign -> process reengineering with technology
support
Successful CRM has the following three initiatives; failings in any of them will
affect the CRM structure.
People: people's buy in and support, from all organizational levels
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Processes: processes have to be reengineered from the view of how the
customer can be better served.
Technology: the technology to drive the improved processes must provide the best
data and to be easy to operate
The idea is to have the same information available to all in the company so that every
product or service need of the customer is met. CRM implies that everyone in the
enterprise is focused on the customer. The aim is to reach "customer loyalty strategy"
where loyalty is measured in terms of additional purchases, cross purchases, willingness
to ignore competitors' offers and advocacy.
Why CRM now:
CRM software is compatible with the following two trends
new competition level
Competition levels have exceeded technical specifications and quality as competitive
edge and products have become harder to differentiate. Companies focus has begun
changing from product centric to customer centric concept of business, as the new
competitive edge.
Technology readiness:
Technology did not previously have the ability to manage complex information about
customers, which was stored in many different systems, now technology has advanced to
the point where it's possible to put customer information from all over the enterprise into
a single system. As network and Internet technology has matured
Goals and benefits of CRM:
CRM enables business to look at their customers as individuals rather than as segments.
and manage the customer-relationships individually. This leads to:
1) Increased efficiency through
A)automation
B)Deeper understanding of customers
2) Increase loyalty by provide better customer service, including faster response to
customer inquiries
3) Decrease acquisition costs by keeping your best customers and to up-grade them
rather than acquiring new customers who have no link to your brand.
4) increase call centers efficiency
5) cross sell products more effectively
6) Increase marketing and selling opportunities by
A) helping sales staff close deals faster
B) simplify marketing and sales processes
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7) discover new customers, improve customer profiling and targeting
8) increase customer revenues by increased share of customer and overall profitability
9) Receiving customer feedback for:
A) obtaining information that that can be shared with business partners to get more
business from existing customers
B) leading to new and improved products or services
C) Identifying the most profitable customers
Building a CRM:
Building successful CRM requires objectivity, knowledge and experience. Developing
readiness for the following 4 blocks is a major requirement for building sound CRM
systems:
A) CRM Planning\Facilitation:
As with ERP, Organization change readiness , by convincing its staff with the
benefits of change and CRM for all stakeholders. Planning to cover:
1) Customer Centric Planning and Strategy Development
2) Identifying Barriers and Boundaries to CRM
3) Organizational Change and Migration Management related to CRM
B) Present Workflow Analysis:
1) Analyze existing workflow
2) Review each element workflow to:
i) Check the possibility to perform differently to add value to customers.
ii) If the answer to i) is yes, to decide how to increase efficiency, using software and
integration technology.
C) Determine the relevant information: decide what kind of customer information is
relevant and how it will be used
D) Re-engineer Work Processes: (as with ERP) this step analyzes business processes to
decide which ones need to be reengineered and how best to go about it by:
i)
identifying individual work processes defined by new workflow maps
ii)
Mapping current work processes
iii)
Mapping new processes
iv)
Review and Approval
E) Unbiased Software Selection\Analysis:
Choose the appropriate technology to automate what it is that needs to be
automated. Software selection is serious business, it is preferably to be done by a
steering committee constituted from carefully selected executives (the availability
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of several "contact management and CRM applications", each are best suited
for certain situations).
More CRM challenges: a truly effective CRM may face one or more of the following
challenges:
Time: depending upon the size of the company and the breadth of data,
This process, can take from few weeks to one year or more
Cost: the cost may vary from hundreds of dollars per month per user (in
the case of using Web-based CRM technologies), to millions spend by large
companies (purchase, install, and customize the technology required to support
its CRM initiative). Among the decisive factors are the size of the company and
the breadth of data.
CRM and the future: AMR Research expects the CRM market to grow to more than $20
billion by 2004 - making it as large as the ERP market. Meanwhile IDC Research study
showed that Key growth drivers will include a stronger focus on CRM business processes
and front-to-back office integration.
Steps toward the formulation of CRM:
Before reaching the CRM level, marketing concepts and relations passed through the
following historical and economical developments:
First marketing concepts were based on a one-to-one relationship where buyers
had a direct link to the producers.
With the rise of mass production and the disappearance of the buyers-producers
direct relationship, brands were born as a mean of providing customer with quality
reassurance (proximity .ro 2003 : bringing brands closer to customers)
1980's, with the flood of products and brands. Brands were no longer enough to
differentiate products, and "relationship marketing" appears to bridge the gap
(proximity .ro 2003)
Relationship marketing concept, later on developed to CRM aims to creating
long-lasting and profitable relationships with individual customers through reengineering companies thinking to gain a substantial competitive advantage. Some
vendors started developing and implementing these customer management
applications as early as 1992 (Vantine, for example)
Partner relationship management (PRM):
2-3-4
PRM is a new and economic sub-category of the CRM solutions, it is a subset of
CRM, representing "the application of Relationship Management strategies and
technologies to the unique needs of indirect sales channels" (frontlinehq.com 2003)
Internet-based PRM systems are the norm, providing a common platform to
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deliver applications for use by employees, partners, and customers.
PRM key functions are marketing (targeting the best customer), sales, customer
services and e-commerce
Business intelligence (BI):
2-3-5
BI is the methodical transformation of data from any and all data sources into new
forms to provide information that is business driven and results oriented Worapoj
Kreesuradej (2002)
The BI concept covers:

+
+
+
+
+

Data Warehousing
Data Marts
CRM Analysis
Data Mining
Data Visualization

+
+
+
+
+

Score Carding
Knowledge Management
Analytic Applications/DSS
Text/Web Mining
On line Analytical
Processing OLAP

^ Query and Reporting
The components of its major tools are:
+ On line Analytical Processing (OLAP)
+ Data warehousing
+ and Data Mining
+ Query and Reporting tools
BI is "both a process and a product" as defined by Richard et al. (1999), As a
process "it contains the legal and ethical means that a company uses to utilize
information", On the product side "it provides insight into the activities of the
competition" Rene pellissier (2002)
The Needfor BI:
According to Worapoj Kreesuradej (2002), the need for BI has two perspectives:
business and IT
From the business perspective
1. Lack information to make decisions in a timely fashion: We are drowning
in data, but starving for knowledge!
2. Difficult to access a corporate wide picture or single view of a customer
3. Competitors with better information are winning
From IT perspective
1. Business units have hired separate IT people to write reporting programs
2. IT is overloaded with requests for management level reporting
BI can prompts organization to get and maintain agility and proactivity by:
o Quick responsing and identifying the future trends
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o Providing a holistic overview of business financial and
operational health, and regulating the operations.
o Have potential application in market analysis and management (purchasesales-CRM)
oRisk analysis and management (forecasting-credit scoring), and fraud
detection and management (money laundering-medical treatment)
The evolution of El: BI is a result of the following developments
Decision Support systems (developing Theory)
The 70's:
EIS
The 80's:
Data Warehouse
The 90's:
Business Intelligence
:
2000
How decisions are made?
BI tools use the following sequence of steps to Increase the potential to support
business decision:
Data source of all types (Paper, Files, Information Providers,
1.
Database Systems, OLTP)
Data Warehouses / Data Marts
2.
Data exploration (Statistical Analysis, Querying and Reporting)
3.
Data Mining (Information Discovery)
4.
Data Presentation (Visualization Techniques)
5.
Making Decisions
6.
BI advantages: BI has two areas of advantages: direct (short term) and strategic
(long and medium term).
BI direct benefits to organizations are represented by improving
customer satisfaction, and increasing revenues, profits and savings.
Meanwhile Identifying business drivers, strategic business goals,
Define the business analysis issues, Cost-Benefit Analysis, and Risk Assessment:
in Technology, Complexity, Integration, and Project Team are of strategic
advantage to organizations.
Data warehousing
2-3-5-1
Many definitions in many different ways, but one popular and detailed definition
islnmon's(1992)
"A data warehouse is a subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant, and
nonvolatile collection of data in support of management's decision-making process"
Subject-oriented: because, it is Organized and designed around major subjects,
such as customer, product, sales, vendor, product and activity. It Provides simple and
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concise view by focusing on the modeling and analysis of data for Decision
making, excluding any unrelated
Integrated: because, it is Constructed by integrating multiple, heterogeneous data
sources like relational databases, flat files, on-line transaction records. It is Applying
Data cleaning and data integration techniques. Having consistent naming convention,
measurement of variables and so forth. And the data should be stored in single globally
acceptable fashion
Time-variant (Manish Desai 2003 "data warehousing" PP presentation")
Data stored over a long time horizon (5-10 years)
Key structure contains element of time (implicitly or explicitly)
All data in the warehouse should be accurate as of some moment in time
Data once correctly recorded cant be updated
Non Volatile: No Update of data allowed, only loading and access of data
operations
The need for data warehousing: Among the most potential uses of data
warehouses are:
to support forecasting and decision-making processes across the
1.
enterprise
to act as a centralized repository of an organization's data
2.
to provide a comprehensive and homogenized view of the organization
3.
as a basis for customer relationship management for consolidating
4.
satisfaction and frustration
customer data and identifying areas of customer
for fraud detection, product repositioning analysis, profit center discovery
5.
and corporate asset management
for retailers to identify customer demographic characteristics, identify
6.
shopping patterns, and improve direct mailing responses
for banks to assist in spotting credit card fraud, help identify the most
7.
profitable customers, and highlight the most loyal customers
in telecommunication firms to predict which customers are likeliest to
8.
switch and then target them with special incentives to stay
in insurance companies for claims analysis, to see which procedures are
9.
claimed together and to identify the patterns of risky customers
by manufacturers to compare costs of each of their product lines over
10.
several years, determining factors responsible for increase or decrease on overall
margins
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1 . Tasks

2. Data
type
3.

Operational DBMS (OLTP) vs. Data Warehouse (OLAP)
OLAP (on-line analytical
OLTP (on-line transaction
processing)
processing)
Major
task
of data warehouse
Major task of traditional
relational DBMS
system
Data analysis and decision
Day-to-day operations:
purchasing, inventory, banking,
making
manufacturing, payroll,
registration, accounting, etc
Recent and historical
Current and Operational

4. data
storage

On multiple platforms

Integrated data collected from
legacy systems
On single platform

5. users

Clerk, IT professional

Knowledge worker

6. Function

Day to day operations

Decision support

7. Data

Current, up-to-date, detailed

Historical,

Isolated data

summarized,

multidimensional, integrated,
consolidated

8. Unit of
•work
9. metric

Short, simple transaction

Complex query

Transaction throughput

Query throughout, response
time

10. Access
11. DB
design
12. Number
of accessed
records
13. DB size

Read/write

Mostly read

Application oriented

Subject oriented

Tens

Millions

100MB-GB

100GB-TB

Table 2-6: Operational DBMS (OLTP) vs. Data Warehouse (OLAP), information in italic is adopted from
"Data Mining", ch 2 p5, Zhi-Hua-Zhou fall 2003. Nanjing University

Data Warehouse Models:
Enterprise warehouse: collects all of the information about subjects
spanning the entire organization
Data Mart: a subset of corporate-wide data that is of value to
specific groups of users. Its scope is confined to specific, selected groups, such as
marketing data mart which includes customer, sales and product tables. Data mart
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has own repository and administration, and May lead to complex
integration problems if not designed properly
Virtual warehouse : A set of views over operational databases,
Only some of the possible summary views may materialize.
Data Warehouse Tools and Utilities:
Utility
Function Description
Data extraction
get data from multiple, heterogeneous, and external sources
detect errors in the data and rectify them when possible
Data cleaning
Data
convert data from legacy or host format to warehouse format
transformation
sort, summarize, consolidate, compute views, check integrity, and
Load
build indices and partitions
Refresh
propagate the updates from the data sources to the warehouse
Table 2-7: Data Warehouse Tools and Utilities
Data Warehouse Usage: Three kinds of data warehouse applications
Main specification
Application
o supports querying
Information processing
o basic statistical analysis
o reporting using tables, charts and graphs
o multidimensional analysis of data warehouse data
Analytical processing
o supports basic OLAP operations, rolling up,
drilling down______________________
o knowledge discovery from hidden patterns
Data mining
o supports associations
o constructing analytical models
o performing classification and prediction
o presenting the mining results using visualization
tools.
Table 2-8: Data Warehouse Usage, Three kinds of data warehouse applications

Data Mining
2-3-5-2
Data mining is the core of the knowledge discovery process; for Worapoj
Kreesuradej (2002) it is the process of extracting previously unknown, valid and
actionable information from large database and then using the information to make
crucial business decisions.
The needfor data mining:
• The size of databases are becoming very large, and data warehouses are
making databases multidimensional. These two factors make it very hard for
databases access and analysis.
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System administrators and analysts found it impossible to find
the relevant data with such large databases
"Standard statistical methods may be impractical because of missing
value" Pellissier (2002)
OLAP Vs. Data mining
Data Mining
OLAP
Target
Simplifying and supporting data Automatic data analysis
analysis
Function
User-driven data summary and Covers much broader spectrum of
functions
comparison
Data
Is used to analyze data in data Is not confined to analyze data in
data warehouse
warehouse
Table 2-9: OLAP Vs. Data mining

Integrating Data warehousing (OLAP) with data mining will generate information
with the following sophisticated specification according to Zhi-Hua-Zhou (fall 2003).
Integrated , consistent clean data from data warehouses
Use of available information processing structures surrounding
data warehouses.
Mining with drilling, slicing, dicing, pivoting, etc
Flexibility to select data mining functions and swap data mining
tasks dynamically.
Conclusion: Data warehouse is the technology for the future, because it enables
the knowledge worker to make faster and better decisions
The IT/IS economic concept:
2-4
To execute successful data operations there is a need to apply a "needs assessment
plan", then for the outcome to be sorted by required criteria. Here the fundamental
economic concept "deploy resources to fulfill desires" is applicable. Pellissier (2002)
argues that information economics works along the same principles of "supply and
demand", where the demand is represented by the IS or the system side (it have desires to
be fulfilled), and the supply is represented by the IT or the technology side (where
resources are deployed to fulfill the desires). The demand side of information covers the
IS, where operational, managerial, and strategic needs are identified and summarized,
whereas the supply side of information covers the IT side where the needs are met using
appropriate technology. This leads to the importance of identifying the demand
specification, before implementing an appropriate system.
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Pellissier's concept emphasize the delivery of information value chain,
from business data to information to business intelligence, through a transformation
process deploying the IS and IT, in terms of information economics. Pellissier (2002)
defined the information delivery process as " the end-to-end process of converting raw
data, which large organizations have in abundance, into meaningful information, which is
required to support and enhance successful decision making". Within the dynamics of
information driven society, we have a flood of raw data but a deficiency in specific
information. And the above is the driving force of IT to deliver business intelligence
(knowledge).
In its constant desire to seek innovation and a competitive edge, organizations
moved through four quadrants of information delivery systems. These quadrants are
relevant to the IT evolution role (point 2-2-1 of this chapter) derived by the corporate
ideologies mentioned above to meet the rising needs. These quadrants are
Quadrant 1: Office automation (OA)
Quadrant 2: Data Base applications (DB)
Quadrant 3: system applications (OLTP - especially ERP)
Quadrant 4: business intelligence (BI) (data warehousing and mining)
Extended classification of information delivery system added a fifth quadrant
presenting the shift in the dynamic models in quadrant 3 evolving technologies and the
consequent movement toward quadrant 4
Quadrant 5: ERP extensions (CRM, SCM, E-commerce)
The first four quadrants correspond to the four software categories (resulting from
the information delivery systems). These categories are:
Personal productivity tools and utilities
Transactional databases
Standard operational applications and
Strategic information delivery or business intelligence
New products are added to each quadrant, old products in each quadrant are
continuously improving, some products obtain additional facilities enabling them to shift
from one quadrant to another - as in case of quadrant 5.This leads to subdivide each
quadrant product type to mature and growth products (see Table 2-10), where "mature
product is a lower than average future implementation percentage relative to the rest of
the products in specific quadrants" (pellissier 2002). Businesses have a high usage of
matured OA and DB applications, quadrant 3 ERP have a lesser usage because it's a big
size businesses application, and the BI quadrant have even a lesser usage because all its
application are considered growth products. Taking the time of introduction of the
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product to market as another analysis factor, explains the lesser usage of ERP,
BI and ERP extension products. The venders of these products have recently been
targeting medium size companies, that will raise the overall percentage of usage.
Table (2-10) describes and compares the mentioned above 5 quadrants, showing
their software categories, dividing their application categories into mature and growth,
and shows the issues of their development.
Quadrant
Quadrant Three Quadrant Four
Quadrant
Quadrant One
Quadrant
Five
number
Two
ERP
OLAP and BI
OLTPand ERP
Quadrant
OA
DB
extensions
name
Organizationa
Strategic
Standard
Transactional
Software
Personal
1 IS Capability
information
operational
productivity tools
databases
category
delivery
applications
and utilities
(ERP) Data warehouse CRM is "a
"the application "collection of OLTP
D
"database robust sales
"many IS's that are
of computer and data
E
together with tools that force
telecommunicatio organized to work
F
of stores current and automation
aim
n technology to serve several with
I
data application"
historical
coordination
the applications
improve
N
the Vaas(1999)
of efficiently by efforts throughout throughout
productivity
I
is
SCM
the organization organization"
and centralizing
clerical
T
and "anything to
managerial office the data and in order to share laudon
I
information,
Laudon (1997) p do with the
minimizing
workers"
O
planning,
automate
218
redundant
spencer (1994)
N
and "data warehouse sourcing,
data"
processes,
access includes
query making and
and produce
laudon
in and
of
information
Laudon
analytical moving
(1997)p203
time tools,
and raw materials
real
travel
as
environment.
graphical
Deloitte
through the
reporting
to
consulting (1998) facilities
(data pipeline
become
mining)
finished
products"
MacDonald
(2000)
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F
U
N
C
T
I
O
N
S

A
P
P
L
I
C
A
T
I
O
N

Integration of all
information
functions in the
office

Mature:
Word
processing,
Spreadsheets,
Electronic mail,
Graphics,
Desktop
publishing, Data
processing, Data
capturing, Office
integration
software, General
accounting

Centralize
interrelated
data
and
manage
it
efficiently,
users access
data
via
application
programs,
organized to
meet
the
organization
structured

Mature:
Desktop
DB,
Hybrid
DB,
Enterprise
DBMS

Consists of Online transaction
processing
(OLTP) provided
within
one
integrated
solution (ERP)

Mature :ERP

Growth:
Object
relational
DBMS,
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It provides insight
into the activities
of
the
competition.
Extract, reconcile,
organize,
and
exploit data from
operational
system in a way
that makes
a
business
sense,
knowledge
discovery,
and
analytical
software
Mature: Strategic
Decision support
system

E-commerce
is "the buying
and selling of
products and
services using
computers
and internet.
Turban (1998)
Contract
management,
Sales
research,
Customer,
Customer and
product info,
Marketing
encyclopedias
?
Product
configuration
engines.

Mature :

Growth: CRM
SCM
Growth:
Data E-commerce
warehousing,
OLAP,
Data mining,
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c

packages
Growth:
Groupware,
Video
conferencing,
Voice
recognition,
Workflow
systems,

A
T
E
G
O
R
I
E
S

Object
oriented
DBMS

Electronic
document
management
system,
Effective
work

D
E
V
E
L
0
P
M
E

group Multidimensi
DB
onal
model
representing
multidimensio
nal structure

Online analysis or
(architecture)
platform (OLAP)
consisting of a
wider range of

and
Present
projected
of
behavior
stakeholders,
technologies,
applications than markets, products
and services, and
the popular ERP
general
environment

The growing
importance of
CRM, SCM,
Eand
commerce.

N
T
Table 2-10: the five quadrants of The IT/IS economic concept, with their software categories

2-5

Building IT strategic objects

"Objects of strategy such as business units, industries, supply chain, customer
relationships, organizational structures and so forth - are held together by a "glue" and
that glue is essentially information - Evans and Wurster (2000)
2-5-1 Holistic integrated management approach: Integrated enterprise

management (IEM)
ICT developments in general, and mainly: Internet-intranet-extranet, web
technology, and multimedia. In addition to software application development: especially
ERP, CRM, SCM and e-commerce. Enforced the development of more dynamic
businesses and hypercompetitive markets. This enforces enterprises to increase
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responsiveness and flexibility. Responsiveness to customers and flexibility to
change: (1) business strategies, (2) The underlying business processes, and (3) The
supporting IT infrastructure
Craig Dillon (2000) Defined IBM as "The synchronization and coordination of
business processes to keep up with the changes requires enterprises to be managed more
holistically. I call this holistic approach integrated enterprise management".
To support this holistic approach and integrated management in modern
enterprises, IT needs to be redefined by itself. "Fundamental to this redefinition is the
realization of the change in IT role in the modern enterprise" - Craig Dillon (2000). The
IT role is no longer hidden in internal operations support and automation. In the Ebusiness era, IT is the customer interface and the enabler of present and future business
strategies.
2-5-1-1

Building foundation layers:

ERP previously viewed as an integrated multi-module application
software packages, designed to serve multiple business functions, in order to integrate
information solutions across the enterprise, through single software program that runs
off one database. This database gives the management a common view of the
company and its processes, allowing ERP to be viewed as the foundation layer for
enabling IEM
SCM which is viewed as an ERP extension, will add considerations of the
supply chain stakeholders (suppliers, manufacturers, wholesalers, distributors, stores,
consumers and end users), when added the integrated IEM.
CRM which is viewed as another ERP extension; it is the overall process
of marketing, sales, and service within any organization. CRM will help bringing
together lots of pieces of information about customers, sales, and marketing
effectiveness, responsiveness, and market trends to increase customer's loyalty.
While CRM is gaining its importance as the new competitive edge, after technical
innovations and quality lost its sharpness. Gaining customers' loyalty means gaining
all the CRM stakeholders, and integrating CRM to the IEM in this context is
essential.
Shop floor integration: is the process of automating shop floor processes
with ERP system and the IT infrastructure as a whole, by joining together their
activities in real time. This requires automation of the shop floor process certain
systems like:
o computer numerical control (CNC)
o programmable logic controllers (PLC)
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o manufacturing execution systems (MES)
o supervisory control and data acquisition
Shop floor integration is usually derived from the trend in the
manufacturing world toward mass customization.
With this integration, SCM manager can better manage logistics, and
accounts manager can better manage CRM through follow up of state of the client
order.
Business intelligence (BI): to use the capabilities of data
warehousing and data mining in organization to integrate complete knowledge
bases to be used for strategic analysis and decision making,
o
capable to store current and historical data throughout the organization
o
motivated toward Just-in-Time (JIT) information delivery systems
o
to be standardized and consolidated to be used across the organization
When a certain point within the knowledge base becomes:
an area of interest
a strategic benefit in the long run
or expected to be a field of its own
Then BI, supported by data mining trends, will try to discover its hidden
patterns and trends.
All these products and services may not come from the same vendor, leading to
the need for enterprise application integration (EAI) middleware. Such EAI middleware
is available and aids this process. EAI enables multiple ERP systems to operate together
to gain flexibility in case of expanding or downsizing
2-5-1-2

Sense and response:

E-business draws a close relationship between buyers and sellers in B2B and
B2C, that requires a smooth sharing of information between suppliers, shippers, and
buyers leading to direct and automated access to information, and transfer of information
between members in the supply chain. "This will be redefining supply chain dynamics,
relationships, economics, and expectations".
This confirms the need for: (1) flexible enough companies, (2) To sharpen the
skill of "sense and response", to be ready for quick respond to new threats and
opportunities.
2-5-1-3
IT-business transparency
Each of IT and business better know its own purpose, logic, capabilities, and
features. But what it may not be clear is
From the IT side is:
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How IT systems are used in the enterprise?
How IT serves businesses?
What is IT contribution to business competitive advantage?
From the business side:
How change in IT can benefit the enterprise
How IT change can best serve business competitive advantage?
Therefore, Transparency is a required advantage between people working in the
enterprise. Business people need easy access to relevant information, and IT people have
to deliver knowledge management and business intelligence systems to enable this.
IT as a Management Tool
2-5-1-4
The IBM sees the enterprise as unified entity where IT is the supplier with the
capability to assist change strategy, tactics, products, procedures, and enterprise structure
more quickly than any non IT based change concept. IT potential to provide a reliable,
executable plan to carry out the IBM strategy to action is conditional. This condition
requires a fully understanding of the present and future enterprise state and direction.
IT changed position: E-business changed the IT position from the hidden places to
the first thing a customer sees.
IT exceeds its role: IT department can no longer be concerned solely with the
technical aspects of IT
With the e-business environment domination, companies that do not have IT
heavily involved in strategy and planning are misleading
Conclusion:
"Y* Through the historical development of economies, knowledge has been a decisive
factor in formulating outstanding decisions which led to outstanding organizations,
"v" This knowledge is reached by the transformation of data into information, then
transforming information into business intelligence or knowledge.
"^ Although there is ample available data, Businesses are short of appropriate
information for decision support systems and the larger the data bank, the greater is
the need for information processing and analysis.
"Y"' Information processing and analysis in a competitive form can be achieved only by
using the best aligned to business strategy IS, to specify the information needs, and
the most appropriate IT to supply the information needs.
Y^ Growing corporate business ideology drives business goals, initiatives, directions and
mainly planning methodologies, where IS is a product of the planning methodologies
and IT has greatly contributed to the evolution of the planning methodologies.
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Y IS and IT supports means for organizations to gather and analyze the
needed information for managing the business, in addition to managing and utilizing
large complex systems to provide strategic advantage.
"Y* In compliance with the evolution of the planning methodologies, IT evolution has the
following sequence:
Data Processing » Management Information Systems —> Strategic Information
Systems > Organizational IS Capability
Y In compliance with information economics, information delivery classification and
development, and the accordingly changing IT role with different software category,
we conclude the following sequence:
Software Category
IT role
1
Office Automation
Automation
2
Databases
coordination
3
Management IS
Integration
4
Strategic IS
strategic enabler
5
Business intelligence
strategic differentiator
V" Business has become more dependant on IT, Consequently, IT management is
becoming a critical line-of-business (LOB) function
"Y* IT has defined its business interrelation, and its value as an essential business
variant in the form "success in business also requires the mastering of IT", this
is evident in the following facts:
1)
IT has evolved to be the very center, the heart of the business and
initiatives that drive them through its support to business operations, decision
making, and strategic competitive advantage
2)
e-commerce change IT from hidden internal operation to the forefront as
the customer interface and the enabler of future business strategies
3)
In a reverse delegation, MIS and SIS systems mangers are promoted to the
steering organization committee, due to the increasing difficulty in delegating
authority to technical decision makers resulting of the increased strategic role of
IS in today's life of organizations. This allows the IT executive to report to the
CEO and be a key player in the corporate strategy team, and provides
management with technical issues as a key to business success.
4)
Continuous harnessing of IT is expensive, and businesses will
continuously looking for their return of investment (ROI). Trygstad advice "IT in
business must contribute to the bottom line: Profits!" is valid
5)
The competitive nature of business and not the IT, should be understood
as the driving force behind the business evolution.
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Chapter Three: The ICT Role in Motivating Gradual and
Transformational Change in Organizations' Operational and
Organizational Structures
Innovation comes from focusing on interdependencies, Shapiro (2002)
Introduction:
3-0
This chapter examines the role and effect of ICT in enabling change, whether this
change is gradual or dramatic, on organizational structure, and on operational structure.
Also, how this change is affected and effected by culture in general, and its
responsiveness to change in specific.
This lead the author to overview the following:
Organizational structures
V"
Operational structures
^
Change acceptance
V"
Organizational culture
"^"
Responsiveness to change
"V1
The ICT role in motivating change and responsiveness to change
"V"

3-1

Organizational structure

3-1-1) what is an organizational structure?
Before defining organizational structure, the author will review very briefly, the
basic parameters that control and shape organizational structures. Knowing that
organizational structures types vary, based on the values, relations, and priority given to
these parameters. The parameters and their corresponding basic underlying concepts are
listed below:
Organizational structure parameters and definitions:
Departmentalization: On what basis will jobs be grouped together? By functions,
1.
products, processes, markets or geography
Complexity: the extent of differentiation of the tasks and the degree of
2.
specialization among the workers
Formalization: degree to which work may be coordinated on basis of rules and
3.
standardized work procedures. To what degree will there be rules and regulations to
direct employees and managers?
4. Centralization and decentralization: Where does decision-making authority lie?, the way
decisions are made. The focus of decision making. In most organizations, there is a mix
of decision making
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5. Specialization: The type and number of job specialties. To what degree are
tasks subdivided into separate jobs?
6. Distribution of power: The span of control - number of people at each level How many
individuals can a manager efficiently and effectively direct?
7. Shape: (Span of control) Vertical - authority and decentralization issues. Horizontal move power to the departments and processes that are critical to the mission
8. Chain of command: To whom do individuals and groups report?
In the following, the researcher identifies the link between organizational
structure and ICT interrelations. Before exploring organizational structure, a brief
definition of an organization is included for clarity.
What is an organization: Robbins (1990), defined an organization as "a
consciously coordinated social entity, with a relatively identifiable boundary, that
functions on a relatively continuous basis to achieve a common goal or a set of goals". To
achieve its goals the organization have functions, functioning better is directly
proportional to coordination better.
The style how organization coordinates reflects its governance structure and its
culture. Both governance structure and organizational culture will produce the
organizational structure and affect all its parameters.
What is an organizational structure?
Organizational structure, sometimes called structural design, is formed by
defining how job tasks are formally divided, grouped, and coordinated". Morabitoand
Stohr (2003) defined organizational structure as "The manner in which an organization
divides its labour into specific tasks and achieves coordination among these tasks".
Therefore, organization structure complexity, formality, authority, specialty,
departmentalization, shape and any other parameter are completely dependant on the
three identifications that produce organizational structure:
Defining how job tasks are formally divided
i.
Defining how job tasks are grouped
ii.
Defining how job tasks are coordinated
iii.
The viability and importance of organization structure is reflected by how, and
how much, it supports to the organization's strategic plan, it's affects on organizational
culture through it's great influences on individual and group morale, motivation,
commitment, and satisfaction. Organizational structure determines the organization shape
and coordination which deliver organizational effectiveness "in terms of interdepartmental working relationships, product and service development lead times, quality,
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efficiency, and responsiveness to customer demands" - J, Morabito and E,A.
Stohr (2003).
Defining how job tasks are formally divided
3-1-1-1)
This is the first function undertaken when engineering or reengineering the
organization. It's a detailed work breakdown of each and every job task. Here the
specialization and complexity parameters are determined. Specialization is determined on
the basis of types and number of job specialties. To what depth tasks are subdivided into
separate jobs determines the depth or degree of specialization. Meanwhile complexity is
determined based on the "extent of differentiation" of tasks and the "level of
specialization" of the required manpower.
3-1-1-2)

Defining how job tasks are grouped

Job tasks can be grouped either: horizontally as a major level grouping and
vertically, as a minor level grouping, or vertically as a major level grouping and
horizontally, as a minor level grouping. This allows division of labour to take place, and
determines two major organization perspectives:
Horizontal division of labour as a major level of grouping:
3-1-1-2-1)
this approach groups the basic tasks to be performed into jobs and then into
departments so organizational goals can be achieved. This process produces what is
known as "departmentalization", it creates the lower layers of the work breakdown
structure, if the gathering is done by work flow. Depending on the basis that jobs will be
grouped together, departmentalization can be done by functions, Products, processes,
markets and a geographic structure. The selected structure depends on the organization
strategy, technology, organization size, and environment. In addition to some lateral
processes, mission, style and actual work plans can have secondary priority effects.
A comparative table showing the major departmentalization methods, the
supported situations along with their advantages and disadvantages, is listed in Table (31) of Appendix (Chapter Three Appendix - Tables)
Vertical division of labour as a major level of grouping:
3-1-1-2-2)
This division determines the authority and distribution of power - who reports to
whom, and decentralization issues including levels of the organization and extent of
control. The shape of the organization can be flat or tall depending on the number of
people at each level and how many individuals a manager can efficiently and effectively
manage - less people at each level will produce more levels and lead to a tall
organization, while the opposite will lead to a flat organization). Classifying by shape and
distribution of power, we have Decentralized Structures (Flat or tall Organizations),
Divisional Structures, Matrix form structure, and T-form concept structures which are
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among the popular ones. Advantages and disadvantages of these structures are
grouped in Table (3-2) of Appendix (Chapter Three Appendix - Tables)
Defining how job tasks are coordinated
3-1-1-3)
This activity consists of two main functions: coordination and Integration.
Coordination means the relation and information flow between task-task, group-group,
and task-group. This coordination focuses on another structure parameter, "the
formalization". Formalization depends on the degree to which work may be coordinated
on the basis of rules and standardized work procedures. How much employees and
managers go formal or informal depends on the degree of flexibility of the rules and the
regulations in the organizations
Integration means the coordination process that is achieved across differentiated
departments. Differentiated departments may have differences in goals, time spans and
interpersonal styles. Coordination style and methods depend on the size and complexity
of the structure and may use one or many of the following: paperwork, meetings, task
forces and teams, liaison role, and/or integrators. The chain of command is determined in
the light of the integration process - To whom do individuals and groups report?
Classifying by formalization and integration parameters, we have "Virtual",
"boundary-less", "modular", and "team" organizational structures.
Virtual Organizations:
It is the opposite of a vertically integrated, hierarchical company. It is usually
formed for a specific temporary purpose, and is composed of multiple organizations
characterized by a small staff, a modest administrative facility, and a small core
organization that out-sources major business functions. Have little or no formal structure,
enables it to provide maximum flexibility while concentrating on what the organization
does best. As other types of structures, virtual organization has its advantages and

disadvantages:
Advantages of virtual organizations are:
Flexible size and sourcing contracts
O
Expand just by adding external relationships as conditions require
O
Scale is not an issue - small-medium is best
O
Resource pool is integrated; all firms in network can pool resources
O
Fast and flexible and allows concentration on what company does best
O
The disadvantages of virtual organizations are:
Complete or partial loss of proprietary knowledge and/or control over key
*v"
parts of the business
Room for disagreements
^
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More value-added and profits are acquired by others as more
"Y*
activities are contracted out.
Organizations forming virtual organizations need to be skillful at partnering, and
may face a threat of another company in the network becoming dominant and even taking
it over (as it reverses the process and becomes vertically integrated).
Boundary less Organizations:
An open system approach where jobs and formalization are de- emphasized by
eliminating the chain of command, span of control with no limits, and departments are
replaced with empowered teams
Modular Organizations:
Organizations distinguished by outsourcing of their non-core functions
Team Organizations
Having little or no underlying functional hierarchy and rely on teams as the
central device to coordinate work activities. Its structure is characterized by break down
of departmental barriers, and its decision making is decentralized to the team level
creating "team bureaucracy"
3-1-2) Factors leading to structural differentiation
Causes
• Strategy
• Size
• Technology
• Environment
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Figure 3-1: fundamental factors leading to structural differentiation. Adopted from Stephen P
Robbins (2001); Organizational Behavior; chapter 15
The mechanistic model

The organic modal

\/ \/
High specialization
Rigid departmentalization
Clear chain of command
Narrow spans of control
Centralization
High formalization

•Cross-functional teams
•Cross-hierarchical reams
• Free flow of information
• Wide spans of control
• Decentralization
• Low formalization

Figure 3-2: "mechanistic" vs. "organic" organizational structures. Adopted from Stephen P
Robbins (2001); Organizational Behavior; chapter 15
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Robbins (2001) named the fundamental factors leading to structural
differentiation. They are: Strategy, technology, organization size, and environment (see
Figure 3-1). These factors create other primary parameters leading to either
"mechanistic" or "organic" organizational structures (see Figure 3-2). These parameters
and their relative values for the two structures are explained in the Table (3-5) of
Appendix (Chapter Three Appendix - Tables)
3-1-2-1)
Technology:
The deployment of technology in the production process, Information technology
and the amount of variability, determine how organizations transfer their input into
outputs. The style of deployment produces routine and non-routine technologies. Routine
technologies identified by their standardized or customized activities; while Non-routine
technologies are associated with delegated decision authority. Routine technologies are a
reflection of high departmentalization and formalization structures. Meanwhile Nonroutine technologies are a reflection of low departmentalization, and low formalization
Technology also affects the degree of bureaucratization through its role in
Formalization, Functional specialization, Centralization, and Standardization.
This leads to simple or bureaucratic organizations differentiated as follows:
Simple structure: characterized by low degree of departmentalization, wide span
of control, authority centralized in a single person, and little formalization
Bureaucracy structure: characterized by highly routine operating tasks achieved
through specialization, very formalized rules and regulations, tasks that are grouped into
functional departments, centralized authority, narrow span of control, and decision
making that follows the chain of command. Bureaucracy structure has its strengths
represented in: functional economies of scale, minimum duplication of personnel and
equipment, enhanced communication, and centralized decision making. Meanwhile its
weaknesses are represented in: sub-unit conflicts with organizational goals, obsessive
concern with rules and regulations, and lack of employee discretion to deal with
problems.
Technology in the Workplace leads to a "Continuous Improvement Processes"
which applies the concept ''''Good isn't good enough " and maintains a focus on reducing
the variability in the organizational processes to produce more uniform products and
services in order to lower costs and raise quality and customer satisfaction. "Continuous
Improvement Processes" have an organizational impact that requires constant change in
the organization which applies additional stress on employees to constantly excel. By
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identifying an organization's distinctive competencies, assessing core
processes, and reorganizing horizontally by process, technological key elements are set
down.
Mintzberg (1983) in his book - "A Power Perspective", emphasizes that there is a
direct relation between the strategic apex, the middle line and the core operations, and an
indirect relation between the strategic apex with both the technological structure and the
support processes. The five generic components of an organizational structure, as named
by Mintzberg, are: Strategic apex, techno structure, middle line, support staff, and core
operations. Each of these five components has a party who cares, has interests, and
provides support through emphasizing certain aspects. The five components and the
values of the mentioned aspects are listed in Table (3-3) of Appendix (Chapter Three
Appendix - Tables)
Technology covering IT and extending to E-issues, was foreseen among the major
structure differentiators in its core operational and cultural issues, interrelating with
administrative, support and middle line management. Its relationship to the strategic apex
and strategic actual plans starts as a reflective relationship, where it reflects the
organization's vision, mission and goals. Then, after being a dynamic part of the
infrastructure, technology relations take two directions, a reflexive direction, as a part of
the transition process, and an interactive direction in the from of a symmetric relationship
with the strategy apex and strategic plan.
E-Issues in Organizational Design can find its application starting with
motivation, ethics, and communication to reach decision making, politics, and
regulations. Key applications of the E-issues are mentioned in Table (3-4) of Appendix
(Chapter Three Appendix - Tables)
3-1-3) Business-IT alignment
3-1-3-1) Business-Information alignment: Organizational structure,
knowledge tasks and information needed.
The two knowledge-related environmental variables identified by Charles Perrow
(1986) were:
1) Variability or (uncertainty): its value varies between small to big
2) Problem analyzability (equivocality): also, its value varies between small and
big.
The above two variables, with two values for each (small and big), create four
combinations as shown in figure 3-3 (bottom layer page 97) and Table (3-6), each one of
the combinations reflects a type of work (routine, engineering, craft, and nonroutine)
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Morabito and Stohr (2003), relate each types of work to the
information needed, where the information also can be characterized by two variables:
1)
quantitative (lean): its value varies between small to big
2)
qualitative (rich): also, its value varies between small and big
The four quadrants created by the two knowledge variables, created the 4 types of
knowledge tasks. Morabito and Stohr (2003) showed how they relate with variability and
equivocality, as outlined in Table (3-6), there is a clear relation between organizational
structure and knowledge tasks. This relationship leads to the links between types of workresulting from knowledge tasks environmental variables- and the information needed for
each type of work.
There is a tendancy to change work types to a routine work type (routinizing),
from craft to routine, and nonroutine to routine conditions are popular: Craft -* routine:
requires a scientific management approach to decompose an apparent craft task into a set
of routine tasks. Meanwhile Non routine -» engineering -» routine through developing
best practice and knowledge capture that leads to innovation procedures, where
"Practices" are determined through experience and subsequently externalized and
codified in an "engineered form", and "Inputs" are anticipated and accommodated during
the design of the task.
Variability
(uncertainty)/ problem
analyzing
Small uncertainty
Small Equivocality

Type of work

Information needed

Routine

o Small amounts of (lean)
quantitative information
o More formalization, deeper
hierarchies, vertical linkages
Big uncertainty
Engineering
o large amounts of (lean)
Small Equivocality
quantitative information
Small uncertainty
Craft
o Small amounts of (rich)
Big Equivocality
qualitative information
Big uncertainty
Non routine
o Large amounts of (rich)
Big Equivocality
qualitative information
o Less formalization, flatter
hierarchies, horizontal linkages
Table (3-6): Knowledge tasks types and their corresponding information needs:
3-1-3-2)
The role of IT in organizational structure: the four IT mandates
Table (3-6), reflexes the analysis of two positive axes, uncertainty axis as the xaxis, and equivocality as the y-axis. The quantitative information measure lies within the
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x-axis and takes the same direction and sense, the qualitative information
measure lies within the y-axis and takes the y-axis direction and sense.
If other two axis concerning the IT management are to be analyzed (figure 3-3,
middle layer page 97) then:
1) The x-axis represents the "IT orientation" which varies from emphasizing the
lines of business (LOB) to the overall enterprise, depending on where the IT focus is. Is it
serving mainly the individual LOB needs or overall enterprise oriented?
2) The y-axis represents the "role of IT" which can vary from tactical to strategic,
where the tactical role focuses on business plans for related projects, while the strategic
role focuses on leading competitive advantage.
The "IT orientation" with its two variables (LOB or the whole enterprise), and the
"role of IT" with its two variables (tactical or strategic), produce the following four
combinations or mandates:
1 st mandate: IT orientation focuses on LOB and IT role is tactical.
2nd mandate: IT orientation focuses on the enterprise as a whole and the IT role is
tactical.
3rd mandate: IT orientation focuses on LOB and the IT role is strategic.
4th mandate: IT orientation focuses on the enterprise as a whole and the IT role is
strategic.
R. Adams, D.Wong, D. Latimore, (2003), named and defined the above 4
mandates, according to the primary goal for IT as: project management, utility,
differentiated, and transformational mandate, respectively.
The 1 st mandate is "project management". The primary IT goal here, is to execute
the planned programs and initiatives as required by the LOB assessment.
The 2nd mandate is "Utility". The primary IT goal is to deliver effective and cost
efficient solutions across the enterprise, as focused by the overall enterprise assessment.
The 3rd mandate is "differentiated". The primary IT goal is to lead to a
competitive differentiation edge within all lines of business as required by the LOB
assessment.
The 4th mandate is "transformational". The primary role of IT is to drive an
overall business transformation at an enterprise level as focused by the enterprise as a
whole assessment, as per the reflections of the enterprise business strategy and its
corresponding IT strategy.
The IT mandates have to match the strategic framework, where the strategic
framework best describes, and emphasizes the environment where the IT organization
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operates. Adams, Wong, and Latimore (2003) defined three variables that
serve as the key elements in the constitution of the strategic context
1)
The first variable is "Cross line of business synergies", the
importance of cross LOB synergies to the enterprise's overall business strategy,
the range varies from "not important" to "very important".
2)
The second variable is "business overlap", the degree of business
overlap in business processes, customers, and technology, between LOB, the
range varies from "little overlap" to "significant overlap".
3)
The third variable is "technology focus", to determine whether the
focus of technology competitive advantage in the organization is on IT cost
savings or on IT leadership, the range varies from "cost saving" to "leadership".
Different functions for IT organizations in different enterprises lead to a range of
IT services from infrastructure, architecture, implementation, testing, to research,
application development, analysis and design, and from help desk support to
transformation. A conflict between business and IT can be a result of misalignment of the
role and orientation of IT. This requires the enterprises to map the majority of their
functions within a certain mandate that reflects the strategic framework.
Mapping the IT mandate with the organizational structure is the next step after
matching the strategic framework and the IT mandates. The IT organizational structure
has to best fit the enterprise organizational structure on three key dimensions:
1.
Departmentalization and resource alignment: either IT resources
are centralized in one department and reside in a central group (centralization), or
IT resources are distributed within LOB (decentralization).
2.
Chain of command: to whom do IT individuals and groups report?
Either they are reporting to IT management, functional or LOB department's
executives, or both.
3.
Distribution of power: who is the decision maker for key processes
in IT, and how are roles and responsibilities divided between business and IT. The
level of involvement of the IT people in IT management.
The best strategy is to allocate the resources, responsibilities, and roles where they
are most effective in meeting the IT mandate.
Table (3-7) shows the alignment of the four mandates with the IT orientation axis
and IT role axis. Meanwhile Table (3-8) of Appendix (Chapter Three Appendix - Tables)
shows the detailed situation of each of the three organizational structure dimensions
(resource alignment, reporting relationships, and roles and responsibilities) in each IT
mandate.
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Table (3-7): IT mandates status with varying IT role and IT orientation
values
Type
IT role
Mandate
IT orientation
Tactical
Project Management
Line of business
1 st mandate
Utility
Overall enterprise Tactical
2nd mandate
Strategic
Differentiated
Line of business
3rd mandate
Transformational
Overall enterprise Strategic
4th mandate
The IT role in Organizational Effectiveness through
3-1-3-3)
Organizational Design:
When designing an organization, Generic organizational design steps are
employed. Outlines of these design steps (questions) are: Strategy criteria (vision,
mission, goals, and operational plans criteria). Organizational Structure type, core and
key processes, key People, roles and responsibilities for key processes and key people,
information and IT vision, Information and IT, performance measures and rewards,
Training and Development, and Career paths. In addition to "Lateral Processes" that cut
across organizational boundaries.
According to Daft and Lengel (1998) Information Processing requirements are
associated with: 1) organizational context, 2) organizational structure, and 3) information
continuum. Goodhue (1992) included the following to the factors influencing the IT
processing: 1) role of interdependence among subunits, 2) complex or non routine
subunit tasks, and 3) unstable subunit task environment related to uncertainty and
environmental factor. Goodhue aims to reach an output with minimized uncertainty in
order to: 1) reduce the need for information processing through slack resources and selfcontained tasks, 2) increase information processing capacity through computerized IS and
lateral relations. The level of integration of the operations associated with these
parameters to the "best fit" of alignment level, determines the organizational
effectiveness outputs:
^ Organizational context factors influencing information and IT (I&IT>
processing requirements:
The I&IT processing requirements are influenced by the same factors that lead to
structural differentiation determinants and Outcomes, namely: strategy, environment,
technology, size, and power
* Organizational structure factors influencing I&IT capacity requirements:
The I&IT capacity requirements are influenced by the way organizational
structures group their job tasks. The two grouping methods mentioned in section 3-1-1-2
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are: 1- Horizontal division of labour as a major level of grouping and 2Vertical division of labour as a major level of grouping. Each method has its own
information linkages, characteristics, and mechanism:
o Horizontal division of labour as a major level of grouping:
In this method the information linkage is aligned with the organizational structure
and its corresponding IS, which are aligned mainly horizontal. The information linkages
are associated with work activities and their main purpose is to coordinate work. Task
forces and teams are available to provide lateral relations appropriate for the horizontal
IS.
The coordination in the Horizontal Information Mechanisms aims to understand
the differentiations between departments so as to reach integration. Where, integration is
the process of attaining coordination across differentiated departments. This is achieved
through a structured workflow management systems (WFMS), direct communications
(Face-to-face, meetings), assigned persons responsible for interdepartmental coordination
(Liaison roles), setup groups to solve interdepartmental coordination problems (Task
forces/teams), and by using Integrators. Integrators are people and/or departments
assigned to be entirely responsible for cross functional processes.
Coordinating and Integrating Roles include: functional, product, service, and
customer relationships excellences. The Integrators role is to promote and encourage
excellence in all specified areas.
o Vertical division of labour as a major level of grouping:
As with the horizontal method, information linkage is aligned with the
organizational structure and its corresponding IS, which are aligned mainly vertically.
Vertical information linkages are associated with the hierarchical structure and their main
purpose is to control organization through hierarchical rules and standardized work.
The coordination in the vertical information mechanism is based on Hierarchical
Authority: Policies, rules and plans from the upper to lower levels of the hierarchy. The
vertically aligned IS prepares planning, budgeting, and OLAP to fulfill the above
requirements. Reducing span of control is usually done by adding positions to the
hierarchy.
o Information channels and information capacity: continuum in
Departmental grouping:
Information Continuums can be grouped in two categories: those with horizontal
and those with vertical linkages. Horizontal linkages are associated with major
information channels and larger information capacity than the vertical linkages. If
arranged in ascending order, regarding channel and information processing capacities,
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Vertical linkages types are: Hierarchical referral, Rules, Plans, other slots in
hierarchy. Followed by Horizontal linkages types: Direct contact, Task force, Full-time
integrator, cross-functional teams
Telephone, fax, e-mail, voice-mail, groupware, video Conferencing, and
knowledge management systems are technologies used for both Vertical and Horizontal
Communication
#
Information continuum role in IT processing options:
IT processing can be any of the following: Structural processing (I&IT linkage
forming) , Knowledge processing (creation, application, analysis, discovery, sharing, data
mining), Data processing (for integration purposes), and Work arrangements (teams)
The Successful data integration, and uncertainty concerning organizational
aspects (like design, process, structure and task routines), is achieved by the
Interdependence of subunits in an organization and the weed for locally unique or
flexible actions by subunit.
Successful data integration and uncertainty (concerning the IS development
process and architecture) is a result of (and resolved through) the level of difficulty of
designing and ways of implementing systems with integrated data.
I&IT reduces uncertainty with vertical and/or horizontal information
linkages related to context (type of task), and an information continuum which is
governed by the type of task.
3-1-3-4)
Generic Information Linkage aspects and their corresponding
values:
When assigning a link, general questions are asked regarding management and
task purposes, the type of work supported and information required, appropriate
communication and characteristics of information channel, implementation form and
relationship to information continuum. These parameters and their corresponding values
are in the listed in Table (3-9) of Appendix (Chapter Three Appendix - Tables).
3-1-3-5)
Strategic Business-IT alignment and its effect on
organizational structure:
Differences between traditional organization culture and innovative organization
culture repeat themselves in traditional and innovation management, organizational
structure, and business-IT alignment. Moody (2003) stated the difference as "The
Innovative organizations are culturally different from traditional organizations in two key
aspects: they have relatively informal power and communications structures, and they
favor communication styles that involve active doing". These relatively informal power
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and communications structures are among the main shapers of the
organizational structure.
To determine the span of control, the following questions have to be answered: 1)
the way decisions are made, 2) the focus of decision making, 3)where the decisionmaking authority lies?. The degree of formality of the organizational structure is
determined by: the degree to which work may be coordinated on the basis of rules,
standardized, work procedures, and to what extent of rules and regulations to direct
employees and managers.
Traditionally, Business-IT alignment is defined as applying IT resources in an
appropriate and timely way, in harmony with business strategies, goals, and needs.
Alignment addresses both doing the right things (effectiveness), and doing the things
right (efficiency) in relation to the objectives of business units. Here, the focus is on IT
governance mechanisms and the components of the decision and control processes of
organizations. This is not adequate where the strategy of an organization depends on ITenabled business innovations, because of the lack of innovation management.
Strategically, Business-IT alignment is defined by the relationships that exist
between the following four pillars (Figure 3-7) and their respective parameters - the
twelve components of the alignment (Luftman 1996) represent the modification on
Henderson and Venkatraman's model (1993)
Dusiness
Business strategy

Strategic
Fit

Orgnnixationa
Infrastructure

1' Infrastructure
Functional integration

HiMiJcrsmi. J.C. and N. Vcnkaliaman. Slrulevii Alignment: /_rvt'r«x"'?,' /rifurrtittlinti Tec/i/iit/oxy f" r
'/nirixjf'rtnirifi fJrf;atii:atiun.\. IBM Systems Journal. 32( 1). IW3.

Figure 3-7: the four pillars of the Strategic Alignment Model
The four pillars and their respective parameters are:
I.
BUSINESS STRATEGY
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=>

=>

II.
=>

=> Business Scope - Includes the markets, products, services, groups of
customers/clients, and locations where an enterprise competes as well as the
competitors and potential competitors that affect the business environment.
Distinctive Competencies - The critical success factors and core competencies that
provide a firm with a potential competitive edge. This includes brand, research,
manufacturing and product development, cost and pricing structure, and sales and
distribution channels.
Business Governance - How companies set the relationship between management
stockholders and the board of directors. Also included are how the company is
affected by government regulations, and how the firm manages its relationships and
alliances with strategic partners.
ORGANIZATION INFRASTRUCTURE and PROCESSES
Administrative Structure - The way the firm organizes its businesses. Examples
include central, decentral, matrix, horizontal, vertical, geographic, federal, and

functional.
=> Processes - How the firm's business activities (the work performed by employees)
operate or flow. Major issues include value added activities and process
improvement.
=> Skills - H/R considerations such as how to hire/fire, motivate, train/educate, and
culture.
III.

IT STRATEGY

=> Technology Scope - The important information applications and technologies.
=> Systemic Competencies - Those capabilities (e.g., access to information that is
important to the creation/achievement of a company's strategies) that distinguishes
the IT services.
=> IT Governance - How the authority for resources, risk, and responsibility for IT is
shared among business partners, IT management, and service providers. Project
selection and prioritization issues are included here.
IT INFRASTRUCTURE AND PROCESSES
IV.
=> Architecture -The technology priorities, policies, and choices that allow applications,
software, networks, hardware, and data management to be integrated into a cohesive
platform.
=> Processes - Those practices and activities carried out to develop and maintain
applications and manage IT infrastructure.
=> Skills - IT human resource considerations such as how to hire/fire, motivate,
train/educate, and culture.
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Luftman, Papp, and Brier five years research studies (1992 to 1997) on both
business and IT executives from over 500 firms representing 15 industries, using
interviews and the observations from consulting engagements, showed that the six most
important enablers and inhibitors, in rank order are
INHIBITORS

ENABLERS

Senior executive support for IT

IT/business lack close relationships

IT involved in strategy development
IT understands the business

IT does not prioritize well
IT fails to meet its commitments
IT does not understand business

Business -IT partnership

Senior executives do not support IT
Well-prioritized IT projects
IT demonstrates leadership_________IT management lacks leadership
With an entrepreneurship culture and management dominating the successful and
competitive environment, organizations aim to increase their levels of new IT-enabled
business innovations by referring to popular models of entrepreneurship "where the vital
components of opportunity, resources, and team are intertwined" Moody (2003). New
alignments that match the innovative culture, IT organization, and innovative
management, are completely different from the traditional one with its informal power
and communications structures that involves the "active-doing" style.
Reinventing the organization: IT organization is not an exception:
3-1-4)
The parameters defined for organizational structure (departmentalization Formalization - Chain of command - Distribution of power - Shape (Span of control) Centralization and decentralization - specialization - Complexity) are the same
parameters (determinants) of the IT organization structure. But, reinventing is not about
shape only; it is about adapting any circumstances, so as to realize a desired future. This
requires a harmonized theoretical and functional framework characterized by Strategic
and operational analysis where the following points are to emphasize the functions:
^ Strategy. Goals and objectives are clearly understood in respect to the: vision,
leadership, efficiency, process, and alignment
& Operations'. Operational framework to identify policy and approaches to be used for
the following: planning, administration, command, coordination, and control.
* Responsibility: Identify - from the strategic value viewpoint - a clearly stated
Responsibility over business applications, ICT infrastructure, and internal functions;
and the operational importance perspective to functions and functions customers.
# Suitability: of organization structure shape to the current environment, resources, and
context of business.
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& Style: Evaluate management style and approach (top management, team
management).
* Organizational culture: create a positive culture to be able to foster progress.
# Restructure according to the core building blocks of the organization (1 st layer of
organizational structure).
^ Constitute the effectiveness of the stakeholders (mainly customers and suppliers)
engagement process
^ adjust your business-IT alignment to meet the models of entrepreneurship
{opportunity, resources, and team)
& Maintain integrated IT strategies, budget, resource pools through portfolio project
management
^ HR policy for hiring, maintaining, encouragement, empowerment, training, rewards
and recognition, job description, etc, to meet the supply and demand of the ICT
markets.
^ Dynamism, enforce regular and frequent reviews of the above to maintain the
competitive edge.
Operational structure
3-2)
3-2-1) What is an operational structure?
Part of Robins' (1990) definition of organization in section (3-1) was that "the
organization functions on a relatively continuous basis to achieve a common goal or a set
of goals". To achieve its goals the organization has functions, these functions are attained
only through the execution of operations. When operations grow in number, complexity,
specialty, and other factors, the need for operations management and operational
structure, and later an operational strategy, becomes more evident. In order not to be
limited to a pure manufacturing concept of operations, i.e (provide products), operations
are taken to cover those that provide services too.
Every organization provides products, services, or a product-services
combination. Every organization has operational activities that have to be managed. The
management of these activities is critical to the provision of products and services. With
the advent of the hypercompetitive environment, accompanied with the evolution of
many operational theories, where organizations are deploying Total Quality Management
(TQM), Just-in-time (JIT), supply chain management (SCM) and customer relationship
management (CRM), operational management and operational structure are becoming
critical.
The style that an organization uses to coordinate reflects its governance structure,
and the organization's operational style reflects its culture. Current operation
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management preferences tend to a deeper and a wider concept of operations
coverage and governance, starting with the basic manufacturing processes of the
manufacturing department to purchasing, distribution, product and process design,
marketing and sales, and all other activities that lead to the formation of the products and
services. This includes information and information technology, and the supply chain
management processes from supplier to customer.
So what is operations management?
Lowson (2002) defined operations management as "The design, operation, and
improvement of the internal and external systems, resources and technologies that create
product and service combination in any type of organization". By "Any type of
organization" the definition covers manufacturing and non-manufacturing organizations,
private and government services sectors including profit and non-profit organizations. By
"Internal and external" the definition aims to bypass the organization boundaries to cover
the operations of the supply chain management parties. By "systems, resources and
technologies" the definition aims to cover all the operation activities, whether done by a
person, a department, or a group. This comprehensive definition aims to align operations
management with operational structure, and to integrate it with the business strategy and
the corporate strategy.
3-2-2) Major business and IT concepts and milestones:
The following is a list of Major business and IT concepts and milestones in the
development of operations management
3-2-2-1)
Business concepts and milestones:
1. The move to standardized volume production
2. Activity scheduling methods and charts by Henry Gantt (1912)
3. Sampling and inspection by statistical quality control methods (Walter
Shewart 1930)
4. Motivation theories
5. Development of operations research tools as, Project scheduling, project
evaluation and review technique (PERT), critical path method and analysis
(CPAandCPM)1950-1960
6. Mass production in service sector (MacDonald restaurants 1970)
7. Just in Time (JIT) Japanese manufacturing method, TQM by Deming (19801990)
8. Business process reengineering (BPR) and supply chain management SCM) in
90's
9. Global ization, worldwide markets and operations (90-2000)
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10. Agility, flexibility, responsiveness, and mass customizing (2000
till now)
It's worthy to notice that operational management started with mass production
and nowadays reached mass customizing.
IT concepts and milestones:
3-2-2-2)
1. Linear programming - simplex method, by George Dantzig 1940
2. Development of mathematical programming by many researchers during 50's
3. Digital computer by Remington Rand in 1951
4. Era of Data Processing (DP): (1960's ->): Operational control systems - Transaction
processing
5. Era of Management Information Systems (MIS): (1970's ->) Control and planning
systems - Problem solving and decision support
6. Electronic data interchange (EDI), electronic funds transfer (EFT), and electronic
point of sale by numerous companies in!970's
7. Era of Strategic Information Systems (SIS): (1980's ->) Systems critical to business
operations - Systems with competitive advantage
8. Computer-integrated design and manufacturing (CIM) and personal computer
in 1980's
9. Internet, World Wide Web (WWW, e-enterprise in 1990's
10. E-commerce, Virtual business (v-business) and E-operations from 2000-till now
11. Era of Organizational IS Capability: (Now? ->) IT/IS permeates organization Inseparable from enterprise - Delivers sustainable competitive advantage
3-2-3) Operations flexibility and ICT:
Because different types of operations vary from one sector to another, and to be
able to offer a classification of operational forms, Lowson (2002) proposed to classified
different operational types on the basis of "the activities taken and the degree of
flexibility sought", and mentioned the three viewpoints by which flexibility can be
examined, they are: 1- the stimuli for greater variety: represented in customer demand
for variety, demand uncertainty, and the organization response to changing consumer
demand; 2- classification of flexibility: strategic level, operation level, and individual
level (resource, process, and structure); and 3- the measurement of flexibility. Strategic
Flexibility can have another view - that of the total supply and demand system - as both
an external and internal response to the value demanded by the customer.
In response to the first viewpoint, as a result of the internet, clients are more
involved in product design and evaluation through interactive communication channels.
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In addition the high ICT and other technologies have realized the "highly
mass-customized production" with "just-in-time" characteristics.
The second view point is served with the many IT-based change-enabled methods
of increasing productivity, quality, performance, effectiveness and efficiency of every
aspect of the whole organization.
The third viewpoint involves the measurement of supply and demand,
responsiveness, benchmarking, including their statistical and analytical aspects, that are
highly ICT dependant.
In addition to flexibility, Lowson (2002) reviewed operational analysis from a
value added, general system theory, and complex adaptive systems perspectives.
3-2-4) Operational strategy management
Operations aim to transfer words to works, vision to reality, ideas to goods and
services. The increasing contribution of operations and operations management to
competitive advantage in a hypercompetitive environment is widely recognized. The
forms of this contribution are to provide a fast, accurate, and flexible response to complex
demands. This emphasized the need to extend operations management to operation
strategy.
Detailed strategy frameworks define three levels of strategy: corporate, business,
and functional. The corporate strategy is the highest level strategy and addresses the
question "what business or businesses should we be in?". The second level strategy is the
business strategy and it aims to answers the question "how should we compete".
Operations strategy is an integrated part of the business strategy, among other strategies
like HR, marketing, finance (all these strategies constitute together the third level
strategy, the functional strategy). Operations strategy includes "tactics" such as quality,
supply system, capacity, and logistics deployment.
Operational strategy influences the organization positioning: "what is the
organization position in terms of its market and industry". The choices made with respect
to competencies, capabilities and processes decide the organization operation policy. This
is reflected in practical competitive choices like cost, quality, flexibility, and response.
Lowson (2002) defined operations strategy as "major decisions about the
strategic management of: core competencies, capabilities and processes, technologies,
resources, and key tactical activities necessary in any supply network, in order to create
and deliver product and service combination and the value demanded by the customer.
The strategic role also involves the blending of those various building blocks into one or
more unique, organizational-specific, strategic architecture". And defined the ingredients
of operation strategy as: 1- core competencies, capabilities and processes, 2- resources, 3Page73of350
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technologies, 4- key tactical activities that are vital to support a particular
strategy or positioning
The four operations strategy perspectives where identified by Slack and Lewis
(2002) as medium and long-term patterns of decision: 1- A top-down reflection of what
the whole business want to do, 2- a bottom-up activity whereby operations strategy
improvement build business strategy, 3- A translation of market requirement into
operational decisions, 4- Exploitation of the capabilities of operational resources in
chosen markets.
From the definition, ingredients, perspectives, and positioning factors, the nature
of operations strategy decisions are of medium and long-term nature. Analysis, and
conceptualizing at operations level, is of a strategic rather than tactical character.
3-2-5) The role of ICT in operations structure
Some of the most used ICT dependant building blocks between trading partners
are explained briefly in Table (3-11) of Appendix (Chapter Three Appendix - Tables):
Y Bar coded merchandise:
Y Electronic data interchange (EDI)
Y Electronic recording (ER.
Y Electronic signature.
*$• E-Point of sale (PoS).
Y Customer demographic information system.
V" Computer aided design and manufacturing.
"Y" Internet connectivity and e-business.
By considering the following points:
"Y" The mentioned above points (section 3-2-5)
"Y* The four eras of information development (Data Processing - Management
Information Systems - strategic Information Systems - Organizational IS Capability)
(section 2-2-1)
Y* The five methods of information supply (office automation -Data Base
applications - system applications (OLTP, especially ERP) - business intelligence(BI,
data warehousing and mining) - and ERP extensions (CRM, SCM, E-commerce)).
(section 2-4)
Y" The Integrated enterprise management (IEM) framework, enabling
synchronization and coordination of business processes of the enterprises to be
managed more holistically. (section 2-5-1 especially 2-5-1-1)
"Y" The analysis of the impact of IT on business strategy and operations form a
complete focus on the role of ICT in operational structure, (section 2-2-4)
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Y At the operations level, work flow management and workflow
management systems are accompanied (working in parallel) by information flow, and
information flow management system.
^ In the design stage, the design of information flow is preceding the design of
work flow. Information flow (internal and external) is vital for the development and
deployment of an operation strategy.
It can be concluded that, ICT is everywhere in the organization. ICT has
revolutionized businesses including operations. ICT as a competitive factor is present
from setting goals to receiving performance feedback. However, Porter (2001) gives a
warning about this, "they are not strategies in themselves"
Chief Information Officers (CIOs) jointly with Chief Financial Officers (CFOs)
and Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) are shaping strategies for everything from SCM
solutions to mergers and acquisitions. They are under ever-increasing pressure to
contribute strategically to the future of their companies. CIOs are expected to answer:
How to leverage new and existing technology
How to align IT initiatives to corporate strategies
How to reduce technology costs
How to managing enterprise risks
How to maximize Return On Investment
Because effective application of technology is a decisive factor in companies
success, IT has become a central business priority - affecting decisions from the factory
floor to the executive suite. Thus leading to an organization whose IT strategy aligns with
business priorities, to create a truly world-class IT organization that takes IT a step
further-from IT service provider to business value creator.
3-2-6) Operational alignment of business-IT on operational structure
Adams, Wong, and Latimore, (2003) when proposing "an operational model that
works" argued that firms that align strategically, without also creating alignment on an
operational level, will be disappointed with the results. They designed an operational
model composed of :4 core elements:
^ Governance: Defines key decision-making mechanisms and forums and assigns levels
of authority and accountability for decision making.
# Process: establish methodologies, identifies roles and responsibilities and sets
expectations for project-based and ongoing work.
# Communication: sets standards for levels, openness and frequency of dialog within
and across business units.
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^ Metrics: identify the quantitative and qualitative measures of performance
to be shared across the organization.
And 3 enablers
* Skills: the distinctive competencies residing in an organization which facilitate the
performance of key processes\and tasks.
¥ Style: defines the norms that people follow when they interact with each other and
with customer - it defines how work actually gets done.
¥ Shared vision: aligns objectives and goals across the enterprise and serves as a
guiding principle regarding what is important.

*£

Governance

Source: IBM Institute for Business Value analysis.
To create an effectively aligned operational model, firms must use a top down
approach that considers all of these factors:
1. Identify the strategic context (cross LOB - business overlap - technology

focus)
2. Understand IT mandates (project management - utility - differentiated transformational)
3. Assess IT organizational structure (resources alignment - reporting
relationships - roles and responsibilities)
4. Define an IT operational model (Conduct baseline assessment of "as-is"
model - Define required changes - Develop change management plan)
Adams, Wong, and Latimore, (2003) prescribed the operational alignment
model components (4 core elements and three enablers) status corresponding to
each of the four IT mandates in organizational structure, in the Table (3-12):
Table (3-12 : How operational model components align with organizational structures.
Differentiated
Project
Transformational
Utility
Operational
management
model
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components
Governance

Process

Multiple
formal
business/IT
governing
bodies
drive
decision
making across all
organizational levels;
executive-level
decision making is
driven
by
the
business
Process roles and
definitions are highly
formalized;
IT
focuses on tactical
execution, business
plays more strategic
role

Communicati Formalized, regular
ons
and
standardized
reporting
details
status
of
IT
operations

Metrics

Not
shared;
IT
metrics focus on
operational support of
business, not broader
business results

Skills

Business
develop

must
industry-

Business/IT
governing bodies
are
mostly
focused on the
project
and
operational levels

Few
formal Governing bodies
are
mostly
business/IT
decision
making focused on the
executive
and
forums
management
levels to identify
and
drive
organizational
transformation

High degree of
process discipline
around
project
management; IT
participates
in
decision making
but does not play
central role
Formalized,
regular
and
standardized
reporting around
project
completion,
budget and issues
Metrics
for
business and IT
measure
the
project's success
in meeting both
IT and business
objectives
Business and IT
must have strong

Established
processes
that
outline roles and
responsibilities;
methodologies are
mutually agreed to,
but not strictly
formalized
Open and frequent
communication; not
driven by formal
reporting function
but informal dialog
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Informal
interaction driven
by close working
relationships and
shared
responsibilities

Informal, constant
dialog
surrounding
business and IT
strategic needs

metrics
Shared
metrics Shared
surrounding
surrounding
business success
business success

IT must have strong Business and IT
must have strong
business-specific
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specific technology
expertise and project
management skills;
IT
skills
are
functional
vs.
industry specific
May have separate
cultures and styles

and
knowledge
and research
strong
internal thought
networking skills to leadership skills
coordinate interface
with the central IT
group
Style
Team-focused
Shared culture and Entrepreneurial,
culture driven by style
technologyfocused culture
projects
Shared vision Efficiency and scale Technology is a Technology
Leverage IT to
drives savings for the key enabler of leadership drives drive enterprise
business unit and business success
business
business success
enterprise
transformation
3-3) Change:
3-3-1) Introduction
"The needfor change is recognized, yet there is no change". Milan Kubr (2002)
"lam getting better and better, and being left behind" - Paul Taffinder (1998)
Only in-depth understanding of the complex relationships involved in the change
process can help management avoid being in a position indicated by the above phrases.
Complex interrelationships of change scope, scale, depth, approach, impact, effort, etc,
are some among many parameters to consider. "There exists in our companies and
ourselves both the fear of big change and the desire to achieve it at the same time.
Change is the only constant since the very existence of human history. It is the way by
which we improve our circumstances and our lives" (Kubr 2002).
3-3-1-1)
The nature of change
The difference between "things as desired" and "things as perceived" creates a
problem. This problem is the deviation between what is expected and what actually is.
Systematically, any problem of such a type can be solved by three stages: understanding
the problem, designing a conceptual solution, and implementing the solution.
The concept of change is similar, it is to understand how, why, what, and where
the difference in a situation, a person, a work team, an organization or a relationship,
between two successive points in time occurred. Anderson and Anderson (2001) named
seven drivers of (external and internal) change and constructed their model as a linear
sequence of the seven drivers, "each driver calling forth change in the next, and so on".
These seven change drivers and their sequence is as follows:
project
management
skills
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Environment "=> market place requirement for success <=> business
imperatives => organizational imperatives ^ cultural imperatives <=$ leader and
employee behavior "=> leader and employee mindset.
3-3-1-2)
Why change
Change or be changed by others, this is the rule. Strategic planning and R&D
teams of first class organizations and industry international industrial leaders apply
continuous efforts to predict the future and to deploy the change drivers to support their
competitive advantage. Their slogan is "to do what we do best better" to maintain
superiority and excellence, otherwise they will be eroded by competitors. The industry
followers (imitators) and other class organizations, have the choice of "do or die", to
change or to be outdated.
So whether your organization is changing for competitive advantage, for
productivity and performance improvement, or just changing in order not to be out of
business, change is the only viable option.
¥ Change for competitive advantage (CA) methods: CA can be achieved
through one or many of the following : responsiveness to change - innovation superior performance, differentiation, and cost advantage.
# Change for productivity and performance improvement methods'.
BPR, TQM, Company performance improvement, kaizen, Benchmarking,
Corporate excellence
The new paradigm shifts the focus from the input side of productivity equation to
the output side - the customer focus
IT can be used to:
Create business value
By managing risks in financial management
Reduce cost
By improving business processes and transactions
Add value
For customers with information about services
before, during and after sales
B2B transactions
Transforms every step in conventional business
practice
Detecting warnings for the need for transformational change requires a degree of
awareness. Anderson and Anderson (2001) showed the four levels of warning signs as a
hierarchy of nested frames (each one is included in the next, these levels are:
Level one: we must change
Level two: The change required is transformational
Level three: transformation demands new strategies and practices
Level four: transformation requires a personal change of mindset, behavior, and style.
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The early anticipatory change gets the best opportunity for successful
transformation, followed by early reactive, then late reactive change. If change does not
takes place until the late reactive stage then the organization will be in crises.
3-3-2) Categories and areas of change and the relation between them
Literature review shows that change can affect one or more of the following three
areas: content, processes, and people. Meanwhile the change categories are
environmental, organizational, or cultural, where the extent can be personal or group. A
brief explanation of each type will facilitate better understanding, while a harmonious
integration will create a successful transformation (the main subject of the thesis)
3-3-2-1)
Environmental change
The process of change is not a new phenomenon. What is new in the change
process nowadays are its unprecedented pace, depth, and complexity. Its scope goes
beyond the technological dimension to the social, and sometimes impacting culture.
Businesses and organizations are not used to considering external environmental
factors when making business decisions, simply because few believed that their
organizations can be effected by these factors.
The following factors have become significant in increasing the rate of change:
"S
ICT has enabled new ways of doing business and running complex
organizations
S
New sources of finance
S
New ways of mobilizing resources
S
New business development and restructuring
•S
Increased mobility of people
S
Changes in social values
These new environmental factors (social, business and economic, political,
governmental, technological, demographic, legal, and natural environment) created new
circumstances for new SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats)
analysis that is obliged to consider economical, social, and political factors in addition to
the other previously considered factors.
3-3-2-2)
Organizational change
Newton's first law stated that "to every action there is a force and opposite
reaction". This law maintains the balance and preserves the nature. Organizations and
environment are no exception. Due to their existence in their environments, organizations
have to adapt and respond to environmental changes. At the same time, and in response
to environmental changes, organizations generate products and services that cause change
in their environment. Technological products for example change the shape and the way
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the relevant industries used to maintain. Consumable products may change
customer taste. The WWW technology changed the basics of marketing and customer
relations. ICT technologies converted the standards of all aspects of our lives, personally
and professionally, including the cultural aspects. International and multinational
companies play the role on a wider stage, they modify the business environment on its
both national and international level. That was the organization external response.
Internally change can effect: Products and services (quality and price), Shape
(organizational structure), Way of work (operational structure), Technologies
(automation and the human factor), WWW technologies (communications and
relationships), ICT (systems, ERP, SCM, CRM, BI), Management techniques and
strategies, Knowledge (leverage), and Agility (competitive)
Oreanizational chanee distinguishing points:
& Organizational-wide change, leads to an organizational wide effects.
^ Major outside driving forces usually provoke organizational change.
^ Critical Success Factors (CSF) to organizational change include: Champion who
initially instigates the change, top management involvement, change agent role to
translate the vision to a realistic plan and carry out the plan, modifying the structure
including strategic plans, policies and procedures.
¥ Change is not controlled, but planned. Plan the change to have someone in charge of
the plan, to reach the goals, plan needs to reach the goals, how long might it take,
include closure in the plan)
^ Organizational change should be expected, understood, and managed.
3-3-2-3)
Cultural change: Change in people
Ferguson (1987) stated "ifyou continue to think as you always thought, you will
continue to get what you have always gotten". The first constraint to be broken is
recognizing the need for change through a shift in mindset. The human side of
organizational change is fundamental, and it is the most difficult and most time
consuming. Organizations are human systems, people respond positively and faster to
what they understand and what they like, their need to understand and to be considered
supplements their need to be respected. Even when change seems to be purely
technological or organizational, proper communication to increase people awareness of
what's going on, and what real benefits they can expect, is a must
Hersey and Blanchard (1972) named four levels of change in people according to
two variables: difficulty and time. These four levels are: knowledge, attitude, individual
behavior, and organizational or group behavior. The level of difficulty and time required
increases from knowledge to group behavior.
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Y At the knowledge level, people are informed about the change, its aims, its
merits, and how it will be executed.
V" The second level concerns the peoples attitude, through convincing them to accept
and support change.
V" The third level, "individual behavior" aims to raise the level of support by doing,
through supporting the implementation of change.
Y The fourth level, "organizational behavior" aims to get the collective support of
individuals to turn the behavior to working habits.

Organizational Behavior (4)
Difficulty
involved

Individual
Behavior (3)

Attitudes (2)
Knowledge (1)
Time involved

Figure 3-4: four levels of change in people Source: Hersey and Blanchard (1972)

Figure (3-4) is a representation of the four levels of change, with time and
difficulty factors.
Beer, Eisenstat, and Spector (1990) concluded that it is not necessary to follow
the levels of change by sequence (from 1 to 4). This is reassurance that rules and models
do not control personal change, and different people change and respond to change in
different ways.
3-3-2-4)
Relation between types and areas of change
The above mentioned three categories of change: environmental, organizational,
and cultural; and the three areas of change: content, processes, and people; are
interrelated as follows:
© The need to include both external and internal drivers in the scope of the change.
© The strength of the relations between environmental, organizational, and cultural
categories of change depends on the type of change (developmental, transitional or
transformational) as follows:-
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1. In developmental or incremental change the areas affected are
business and organizational aspects (contents), and the categories considered
are environmental and organizational.
2. In transitional change, the areas and categories affected are the same as in
incremental change, but the depth of change is deeper.
3. In transformational change, the three areas of change are affected, the three
categories of change are considered. The interrelations between areas and
categories reach their maximum.
3-3-3) Pace and depth of change:
Wesley and Whitefeather (1998) from ChangeCraft consultancy, mentioned
three different types of change duration:
"Y" Cyclical change comes and goes; we make temporary adaptations to meet
its demands.
"Y" Incremental changes (like growth and evolution) cause us to make small,
permanent adaptations to keep up to date.
V" Transformation change is radical - large-scale and rapid - adaptation to
react to major changes in the outside world.
Anderson and Anderson (2001) defined three types of depth of change:
V" Developmental (Incremental): the new state is a prescribed enhancement
of the old state
V" Transitional: replaces what is with something entirely different. An
"impact analysis" to clarify the differences between the old state and the desired state
covering organizational and human aspect is a must.
Y" Transformational: is the radical shift of one state to another. It requires a
shift of culture, behavior, and mindset to implement successfully and maintain over
time.
Pace and depth range from: Incremental continuous improvement to quantum
leaps and large-scale strategic improvements, depending on the need of the client
organization.
3-3-3-1)
Gradual or incremental change: Incremental Continuous
Improvement (ICI)
Main characteristics:
# Achievement: continuous small improvement e.g eliminating waste,
reducing defects, quality improvement.
# Requirement: little or no investment, employee involvement,
# Depth: selected departments, and not affecting large number of employees.
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* Gains: tactical
Risks : resistance to change is low, and level of difficulty is small
The approach start point: identifying current problems and underutilized
resources to implement a better method.
Important methods: KAIZEN
"KAIZEN" is characterized by:
& Continuous small improvements that require little or no
investment
^ Involves all employees in them
* Provide structured opportunities, systems, and tools for
increasing productivity
"KAIZEN" main building blocks are:
©
Total employee involvement (TEI)
©
Just-in-time (JIT)
©
Total productivity maintenance (TPM)
©
Total Quality management (TQM)
o
Strategic policy management
o
Process management
o
Employee involvement and empowerment

Strategic Policy
Management
employee
involvement &
imoowerment

I Pro cess management

Total Productive
Maintenance
Just-in-Time

otal Employee
Involvement

Figure 3-5: KAIZAN continuous improvement: Source: compound shape of
Deweese J (1999) and Seemer R (1993)
The core of ICI is to achieve sustainable growth in productivity by
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# exclusion of all types of waste (anything that does not provide value to
customer)
* Saving on "small capital expenditure" (could be up to 80% of the remaining budget
after strategic items)
3-3-3-2)
Dramatic change: Quantum leap and large-scale strategic
improvements (Transformation)
The Literature employed many keywords like "Breakthrough thinking",
"continuous innovation", "discontinuous change", "transformation", "radical change",
"large-scale change", sometimes the interchangeable use of these words causes confuse,
vague and imprecise meaning. Most recently, "transformation" seems to be gaining
ascendancy out over the alternatives Lancourt (1996).
Main characteristics:
*fr Goal: fundamentally to transform the way of conducting business
* Achievement: dramatic break-through of products and services design and
delivery, competitiveness, creation of new markets, etc
^ Requirement: considerable investment (in technology, equipment, and product
development), changes in production processes.
* Depth: organization wide, and affect large number of employees.
* Gains: substantial and strategic
^ Risks : resistance to change, and level of difficulty are much higher than ICI
* The approach start point: client vision of the future accompanied by strong
desire to translate the vision into reality.
& Important methods: Strategic management accompanied with productivity and
performance improvement program (PPEP)
Areas of large scale radical change: Radical change may cover any number of the
following:
Organizational formal relationships, work process redesign or reengineering,
changing business portfolio, outsourcing, downsizing, or divesting business, structures
(Financial, market, technological, and production, organizational), restructuring, spinning
off, selling off, elimination, etc
The Organization Strategic management requirements are:
* Business strategy: defining " the right things to do"
* Capability strategy: defining the way " to do things right"
* Productivity and performance improvement programs (PPIP), directed to future
purposes, can help to develop a long-term perspective as well as realizing shortterm goals, and work toward its scheduled purpose over time.
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3-4)

The cultural issue:

"There are truths of this side of the Pyrenees that are falsehoods on the other"
Blaise Pascal
Implementing change successfully cannot be achieved without deep consideration
of the power of culture. This is simply because - as Pascal pointed - perceptions of truths
and facts in one culture may differ in another culture.
Culture, unlike any discipline, is difficult to precisely describe. And because it is
acquired unconsciously, people are usually not consciously aware of it.
Language in its two forms- verbal and nonverbal, through gestures and body
language, is prominent for the functioning and interaction of cultures.
From the change management viewpoint, the following three factors: 1- a
response or reaction to a dramatically growing material wealth, 2-change in general
education, or 3- growing contacts between cultures, are among the factors leading to
cultural change. The UAE is a prime example of the positive response to a dramatically
growing material wealth, due to discovery of oil. This lead to change in general education
and growing contacts between the local and other cultures from all around the world.
Over the last three decades, the economic performance in some countries has been
linked to the national culture. The Japanese economy succeeded in marketing the "Made
in Japan" as a brand name to reflect the Japanese Culture's commitment to quality,
technological agility, and market responsiveness. Meanwhile in the era of globalization,
The USA culture - "this is America", and "the American style" - is internationally viewed
as a symbol of dynamism, competitiveness, and achievement.
The UAE - due to the presence of 66% of the population from more than 100
other nationalities - represents a perfect example of a compound culture composed of a
mix from the inherited and the adapted culture.
In multinational companies, people are trained to understand and interact with
other cultures in order to perform successfully. Multinational companies develop a
unique culture that retains a basic cultural norm consistent with its strategic commercial
aims. This unique compound or hybrid culture, does not alienate other cultures but allow
some integration of cultures, flexible enough without the loss of either cultural identity
3-4-1) Global Organization's local Behavior
Global firms operate as a series of associate businesses each with a local base.
Global organizations modify their structure, human resource policies, and
selection criteria of top managers in order to suit with the host countries diverse cultures,
economic regulations, practices and conditions. They focus on cross-cultural
interpersonal skills and assess motivation, beliefs, trust, flexibility, adaptability,
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commitment, values, family communications, religious values and many other
related factors in order to adopt the culture of the host country's society. Scan detailed
knowledge about the political stability, survey of the banks, loan and overdraft facilities,
foreign currency transactions, and living costs.
So the motto "think globally but act locally" raised by many global organizations
including HSBC bank (introducing itself as "your global local bank") is not just a pointer
to the new policy, but a tested fact to be followed, because global organizations now
consider their overseas markets and activities, as of equal importance as their home
market and activities.
3-4-2) Professional Culture
Job content, role in society, professional education and training, and the ethical
values that professional associations tend to maintain, all these factors merge together to
characterize people of the same profession with common traits and characteristics that
may exceed boundaries and can be called "professional culture". Military officers,
lawyers, and physicians are appropriate examples. Understanding professional culture
will act as catalyst to facilitate and ease management, and change management, tasks.
3-4-2-1)

Paradigm of the modern company:

In response to globalization, new ICT and other technologies, liberalization and
deregulation of international commerce, and changing societal expectations and values,
large multinational and national companies found themselves in the present turbulent
environment. This environment - presents new opportunities and threats at the same time.
Successful organizations have different responses, but almost all of them carry new,
similar, dominant traits, known as the traits of dynamism or modernism. The author
gathered these traits from different publications, mainly, the ILO: "Consulting in
company transformation" (2002)
Table 3-13: Main traits of successful modern organizations:_____________
Characteristics:
Requirements:
Strategic shifts:
© Flexible
© Highly customer
oriented
© Temporary
structures
© Fewer levels of
management
© Top management
with broader span of
control

© Correspo
nding
executive
mind-set
© Organizat
ional
strategy
© Corporal
e culture
© Oriented
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© Middle
management has more
power and bigger roles
© Team work based:
Project and selfmanaging teams
© Owns and controls
its core
© Outsourcing noncore functions to bestin-class and long-term
business partners

operations
to achieve
the strategic
shifts

© From focus on control
of resources to focus on
core competencies
© From managing how to
managing what
© From functional
management to process
management
© From focus on power to
decentralization
© From managing physical
assets to managing
knowledge._________

3-4-2-2)
"High-tech" professional culture:
Internet, IT, IS, ICT, e-business, telecommunication, electronics and
microelectronics, nano-technology, biotechnology, etc, started to have their own
professional culture derived from the role of knowledge, knowledge workers, and the
pace of change in their fields. They operate in an atmosphere of constant change, and it is
accepted that this is a prominent characteristic of their industry. The nature of the work is
not physically restricted to places or time, they can work from any place at any time,
access the company resources through e-means, and their appraisal is achievement based.
Unusual for many other professional cultures, the "high-tech" professional culture
overrides organizational culture. Kubr (2002) outlined the cultural patterns that tend to
predominate in these companies:
^ Predominance ofprofessional culture over company culture
# Authority vested in innovators and leading researchers
# Little respect for formal authority, hierarchy and seniority
# Tendency to ignore chains of commands and break down
organizational barriers
& Easy andfrequent horizontal communication and knowledge sharing,
easy team-building, spontaneous creation of knowledge-sharing
communities
& Hard work and no counting of hours when involved in challenging
projects
& Informal interpersonal relations and dress code
# Employee loyal to their profession and to themselves rather than to
the organization
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* High mobility ofprofessional employee, more concern for
job content than for job security
& More concern for technical innovation and excellence than for cost
and budget
% High remuneration regard as standard
3-4-3) Organizational Culture:
Marcus (2003) definition of the organization culture is "It is a pattern of basic
assumptions, invented, discovered or developed by a given group, as they learn to cope
with their problems of external adaptation and an internal integration, that has worked
well enough to be considered valuable". Therefore, it will be taught to new members as it
is the correct way to perceive, think and feel in relation to those problems. Generally,
culture is the whole and it is more than the sum of its parts
Organizational culture is a "micro culture" based on the national culture, and
some unique and specific cultural components (values, attitudes, norms, habits, traditions,
behaviors and rituals). Compared to national culture "the organizational culture resides at
a more superficial level of programming than things experienced previously in the family
and at school" (Hofstede 1994). The ILO "consulting management" book named the
organizational aspects concerned in specific cultural values and norms (Table 3-15,
Appendix three - tables)
Independent of the type of culture, being national, professional or organizational,
Hofstede (2002) proposes that culture is composed of four categories: symbols, heroes,
rituals and values. These four categories work together to deepen the culture to be rooted
in the basic conditions of human life, effect the ways in which people earn their living
(their concept of work), cope with environment, maintain cohesion and identity with the
community, and in many cases reflects the economical conditions
3-4-4) How culture treats change
Generally speaking, either traditional trends or modernistic trends dominate
cultures. In cultures dominated with traditional trends, stability and cohesion to the past is
well regarded, change is usually regarded as an unwelcome guest especially the dramatic
one. If enforced, some improvements or sequence of incremental changes will be the
choice. In cultures dominated by modernistic trends, stability is associated with no
improvement, change is regarded as a driver for prosperity. Standing outside the queue is
the goal, continuous improvement is always an option, and a dramatic change is
recommended when an opportunity arises. In both cultures there is room for change, but
with varying difficulty. Realizing the need for change is the first step, realizing the level
of urgency is the second step, determining the depth of change is the third step, and so on.
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3-5) Organizational Responsiveness to change:
3-5-1) Introduction:

Change
Responsiveness to change
Resistance to change
Culture
Figure 3-6: Responsiveness to change
Change and Culture are interrelated and this may be positive (responsiveness to
change) or negative (resistance to change).
Responsiveness to change refers to the ability to anticipate changes and to attain
competitive advantage over time. Responsiveness to change is a function of the following
factors:
*y" Information is needed to better identify and response to external changes.
"Y" Flexibility is needed to reorganize and deploy resources to meet the demand.
Usually organizations with a low number of hierarchy levels are more decentralized and
more flexible.
An organizational transformation covers the three areas of change: content,
process, and people. But resistance to change comes only through people.
People change because it is their nature to change, and people must change to
make change last. Changing people is the most difficult aspect. Organizations represent a
mixture of procedures and people combined into a prescribed routine. The procedures,
processes, the actions of people at work, and the work of the organization itself, are
altered in significant ways. Responsibilities are reassigned, new links between people
form and old ones become obsolete as jobs are redefined due to the change in importance
of certain skills, knowledge, and experiences. People will react because transformation
disrupts the comfort and security of the routine in jobs. People, first resist, then begin
adapting themselves. It's the rate of change increases, new possibilities can emerge, some
leaders are replaced. At this stage, people can become confused and disoriented, and feel
that "Everything is out of control". At some point, acceleration of the change slows and
then declines and people begin to interact more effectively. Those who succeed in this
personal adaptation end up working with new skills and orientations in a company that
better serves its customers and better matches the new external realities
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Organizational transformation threatens corporate executives and
managers by making their automatic responses obsolete. To effectively lead an
exploration, you must depend on your sense of direction rather than on your knowledge
of the trail. This calls into question the big, international consulting firm promises to
transform "On time, under budget."
Early response to change smoothes the transformation process and reduces
resistance to change. Most successful changes have been predicted and sometimes even
requested by people at the bottom of organizations well before people at the top endorse
them, and transformations that work are built on foundations outside the company; on
changes that have already occurred with customers, suppliers, and competitors.
Wesley and Whitefeather (1998), from ChangeCraft consulting, named the
point at which changing back to the old ways would be more difficult than going forward
with the new, they called it "Critical Mass".
Whether it is a positive response or negative response, people's responsiveness to
change is the result of people culture, and the nature, depth, pace, and way of presenting
change. The factors effecting human behavior, organizational culture, and professional
culture, in addition to personal characteristics, all together combine to constitute the
responsiveness to change.
3-5-2) Participative not imposed change approach
Well structured companies have different scenarios for different change situations
in their strategic planning, and complete change details for their action and operational
planning. Despite the above, planned change cannot eliminate the need for unplanned
change but it can increase its readiness to anticipate and reduce its risks. Consequently,
organizations have two types of change: planned and unplanned.
Planned change covers change activities that are intentional and goal activities. It
aims to improve the ability of the organization to adapt to changes in its environment,
changing the behavior of individuals and groups in the organization. Planned change is
usually done through an external or internal change agent (persons who act as catalysts
and assume the responsibility for managing change activities).
Unplanned change is usually evolutionary change (due to aging) or adaptive
(quick reaction to new situation not considered till late).
The more planned the change, the healthier the organization, and the more
unplanned the change, the more vulnerable the organization.
There are two ways of applying change: imposed or participative.
Imposed change may arise due to two reasons: 1- no room for discussion and no
way to delay decision-making and 2- decisions are of minor importance. Usually imposed
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change produces rapid short term results on dependant people. If possible,
avoiding imposed change is recommended. Participative change is world wide accepted,
but it is more time, and effort consuming. Imposed change usually depends on the
existence of the "position of power", while participative change is a long lasting one.
Nadler and Hibino (1994) explained ten levels of people participation varying from no
participation to full participation. In Table (3-14) of Appendix (Chapter three - tables),
the 10 levels of participation with a relevant brief description is listed.
3-5-3) Large Scale, Real-Time Organizational Development Change
Methods:
Although change is as an established fact of life, theories of large organizational
change began with Lewin (1951) and his writings on change in the 1940s and 1950s. Kurt
Lewin developed a sequential model of three stages as follows: 1- unfreeze, 2- change,
and 3- refreeze. This model was the basic outline of the organizational development (OD)
intervention. These three stages were to be included later in almost all other change
theories and methods, under different names. Considering the change as a discontinuous
process
© First: "unfreeze" the current situation to enable change, when the
need of change is noticeable and recognized, due to increased tension, anxiety
or dissatisfaction, or to explain clearly the consequences of "no change", if the
need of change is not perceived.
© Second: "change" to be identified and recognized by testing, and
internalized and adopted by translating its objectives into organizational goals
and its principles into organizational rules
© Third: "refreeze" the new situation in place when the concerned
change is verified through experience, and the establishing of supportive
environment
The most widely used "Large Scale Organizational Change Methods and approaches"
are:
1. Interactive Strategic Planning: Dannemiller K (1994). based on the presence of
the following three components:
Dissatisfaction x Vision x First Steps > Resistance to Change
2. Preferred Future Search - Weisbord M. (1995)
By examination of the past, present, and future for the whole system
3. Model Redesign AxelrodD (1995):
This concentrates on the technical workflow, and develops a preferred design for
the organization. Axelrod's process involves four conferences: Vision Conference,
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Customer Conference, Technology Conference, and Design Conference,
followed by a succession of implementation steps to put the plans into action
Present features of laree-scale, real-time change manasement process include:
# Focus: focus is on application of systems theory, and uses less action research and
discrepancy theory, (see Senge, 1994)
# An open-systems approach (data base source exceeded organizational boundaries to
reach organization stakeholders through EPR, SCM, and CRM)
# Widely shared data base throughout the whole organization (formerly had limited
availability to certain departments)
# Response: quick response which results in immediate action taking place (response
time was relatively a slow)
¥ Learning organization: learning moves from the individual or unit to the whole
organization
# Empowerment: the responsibility and accountability moves from senior management
to a mixture of senior management plus the whole system
^ New role for consultant: the consultant role, formerly reserved for data collection and
feedback, now also includes structures and facilities for data analysis and action
planning
^ The pace of change: the change process moves from incremental change to
fundamental, organization-wide change
3-5-4) What is resistance to change? Why resistance to change?
The literature review showed that reasons for resistance to change can be
categorized under human situation, or factors related to personality, psychological, and/or
social situations.
Anderson Consulting web site published a culmination of a thorough literature review
on resistance to change in organizations covering professional and trade journals, and
listed, in order of frequency of appearance in literature, "26+ Reasons Why Employees
Resist Changes".
3-5-5) Overcoming resistance to change:
In addition to participation, sharing gains, resocialization, and organizational
development behavior strategies, there are many proposed frameworks for overcoming
resistance to change. One of the best is proposed by Hamel (2000) for the way the
"insurrection" should be started:
"Y* Establish a point of view: based on data and have a clear link to the
bottom line
*Y" Write a manifesto: to provide vision and hope
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"^ Create coalition: to fragment corporate rebels
V" Pick up your target: target a potential champion (symbol)
"Y" Co-opt and neutralize: disarm the opponents
V" Find a translator: build a bridge between you and people in power
Y" Win small, win early, win often: to demonstrate the ideas actually work.
Other factors proved to minimize or even eliminate resistance through:
V" More decision makers: Decentralization, empowerment
"^ Local knowledge: Empowerment
V" Knowledge: Continuous learning, educational programs
"$" Information: Groupware, data warehouses
3-6) ICT role
3-6-1) ICT role in motivating gradual change:
Gradual change is an incremental or developmental change, aims to improve
productivity and performance in organizations.
IT can serve as a motivator to gradual change in all organizational levels,
including: operational, knowledge, management, and strategic leve, through:
"$" The Transaction processing system (TPS), Office systems, Knowledge work
systems (KWS), decision support system (DSS), Management information system
(MIS), and Executive support system (ESS)
*Y" In supporting business operations and decision making
"V" The strategic role and the use of ERP, SCM, CRM in operations strategy and
management
~^* Integrated enterprise management (IEM) in changing management focus,
facilitating information and have a holistic approach to the operations strategy.
If these concepts are applied to the KAIZEN approach incremental change, we can
see the role of ICT as follows:
^ Total employee involvement (TEI): with the present capabilities of the ICT, the
TEI management and control is made easy, it's made possible to evaluate in real-time
the employees' satisfaction of an organization with respect to any required point.
Enabling quick response that leads to raise employees' satisfaction and involvement.
The same technology enables the fastest feedback ever known till now.
$ Just-in-time (JIT): the CAD/CAM/CAE, shop floor automation, and the
connection to the IEM system enables the best coordination between the stakeholders
enabling the shortest period of JIT
*Y* Total productivity maintenance (TPM): increasing productivity is an ICT issue by
itself
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$ Total Quality management (TQM)
o Strategic policy management
o Process management
o Employee involvement and empowerment
The role of ICT in strategic decision making, policy design, process automation
and management were all stated in details in chapter two.
3-6-2) Motivating dramatic change
Dramatic or radical change, is a change that effects the whole organization from
the contents, processes, and people. The need of such a change emanates from
environmental factors supported by technological factors. Environmental factors like
globalization, liberalization and deregulation of commerce, and technological factors
including the rapid development of ICT, have changed the methods of doing business in
complex organizations and lead to changes in organizational and operational structures
(new forms of technological communications resulted in new ways of human
communications).
Timmons (2002) and Moody (2003) concluded that, the role of ICT in forming
the strategy, is a major factor that affects both the culture, and structure (in its
organizational and operational levels).
Timmons (2002) in his "The Timmons Model of the Entrepreneurial Process "
defines the three key ingredients for entrepreneurial success:
1- Opportunity, 2- resources, and 3- team
Moody (2003) compared these three ingredients in two IS environments
(Traditional and Entrepreneurial), and concluded that "IS Operates Differently in an
Innovation Culture". The differences shown were the following:
©
Traditional
O Opportunity- Responds to requests- Analyzes requirements
O Team- Directive management- Methods oriented- Risk-averse
O Resources- Technical specialists- Functionally organized- ROI funding
©
Entrepreneurial
O Opportunity- Helps create opportunity- Integrates IT and business
O Team- Opportunity driven- Deals with adversity- Adaptable
O Resources- Business oriented- Opportunistic funding- Marshal as needed
ICT helped in creating and realizing the entrepreneurship environment.
This comes as a result of:
1- Leadership, with a new mindset to carry out transformational strategies
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2- Transforming the organizational structure architecture (minimum
number of levels), span of control, distribution of power, and chain of command, to
create the maximum flexibility possible.
3- Transforming operational structure to meet the new organizational structure, by
creating cross departmental communication and data-sharing through integrated ITbusiness relationships, and create business opportunities. The emergence of team-based,
problem focused organization.
4- Business and IT strategies to be aligned at the strategic and operational levels
5- Increasing responsiveness by creating supportive to change culture and
organizational policies.
6- Maximize the IT enablement: this concept relates to the ability of an
organization to effectively create new business processes, services, and perhaps products
using IT. The top IT issues lists references to CRM, enterprise resource planning (ERP),
and Web-based business capabilities are examples of IT enablement.
7- Create and focus on the effective program management link between the
strategic vision at the executive level and the operational level of the company where
work gets done
3-7) Change types, Organization types of work and ICT mandates
Figure 3-3 shows the vertical links achieved between the symmetric relations
between:
The four types of organizational change: Continuous Improvement - Business
&
concept improvement - Non linear innovation - Business concept innovation (upper
layer)
The four IT mandates: Project management - Utility - Differentiated ^
Transformational (middle layer), and
The four organizational types of work in relation with knowledge variables :
"^
Routine - Engineering - Craft - Non routine
=> To conclude
1. "Continuous Improvement" change is characterized by "project management"
IT mandate and "Routine" organizational type of work
2. "Business Concept Improvement" change is characterized by "Utility" IT
mandate and "Engineering" organizational type of work
3. "Non Linear Innovation" change is characterized by "Differentiated" IT
mandate and "Craft" organizational type of work
4. "Business Concept Innovation" change is characterized by "Transformation" IT
mandate and "Non Routine" organizational type of work
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Figure 3-3: symmetric relations between Change types, Organization types of work and
ICT mandates
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3-8)

Conclusions:

This chapter reviewed the points below - with their respective parameters - to
study the role and effect of ICT on motivating changes in organizational structure and
operational structure. This chapter examined six issues:
V"
Organization and Organizational structures
•
Definitions and parameters
•
How job tasks are formally divided to determine specialization
and complexity
•
How job tasks are grouped (horizontally: determines
Departmetalization, or vertically: determines distribution of power)
•
How job tasks are coordinated to determine level of formalization,
and integration
•
The role of Strategy, technology, organization size, and
environment in structural differentiation (mechanistic or organic models)
•
The four types of work (routine, engineering, craft, and
nonroutine) and their corresponding information needs (small/big quantitati ve/qual itati ve)
•
The role of IT in organizational structure, defined by "IT
orientation" which varies from LOB —> overall enterprise, and "role of IT" which
varies from tactical —>• strategic, to form the four IT mandates (project
management, Utility, differentiated, or transformational)
•
strategic alignment of business-IT
•
reinventing the organization and the IT organization
V"
Operational structure and operation management
•
Definition, major business and IT development milestones
•
The role of ICT in operations structure and Operational strategy
management flexibility
•
Operational model for alignment of business-IT focusing on the
four core elements (Governance, Process, Communication, Metrics), and the
three enablers (Skills, Style, and Shared vision)
•^
Change drivers and their sequence (Environment •=> market place
requirement for success "=> business imperatives "=> organizational imperatives "=>
cultural imperatives "=> leader and employee behavior •=> leader and employee
mindset)
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•
Reason for change: Change for competitive advantage
(CA), or Change for productivity and performance improvement
•
Change can effect (content, processes, and people) areas,
meanwhile the change categories are environmental, organizational, or cultural,
where the width can be personal or group
•
Pace and depth of change (Cyclical, Incremental, Transitional, and
Transformational
"Y"
How culture (National, Professional, Compound, and Global)
treats change, and how the Paradigm of the modern company (Characteristics,
Requirements, and Strategic shifts) were effected by globalization, new ICT and
other technologies, liberalization and deregulation of international commerce, and
changing societal expectations and values
Y Change and Culture are interrelated and this may be positive
(responsiveness to change) or negative (resistance to change)
•
The change approach must be participative not imposed
•
reasons behind resistance to change and how to overcome it is also
covered
Y
How the ICT role is motivating gradual and dramatic change, by
helping in creating and realizing the entrepreneurship environment
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Chapter Four: The ICT Role in UAE: Organizational and
__________
Development.
4-0

Introduction:

This chapter represents a projection of chapter three in the UAE. It starts by
introducing the UAE, its economical development, and demographic specifics, to enable
better understanding of the interrelations that control the behaviour. Then, the Major ICT
technological milestones, and the UAE milestones toward UAE Knowledge economy is
introduced, to clarify the UAE future orientation. The second, and third sections, reflect
the present situation regarding the organizational and operational structures, in a trial to
show the gap between theory and practice, desires and facts, announced and actual, by
understanding the ICT role in organizational and operational structure from one side, and
the cultural influence over management from the other side. The fourth section
demonstrates the present and future growth in ICT sectors and infrastructure, with focus
on UAE ICT transformation, and the e-government perspective

4-1

The UAE

4-1-0 UAE map and general statistics
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Figure 4-1: UAE map, Source: http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cabs/uae.pdf
COUNTRY OVERVIEW
Independence
Population (2003E)
Location/Size
Major Cities
Languages

December 2, 1971 (from United Kingdom)
2.5 million
Persian Gulf between Oman and Saudi
Arabia/30,000 square miles
Abu Dhabi (capital), Dubai, Sharjah, al-Ain
Arabic (official), Persian, English, Hindi, Urdu
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Ethnic Groups

Arab (UAE citizens) (19%), other Arab and
Iranian (23%), South Asian (50%), other
expatriate (Western and East Asian) 8%

ECONOMIC OVERVIEW
Currency
Gross Domestic Product (2003E)
Real GDP Growth Rate (2003E)
Inflation
Rate
(consumer
prices)(2003E)
Current Account Balance (2003E)
Merchandise Exports (2003E)
Merchandise Imports (2003E)
Merchandise Trade Balance (2003E)
Major Export Products

Arab Emirates Dirham (AED)
$79.9 billion (2004F): $85.8 billion
4.0% (2004F): 4.2%
2.5%

$8.1 billion
$50.2 billion
$39.7 billion
$10.5 billion
Crude oil, natural gas, re-exports, aluminum,
dried fish, dates
International Reserves (2003E)
$14.0 billion
ENERGY and ENVIRONMENT OVERVIEW
Proven Oil Reserves (1/1/04E)
97.8 billion barrels
Oil Production (2003E)
2.65 million bbl/d, of which 2.24 million bbl/d is
crude oil
Oil Consumption (2003E)
3 10,000 bbl/d
Net Oil Exports (2003E)
2.34 million bbl/d
Natural Gas Reserves (1/1/04E)
212 trillion cubic feet (Tcf)
Electric
Generation
Capacity 5.6 gigawatts
(1/1/01E)
Electricity Production (200 IE)
37.7 billion kilowatthours
Major Environmental Issues
Lack of natural freshwater resources being
overcome by desalination plants; desertification;
beach pollution from oil spills
Source: UAE Country Analysis Brief, Energy information administration(EIA) report
Feb/2004 by Lowell Feld, department of energy (DOE), US government,
http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cabs/uae.html
Area (Sq.Km,)
Illiteracy ratio (15+) (1999):

83,600
15.2
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Share of Cultivated Land (1998)

1.6%*

Share of Mining and Manufacturing Industries in
GDP (2000)

46 %*

Share of Mining and Manufacturing Industries in
Total Exports (2000)

99.5 %*

Road length for each 1000 km sq (1999)
Source: National Estimates
Political status

* United Nations Estimates

45
ESCWA.org

federation
29 per sq km
85% of land mass

Population density
Largest emirate: Abu Dhabi
Commercial capital

Dubai

Source: Microsoft Encarta - 1999/UAE year book
Table 4-1: General statistics
This aim of introducing the above statistics is to draw the attention to some
outstanding issues in the UAE community:
• Before the Independence Day, the UAE as well as the UAE community
was not formulated. Excluding the two main Emirates tribes: the Qawasim who
were sea and land traders, resided in Sharjah and Ras Al Khaimah; and the Bani
Yas tribe who were farmers and resided on Abu Dhabi and Dubai; Most of the
communities were poor small fishing villagers.
• The UAE is a low population density community.
• 80% Of the population is concentrated in a narrow strip on the seashore,
were the seven emirates are located, because of the desert nature of the country.
• 70-75% of the population are expatriates, who came to work after the
federation was formed. They were not included in any previous statistics before,
and this explains the rapid growth of UAE population.
The UAE: an overview:
4-1-1
The United Arab Emirates was formulated in 2/12/1971, after the withdrawal of
the British military forces from the lower Gulf in 1970. Six out of seven of the British
protectorates in the Arabian Gulf confederated to form the United Arab Emirates (UAE).
In 1972 the seventh protectorate joined the federation. The first six protectorates were
Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Fujairah, and Umm Al Quwain. The seventh
protectorate was Ras Al Khaimah. Political power is concentrated in Abu Dhabi, which
controls the vast majority of the UAE's economic and resource wealth. The two largest
emirates — Abu Dhabi and Dubai ~ provide over 80% of the UAE's income.
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Before the discovery of oil in Abu Dhabi in 1958, Bahrain was the economic,
political, and shipment hub for the lower Gulf. After that, and due to l)discovery of oil in
Abu Dhabi and Dubai, 2) the civilian war in Lebanon, and 3) the 1991 Gulf war, many
companies which had their Middle East and lower Gulf headquarters in Bahrain and
Beirut relocated in Dubai and Abu Dhabi.
The discovery of oil and gas transformed the economies of Abu Dhabi and Dubai
and affected the other emirates economies. It was the catalyst that transformed the UAE
people from sleepy Bedouins to the present fast growing business economy. Oil and gas
form 33% of the Gross domestic products (GDP), more than 60% of government
revenue, and 80% of the UAE income in 1998. 1999 estimates shows that UAE oil
reserves are approximately 200 billion barrels, making it the 3rd largest reserve in the
world. The UAE is among the main producers of liquefied natural gas, with reserves of
205 trillion cubic feet that ranks it as the 4th world largest gas reserve. The oil is expected
to last until the 21 st century, meanwhile the gas will last well into the 21 st century.
In recent years, the UAE has undertaken several projects to diversify its economy
and to reduce its dependence on oil and natural gas revenues. The non-oil sectors of the
UAE's economy presently contribute around 70% of the UAE's total GDP, and about
30% of its total exports.
The federal government has invested heavily in aluminum production, tourism,
aviation, re-export commerce, and telecommunications sectors., The UAE is building
new hotels, restaurants and shopping centers, and expanding airports and duty-free zones,
as part of its strategy to further expand its tourism industry. The US Energy information
administration(EIA) report Feb/2004, confirmed that "Dubai has become a central
Middle East hub for trade and finance, accounting for about 85% of the Emirates' re
export trade. The UAE has been a member of the World Trade Organization (WTO)
since 1995, and has one of the most open economies in the region".
4-1-2
UAE infrastructure:
The UAE economy was always characterized by remarkable development. The
UAE leadership recognized early the fact that the oil and gas resources are finite, and
recognized the risks of the heavy reliance on an oil and gas based economy, so they
moved early toward the diversification of the national economic income.
Since the formulation of UAE, 32 years ago, remarkable achievements have been
made toward building a modern infrastructure, and in many cases exceeded that expected
of a relatively new country in the third world. The UAE infrastructure is oriented toward
building a less oil dependant dynamic modern economy.
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The interrelation between nature and economy has directed the UAE human
nature and desire toward trade since ancient times. The desert nature has forced the UAE
tribes to be professional land and sea traders since the 18th century, getting the most out
of their geographical location. The nature and people together, logically lead the present
UAE mentality toward free economic environment, characterized by: exports, re-exports,
and import.
To enable this to function in the best possible form, the UAE federal and local
governments heavily invested in modern infrastructure in order to meet those of the
advanced countries. Main infrastructure views and symptoms are characterized with
© Ports: Each emirate has one or more port.
© a superb network of roads
© Airport every few kilometres
© Quality electricity supply
© Recycled and desalinated cost effective water
© 21 st century infrastructure telecommunication - public switched
telephone network (PSTN), GSM network, Emirates internet and multimedia
(EIM), Cable TV network, e-commerce service (ComTrust) - with unmatchable
quality and affordability of its services are all over the region
© Relatively big number of academic institutions
© Highly sophisticated banking and finance sector - early adopter of
Internet banking, planning to setup a payment gateway system (PGS), internet
based to support e-business, and a stock exchange market
© Liberal economic policy and stable currency: According to the 2003
index of economic freedom executed by "the Heritage foundation" and "wall
street journal", The UAE were evaluated as exceptional in monetary policy and
black market; well evaluated in trade policy, wages and prices, fiscal burden, and
property rights.
Table 4-2: UAE evaluation as per index of economic freedom (2003)
1 = very low
1
Monetary policy
2 = low
1
Black market
3 = moderate
2
Trade policy
4 = high
2
Wages and prices
5 = very high
2
Fiscal burden
2
Property rights
3
Government intervention
3
Foreign investment
The lesser the score,
3
Regulation
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the higher the level
3
of the economic
2.2
freedom
0.05
24/156
© Encouraging free or low taxation regime
The Modern infrastructure, ready for the age of globalization and liberalization of
commerce; the free economic environment; and the building blocks to prepare the
country to enter the Information and communication era with the UAE knowledge
economy; have in mind a bigger aim " ready for the 21 st century, an oil independent
country".
Banking and finance
score
Change from 2002
World rank

4-1-3:

UAE Human resources policy:

The demography structure of the UAE community is unusual in that UAE
national accounts for one third of the population in most optimistic estimates.
The emirates communities were not prepared for the rapid economic growth that
occurred due to the discovery of oil (late 50's), its work force lacked knowledge,
experience, and expertise in both quantitative and qualitative measures. Therefore, the
emirates and the later UAE was heavily dependant on expatriates to plan and manage the
enterprises, which led to an economy peopled by a majority of foreign workers.
The work market required all levels of managers from top executives to shop
floor supervisors, and all levels of technical people, skilled and unskilled workers. The
needs led to the job categories and the job categories to the expatriate nationality groups.
The first category: mainly the top executives, managers, technical specialist,
experts, and higher education occupations. This category is occupied by western
expatriates (US, UK, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and other European countries).
This category forms around 5% of the work force.
The second category: it constitutes the vast majority of skilled and non-skilled
workers, and the low management and administrative level. This category comprises
mainly from the subcontinent expatriates (India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Afghanistan, and
Bangladesh). This category forms around 65-70% of the work force
The third category: works mainly in the hotels, chain restaurants, domestic
helpers, indoor sales, technicians, etc. This category is mainly Asians from Philippines,
Korea, and China and form 5-10% of the work force.
The fourth category is non Gulf Arabs from Egypt, Syria, Jordan, Palestine,
Lebanon, and Sudan. This category is centralized in health and education sectors, sales
and marketing, middle management of administrative and technical occupations. Arabs
constitute around 10% of the work force.
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In the 2001 statistics, UAE nationals formed one third of the work force, where
the majority are employed by the federal and local governments. In UAE, government
salaries and conditions of work - unlike many of the developed world countries, are much
better than the private sector. In the private sector, UAE national earn significantly more
than their subcontinent counterparts (by regulation). UAE nationals are selective in their
job taking, prefer work as federal civil servants, don't like and don't have the skills to
work in oil industry, averse to take jobs of low prestige.
The government's objective is to make UAE nationals form at least 50% of the
work force.
In the light of the above facts, and the incapability of the local (UAE) workforce
to compete with cost, quality, and productivity; government has to limit the number of
expatriate and to promote the employment of the local groups by regulations (laws). The
government controls the number of expatriates in the country through the issuance of
visas:
Each expatriate has a renewable, upon mutual agreement, one year labour
contract. The issuance of a residence visa is conditional on the availability and validity of
a labour contract.
The regulations permits the expatriate to work only with his sponsor (the
company or the UAE national who gives the labour contract and facilitate the issuance of
residence visa)
To make the demand match the supply, the government requests the employer to
prove to authorities the need for a job vacancy in order to issue a work visa for an
employee.
Companies are required to give preference to UAE nationals. Abu Dhabi
government instructed foreign construction and oil companies to book certain number of
jobs for UAE nationals. Dubai developed an automatic enquiry service to manage the
UAE nationals' job applications.
On-job training is provided to UAE nationals by "the national authority for
employment and human resources management - Tanmia" in association with the
employer to bridge managerial, technical and administrative shortages in their skills.
Any job vacancies in the federal and local government have to be filled
exclusively by UAE national. (Unless not available). A nationalization plan in federal and
local government is already followed to replace expatriates with UAE nationals within a
certain time limits (subject to the appropriate resources being available).
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The private sector is requested not to employ any non UAE national in any job
vacation unless the unavailable.
From the other side, the Government is using and creating all the environmental
factors to enable, capable and empower the UAE national work force through education
and learning, continuing education centers, market surveys and studies, the convergence
of higher education objectives with market needs, and the related modern infrastructure
In February 2004, "employment and human resources report" of "Tanmia", and
under the supervision of "Ministry of Labour" draw a future strategy with the following
trends:
A strategy to enable, encourage, and support the employment of locals Localization - in the private sector, through removing the present barriers ( lower
salaries, no appropriate job nature, work stress, lack of skills and languages required,
working time, difficulty of work)
A strategy for work development through creating and utilizing learning
opportunities, employment opportunities, economic needs identification and assessment.
A legislative frame for interference upon request, and an operational mechanism
including identified parties, roles, and responsibilities was approved.
A strategy to comply the output of higher education institutions with the market
needs to have a reasonable balance between supply and demand.
4-1-4:
The UAE milestones toward UAE Knowledge economy:
The World Bank defined the knowledge economy as "an economy that makes
effective use of knowledge for its economic and social developments". This definition is
very expansive, especially in its core "effective use of knowledge".
Knowledge delivery: has passes through three phases: intermediation,
disintermediation, and re-intermediation
**From intermediation to disintermediation to re-intermediation
c? (gone equivalent to)
From Data to information to knowledge
With the domination of industrial local businesses had a lack of information of
what to buy, how to buy, and from where to buy. This created the need for
"intermediation", where inter-mediators were looked for, to deliver the needs (as
information owner). Then, "disintermediation" was a trend of all facets of the economy in
the last decade, provided that clients are able to achieve all their needs independently
(have the information and the know-how). Now, with the flood of information provided
by the internet and multimedia, "reintermediation" is needed to define and gather
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together the specialties that have been created (turning information to knowledge). This
characterizes the present economy as the knowledge economy. Richard W. Hobbs (2000)
from the American Institute of Architects, mentioned the three important distinctions
between knowledge and information:
1) Information can sit in a drawer, but knowledge has to reside in a human head.
2) Knowledge is more difficult to pick up and transfer than information.
3) Knowledge requires assimilation, understanding, and commitment
This is why knowledge management emerged as a supplement to Information
management (IM) and IT, and why the business intelligence technology in the form of
data warehousing and data mining in addition to OLTP and OLAP technology are
emerging, and to make a clear difference between accessing the information and owning
the knowledge.
Here the ICT is the knowledge economy facilitator and major driving force, while
the knowledge is the capital that will drive competitiveness by innovation.
The World Bank sets four pillars to the knowledge economy:
1) Education environment: to assure the community capability of acquiring,
using and sharing knowledge. Education is undergoing fundamental changes in its
methodologies and ways of delivery of information, forced by ICT changes, that leads
to changes in demand. The rhythm of ICT and other technological changes and its
reflections on business and management mentalities and methodologies created the
urgency for long life continuing education systems that reflect innovation in strategy,
career path, responsiveness, and competitiveness
2) Innovation environment: through combined business-research teams
with sufficient support to deliver commercial scientific and technological innovation.
This becomes true only through wide collaboration of competitive businesses and
market oriented researchers to develop products and services through the creation or
implementation of technological innovation.
3) Information society infrastructure: refers to an ICT infrastructure that
provides the community with an easy and common access to effective and affordable
information and acts as a knowledge enabler. It is measured by how advanced,
widespread and affordable is it. In a broader concept, it covers any related knowledge
society or knowledge economy infrastructure
4) Economic and institutional framework: this is a framework that assures
liberal economic policy with free economic environment and monetary policy,
competitive and flexible labor market, stable macroeconomic environment, and legal,
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social and intellectual property protection. This depends on the government providing
the legal framework, the economic and business support and encouragement, and all
initiatives that support the knowledge economy and economic performance.
In their evaluation of the Dubai knowledge economy in November 2002, Madar
research Group (2003), a Dubai internet based UAE company, they ranked the four
mentioned by the World Bank pillars as follows: "infrastructure would come first (pillar
3), followed by economic and institutional framework (pillar 4), innovation system (pillar
2), and finally education system (pillar 1)". They added that innovation and education
systems will take longer time to institute and nurture, because Dubai's young institutions
require several years to build research assets, culture and experience that will enable them
to attract viable partnerships with business and industry. Madar research mentioned
another missing point in Dubai and in the region, the "venture capital", and they showed
optimistic view that it's a matter of time for the adoption of this model by Dubai's
wealthy businessmen and corporations.
The ranking of the four pillars in Dubai, shows that the government's contribution
is almost complete - advanced ICT and related knowledge infrastructure; legal
framework, economic and business incentives, a pool of knowledge rich workers, a
cosmopolitan environment, etc. This part is relatively easy, and most of it is investment
based and investment dependant.
The innovation and education are interrelated. Education depth and orientation
directly improves research capabilities. Here the import, export, and re-export system will
not deliver the desired results, and the economic dependency will continue. Sociotechnical and commercial encouragement and reward for research has to emerge, this
objective being to create the derived research momentum, through accessing worldwide
knowledge, and also adapting and creating knowledge and innovation.
By implementing the 3rd and 4th pillars and implementing the most achievable for
the 1 st and the 2nd pillars, proves the depth and breadth of the political leadership support
in creating an environment that is conductive to development of ICT. This achievement
has been recognized by achieving the only maximum score in the Gulf region, given to
the UAE leadership from the researchers of the World Economic Forum (WEF) in their
Global IT report 2002-2003, which was based on the WEF evaluation of the following
factors:
*
ICT Strategy Clearly Spelled Out
^
ICT Implementation Plan Clearly Articulated
*
Operational ICT-Dedicated Research Facility
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*
Plan of ICT-Dedicated Research Facility
«
Operational Techno-pole Initiative
*
Plan of Techno-pole Initiative
^
Existence of Technology Incubator
*
Planned Technology Incubator
This found that the UAE had positively responded to all these points.
In their report entitled "Dubai Knowledge Economy 2003-2008" Published in
November 2003, Madar research Group - 2003 mentioned the economical, technological
, legislation, treaties, and outstanding milestones in the development of the UAE
operational strategy toward knowledge economy. These milestones have combined to
elevate the UAE and Dubai to this status.
© The economical milestones are: the establishment of "Emirates
Telecommunications Company (Etisalat)" in 1976 as a fixed then mobile phone
(1984) company, then as multimedia and internet company (1994), then the
establishment of Jebel Ali Free Zone Authority (JAFZA) in 1985. The UAE became a
member of the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 1996, Internet banking to
individual account holders was introduced in 1997, Etisalat set up its e-business unit
(ComTrust) in 1999.
Financially, The Dubai International Financial Center (DIFC), set in mid 2003
which aims to present the biggest financial institutions of the world between the East
and West.
© The legislative milestones are: The UAE became a member of the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) in 1974, then the laws of intellectual
property (Patent and Industrial Design Law and Trademark Law) passed in 1992,
WTO agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) in
1996, Strong enforcement of intellectual property rights in the emirates has resulted
as of end 2002 according to the Business Software Alliance (BSA), Dubai passed a
local e-Commerce Law in 2002 and federal officials are looking into a more
integrated law to serve the UAE including Dubai.
© Technological milestones and those with direct ICT relation will be
overviewed while reviewing the major ICT technological milestones in the next
section
When measuring the population penetration levels associated with the ICT
parameters, there are four fronts to be considered: the absolute levels of Internet users,
fixed telephone line subscribers, mobile phone subscribers, and the size of PC base.
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National statistics shows that among the seven emirates making up the UAE, Dubai
comes first with respect to the absolute levels of Internet users, fixed line subscribers and
mobile phone subscribers, but comes second behind Abu Dhabi in size of PC base. The
near future is expected to accelerate the growth of the four ICT parameters continuing the
trend of the past few years.
Compared to Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries and other countries of
the Arab World, the UAE enjoys the highest level of ICT use, with mobile phone
penetration standing at a high of 68 percent and Internet penetration at 30 percent - three
fold the world average of 10 percent as per Madar Research ICT Use Index as of June
2003. The same research shows that the emirate's per capita IT spending level for 2002
emerges as significantly higher than the world average - US$460 vs. US$200. This
reflects the UAE government and community unmatched thrust toward IT products and
services adoption to meet the prevailing worldwide.
The UAE already, in general, and Dubai, in particular acts as a primary ICT hub,
its role exceeds the GCC and Arab world to reach the large middle east countries (Arab
countries, Iran, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Turkey), the Indian subcontinent, Africa, East
Europe and the countries of the previous Soviet Union. The Gulf Information Technology
Exhibition (GITEX) is the fourth largest IT show in the world next to Comdex (US),
Cebit (Europe) and Computex (Asia)
Omar bin Suleiman (2002), the CEO of Dubai Internet City (DIG) represented the
DIG vision for 2010: "Into a growth vision" at the "Knowledge for Development"
conference in Marseille, France, September 2002. AS the figure 4-2 shows, three
horizons are aligned according to two parameters: the length of impact (short to long) and
the level of impact on the knowledge economy (lower to higher). The three horizons are
*v* Horizon one: (short term impact and lower effect on knowledge
economy) the aspects in this horizon covers trade, logistics, transportation, tourism.
The motto of this period is to "Do what we do best, better" and aims to raise the level
and quality of performance, and to seek new features to those that already exist or
even strive for excellence through the continuous improvement culture.
^ Horizon two: (medium term impact and moderate effect on knowledge
economy) this horizon covers technology and enabling services such as IT,
telecommunication, financial, and media. The motto of this period is to "apply new
competencies to new areas" and aims to promote the competitiveness in all, or some
aspects, to reach a competitive edge. Examples of such areas are the knowledge
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village, media city, and internet city, which will be covered in the review of the major
ICT technological milestones in the next section.
V" Horizon three: (long term impact and higher impact on knowledge
economy) this horizon covers the aspects of research and development (R&D),
Education, and Emerging sectors as wireless technology, nanotechnology,
Biotechnology, Pharmaceutical, and biomedical technology. The vision here is to
"seed investment for future competencies" to be ready for the other two pillars
defined by the World Bank: the education environment (pillar one) and innovation
environment (pillar two).
4-1-5) Major ICT technological milestones:
In October 1999, Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Dubai Crown
Prince and UAE defence minister, announced his clear vision for the Emirate of Dubai,
the vision is "to make the Emirate a premier ICT hub, not only for the UAE and the Gulf
but for a much larger base". In October 2000 the Dubai Internet City (DIG) was
launched, as visualized 12 months before. The idea behind the DIG is recreating the
success of Silicon Valley by attracting a large number of major technology investors and
innovators to form a one-stop-shop for IT solutions and services integrating software,
hardware, consultancy, services, training, e-hosting, and a range of other services. In
addition to the DIG, the Dubai Media City (DMC) was established in 2001 as a regional
base for media, and the Knowledge village (KV) established in 2002 as a technologically
advanced training and learning hub that brings world-class education to the whole Middle
East, constitute the three Knowledge Economy communities under the Dubai
Technology, Electronic Commerce and Media (TECOM) Free Zone. The Dubai silicon
oasis, Jebel Ali Technology Park, and the Dubai International Financial Center (DIFC)
are other Knowledge Economy communities under other free zones.
The benefits of free zones to foreign investor. Contrary to the UAE Federal Law
No. 8 of 1984 (which stated that any foreign party can only own a maximum of 49
percent of the share capital of any established companies and a local partner or sponsor
should own the rest 51 percent of the Shared capital), free zones in UAE and Dubai offer
100 percent tax-free ownership, 100 percent repatriation of capital and profits, quick
business registration and licensing, stringent cyber regulations.
At present UAE free zones are distributed in Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Sharjah and other
emirates, surveys show that more than 13 are centered in Dubai, 10 of them were
established or announced in the last three years. In many cases the role of the free zones
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exceeds its traditional economic role to be an innovation knowledge centers acting as ICT
hubs at a national level.
Figure 4-2: the three horizons of DIG vision 2010
Vision 2O1O : Into a Growth Strategy
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Figure 4-3: Dubai Knowledge Economy milestones, Source: "Madar research
Group" November 2003, page 9
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4-2 Organizational structure in UAE
4-2-1 Goals
Organizational structure design in UAE is based on "specialization" as stated by
"the organizational structure design committee" latest performance report 1983-1998.
This orientation aims to continuously formulate and develop the present skills to meet the
forthcoming needs, to lead to productivity and performance improvement, and to have the
right person in the right place.
Based on the scientific basis of organizational structures design, "the
organizational structure design committee" had always in mind the specific nature and
the special circumstances surrounding every design case. Among these fundamentals and
basics are
^ Administrative sequence principle
^ Unity of command
¥ Centralization of authority and its delegation
& Balanced supervision responsibilities to meet different administrative levels
¥ The importance and necessity of coordination between different administrative
levels
* Ease communications
The organizational structures in UAE are based on job classification and job
description concepts which ensure the following:
"-£ Assigning major responsibilities and authorities for different administrative positions:
this facilitates and clarifies the margin of authority and decision making for each
employee
O Clear job description that identifies the role of each position in the whole organization
structure
^ Well done job description also supports the performance appraisal system and can be
utilized in performance controls
"^ Job description and job authorities and responsibilities are represented in
"organizational charts" that shows graphically the organization size, layers, and
governance structure.
4-2-2 fundamental design criteria:
Organizational structure (OS) is made to enable organizations to do their
functions and responsibilities in the best possible way. Thus OS have to
1. To reflect the real needs of the organization on the departmental and divisional level
2. To identify the authorities and responsibilities of each organizational unit
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3. To be objective and reflecting the size and the nature of work of the organization
4. The organizational units authorities and responsibilities to be integrated in such a way
as to avoid any duplication or interference
5. Works to be done with simplicity, accuracy, and speed required
6. Identifying the supervision scope to enable efficient management
7. Be capable to be applied and executed without constraints
8. Obeying the concept of specialization and division of labour according to the modest
concepts
9. Centralized supervision and decentralized execution to achieve the proper flexibility
10. Consider the external (environmental and regional) circumstances, and to comply
with the administrative and organizational regulations (inside and outside) of the UAE.
4-2-3 Future developments:
OS is subject to change, depending on changes in functions and responsibilities of
the organization, internal and external changes in its surroundings, societal changes, and
environmental changes
In the light of the rapid recent developments in UAE, the willingness of the
organizations to improve and modernize its productivity and performance, OS is revised,
modified, or even restructured to meet present and future community and labour needs
and driven by technology and modern management theories.
Thus, the process of organizational structure and design is a continuous process
which requires the presence of "The organizational structure design committee" to meet
the continuous fulfilment of its role.
^ By reviewing the organizational structures of the federal ministries in
UAE, it was noticed that all these structures are Vertical Hierarchical Structures
representing traditional hierarchical pyramid structure, vertically oriented and using
traditional concepts such as division of labour, standardization of parts and products,
mass production and control as basic or primary function of management., with a
minimum of 5-6 layers. These layers are common to all federal ministries OS:
"v* The Minister: - top of the pyramid - with direct link to the minister's office and
the office of legal issues, and in some cases, the administrative development unit.
"Y" The deputy minister - the second level - with direct link to deputy minister's
office, administrative development unit, and in some cases the office of legal issues.
*v* The deputy minister assistants - third level - usually technical assistants related to
the nature of the ministry, and finance and administration assistant
•$• Head of departments - the fourth level
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"v* Head of divisions - the fifth level
V" Technical and administrative staff
4-2-4 Organizational Structure findings:
^ Through investigating the authorities and responsibilities issues, it was
noticed that the decision making is centralized in the upper three levels, including the
decisions related to operational issues which are the responsibility of level four and
five. Which makes the decision making process slower than required
^ The delegation process is very limited, and when available is limited to
just operational running of the tasks and activities in the absence of the decision
maker.
^ Financial decisions and procedures are complex and not flexible - some
times , it requires the approval or "no objection" of other ministries (ministry of
finance or federal civic service for example) to approve the cost of a training course
or purchase of minor items
^ The absence of transparency, critical appraisal, and measurement systems
(democratization in conversations dialogues, centralization in decision making)
^ Most of the OS are designed in the seventies, and are not compatible with
the modern organizational structures requirements and the global changes
(globalization, liberalization of commerce, ICT developments, etc)
4-2-5: New vision and strategy leading to new structures:
Global changes in business and technology delivered a new paradigm for modern
organizations. Their characteristics, requirements, and the strategic shifts needed are
listed, (refer to table in section 3-4-2-1)
In addition to the global changes in the concept of competition in products,
services, and delivery, and accompanied by dramatic reduction in oil production in
Dubai, the UAE has been pushing to diversify into non-oil business sectors, - Its
expenditure program for the ICTs sector is expected to equal US$1.6 billion over the next
three years (ESCWA report 2003) - The UAE government in general, and Dubai
government particularly - changed its vision and strategy as described below:
Dubai Government:
In April 2000, His Highness Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashed Al Maktoum, Crown
Prince of Dubai and the UAE Defense Minister, launched Dubai's mission to
revolutionize government services by rapidly deploying an information technology
infrastructure that would enhance citizen care, eliminate bureaucracy, and increase
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productivity and a vision focuses on easing the lives of people and businesses interacting
with government
This requires a new strategy of work in its three levels (corporate, business, and
operational), its core was and still:
© The critical appraisal and a massive reassessment of how government
services had been delivered in the past
© How IT and the Internet could be used to improve customer service
© How each of the government's 24 departments have to equip
themselves with the necessary skills and technologies to deliver "electronic"
government services
To spearhead the emirate's drive to become a regional center for electronic
commerce, technology and information, Dubai is automating the entire Government of
Dubai for all of their Shared Services processes, and other areas including services,
Municipalities, etc. while the country wealth enables it to constantly expand its programs
and implement technologies ahead of others in the region. The ICT sector has
experienced a 10-fold increase since 1997 and Dubai Internet City (DIC), along with
Dubai's liberal economic policies and regulations, is contributing to the growth of the
knowledge based economy of the United Arab Emirates.
The Federal Government:
In May 2003, the vision statement agreed by the steering committee of the UAE
federal government e-government is: "enabling integrated policy formulation
facilitatine a knowledge-based world class government".
The vision defines three things, l)what the UAE federal Government will become
- a world class e-government, 2) what the UAE community will become - a knowledge
based society, and 3) the goals of the UAE federal government e=government strategy integrated policy formulation through cross department cooperation.
It's worthy to note that before this vision and strategy their was no clear,
approved and communicated strategy for the UAE federal government.
When the priorities for implementation were determined, especially the common
foundation projects (common for all ministries):
"v* Financial management system - enterprise resource planning FMS - ERP
•^ Human Resources Management Systems - HRMS
"^ E-Access - A single point of access to UAE federal government
information and services (Web Portal - Content management - standard document
and correspondence management system (DMS) and its related policy development
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workflow - E Procurement - and E Project : UAE federal government project
management system.
In addition to the cross-ministry priority projects (common for some ministries),
these projects changed the leaders mindset to Horizontal Hierarchical Structure where a
process form of management utilizing the concept of focusing on common objectives that
go beyond traditional departmental boundaries to meet customer or stakeholder
requirements, this led to a new thinking of strategic shift from:
"V" vertical integration to value acquisition
"Y* seeing size as an advantage to seeing flexibility as an advantage
V" focus on cost control to focus on generating shareholders value
Y focus on control of resources to focus on core competencies
"Y" managing how to managing what
V" functional management to process management
Y focus on power to decentralization
"Y* managing physical assets to managing knowledge.
4-2-6 ICT role in organizational structure in UAE:
The change in role and importance of IT had changed its scale of application
(from division to department), its scope (from service provider to solution provider), its
position (from part of finance and administration to decision making and support). IT
changed the way the work was formally divided (both vertically and horizontally),
coordinated, and grouped (both vertically and horizontally), which are the fundamentals
of organizational structures. New concepts like "virtual organization", "virtual structure"
is becoming as familiar as virtual memory. "Chaordic" approach for building governance
structure for distribution of power is creating a new style of control. A shorter chain of
command and less rigid formalization are becoming new features for new organizational
structure as a result of the new ICT interference.

4-3: Operational structure in UAE
4-3-1: Planning style:
In reflection to the vertical hierarchal organizational structure, the operational
structure is a top-down structure where the planning approach, span of control, and
distribution of power is within senior management alone with little or no input from the
rest of the organization. This approach typically is lacking in internal environmental
information and analysis
When it comes to quality improvement and minor incremental changes, some
experienced the Bottom-Up feed back and implementation, where middle- and lower
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managers alone conduct the planning activities with little or no input from senior
management. This approach is typically lacking in external environmental information
and analysis.
This led (theoretically) to think about the bidirectional option, Top-Down /
Bottom-Up Planning, which is a "best practice" approach to organizational and
operational planning that draws upon the skills, strengths and knowledge of the entire
organization. This approach maximizes planning effectiveness through the successful
integration of both internal and external environmental information and analysis.
4-3-2: Communication style:
(Marcus G 2003) mentioned four communication directions and movements
within the operation structure in UAE organizations to allow organization ingredients
(individuals, groups and structure) to interact, communicate, and integrate.
* Downward Communications are predominantly involved in the use of
general orders, directives, instructions, rules, and budgeting. This practice is
followed by the board of directors, or by the organization general manger/owner.
^ Upwards Communications, this type of communications is practiced
by subordinates to superiors or by senior level of employees upwards to their
team managers or section head, which includes, suggestions, preparation of
information, data collection and seeking authority of top managers.
# Horizontal Communications, this is concerned with information, and
data exchange between the departments working as individuals and groups within
the organization.
¥ Diagonal Communications are concerned with requesting information
and advises between the individuals of different status located in different
departments.
It's worthy noting that these communication directions are within the same
organization, mean while cross organizational relation communications are official, and
through the top level only.
Knowing how individuals and groups think, act, and respond explains why some
organizations perform well, while others do not. Organizations can be viewed also as a
"applied field" for knowledge, this gives another concept to knowledge management.
It was also noted that the successful performance of any organization is guided,
by their leader's characteristics and attitudes, to the core topics of motivation represented
by their behavior, attitude, interpersonal communication, group structure, learning,
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training, development, perception, controlling conflicts, obtaining clear effective
solutions.
4-3-3 : Sources of UAE people coordination and operation concepts:
As mentioned in chapter 3, the style that an organization used to coordinate
reflects its governance structure, and the organization's operational style reflects its
culture.
© The weather, the nature of the country (desert), the lack of any natural
resources including agriculture, had oriented the ancient UAE people to
commerce. They were sea and land traders who gained by the nature of their
work, the business mentality and businessmen character (catch opportunities,
bargaining, open communication)
© The faithful and multifaceted look to Islam, as the brightest era in
their culture and traditions, unity factor, source of justice, and relations regulator.
(Islam encourages a consultancy system, respect of age, and cooperation)
© Strongly patriarchal family system resulted from the cultural
influence of strict Bedouin tribal symbols of loyalty and honour.
© The discovered natural resources created a radical shift from very
poor to very rich country within a minimum time frame. This enabled governors
to distribute free houses, works, services, that had some negative effects making
the UAE people selective at work (only prestigious jobs) careless (can't be fired),
and making another portion greedy (getting used to free things and wanting more
for free).
© The rules, priorities given, and some tribal concepts have urged UAE
nationals and created the request for special treatment, feeling of importance, and
over self confidence. These newly gained traits started to show their negative
effects especially when the services started to be reduced, the high level job
opportunities were occupied, and the business opportunities for starters are
shrinking.
All these factors jointly, created what's called "the duality in character",
which reflects itself in the management concept, the coordination policies and
operation structures.
Although the forces of change represented in
• Nature of Work force: more multinational cultural diversity - increase in
professionals - many new entrants with inadequate skills
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Technology : Faster and cheaper computers - New mobile communications Decoding of the human genetic code
• Economic shocks: Rise and fall oil prices - Decline in the value of the dollar
• Competition: Global competitors - Mergers and consolidation - Growth of Ecommerce
• Social trends: Internet chat rooms - Retirement law - Increased interest in urban
living
• World politics: Escalation of aggression in the Middle East - The war on
terrorism following 9/11/01 have been utilized for the benefit of business
interests, and despite the introduction of modern organizations and methods,
"administrative behaviour is still highly traditional" (Kassem and Habib 1999).
4-3-4: ICT role in operational structure
The new vision and corporate strategy mentioned in the previous session required
a business and operational strategy represented in travelling the world for best practices
and benchmarking. Applying the latest management theories and ICT in all levels (from
shop floor to management) and all aspects of government services like:
^ Harnessing the latest technology through continuous updates,
especially in the ICT industries.
* Deploying of theories of quality like Quality Assurance (QA), Quality
Control (QC) , TQM, Kaizen, six sigma, etc, that aim to raise quality,
productivity, and performance
* Deploying the process-oriented like BPR, BPC, BPM, etc, that aim to
reorganize the way companies operate to facilitate radical improvements to key
measures of performance.
* Deploying theories of organizational change and change management
theories, especially change in people and leadership
¥ Deploying different ISO standards and certification.
¥ Deploy education, training, and health services as an effective way to
improve human resources quality and quantity.
As an example, of seeding the ICT culture in the new generation, the Abu Dhabi
Educational Zone is an initiative to implement the International Computer Driving
License (ICDL) program in all faculties of the zone's schools. This is a dynamic move to
make its schools 'electronically connected, culturally oriented educational institutions of
comprehensive quality and regional impact. The IT Education Project (ITEP), was
launched in 2000 as part of a larger vision to establish the UAE as the knowledge hub of
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the region. ITEP currently covers all secondary schools in Dubai and Abu Dhabi. ITEP
initiatives can be achieved by providing a high quality, industry-relevant IT education,
courseware development, Internet-based anytime, anywhere, adaptive learning, project
management and quality assurance for all.
The United Arab Emirates topped the list in the Arab world, both in terms of the
number of IT certificates awarded, and their ratio to the country's population. According
to Brainbench, 1,485 UAE IT professionals were certified last year, which translates to
45.69 certified professionals per 100,000 of the country population (fig 4-4)
______
Figure 4-4_______
Numbers of IT Professionals Certified by Brainbench in Arab Countries in 2OO1

-•*- ^^
In determining the e-Govemment index for individual countries, the UN study
took into account demographic statistics and factors such as the level of human
development and Internet, PC and mobile phone penetration, in addition to ICT
infrastructure and the degree of government online presence and level of services. The
highest score of 3.11 achieved by the United States, averaged 1.76 for the Middle East
region, The United Arab Emirates scored 2.17
The features of Technical Architecture, Enterprise Application Integration, Web
Services, Strategic Outsourcing, Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery place ever
increasing pressure on IT staff to support new and existing technology, associated
questions that have to be answered are: How to align IT initiatives to corporate
strategies, How to reduce technology costs, How to managing enterprise risks, How to
maximize Return On Investment, standardization and Simplification of work procedures.
This requires reengineering the information flow and consequently the operations
4-3-5: Cultural Influence over management:
Cultural influences have been shaped by history: Family loyalty structure of
Bedouins, followed by the peace, trade, unity and prosperity under Islam, then collapse
and poverty followed by natural wealth.
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(Hickson and Pugh 1995) concluded that this history has four influences over
Arab management: Bedouin and wider tribal inheritance, Islam, foreign rule, and the oilthirsty West.
^ The Bedouin traditional concept to authority is a patriarchal family
authority from father to eldest son and downwards. The tribe's authority is to the
tribal sheikh under the same concept, whilst relying on tribal opinion. This is leading
to the highly traditional administrative behaviour of the organisations despite of the
modern methods applied.
^ Islam enhances the traditions, and creates an ethical framework for
business and administration. While Islam took consultative authority in the tribal
tradition, profitable business is encouraged unless it's harmful to society.
^ The foreign rule had its impact too; the Arabs were colonized by the
Ottomans and the Europeans (Brittan's and France). The Ottomans forced obedience
to absolute authority, implant corruption and outward submissiveness
"-^ Lastly, the oil wealth has forced the pace of change in a transformational
way. "Modern forms of organizations were erected almost before they could be
managed, and expatriate managers had to be brought in" (Hickson and Pugh 1995).
While history makes people proud of their heritage, the society pulling in
different direction, creating in many cases what is known as "duality" in thinking and
practice, liberal and traditional, infatuation and contradiction depending on the situation
and circumstances, and this is the normal way of life for many. The simultaneously
contradictory patterns of behaviour Arab individuals display (love-hate, pride-self
condemnation, individualism-conformism, friendship-hostility) are judged in the Arab
environment as natural and healthy" as noted by (AH 1990), who demonstrated the
influence of these forces by (1) establishing a huge number of administrative laws and
regulations while no attempt is made to implement them - they are just signs of
modernity, (2) designing systems for selection and promotion according to qualification
and merit, but hiring and rewarding according to social ties and personal relations, (3)
setting up organizational structures and designs that remain as decorations, while abiding
by them only in an exceptional basis.
(Hickson and Pugh 1995) pointed to two fundamental paradoxes in Arab
management by running right through managing authority and managing relationships. In
managing authority they tend to handle authority centrally with high power that rarely
delegated, while keep an open door for all comers and for consultation - which is an
Islamic view of authority to be followed if leaders are to enjoy the support, obedience ,
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and loyalty of the group - in the manner of sheikhs. In managing relationships, they
chase or hunt their own individual interests by collective means through personal
relationships.
In most of employment cases, instead of aiming to fit the right person into the
right job, the concern becomes to find a job for regarded individuals which leads to big
variances between the job title and the proposed functions.
The literature, research, and experience have led (Faleh 1987), (Ali 1990),
(Hickson and Pugh 1995), (Kassem and Habib 1989), (Attiyah 1992) and others to
suggest the following observations about the distinctive characteristics of the Arab
culture which dominate managerial thinking and behaviour:
• Within an organization, status, position and seniority significantly outweigh
ability and performance in importance
• Organizations are centrally controlled with a low level of delegation
• Subordinates act with deference and obedience in the formal hierarchy of
authority.
• Authoritarian management style is predominant
• Decision-making is constantly pushed upwards in the organizations
• Most decisions and commitments are renegotiable at a later time
• The decision making process is influenced by the prevalence of paternalistic and
familial patterns. There is an absence of Western style democratic system.
• Consultative styles of decision-making are pervasive and dominant. This
consultation is usually carried out in a person-to-person basis, thus avoiding group
meeting. Moreover, decisions are often made in an informal and unstructured
manner.
• Management is reactive and crises oriented
• Organization members are motivated by affiliation and power needs rather than
by performance objectives
• Social formalities are extremely important
• Innovation and risk-taking are activities which seem to be more often punished
than rewarded
• A low-trust atmosphere and political gamesmanship characterize organizations,
together with closed information systems and low levels of disclosure to
organization members
• Constant change and high level of uncertainty at work
• There is little opposition and resistance from subordinates
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There is a strong preference for a person-oriented approach rather than a taskoriented approach in managerial activities
• In group affiliation and group interaction, relationship ties are important
• Nepotism is regarded as natural and acceptable. Arab managers view their
organizations as family units and often assume a paternal role in them. They value
loyalty over efficiency
• There is a strong adherence to the open-door tradition. It is an integral part of the
underwritten or informal organizational structure
• Punctuality and time constraints are of much less concern than in Western
countries
• Managers rely upon family and friendship ties for getting things done within an
organizations and in society in general
It was agreed that most of the above observations are correct to a certain extent,
especially in the public sector. But in the last decade, and due to globalization,
liberalization of commerce, latest improvements in the field of ICT and media, and the
ever increasing knowledge and demands of customers and citizens, had applied persistent
pressure toward applying transparency in governance and information sharing, concepts
of modern organizations like empowerment and team building were applied. ICT
enforced automation, improved decision making, and simplification of work procedures
as a form of business process engineering. The internet and the web technology are being
utilized as the backbone of the e-government infrastructure, in addition to the internet
enabled solutions (hardware and software) that were heavily deployed in its initiatives. In
the management side the change management theories from QA, QC, TQM, BPR, BPC,
and transformation are utilized. Government organizations were instructed to be ISO
certified standards and certifications (some ministries and departments have ISO
certifications already). Management devices such as job descriptions, personnel appraisal,
career development path, strategic planning, and manpower planning are becoming
popular terms. By the four pillars of E-economy as defined by the World Bank were laid
down, Dubai is in the 4 stage of deploying e-government. Many ministries have
completed their e-readiness preparation including building in advance some components
that will be utilized in future federal e-government.
The United Nation Development Program for Arab States (UNDP-AS) has
described the UAE with the following "Its amazing amalgamation of the traditional
values of the East and the modern technologies of the West, being a melting pot of
various nationalities and cultures living together and working in harmony and a standard
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of living that is comparable to the world's most advanced nations makes the UAE one of
20th century's success stories. (UNDP-AS Website)
4-6: ICT development in UAE
There is currently no developed federal vision, nor official overall federal ICT
policy or plan that rules and controls the pace and course of ICT development in the
UAE. However the UAE is leading the Arab countries in all ICT and knowledge
economy parameters. This can be explained as each of the seven UAE emirates is taking
its own initiatives, course, and pace of ICT development which places in the whole
country global standing position.
4-6-1: The ICT present and future infrastructure:
This leadership is expected to be maintained in the near future (2008) as per a
Madar Research Group report (Dec 2003) which forecast the following:
"Y* Mobile phone penetration to exceed over 100% (97.12% as per aggressive
population growth scenario and a overwhelming 107.59% as per moderate population
growth scenario) with subscribers with more than one line (73.75% by December
2003)
"v^ Internet penetration to exceed 45% of the population according to the
aggressive population growth scenario or 50 percent according to the moderate
population growth scenario (31.25% by December 2003)
"& Computer installed penetration rate of 24.82% according to an aggressive
population growth rate or 27.49% penetration according to a moderate population
growth scenario (16.83% by December 2003 and 15.95% by December 2002)
Fixed line phone, mobile phone, and Internet services in the UAE were a
monopoly of The Emirates Telecommunications Corporation, (Etisalat - launched in
1976), and its wholly owned subsidiary Emirates Internet and Multimedia (EIM launched in 2000), till May 2004, when UAE lastly responded to the pressures applied
from the World Trade Organization members to liberalize the communication sector
among others. It's worth noting that, although the monopoly of Etisalat and EIM, they
provided high-end services to their customers, better than any other provider in the
region, at a relatively competitive price.
4-6-2: UAE ICT Transformation:
Dubai, being the dynamo of development, with a strategy to lead the region into
the digital age, is driving the transformation of the whole country into a knowledge
economy due to its unprecedented experience in e-government (Dubai has the first egovernment in the Middle East and North Africa - MENA), and its policy to lend hand to
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get use of their experience and expertise for the formulation of a national ICT plan or
policy in UAE and the Arab countries.
In Dubai, development projects are underway in various sectors where ICT sector
is a prerequisite, gives the ICT a top priority to achieve ICT infrastructure and usage
patterns outpacing the advanced standards in the developed countries through:
Ensuring the proper environment for prosperity.
Y
Ensuring growing population of professionals
V"
Ensuring an economic and legal framework
V"
For example The Business Software Alliance (BSA) report, released in June
2003, rates the UAE as the top achiever with the lowest piracy rate among 10 Arab
countries covered by the report.
Abu Dhabi comes next to Dubai in terms of the pace of ICT development and
adoption, and first in IT spending (45.65% of the UAE IT spending), Dubai (40.80%),
followed by the rest of the emirates (the poorer ones) assisted by the federal government
and the richer emirates (13.55% of the UAE IT market spending).
UAE Piracy Ral~,
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Figure 4-5: Source: Business Software Alliance (BSA)
4-6-3: How the IT sectors grow:
UAE IT Market, 2OO3 - 20O8

Figure 4-6: Source: Madar Research
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The IT industry considers the UAE as an emerging market that is not yet saturated
due to the rapid increase in population (caused by large influx of expatriates joining the
local workforce rather than by a natural birthrate increase) and the increased IT
investment by the government - federal and local - and the private sector (mainly
medium-to-large enterprises) pursuing better productivity and performance
improvements and to achieve competitive advantage.
Madar Research Group report (Dec 2003) predicts "IT market growth in 2003,
and will continue to fuel expansion", and the pace of IT market growth will by far exceed
the pace of overall economic growth
With increased demand for integrated technology, professional sophisticated total
solution and value-added service - storage, security, CRM, ERP, IT training, system
integration, hardware maintenance and technical support, that reflects the strategic
approach toward an integrated technology platforms, to address more advanced business
requirements
The four IT sectors: IT services, computer equipment, data communication, and
software products growth rates in 2003 and their estimates in 2008 as per Madar research
Group published December 2003 is shown in Fig(4-6).
4-6-4: The e-government perspective:
Dubai is regarded as a model for regional e-governments. Dubai e-government
project has been launched in April 2000, passed through strategy formulation, assessment
of needs and requirements, assessment of existing services and infrastructure, launching
of basic e-government services, e-government portal, advanced transactional facilities
(online payment), new portal exceeding 600 e-services, from around 25 government
departments.
Abu Dhabi e-government project have been launched recently and still in its early
stages. The same can be said for Ras Al-Khaimah and Ajman
The UAE federal government e-govemment project was launched in late 2002,
steering committee formed, headed by the minister of finance and Industry.
"$• The first phase of the project was launched in March 2003. The aim was
the development of a transition plan for the implementation of e-government strategy.
The phase covers the assessment of functions - approximately 450 federal
governments with different stakeholders (government, business, and citizens) - of all
government ministries, and their readiness to introduce and implement e-government
services and the identification of the technical infrastructure requirements. By the end
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of the phase, a blueprint was formulated for subsequent phases of the project, and a
two year time frame established for its implementation.
•^ Phase two of the project, scheduled to begin in April 2004, will involve an
appraisal of offers and the opening of project tenders, while
*§* Phase three will involve the implementation of the federal e-government
project.
It was noticed in all the stages of ICT development and implementation that, there
was a continuing problem represented in exposing the chasm between what people think
computers and computer solutions are capable of doing and how most computers and
computer solutions actually function

4-7

Conclusion:

This chapter started with a review of the UAE, this helps to evaluate the economic
development and the readiness for further change, then the knowledge economy concept
with its four pillars is discussed and evaluated to check where the UAE is standing in the
regional and international arena. The economical, technological, and legal milestones
were mentioned as was the benchmarking of the UAE and Dubai by international parties.
The chapter then viewed the organizational structures in the UAE government
federal ministries and local governments identified its merits and deficiencies, and the
recommended move toward the modern organization characteristics. It shows the need
for organizational structure to change from vertical to horizontal
The operational structure and the points influencing how people manage, operate,
communicate, and coordinate, and shows that planning of Operational structure is
changing from the domination of top-down approach, and bottom-up approach to topdown/bottom up approach.
The change, culture and their effect on management is evaluated, which shows the
gap between the pace of economical development and the cultural and managerial
development.
The development of the ICT role, as a main stream of development and
diversification of economy, and a strategic choice enables Dubai and UAE to act as a
regional leader in technology hub and technology transfer.
Finally, responsiveness to change - that ensures economical profit - is welcomed,
conditional on being no clear contradiction with Islam.
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Chapter Five: E-Transformation Drivers (TD), Critical
Success Factors (CSF), and Key Deficiency Factors (KDF)
5-0

Introduction:

The previous four chapters revealed the following (see figure 5-1: elements of study):
©

Present and future trends in ICT show that, the short and mid term future (1015 years) will continue to be ICT dependant

©

The changing role and evolution of ICT from operational level to strategic
enabler and driver

©

The ICT role is decisive in changing the organizational and operational
structures, organizational culture, and in formulating the unprecedented change
speed and depth, globally and locally. (E-transformation)

The above arise because transformation is not just automation, and change is not limited
to technology.
Other main contributors to E-transformation success are: organizational change
management and ICT program and project management.
This chapter, will review the following
©

The three popular schools of business change and their relation with ICT to
facilitate organizational change

©

Critical Success Factors (CSF) of E-Transformation projects, their interrelation
with business-IT alignment in either strategic, tactical, or operational form, and
as a means to facilitate IT program and project management.

©

Introduce ICT and organizational E- transformation drivers

5-1

The three popular schools of business change

From chapter 3 and 4 it can be concluded that change is essential, organizations are not
excluded from this need to change. The question is how?
During the last five decades, there have been many change theories and practices.
Reviewing these theories, and comparing their methods, techniques, and results is outside
the limits of this research. However it is generally recognized that:There are three generic "schools" of business change, namely: (Marshall Potts)
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Figure 5-1: Elements of the Study
GLOBALIZATION + ICT + LIBERALIZATION
OF COMMERCE = HYPERCOMPETETIVE
MARKET
____________

THE NEED FOR EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE
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PROJECTED
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THE CHANGING
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SUPPORT TO
STRATEGIC ENABLER

THE ICT ROLE IN
CHANGING
ORGANIZATIONAL AND
OPERATIONAL
STRUCTURE, AND
ORGANIZATIONAL
_______CULTURE_______

ORGANIZATIONA
L CHANGE
MANAGEMENT

ETRANSFORMATION
INITIATIVES, KDF,
CSF, AND
TRANSFORMATION
DRIVERS

THE ICT ROLE IN
CHANGING
ORGANIZATIONS IN UAE

ICT PROJECT
AND PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT

MAJOR ICT BASED
DRIVERS

MINOR ICT BASED
DRIVERS

TECHNOLOGY
BUSINESS-IT ALIGNMENT

ICT PROJECT AND PROGRAM
____
MANAGEMENT
ENTERPRISE ARCHITECURE
________FRAMEWORK

CASE STUDY ANALYSIS, FINDINGS AND
CONCLUSIONS

EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE ETRANSFORMATION IN U.A.E
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4" Total Quality Management (TQM)
Y* Organizational change (OC)
Y IT-based organizational change headed by Business Process Reengineering (BPR),
networked organization, computer integrated manufacturing, and lastly etransformation.
Although the above three generic "schools" have many differences, they all have a
common fundamental perspective - they all focus on viewing the business as a portfolio
of processes, rather than a hierarchy of functions. The importance of this perspective is
that it opens up a whole range of techniques for improving business operations.
Different terms are used to promote information and related technologies like IT, IS, ICT,
information system planning (ISP), strategic information system planning (SISP),
information and information technology (I&IT), etc.

5-1-1

Total Quality Management (TQM):

TQM was developed during the fifties. It was originally applied to manufacturing
processes, and then extended to cover service, administration, sales, marketing and
product development processes. It aims to make incremental improvements to business
processes, which lead over time to improvements in the whole operation by:
1. Focusing on satisfying customer needs
2. Analyzing business processes continuously to increase efficiency and
customer service.
3. Emphasizing teamwork and employee empowerment across and within the
firm to ensure the previous two activities.
Whatever the criteria for success is, these teams are limited by the structural barrier the
company has, that is compensation, organizational structure, performance appraisal, etc.
This means, when the tools and techniques associated with Total Quality are adopted
without changing the fundamental infrastructure, Total Quality results will not be
achieved.
TQM will continue to be a good choice unless the business has reacted with incremental
solutions to problems that, in the main, require radical reorientations

5-1-2

Organizational change (OC):

Beatty and Ulrich (1991) argue that "organizations, during the course of their lifetime,
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evolve from being entrepreneurial, to growth, maturity and finally decline", if
they fail in the challenge to embrace organizational renewal. Organizational renewal is
obtained if and only if the pace of change - within organization and staff - exceeds the
pace of change in its business conditions. This requires mastering the response to change
through developing detection and response capabilities, to identify new potentially
rewarding challenges. This requires "doing the right work" and "doing the work right" by
building a new paradigm of speed, simplicity, a focus on exceeding customer
expectations and a confident, empowered workforce that is comfortable with
entrepreneurial risk-taking. This leads to restructuring, empowering, employee
involvement, continuous improvement and, ultimately, cultural change.
OC should be anticipatory; otherwise, the probability of its failure is very high. Major
issues in OC are about the need to establish an organizational culture that supports
change and, marketing the imperatives of change throughout the organization.
Typically, organizational change is an organization-wide change, such as restructuring
operations, new technologies, mergers, collaborations, rightsizing, TQM, re-engineering,
etc.
A widely applied approach in the business world, (some experts prefer the term "high
performance organizations"), is achieved through the use of the "socio technical"
approach and works using self regulated teams to overcome the cultural and
organizational problems. These organizations are structured around core business process
instead of around functional departments which leads to streamlining work processes, and
an enriched work experience.
5-1-3

IT-based organizational change

Models of IT-enabled organizational change topics such as: business process reengineering, telework and networked organizations, computer integrated manufacturing,
IT/business complementaries, electronic integration, data warehousing, and virtualization
promise wholly new forms of organizational strategies through the deliberate and
calculated deployment of IT.
5-1-3-1

Business Process Re-engineering (BPR):

BPR is a particularly good example of an IT-enabled organizational change model. It was
very popular in the early 1990s and was the most cited management issue in the
managerial, academic and trade press. It aims to achieve a radical change or redesign the
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business processes within organizations so as to dramatically increase their
efficiency, effectiveness, and performance improvement, by using IT as the primary
enabler.
Hammer and Champy (1993a) advocated that a BPR vision can be summarized
through five major precepts (Stoddard, Jarvenpaa, and Littlejohn, 1996):
/. Radical transformation: the targeted rewards should be acquired in quantum leaps
of change not from the "low hanging fruit" of easily achieved incremental change.
2. Don't automate, obliterate: Change comes from a "clean slate" conceptualization
of work arrangements.
3. Focus is process-based: Work processes are decomposed into component tasks and
activities, which can then be re-engineered into work arrangements optimized for
efficiency and effectiveness.
4. Top-down directed: Planning requires the global view and sweeping authority for
change; re-engineered work is conceptually integrated and directed downward
throughout the organization.
5. Information Technology is a critical enabler: Access to ubiquitous, seamless
information, powers the efficiencies and coordinates interactions within the newly
engineered work processes.
Reengineering work processes as defined by (Robins 2003) have three key elements,
they are 1) reorganize horizontally by process, and 2) identify distinctive
competencies, and 3) assess core competencies. While work redesign options can be
1) job rotation: the periodic shifting of a worker from one task to another, 2) job
enlargement: the horizontal expansion of jobs, and 3) job enrichment: the vertical
expansion of jobs.
Unfortunately, the promises of re-engineering projects are often not fulfilled, either
due to human and organizational issues or because the enabling software
implementation does not live up to the projected capabilities. But, when something
goes wrong it is usually because an employee does not have the awareness, skill,
authority or information to deal with the problem. This led to many re-engineering
projects failing because they stress technology but ignore cultural and organizational
factors. This redirected academics and practitioners to pay greater attention to the
vital aspect, "the people side".
The high failure percentage in BPR projects enforced a revision in the BPR concepts
to incorporate TQM as an intervention within BPR. In addition, the relatively new
way of thinking about process change in BPR has influenced information systems
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planning (ISP) and TQM. Martin (1995) uncovered the extended concept of
BPR described in the following three areas
"v" Business process redesign: entails redesigning processes to make them more
efficient or to improve service quality. It does not require a fundamental change
in the purpose of the process, but rather seeks better ways of doing the same
thing and, as such, is a higher level of TQM or continuous improvement.
Y" Value-stream reinvention: is really process innovation, in that it seeks to make
processes more valuable by altering them in fundamental ways to create more
value for the customer, and describes BPR in its purest form.
"0" Enterprise redesign: is revolutionary rather than evolutionary. It usually entails
devising a new strategic vision and competitive strategy, with the associated
development of entirely new business processes, and is akin to organizational
transformation.
TQM and PBR share a common focus to:
1) improve strategy by being aligned in it
2) improve technology through IT focus of innovation and process redesign
3) improve processes through organizational process redesign and employee
empowerment
TQM and BPR main differences are:
TQM
1. Continuous Change
2. Fixing and Improving
3. Mostly "As Is"
4. From the Bottom up
5. Organizational change is
operational________
5-1-3-2

BPR
1. Radical Change
2. Redesigning
3. Mostly "What Can Be"
4. From the Top Down
5. organizational change is
strategic__________

The networked organization:

Organizations restructure to respond to their environment. This facilitates the need for
a "Networked Organization" - sometimes called a "Boundary-less Organization".
This can be viewed as "an organizational structure that relies on multiparty co
operative relationships between people across structural, temporal and geographic
boundaries based on the existence of dense networks of flexible communications"
(york.ac.uk website). Independent people link as independent nodes for a common
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purpose, and members and structures adapt to changing circumstances. The
networked organization is based on nodes and links. Nodes: are people, teams or
even organizations that change as tasks change (flexibility is key), while links: are the
various coordination - formal and informal - mechanisms.
Because a Networked organization is node based, its CSF are the same as those of
nodes: 1) identifying all the stakeholders and network partners, 2) strong driving
force (mission, goals, and commitments), and 3) truly collaborative nodes. In addition
it requires a compliant organizational cultures, management processes and individual
mind-sets and behavior
Skyrme D (1999) summarized the Benefits of the Networked Organization as: 1)
Being closer to the customer, 2) Maximizing the knowledge potential of an enterprise,
3) Minimizing disruption, 4) Responsiveness and adaptiveness.
5-1-3-3

Computer integrated manufacturing (CIM)

CIM covers all aspects of connecting the shop floor to the computer hierarchy of an
enterprise.
CIM can be defined as the use of Computer Systems and Automation Systems to
operate and control production (Denford Co website) in an integrated way. Computer
Systems and Automation Systems communicate and share the same information.
Production control is divided into two separate activities:
1) Information Processing activities: these activities include business related
functions, component design, production planning, and operations controlling. These
activities are performed by Computer Systems
2) Physical Activities: performed by Automation Systems, which are automatically
controlled devices, execute physical functions including inspection Systems for
Quality Control, and return feed back information to the human operators.
Integrating
5-1-4

The integration and overlapping with ICT:

Both business and IT practitioners have changed their views by exchanging concepts and
approaches. Business schools changed focus by viewing the business as a portfolio of
processes, rather than a hierarchy of functions and IT vendors changed their mission from
service providers to solution providers. This change in focus led to changes in the
planning methodologies. Information system planning (ISP) benefits from the process
focus concept to 1) Identifying information resources that support or redefine the goals of
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the firm and the IS organization, 2) Identifying opportunities to use IT and
improve the firm's competitive advantage, 3) Implementing process change through IT,
and 4) Meeting the systems requirements of internal and external users by reducing
internal (due to process change) and external (due to IT and market developments)
uncertainty.
Strategic ISP (SISP) went a further step beyond planning to harness the business strategy
at different levels and to reposition itself according to its needs (either anticipatory or
with dynamic balancing). Thus ISP, supports an IT-based process change by fostering
"sense and response" for better dealing with opportunities and threats, and SISP supports
the business with its own capabilities and competencies through information resources
ISP overlaps with the objectives of BPR and TQM in the following four major
components
•v* Alignment of corporate and IS goals
Y" customer focus
•"Y* IT-Based process change
•$• Organizational learning
Pollalis, Y.A. (1996) identified the following steps for integrating ISP, BPR and TQM
V" Determining priorities and organizational goals for each initiative: CSF techniques
can help to establish priorities depending whether ISP, BPR and TQM understand
process change in the same way?
"Y" Bringing participants from each initiative together to discuss their projects and
identify similarities and differences between them - the shared dimensions of the
three initiatives.
•^ Establishing collaborative groups to make use of successful processes and avoid
repetition of past mistakes of ISP, BPR and TQM
"Y* Avoiding redundant activities - scheduling regular meetings at which teams disclose
their findings helps ensure that activities are complementary
•^ Setting synchronous and clear goals - this step is accomplished by having teams agree
on measurement criteria and participate in each other's evaluation procedures
5-1-4-1

Role of IT management in business change:

Pollalis, Y.A. (1996) identified seven key concepts that IS must meet for its best support
ofOC.
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1. Shared resources and expertise
2. Alignment of technology with corporate and customer needs
3. Commitment and accountability
4. Strategic advantage
5. Prototyping for success
6. Common measurement criteria
7. Measurement not to be based on a bottom-line approach.
5-1-5

Organizational Transformation (OT)

5-1-5-1

Defining transformation:

Carr, A. (2000) defined transformation as "It can be considered frame breaking,
culture changing, transforming, radical, and revolutionary, where one or all of the four
components (people, tasks, technology, and structure) are at the impetus".
From figure 5-2 we conclude that enterprise redesign transformation - unlike TQM - is
of a strategic character regarding the impact of change, and of radical character regarding
the scope of change
Anderson and Anderson (2001) defined Transformational change as " the radical shift of
one state to another. It requires a shift of culture, behavior, and mindset to implement
successfully and maintain over time, and it affects the three areas of change: content,
processes, and people". This makes OT a fundamental and radical reorientation in the
way the organization operates.
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Figure 5-2; Types of change, Source: Nadler and Tushman (1986)
OT derives benefits from the strengths of the three schools:-

^ From OC, it deals with elusive cultural issues to overcome resistance, build
commitment, develop skills and foster motivation
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* From BPR, it uses technology creatively to streamline business
processes.
# From TQM, it uses the provision of sustained follow up to ensure that changes are
maintained.
Thus integrating the advantages of the three schools with the SISP capitalizes on the
lessons learned from the past and avoids repetition of mistake, as suggested by Pollalis's
holistic model
5-1-5-2

Defining transformation initiatives dimensions:

According to Catalyst Consultants (http://www.cataligent.com), Transformation
initiatives occur in one (or more) of the following five dimensions:

Dimension
Improve

Innovate
Connect

Integrate

Launch

Initiative
example

Purpose

Challenges

Operational
Excellence

Optimizing
internal
Multiple
operations to become more
stakeholders
streamlined and customer+
oriented
Product development Re-inventing products or
Multiple
services or how they are
organizations
delivered to customers
Collaborative
Extending the contact into
Commerce
+
the network of suppliers or
customers with supply
Multiple locations
chain management and
collaborative
commerce
initiatives
Post-Merger
Combining organizations
integration
High complexity
through
mergers,
acquisitions, or business
restructuring
New Ventures
Creating new ventures to
enter new markets with
entrepreneurial spirit
Table 5-1: Transformation initiatives dimensions

Independent of the initiatives, managing transformation is not an easy job; complexity is
increasing proportionally due to 1) increase in the number and involvement of
stakeholders and shareholder, 2) multiple organizations and 3) distributed locations.
5-1-5-3

Key deficiency factors (KDF):

Although initiatives may be well conceived strategically, transformation projects mainly
suffer from: (http://www.cataligent.com)
1. Lack of clarity: at strategic and operational level
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2. Poor alignment: Due to poor business-IT alignment
3. Inadequate prioritization: Due to poor strategy, or business-IT alignment
4. Lack of collaboration: resulting in obtaining below the expectations result, due
to poor project management, or poor communication with stakeholders
community
5. Lack of proper management tools, techniques, and methodologies: due to
poor project management
6. Poor coordination: due to poor project management, or poor communication
with stakeholders community
7. Inadequate integration with internal and external environment: Due to poor
business-IT alignment (internal), or poor communication with stakeholders
community
As a result of the above, effectiveness of executives, consultants, project managers, team
members, suppliers and customers effectiveness is diminished as indicated in Table (5-2)
below:
Executives
Lack of
clarity
Poor
Alignment
Inadequate
prioritization
Lack of
collaboration
Poor
coordination
Inadequate
tools and
techniques
Inadequate
integration

Project
manager

X
(scope and
status)
X
(not enough
information)
X
(lack of
clarity)

Team members

Customer/
supplier

X
(resistance
to change)

X
(tools)

X
(of task
assignment)
X
(project)
X
(project)
X
(need more
support for
planning)
X
(proper
communication)

X
X
( to raise
key issues)
X
(holistic
approach)

Consultant

X
Table 5-2: Transformation KDF
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This leads to the conclusion confirmed by Marshall Potts - Principle
Consultant and Founder (Jasper Associates AjA) - who stated that "The success of the
organization is therefore dependant upon its human resource (Intellectual Capital) and its
technological capability (Knowledge and information) to meet its environmental
demands".
The graph below shows the rates of failure in transformation projects and initiatives
(failed, challenged or fall below the expectations), Source: http://www.cataligent.com/
• 90% of IT projects. 75"%* of all joint ventures.
70% of start-ups, and 60% of M&A's fail*

* Only 53% of enterprise initial" ves have a
positive outcome**
• 50% of system development projects exceed
their original cost estimates by 190%***
* 50% of collaborative commerce projects will
suffer delays and overruns of up to 30% until
3005****
• Mil', 4 Hfrfta" 6CG

*"• lundhli Group
"""" Garlncf >jncup

Figure 5-3: failure in transformation projects and initiatives
5-1-6

What is E-transformation?

E-Transformation is about Portfolio Management, and how it is executed. Etransformation is a transformation based on electronic technology, mainly the Internet,
Web, and ICT. It deploys e-Business fundamental corporate philosophy to serve as a
Transformation mechanism to:
¥ Redefine and reshape business models by redefining how job tasks are formally
divided and grouped
^ Redefine internal (inside enterprise) and external (with stakeholders) coordination
by redefining how job tasks are coordinated.
# Alter the competitive dynamics of entire industries by changing the way
industries compete and make business
¥ Lead to the delivery of new corporate culture.
Price WaterHouse Cooper (PWC) (2001) stated that e-Transformation requires a
combination of:
•^ the application of new technology;
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V" the development of new business processes and ways of working; and
V" a major change in culture, to focus on customer service.
PWC also mentioned the three ways that a business can transform itself into an ebusiness:
© Create the new e-business within the existing business, but as a separate entity;
© Gradually transform all of the existing business into the e-business; or
© Create the new e-business as a standalone entity, outside the existing business
and then migrate from the old business to the new business.
By recalling Morabito and Stohr's (2003) definition of organizational structure, "The
manner in which an organization divides its labour into specific tasks and achieves
coordination among these tasks", we conclude that e-transformation requires radical
change not only in organizational structure, but in operational structure,
organizational culture, and business processes. Such a change is a must to achieve the
benefits.
E-transformation is taking place in technology, people, and infrastructure to deliver its
commitment to provide its customers with the best mix of technology support and
business insight.
5-1-7

ICT role in Transforming Coordination:

(Malone and Crowston, 1994) defined coordination - at a very abstract level - as the
alignment of distinct but interdependent activities. The broader coordination concept may
include "Everything from human communication, to factory scheduling algorithms, to an
international currency market can be conceptualized as a coordination problem" (Rob
Kling 2001). ICT has the potential to change the way organizations coordinate by
directly improving organizational performance. This can be done by solving key
coordination problems of scheduling, synchronizing, and allocating, in addition to its
capability to store, process, and transmit vast amounts of information. However powerful
social and economic logics of changing coordination practice remain chronic because
the coordination problems of organizational systems are not limited to providing
electronic communications and scheduling. New design techniques and new institutional
arrangements for organizational usability have the potential to make these coordination
problems much less severe.
After many years of study of IT-based coordination changes in US (the AIME project )
manufacturing firms have concluded the following:
* IT can be used to solve many existing coordination problems without any
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substantial side effects.
* As coordination problems become more complex and interdependent, so do the
information technologies intended to solve them.
** The implementation of IT-based coordination technologies is easier when the new
coordination problems do not face strong institutional demands.
* The theoretical flexibility of IT makes it especially attractive when the dynamism
of changing organizational practices can benefit from quick changes in
information formats and information flows.
* The use of IT for coordination is simplest in stable environments, but much more
challenging in fast-moving industries.
These results have the following implications for manufacturing practice:
^ Efforts to implement IT for coordination are more likely to succeed if they
consider social and economic aspects.
^ The less the degree of change required by the implementation of new information
technologies, the greater the likelihood of successful implementation of the
technology.
* The key to success in implementing more advanced IT for coordination is to plan
for the greater complexity and organizational impacts brought about by the
technology, and to provide social and institutional supports that facilitate the
organization's adaptation to these changes.
The use of IT for coordination is more complex and challenging than suggested, but
handling it is the main challenge for practitioners.

5-2

E-Transformation Critical Success Factors (CSF's)

*Y* Figure 5-4 represents a typical high level IT-business harmony for best harnessing of
ICT capabilities, extracted from Enterprise-Works.com by Edgardo Mejias (1999)
"Y" Using the project management work breakdown structure (WBS) tool, Etransformation can be seen as a portfolio of ICT projects aligned within the business
in the enterprise (see the IT transformation initiatives projects in figure 5-5). Thus,
the success or failure of E-transformation depends on the following three factors:
1. The best enterprise business-IT alignment.
2. The success of each IT project (project management), and
3. The integration and interdependences of the ICT projects
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IX

Figure 5-4: Edgardo Mejias business-IT harmony
Figure 5-5: IT strategic planning process for the District of Columbia 2002-2004
Step 1: Aligning IT to mayoral
priorities

Vision of the District Government
Strategic Priorities
Strengthen CMkfran. Youth. Famnto> and IntJMduals
Build and Sustain Hastily N»lghl>orhoo€l«
Promot* Economic D*v*lopm«nt
Mak* ClovMitnwnt Work
Enhanc* Unity of Puipoft* and Democracy

Ongoing OperaUona
Public Safety
Public Health
Economic Development
Agency Operation*

IT Transformation Needs

Step 2: Creating the IT vision

Future Technology
Vision:
City of Access

Step 3: Creating the IT
transformation plan reflecting
Implementation specifics

Multi-Year Budget and
Resource Availability
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** Reasons 1 and 3 represent the business-IT alignment in its strategic
and tactical form, while reason 2 represents the business-IT alignment in its
operational form
_______
These factors will be analyzed in detail to identify the CSF's accompanied with the
criteria for increasing productivity and performance excellence. Then the CSF's will be
expanded to cover the whole of the e-transformation process.

5-2-1

Why do IT projects fail?

Many of the previous attempts to answer the above question have treated the question (or
the problem) from a single point of focus, such as people, techniques, cultures,
technology and experience. It was noticed that the bigger the project, the more
probability of failure, because, IT project management in general, and its implementation
especially is complex and challenging.
The answer of Sue Young, (CEO of ANDA Consulting in Colchester) to the above
question was, "No one prevented them from failing. We define success as a lack of
failure and failure as a lack of success. If you eliminate the possibility for failure, the only
possibility you have left is success. And that requires knowing your definition of
success." As eliminating the reasons and possibilities for failure in all the stages of
project management, and "building the right things", this implies eliminating the
possibility of "building the wrong things". This will lead to defining the critical success
factors as those needed to eliminate the key deficiency factors.
A Standish Group report (2002) on IT Application Development found:
•

31% of all projects are cancelled before completion

•

88% of projects run over schedule, over budget or both

•

52.7% of projects will cost 189% of their original estimates

•

Average time overrun is 222% of original estimates

Table 5-3 below, are the Standish group findings for challenged, and cancelled projects.
A project is considered failed when it is cancelled, abandoned or not implemented and
considered challenged when over budget, behind schedule, or the deliverables are of poor
quality or do not meet the original needs of the user or customer
Table 5-3: Standish Group top 10 causes why projects "Challenged or Cancelled
That Cause Project to be
Top 10 Factors That Cause Projects to
Rank
"Challenged"
be Cancelled
Lack
of
user
input
(12.8%)
11. Incomplete requirements (13.1%)
1
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Incomplete requirements and
specifications (12.3%)
Changing requirements
specifications (11.8%)
Lack of executive support (7.5%)

12. Lack of user involvement (12.4%)

Technology incompetence (7.0%)
Lack of resources (6.4%)

15. Lack of executive support (9.3%)

7
8

Unrealistic expectations (5.9%)

17. Lack of planning (8.1%)

Unclear objectives (5.3%)

18. Didn't need it any longer (7.5%)

9

Unrealistic time frames (4.3%)

19. Lack of IT management 6.2%)

10

New technology (3.7%)

20. Technology illiteracy (4.3%)

Other (23.0%)

Other (9.9%)

2
3
4
5
6

13. Lack of resources (10.6%)
14. Unrealistic expectations (9.9%)
16. Changing requirements
specifications 8.7%)

The findings show that most projects (46%) are completed and operational, but over
budget, over time estimated, and with fewer features and functions than initially
specified.
5-2-1-1

68 more reasons for why technology projects fail?

The following reasons are gathered through literature review - (Gonos D. 2002), (Lewis
K 2003), (Kapur G 2001), (Richter R), Penn state University study 2001, Standish
group 1998, Holt M 2003), (Dorsey P 2003), (Young S 2003), VCS system 2004,
(Cooper M 2003), (Bergey J, Smith D, 1999), and many more - some of them are close
in concept, but treated the subject from different views.
21. The system does not fulfill the business need or adequately support the business
model.
22. Current baseline requirements are incorrect, missing or not clearly understood.
23. Issues are not addressed timely.
24. Changes to baseline are not properly managed
25. Federal, State or County legislative or policy changes impact project requirements.
26. Lack of knowledge among stakeholders about the project goals, objectives, and
outcomes
27. Technology industry changes occur during the project lifecycle.
28. Significant changes in hardware and software occur during the project life cycle.
29. System components are not adequately integrated or do not support the business
model.
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30. Hardware and software do not adequately meet performance needs
31. Deliverables and work products are not developed, submitted, reviewed, resolved, or
approved in a timely manner according to the master project schedule.
32. Misinformation about the project or similar projects is disseminated to both internal
and external stakeholders.
33. Relationship between the teams is threatened or deteriorating. Inability of partners to
maintain collaborative and synergistic relationship.
34. Internal and external risks not properly managed
35. Mistaking half-baked ideas for projects
36. Inadequate due diligence - is the project feasible?
37. Poor sponsorship
38. Under-skilled project managers
39. Failing to deploy a robust project management process
40. Not monitoring the vital signs
41. Absence of a well managed project portfolio.
42. Lack of corporate leadership
43. Poorly communicated deliverables and goals
44. Team-related weaknesses
45. Poor project management
46. Deviation from schedule or budget
47. Notice that there is no mention of technical limits
48. Uncontrolled "soft factors"
49. Absence of change management
50. Unavailable resources
51. Changing priorities
52. Too much rework,
53. Conflict of resources and management
54. Scope compromised to meet budget or due date,
55. Individual or team burnout,
56. Work assigned without consideration of available time.
57. spiraling costs
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58. pressure to complete in time and within budget
59. Creeping scope
60. internal politics
61. Don't use a specific methodology because coding is all that is really important.
62. Create the project plan by working backwards from a drop-dead system completion
date
63. Don't bother with a data model. Just build whatever tables you need
64. Use a Technical Lead that has never built a similar system. Hiring such talent is too
expensive.
65. More developers to make the coding go faster.
66. Build the system with intention of ever deploying to the Web.
67. Assign one junior developer to handle the data migration.
68. Skip the testing phase because the project is way behind schedule.
69. Change the system to support critical new requirements discovered during final
development.
70. Buy a commercial, off-the-shelf package and customize it... a lot.
Other reasons specific for the implementation phase
71. Lack of line sponsorship
72. Identification of success measures
73. Competing changes in the organization
74. Training and documentation
75. Poor change management and internal marketing
76. Poor internal marketing from line management
77. Lack of incentives for employees to change their behavior
78. Lack of willingness to do a lessons learned
When systems are evolved from existing systems (reengineering failures)
79. The organization inadvertently adopts a flawed or incomplete reengineering strategy.
80. The organization makes inappropriate use of outside consultants and outside
contractors.
81. The work force is tied to old technologies with inadequate training programs.
82. The organization does not have its legacy system under control.
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83. There is too little elicitation and validation of requirements.
84. Software architecture is not a primary reengineering consideration.
85. There is no notion of a separate and distinct "reengineering process."
86. There is inadequate planning or inadequate resolve to follow the plans.
87. Management lacks long-term commitment.
88. Management predetermines technical decisions.
5-2-1-2

Grouping the reasons:

On examination, each of the above 88 (the 20 reasons found by Standish group and the
above 68 reasons) reasons can be classified under the following three groups:
^ Group one: Building the wrong things (business or IT strategy,
infrastructure, and processes - leadership support - feasibility - analysis and
design)
Reasons 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 33, 34,
35, 36, 37, 42, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 54, 55, 56, 57, 59, 60, 63, 64, 69, 70, 72, 73, 77, 79,
80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, and 88
# Group two: Focusing on the technical side only (neglecting the people,
culture and processes)
Reasons 1, 4, 7, 10, 12, 17, 20, 32, 33, 43, 49, 61, 65, 66, 71, 74, 75, 76, and 77
*• Group three: Poor Project management (methodologies, techniques,
capabilities, and processes)
Reasons 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 15, 17, 19, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 43, 44, 45, 46, 48, 49, 50, 52, 53, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 62, 64, 67,
68, 70, 71, 72, 74, 75, 78, 79, 81, 83, 84, 85, 86, and 88
Note that some reasons can fall in more than one category.
** Groups 1 and 2 represent the business-IT alignment in its strategic and tactical
form, while group 3 represents the business-IT alignment in its operational form
What makes IT projects succeed?
5-2-2
Factors to keep in mind in order to ensure system success, according to the Standish
group findings for succeeded projects, are given in the following Table 5-4:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Top 10 Reasons Why Projects Succeed
User involvement (15.9%)
Executive management support (13.9%)
Clear statement of requirements (13.0%)
Proper planning (9.6%)
Realistic expectations (8.2%)

6. Smaller project milestones (7.7%)
7. Competent staff (7.2%)
8. Ownership (5.3%)
9. Clear vision and objectives (2.9%)
10. Hard working, focused staff (2.4%)
Other (13.9%)
Table 5-4: Standish group findings for succeeded projects
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5-2-2-1

49 other factors to ensure IT projects success:

The following reasons are gathered through literature review - (Gonos D. 2002), (Lewis
K 2003), (Kapur G 2001), (Richter R), Penn state University study 2001, Standish
group 1998, Holt M 2003), (Dorsey P 2003), (Young S 2003), VCS system 2004,
(Cooper M 2003), (Bergey J, Smith D, 1999), and many more , some of them are close
in concept (with minor differences), and treated the subject from different views.
11. Don't cut comers, methodologically. In the long run, this results in system failure or
an inadequate system that doesn't meet the users' needs.
12. Audit each major deliverable and step along the way for accuracy and correctness.
13. Carefully monitor top management support for the project. Make sure that managers
are aware of the progress of the team.
14. Secure the correct technical lead for the project.
15. Take Requirements Seriously
16. Establish clear goals and objectives
17. Solicit input from the stakeholders early and often
18. Document and baseline all requirements
19. A requirement is a condition that must be met for the stakeholder to find products
or services acceptable.
20. Rigorously manage requirements through a requirements management process
21. Requirements Management Process
*Y" Plan for the requirements management process ^Obtaining source information
from which to derive requirements
*Y^ Develop requirements
*Y" Validate requirements
"v" Incorporate requirement into the requirements baseline
"Y" Evaluate and refine the requirements management process
22. Establish an Enterprise Architecture
"$• Business Architecture
"Y* Information Architecture
•^ Application Software Architecture
•$" Infrastructure Architecture
•^ System and Network Management Architecture
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"Y* Security Architecture
"V" Base technology selections on an established Enterprise Architecture
23. Provide a clear separation of elements by creating "firewalls" (no single point of
failure)
24. Have a ruthless focus on a well-understood collection of components
25. Issue Management
26. Change Management
27. Quality Management
28. Risk Management
29. Financial Management
30. Resource Management
3 1 . Configuration Management
32. Execute project management processes

33. Project management facilitates the development lifecycle.
34. Project management enables us to cope with both rapid and gradual changes
over a long period of time.
35. Project management helps relate deliverables to contractual obligations
36. tight controls over budget and scope
37. project sponsor with overall business goals in mind
38. formal change management controls
39. experienced and trained project managers on the project
40. Soft skills, such as team-building, ability to communicate effectively, problemsolving skills, leadership skills, analytical thinking.
41. Executive sponsors must clearly understand their roles and responsibilities in a
project environment and must provide the essential support needed.
42. To ensure feasibility, the careful filtering and selection (or rejection) of a project early
on will have a positive impact on that project's future success.
Reasons related to capturing requirements
43. A process-centric organization
44. Project visibility
45. Staged delivery: defined deliverables in phases or stages
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46. Quality assurance
47. risk management
48. change control procedures
49. well-defined and well-executed releases
5-2-2-2

Grouping the reasons:

5-2-2-2-1

The needs

As with reasons for failure, reasons for success, each of the above 50 reasons can be
classified under the following three groups:
#• Group one: Building the right things (business or IT strategy, infrastructure,
and processes - leadership support - feasibility - analysis and design)
Reasons 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 13, 16, 21, 22, 24,25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 38, 41, 42, 44,
and 45
* Group Two: focusing on the technical side while taking into consideration
that technical projects take place in a broader context (people, culture and
processes)
Reasons 1, 14, 17, 19, and 40
¥ Group Three: Solid Project management (body of knowledge, methodologies,
techniques, capabilities, and processes)
Reasons 3,4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22,23,24, 25, 26,27,28, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39, 41, 46, 47, 48, 49, and 50
(Note that some reasons can fall in more than one category.)
** Groups 1 and 2 represent the business-IT alignment in its strategic and tactical
form, while group 3 represents the business-IT alignment in its operational form
Therefore, the above three are necessary and sufficient conditions for any IT or
transformation project.
5-2-2-2-2

The requirements: (to achieve the needs)

In addition to the three conditions mentioned above, analysis of the reasons that
determine the success or failure of IT projects were noted by Dorsey P (2003) of
Dulcian, Inc. who named the 3 Key requirements to Project Success that all successful
projects have in common, " Each project can be viewed as a tripod. All three legs must be
in place for the tripod to stand sturdily. In a systems project, these "legs" or critical
success factors consist of the following:
-y- Base one: Top management support (fulfill the business/IT strategy on
organizational and operational level)
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V" Base two: A sound methodology (effective and entrepreneurial)
"v* Base three: Solid technical leadership by someone who has successfully
completed a similar project
Without each of these solidly in place, the "tripod" will topple and the project will fail.
It was noted also that insisting on keeping costs low and hurrying the project along, then
quality will be low or the risk of failure will be high no matter how well the project is
managed.
** base 1 and 2 represent the business-IT alignment in its strategic and tactical
form, while base 3 represents the business-IT alignment in its operational form
5-2-2-2-3

Project and program management:

(Glenn Kessler 1999) briefed three unavoidable fundamental Project Management
Principles as:
& Principle one: Context Principle: Technical projects take place in a
broader context.
With this principle there is a clear consideration and focus on the external environment,
stakeholders, customer, markets, adequate users, and executive leadership (business-IT
alignment)
^ Principle two: Entropy Principle: The amount of disorder in projects will
not, of itself, decrease with time
This will happen only if a project continues to develop on right basis
The disorder Key Process Areas are
_ Requirements Management
_ Software Project Planning
_ Software Project Tracking and Oversight
_ Software Subcontract Management
_ Software Quality Assurance
_ Software Configuration Management
# Principle three: Society Principle: Technical projects are also social
undertakings
** Principle 1 and 3 represent the business-IT alignment in its strategic and tactical
form, while principle 2 represents the business-IT alignment in its operational form
Kessler also showed the relation of these principles and their pitfalls with respect to the 4
basic phases of project management as per the Table 5-5:
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Table 5-5: Project Management principles and pitfalls with respect to project phases
Principles and Pitfalls
Initiate Plan Implement Close- Out
Context Principle: Technical projects take place in a broader context
B
A
A
A
1. Lack of adequate user input and
involvement in the project
2. Lack of sustained executive
B
A
A
A
management support
Entropy Principle: The amount of disorder in projects will not, of it- self,
decrease with time
B
3. Unclear requirements
B
A
B
4. Lack of proper planning
B
B
A
C
Society Principle: Technical projects are social undertakings
A
B
B
S.Lack of clear vision and objective
C
B
A
A
B
6. Inadequate attention to project
momentum, harmony and rhythm
Note: (A) indicates that significant attention to the pitfall in the stage is critical for
project success. (B) indicates that appropriate attention to the item in this stage will
substantially increase your chances of success. (C) indicates "maintenance mode" check in frequently to ensure that entropy hasn't taken over.
When any project - IT or non IT - fails, this means that the project has no ability or
capability to achieve its objectives, in other words, it has failed to achieve one or more of
its CSF's.
CSF's are the factors which decide the success or failure of any project, success depends
on the achievement of the objectives of these factors.
A successful project must not only automate processes but also improve business value,
customer service, competitive advantage, and/or time to market, which produces a
measurable impact on the bottom line through qualitative and quantitative benefits. The
product, or end result, of the project must satisfy or exceed the original needs of the
customer or user.
5-2-3

Defining CSF:

Hadson Associates Consulting Inc. in their strategic management terms glossary, on
their website http://www.hacinc.com/hacinc/DrDan/glossary/ defined the CSF's as
"Critical Success Factors: are a set of factors that are essential to the organization for
gaining and maintaining a competitive advantage. CSF's are derived directly from
External Environmental Assessment data that is produced during Situational Analysis,
and from the application of that data to Opportunity—Threat analysis".
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Relevant CSFs must be unique to the organization and by doing so they are
essential to gaining a competitive advantage. While some CSF's may be broadly
considered to be applicable to an entire industry or to multiple organizations, relevance is
established by determining how the CSF differentiates the organization from all others.
CSF's address broad areas including industry characteristics, competitive position,
general environment, and organizational development. CSF's are also referred to as Key
Success Factors (KSF) and as Key Result Areas (KRA).
IT Project CSF's in the developing countries may not look for competitive advantage, but
they are required to harness and benchmark with international best practices.
5-2-4

Linking the CSF's with KDF and E-Transformation drivers

What is shown in the tables 5-6a, 5-6b, and 5-6c, is the division of the CSF over three
categories: 1) the needs (Tables 5-6a), 2) the requirements (Table 5-6b), and 3) project
and program management (Table 5-6c). Then, in the right hand side, the relative
transformation drivers - among eight transformation drivers: classified as: Major ICT
based (business-IT alignment, Enterprise Architecture, Technology, and Project
management), and Minor ICT based drivers (Leadership, Vision and Strategy,
Stakeholders, and Continuity) - are listed. This will indicate the critical areas for the
sense and response environment, which is a must for both productivity and performance
improvement, and to achieve, or maintain, competitive advantage.
Table 5-6a: CSF-The needs:
No

CSF of IT projects

Building the right
things (business or IT
strategy,
and
infrastructure,
leadership
processes support - feasibility analysis and design)

focusing on the
technical side while
taking into
consideration that

Related
Transformation key
deficiency factors
(KDF)
*Y" Clarity
"^" Proper alignment
V" Adequate
prioritization
"^ Collaboration

management
Proper
tools, techniques, and
methodologies
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Transformation drivers

Leadership
Strategy
Business-IT
alignment
Enterprise
architecture
Technology
Stakeholders
Project management
Continuity____
Business-IT alignment
Technology
Enterprise architecture
Project management
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technical projects take
place in a broader
context (people,
culture and processes)
Solid Project
management
(methodologies,
techniques,
capabilities, and
processes)

"^* Collaboration
V" Proper coordination
management
•^ Proper
tools, techniques, and
methodologies
•^ Collaboration
"£• Proper coordination

& Business-IT
alignment
# Enterprise
architecture
#• Technology
* Project management

Table 5-6b: CSF-The requirements:

No

CSF of IT projects

Top
support

management

Related
Transformation key
deficiency factors
(KDF)

4^
"V"
*Y*

Clarity
Proper alignment
Adequate prioritization
Collaboration

Related Transformation
drivers

•^
•Y"
"Y"
"Y"

Leadership
Strategy
Enterprise architecture
Continuity

Business-IT alignment
management
"Y* Proper
Enterprise architecture
tools, techniques, and
Technology
methodologies
Project management
*Y" Collaboration
"Y* Proper coordination
technical "Y* Proper
Solid
management *Y* Technical Leadership
leadership by someone
tools, techniques, and V" Enterprise architecture
who has successfully
methodologies
"V" Governance
completed a similar
"Y" Technology
(experience
project
and expertise)
V" Project management

A sound methodology

Table 5-6c: CSF-Project and program management:
No

7

CSF of IT projects

Context
Principle:
Technical
take
projects
place in a broader
context.

Related
Transformation key
deficiency factors
(KDF)
•^ Collaboration
"Y* Proper Coordination
V" Integration
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*
*
*
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*

Business-IT alignment
Enterprise architecture
Technology
Stakeholders
Project management
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8

9

5-2-5

Y lack
of
adequate user
and
input
involvement
"Y* lack
of
sustained
executive
management
support
Entropy
Principle:
The
amount
of
disorder
in
projects will not,
of itself, decrease
with time
"Y* unclear
requirements
Y lack of proper
planning
Society Principle:
Technical
projects are social
undertakings
"Y* lack of clear
vision
and
objectives
"Y* Inadequate
attention
to
project
momentum

•Y* Clarity
Y Proper
management
tools, techniques, and
methodologies

•Y* Clarity
"Y* Proper
management tools,
techniques,
and
methodologies
Y Integration

"Y*
"Y"
"Y*
•Y*
Y
"Y"

•fr
*
•fr
^
#•
*
^
•#•

Business-IT alignment
Enterprise architecture
Technology
Stakeholders
Project management
Continuity

leadership
Strategy
Business-IT alignment
Enterprise architecture
Technology
Stakeholders
Project management
Continuity

Linking transformation drivers with the "criteria for performance
excellence":

Defining the CSFs is the first step in utilizing a more comprehensive framework by
which the organization can continue on its quest for excellence by utilizing a combined
quantitative and qualitative research methodology.
To measure the significant issues that impact an organizational and cultural
transformation, criteria for performance have to be set. One of the best suggested is
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality (MBNQ) Criteria for Performance Excellence which
provide a foundation and a better perspective on an organization approach. The actual
measures and the methodology an enterprise needs to use to obtain success are
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determined by the organization itself, based on the multiple influential
variables that the enterprise consider valuable.
_____Table 5-7: Baldrige Criteria for Performance Excellence (BNQP, 2002)
1. Leadership
1.1. Organizational leadership
a. Senior Leadership Direction
(leadership)
b. Organizational Performance Review
1.2. Public Responsibility and Citizenship
a. Responsibilities to the Public
____b. Support of Key Communities____
2. Strategic Planning
2.1. Strategy Development
a. Strategy Development Process
b. Strategic Objectives
(strategy)
2.2. Strategy Deployment
a. Action Plan Development and Deployment
____b. Performance Projection___________
3. Customer and Market 3.1. Customer and Market Knowledge
Focus
3.2. Customer Satisfaction and Relationships
(stakeholders)
a. Customer Relationships
b. Customer Satisfaction Determination
Information
4.
and 4.1. Measurement and Analysis of Organizational
Analysis
Performance
a. Performance Measurement
(enterprise
b. Performance Analysis
architecture)
4.2. Information Management
a. Data Availability
____b. Hardware and Software Quality_______
5. Human Resource Focus
5.1. Work Systems
and
Training,
Education,
Employee
5.2.
(internal stakeholders)
Development
5.3. Employee Well-being and Satisfaction
a. Work Environment
b. Employee Support and Satisfaction
6. Process Management
of
(part
management)

project

7. Business Results
(feedback and continuity)

6.1. Product and Service Processes
a. Design Processes
b. Production/Delivery Processes
6.2. Business Processes
6.3. Support Processes
7.1. Customer Focused Results
7.2. Financial and Market Results
7.3. Human Resource Results
7.4. Organizational Effectiveness Results
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Field D. and Chrusciel D. (2003) mentioned the contribution of 'The
"Criteria for Performance Excellence" as it "suggest areas of sensitivity, provide a
framework that encourages the enterprise to look at its processes, aid in determining
critical success factors, and most important of all, put emphasis on going through the
exercise. The greatest gain, however, is through actually doing it and harvesting the most
from its investments".

5-3

Introducing ICT and organizational transformation drivers:

The literature review revealed the transformation drivers mentioned in (section 5-2-4).
Although, ICT has its exclusive role in all drivers, depending on the ICT role,
Transformation drivers can be classified into two categories: Major ICT based and
Minor ICT based transformation drivers
• Major ICT based (Technology, business-IT alignment, Enterprise Architecture, and
Project management)
• Minor ICT based drivers (Leadership, Vision and Strategy, Stakeholders, and
Continuity)

5-3-1

Major ICT based transformation drivers

5-3-1-1

Technology:

The progressive reduction in the cost of information technology has lowered the barriers
to competition. Globalization of information, ideologies, and economic opportunities are
creating a hypercompetitive market.
Historically, role of technology in innovation has been central, by providing qualitative
advantages. A relatively slow rate of technology development creates an evolutionary
development of operational concepts. Today's Technology is revolutionary as a
consequence of an accelerated pace of technology development, and current global
environment demands that create a continuous need for flexible, adaptive systems and
new concepts of operation. This requires organizations to adapt to radically new
capability requirements.
5-3-1-1-1

Technological transformation challenges:

Technological transformation has the following challenges:
5-3-1-1-1-1

Selection parameters:

There is likely to be confusion about what is the most cost-effective solution, because of
the different IT alternatives available. The most appropriate economic solution may not
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require the very latest technology. To achieve a cost effective solution, the
following factors need to be considered, according to KPMG 2000
Alignment: Aligning business processes with available technologies allows the
user to make the most of their investment. Instead of automating business the way
it's always been done; consider how the available technology enables you to

©

improve.
©

Standards: Standards enable organizations to connect disparate units, reduce
duplication, decrease errors, and take advantage of economies of scale.
Businesses have found that three types—application standards, data collection
standards, and process standards—help improve technology investments.

©

Scalability: Scalability refers to the ability to easily expand the technical
infrastructure without making major changes. This provides the ability to
replicate a solution in other units or upgrade at minimal cost—so it can promote
long term growth.

©

Interoperability: Interoperability is the ability of separate applications to share
information. This basic requirement of the new business model allows all parts of
an organization to intercommunicate with one another so as to better serve
customers.

Integration: The new technology does not readily permit agencies to develop
their own systems and applications. Today, there must be a single point of
responsibility and an authority that represents the interests of the entire enterprise.
5-3-1-1-1-2 Link to business strategy initiatives:

©

When many change initiatives happen simultaneously, change can appear overwhelming,
resulting in failure to identify IT project implementation - as one of the many changes, IT
Project implementation can often be best served if it is linked to one or more of the larger
corporate or business strategy initiatives, this produces a grouping of similar initiatives
together into an appropriate package, which is traumatic for the organization.
5-3-1-1-1-3

Technology and human performance

Technology can provide additional operational concepts to organizations. This creates
new human needs, skills and abilities, but requires continuous training. Technology itself
offers opportunities to improve both training and human performance, through virtual
training and distributed learning techniques, methodologies, and technologies.
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5-3-1 -1-1-4

Improving Technology Acquisition

New system acquisition, or modernization, is expensive. Many attempts were made to
shorten the transition period of a new technology. One way to shorten the acquisition
cycle time according to Elihu Zimet (2003) is by requiring a degree of concurrency
between the sequential stages (technology development, technology demonstration,
system demonstration, acquisition, operational doctrine development, and training). An
approach to this concurrency is the use of demonstrations and operational experiments
that involve both developer and user.
Thus, technology alone is insufficient to ensure competitive advantage, more important is
how technology is shaped and employed to promote transformation. Transformational
technology is defined in terms of its operational utility in meeting current and future
needs. These technologies lead to new operational concepts and organizational change.
Introducing new technology is a multi-step process from invention through engineering
development, testing, acquisition, and training. While reducing the time from invention to
deployment is achievable, it remains fundamentally a multiyear process

5-3-1-2

Business-IT Alignment: at strategic and operational levels

Alignment is at the heart of business of IT issues (refer to chapter one, section 14-1: CIO business challenges and 1-4-3: Top business-IT issues). It is even tougher to
keep business and IT aligned as business strategies and technology evolve. The key is in
building the appropriate relationships and processes, and providing the necessary
training.
In Chapter Three (section 3-1-7), the effect of strategic alignment of business-IT on
organizational structure, and, the relationship that exist between its four pillars (Business
strategy, Organi2ational infrastructure and processes, IT strategy, and IT infrastructure and
processes), were identified.

In Chapter Three (section 3-2-6) the operational alignment of business-IT, its effect on
operational structure parameters (Governance, Process, Communication, and Metrics), its
enablers (Skills, Style, and Shared vision), in addition to an effectively aligned
operational model, were identified.
Professor Luftman J. (Fall 2003) developed a methodology for assessing a company's
alignment, focused on a more strategic set of business practices. This tool has been
successfully tested at more than 50 Global 2000 companies and is currently the subject of
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a benchmarking study sponsored by the Society for Information Management
and The Conference Board (information strategy: the executive journal - Fall 2003).
Luftman's tool has six IT—business alignment criteria, or maturity categories, that are
included in each assessment, they are listed in Table 5-8.
For complete details regarding the Luftman "Strategic Alignment Maturity", please refer to
chapter three, "Managing the Information Technology Resource: Leadership in die
information age", by Jerry N. Luftman (2004)
Table 5-8: Luftman IT—business alignment criteria

C. Governance
B» Competency/Value
Measurements
14 Formal business strategy
1 Understanding of business 7 IT metrics
planning
by IT
8 Business metrics
15 Formal IT strategy planning
9 Link between IT and
2 Understanding of IT by
16 Organizational structure
business metrics
business
10 Service level agreements 17 Reporting relationships
3 Organizational learning
18 How IT is budgeted
11 Benchmarking
4 Style and ease of access
19 Rationale for IT spending
12 Formally assess IT
5 Leveraging intellectual
20 Senior-level IT steering
investments
assets
committee
13 Continuous
6 IT-business liaison staff
21 How projects are prioritized
improvement practices
Skills
Technology Scope
Partnership
32 Innovative, entrepreneurial
28 Primary systems
22 Business perception of
environment
29 Standards
IT
30 Architectural integration 33 Key IT HR decisions made by
23 IT's role in strategic
31 How IT infrastructure is 34 Change readiness
business planning
35 Career crossover opportunities
24 Shared risks and rewards perceived
36 Cross-functional training and
25 Managing the ITjob rotation
business relationship
37 Social interaction
26 Relationship and trust
38 Attract and retain top talent
style
27 Business sponsors and
champions_________
Transforming Governance structure
5-3-1-2-1
A. Communications

Governance addresses roles and processes required for maintaining Enterprise
processes. The governance structure of an organization is a result of :1) Formalization: degree, to which work may be coordinated on basis of rules and
standardized work procedures
2) Centralization and decentralization: Where does decision-making authority lie? The
way decisions are made. The focus of decision making.
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3) Shape (Span of control): The span of control - number of people at each
level, how many individuals can a manager efficiently and effectively direct?
4) Distribution of power: Vertical - authority and decentralization issues; Horizontal move power to the departments and processes that are critical to the mission, and
5) Chain of command: To whom individuals and groups report.
Innovation requires an appropriate structure, as the innovation speeds up, vertical
integration breaks down; this requires the company structure to be flexible enough to
respond (less levels of hierarchy). Organizational structure (OS) is not itself a goal. It is
just a framework designed to ensure smooth implementation of company goals and
strategies through creating the best-fit structure to meet the favorable circumstances. As
business circumstances change the OS has either to change or be outdated. Organizations
competing for competitive advantage predict changes and their response addresses them
through dynamic balancing.
The paradigm of a modern company changes due to change in business strategies. This
changes the traits of modern organization (see Table in session 3-4-2-1 about
characteristics, requirements, and strategic shifts). Organic, flexible, and agile
organizations are in demand. To meet these characteristics organizations move to easily
changeable, "reconfigurable" OS and processes. (Galbreith 1995) named the three
capabilities required to achieve this move successfully: 1) forming teams and networks
across organizational departments, 2) use internal prices, markets, and market-like
devices to coordinate the complexity of multiple teams, 3) form partnerships to secure
capabilities that it does not have.
• Sequence of Advantages

• Company Fit
• Specialists & Generalises
• Cross-Unit Career ^^~~
& Hiring

___.-^***~~~~/~\~~~^**^~,_
—^^
/ \
^—————_^

..
Pay tor Skills
————_—
One Time Awards
Nimble Systems

,,
^~-~—————

* Homos
- Cross-Unit Teams

« Common Processes
(
Nl>w Pro<j Developmen
, Cross-Unit Goal Setting
„ Data Centric Databases

Figure: 5-6: "aligned Star Model", source: www.iaygalbraith.com/reconfigurable.pdf
An example of such modern organizational structure is the "aligned Star Model" - shown
in figure 5-6 - which shows the various practices that constitute the "reconfigurable"
organization
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Hence, the governance structure, (achieved through organizational structure,
operational structure, and organizational culture), is required to transform in order to
meet the present and future business demands (e-transformation).
5-3-1-3

Enterprise Architecture (EA) framework:

5-3-1-3-1

The need for EA:

Gartner Research - in their seminar entitled "The New Enterprise Architecture" held in
Boston 9/02 - indicated that 80 percent of the money spent by government is wasted due
to a lack of a sustainable architecture.
The need for business enterprise architecture arises from the following:
^ ICT projects variety and complexity requires, in many cases, the intervention of
multiple stakeholders.
transactions, data
^ The ever increasing growth in number and size of data
transfer, and data sharing - due to wider usage and multimedia formats - between
the organization departments (internal) and its environment (external), make
greater collaboration between multiple stakeholders more vital.
"-^ "With a stakeholder group so complex, the essence of the problem is reducing
complexity through a standardized way of understanding the requirements and
proposed solution", Dave West (2004)
"-^ Identification of success measures and metrics is an increasing necessity due to
lack of a clear vision or definition of success, not enough attention to meaningful
metrics, and focus on technology processes and metrics
^ reduce complexity will increase efficiency, cut the cost of designing,
implementing and managing the enterprise IT
^ knowing what you have, what you want, and the operational plan to achieve the
goal.
5_3_l-3-2

What is business EA:

the National Association of State Chief Information Officers (NASCIO) of the United
States (October 2004) defined EA as, "Enterprise Architecture can be described as an
operating discipline comprised of frameworks, methodologies, and delivery processes
that can be leveraged to manage the complexities of government". To ensure the success
of the EA, it must be based on the Business Architecture of the enterprise.
Enterprise architecture covers strategic business intent and the capabilities - business
processes, organizational structure and dynamics, and IT - that enable that intent, to
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facilitate the effective management of change and complexity. Thus,
Enterprise Architecture must be adaptive, and evolve as business and technology drivers
changes
Figure 5-7 shows the FEA structure of US government agencies, it's interrelated
"reference models", and facilitates the following high level definition: "The FEA is a
business-based framework for cross-agency, government-wide improvement" (GCN.com
2004). This view aims to prevent the organizations from overlooking the larger business
problems the project is trying to solve. It provides a new way for describing, analyzing,
and improving the enterprise performance ability through a set of principles, standards
and products.

Federal Enterprise Architecture (FEA)
Performance Reference Model (PRM)

BusinessDriven
Approach

• Government-wide Performance Measures and Outcomes
• Line of Business-Specific Performance Measures and Outcomes
•"^

Business Reference Model (BRM)
• Lines of Business

ComponentBased
Architecture

• Agencies, Customers, Partners
^^- Service Component Reference Model (SRM)
Capabilities and Functionality
Services and Access Channels

Data Reference Model (DRM)

• Business-focused data standardization
• Cross-Agency Information exchanges
Technical Reference Model (TRM)
• IT Services
• Standards

Figure 5-7: USA Federal Government FEA
Although this EA is designed for US federal agencies, its methodology can be applied
- with some customizing - to fulfill the missions of smaller governments, large
enterprises (LE), or even with medium to large enterprises (MLE) who have similar
structure but on a smaller scale (UAE government is such an organization)
The EA focuses on business, operations, services, technical and data issues, and
achieves this through component architectural structures (reference models) e.g.: the
business architecture, information architecture, application software architecture,
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infrastructure architecture, system and network management architecture, and
security architecture
5-3-1-3-3

EA Framework (EAF):

NASCIO (2004) designed a pictorial view (Fig 5-8) showing the elements of EAF, how
the various elements within the EA interact and influence each other. They defined the
EAF as "The EAF refers to the overarching structure that addresses all of the elements of
the EA. Additionally, it defines the interrelationships between these elements in a
consistent and organized fashion".
ARCHITECTURE
GOVERNANCE

EA PROGRAM
MANAGE MENT

Figure 5-8: NASCIO (2004) EAF elements and interaction
The EAF elements and their respective definitions are:
Business Architecture provides the high-level representation of the business strategies,
intentions, functions, processes, information and assets critical to providing services to
citizens, businesses, governments and the like.
Information Architecture is the compilation of the business requirements of the
enterprise, the information, process entities and integration that drive the business and
rules for selecting, building and maintaining that information
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Information Architecture aligns the Business Processes to the Information
Systems that support these processes, promotes information sharing and facilitates crossagency information exchanges
Using the set of business processes that provide a view of the functions of the enterprise,
the Information Architecture will provide the organization with a high level model of its
critical information
Technology Architecture is a disciplined approach to describing the current and future
structure and inter-relationships of the enterprise's technologies in order to maximize
value in those technologies.
Solution Architecture is a process within the Enterprise Architecture that focuses on the
development and implementation of a solution or service being createdfor the enterprise.
5-3-1-3-4

Importance of Enterprise Architecture

The Netherlands, Institute For Enterprise Architecture Developments (2004), mentioned
the following to demonstrate the importance of EA
• Supports decision making
• Supports business and IT budget
prioritization
• Managing complexity
• Delivers road maps for change
• Delivers insight and overview of • Helpful by mergers and acquisitions
Business and IT
• Supports Systems Development
• Manages IT portfolio

• Supports (out / in) sourcing

And the following issues, which require planning of an EA project

• ERP implementation
• Business Change
• Mergers / Acquisition

• Transformation road map
• Business - IT Alignment

• Application renewal
5-3-1-3-5
Solutions and processes:

• Legacy transformation

• Infrastructure renewal

As a result of information and analysis, solutions and processes can be realized. Selecting
the best solution is not always easy, due to interaction of many factors and viewpoints
such as technology, quality, durability, reliability, cost, budget, etc. The best solution is
the one that take account of the principles of transformation dynamics that increase the
probability of success and the avoidance of mistakes. Anderson and Anderson (2003)
identified the ground rules for what they call, "conscious transformation" operating
principles as:
© Wholeness:
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V" Promote what is best for the whole system
V" See the system and its component as one integrated entity
"Y* Treat individual components of the system as whole entities
"Y* (As the whole is greater than the sum of its parts) design one integrated overall
change process
© Intel-connectedness: interdependencies
V" Integrate and coordinate individual initiatives and activities
Y Think about impact across boundaries; see everything as connected
"Y Build and sustain relationship between organizational entities
©

Multidimensional:

"Y" Attend to all internal and external realities at the level of the individual,
relationships, team, whole system, and environment.
©

Optimize human dynamics:
Y Account for human dynamics and reactions
"Y" Maximize participation and ownership
Y" Build and sustain relationship among people, especially across level, and
organizational boundaries
"V" Maximize openness, and multidirectional communication

5-3-1-4

Project management

Anthony Walker (1996), described project management as "the planning, co
ordination and control of a project from conception to completion (including
commissioning) on behalf of the client. They require the identification of the client's
objectives in terms of utility, function, quality, time and cost, and the establishment of the
relationships between resources, integrating, monitoring and controlling the contributors
to the project and their output, evaluating and selecting alternatives in pursuit of the
client's satisfaction in the outcome of the project."
5_3-l-4-l
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK)
The Project Management Institute (PMI) aims to promote improvement in the PMBOK,
The nine key areas of project management, they are: 1) project integration, 2) scope, 3)
time, 4) cost, 5) quality, 6) human resources, 7) communication, 8) risk, and 9)
procurement. Figure 5-9 shows a hierarchy of the PMBOK to the third level as per The
Project Management Institute's Methodology
The PMBOK subjects constitute areas of competencies for the professional project
manager
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PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

4. Project Integration
M nn a i-'.om en t

4.1 FVojecl Plan Development
4.2 f¥oj«t Ran Execution
4.3 Integrated Change Centre*

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4

Resource Planning
Cost Estimating
Cost Budgeting
Cost Control

IO. Project Cornmurucntions
10.1
10.2
10.3
10.4

Communications Planning
Information Dis»ibution
Parformanca Reporting
Administrative Closure

Project Time

Project Scope

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5

Initiation
Scope Panning
Scope 0«l niton
Scope VsriUcatJon
Scope Changa Control

6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5

Activity Definition
Activity Saqueocmg
Acixtty Duration Estimating
Schedule Development
ScJwxJula Control

8.1 QuaKy Planning
8.2 QuaSty Assurance
8.3 QuattyControS

9.1 Organizational Banning
9.2 Stair Acquisition
9.3 Tsam Development

11. Project Risk
Ma rv:» gemtM^t

12. Project Procurement
Management

11.1 Risk Manaoement Planning

11.2 Risk UenUficalion

11.3
11.4
11.5
11.6

Quattawe Risk Analysis
Quantitative Risk Analysis
Risk Response Planning
Rtdt Man iu>nn£ and Control

12.1
12.2
12.3
12.4
12.5
12.6

Procurement Planning
Sobdtation Planning
Sokcsation
Souice Selection
Contract Administration
Contract Closeout

Figure 5-9: PMI PMBOK
5-3-1-4-2

The five stages of a project

Garold, 1993, categorized management functions into five: planning, organizing,
staffing, directing and controlling.
Duncan, 1987, divided the project management processes common to most projects, and
in most application areas, into five stages, the initiation process, the planning process,
executing process, controlling process and the closing process. Duncan stated that,
"Within each process group, the individual processes are linked by their inputs and
outputs. By focusing on these lines, it is possible to describe each process in terms of it's:
"^

Inputs; documents or documentable items that will be acted upon.

O

Tools and techniques; mechanisms applied to the inputs to create the outputs.

^

Outputs; documents or documentable items that are a result of the process."

5_3_l_4-3

Project Manager (PM) and IT PM Duties/Tasks:
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When the position and title of Project Managers is assigned, organizations
need to have a clear understanding of the Duties/tasks, responsibilities, and
Abilities/Competencies. This identification of function is vital.
In August 2003 the US Office of Personnel Management (OPM) of the federal
government's human resources agency defined the duties of PM as "a project manager"
generally applies all of these duties/tasks to meet project requirements, as follows:
________Table: 5-9: Project Manager (PM) and IT PM Duties/Tasks________
IT PM Duties/Tasks (in addition to common)
PM Duties/Tasks (common to all PM)
Determines appropriate products or services • Identifies customers' information systems
with clients or customers to define project
requirements;
• Analyzes information systems requirements
scope, requirements, and deliverables;
or environment;
Develops, modifies, or provides input to
• Designs or conducts analytical studies, costproject plans;
Implements project plans to meet
benefit analyses, or other research;
objectives;
• Evaluates, monitors, or ensures compliance
with laws, regulations, policies, standards, or
Coordinates and integrates project activities;
procedures;
Manages, leads, or administers project
resources;
• Purchases or contracts for IT services,
Monitors project activities and resources to
equipment, products, supplies, property, or
other items;
mitigate risk;
Implements or maintains quality assurance
• Integrates information systems subsystems;
• Develops information systems testing
processes;
Makes improvements, solves problems, or
strategies, plans, or scenarios;
takes corrective action when problems arise; • Identifies standards or requirements for
infrastructure configuration or change
Gives presentations or briefings on all
management;
aspects of the project;
• Participates in change control (for example,
Participates in phase, milestone, and final
reviewing configuration change requests);
project reviews;
Identifies project documentation
• Develops or implements information systems
requirements or procedures; and
security plans and procedures; and
Develops and implements product release
Ensures appropriate product-related training
and documentation are developed and made
plan.
available to customers

5.3.1.4.4
PM and IT PM Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities/Competencies:
PM knowledge, skills, and abilities/competencies, are organized into three areas: 1)
General, 2) Project management, and 3) Technical knowledge
According to US OPM the specific knowledge, skills, and abilities/competencies for each
functional area are as follows:
General Knowledge
^Y" Customer Service

Project management
Knowledge
"^" Business Process
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"Y
-Y*Y*
"Y"
V"
"Y"
"Y"
"Y*
•Y*
•Y*
"Y*

Decision Making
Flexibility
Interpersonal Skills
Leadership
Legal, Government and
Jurisprudence
Oral Communication.
Organizational
Awareness.
Problem Solving.
Reasoning.
Team Building.
Writing.

Reengineering.
Capital Planning and
Investment Assessment.
Contracting/Procurement
Cost-Benefit Analysis.
Financial Management.
Planning and Evaluating.
Project Management.
Quality Assurance.
Requirements Analysis
Risk Management

•Y* Data Management.
"Y* Information Management
•Y* Information Resources
"Y*
Strategy and Planning
"Y"
V" Information
Y
Systems/Network Security.
"Y"
"V" Information Technology
Architecture.
Y
"Y* Information Technology
V"
Performance Assessment.
"Y*
"Y" Infrastructure Design.
"Y"
Y Systems Integration.
•Y* Systems Life Cycle.
Technology Awareness.
Table: 5-10: PM and IT PM Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities/Competencies
Highlighting the role of Technology:
~Y*

V" "Technology scope" is the fifth element in the strategic set of business practices,
handled under business-IT alignment (section 5-3-1-1).
"Y* "Technology Architecture" is among the four architecture elements which constitute
the EA (section 5-3-1-2)
•Y* Technology has to be aligned, standardized, scalable, interoperable, integrated, and
linked to strategic initiatives, human performance and acquisition (5-3-1-3)
V" Technology has to be managed as program and project management, emphasizing the
nine areas of PMBOK and the five stages of project (5-3-1-4)
5-3-2

Minor ICT based transformation drivers

The subject of these drivers is beyond the limits of this research, so the researcher will
treat these drivers as pointers only.
5-3-2-1

Transformational Leadership:

Jasper Associates consultants (2004), reviewed how Transactional leadership differs from
Transformational
Table 5-11: Transactional leadership behavior vs. Transformational leadership behavior
Transactional leadership
Transformational leadership
"Y* Clarify goals and objectives to obtain Y" Establish long-term vision
immediate results
"Y* Create structures and processes for V" Create a climate of trust
control
•Y* Solve problems
Y Empower people to control themselves;
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"Y
"Y"
V"
V"

manage problem-solving
Maintain and improve the current "Y" Change the current situation
situation
"Y" Coach and develop people
Plan, organize and control
"Y" Challenge and change the culture
Guard and defend the culture
Power comes from position and ~Y" Power comes from influencing a
network of relationships
authority in the organization
Source: (AjA) website: http://www.aja4hr.com/leadership/leadership.shtml

Sponsorship:
The sponsors characteristics as identified by Geoffrey Moore (crossing the chasm) are: 1)
Look for fundamental breakthroughs 2) Driven by business goals (versus technology
goals) 3) Like a project orientation (pilots) 4) Want a concrete return on investment.
Lewis K (2003) from Quorum Business Solutions, Inc. identified the Project Sponsor
Tasks as:
^ Gain Commitment.
"->> Communicate.
"->> Create Alignment.
^ Build Durability
"-^ Arrange Resources
Transformational Strategy:

5-3-2-2

Establishing an ©-Strategy
j.

Solutions

Gap
Analysis

As-ls (and
As-Will-B©)

Needs and
Opportunities

Constituent
Environment

Business
E nvi ronmont

Government
Envir onme nt
Assess

Review

Anticipate

Visualize

Sourca: KPMG

figure 5-10: source: KPMG (2000)

Transformation strategy covers plans and actions for the sake of sustaining and
utilizing revolutionary change.
It focuses on qualitative change over quantitative and discontinuous change over
incremental.
Its tools are alternative future visions, alternative investment options,
experimentation, and institutional reform.
Transformation strategies may cover a single or multiple areas, which can be either
transformative, from previous forms, or a new strategically important component of
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an emergent nature.
*• Transformation strategies can be anticipatory or reactive,
*• There are no generic transformation strategies. Revolutionary change can stem from a
single technological breakthrough, from broad, societal political, social and economic
change or from institutional innovation.
* Transformation strategies are explicitly tied to the characteristics of the revolution
they seek to develop and are path-dependent.
*fr Transformation strategy must treat stakeholders as partners in success, in all stages of
participation and involvement
Operational transformation strategy:
A Typical operational transformation strategy must have the following blocks:
^ Identification of candidate functions for transformation
^ Business Case Analysis (BCA) of the identified function including recommended
transformation alternatives and objectives to define 1) the mission, scope, and
boundaries of the function under study; 2) Clearly define manpower, cost, and
resources of the current function; 3) a comparison with other commercial alternatives;
and 4) analysis of the benefits and disadvantages of options under consideration
& Transformation option decision
* Implementation of the BCA decision
A sample BCA task sequence and time table as represented in Gannt chart form is
shown in figure 5-11

I

step
1
2
3
4
5
6

Activity
Appoint BCA Team
Define Scope of Study
Define Current Organization
Conduct Market Research
Define & Analyze Options
Provide Recommendation

Time I
Month 1
2days f
|
2 weeks *— ——< >
/weeks
6 weeks
5 weeks
1 week

Month 2

Month 3

^

4 =3

Figure 5-11: Source: (DFAS) strategic plan March 2003
5-3-2-3
Stakeholders community:
Stakeholders' community or "project community" refers to all parties who are effected
and affected, directly or indirectly in any of technical, political, communication,
financial, or cultural reasons by the project effort. Anderson and Anderson (2003)
5-3-2-4
Continuity (feedback loops):
Lack of willingness to implement a review activity: This can cause a loss of valuable
insight into good and bad experiences from the implementation that can provide feed
back to the organization. Change is a process, not a goal, and its continuity is the
guarantee for sustaining innovation.
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5-3-4

Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was to identify: 1) The E-Transformation drivers (TD), Critical
Success Factors (CSF), and Key Deficiency Factors (KDF) 2) To show how CSF are
interrelated to business-IT alignment in either strategic, tactical, or operational form.
This chapter was divided into three parts:
*Y* The first part reviewed the three popular schools of business change (TQM, OC,
and IT-based organizational change), including the modifications that have
occurred in their basic concepts; secondly, the overlapping and integration of business
change objectives with ISP, and Strategic ISP (SISP) was clarified, facilitating the
empowered role of IT management in business change and business; thirdly,
organizational transformation and e-transformation were introduced, transformation
initiatives and key deficiency factors were identified, in addition to the ICT role in
transforming the coordination process.
A* Total Quality Management (TQM) as an incremental change theory. TQM
continues to be a good choice unless the business has reacted with incremental
solutions to problems that, in the main, require radical reorientations.
B. Organizational Change (OC) as a socio-technical approach, and its focus on
empowered workforce that is comfortable with entrepreneurial risk-taking.
Although TQM and OC relied on IT to certain levels, especially in their process
improvement, they are not classified as IT-based change theories.
C* IT-based organizational change theories headed by business process
reengineering (BPR)
(BPR) which aims to achieve a radical change or redesign, of the
C.I
business processes within organizations to dramatically increase their
efficiency, effectiveness, and performance improvement, by the use of IT as
the primary enabler
The high failure percentage in BPR projects enforced a turn-around in the
BPR concepts to consider TQM as an intervention within BPR.
The extended concept of BPR covers Business process redesign (which is
similar to TQM), Value-stream reinvention, in addition to Enterprise redesign
(which is similar to organizational transformation).
C.2

The networked organization

C.3

Computer integrated manufacturing
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The new way of thinking - process focus change - in BPR, has transmitted to
TQM and information systems planning (ISP). This led to the integration and
overlapping of business change objectives with ISP, and, then Strategic ISP (SISP),
and empowered the role of IT management in business change and business.
(SISP) went a further step beyond planning to harness the business strategy at
different levels and to reposition itself to fulfill its needs.
Organizational Transformation (OT) can be considered "frame breaking, culture
changing, transforming, radical, and revolutionary", where one or all of the four
components (people, tasks, technology, and structure) provide the impetus for change.
OT benefits from the strengths of the three schools, integrating the advantages of the
three schools and capitalizes on the lessons learned to avoid the repetition of past
mistakes.
E-Transformation is about Portfolio Management of ICT projects and their alignment
in the business enterprise. E-transformation is a transformation based on electronic
technology, mainly the Internet, Web, and ICT. It deploys the e-Business
fundamental corporate philosophy to serve as a Transformation mechanism.
V" In the second part a multidimensional review of the reasons of success and failure in
ICT projects are gathered grouped, then categorized under three headings: Needs,
Requirements, and Program and Project management. This led to identifying ETransformation Critical Success Factors (CSF) and their interrelations with businessIT alignment ( in either strategic, tactical, or operational form), linking them with the
transformation drivers (explained briefly section 5-3) , and with the "criteria for
performance excellence"
"Y* In the third part, IT and organizational transformation drivers were introduced and
divided into two categories:
• Major ICT based (business-IT alignment, Enterprise Architecture, Technology, and
Project management)
• Minor ICT based drivers or areas of influence (Leadership, Vision and Strategy, ,
Stakeholders, and Continuity)
The chapter concluded that, the process of transformation entails a combination of new
technologies, new operational concepts and new organizational structures. A long-term
view of transformation indicates that, in addition to technologies, operational concepts,
and organization, a new examination of the acquisition process is required.
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Chapter Six; Research Methodology
6-1
Introduction:
The oriental mentality in general is sensitive to criticism. This developed a sense of
avoiding criticism, consequently the methodology adopted for data collection required
careful consideration to ensure valid data was collected.
The UAE, Gulf and Arab region have the following traits in common:
1) Research obstacles: Although there are real obstacles faced by the decision makers in
the Gulf and Arab region, due to the huge lack of relevant research in ICT industry and
knowledge economy, the task of ICT relevant research and information is hindered by
many challenges. In "Madar research journal October 2002", Mr Kamali recognized that
doing research is as treading an uncharted path and stated these challenges as:
^ Absence of transparency: the importance of transparency to the prosperity of
businesses in the region is not realized
& Bureaucracy: This is highly widespread especially in the public sector.
# Inadequate databases: Databases and information are usually unstructured or
dispersed, which creates difficulties in extracting useful information.
& Lack of respect for numbers: Officials often quote incorrect or inconsistent
numbers. Sometimes the numbers are absolutely contradictory depending on
the situation
Two things helped this research, firstly some e-transformation success stories, and
secondly the clear instructions of Dubai Government leadership to share experiences to
develop a joint venture between research and business to create and fulfill the base for the
3rd pillar of the World Bank criteria for the digital economy.
2) Enterprise size: Enterprises (private and government) in UAE, Gulf, and many third
world countries have relatively smaller size compared to similar organizations in USA or
Europe. What is considered large enterprise (LE) in UAE is treated as small to medium
enterprise (SME) in USA or Europe.
Although UAE LE and USA LE may have a similar structure, the UAE LE governance
structure is similar to USA SME.
3) The leaders' sense of ownership: this can act as a bidirectional weapon, depending
on the leadership mindset. But from the other side the low flexibility produce shorter lag
time due to lesser levels of control in organizational structure.
4) Cultural Influence over management: refer to chapter four, section 4-3-5, for
observations about the distinctive characteristics of the Arab culture which dominate
managerial thinking and behaviour, identified by (Faleh 1987), (Ali 1990), (Hickson and
Pugh 1995), (Kassem and Habib 1989), (Attiyah 1992) and others.
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6-2
Research Methodology
Due to organization specifics and cultural concepts, in addition to the stated above
research challenges, the researcher - in order to be unbiased - had embarked on a
combined
methodology:
"case
study
analysis"
empowered
by
"interview/questionnaire"
6-2-1 Why "case study analysis"?
Due to direct role and involvement (refer to researcher role in preface), case study
analysis allowed the author to have:
© Direct control over events resulting from direct role and involvement, and long
field experience
© Direct and easy access to all selected projects and related documents
© Focus on a contemporary phenomenon
Hence, by using case study analysis, the author was sure of the accuracy, reality,
practicality, actuality of the information in all phases of the project, including
planning, design, implementation, transition, and knowledge transfer. In some cases
of decision making, the details covered not only the decisions taken, but why and
how they were taken, and the available alternatives.
How the research case studies were selected:
Selection of organizations: The three organizations selected meet the following
criteria:
ffi The organizations were in status where emerging technology has significant
impact.
ffi The organizations had increasing and sophisticated competition
ffi The design issues of each of these organizations tend to drive complexity
Different Implementation approaches:
© Case Study One: independent (project scope is within the organization)
© Case Study Two: relatively independent (independent implementation within the
organization, and business dependant on the Dubai E-government initiatives)
ffi Case Study Three: the approach was dependent (the ICT and business initiatives
were dependant on an federal enterprise initiatives within the UAE federal
government)
ICT initiatives with respect to business initiatives:
© Case Study One: An ICT project initiative was anticipatory and was ahead of
business strategy.
ffi Case Study Two: ICT project initiatives were a result of the business strategy
initiatives
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© Case Study Three: ICT project initiatives and the business strategy
initiatives were in dynamic balancing (some times ahead, other times behind)
The data extracted from the case studies reflect the transformation projects implemented
in the mentioned organizations. However, the way organizations execute projects reflects
their understanding, which is based on their strategy and structures. This required
information about the organizations themselves.
6-2-2 The need for "Interview/questionnaire"

In addition to the information gathered from the case studies, there was a need to analyze
some organizational aspects which are directly related to the identification and
assessment of the two hypothesis and their corollaries.
The aim of the questionnaire was to:

"v" Clarify, facilitate, and unify some aspects related to the organizations' business and
IT strategy formulation, organizational and governance structure, human resources
policies (Alignment motivation, evaluation and rewards, measuring systems,
company goals, and common language), communications, competencies and other
related issues, which can't be clearly extracted from the case studies, by the business
and IT leaders themselves.
Y* Achieve conclusions and recommendations that rely on the organizations'
Business/IT leaders' group discussions through workshops, in addition to researcher
understanding and analysis.
The aim of the interview was to:
V" Clarify the primary objective of the assessment is to identify specific
recommendations for Improving organizational Business-IT alignment.
*Y" Because the interview/questionnaire carries specific terminology in business and IT
management, there was a need to be sure that participants understood the terminology
used in the interview/questionnaire
*Y" Assure that proper care, time and interest has been given to the
interview/questionnaire, so that answers are reliable.
*^ Combining the researcher-interviewees efforts to achieve real partnership to produce
factual data.
6-2-3

The interview questionnaire structure:

To avoid being selective, most of the questions were based on international standards
and best practices from international leading organizations and institutions.
The interview/questionnaire - Appendix CH7 Thesis interview-questionnaire - is divided
into the following five parts:
Table 6-1 shows the parts of the questionnaire, and the source of each part:
Source
Part
Part One: General information
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Anderson
and Anderson (2001):
Leadership Conscious Transformation
Part Three: Identifying business-IT Adams, Wong, and Latimore, (2003)
alignment
Proposing "an operational model that
works", IBM Institute for Business Value
analysis
Part Four: Assessment of business-IT Professor Luftman J. (Fall 2003)
alignment
Methodology for assessing a company's
alignment (taken as-is)
Part
Five:
Enterprise
Architecture The Netherlands, Institute For Enterprise
identification and assessment
Architecture Developments (2004)
6-2-4 How the data is gathered:
Interview/questionnaire was executed in two parts:^ First: individually, with key business/IT leaders in the concerned organizations, to
ensure their awareness, cooperation, transparency, and support.
These interviews started with explaining the aim of the interview, and the benefit that
the organization will acquire from the identification and assessment of its present
status business-IT alignment. The importance of transparency and accuracy in
avoiding any misleading answers that may misalign the "to be" taken actions.
After creating an atmosphere of confidence and trust, the researcher started
explaining what is meant by each question before the interviewee answers.
^ Second: as teams formulated from the same business/IT leaders in the same
organizations:
In order not to handle the organization assessment level as a mathematical average, which
may not be accurate, the researcher sought to re-interview the same business/IT leaders of
each organization on an equal basis, but this time together as a team in one workshop.
The benefit of this was to break any barriers between business and IT leaders, if any. To
enable each leader to hear the other side view to the same issue, to reach a common
understanding and determine a common status. The results of the work shop were taken
as the final result.
Reasons for individual interviews
Y* Individual interviews aimed to gain commitment, cooperation and buy-in
" Remove any hesitation due to unclear theoretical or practical concept or term (cultural
issue)
• Treat the subject with transparency and confidence.
Part Two: Business and IT strategy
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6-2-5 Objectives of the research methodology:
Chapter seven reviews three carefully selected E-transformation projects (case studies)
with different circumstances and conditions:
Each case study was treated in the following aspects: 1) organization concepts and
project understanding, 2) in-depth implementation details utilized by the organization,
and 3) The collection of the combined results of the interview/questionnaire completed
by the organization teams.
The aim was to confirm or negate - through the three case studies and the related
interview/questionnaire - the following:
© Was there a need for urgent and radical change?
© Was this change inspired and enabled/driven by ICT?
© Did this change restructure organization contents, processes and people
mindset?
Positive answers to the above imply that the organization was effectively attempting
to implement an E-transformation project; the case study will answer the following
questions:
© Was there a business strategy? And IT strategy?
© What was the IT contribution to business strategy?
© Did the E-transformation require - or could it be done better with - improved Business-IT communication, competencies, partnership, architecture, skills, and
new governance structure?
A positive answer of the above implies that repositioning the IT organization to
enable E-transformation (business-IT alignment) is required
© Could the presence of operating frameworks, methodologies, and delivery
processes (based on the Business Architecture), manage the complexities
through easier planning and execution, to raise project success and value of ICT
projects in the enterprise?
© Could consistent and well organized interrelationships between Business
Architecture, Information Architecture, Technology Architecture, and Solution
Architecture, within the enterprise, provide a roadmap and reference for project
managers and facilitators
Positive answer of the above facilitates the need for Enterprise Architecture
Framework (EAF)
Overview of the case studies
6-2-6
Case Study One: MPWH Centralized Project Management And Control
Systems: Analysis, Design And Implementation
The first case study was initiated, and executed in late 1999, in an attempt to oversee
and deploy the best utilization/harnessing of IT to meet the business objectives. This
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project was initiated one year before Dubai Government e-government
initiative, and three years, before the UAE federal Government e-government
initiative. In this case the ICT role was (anticipatory) in an environment were the
business and IT were working largely independents and, Business and IT strategy was
not formulated yet.
Case Study Two: No Objection Certificate (NOC) Project - As Part of the
Dubai Government e-Government project - Phase One
The second case study was initiated as a partial implementation of the 1 st phase of
Dubai Municipality e-government initiative (part of Dubai Government e-government
initiative). At that time, directorates were instructed to implement the first batch of eservices within 18 months. Each directorate worked out its vision and strategy, made
present and future (over the following five years) assessment of its business and IT
(infrastructure and processes), prepared and started an implementation plan. This
stage is characterized by: 1) each directorate acted independently, 2) absence ofeffective - enterprise architecture. This resulted in duplication of
resources/works/infrastructure, and created "islands of automation/information" with
all its consequences. This is not to undervalue the work done, which was and is, an
outstanding initiative (first e-government in the MENA)
Case Study Three: The UAE Federal Government E-Government Strategy,
Foundation Project, And Transition Plan
The third case study is in a more sophisticated environment, where best practices,
benchmarking, success measures, etc, were available from Dubai, and other
international governments. The main different from the 2nd case study was in the
approach. Here the enterprise architecture view (EA) is applied - at least from the
analysis point of view - where government activities were gathered, analyzed (core,
non core), grouped (common ministries, cross ministries, single ministry), and
prioritized. The work was divided into implementation "waves" with overlapping
phases. An E-government foundation requirement was established, and a transition
plan and a business case proposal made.
The three case studies supported by corresponding interview/questionnaire findings assist
to provide evidence of how the UAE is utilizing the ICT role in their E-transformation
projects.
Research Stages:
6-3
In order to meet its objectives, the research was structured into the following stages:
Stage I: Identifying the research objectives and hypothesis:
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1. To identify the need for business and ICT leaders and executives to be
aware of "The Role of ICT in organizational transformation in UAE", in order to
facilitate the implementation of e-transformation in UAE
2. To highlight the need for harmonic Business-IT alignment so as to increase the
benefits and chances of success (hypothesis one)
3. To establish the need and urgency for establishing an Enterprise wide Architecture
framework for managing complexity and response to it anticipatory (hypothesis
two)
Stage II: The research inputs:
Formal part: through a thorough literature review worldwide and personal experience
Informal part: - unofficial type of business partnership based on a win-win
concept - where bidirectional services, knowledge sharing, recommendations, and in
some cases informal integration with international business/IT companies.
This resulted in answering the following questions:
• What are the present and future ICT trends? (chapter one)
• Is the ICT role just process automation or business integration? (chapter two)
• Is the ICT role operational or strategic? (chapter two)
• What is the ICT role in motivating gradual and transformational change? (chapter
three and four)
• What is the ICT effect on organizational and operational structure? (chapter three)
• What is the ICT effect on organizational culture? (chapter three and four)
Stage III: Review the situation in UAE with regard to the indications and capacity to
facilitate e-transformation (chapter four)
Stage IV: The research tools:
This required answering the following:
• Identification of drivers of change (chapter three), and Schools of change (chapter
five)
• What is E-Transformation? What are its initiatives, key deficiency factors, and
Critical success factors? (chapter five)
• Why e-transformation projects fail? What are e-transformation drivers? (chapter five)
• Does ICT role require business-IT partnership and new governance structure?
Stage V: Evaluating which data collection and analysis method are most
appropriate: "case study analysis" empowered by "interview/questionnaire" - refer to
section 6-2, research methodology in this chapter
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Stage VI: Case studies details and results of interview/questionnaire of
organization teams
Stage VI: Case Study findings and analysis:
*£ To evaluate the identified research tools (change drivers, initiatives, KDF,CSF,
hypothesis corollaries for each case study)
$• To evaluate and assess the business-IT alignment based on an unbiased method, and
documenting the findings in detail for each organization
=> Firstly, operational: using the IBM Institute for Business Value analysis:
operational model introduced by Adams, Wong, and Latimore (2003)
=> Secondly, Strategic using the Luftman business-IT alignment criteria and
assessment tool for strategic maturity.
*fc To evaluate and assess the need for Enterprise wide Architecture framework to
manage the enterprise complexities utilizing the Netherland Institute for Enterprise
Architecture development survey.
Stage VII: Conclusions
Figure 6-1: Methodology Flow Diagram
Aims and Objectives of the
Research

_L

The Role of ICT in Etransformation globally and
locally.
why do ICT projects fail?
Identified E-transformation
initiatives, KDF, CSF, and
E-transformation drivers in
UAE

Major ICT based drivers

Case Study One
MPWH Centralized Project
Management And Control
Systems: Analysis .Design
And Implementation
Case study Two
No Objection Certificate
(NOC) Project - As Part of
the Dubai Municipality eGovernment project -

_L

Evaluate findings and
assess the problems In Etransformatlon related to
" Business-IT alignment
Assessment
" The need for Enterprise
Architecture Framework
(EAF)

Case Study Three
The UAE Federal
Government EGovernment Strategy,
Foundation Project. And
Transition Plan
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Chapter Seven; Case Studies
7-0

Introduction

Chapter seven is divided into four parts; the first three parts will review the three
carefully selected E-transformation projects (case studies) under different circumstances
and conditions:
Each case study was treated from the following aspects: 1) organization concepts and
project understanding, 2) in-depth implementation details utilized by the organization,
and 3) The collection of the combined results of the interview/questionnaire completed
by the organization teams.
The forth part will review the corresponding interview/questionnaire findings of the
three case studies to assist in providing evidence of how the UAE is utilizing the ICT role
in their E-transformation projects.

7CS1: Case Study One: Ministry of Public Works and Housing
(MPWH) Centralized Project Management And Control
System (PMCS): Analysis, Design And Implementation - November 2002.

7CS1 -1.

The Client:

Ministry of Public Works and Housing (MPWH) - in the United Arab Emirates
(UAE)

In 1972, the Ministry of Public Works (MPW) and Ministry of Housing and Town
Planning (MHTP) were established, based on federal law, which facilitates the ministries
specialties and ministers authorities. The MPW assumed officially its responsibilities in
April 1972, after taking over the duties of the Development Office. The MPW was
authorized to act on behalf of the UAE federal government to execute government
buildings, roads, and ports. The MHTP was authorized to produce and develop studies for
the housing and town planning projects, in addition to producing conditions,
specifications, tendering and contracting, supervising, and control budget spending in
cooperation with the related authorities. The MPW and MHTP are also requested to
supply the local authorities with the technical advice.
In 1977, a Federal Act merged MPW and MHTP under the Ministry of Public Works and
Housing (MPWH). Due to tremendous development in project variety and number, the
MPWH restructured its organizational structure to meet its new requirements.
In 1999, the Ministerial Council Act No.(22), based on the MPWH organizational
structure, stated that MPWH specialties, duties and responsibilities cover the following:
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1. The construction, maintenance, and development of the federal roads,
federal buildings and general facilities
2. Advising on how to spend the general budget dedicated to construction and building
projects, and the execution of these projects in coordination with the local authorities
3. Prepare analytical studies, designs, and tender documents of housing, town planning
projects, and federal general buildings
4. To consult and cooperate with the related authorities to execute the above duties
5. Distribution of houses established by the federal government housing projects to
citizens, in cooperation with the local authorities of the concerned emirate.
6. Support the local authorities with the required technical advice, especially in the field
of planning and execution of their own housing and town planning.
7. Any other duties delivered to MPWH based on laws and regulations.
7CS1 - 2.
The Project: Centralized (PMCS): Analysis, Design and
Implementation
7CS1 - 2.1
Project background
MPWH was using project management software packages for project planning,
scheduling, cost estimating, and general project support at the various project sites, and at
the main offices, to manage and control construction projects and compile monthly
progress reports.
Administrations (departments) in the Ministry produced reports and information without
proper coordination, which often cause confusion.
A system to transform, standardize, manage, control and classify the generated
information was necessary to eliminate the confusion.
7CS1 - 2.2
Project understanding
The Ministry engaged the professional services of a highly experienced Information
Technology (IT) and Project Management (PM) team, to perform an in-depth study,
analysis, design, and implementation of the MPWH requirements related to project
management, control and follow up for all types of projects
The study, and design, resulted in the development of a Web enabled centralized data
bank for all projects that could be accessed by the Ministry management staff.
The project aimed to deliver:
# Strong commitment from all involved parties (authorities, departments, persons)
in following unique understanding and workflow procedures for treating project
activities and their consequences, within an agreed time.
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#• Increase awareness of all levels of MPWH staff through increased
commitment to follow up, and ensure that their responsibilities and related
activities were being executed as agreed
^ Increase understanding, cooperation, and transparency between MPWH and its
clients (other ministries and authorities) and strategic partners (other
ministries/authorities involved in project related decision making like Ministry
of Finance, and Ministry of Planning), and between MPWH internal
departments, divisions, and staff, to raise the performance and productivity
levels
* Centralized Data Bank, to be equipped with in-depth details about each and
every activity at each and every project stage. To make it possible to deliver a
range of reports (project status time, cost, resources, responsibility, variation
orders, etc) on a single, or grouped (within given criteria) projects. This will
enable top management to monitor and extract the information required, and
make decisions accordingly
The scope of work to be conducted was:
1) First stage: The study, design and tender document preparation
2) Second stage: Implementation, Training, and recommendations
7CS1 - 2.3
Problems and issues related to project
Projects normally tended to overrun and on completion not fulfill their objectives.
This is mainly due to the following problems:
1. The tendency to drift into the detail level of process and information analysis due
to the lack of a strategic framework. This leads to difficulties in producing a
reliable and efficient process model and data flows.
2. The difficulty of the analysis was in understanding the senior management
requirements. This was mainly due to the lack of understanding of the domain
subject by the analysis team which created a communication gap between them
and the management.
3. The isolation of the senior management, and other decision makers from the
project could lead to the production of specification requirements, which did not
match the business needs and vision.
4. Not clearly defining the business aims and objectives and their critical success
factors could lead to nonalignment of the information system strategy with the
business strategy and therefore result in management dissatisfaction.
All these problems were addressed by:
<* Following structured methodologies, which are implemented and tested in the IT
and construction industry.
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»J» Providing a balanced expertise of system analysis and construction, to
ensure that the management requirements are properly addressed and that the
tasks are carried out quickly and efficiently
The complex tasks of the management and control of construction projects and the
significant amount of the information involved, created difficulties in managing and
controlling such information. Moreover the unique nature of such projects made it
impractical to transfer solutions from other industries to what would seem to be a
similar problem. Practical and reliable solutions for managing such information can
effectively be achieved if addressed by experience of the problems related to the
construction and IT industry. Therefore, the performance and progress was closely
monitored, reviewed and adjusted by the senior management.

7CS1 - 3. First stage: the study, design and tender document
preparation
7CS1 - 3.0
Introduction
This section dealt with the tasks required to provide the services included in the
proposal. Strategic Information System Planning (SISP) methodology was used, in
addition to a structured methodology for integrating business and IT strategies. The
later provided a fast track to achieving the objectives of this study. While the former
provided the necessary details required at various stages of the analysis
The relevant business processes were modeled. The CRUD (Create, Read, Update,
and Delete) matrix was used to examine the concentration of information within the
project management and control function in MPWH.
7CS1 -3.1
The six tasks of stage One:
Table CS1-1 lists each work task and sorts the tasks in six major groups:
3.1.1. Mobilization
3.1.2. Conceptual Stage

3.1.3. Strategic analysis

3.1.4. Information
analysis

3.1.1.1.
3.1.2.1.
3.1.2.2.
3.1.2.3.
3.1.2.4.
3.1.2.5.
3.1.3.1.
3.1.3.2.
3.1.3.3.
3.1.4.1.
3.1.4.2.
3.1.4.3.

Team Mobilization
Building Organizational Structure and Management
Hierarchy
Initial interviews with senior management and staff
Workshop with Senior Management
Business Aims Objectives and Management requirements
Business Critical Success Factors
Interview with Senior Staff
Process Hierarchy
Process Modeling and Information Flow
Information Bottle Neck
Integration of Information between Processes / Departments
Business Sections (Information-Process Relationship )
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3.1.4.4. Evaluation of Processes and Information Flow
3.1.4.5. Interview with senior managers
3.1.5. Evaluation of the 3.1.5.1. Current Usage of IT systems
current IT Systems
3.1.5.2. Value of the Current System to the MPWH
3.1.6. Final Proposal.
3.1.6.1. Initial Solutions
3.1.6.2. Interviewing Senior Managers
3.1.6.3. Final Proposal and Future requirement Specification
Table CS1-1: The planning phase six major groups and their tasks
Mobilization
7CS1 - 3.1.1
Team Mobilization: Objective: establish a fully functional
7CS1 - 3.1.1.1
operation and monitor the organization and its allocation of resources required i.e.
manpower, equipment's computers etc. for the proven execution of the study
Procedure: Obtain MPWH approval of the over project organization
* Prepare the required manpower resources, their schedules and other support
devices.
*»* Prepare the working environment for the working team and other
Product: The full resource mobilization necessary to commence the project
Responsibility: Project Executive
Duration: 7 working days
Conceptual Stage
7CS1 - 3.1.2
7CS1 - 3.1.2.1 Building Organizational Structure and Management Hierarchy
Objective: collect data on the MPWH organization, interrelationships, duties and
responsibilities of decision making personnel, with respect to management and
control of projects. Also, review existing resources including manpower and office
facilities
Procedure: review the following
*»* Existing MPWH organization, subunits and internal departments.
* The main function/departments within the MPWH with respect to
management and control of projects
<* The relationship between project management and control functions and
external organizations.
*J* The interrelationships between MPWH project management and control
functions
»J» The available technical personnel.
Product: Collection of reviewed documents on existing organization and
responsibilities matrix within the project management and control functions.
Responsibility: Project executive, senior system analysis
Duration: 5 working days
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7CS1 - 3.1.2.2 Initial interviews with senior management and staff
Objective: collect the views of the senior management on the current methods,
performance and quality of service provided by MPWH project management and
control functions.
Procedure: Interview a selected number of senior managers using the organizational
structure and collect views and comments on business strategy, the current
methods/practices performed by MPWH within the project management and control
functions, current information systems, current performance of computer hardware
and software.
Product: Data collection and review documents on the quality of existing services
and performance
Responsibility: Project executive, senior system analysis
Duration: 4 working days
7CS1 - 3.1.2.3 Workshop with Senior Management
Objective: review the MPWH business strategy, (the aims and the objectives within
the scope of the study) and define the management requirements.
Procedure: through a one day workshop, where the analysis and design
methodology, sample case studies explaining the methodology and benefits, the
scope of the study in relation to project management and control were presented and
explained to all senior managers. In addition to, main aims, objectives, and
requirements of all management levels within the defined scope, were reviewed,
refined, and defined.
Product: First draft on the MPWH refined aims and objectives, scope of the study
and management requirements.
Responsibility: Project executive, senior system analysis
Duration: 6 working days
7CS1 - 3.1.2.4 Business Aims Objectives and Management requirements
Objective: clearly define the MPWH business aims and objectives and the
management requirement within the scope of the study
Procedure:
»> Evaluate the above stated aims and objectives, and redefine in a
measurable format for future assessment.
«> Review and evaluate the management requirements of all levels
•J» Coordinate between the views of senior managers (Conflict resolution).
»I« Amend the aims and objectives (when necessary), and the management
requirements.
<• Collect feedback from senior managers on the new amendments
Product: Documented aims and objectives, and management requirements.
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Responsibility: Project executive, senior system analysis
Duration: 5 working days
7CS1 - 3.1.2.5 Business Critical Success Factors
Objective: define a set of critical success factors (CSF) for achieving the above stated
objectives
Procedure:

* BREAK DOWN THE STATED OBJECTIVES INTO MEASURABLE CSF
* Review CSF with the senior management
<* Reproduce (re-evaluate when necessary), document the CSF
Product: Documented CSF
Responsibility: Project executive, senior system analysis
Duration: 3 working days
Strategic analysis
7CS1 - 3.1.3
7CS1 - 3.1.3.1 Interview with Senior Staff
Objective: outline the main business process, covering all the life cycle stages of
MPWH construction project.
Procedure: Interview head of departments and other concerned line managers,
reviewed the MPWH main procedures, coding structure, monitoring and control
practices, and the generation of periodical reports.
Define MPWH main processes, their interrelationships within the above scope, and
the relationships between the defined processes and external organizations.
Product: defined set of main business processes, related to the management and
control of construction projects
Responsibility: Senior system analyst and project control systems (PCS) engineers
Duration: 4 working days
7CS1 - 3.1.3.2 Process Hierarchy
Objective: establish the interrelationships between the main processes
Procedure: the relations between the above defined processes and the developed data
dictionary were mapped to produce a list of main processes, establish process
hierarchy, define the main data flow, review the defined processes and data flows with
senior managers, and get the management approval on the defined processes and data
flows
Product: Defined the main processes and the level of integration between them
Responsibility: Senior system analyst and project control systems (PCS) engineers
Duration: 5 working days
3.1.3.3 Process Modeling and Information Flow
Objective: produce a strategic process model for the management and control of
projects together with its information flow
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Procedure: Develop the context diagram showing the relation between the
project management and control function and the external entities (external flow of
information). Decompose the context diagram to the necessary levels to show the
main project and control processes and their level of integration. Review the process
model with senior management. Amend the process model, and approval of the
process model by management
Product: A project management and control process model for MPWH
Responsibility: Senior system analyst and PCS) engineers
Duration: 9 working days
7CS1 - 3.1.4
Information analysis
7CS1 - 3.1.4.1 Information Bottle Neck
Objective: identify the problems related to information bottle-neck
Procedure: Examine the flow of information at different levels of the project
management and control process model. Identify problems with the flow of
information between the different processes. Review findings with the senior
management, and highlight the problematic processes
Product: Identification of the problematic processes which cause inefficiency due to
information bottle-neck
Responsibility: Senior system analyst and project control systems (PCS) engineers
Duration: 5 working days
7CS1 -3.1.4.2 Integration of Information between Processes / Departments
Objective: highlight the level of integration between the project management and
control processes (among and within departments)
Procedure: Examine the quality and quantity of information flow between the
various processes. Identify the level of integration between the various project
management and control processes. Review the findings with the senior management,
and identify problematic business areas
Product: The identification of the level of integration between different project
management and control processes
Responsibility: Senior system analyst and project control systems (PCS) engineers
Duration: 5 working days
7CS1 - 3.1.4.3 Business divisions (Information-Process Relationship)
Objective: highlight any concentration of information within the project management
and control processes
Procedure: utilize the CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) matrix to:
<• Map the main processes along with their data flow into the CRUD matrix
* With the assistance of senior staff, the matrix is completed in according to how
processes use the information
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*> Confirm the values with the senior staff
•!* Using clustering techniques to group the matrix different boxes according to
the "create" value.
•** Identify any concentration of information which could lead to business
divisions.
•»* Confirm with senior managers.
Product: The identification of the concentration of information within the project
management and control processes
Responsibility: Senior system analyst and project control systems (PCS) engineers
Duration: 4 working days
7CS1 - 3.1.4.4 Evaluation of Processes and Information Flow
Objective: evaluate the project management and control processes and their data flow
according to the stated objectives in CSF and Key business processes identified.
Procedure: Examine the value of each process to the stated MPWH objectives and
CSF, highlight the key project management and control processes, evaluate their
contribution to the stated objectives and CSF, and evaluate the level of integration
between the key processes
Product: key processes to MPWH along with their level of integration were
identified
Responsibility: Senior system analyst and PCS engineers
Duration: 3 working days
7CS1 - 3.1.4.5 Interview with senior managers
Objective: obtain senior management consensus about the problems and business
divisions highlighted above
Procedure: Present, discuss, evaluate, and approve the project management and
control process model, the problematic processes which cause information bottle
neck, the level of integration between business processes, the identified key project
management and control process to all senior managers.
Product: Approved key project management and control processes along with the
identification of problematic processes.
Responsibility: Senior system analyst and project control systems (PCS) engineers
Duration: 3 working days
Evaluation of the current IT Systems
7CS1 - 3.1.5
7CS1 - 3.1.5.1 Current Usage of IT systems
Objective: develop a high level map of current hardware and software
implementation in the management and control of projects.
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Procedure: utilize the survey of the current usage of hardware and
software, classify the surveyed systems according to data and hardware compatibility,
and develop a high level IT map for MPWH project management and control
Product: A high level IT map showing the current implementation of IT systems in
MPWH project management and control
Responsibility: Senior system analyst and project control systems (PCS) engineers
Duration: 4 working days
7CS1 - 3.1.5.2 Value of the Current System to the MPWH
Objective: Examined the value of the identified systems to MPWH
Procedure: Examine the contribution of each of the identified high level systems in
achieving MPWH objectives and CSF, determine the value of the existing IT systems
in achieving MPWH and CSF objectives. Identify the high value systems, according
to the value of the existing systems, a hardware /software policy could then be drawn
to ensue compatibility of future IT investments.
Product: identified value of the existing IT systems to the stated objectives and CSF
Responsibility: Senior system analyst and project control systems (PCS) engineers
Duration: 5 working days
Final Proposal:
7CS1 - 3.1.6
7CS1 - 3.1.6.1 Initial Solutions
Objective: produce an initial solution for project management and control process
improvements using IT as an enabler
Procedure: Based on the work produced so far, the results of the study were listed
under the following three categories: Process improvement, Information systems,
and Information technology infrastructure. These categories established a
framework within which MPWH built its future systems for project management and
control
Process improvement : this category covered the Implementation of project
management and control process improvements to eliminate or reduce problems
related to information bottle-necks by streamlining the information flow to enable on
line progress monitoring, and the Implementation of the project management and
control process integration to improve their overall efficiency (time, cost, quality).
This was achieved by supporting a timely decision making, free exchange of
information, roles and responsibilities of different level of management
Information systems strategy: This strategy included: a set of information systems
which mapped the whole activities of MPWH project management and control
(planning and scheduling, estimating, variation, document management, financial
control, tender valuation, periodical reports, etc.), a solution for the integration of
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these systems with each other facilitated the exchange of data between
them (e.g. a single/integrated database), priority list for the implementation of other
systems for planning future IT investments, and requirements specifications for each
of the recommended systems which are necessary for future development/tenders
A high level information technology strategy: The strategy included: A high level
IT infrastructure for MPWH project management and control functions which
supported the proposed information system, and the requirements specification for
future systems development (tenders) which ensure data compatibility and exchange
between systems, including hardware and software specifications.
Product: process improvement, information system strategy and supporting high
level information technology strategy.
Responsibility: Project executive, senior system analyst and PCS engineers
Duration: 7 working days.
7CS1 - 3.1.6.2 Interviewing Senior Managers
Objective: Obtain approval of the senior management for the proposed solution
Procedure: Present the initial proposal to all senior management staff, collect views
and comments on the initial proposal, amend and represent the proposal to senior
management, and gain the final approval from them.
Product: Senior management approval on the produced proposal
Responsibility: Project executive and Senior system analyst
Duration: 5 working days
7CS1 - 3.1.6.3 Final Proposal and Future requirement Specification
Objective: produce and document the final proposal and future requirement
specification
Procedure: Document the work produced to date and the final proposals. Produce
and present the final report to MPWH.
Product: Final report including a documentation of the work carried out along with
the final proposal and requirements specification for future developments (tenders)
Responsibility: Project executive, senior system analyst and PCS engineers
Duration: 11 working days

7CS1-4.
Second
Recommendations:

stage:

Implementation,

Training

and

7CS1 - 4.1
Project Management Challenges:
Unlike the daily and routine works executed by administrative departments which are
identified clearly by department, division, and MPWH organizational structure,
project management faces challenges (on-time resource availability, project
requirements and budget, estimations, responsibility, variation orders, cash flow,
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communications, etc). These challenges provide each project with unique
characteristics, which are not identified clearly under project hierarchy structure.
Project management methodologies, and - later on- computerized systems, have the
answer to these challenges through the development of project planning, resource
management, cost control, variation orders systems, and, document and contract
management systems.
Success Criteria in project management:
7CS1 - 4.2
A project can be considered successful if it is executed within the agreed time
(duration), cost (budget), and specifications (quality). The dynamic balancing between
these three factors is not necessarily to be treated the same in all projects, it may vary
depending on project objectives and specifications.
Project assessment during and after the execution stage.
7CS1 - 4.3
Effective and unbiased "project evaluation" is one of the main benefits of applying
PMCS project. This is done by obtaining the variances (time and cost) between data
entered during the planning stage (planned data) with the data that reflects the real
execution (actual data). This gives an easy way to judge whether the project is as
scheduled, ahead, or behind (time wise), on budget, or not (cost wise).
This requires defining: Budgeted Cost of Work Scheduled (BCWS) or planned value,
Budgeted Cost of Work Performed (BCWP) or earned value, and Actual Cost of
Work Performed (ACWP).
Schedule Variance (SV) = BCWP - BCWS
If SV is positive then project is ahead of the schedule, if SV is negative then project
schedule is behind
Cost Variance (CV) = BCWP - ACWP
If CV is positive then project cost is under budget, if CV is negative then project cost
is over budget.
Responsibility detection is simple, since the program allows entering "who is
responsible" for each and every activity. Time flexibility (float) is defined and can be
calculated for each activity, and/or for the whole project, base on the variance of the
early and late - start or finish - data of each activity.
Return of investment (ROI) and project benefits:
7CS1 - 4.4
Like all IT projects, it is difficult to give a direct ROI value, but the following benefits
should be achieved:
Regulation of all project related processes.
Enable completing projects on or before its end date
Better management of variation orders
Better utilization of resources
Facilitating better decision making on all levels
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Reducing time dealing with project data
Improving technical administrative, and productivity capabilities of project PM and
staff
Facilitating easy reporting on all levels
Facilitating monitoring MPWH projects and their activities by project, works,
responsibilities, resources, documents, and/or geographical location
The implementation processes
7CS1 - 4.5
Implementation processes were categorized under the following:
Strategic analysis aspects
7CS1 - 4.5.1
•#• Define the main processes of project management and control through the
project life cycle:
V" Identify all departments and divisions involved in project works (Design,
Contracts and Tenders, Execution, Roads, and Maintenance departments)
"Y" Review responsibilities and duties of the identified departments and divisions
V" Identify the persons (engineers and technical staff) involved in project works,
and reviewed their duties and responsibilities through their job descriptions.
*v* Review the MPWH, and each of the identified departments organizational
chart
*Y" Design operational work flow diagram for each department (process
workflow)
"Y" Design a bar chart diagram for each department
•fc Analyze the relationships of the above mentioned processes
Prepare multifaceted distribution hierarchy/flowchart for an in-depth control of
project activities and resources
*Y* by project: dividing projects by client (which ministry), type and nature
(schools, hospitals, etc)
*Y" by activities focusing on phases, sub phases, tasks, and activities (template)
"Y* by responsibility: to enable better understanding of levels of decision making
and communication process
V" by resources:
"Y" by documents: categorizing project documents used or developed during the
project life cycle to facilitate document management and access features
"Y* by geographical location:
•£ Introduce an integrated system for project management and control
Information analysis aspect
7CS1 - 4.5.2
+ Analyze the "As-Is" information flow in each department, and between
departments related to Project Management system, especially those related
to information bottle neck or delay:
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From the
"V* Designed operational work flow diagram for each department (process
workflow)
V" Designed a bar chart diagram for each department, and
"V* The required data outputs and reports to be delivered from each process, the
delivery time, and the process frequency
It was possible to calculate the present, and estimate the future amount of
information coming in and going out of each process
* Analyze the "As-Is" business integration and processes in each department,
and between departments related to Project Management system
*• Introduce a proposal for advanced integration of Information and business
processes flow in each department, and between departments related to
Project Management system
Analyze and documented the work mechanism and identify:
"Y" all phases of project life cycle development (initiation, design, tender, execution,
maintenance)
"Y" The activities of each phase, their sequence and relationships
"Y" Activity type, responsible authority and person, and MPWH responsible person
Y* Steps of each activity, and the percentage of contribution of each step toward the
activity
Y Duration, and resource requirement of each activity
"Y" The activity priority mark from 1 (not important) to 5 (very important), and the
activity risk level
V" The weight of each activity toward the percentage of project execution
*Y" Reports to be used or developed during the activity execution, and the outputs to
be achieved upon the execution of each phase
"V" The programs/applications/systems required for the execution of each activity,
and the required duration
"Y" The activity location
"Y* All the above information to be handled electronically through computerized
project management applications
7CS1 - 4.5.3
ICT analysis aspect
Identify the technical specification of required
# Computers (clients and servers), peripherals (Printers, plotters, scanners,
digitizers, etc) and storage media
* Computer networks (local Area networks and the remote access
specifications) and related peripherals
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^ Network operating systems, and connecting MPWH network
with Internet
*• Systems, designed programs, and computer applications (office
automation, project and document management systems, engineering and
computer aided design, statistical, and maintenance)
*• Databases (Project management planning, cost control, resource
management, and document managements system)
& System integration of all solutions
*• Prioritizing the systems execution
Training
7CS1 - 4.5.4
Identify the training needs focusing on the following:
* Administrative works and procedures of the (PMCS) in all administrative
levels
^ Design, management, and maintenance of MPWH networks
*• Systems, designed, programs, office and engineering applications, statistical
applications
*• Design, management, and maintenance of MPWH databases and archiving
system
*• Security and safety
Required professionals
7CS1 - 4.5.5
Identify the new IT and engineering management professionals required and their job
description mainly
Head of Project Management Division
Cost Control Engineers
ICT Networking Engineers
Document Management Engineers
Networking administrators
Database Application Developers (Oracle.
Web applications developers and
SQL)
operators
Planning and follow up engineers
Information Security Officer
Proposed changes in Organizational structure:
7CS1 - 4.6
1. It was suggested that a "Project Management and Control System (PMCS)
division" be established. This division should be related and instructed directly by
the "Undersecretary Assistant of Public Works Office". This division
responsibility should include:
© Preparation of investment and strategic programs executed by MPWH
© Preparing "Project Management" booklet, that should explained thoroughly
each procedure in the PMCS including the objectives, steps, reports and
documents to be used or developed
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© Ensuring full support for the involved departments regarding the
PMCS, in addition to gathering, updating, evaluating, and briefing PMCS data
from all involved departments, for each project
© Ensure that PMCS principles are applied properly in the involved departments
© Coordinating PMCS activities between departments, including related training
courses with the cooperation of the "Administrative development Unit ADU)
© The division will report directly to "Undersecretary Assistant of Public
Works", and to related head of departments as needed.
© The division should be directly connected to the involved departments
(Design, execution, and roads departments) via the "PMCS groups" that
should be established under each involved department.
© With cooperation and coordination with PMCS groups, the PMCS division
may modify, develop general or specific PMCS mechanisms or procedures.
© With the cooperation of "Contracts and tender Department", new contracts
and tenders should be developed to harness the PMCS, and to make it clear
that external project stakeholders (contractors, consultants, Project
management firms, etc) should do their part of work (using and submitting
project data electronically, on time, and as per the specifications)
2. "PMCS groups" should be established under each involved department. This
group should be instructed by head of departments. The group responsibility
should include:
© Preparation of investment and strategic programs executed by department
© Gathering and briefing PMCS data from the departments
© Ensure that PMCS principles are applied properly in the departments
© Coordinating PMCS activities between divisions, including related training
courses
© The division will report directly to "Head of department" and "PMCS
division", and to related head of divisions as needed.
Figure CS1-2 represents the suggested modifications (in yellow) to organizational
structure of the MPWH
7CS1 - 4.7
Implementation stages:
Initial budget review - based on current prices - showed that the amount required for
the full project implementation was 13 million AED including hardware, software,
consultancy services, and training. This budget should be reviewed regularly to obtain
an approved budget.
Due to many reasons, including budget, hardware/software time of implementation,
and change acquisition.
^ The project was divided into six phases:
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•#• Each phase contains interrelated tasks
* Some phases should be applied consequently, while some others can be applied in
parallel
These six implementation phases are:
Phase One: Basic PMCS project:
7CS1 - 4.7.1
This included supplying the hardware/software required for the PMCS, developing
the PMCS, and the system training required, in the MPWH headquarters.
Phase Two: Integrated PMCS project.
7CS1 - 4.7.2
This phase was complementary to phase one and covered the five regional areas of the
MPWH, which constitute the UAE. In addition to developing the Tendering system
in the "Contact and Tendering Department" using Oracle RDBMS, and the Pricing
system used in the Bill of Quantities (BOQ).
Third Phase: Other Systems
7CS1 - 4.7.3
This phase covered the following three systems
• Maintenance System for the "Building Maintenance Department"
• CAD and Structural Analysis system for the "Design Department", and
• Statistical system for the "Housing Department"
Fourth Phase: Electronic Document Management System
7CS1 - 4.7.4
(EDMS):
Fifth Phase: Geographical Information System (CIS):
7CS1 - 4.7.5
Sixth Phase: Infrastructure phase:
7CS1 - 4.7.6
Identify the technical specification of hardware, software, operating systems, and
ensure their integration to deliver the best functioning infrastructure to whole phases
By reviewing the above, it was agreed that "Phase One" is the phase to start with, for
two reasons:
• Its importance to MPWH
• Other phases are phase One dependants
It is important to draw attention to the following:
By implementing "Phase One and Two" the core of the PMCS project should be
completed. Implementing of the other phases should be supportive and
complementary in improving the decision making process in the MPWH.
Phase One and Phase Six should be started in parallel, other phases could be
implemented when phases One and Two were completed, in serial or in parallel,
depending on the availability of budget and resources.
Project Outputs:
7CS1 - 4.8
Outputs can be divided into merits and demerits:
Merits:
* The project aimed to be an anticipatory block to increase productivity and
performance, in advance of E-Government readiness in MPWH, inspired by the
head of "Supervision and Quality control Department", which gained the approval
and support of the top management of the MPWH
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& The project was able to successfully deliver the required infrastructure
to the MPWH intranet and to be subsequently connected to the UAE federal
Government E-Government portal.
*• The "back office" part of the PMCS project, including its related "Document and
Contract management system" is ready to use at any time, having being tested
with sample data.
* The project had proved its strategic direction, by being nominated among the top
six priority projects to be implemented by the UAE Federal Government EGovernment project. This implies that its pending parts including its "front office"
part will be budgeted by the E-Government project.
* Phase four of the project "Document Management System", is the third priority
project of the UAE Federal Government E-Government project (which will be
implemented in a more integrated level - the federal Government).
Demerits:
^ The project resulted in full implementation of phase one and part of phase two
(related to ministry districts) only. This was the core part of the PMCS project.
^ No enforced changes regarding modifying contracts to enforce participation of
construction project clients and consultants (legislative issue). Accordingly no
feedback from projects and no feedback to the system
^ The implemented part was not able to deliver its promises, because, it was not
utilized as recommended (the recommendations for organizational and governance
structure changes were not implemented), this resulted in running the system
under the same governance structure.
* The move to a new building in December 2004, gave a reason for certain parties
to suspend investment in the project.
7CS1 - 4.9
Problem faced:
7CS1 - 4.9.1
Flexibility:
It should be noted that the MPWH, as all federal Ministries, are working as per the
regulations of the UAE Federal Government. In many cases, these regulations can
prevent and limit innovation, such as:
* The financial expenditure procedures and operations had fixed stated categories,
where any purchase value exceeding the amount allowed in petty cash, must be
enrolled under one of the stated categories.
This enforced MPWH, to handle the contract agreed with the PMCS solution
providers as a purchase order of hardware/software, and to treat the training provided
by the same provider as a "free service".
* Human resources policies and procedures have to be approved by "Civic service
Council". This covers employment policies and approvals, salary standards,
promotions, termination, etc, terms and conditions (many of these rules are since
the establishment of UAE in 1971)
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These policies hinder any authority to deploy rewards/punishment system
to promote change outside the stated policies.
Leadership and Strategy
7CS1 - 4.9.2
Although the many references to strategy and strategic related, there was no written
strategy at any level (enterprise, business, operational, IT department) with stated
priorities and operational plans till 2003, which was subsequent to the completion of
this project.
This resulted in:
• The project being viewed as standalone project.
• Leaders treated the PMCS project as an IT project, not as a Business Project: this
implied readiness to change Information and IT procedures, and to a certain extent
business procedures. But very resistant to changes in governance procedures.
• Inability to achieve conformity between the proposed sponsor - the highest level
executive persons, who will personally and business wise gain most from the
project implementation - and project requirements, because of the contradiction
between personal and business wise issues.
• The project sponsor (one of department heads) lacking enough leadership support
to break resistance to change, and was powerless when dealing with an equivalent
or higher level of authority.
Transparency:
7CS1 - 4.9.3
In order to get feed back from the ongoing project to PMCS, project consultants and
contractors should supply electronic periodic project status reports on regular basis,
using the same system standards. Failing to do this will hinder the PMCS from
functioning properly. In practice, contractors and consultants were not really willing
to submit such data, because this meant uncovering any misleading data. This
misleading data may take the form of increasing the percentage of actual completion
to obtain payments (in many cases with the agreement of the client representative), or
increased resource usage to meet the agreements to cover a variation order, etc, which
again is reflected in payment/work misalignment.
To enforce this procedure, the "Contract and Tendering Department" in the MPWH"
have to get the required legislative support to include these clauses in its "New
Contract".
The transparency issue may act as a disincentive to some other parties involved in the
project procedures from inside and outside the MPWH (project managers, material
delivery suppliers, cost controllers, managers, etc), and also to some project managers
who may consider transparency a threat to their autonomy.
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7CS2: Case Study Two: Dubai Municipality (DM) No
Objection Certificate (NOC) Project: AS Part of the Dubai
Government e-Government project Phase One - June 2000 - October 2001

7CS2 A: Preparation
7CS2A 1. Project Environment
7CS2 A 1.1 The Client: Dubai Municipality (DM)
The Dubai Municipality was established in the 1940s, initially consisted of three
persons operating from a single room, and be officially recognized in 1965. Now,
Dubai Municipality is a local government establishment with sole responsibility for
building and support of all Dubai's infrastructure. It is one of the largest
establishments in Dubai in terms of the number of people it employs - more than
12,180 staff working in 30 departments, providing services to the public, and
commissioning and execution of projects, involving both minor and major works.
Services provided include urban planning and development, environment control and
protection and public transportation.
The services provided by Dubai Municipality to external customers can be
classified into the following categories or areas of work:
Urban planning and development;
Building licensing and control;
Roads development and maintenance;
Quality control
Drainage and irrigation;
Public health;
Environment control and protection;
Public parks and horticulture
General infrastructure related projects;
Public transportation.
7CS2A 1.2 The DM IT department
This Department is required to perform operation tasks, beneficiaries support,
planning and development of information systems, computer-related tasks, data
processing and ensuring the safety thereof, providing staff with sets, programs and
necessary telecommunication networks, supplying and linking all facilities and
websites of Municipality with e-government websites and information
telecommunication network with standard specifications and protection of the same
against various risks.
The two figures (CS-2-1) and (CS-2-2) shown below represent the Organization
Chart of DM (2004) and it's IT Department (ITD) respectively
7CS2A 1.3 DM initiatives
The Government of Dubai launched its e-Government initiative in March 2000 and
set an ambitious deadline of 18 months (October 2001) for the local Government
institutions to start delivering services to the public and to businesses by means of
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electronic channels
DM embarked on an e-government initiative in June 2000 to transform the provision
of municipal services to businesses and residents of the Emirate of Dubai. The aim
was to automate the processes, reduce duplication of services and provide
customers with rapid and easy access to relevant information. The high level
objectives identified at the beginning of the e-Govemment initiative within Dubai
Municipality were to
• Improve image by providing better levels of service to customers;
• Increase transparency and improve internal processes using new web
related technologies;
• Reduce costs where possible; and
• Identify new revenue generating mechanisms for potential adoption in the
future
The e-government initiative comprised of a number of elements: First was the
development of the overall e-government strategy and vision for DM. Followed by
the definition of a five-year transition plan to transfer the current models of service
delivery to the proposed e-services model, using multiple channels for service
delivery. This meant focusing on delivering quality services quickly and effectively
within time, budget and other resource constraints
7CS2 A 1.4 What problems did the IT Department expect to face at this stage?
The IT Department (ITD) had to consider the following:
• High risk project - fixed deadline of October 2001
• No clarity on roles and responsibilities between Government Departments and

within DM
• Every department wanted their service to be web enabled but reluctant to
participate fully in working with ITD
• Lots of internal politics (with ITD caught in the middle!)
• No budget allocated (needs money to make this happen)
• Already high work load commitment on IT projects
• Existing technology inadequate, not sure of technical requirements
• Way forward not clear
7CS2 A 1.5 Challenges and risks the change agent/consultant perceive at this
stage
The major challenges faced by the consultant (at this stage) were:
• Ensuring that DM recognizes that this is not an IT project but a business project
• Ensuring adequate sponsorship and participation from the Senior Management

•

team
Getting together a cohesive steering committee
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• Mobilizing a consulting team with the right skills set
Building awareness of the project across the organization
Managing the politics and interactions within Dubai Municipality
Accurately scoping the work involved
Establishing a common understanding of the goals, objectives and the rationale for
e-Government across all levels of Dubai Municipality
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7CS2A 2. Overall Project Plan: Strategy Development
and Project Stages
7CS2 A 2.1 Strategy phase:
Service Selection Process: Search for easily obtainable goals ("quick wins")
"-^ Services that present High value to customer and high value to client
^ Services with low complexity and high visibility
Which channels to use for the delivery of services? Delivery channels available
are:
o Digital
o Internet o Mobile computing o Call center o Kiosk
TVs
Channels to be used depend on:
o Channel maturity
customer o Budget
and
needs
o Customer
sophistication
o Breadth of access o Ease of access
o Technology infrastructure
7CS2 A 2.1.1 DM E-Government Foundation and Strategy Development
Project Phase status Project phase started July 2000, completed in November 2000.
Project synopsis:
As part of a strategic initiative to implement e-Services by the Government of Dubai,
an International Consulting firm was selected by Dubai Municipality for the eGovernment Foundation project. This project had the following major work streams:
• Development of the overall e-Government strategy and vision for Dubai
Municipality - this included identification of the services provided by Dubai
Municipality, identification of customers, development of a rational approach to
measuring value added by each service to Dubai Municipality and to external
customers, prioritization and selection of services to be implemented over the web
and the selection of the appropriate technical channels to provide each service.
This work stream required extensive involvement of members from each
department within Dubai Municipality thus providing an excellent overall
understanding of Dubai Municipality and its internal processes;
• Definition of a five year transition plan to transfer current models of service
delivery to the proposed e-services model using multiple channels for service
delivery;
• Evaluation of the existing infrastructure - this work stream included evaluation of
the existing technical infrastructure within Dubai Municipality and the overall
development process used to develop and deploy technical solutions by the IT
Department within Dubai Municipality. A number of recommendations for
improving core infrastructure and IT capabilities were reported and most of these
recommendations are in use since October 2000.
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• Definition of the web technology foundation - this work stream
included detailed definition of the technical architecture and the necessary
components for conducting e-business. This work stream required an in depth
understanding of the latest concepts in technology and provided an excellent
framework for establishing the future architecture for Dubai Municipality.
• Development of a technical requirements document and an Request For Proposal
(RFP) document for the provision of required infrastructure. This work stream
brought together the outputs from the evaluation of the existing infrastructure and
the definition of the web technology foundation to identify additional technical
infrastructure required to support the e-Government initiative. As an outcome of
this work stream, a detailed technical Request for Proposal document was
developed which was used by Dubai Municipality to invite potential vendors to
propose their solutions for providing the required infrastructure.
7CS2 A 2.1.2 Challenges faced in defining the e-Strategy
• Getting accurate data from Departments
— What services does DM provide?
- Assigning weights to different criteria
- Cleansing the data provided
• Handling internal politics in an environment where different departments
prefer to operate in silos
• Handling competition between departments and between different
Government entities within Dubai
• Getting more clarity on what the overall e-Government initiative was
doing
• Ensuring that Senior Managers recognized the opportunities and
assigned adequate budgets and resources to this project
7CS2 A 2.2 Implementation Phase 1
7CS2 A 2.2.1 E-Service Implementation
• The Strategy Development Phase of the project was completed in October
2000 leaving DM with a clear transition plan for implementing eGovernment
• The deadline of October 2001 for implementation of some e-Government
services was also fixed
7CS2 A 2.2.2 Project Phase: DM - E-Government Implementation Phase 1
Project Phase status Project phase started July 2001, completed in April 2002.
Objectives
• Establish robust, reliable and scalable infrastructure
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• Establish an e-Government presence by delivering informational
and transactional services to citizens, residents and businesses using the
•
•

internet
Improve speed of service delivery for e-Services
Reduce the number of visits made by customers to Dubai Municipality's

offices
• Improve internal processes that support the delivery of the e-Services
Project synopsis:
To implement many services over the internet during the first phase of the
implementation including the
• Provision of No Objection Certificates;
7CS2 A 2.2.2.1
NOC Scope Definition: An NOC, is a document or collection of
stamped documents that are issued by different departments within Dubai
Municipality in order to indicate that they have no objection to work being performed
in an area which impacts their interests or responsibilities. It is issued after the
customer obtains a permit that provides the authorization to begin work.
7CS2 A 2.2.2.2
NOCs issued by DM and covered within the scope of this
project: The types of NOCs currently issued by the DM and e-enabled have been
categorized as informational NOCs, Design NOCs or Construction NOCs. "Appendix
CS-2-H departments and related NOC" presents the different departments, sections or
units issuing NOCs covered in the e-service. Although there are a number of NOCs
issued by each entity (department or section within DM), there is one common
process for issuing all NOCs within that entity. As such, there is one As Is flow per
entity.
7CS2 A 2.2.3 Activities/tasks performed/assisted for each service
1. Re-engineer existing processes and service delivery mechanisms used in the
delivery of that service:
1.1. Study existing processes and identify gaps in existing processes;
1.2. Define target processes and establish high level transition plan;
1.3. Assist in the implementation of defined target processes; and
1.4. Define performance measures relating to the delivery of each service over the
internet.
2. Design, develop and deploy e-Government services applications:
2.1. Web application systems requirement analysis (both functional and
technical);
2.2. Technical infrastructure planning for delivery of web based service;
2.3. Web application design specification;
2.4. Web application development;
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2.5. Web application security development;
2.6. Web application testing and roll-out;
2.7. Definition of user procedures and training of Dubai Municipality staff and
customers; and
2.8. Post implementation support.
3. Management of the overall e-Government service implementation program
and project including:
3.1. Creation and maintenance of the integrated project work plan;
3.2. Management of scope;
3.3. Management of program and project risks;
3.4. Management of organizational change including definition of new roles and
responsibilities;
3.5. Management of resources;
3.6. Resolution of issues and problems;
3.7. Quality assurance; and
3.8. Project tracking and financial control.
4. Selection of the technology environment required to support e-Government
services;
5. Restructuring of the corporate web site;
6. Development of a corporate intranet to access web based services from within
the Dubai Municipality;
7. Definition of a security policy; and
8. Development of services in both English and Arabic where required.
7CS2 A 2.2.4 What happened next?
• Delay of over 6 months while DM waited for directions from the overall eGovernment initiative
• In July 2001, top management directed to implement the first "wave" of
services but the overall October deadline had to be met for at least some
services!
7CS2 A 2.2.5 Implementation - July 2001 to October 2001
In order to achieve these ambitious deadlines, Consultant and DM:
• Re-established the Steering Committee and ensured that there was
representation from key areas
• Set up Consultant and DM key project teams
• Set up DM IT support team
• Selected the technology vendor and ensured that the new infrastructure was in
place by the end of September 2001
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• Managed expectations of Senior Management by explaining the
objectives, issues and clarifying what can be done in the given time frame
("end state thinking")
• Established a project management framework including communication of
roles, responsibilities and methods to be used to manage the project.
• Conducted change management workshops
• Explained approach to stakeholders and ensured that people within DM
understood their roles in the project
By end of October 2001, the following was completed
• Selected and implemented the required infrastructure
• Refined the scope of each of the selected services and established a common
understanding of what will be done
• Implemented 4 services by end of October 2001
- New DM portal launched
- Directory of Services launched
- No objection certification service launched
- Dubai Central Laboratory Test Results launched
• Involved a working group of staff providing related service in the
development of the e-Service
• Involved customers in the development of the above services
• Introduced the concept of marketing each service
7CS2A 2.3 Project Phase: DM - E-Government- Post Implementation
Support
Project Phase status Project phase started May 2002, completed in December 2002.
Project synopsis:
The overall scope of work for this period of the project was to:
• Provide second level support (on-site) for services developed by consultant;
• Continue to support the client in the management of the technical vendors;
• Assist in the definition or refinement of the strategy for Phase 2 of the eGovernment implementation project;
• Provide training and assist in transferring knowledge to Dubai Municipality's
IT staff with a view to empowering them to support the e-Government
services using internal staff;
• Develop additional e-Services or enhance existing services to support
additional requirements.
7CS2 A 2.4 Project Phase : DM - E-Government Implementation Phase 2 and 3
Project Phase 2 status Project phase started Oct 2002, completed in July 2003.
Project synopsis:
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In these second and third phases of the e-Government initiative, the
consultant worked with DM on the implementation of additional services through the
portal, including:
• Developing detailed requirements and a design for the development of an
internal system to manage No Objection Certificates which is fully
integrated with the online service developed during Phase 1; (phase 2)
Project Phase 3 status Project phase started Jan 2004, to be completed by Sep 2004.
• Integration of the No Objection Certification service with other
Government departments and service providers within the Emirate of
Dubai; (phase 3)

7CS2A 3. Project Partners
7CS2 A 3.1

Government Agencies, involved in the Project (strategic partners)

Involved through transacting with the DM Involved through interfacing with or
using the e-Systems data in their
using the e-Systems
operations___________________
Department of Economic Development
• Dubai Electricity and Water Authority
Dubai Ports Authority
• Emirates
Telecommunications
Corporation (Etisalat)____________
7CS2 A 3.2 DM Departments involved in the Project (project partners and
internal clients)
18 out of a total of 20 departments within the DM were involved in and were affected
by the e-Government Implementation.
The 2 departments not impacted by Phase I were:
• Contracts and Purchasing Department
• Administrative Affairs Department
7CS2 A 3.3 DM external customers identified:
E-Government Strategy
Alignment

Set up IT Infrastructure

IT Infrastructure
Assessment /

Implement Stage I Initiatives

Implement Stage x Initiatives

IT Standards & Policies• *>

Transition Planning
Strategy Development

Stage I

Stage x

Pronrnm nnH Proiert AAnnnnement
Chnnae AAnnnciement
Process Annlvsis X. Re-Ennineerinn
IT Infrostrurture Review
Performance Mensurement

Figure (CS2-4): an overall high level project plan
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Customers

Type of Relationship

•

Users of infrastructure

•

Request for information

•

Report problems and sueeestions

•
•
•

Certified and monitored by DM
Request specific services especially for permits Follow
up and track their service requests
Dependant on Dubai Municipality to conduct their

•

Supply goods and services

•

Assist in transaction processing

•

Includes other local and federal Government

Figure (CS2-3): DM external customers
DM customers, customer groups, and types of services provided to each of these
groups are shown in the Figure (CS2-3), meanwhile Figure (CS2-4) represents an
overall high level project plan
7CS2A 4. Project Costs and Benefits
7CS2 A 4.1 Financial Cost Components for the Client
The following items together comprise the direct financial cost of the project to the
client:
• Implementation consultant fees - US$ 4,000,000 until June 2004
• Software costs - included in the figure above
• Hardware costs - US$ 2,500,000
• Costs to setup offices for the consultant e-Government team - not known
• Cost of developing marketing material - not known
• Cost of implementing marketing plans (e.g. press releases, customer workshops,
etc.) - not known
7CS2A 4.2 Time Cost Components for the Client
The following items together comprise the time cost components to the client:
DM functional staff time dedicated to
• e-government initiative (in meetings, workshops, testing or data gathering
exercises)
• training internal users and customers in the use of the new system
• setup of the required infrastructure and software
• ensure that all functional users are equipped with the appropriate hardware and
software
• Transfer of knowledge from the consultants to enable continuous support of the
systems.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• cover contingencies/unforeseen hardware problems
Some relevant facts about Project Results - for Dubai Municipality
On average, there are between 700 to 800 transactions daily
25% of the transactions were created by customers after DM working hours
There are now over 550 companies registered to use the online services
There are now over 700 business users and 500 public users of these services
DM have conducted over 200 training sessions for internal and external users
There are 20 different points of integration between internal and web systems
Over 350 Dubai Municipality staff have been involved in this project
DM is one of the first Government departments to launch an e-Government

counter
7CS2 A 4.3 DM E-Service Transaction Statistics to date: How did the
transactions become established?
o Internal competitions
for o Customer
training
o Free
Counters closed
customers
o Demonstrate monetary o Media coverage o Online dashboard to monitor the
transactions of whole programme
value
o Incentives to DM employees
o DM committed to SLAs
Transaction Trends]
35O.OOO

tion

323.83C)*

3OO.OOO
250,000

o.an
Trof

2OO.OOO
1 5O.OOO

126,858

100,000
5O.OOO

Figure (CS2-5): DM E-Service Transaction Statistics
No of Transactions in July 04: 430,000
7CS2 A 4.4 Project strategic objectives and how they were achieved:
• News and press releases. Coverage through the
local media.
• Online submission means less paper work
• Customer submits once and the system routes to
relevant DM personnel
• Approvals and certificates are provided online
• Customer can enquire online
• Yes - to an extent • By consolidating forms (eg: NOC)
• Improve internal
• By introducing online approvals
processes where possible
• Yes - limited to
regional/local press
• Reduce time taken to • Yes
deliver services
• Get publicity
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• Provide tangible
• Yes
savings for the customer

• Save money for Dubai • Yes - but savings
Municipality
are currently in theory
only (ie: staff numbers
lave not been reduced)
• Introduce latest
technology
• Increase business
customer satisfaction

• Yes — as shown by
customer video

• Increase citizen
customer satisfaction

• Yes - to an extent
only

• Yes

• Takes less time to obtain service from DM
• Has to visit DM fewer times to get online services
• Fundamental benefits to business (lower inventory)
• Less paper work
• Customer completes application online (less
japerwork and manual data entry)
• Approvals are online
• Less time spent correcting errors
• Less time spent in answering customer queries
• Complex technical environment provides a good
bundation for the future
• Faster deliver of services
• Greater clarity of how to get services
• Involving them in the development of the e-Service
• Providing tangible benefits to them
• More focus on business users in first phase - could
ntroduce more services for public/citizens in the next
)hases

Table (CS2-1): Project strategic objectives
7CS2 A 4.5 Benefits to the DM
• The DM has established itself as the leading provider of electronic services within
local Government.
• Improved customer and public perception of DM as a service provider operating
more with a customer centric focus rather than as a bureaucratic government
organization.
• Increased customer awareness of the range of services offered by the DM.
• Reduced the time spent by DM staff in interacting with customers to respond to
queries regarding transactions, thus allowing them to focus more on improving the
transaction processing time and on value added services.
• Generally reduced transaction processing time
• Reduced transfer of paper between the client and the DM and also within the DM
• Breaking down barriers within DM by involving and integrating multiple
department through the development of internal views of e-Services for effective
transaction processing.
• Reduced transaction costs in terms of time spent in processing
• Reduced transaction costs in terms of reduction in paper
• Ability to handle greater volume of transactions without further increase in staff
levels in areas covered by the e-Government services.
According to ITD DM statistics report (April 2004), estimated potential savings
is (US$ 4.5m) due to reduction in 1) paper cost, and 2) in time (liaising with
customers, transaction processing time, etc.)
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7CS2A 4.6 Benefits to the DM's customers
• Over 500 corporate customers are currently registered with the DM, most using
more than 1 service.
• Provides the clients with the ability to manage/plan the work load for their staff
since approvals/applications for DM services can be submitted any time, any day.
• Reduction in the number of customer visits to Dubai Municipality.
• Reduced transaction processing time
• Reduced costs in terms of time spent liaising with and visiting the DM
• Reduced costs in terms of paper work
• Increased overall awareness of the different DM services that can be used by any
one company. By the end of the project client's were asking about other services
that they could use.
• The reduction in transaction processing time from the DM's side allowed the
DM's clients to become more efficient in serving their own customers, hence
improving their customer's perception of them.
• The reduction in transaction processing times means that for some services there
are a number of other significant benefits - for instance, for the Dubai Central
Laboratories (Engineering Material Service), the testing and certification of
engineering materials now happens within 1 working day compared to an average
time of 3 working days before. This means that manufacturers of engineering
materials need to hold significantly lower inventory with resulting savings in
terms of tied up capital, warehousing costs; etc.
According to ITD DM statistics report (April 2004), estimated potential savings
is (US$ 20m) Reduction in the 1) number of visits to DM, 2) transaction processing
time, and 3) costs in terms of paper work
7CS2 A 4.7 Challenges and Lessons Learned in managing project keys:_____
1 . Stakeholders
1.1. Initially there was very little understanding of the concepts of e-Government among
the stakeholders
1.2. There were over 350 Dubai Municipality staff involved in the project
1.3. Key stakeholders were skeptical about the chances of success
1.4. External stakeholders (such as the Rulers office, other Government departments)
were involved in the project
1.5. DM was not used to working with large consulting firms________________
2. Business Benefits
2.1. Until recently, DM did not understand the benefits to be derived from this initiative the main driver behind the project was an external mandate from the Rulers office
2.2. The likely rates of adoption of e-Services were not known or estimated____
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2.3. The common perception by DM employees was that this project was only a "window
dressing" without addressing real problems faced with effectiveness and efficiency.
3. Work and Schedule
3.1. The DM was under pressure to show results quickly - the first service had to be
launched six weeks after the project was awarded
3.2. There were over 5000 tasks in the project plan with 22 consultant manpower
resources and over 300 client staff
3.3. There were dependencies on infrastructure issues being managed by an independent
technical vendor
3.4. There were 18 systems to be delivered within a space of 10 months - each service
took a maximum of 3 months to deliver
3.5. The tight timescale required the resources to work on multiple work-streams in
_________________________________
parallel
4. Team
4.1. The team was a multi-cultural with team members from a wide range of
specializations and backgrounds.
4.2. Many of the team members were working together for the first time
4.3. No individual on the team had worked previously on an e-Government
implementation project.
4.4. The team members were mobilized from multiple offices/locations - the tight time
frame did not provide adequate time for people to settle down to their role. Team
member performance monitored on a weekly basis by steering committee.____
5. Scope
5.1. There was a significant gap between the proposal being submitted and the contract
being awarded
5.2. Since the concepts were new to the Consultant and DM team, it was difficult to
accurately define the boundaries of the project at the beginning
5.3. The project involved a number of integration points and dependencies on technology
issues which were difficult to scope at the outset
5.4. The client teams were not used to working using formal scope management
procedures
5.5. The roles and responsibilities for different components of the scope were difficult to
define
6. Risks
6.1. The Project was complex - new technologies, new concepts, difficult users, tight
timelines - all these factors bring obvious risks to play
6.2. Finding the right resources/skills for the assignment was difficult
6.3. The timescale for the project was demanding and required careful management______
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6.4. Although the scope was well defined, changes had to be continuously discussed,
debated and agreed upon
6.5. There was extensive pressure to succeed but nobody could guarantee that DM's
customers would use the online services
6.6. Infrastructure was being provided by an independent party that DM did not control.
7. Delivery organization benefits_________________________________
7.1. The project was based on a targeted a budgeted recovery of 70%
7.2. Four of the team members were promoted during the project, thus affecting the
_____budget prediction_______________________________________
Table (CS2-2): project keys views
7CS2 A 4.8 What we believe we have done well:
• Clearly defining project scope and responsibilities through the Services
Schedule that was signed off by the client
• Defining fees that were realistic and within the client's expectations
• Assigning Arabic speaking resources to lead the services and interface with
the client
• Maintaining open communication between the process resources and the
technical resources on the team
• Involving QA resources on the project with experience in similar assignments
- particularly on the technical side
• Managing expectations of Senior Management
• Getting decisions and approvals from stakeholders
• Involving the teams selected for working with us on each service (co
ordinators, users) and building a cohesive delivery team
• Actively involving Dubai Municipality's customers
• Setting criteria for measuring the success of the e-Services
• Managing risks associated with technology
• Developing good technical solutions
• Actively managing stakeholders using a formal process
• Handling team and people issues quickly and effectively
• Managing the resourcing strategy so that the benefits to consultant and the
desired realization could be achieved through the use of high and low cost
resource bases.
7CS2 A 4.9 Areas for improvements
• The decision time taken by the client between the strategy and the
implementation phases could have been reduced
• The scope to include both front end e-Services and the back-end internal
processing systems to support these services could have been increased
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•

Training sessions for DM employees and consultant staff on
concepts at the beginning of the project should have been conducted
• The network should be motivated to share ideas and concepts with other eGovemment projects being implemented.
• The client should have been advised to allow more time for implementation
• Managed the relationships with other e-Government initiatives in Dubai thus
ensuring that 1) there is common meta data, 2) Work is not repeated across
multiple departments, and 3) Integration between departments can be smooth
• Provided more time for the technical platform to stabilize
• Provided more time to recruit new skills required in the IT department
• Completed the re-engineering of back end processes before starting the web
service
• Spent more time on training (internally and for customers)
• Studied existing local laws issued by DM and evaluate implications of the eGovemment initiative on these laws
• Spent more time on marketing the services
Based on feedback received so far:
• Customers feel that the initiative is useful but want more e-Services
• The service delivery has been reduced, for the services implemented to date
• There is still a long way to go!

7CS2 B: Implementation
7CS2B 0.

PROJECT SUMMARY:

The NOC project passed through the following stages that will be explained
thoroughly below:
AS IS Process Analysis -»(approved) -» To Be Process Analysis -»(approved) -»
System Requirements -^(approved) -* System Definition -*(approved)
•^application design -^(approved) -> system deployment -^(approved) -»
Transition plan
7CS2 B 0.1 NOC Scope Definition: refer to point 2.2.2.1 of part A
7CS2 B 0.2 NOCs issued by DM and covered within the scope of this project: refer
to point 2.2.2.2 of part A
7CS2B 1.
"AS-IS" STATE
7CS2 B 1.1 Background and Objective:
As part of its e-Government strategy, Dubai Municipality has selected a number of
services to be provided over the internet as part of Phase 1 of the e-Government
implementation project. One such service is the provision of on-line facilities for
corporate customers to request for different No Objection Certificates (NOC's) that
are issued by Dubai Municipality, and for obtaining these certificates on-line.
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Consultants have been working with a core team nominated by Dubai
Municipality (DM) to define and understand how the current process of providing
NOC services operates. A number of interim documents (including AS IS process
maps) were circulated and discussed extensively through workshops and meetings.
This section analyses current business processes and events and defines related
performance measures with the existing AS IS processes (process maps delivered).
The aim of this phase of the project is to provide a starting point on the path to
process improvement, to identify the value added activities, inputs and outputs and
business rules for the current processes and to define issues, problems and
performance gaps with the current processes involved in the provision of NOC
services.
This understanding is used as a basis for defining the TO BE processes and to define
the systems requirements.
This is followed by defining a listing of the people that are running the operations in
these sections/units and their current/past training record is provided for developing
the training plan for the new application that will be developed.
Then, defining the functionality of any systems in use, including its current data
model, and the relationships that will be used in the design of the new system.
7CS2B 1.2 THE BASIS OF AS-IS ANALYSES
• Process analysis: Examines service delivery related issues such as redundancies,
controls, cycle time, documentation flow, metrics, communication, etc.
• Organisation and People analysis: Looks at the department, people and
organisational entities and their roles in providing the service. In this section areas
for improvement relating to handover, approval cycles, training, skills, culture,
... .etc were highlighted.
• Supporting Technology: Studies the existing systems and tools that support the
service offering security, integration between systems, access to facilities,
performance monitoring, ..etc,
7CS2B 1.3 HIGH LEVEL PROCESS DESCRIPTION
In general an NOC application process involves the corporate customer applying for
the NOC, the relevant DM departments processing and issuing the NOC and the
customer collecting the final NOC. The shape below presents this in a simple
illustration with notes.
Service providers are the departments, sections or units issuing the NOC
Customers of NOCs have been categorized as one of the following:
* Consultants ^ Contractors •*• Service Agents * DM Departments & Individuals
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7CS2B 1.4

High Level Process Flow

At a high level the process of issuing a No Objection Certificate involves the
following:
Customer
O
applies for an NOC

Department
@
processes application
& issues NOC

Customer
©
collects the NOC

Customer applies for an NOC by submitting
o Either an application form or a letter requesting for the NOC
o Supporting documents required depending on the purpose and type of the
NOC
o The customer knows which DM departments are involved
The relevant department within the DM will receive the application and
supporting documents, process the application and issue the NOC. As part of

©
O

this processing the department will:
Check the application and documents;
o
o
Retrieve internal data for verification of the application details;
o
Obtain technical/engineering input where necessary;
o
Accept or reject the application;
o
Issue the NOC (if application accepted) or objection; and
o
File or archive the NOC or objection and documents.
The customer returns to collect the NOC.
The process repeats itself as per the number of NOCs that the customer requires.

7CS2B 1.5 AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
As part of the AS IS Process workshops, extensive discussions were held on areas or
opportunities for improvements in areas relating to the issuance of NOCs. The
opportunities identified as a result of these discussions include:
+ Create one point of application for NOCs for the customer thus
reducing the number of different application forms completed by the
customer and the number of departments to be visited
+ Reduce number of customer visits to the DM
+ Reduce customer movement between different DM departments
+ Provide the customer with a centralized enquiry mechanism regarding
+

the status of NOCs.
Provide the DM users with a centralized enquiry mechanism regarding
the status of NOCs.
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+ Provide the DM users with a facility to co-ordinate NOC
requests that affect multiple departments.
+ Provide the DM users with a computerized and structured database of
NOC application details that is easy to access - 'information at your
fingertips'.
+ Create a mechanism for the monitoring and tracking of employee or
department performance in processing NOCs
7CS2B 2. "TO BE" PROCESS ANALYSIS REPORT
7CS2B 2.1 Background and Objective:
Based on a number of workshops and detailed discussions with nominated members
of the DM, the target processes for the provision of NOCs through the new internet
channel was defined.
The envisioned processes to e-enable the "No Objection Certificates" service offering
were defined through
• Define Processes (To Be);
• Define Organisation and change requirements; and
• Plan service transition.
7CS2B 2.2 Objectives of TO BE Process Mapping
© To define how the service should run in the e-enabled environment.
© To identify change actions (with respect to people, process and
technology).
© To develop functional requirements, system design, .etc.
© To develop a data model including Entity-relationship diagrams, and
Conceptual data model
© To develop the web site design/site maps.
© To define integration points with other departments and organizational
entities.
7CS2B 2.3 High level Service Description
O Customer
applies for an

Nor

© Department
processes
application & issues
© Customer
enquires about status
of his application

At a high level, the process of issuing a No Objection Certificate involves the
following:
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©

©

Customer applies for an NOC by completing and submitting an
O
application form using the NOCs system over the internet. The customer may
also submit the supporting documents either digitally or in paper format. All
customers will eventually be applying through the internet using a standard
application form across a number of NOC types. In the interim, only corporate
customers (contractors, consultants, service agents) will be using the system.
The relevant users within the DM will be able to view the application, change
the status of the application and issue the NOC using the NOCs system. If
supporting documents are submitted in digital format then the DM user will be
able to view them digitally if the relevant software is available. Internal
processing of the NOC application will continue to a large extent as it currently
is.
The customer will be able to log-on to the NOC system at any time after
submitting the application to enquire about its status, amend the application or
cancel it. The necessary restrictions will be in place for amendment of an NOC

application.
The customer will be informed electronically that the NOC or objection is
O
ready. The customer will be able to log-on to the NOC system to download the
digital NOC. Paper format NOCs will be printed by the customer and submitted
to the NOC Coordination Centre for stamping.
Note: Process maps were submitted and approved
7CS2 B 2.4 TO BE Process Analysis: Critical Success Factors (CSFs)
In order to identify critical issues that can influence the success or failure of the web
enabled NOC application and enquiry service, the project team has identified a
number of critical success factors (CSF).
• Ease of customer interaction with the departments issuing NOCs.
• Reducing the number of customer visits to the DM.
• Providing value added services to the customer (e.g. application status
information, single contact point with the DM, reduced visits to the DM,
simplified NOC application process).
• Clarity and consisntency in the NOC application procedure and requirements
communicated to the customer.
• Active customer service orientation in DM staff - "Customer service is
paramount".
• Achieve a level of standardisation in NOC application and customer interaction
across all sections/units involved in NOCs.
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7CS2 B 2.5 Performance Metrics/Measures: AS-IS Vs. TO BE
As Is Process Performance Metrics: There are no existing formal performance
measures for the processing of NOC's. The performance measures indicated below
are based on averages derived through discussions with the users involved in the
processing of NOC's. The figures provided below are indicative but it is understood
that the current performance varies from one type of NOC to another.
TO BE Measures
Performance Indicators
AS IS Measures

1

No. of forms customer completes to apply for
a design or construction NOC

Up to 8

1

2 No. of customer visits to DM for pusposes of
applying for NOC

Up to 4

2 to None (if application is
fully digital)

3

Up to 8

1

4 No. of customer interactions with DM staff
for updates on NOC application status

At least 2 per NOC
application

None

5

Time required for unit issuing an NOC to
respond to a customer's enquiry regarding an
NOC application

At least 20 minutes

3 minutes

6

Time required for customer to obtain a status
update of his NOC application

At least 30 minutes

5 minutes

7 Number of visits by the customer to the DM
for purposes of providing more detailed
supporting documents

At least 2 per NOC
application

None (when a standard list
and specifications of
requirements is provided to
the customer)

At least 2 per NOC
application (14 to
16 total)

None

8

No. of customer interactions with DM staff
for one NOC application

Number of direct customer enquiries to the
DM regarding the status of an NOC
application

Table (CS2-3): Performance Metrics/Measures: AS-IS Vs. TO BE
7CS2 B 2.6 High level polices relating to the TO BE processes
To achieve the CSF and target performance metrics as defined above. The following
policies need to be implemented:
Internal Policies
7CS2B 2.6.1
• Establish an NOC Coordination Centre as the point of contact for the customer
with the DM regarding NOCs.
• All listed types of NOC applications will be registered on the web application.
• Where application supporting documents are received manually, the final NOC
will be issued digitally and manually.
• Internet security and the security of the web application is the responsibility of all
DM users processing NOCs and working with the system.
• Customer service targets will need to be defined, applied and monitored for all
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sections/units issuing NOCs.
• A legal disclaimer will be provided with the expected NOC completion date that
is provided to the customer to indicate that this date is a guideline and in no way
legally binding to the DM.
• The NOC Coordination Centre will monitor performance of different
units/sections issuing NOCs in order to ensure a satisfactory level of customer
service.
• All customers will be applying through the same channel, whether they are
consultants, contractors, other DM departments or service agents.
• It will be the responsibility of the first individual processing an NOC, based on
DM guidelines, to determine if an application requires a draftsman involvement or
further approval and to mark it as such.
• Individuals at levels above Department Head may be involved in approval of an
NOC application verbally and on printed matter but not on the system.The highest
level of authorisation on the system will be Department Head.
• Any payments as a result of an NOC application will be processed manually as
they currently are and the electronic application will not be approved by the DM
user processing it until proof of payment is received from the customer.
• Until such time as e-signatures are legal in Dubai, NOCs will be issued in stamped
paper format upon the customer's request. The DM will take responsibility for the
legal implications of issuing NOCs electronically when the service goes live.
• Manual application processing of NOCs not covered within the scope of the web
enabled service will continue in parallel with the new system. These NOCs will
be processed as they currently are.
7CS2B 2.6.2
External Policies
• The web enabled system will direct NOC applications to the relevant
departments/sections/units based on the customer's answers to a number of key
questions. It will be the customer's responsibility to ensure that the answers
provided are true and accurate. A legal disclaimer will be provided on the NOC
system to indicate so.
• Wherever possible the customer will be able to amend supporting documents
attached to an NOC application rather than having to reapply for an NOC, unless
the processing section/unit sees the need edit an application. The customer may
only amend contact information and attach further supporting documents when the
application is in process. No amendments to other fields on the application form
will be allowed.
• The expected completion date of the NOC is not a legally binding date and is only
provided for guidance purposes.
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7CS2B 2.7 Facilities Requirements
The facilities listed below were required in order for the To Be Processes to function
when implemented.
•^Establish the NOC Coordination Centre to monitor all NOC activities, to receive
manual supporting documents and to receive manual applications. This will
require both office space and staff requirements
V""NOC customer service help desk" with Office space and staff requirements (call
centre telephones with hot line, and an appropriate telephone number/answering
service
V" Ability to send and receive internet mail, for specific users
"Y GIS System access. Acrobat Reader, MS Office applications
*Y* 'Kiosk' PCs in the Customer Service area if the DM is going to consider this
option
"V Upgrade user computers where necessary, printers, and scanners.

7CS2B 3. TRANSITION,
CONTINGENCY PLAN
7CS2B 3.1 Objectives:

MARKETING

AND

COMMUNICATION,

AND

To develop - Organizational and Processes - transition strategy from the AS-IS to the
e-enabled TO BE. The transition strategy will impact the implementation plan
through determining the tasks that will need to be completed, the times by which they
need to be completed and the determination of who needs to be involved in the
transition and at what point.
The transition from the current service provision medium to the e-enabled
medium will require changes in the organization's processes, organizational
structure, roles and responsibilities and facilities. These changes require a careful
and well planned marketing and communication strategy as people need to be made
aware of them in as non disruptive a manner as possible.
7CS2 B 3.2 Organization and People Transition
7CS2 B 3.2.1
Recommended Organisation Changes: NOC Coordination

Centre
The organization structure of the different departments processing NOCs within the
DM will not be affected by the launch of the e-services. However, to monitor,
support and control NOC activities between different departments within the DM and
to provide a single physical point of contact with the customer, an NOC Coordination
Centre needs to be created.
The NOC Coordination Centre could either be created as new or through a
role/responsibility modification within the current Services Coordination Office. This
required a decision at the level of the Steering Committee. Alternatives for the
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structure and responsibilities of the NOC Coordination Centre were
provided by the consultant to facilitate this decision.
For the NOC Coordination Centre and for all departments involved in the e-service,
the following organization related points had to be taken into consideration:
• DM needed to consider implementing a help desk for the web application, a
"NOC customer service help desk". Someone who would be available, by phone,
to answer customer enquires regarding using the application. This help desk
would reside within the NOCs Coordination Centre.
• There needs to be an "internal help desk" for the DM users working on the new
system. The customer service help desk may serve this purpose or an alternative
would be to use the current help desk facility existing within ITD. In order to use
the current ITD help desk facility, the help desk staff will need to be trained on the
e-enabled system and the process.
• The DM needed to consider the setup and reporting lines for the help desk when
it is created.
• To support the help desk services and to provide training, a number of "Super
Users" need to be identified for the NOC system. These Super Users, in addition
to their own work are responsible for providing guidance and assistance to other
users and for training new users.
• During the pre-launch stage, a dedicated testing group must be defined and time
set aside for this testing group to be involved in user acceptance testing. The
testing group would be made up of the Super Users and other users. This requires
forward planning as resources might not be available and may be busy with their
daily work. This group are key to ensuring that the web application has no
problems after being launched.
• DM needs to have a temporary service marketing group (at least for the first 6
month of operation), the objective of this group would be to adopt customers and
move them to using the Internet rather than the manual channels. This group
would be responsible for organising customer events, demonstrating the value of
the new channel to the customers, designing brochures, incentive programs,
establishing customer databases, and so on.
• The dates relating to the above items are presented in section 3.3 Transition
Strategy and Impact.
Skills and Training Recommendation
7CS2B 3.2.2
It was necessary to define the target skills that will enable DM to implement the
service. These are skills that individual job-holders will be required to demonstrate
once the new service is implemented. The required skills are presented and then
mapped against the training necessary to achieve these skills.
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For more details regarding skills and training needs, please refer to
Appendix CS-2-F
7CS2B 3.3 Transition Strategy
A main feature in the development of any service transition strategy is the
consideration of the current system in use by that department in the delivery of the
service.
The only systems or tools identified relating to NOCs are tracking systems and tools
that allow the recording of an application when it is received and when the NOC or an
objection is issued. The other "system" in place is the manual procedure for
processing NOC applications.
A number of existing systems were identified relating to NOCs. These are
highlighted per department/section/unit in the AS IS Process Analysis. In some cases
the Follow-Up System, a correspondences tracking system, is used, in others an 'NOC
System' is used and in a few only a spreadsheet or manual log is used. In all cases the
systems used offer no processing functionality and are simply tools for the recording
of the details of NOC applications and their statuses. It was recommended that, when
the web enabled system's go live, the current systems should cease to be used. Any
data entry functionality on them should be disabled and only reporting or enquiry
facilities should be allowed in order to respond to queries relating to NOCs issued
prior to the web enabled system's go live. All NOCs have a maximum validity period
of six (6) months, the existing systems should thus not be required beyond that.
Transition regarding NOCs is as presented in Appendix CS-2-F. It is critical that
senior management recognized that the transition effort required time from DM users
who are also likely to be responsible for delivering their day to day work in addition
to the transition activities. Senior management must appreciate this, where it exists,
and allow these users time to dedicate to transition activities and reward their efforts
once the system is live. Where it is not possible to free up additional time for
transition activities then management must secure additional resources to take over
the day to day work while the users perform the transition activities.
7CS2B 3.4 Contingency plan
Contingency plan defines the necessary action in case of any unforeseen or unplanned
event, to ensure service continuity and prevent any disruptions.
NOC services which are being "web enabled" as part of the e-Government
implementation project will continue to be provided through a manual interface or
interaction with the customer. However, in order to minimize any disruption to
customers, a contingency plan for the NOCs service prepared.
The contingency plan outlines the strategy for providing the NOC services in case the
web application is unavailable at any time. In order for any contingency plan to work,
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it is important that the involved DM staff are aware of the options or
alternative service delivery mechanisms. Individual risk assessments, with options for
resolution should be gathered and evaluated from all relevant areas of the business,
management should discuss the feasibility of the overall plan and make adjustments.
Additional checkpoints were added to the project work-plan based on the criticality of
perceived risks and associated contingency plans.
The agreed contingency scenarios were implemented as part of the application,
systems, and infrastructure design so that the application remains flexible and allows
DM to operate in contingency situations.
Objectives of contingency planning are:
• To Determine scenarios which could occur at a macro level - what are the
categories of problems or issues that could result in the users being unable to use
the system? How likely are these problems likely to occur?
• To Outline possible contingencies for each scenario - What mitigating actions can
DM take to reduce the possibility of these issues occurring? If they do occur, how
can the customer still obtain the service he needs from DM?
Possible Contingency Scenarios
Broadly, the problems that could be faced with the provision of NOC services using
the new web application can be classified into the following four categories:
• Performance Problems relate to those situations where users (external customers
or internal DM users) are unable to use the system successfully because of issues
relating to performance (ie: the system is slow, attachments take too long to
download, etc).
• Failure in Applications relates to those situations where the system does not
behave in the way that the user expects it to behave;
• Failure of Platform/Network relates to those situations where there is a hardware
or infrastructure related failure resulting in the users (external and internal) being
unable to access the system; and
• Loss of Data relates to those situations where data is perceived to be lost (due to
incorrect entry or faults in the system)

• Possible Reasons and Contingency Plan
• Possible reasons that could cause the DM portal, and specifically the NOC system
not to function in the normal mode or as expected are grouped into the
contingency scenarios presented above, with special focus on possible reasons,
probability, and possible contingency actions are listed in Appendix CS-2-E in
addition to the list of action required.
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7CS2 B 3.5 Marketing and communication plan:
The marketing and communication plan aims to ensure that service stakeholders are
aware and use the new service effectively.
A critical aspect of any transition that could 'make or break' the effort is internal and
external communication and marketing. Lack of internal communication results in
greater resistance to the new systems and any new procedures as staff would not
understand their background or purpose. Increasing the level of awareness of all staff
affected by the new systems, coupled with proper training, allows these staff members
to take ownership of the e-service. It is also important to increase overall awareness
for all other DM staff to help establish a common understanding and motivate the
staff members directly involved in the provision of the web enabled service. Lack of
external marketing would result in inefficient and low levels of system usage as
people would simply not be aware of it. External communication should cover not
only initial marketing but also two-way communications with customers to update
them on developments in the e-service and to receive their feedback on the new
service.
Points to be taken into Consideration
• Lack of stakeholder ownership and involvement in the communications plan can
result in increased resistance of using the application.
• Communications must be targeted to varying stakeholder information needs.
• Must take unrealistic user expectations into account.
• Loss in momentum of communications and inability to support the varying
response to change over time may cause problems.
• No mechanism to capture feedback from change targets may prevent continuous
improvement.
Marketing/Communication Plan
The customers to be targeted in the marketrng/communication strategy can be
classified into the following groups:
© Internal users Impacted by the e-service (e.g.: DM staff processing
NOCs)
© External customers using the NOC service
© Internal Users - General (other that DM NOC staff)
© External Users - General (Public)________
Media and when
Target Audience Message
Why e-government?
Internal users
Email circular from Head of Sect
What does it entail?
impacted by eor Head of Department
Why our service?
service
What does the system look like?
Department/section meeting to pres
What functionality does the system
e-government initiative and discuss
allow?
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Target Audience Message
When will the system be launched?
How does this impact me?
When will I be trained?
What will I get out of it?
What will be expected of me?
External
customers
impacted by eservice

Why e-government?
What does it entail?
Why our service?
What does the system look like?
What functionality does the system
allow?
When will the system be launched?
How does this impact me?
When will I be trained?
What will I get out of it?
What will be expected of me?

Media and when
• Presentations for internal launch of
system
• Workshop to introduce To Be
processes and transition activities for
achieving To Be_____________
• Informative letters issued with each
NOC
• Informative brochures issued with
each NOC
• Posters in the Customer Service area
• Brochures at the desks of the DM staff
processing applications
• Day to day communication of DM
users with customers
• Involving customers in testing
• Press conference
• Presentations
• Construction magazines________

Internal users general

Why e-government?
What does it entail?
"X service allows such and such
functionality and is going live on

• DM weekly newsletter
• Email circular

External general

Why e-government?
What does it entail?

• Baladiyat publication
• Press release/conference

Where is DM compared to other municipalities
regionally and globally?

• News paper articles
"X service allows such and such
• Business magazines
functionality and is going live on"
Table (CS2-4): Marketing/Communication Plan
7CS2B 4. SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS
7CS2B 4.1 Objective
To establish the system requirements for review and acceptance by the DM. The
system requirements include:
4.2 Functionality requirements;
4.3 User and security requirments;
4.4 Integration requirements;
4.5 IT hardware requirements; and
4.6 Content management.
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7CS2 B 4.2 Functionality requirements
Processes should address the short and long terms i.e. what would the process look
like in the short term and long term?
7CS2 B 4.2.1 Process Functionality and User Experience Functionality
Under process functionality, the listed Table (CS-2-5) functions -were developed and
explained, with special focus on Process, and system functionality.
User functionality defines what different types of users would be able to perform on
the interface. For more details please refer to appendix CS-2-A
Under user experience functionality, user types and user functionality were
defined.
For more details on user types and their functionality, please refer to appendix CS-2-A
2) Complete and Submit 3) Apply for Informational NOC
Application Form
4) Apply for Design 5)
Apply
for
NOC 6) Apply for Final Clearance NOC
/Construction/Other NOC
Revalidation
7) Request Cancellation of 8) Amend/Edit an NOC 9) Customer Tracking of NOCS am
NOC application
Applications
application
10) Receive Supporting 11) Application Processing 12)
Documenting
Site
visit;
Documents from Customer
/meetings/discussions with Customers
13) Issuing the NOC
Table (CS2-5): Under process functionality
7CS2 B 4.2.2 System Performance Functionality
Requirement
Performance
1) Select NOC Service

Systems availability on The NOC service should be available to the public customers in 24*'
operations. The allowed downtime is 24 hours based on the Downtini'
the internet.
strategy of the complete e-Government implementation project
Systems availability for The NOC service should be available to the internal DM users in 24*'
operations. The allowed downtime is 24 hours based on the Downtim
system administration
strategy of the complete e-Government implementation project
NOC Home Page upload 30 seconds, Subject to user internet connection speed
time
Attachment (Test Result) Subject to user internet connection speed
download time
Table (CS2-6): system performance functionality
7CS2 B 4.2.3 System Objectives Summary
System Objectives

Business Objectives
1

Achieve

standardization

across • Mimimise differences in application screens
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departments/sections/units
regards to application forms

with • Maintain look and feel standards across application screens
• Maintain standards in field naming______________

Provide the customer with a single • Maintain consistency in look and feel across the whole
image of the DM with regards to
system
NOCs
• Ensure that NOC system standards adhere to DM egovernment standards applied across other systems
• Allow the issuance of one final NOC that covers multiple
depts/sections/units________________________
Reduce customer visits to DM for • Allow distribution of a single system application form to
purposes of submitting a single
different depts/sections/units based on customer input.
application form (due to having to • Allow internal DM users to include additional
submit different forms to different
depts/sections/units in processing over and above the
depts/sections/units)
customer's selections
Provide feedback to the customers • Provide automatic notification upon prespecified triggers
regarding their NOC applications
• Allow customer to view application status across
depts/sections/units
• Allow customer to view overall status of an application
• Allow comments to be sent to customer by email upon
prespecified triggers_______________________
Reduce customer visits to the DM • Allow the issuance of online NOCs
for purposes of collecting NOCs
• Allow customers to download/print digital NOCs
• Allow the issuance of one final NOC that covers multiple
depts/sections/units
6 Provide a simplified process for • Allow customers to apply for revalidation without having to
revalidation of existing NOCs
complete a new application and resubmit all supporting
documents
Table (CS2-7): System Objectives Summary
7CS2 B 4.3 User, security, and control requirements
It is necessary to identify and analyze various business risks, security issues and other
control associated with the requirements gathered for the proposed system. Identified
business risks indicate application areas where controls can be implied, security
aspects will be analyzed in terms of confidentiality, integrity and availability of the
data. The business risks and security issues are documented so that the system design
will cater for these requirements accordingly.
Business Risks
Business impact of information
accessible
through
the
proposed system being made

Some of the information is confidential as it
relates to the NOC process. Unauthorised
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unauthorized
available to
access could be used in un-desired manner that
persons
could harm the reputation of DM.
Business impact of information • High risk as the information contained in the
being lost from the proposed
web application is considered as the contract
system
between NOC and its customers.
• Loss of reporting on the transactions being
performed on the system.
• Loss of customer contacts database.
of • Unapproved request details might be changed.
impact
Business
information • Customer contact details might be lost.
unauthorized
being introduced into the
proposed system Loss
Business impact of the • Departments/Sections/Units issuing NOC
proposed system becoming
cannot accept requests electronically from its
completely unavailable
customer.
• Departments/Sections/Units issuing NOC
would need to revert to either fax or requests
being sent manually.
• Customer might not use the system in the
future.
Confidentiality Requirements
Information which must be • NOC Results and NOCs - should only be
accessed by the requestor of the NOC.
protected from unauthorized
access, and which people or • Customer contact details submitted on the
request form.
functions should have access to it
Integrity Requirements
• NA
Information for which integrity is critical, or for which an acceptable
level of completeness, accuracy, or validity can be defined.
• NA
The extent of the risk posed by inaccurate, incomplete, or invalid
information
Table (CS2-8): Business risks
Actions: These security and control elements are highlighted so that the necessary
action is considered during the system design to ensure security is maintained.
For web application, daily backups must occur, which allows to restoration of any
data that could have been lost or corrupted during that day.
Internet security training is a must for NOC staff. As agreed with the e-government
committee "Internet Security is the responsibility of each and every employee in
DM". They need to be aware of all the security measures that needs to be taken to
keep all DM systems free from security related attacks.
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7CS2 B 4.4 Integration requirements
As part of the e-Government implementation project, the web application will be
developed to provide a facility for the DM customers to submit NOC requests, check
the status of the requests, and to receive No Objection Certificates using the internet.
At DM there are no legacy systems or other backend applications that would require
integration to the NOC service.
7CS2 B 4.5 IT hardware requirements
Network Requirements
• The customers/outside users will need to access the web application through
Internet.
• The NOC staff and other DM departments will need to have access to the web
application through the intranet.
Operating System Requirement
The computers to be used to access the NOC web application should have Java
enabled web browsers installed on the operating system. PC (client) machines can be
running on Windows 95 or above but must have Internet Explorer 5.5 or above and/or
Netscape 6.1 or above to be able to use this application.
Hardware /Software Configuration Requirements
The high-level hardware configuration requirements are as below:
• Server Configuration Requirements
DM has implemented Sun Microsystems based infrastructure for hosting the
web application.
•

Staffs Desktop Computer Configuration Requirements
Based on plans of e-enabling the NOC service, the internal users of the web
application within the departments / sections / units using the NOC application
would require computers with suitable hardware configuration and the
following Software Configuration Requirements
1. A Java enabled web browser (Internet Explorer 5.5 or higher.
2. E-mail client software (MS Outlook recommended) for receiving emails.
3. Adobe Acrobat (5.0 or above) including Adobe Acrobat Distiller Server
for converting files to Portable Document Format (PDF).
4. Adobe Acrobat Reader (5.0 or above) for viewing PDF files.
5. Latest anti-virus software with automatic background scanning utility.
Middleware Requirements
The middleware requirements for the proposed web application are as below:
• Since the web application will be developed in accordance with J2EE™
(Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition) standard, the JDBC™ interface will
be used as the standard middleware framework for dealing with data
stored in Oracle.
• The Oracle drivers used to access server data will be of JDBC Type 4.
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Security Infrastructure Requirements
Please refer to Section 5.4 "Security Requirements" of the System Definition for
security infrastructure requirements.
7CS2 B 4.6 Content management: (Definition and Management)
Content elements have been classified as "Static" and "Dynamic" as below:
Static Content:
Static content is the information published on the web site that does not change based
on user actions. Following static content elements will need to be definedfor eenabling NOC services.
• Information on the service

• Copyright notices

• Request registration guidelines

• Field descriptions

• Legal disclaimers
•

Dynamic Content:
Dynamic content is information that is generated depending upon the actions
performed by the users of the web site. Following dynamic content elements will be
defined in NOC web application.
• Logon pages

• Request amendment / cancellation pages

• Request registration pages

• Request details pages (viewing request data)

• Request approval pages

• Customer enquiries pages (search pages, request /
test status etc)

• Request cancellation pages

• NOC download pages

• Web administration tasks (deleting cancelled requests etc.)

7CS2B 5. SYSTEMS DEFINITION REPORT
7CS2B 5.1 Objectives
To develop the high-level system design and technical requirements based on the "To
Be" business requirements and the business objectives of the system as well as the
key fundamental requirements. Based upon this input, the project team developed the
detailed system design, which used as the major input for system development.
The objectives of the document are to:
a Produce a high-level system design and translate the business requirements into
technical requirements.
a Detail the technical requirements for IT facilities, service transition strategy and
planning, system implementation and disaster recovery.
The following sections were covered:
7CS2 B 5.2 Conceptual / Logical Data Model
Data Dictionaries
Under Data dictionaries, tables of variables were identified, including defining the
Data element, Data Definition, Sample Data, Migration required (Y/N), Is PK, Is
FK, and Other Names fields.
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See Appendix CS-2-C for the list of tables of variables, including
identification of the set of variables under each table, and the parameters assigned to
each variable.
7CS2 B 5.3 Summary of IT facilities requirements: approved as per session 4.5
7CS2 B 5.4 Security Requirements
The high-level security infrastructure requirements for the NOC Test Results web
application are as below:
7CS2 B 5.4.1 Application security
• All customers coming to the DM portal to access to the NOC web application
through user ID and password. In order to obtain user ID and password, all the
customers will need to register themselves on DM Portal.
• The NOC internal users and DM internal staff will have access through user ids
and passwords.
• Role based authorisation will be implemented in the application. Each user will be
assigned a role for the web application. The authorised users will only be able to
access functions within the application based on their role assignment.
Hardware security
• The computers used by the NOC internal users should be protected by power-on
passwords.
7CS2 B 5.4.2 Data security
• Referential integrity implemented in the database in order to ensure data integrity
and validity.
• Database level access control needed to be implemented to ensure unauthorised
access to data.
Network security
• Strict antivirus policy need to be implemented in order to ensure the system is
protected from viruses, worms and Trojan horses.
• In order to restrict access to the network, user identifications and passwords are
defined at the operating system level.
7CS2 B 5.5 Summary of Service Transition Strategy Plan
7CS2 B 5.5.1 Infrastructure transition strategy
Users Requiring Internet Mail and Internet Access
Most of the DM users who will access the new applications will use the DM Intranet
view to process the application. However, as part of each of the new service, there
are specific users whose new roles involve:
• Communicating with external users/customers using internet mail;
• Accessing the applications through the web in cases where the intranet or internal
network is not available for any reason.
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The following actions to be taken for the users identified below:
• Ensure that the user's PC's have the minimum specifications outlined above
• required software, internet mail (amend account in MS-Exchange Server);
• Add user to list of users allowed to access the internet.
PC Upgrades and Software Installation
• For The following DM employees who have been identified as people who will
access the new applications -do NOT need access to internet mail or to the
internet.
Note: Since the NOC web application is not replacing any existing DM systems, no
system transition strategy is required.
7CS2 B 5.5.3 Data transfer strategy
• The master data that will be maintained in Web Application is currently being
electronically collected and will be loaded in the Oracle database before activating
the new system.
• No historic transactions data prior to go-live date will be migrated to the web
application.
7CS2 B 5.6 Summary of System Implementation Plan
System Implementation Approach
The NOC web application does not require any shut down of any existing DM or
NOC related systems. Thus NOC would be launched using the direct, one-time
implementation (i.e., the "big bang" approach).
System Implementation Sequence
• Access to the NOC web application is only allowed to authorised registered user,
the NOC is not dependent on User Management system to be implemented.
• Parallel run recommendations
NOC applications were received on manually completed forms by various
departments involved in the processing of NOC. Each department processes the
requests and once approved each department issues a separate NOC.
After implementation of the Web Application, until such time when all the customers
are registered on the DM Portal and start submitting requests on-line through the web
application, the Departments involved in issuing NOC's continued to receive the
requests on manually completed forms.
7CS2B 5.7 Summary of Disaster Recovery Plan
In order to minimize any disruption to customers a disaster recovery plan needed to be
prepared for each of the services being web enabled.
• DM staff involved in the delivery of the service need to be aware of the options or
alternative.
• Management to discuss the feasibility of the overall plan and make adjustments.
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• Additional checkpoints may be added to the project work-plan based
on the criticality of perceived risks and associated with disaster recovery plan.
DM needs to take into consideration that a disaster recovery plan is never a fixed
finished document - it evolves and gets better as time goes by.
The high level strategy for dealing with common elements is outlined below:
Loss of Information: Regular backups of Oracle database should be maintained.
Dubai Municipality needs to define and implement a regular database backup of eGovernment Oracle database
Loss of access to information and facilities: An updated backup copy of all the web
applications should be maintained at a safe place and in case of a disaster on the eGovernment servers, the web application should be redeployed from the backup copy
Loss of people: To appoint a second in command for each user role in NOC web
application, and for them to be named in the plan, and delegated full authority

7CS2B 6. APPLICATION DESIGN
Objectives
To develop the detailed Application Design based on the System Requirement and the
System Definition to.
V" Produce the detailed Story Boarding of the service by defining the site hierarchy.
Y Detail the Physical design of the service and develop the detail tables for the
database.
Y Produce the data conversion plan.
• 7CS2B 6.1
Story Boarding of the Service-Site Hierarchy
The site hierarchy of the NOC web application is a visual depiction of the
relationships between all of the application pages. This site hierarchy is valuable to
the design team and programmers because it allows them to begin graphic design and
content layout, as well as page creation.
The site hierarchy has been developed using the "combination" approach that
combines the best characteristics from the "vertical" and "horizontal" approaches,
giving the user a more balanced number of pages on the web application. The site
hierarchy of NOC web application is attached as "dwg CS-2-A
NOC_StoryBoard_v0.1"
• 7CS2B 6.2
Detailed Application Physical Design
The purpose of this task is to transform the Logical / Conceptual Data Model into a
Physical Data Model. The completed Physical Data Model is then a representation of
the physical data structure design for the NOC system. Details of each physical table
and the columns in these tables are listed in the physical design.
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7CS2 B 6.2.1 Entity Relationship Diagram : refer to Entity relationship
diagram
7CS2 B 6.2.2 Tables: Include the variable parameters Column Name, Type, Is
PK, Is FK, and Relationship columns are listed and defined for each physical table.
7CS2 B 6.2.3 Database Schema: refer to Appendix CS-2-I NOC DB
SCHEMA_v0.2
7CS2B 6.3 Data Conversion Plan
The purpose of this task is to populate the production database with any data, which is
to be migrated from any legacy systems of DM.___________
1) Finalize the Data Cleansing
3) Reconcile
2) Create Production Data
Converted Data
Set
There is no backend system for NOC, After
the
completion
of After
and currently DM maintains NOC data cleansing, entering the NOC conversion,
the
manually. NOC data needs to be data into the DM NOC Web loaded NOC data
collected from departments and cleansed Application by using the needs
to
be
to make corrections, deletions, and NOC Admin module were reconciled with the
additions to the collected data. This needed. This data is entered original
source
needs to be done by the DM NOC into the DM production data. Changes and
Team. Once this data is cleansed then environment. This entire data corrections need to
source data is to be frozen so that no loading execution is a multi- be made to the
"unclean" data is added to the source step operation completed production data as
information after the cleansing._____ over a length of time._____ necessary.______
All errors need to be logged for correction and re-execution of the data conversion
procedures needs to be performed as necessary.
7CS2 B 7. E-SERVICE IT POLICIES PROCEDURES MANUAL (DEPLOY SYSTEM)
7CS2B 7.1 Objectives:
To develop the e-service IT Policies Procedure Manual based on the implementation
of the e-service to:
• Provide details of the Application Programs and Code.
. Provide technical documentation including Application Architecture, IT support
procedures and System operations procedure.
7CS2 B 7.2 Application Programs and Code
The following table lists all the program components being used in NOC web
application. This list also details the functions performed by each program
component and where these components are stored. The program components
covered in this section include:
2. Servelets
1. JSP Pages / JavaScripts
3. Classes / JavaBeans
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4. Property Files

5. HTML Files

6. Common Classes

7CS2 B 7.3 Application architecture: refer to Appendix CS-2-G application
architecture
7CS2 B 7.4 NOC web application IT Support Procedures
Guidelines:
Potential problems that DM Portal users in general, and NOC users in particular might
experience while using the Portal are outlined with their corresponding general
troubleshooting guidelines to resolve these problems. In case the problem cannot be
resolved even after working through the guidelines in this section, then technical
support is required. For more details on these problems and troubleshooting
guidelines, please refer to Appendix CS-2-D IT support procedures.
7CS2 B 7.5 System Operations Instructions
System operations instructions for NOC cover the tasks and procedures to be executed
by the Information Technology Department staff of DM. The following guidelines
are provided to assist ITD in the execution of these tasks.
File System Management:
DM needs to define policies related to the file system management i.e. how long to
keep the files, which are not being currently used. To make these decisions, DM's
ITD needs to consider the storage space and then define a policy/strategy in this
regard.
User Management
The user management of NOC Web Application will be done through a centralized
User Management module. Registration on the DM Portal and obtaining a valid
Username and password for DM Portal is mandatory to have access to NOC Web
Application. This application addresses the management of users authorized to access
and use of the NOC Web Application's functions. It also includes the management
and synchronization of user passwords and security. The major objectives for user
management include the following:
• Act as the single point of control for all user administration requests.
• Provide uniform security model and enforcement of access security across all
platforms.
• Enable passwords to remain synchronized across all services and provide single
sign-on functionality.
To maintain the user management requirements of NOC Web Application, ITD will
have to keep the following into consideration:
• User roles and types of users to be managed
• Level of permission each user role may be granted
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• Infrastructure resources each user group/type may access and how they
may use those resources
• Functional actions each group/type of user may perform
• Who (organizations and roles) will be responsible for user administration and
management including what levels of management may be delegated and how
• How user management functions may be distributed (e.g., by organization,
business unit, and/or geography)
Archiving
DM needs to assess the needs for archiving the NOC data and to build a true and a
complete data archiving policy/strategy to meet the needs of the users. Data archiving
improves both performance and the informational capacity of the NOC system.
The purpose of archiving for NOC data is to remove data from the production system
by executing the archiving programs and completing archiving follow-up activities,
which are:
• Execution of deletion programs for the previously archived data.
• Store the archive files safely and on a long-term basis if required.
• Perform a reorganization of database tables.
• Perform activities for the retrieval of archived data from a system management
perspective.
• It is not advisable to archive data during peak system usage hours as it may
degrade database performance.
Master Data Management
The master data is defined in the Web Application. DM needs to maintain these
master files defined in the web application's database.
System Changes: NOC can have the following kinds ofsystem changes:
• Changes in program code (JSPs, JavaBeans etc.)
• HTML Changes (Changes to informational pages)
• Database changes (Changes in database structures for new functionality
requirements)
To update these changes on the production environment, DM needed to setup system
change management policies. After the business process for changes is complete and
these changes need to be implemented below are the steps that are required to be
performed by ITD.
• Make changes in the program code (wherever applicable)
• Make changes in the HTML pages (wherever applicable)
• Make changes in structure and/or content of database (wherever applicable)
• Deploy and test the changes in the Development Environment
• Deploy and test the changes in Production Environment
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7CS2 B 8.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TRANSITION PLAN PROCESS

IMPROVEMENT

This section provides a listing of recommendations to improve the processes and
enhance the web application for the purposes of reaping benefits for both the DM and
its customers, based on the progress in the implementation and use of the NOC web
application over the previous three months the NOC service has functioned.
Successes that have been achieved to date can be measured in the following
terms:
» Number of applications received to date on the web application.
• Number of final NOCs issued on the web application.
• Average number of departments/sections involved in issuing an NOC.
• Customer willingness and eagerness to transact with Dubai Municipality using the
Internet.
• The reduction the number of customer visits to Dubai Municipality to complete
their transactions.
• The reduction in the number of customer queries regarding their applications.
However, the work does not stop here. The above measures will need to be
constantly monitored to ensure continuous success and the system will need to be
revisited to allow for developing customer and internal user requirements. As the
system is used more widely customers and internal users alike will become more
sophisticated in their demands, both of the system and more importantly, of the
process.
Refer to Appendix CS-2-J Transition Plan final - recommendations
Transition Recommendations are Process, Functional, Integration, or Look and
Feel Recommendations. Each of the recommendation listed below was explained in
details, focusing on, Description, benefits, Implementation approach, Efforts
required (average man-day), Priority, and Customer/Internal related
7CS2
•
•
•
•
7CS2
•
•
•
•

B 8.1 Process Recommendations
Introduce a manual document collection process
Separate the Informational NOC application process
Provide a facility for customer to save a request as draft before submitting
Establish help desk for Customers and Internal Staff
B 8.2 Functional Recommendations
Modify the Design NOC application
Data entry validation in the Traffic Diversion NOC application
Provide the customer with a Search facility
Modify the application forms with additional internal requirements
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• Modify the internal views of NOC application lists
• Provide a facility for the NCC Monitor to cancel an approved NOC
Uniformity of "appearance and functioning" Recommendations
7CS2 B 8.3
• Insert additional help text/guidance for the customer
• Insert additional help text/guidance for the NOC processors
• Clarify to the customer the application process and where he is in it

7CS3: Case study Three: The UAE Federal Government EStrategy,

Foundation Project,

And Transition Plan -

December 2003

7CS3 - 0.

Introduction:

The Client: The UAE federal government, represented by Ministry
7CS3 - 0.1
of finance and Industry (MOFI) as client representative
The Project: The UAE federal government e-government strategy,
7CS3 - 0.2
foundation project, and transition plan.
The Federal Government of UAE issued a cabinet resolution (631/1:2001) for the
implementation of Electronic Government (e-Government). The Ministry of Finance
and Industry (MOFI) was given the responsibility to ensure that this project is
effectively implemented. Thereafter the UAE Federal Government will be
referred to as "The Client"
"The Client" e-Government Strategy and Foundation Project involved five key work
streams. These work streams are: - (see Figure CS3-1):
Figure CS3-1

E Government Vision and Strategy Development

"

High Level Process Definition
srnmi Infrastructure Analysis
E Government

4
Program Management and Quality Assurance
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L The development of an e-Government vision and strategy for

2,

3»

4»
5-

"The Client":
o Understand E-Government strategy and position
o Develop E-Government vision and strategy
The definition of high level target processes:
o Review and analyze customer requirements
o Conduct E-government readiness assessment
The assessment of existing IT infrastructure:
o Assess IT existing infrastructure
o Identify technology gaps to be addressed
E-Govemment foundations initiative development:
o Develop technical standards and guidelines
The development of a transition plan for the implementation of the eGovernment strategy:
o Develop transition plan
o Develop business cases

* These five key work streams are developed thoroughly in the forthcoming
sections 1,2,3,4, and 5 respectively
7CS3 - 0.3
Business Challenges for UAE Government
the following factors were the main motivating pressures for change: Socioeconomical; geo-political; changing government-citizen relationships and
expectations; pressure to do more with less; globalization; liberalization; convergence
of technology; heightened service expectations; privatization; and corporatization.
Stakeholders were looking to their government for leadership where virtual business
model of government is the future.
7CS3 - 0.4
The major drivers for change for "The Client" include:
* Efficient use of the Federal Government budget: To optimise the utilisation of
resources. Whilst the introduction of performance based budgeting is the main
initiative in this area e-Government provides a useful tool for the transformation
that can secure the efficiencies required.
*• Maintaining regional competitiveness: it is vital that the UAE maintain its
leading edge status in the provision of e-Government programs and services, as it
impacts directly on UAE's national competitiveness and therefore the country's
future national prosperity
* Localisation; The need to improve the skill levels of government employees: To
providing opportunities for employment and development within "The Client"
and in the private sector. E-Government can provide the opportunity to outsource
government activity and transfer employment to the private sector
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^ Transformation of the way government operates to increase
efficiency and reduce cost: E-Government is not just about technology but about
harnessing technology as just one of the tools to transform the way governments
operate. Governments are learning that transformation comes not from moving
services online, but from redesigning the organization and processes to put
customers at centre, integrating across ministries to simplify interaction, reduce
costs and improve services. Transformation is only possible with the right
governance structure, together with the political will to drive change across
the whole government
* Coordination and cooperation in the development of policies across federal
entities
& The need to create and share data between federal entities.
* Providing options to outsource services to allow more focus on core policy
making activities: Through outsourcing they can save money, extend their
capabilities and improve the services they provide to their customers, gain access
to additional business knowledge, innovation, flexibility and speed of
implementation for externally delivered services. Tactical, low-value internal
business functions or processes such as IT support, operation and administration
typically do not need to be core competencies, and are also strong candidates for
outsourcing.
To address the above challenges "The Client" launched a series of initiatives. One of
these was the e-Government programme. The e-Govemment steering committee
defined a vision to drive the initiative to meet the desired benefits.

7CS3 - 1. E-Government vision and strategy:
Definition and value of E-government
7CS3 - 1.1
E-Government is an evolving operational model used to promote more efficient and
effective government; facilitate more accessible government services; allow greater
public access to information; and make government more transparent and
accountable, through the use of new electronic channels (especially the internet,
mobile technology, call centers and digital television) to deliver services
By applying the above definition to "The Client"; E-Government provides many
opportunities to enable the realization of better policy identification and development
through closer cooperation between different Ministries and other governmental
entities.
The value of e-govemment includes:
^Better integrated services - cooperation between Ministries and Departments to
provide more convenient and reliable services, with lower costs, higher quality
and value;
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t effectiveness and efficiency - cheaper, better information and
services for customers;
^Improved reputation - building an image of UAE as a modern nation, and an
attractive location for people and business;
"Y* Greater participation by people in government - making it easier for those who
wish to contribute and share knowledge; and
"Y"Leadership - supporting the knowledge-based society through public sector
innovation to enable "The Client" to become a world-class government.
Figure CS3-1 describes how this section (the green colour) fits within the overall
framework of the E-Government Foundation Project.

Project Planning and initiation

Figure CS3-1

High Level Process Definition
E Government Infrastructure Analysis

F. Government Foundation Develonment

Program Management and Quality A;

7CS3 - 1.2
Strategy objectives
This is the first step towards a coherent e-government strategy, across all ministries
and agencies. The overall objective of the strategy is to document strategic
considerations in respect of the following:
^ The UAE Federal e-Government vision and strategic objectives;
# e-Government opportunities and their key success factors; and
# Foundational Initiatives and high level implementation guidelines.
# Deciding on the content for the immediate transition planning process and
any future e-Government implementation planning
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The purpose of this document is to assist UAE federal executives,
responsible for implementing the e-government vision to assess whether an idea or
proposal presented, is in line with the UAE Federal e-Govemment Strategy.
7CS3 — 1.3.
Relation with other outputs
The section is related to a number of other reports, which can be read in conjunction
with it. The reports are:
The IT Infrastructure Assessment Report (ITIA) summarizes the key findings of
the IT Infrastructure Assessment review conducted with the various
ministries/authorities. The existing situations in respect of a number of areas covered
include: computer hardware and equipment; architecture supporting software
applications; software development tools; network Infrastructure components;
operations and management tools; IT organizations (structure and skill profiles);
operational facilities and capabilities; interfaces and integration between different
software development and project management standards.
The Generic Present Status Assessment Report (GPSA) summarizes the key
findings of the E-Government readiness assessment review. The review assesses at a
high-level the readiness of the ministries and authorities to reach and sustain the eGovernment vision, identifies the key challenges and critical success factors for
implementing that vision, and identifies strength, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats that will impact implementation. These elements contribute to the strategy
development.
The Internet/Intranet Standards and Policies Report (ISPR) identifies and
develops the required technical and operating standards and policies which will be
essential to operate and support the implementation of e-Government. It also
identifies other internal policies and standards that will need to be developed/defined
by "The Client" to support the e-Government initiative. The report addresses:
standard web enabling development tools; technical standards; security requirements
and standards; e-Commerce standards; user interface standards; policies and
mechanisms required to operate the IT environment; standards for interaction between
the ministries and other institutions; and standards for electronic communications with
clients and others.
The Detailed Present Status Assessment Report (DPSA) summarizes the key
findings of the e-Government detailed readiness review conducted based on IBM's eBusiness Maturity Model (emm@). The report gives a more detailed e-readiness
assessment for the key ministries involved in the delivery of selected e-Government
initial priority opportunities; establishes a detailed readiness measure across a number
of dimensions such as strategy, people, organization and processes; identifies best
practice to achieve the target e-Government maturity level; and identifies key
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challenges facing the ministries assessed in the implementation of the
initial priority opportunities.
The Services Assessment and Prioritization Transformation Report (SAPT)
details the results of the analysis of the various services provided by "The Client". It
is a reference document for the services and their transformation priority. The report
the framework and criteria for the
provides: lists of the opportunities identified;
prioritization; the mapping of opportunities against that prioritization framework; and
the resultant recommended initial priority projects.
These five reports together with the E-government strategy report (ESP) provide
the input to the final report, the Transition Plan.
The Transition Plan develops a detailed plan and timeline for the transition to eGovernment, defining roles and responsibilities, quality controls and deliverables. It
provides a blue print for all future phases of the e-Government initiative covering
both technology and business issues. The Transition Plan also; develops a business
case for the initial priority projects; develops an awareness and communication plan;
identifies training needs and recommends appropriate training plans for IT staff to
support the e-Government initiative; identifies high level skills required and potential
impact on IT organization structures within different ministries covered by this
project; highlights the need to establish metadata and for a data conversion strategy;
develops criteria for accepting various deliverables during the implementation phases;
and allocates the selected priority projects into various phases of e-Government
implementation and assigns time frames.
Vision and strategic objectives:
• 7CS3 - 1.4
"The Client" e-Government Steering Committee determined the vision on 10th May
2003 as: "Enabling integrated policy formulation facilitating a knowledge-based
world class government"
1. A world-class government provides its communities with the best access to
knowledge and services in the most efficient, effective and economic way.
That access is facilitated by e-Government technologies and channels.
2. Creating a knowledge-based society is seen as the foundation for egovernment.
• Networks and IT are to become part of the daily work and lives of the
people
• The creation and strategic use of knowledge - how well it is managed,
shared, transmitted and stored - is growing in importance
• Government must lever enterprise-wide IT initiatives to manage records,
information and knowledge resources in ways that were never before
possible.
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• Knowledge must be viewed as a resource to be nurtured and
shared in support of broad corporate goals.
• While knowledge creation, transfer and sharing are principally
behavioural, IT can be key enablers in this process.
crossthrough
formulation
policy
enabling Integrated
3. By
Ministry/department cooperation initiatives, there is a commitment to
identifying specific areas with a potential for joint initiatives with other
Ministry/Department; developing a number of trials of crossMinistry/Department initiatives; consulting with other Ministry/Department
when new services are to be launched; and facilitating research and
information sharing on the technological approaches appropriate to
implementing
The vision is linked to a set of strategic objectives: The strategic objectives are the
key result areas that directly support the vision statement. These practical areas should
be used to provide a focus and to assist leadership in assessing if the new eGovemment proposals are worth pursuing.
Integrated policy formulation
a Facilitate collaboration between Federal Government entities; and
a Establish focus on policy identification and formulation.
Knowledge based
a Create, share and distribute data between federal entities;
a Assist factual based federal decisions support; and
a Share and allow external access to federal government information.
World-class government
a Focus on appropriate and relevant best practice examples worldwide; and
a Reduce cost, maximize internal operational efficiency and effectiveness, focus
on core government activities, eliminate duplicated and non-value adding
activities, and outsource non core activities and services.
Strategic objectives are used to define the changing function and status of "The
Client" as e-government is implemented. "Appendix CS-3-A strategic objectives"
sets guidelines for the achievement of each strategic objective and defines how
activities will be performed, behaviors and structures will be set on how IT will be
used in the future of UAE Federal Government.
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Three different roles in the operating environment are used (Table
CS3-1) to illustrate the differences (before and after):
1. A person working in a ministry who is not involved in the delivery of a
service, (from ministry perspective)
2. A person responsible for the delivery of a service, (service provider)
3. A person who receives the service, (service recipient perspective)
From

a Ministry perspective

B e fo re

A fte r

Too much upward delegation

Focus on policy development

Lack offocus on priority policy
development

Co-ordinated developmentof
policiesacrossgovernment

Learning too late aboutwhat
otherMinistries are doing

Able to remotely access and deal
with communications etc.

Not able to m onitor performance

Able to m on i tor perform ance Informed ofperformance

Unfocussed &
From

Confused

Transparent &

Effective

a service provider's perspective.

B e fo re

A fte r

Manual and cumbersome
processes

Automated streamlined
processes

Need to manage high numberof
visitors

Reduced and improved contact
with customers

High numberofcomplaints

Able to facilitate delivery 24 x 7

Notable to monitorefficiency and
effectiveness

Able to manage progress Informed of progress

Cumbersome & Difficult

Empowered & Efficient

From a service recipient's perspective.
B e fo re

A fte r

No knowledge of process - trial
and error

Known process with information
readily available

Many visits to governmentoffices
Able only to deal with service

Presence only required for
physical verification

during working hours

Able to dealwith service
24x7

Notabletomonitorprogress

Frustrating & Wasteful

Able to monitor progress In fo rm e d of p ro g re s s

Transparent* Efficient

Table CS3-1: the different roles of operating environment
Strategy in Relation to Other Transformation Initiatives?
7CS3 -1.5
In addition to the e-Government initiative "The Client" has initiated a further four
projects in its drive to transform. These are:
7CS3 - 1.5.1 Diagnosing the Efficiency and Effectiveness of the Federal
Government (by McKinsey)
The McKinsey study has looked at the efficiency and effectiveness of the federal
government. The study was undertaken in two phases:
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1. Diagnostic - Over 100 interviews conducted with ministers,
undersecretaries and other government officials.
2. Benchmarking - Over 15 countries researched with 4 benchmarking trips
(Singapore, New Zealand, UK, and Australia) involving over 35
interviews with senior government officials
The study identified that:
a "The Client" has two to five times the level of administrative and support
staff compared with benchmark federal governments.
a Unlike other benchmark countries "The Client" is involved in the detailed
delivery of services. Other federal governments have a definite focus on the
development of policy and ensuring that implementation is effective.
a A relatively small proportion of UAE Federal Government resources are spent
on new infrastructure investments.
The study recommended that "The Client":
a Restructure operational activities from ministries so that they can focus on
their main role of policy-making
a Create performance discipline by having clear strategies and output based
targets.
7CS3 - 1.5.2 Quality Project - Total Quality Management (TQM) by (UNDP)
TQM is about achieving measurable improvements in processes and procedures and
gaining external verification by attaining ISO 9000:2000 quality certification across
government institutions. The United Nation Development Program (UNDP) has
proposed a framework for re-engineering the UAE Government in this respect. TQM
concentrates on customer satisfaction, teamwork and employee participation and on
open or flexible organizational structures and promotes higher productivity across all
operations. To maximize the benefits from TQM the project recommended that "The
Client":
a Streamline the government by removing duplication.
a Improve the competency of human resources.
a Use information technology to integrate the government.
a Implement an organization performance measurement system.
7CS3 - 1.5.3 Performance Based Budgeting (PBB) (assisted by UNDP)
PBB contributes to the efficiency and effectiveness of "The Client" by identifying:
a Core Programs and sub-programs which are obviously overstaffed.
a Programs and sub-programs which are not delivering their expected "outputs".
a Activities which fall outside the mandate of the institution.
The project proposed that "The Client" could maximize the benefits of PB by:
a Developing strategic plans within a medium-term economic framework.
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a Transferring out non-core Federal Government activities.
7CS3 - 1.5.4 Executive Training at Harvard University by (MOFI)
To enhance leadership skills and the theoretical framework of public policy planning
in the UAE, MOFI embarked upon the Executive program at the Kennedy School of
Government, Harvard University.
7CS3 - 1.6 Relationship between e-Government Strategy and other initiatives:
E-Government as a transformation vehicle
"The Client" commissioned all five initiatives with one common aim in mind - to
transform the way that the Federal Government functions. This required a focus on
the core activities of policy and regulation with a separation of service delivery
activities.
Table CS3-2 shows how the e-Government Strategy Project contributes to the overall
objectives. The bottom line is that e-Government provides a very important
transformation vehicle.
Overall Objectives

E-Government Project Contribution

Q Efficiency
d Doing things quickly
with least cost.
Q Effectiveness
Q Focussing on doing the
right things in the best way.
Q Core Functions
Q Focussing on the functions that
must be carried out.
a World-class
Q Adopting world best practice.
G National Citizens
O Improving citizens economic
welfare.

Q Efficiency
Q Reengineering of processes - eliminating duplication.
Q Automation of processes.
Q Effectiveness
d New channels for delivery.
Q Rationalisation of services and delivery.
Q Core Functions
Q Review of international core vsnon core activities.
Q Recommendation of core activities
Q World-class
Q Recommendation of world best practice.
Q National Citizens
Q Potential increased participation in the private sector
through outsourcing.

Table CS3-2: contribution of e-government project to other objectives
7CS3 - 1.7 Defining the Priorities for E-Government Implementation
7CS3 - 1.7.0 The Approach:

P rio r ity
O pportunitl

The consultancy team with the support of the Federal Government project team
followed a structured approach (Figure CS3-2) in assessing and prioritizing the
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federal services for the purpose of e-enabling those services. This
approach is represented in the following diagram
1.7.1 The criteria:
The Priority Projects Prioritization Criteria for selecting Initial Priority Projects,
agreed by the e-Government Steering Committee on 10th May 2003 (figure CS3-3),
consists of a set of quantitative measures defined by the project Steering Committee.
The following five elements and their respective assessment criteria (Table CS3-3),
determined how the e-Government opportunities can add value to Government and its
P rio ritisa tio n
C riteria
ran sfo rm atio n al

Fipnre CS3-3

In teg rates

Common
Fun ctio n s

Coverage
Doable

Cross
M in is tries

Spec ific
M in is try

M eas u rab le

stakeholders
1. Transformational
2. Integrates (Cross government cooperation)
3. Coverage (high volume and cut across wide range of users (G/B/E/C))
4. Measurable.
5. Do-able (simple to implement (time to implementation, preferable within 1 year),
low cost, readiness (capability), worth the effort (benefits)

TRANSFORMATIONAL

INTEGRATE

COVERAGE

"Y"Have a high cross "Y* Involve more than
one department
ministry/authority
a
within
impact.
ministry/authority
"Y*Have a high cross
governments
(federal and local) "Y* Involve more than
one
impact.
ministry/authority
*v*Have a high
within the federal
change
government.
management
the
> Serve
impact.
government as a
an
Y Have
customer i.e. G2G
outsourcing

MEASURABLE

DOABLE

concei
large "Y~Have potential "Y"Have
"Y*Have
ministry/author!
of
number
implementatio
'e-ready'.
or
requests
n results (e.g.
sin
transactions.
costs saving, "Y*Have
processing
process and car
large
~Y"A
customer
time reduction)
easily
base.
implemented.
the
for
"Y" Serve more
ministry/author ^Have
one
than
ity.
implementation
customer
"V"Have tangible
benefits real;
type.
customer
within the
"Y* Serve more
benefits.
year
one "Y"Have potential
than
implementation
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potential.

^Have a contained
financial
customer base.
revenue.
Table CS3-3: The criteria of the elements of e-government opportunities
opportunities.

location.

7CS3-1.7.2 Core / Non Core Analysis:
In order not to automate for the sake of automation, the current federal services were
reviewed to identify which are core and which are not, and to focus on the identified
core activities. Best practice presents core government activities as those that focus on
policy and regulation and have these attributes:
a Are intrinsic to government: Deal with resource allocation, concern national
security, concern foreign policy, or are subject to legislative constraints.
a Market forces can not be applied / Supply market not available: certain
functions may need to be kept within government where a monopoly can not
be subjected to market forces. Nevertheless these activities can still be placed
with external agencies,
a Performance levels can not be specified: Where it is not possible to measure
the performance level of an activity it should be kept within government. As
for the previous point these activities can still be placed with external agencies
under government supervision.
A "Non core" activity does not mean that the activity is not required. It can be an
essential activity, but, best practice places it with other levels of government, external
agencies or the private sector.
Figure CS3-4 shows the results of the core versus non-core analysis based on
international best practice when applying this to "The Client" services.
In terms of transformation opportunity it is interesting to note that only 44% of the
current federal government activities are considered core. 37% of activities are either
common across all ministries or shared between more than one presenting a major
opportunity for rationalization of operation and delivery. The 7% "slice" represents
the activities on which e-government can have little or no impact.
Ministries

body

delivery

All

Setting
standards

Service Delivery

As little as
poss ible

For large
scale
inspection
processes

Where not
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private sector
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7CS3 - 1.7.3 Prioritization of Opportunities:
Following the core and non-core analysis, the identified opportunities were grouped
into three classifications (Table CS3-4):
1. Common Foundation, which covers the automation of the internal process
within the federal government that form a base for the implementation of the
rest of the e-Government services. The implementation of these foundation
projects guarantees the required level of transformational impact.
2. Cross-ministry, which covers the opportunities that involve and link more
than one ministry to provide a seamless and end-to-end service to the
customer.
3. Single ministry, which covers opportunities offered by a single ministry and
____target a specific customer._______
1.7.3.1
common
1.7.3.2
1.7.3.3
Single ministry priority projects
Crossfoundation
Priority
projects
ministry
priority
projects_______
"Y*e-Company
- "v'e-Cases - Managing Legal Cases "Y" Financial
Management System
business
MoJIAA-JS
V"Human
Resource
registration
— "Y*e-Citizen - Services to Citizens - Mol
Management System
MoAF,
MoH, Y e-Diplomat -Diplomats Services - UAE
-Y^UAE
Federal
MoHESR, Mol.
MoFA
Information Service ^E-Expat
Ye-Pharma - Registration of Medicines and
related to the
(including
Drug Control - MoH
publications, service
employment and "Y" Foreign Company Registration - MoEC
residence
directories,
of Y Industrial Licensing - Part of eSenai
information,
news,
expatriates
enhancement - MoFI
Mol, MoLSA
laws and legislation,
^Issuance of Criminal Record Certificates •^National ID etc.)
Mol
MoH, Mol
^"Correspondence and
V"Marine Services - Registration of boats and
^E-Student
ships - MoC
documents
students
and "v* Permits of Passage - MoFA
management system
schools
V~Ports Control Services - Security and control
V" E-Procurement
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-Mol
^E-Project - Federal
registration
"^Telecom Licensing - Wireless frequencies,
Government Project
MoEY,
communication devices, etc. - MoC_____
Management.
MoHESR
Table CS3-4: The three classifications of the identified opportunities
Prerequisites: There are a number of projects (Table CS3-5) that must be undertaken
for the priority projects to be implemented effectively, these projected were classified
"Mandatory":
Table CS3-5: Mandatory Elements
1 . Achieving outcomes
4. Supplier management
7. Prioritization
10. Midcourse corrections
1 . Backbone
1. Project establishment
4. Reporting
1 . Communications
4. Job descriptions

Program Management*
2. Managing expectations
5. Portfolio management
8. Strategy interpretation
Technology *
2. Common support systems
Processes *
2. Project definitions
5. Measures
People *
2. Recruitment

3. Stakeholder management
6. Decision making
9. Resource allocation

3. Roles for projects

3. Resource management

Priority Projects Details are in Appendix CS-3-E Priority Project Templates.
Mandatory Projects Details are in Appendix CS-3-F Mandatory Project
Templates.
7CS3 -1.8 E-Government Benefits for "The Client"
The benefits of e-Government for "The Client" (Table CS3-6) can be viewed from
an internal point of view, relating to internal functions of the Federal government
entities or externally from the different customers dealing with the federal entities. In
any case the main benefit of e-government is the fact that it is an opportunity to
transform the way government operates.
Table CS3-6: E-Government Benefits
Internal benefits
External benefits
"^Improves levels of service to customers
^Improves organizational performance
"^•Streamlines internal processes
"Y* Delivers outstanding value to the
customers by focusing on critical
V" Improves processes effectiveness
transactional services
V" Equips management with a clear view of
to
transparency
improved
"Y* Gives
operational impact
government services_____________
V" On-line integration between different
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•Y~Raises government's image and profile
departments and ministries
through e-Government services
"v* Introduces a standard and consistent on
^Provides faster service delivery cycles
line content management framework
•Y" Gives more channels to access services
V"Provides new service delivery channels
"Y* Reduces bureaucracy
•V Reduces levels of paper work
"V" Reduces the administrative operational "Y~ Gives quick access to information anytime,
anywhere
overhead
•^Facilitates knowledge and information
"V* Improves staff skill levels
sharing
"v" Increases revenues through additional
Y Generates opportunities for new ways of
fees
delivering services including outsourcing
Y Provides possible new revenue streams
opportunities
from advertising
"Y" Introduces possible new revenue Y Sustains international competitiveness
streams from selling of data and Y" Increases career opportunities for national
citizens.
information.
7CS3 -1.9 Measurement of Success
Quantitative and qualitative range of factors are required to determine the success of
the e-govemment strategy. These measures of success need to be determined in
advance of the execution of each part of the e-Government implementation:
7CS3 —1.9.1 Quantitative Measures of Success
a Performance. These before and after output measurements, (to deliver a
service or meet an existing need), are probably the most important
measurements of success and are directly related to the justification for the
individual projects.
a Time. One of the measures of success will be related to a projects timely
completion.
a Cost. Measurements of success can be made by comparing planned and actual
costs.
7CS3 -1.9.2 Qualitative Measures of Success
a Leadership support and advocacy for e-government: the E-government
"champions" personal stake and actively involvement when needed, is
decisive to the outcome of the e-government strategy and, later, its projects
implementation.
a Clear goals and specific performance targets: clearly defined goals, that can
be measured against specific performance targets with tangible benefits, and a
means, to determine project success or failure.
a Willingness to change the way ministries work together, share, manage
information and services.
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a Knowledge
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

sharing

and

cross

ministries/departments

cooperation.
Ability to create a supportive culture with respect to skills, governance and
finance
Progressive growth, at a speed consistent with customer expectation, adoption
rate and acceptability,
Developing acceptable privacy and security safeguards, including
authentication.
Putting a facilitative, enabling legal environment in place.
Availability of an adequate knowledge infrastructure and resources.
Some early successes.
Effective communication: to produce a desired sense of direction and then to
foster the energetic and creative pursuit of that direction by change
participants. Communication should be honest, relevant, and well sustained.

7CS3-2. Definition of high level target processes: The Process
Stream: Figure CS3-1 describes how this section (the green colour) fits within the
overall framework of the E-Government Foundation Project.
Figure CS3-1

Planning and initiation

E Government Vision and Strategy Development

E Government Infrastructure Analysis

E Government Foundation Development

Program Management and Quality Assurani

7CS3 - 2.1.
Generic Present Status Assessment (GPSA)
E-Readiness Assessment Results Summary
The purpose of the e-readiness assessment phase was to evaluate "The Client" in
terms of its ability to implement an e-Government environment at the
ministry/authority level. As a result of the numerous interviews and data collection
performed by the process consultants for this phase, the e-readiness analysis was
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performed based on four assessment elements: Strategy, People and
Organization, Systems and Support processes, and Services. A ranking was obtained
for each element and an overall rank calculated. Additionally, the e-readiness of the
strategy elements is measured against the aspired e-Government vision, as drafted by
the Project Steering Committee.
Table CS3-7 represents the overall ranking of the ministries/authorities where they
are grouped into two ranks: Moderate and Low.
Table CS3-7: ministries/authorities e-readiness assessment ranking
Authorities
|
| Rank
Ministries
None
J
None
High
Organization
and <, & Emirate
•#• Ministry
of Agriculture
Transport
Transportation/Emirates
Fisheries
/~*^^**^^^^s
Institute of Training and Judicial Studies
Ministry of Economy
Commerce
General Information authority
^ Ministry of Electricity and Water
^^^^^^^yx^-^^^^^^^^^v^^^^^^/x' ' '
Federal Customs Authority
^ Ministry of Finance and Indust
/x/x/^/x/^v'X'X/X'^/xxx^v/^v'X^^^v^^^v'v^^/N/x/X'X^
Federal Environmental Agencj
^ Ministry of Health
^^xyxx^^x^^^^x/x/x^^Xx^^x^^x/^^^x
* Ministry of Higher Education and ^ Emirates Authority for Standardization a
Metrology
Scientific Research
^ Ministry of Information and * Real Estate Bank
Culture
s^~^^s*^./*^\
Municipalities General Office
& Ministry of Labour and Social
Moderate Affairs
Emirate Organization for Properties
Ministry of Planning
Institute of Administrative Development
* Ministry of Public Works and
Housing
^ Ministry of State for Cabinet
-Civil Services
Affairs
^^^v^y^^.^^x^^^^^^y^^N^^v'x^ - ----.,„.,.,„
•^ Ministry of State for Cabinet
Affairs -Minister's Office
VX^^X/X/X/vX^^X/X/Xx^v^

^XxX/X^^vX/X/X/X-^^^^x^Xx^^_x".^"XxX^^^^xX/X^

^^X^^^X/v^^'X^

,^^^^X'X^^"vX^^X^^-'X''X^^X/\x^^/v^^^X^^^VX^v^'X^

^X^^X^x^xxx/v^^X^^x^\^^\y^^^x^^,^\xX/X^X^^X^

^XxXy\/V'Xx^X/XxX/X/X-'X/X'X^yXx'X--\/

^X-^^X^^V^X-X/^X^yX/'XxX/X^,

„_„„„,,,-

--__,,„„.,__.,,__

./\S\/\s^.

v'X/X^^x^^X^^X-^x^^xX^'X/XyX-^'-x^/^x^^^^^v^x/x^

^X^'X^^^v'X-'X/^/^^N^-N^'X^^X^^^^X/X'^

^X'^X/x^X^'X'

*/&/&/&/jr/&/jr/&/i&/jr/&/&/jM^

Emirates Management Services Corporation

Ministry of Communications

££»^^£'^'4e2WZ0KiK4V2ia'2iSK^^

tf£«3fi<30»C»^«K«*2B*9K£>K**ff^*!lfiK0^t2K*S*10%^^

of Defense

Ministry of Education and Youth
»««*^^»W^*^i^*!S»'S^«'*0''«53«i*««3fl««S4Ki«K«S»^

\ Ministry of Foreign Affairs

\ General Pension and Social Security Authority

\ Ministry of Interior

\ State Audit Institution

^»«'a^**a**«'«^s^««*«^*<»s*5f5^«%35i«*afc*»*^^

Low

\ Federal Electricity and Water
\ Authority

^S*4^020"^»3<^^^''*«"*Z''"a*«"*"*"^**B"*Z«t^^

I Ministry of Justice, Islamic Affairs and \ Stocks and Commodities Authority
^ Awqaf -Islamic Affairs and Awqaf |
s

Sector

^

i Ministry of Justice, Islamic Affairs and i
\ Awqaf -Islamic Justice Sector
pa*^^W93«2«2»K«K«K»K0K0KfcaBl*K^OTtt*V3^e30K^0

\ Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral \
a
Resources
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Ministries or authorities that score 'Moderate' on the e-readiness
assessment required some degree of planning and adaptation in order to support the
target e-Government vision. These ministries/authorities can be characterized as
follows:
o Have direction towards e-Government but lack the fulfillment to a unified
UAE federal government strategy and approach.
o Have performed studies to initiate own e-Government initiatives.
o Have implemented own e-Government initiatives,
o Have put in place an e-Government team or a subunit to support these
initiatives
o Have an update-to-date website providing mainly informational services to
own customers.
However, ministries or authorities that score 'Low' on the e-readiness assessment
require substantial planning and adaptation to support the target e-Government vision.
These needs are dealt with in Wave 0 of this Transition Plan.
These ministries/authorities with a "Low" e-readiness score can be characterized as
follows:
o Have a basic website offering limited information to customers
o Have plans to initiate e-Government projects.
o Have plans to revise organization structure to include e-Government
requirements.
As represented above, none of the ministries or authorities was able to score "High"
on the e-readiness assessment. The reasons for that are summarized below:
o There has been no a clear and well-articulated e-Government vision and
strategy for any of the ministries and authorities studied.
o Very few have analyzed the impact of the e-Government on existing
organization, people, processes and operations
o Very few have adapted their delivery capabilities and operations to support an
e-Government environment and requirements.
o Many have started on e-Government initiatives but without establishing the
long term requirements and vision of the ministry/authority itself and "The
Client" as a whole.
This emphasized the need to formulate a collaborative and unique e- Government
Strategy for the whole of "The Client" and to commence the required program of
projects to develop the ministries' and authorities' e-readiness consistent with that
strategy. Both considerations are addressed within this e-Government Strategy and
Foundation Project.
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7CS3 - 2.2

Detailed Present Status Assessment Report

(DPSA)
E-Readiness Detailed Analysis Results Summary
This report summarizes the key findings of the e-Government detailed readiness
review conducted based on IBM's e-Business Maturity Model (emm@) by the
process consultants. This assessment was performed on those key ministries dealing
with the Initial Priority Projects selected by the e- Government Steering Committee.
The purpose of this detailed assessment was to:
o Conduct a more detailed e-readiness assessment for the key ministries involved in
the delivery of selected e-Government Priority Projects to be implemented in the
first phase of the e-Government implementation.
o Establish a detailed readiness measure across a number of dimensions such as
strategy, people, organization and processes.
o Identify best practice criteria to be adopted to be able to achieve the target eGovernment maturity level. Identify key challenges facing those key ministries
assessed to be able to adopt the implementation of the selected pilot eGovernment opportunities.
This assessment had been performed using the industry recognized e-Business
Maturity Module assessment tool (emm@) and the data collected by the process
consultants during the earlier phases of this project. The analysis was conducted
against the defined emm@ domains:
• e-Business Strategy;
• Organization and competencies;
• Value Network processes;
• Performance Management;
• Delivery and Operations; and
• Legal.
Multiple dimensions were covered within each domain.
The tool generated the maturity level of each ministry with respect to "The Client"
aspired e-Business/e-Government maturity targets derived from the e-Government
vision based on the following stages:
1. Online Presence;
2. Online Business;
3. Integrated Online Business;
4. Advanced Online Business; and
5. Full e-Business/e-Government.
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The target maturity, pertinent for "The Client", is a level (4) maturity:
"Advanced Online Business", which will enable "The Client" to implement complex,
cross-ministry, integrated services across different customers and suppliers.
As represented in Fig(CS3-5), all the ministries scored around maturity level (1):
Online Presence and level (2): Online Business. This again emphasizes the need to
formulate a collaborative and unique e-Government Strategy, for the whole of "The
Client", and to commence the required program of projects to raise the ministries' ereadiness, consistent with that strategy. Both considerations are addressed within the
e-Government Strategy and Foundation Project.
The federal government had already addressed within the project the most critical
requirement, which is achieving a unified e-Government Vision and Strategy across
all its entities.

^vwl 3 lm» grated Online BU«*«M«

Figure CS3-5: selected ministries evaluation as per DPSA
Ministry/Authority
Ministry of
C ommunications
Ministry of Education
and Youth
Ministry of Finance
and Industry
Ministry of Foreign
Affairs

People
and
Organizat
ion

Overall

Systems
and
Support

Strategy

Services

Low

Moderate

1 Moderate

Low

1 Moderate

Low

Moderate

Low

a
.•-I

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

1 Moderate

Low

1 Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Ministry of Interior
Ministry of Labour
and Social Affairs

1 Moderate
1
\ Moderate

Low

Moderate

Low

Moderate

Moderate

High

Ministry of State for
Cabinet Affairs

• Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Ministry of Health

,Jj

Low

Moderate

Table CS3-8: selected ministries evaluation for each element as per DPSA
7CS3 - 2.3
Service Analysis and Transition Priority Report (SATP)
Approach: Investing in the right federal services is a key critical success factor for
the implementation of the future e-Govemment vision. The move towards ePage263of350
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Government should deliver key and tangible benefits to the Federal
Government and its customers and employees. A structured approach was followed in
assessing and prioritizing for the purpose of e-enabling those services, which required
the following actions:
o Agreed the prioritization criteria for the services to be included in the eGovernment project with Steering Committee.
o Collected detailed services data from each ministry/authority.
o Analyzed the data and verified it to be correct, with each
ministry/authority.
o Grouped similar services and removed duplicates as appropriate.
o Analyzed the services based on a Core / Non core analysis.
o Applied Best Practice experience and defined potential e-Government
Priority Projects and classified them into: "Common Foundation, Cross
Ministry and Ministry specific".
o Proposed the services to be covered in e-Government Strategy.
o Applied the prioritization criteria to the remaining services.
o Presented findings to the Steering Committee,
o Distributed and discuss the services lists with each ministry's
undersecretaries.
o Agreed the Initial Priority Projects.
(Note that these actions were being possible due to the fact that most
ministries/authorities are ISO certified and being periodically inspected by the client
representative (MOFI).
Criteria: An assessment and prioritization framework was required to derive how the
e- Government Priority Projects can add value to "The Client" and its customers
through:o Quantitative measures (refer to session 1.7.1 of this case study),
o Core / Non-Core Analysis (refer to session 1.7.2 of this case study)
o Priority Projects resultant priorities (refer to session 1.7.3 of this case study)

7CS3 - 3. E Government Infrastructure Analysis: The IT Stream:
Figure CS3-1 describes how this section (the green colour) fits within the overall
framework of the E-Government Foundation Project.
7CS3 - 3.1.
The IT Assessment
The following are the key items from the IT Assessment Report:
People Skills
o Some ministries/authorities have formal IT organizations in place.
o IT organizations in ministries/authorities tend to be small.
o Some ministries/authorities have no IT organization in place.
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o The ministries/authorities with proper IT organizations in place
have good IT skills.
o Some of the ministries/authorities have external IT consultants working with
them.
Project Planning and initiation~

~~^~-^^
^^* E Government Vision and Strategy Development

1

3

Figure CS3-1

L

^^^
^^

High Level Process Definition

^--^

E Government Foundation Development
Program Management and Quality Assurance
Only the large ministries/authorities in "The Client" have formal IT organizations.
Most of the IT organizations are small and there are no formal hierarchies or
structures in place. Some of the ministries/authorities do not have any IT organization
in place. In the ministries/authorities with formal IT organizations, valuable IT skills
are available and these IT organizations are performing extensive IT services for their
ministry/authority. 80% of the IT staff and skills of the Federal Government are based
in just 4 or 5 ministries/authorities.
The role of the IT organization needs to be strategically agreed for the future eGovernment environment. There is a need for the IT organizations of "The Client" to
be made aware of the challenges of an e- Government environment. The increased
dependence on the IT environment within an e-Government framework increases the
focus on IT skills and there is a need to review the organizational and people issues
associated with recruiting and retaining the IT skills that are essential to support the
future e-Government goals and ambitions.
IT Infrastructure
o Most ministries/authorities have servers available at their sites. More than
85% of the servers are located in server rooms in Abu Dhabi
o Most of the Federal Government Organizations have a limited use of storage
devices. About 80% of the Personal Computers are located in Abu Dhabi.
o Almost all the ministries/authorities have a local area network.
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o Most of the ministries/authorities are connected to a wide area
network.
Most of the ministries/authorities had invested in servers and personal computers.
Compaq and HP are dominant suppliers of hardware components in "The Client"
ministries/authorities. Most of the current hardware investments are in Abu Dhabi.
While many ministries/authorities had servers with relatively robust technical
specifications, there were some concerns about the scalability, upgradeability,
redundancy and serviceability of some of the servers.
There were minimal investments in centralized storage solutions within the ministries.
The capacity, speed and network connection of these devices could not have fully
catered for the large data storage requirements associated with big systems and future
e-Government applications.
All ministries/authorities have personal computers, with relatively high technical
specifications, there were some 486 and Pentium I processors. Windows is the
dominant operating system on personal computers but some older versions of the
operating system such as Windows 95 and 98 were still used. Laptops are used on a
very limited scale.
Almost all of the ministries/authorities have a LAN within their ministry/authority.
The speed and configuration of the LAN varies across various ministries/authorities,
but generally the LAN configuration is acceptable and a unified topology is being
used. To access the Ministry of Finance and Industries (MOFI) finance system most
of the ministries/authorities are connected to the wide area network (WAN). Some of
the ministries/authorities are also connected to the General Information Authority
(GIA) through a WAN.
Program and Software
o More than half of the ministries/authorities develop applications internally.
o Comprehensive web-based application development platforms are
required.
o Methodologies and standards need to be adopted.
o Almost none of the ministries/authorities have dedicated development
environments.
o Specific software applications are being used across various
ministries/authorities.
o Quite a few in-house developed applications are being used by
ministries/authorities.
o There is extensive usage of the MOFI finance application.
More than half of "The Client" ministries/authorities developed applications
internally. The development platform and data models used differed across the
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ministries/authorities. Development tools used were dominantly from
Microsoft and Oracle. While some ministries/authorities used some tools with
capabilities to support a web based environment, most tools used were based on the
client/server architecture and provide limited support for mobile computing.
Over half of the software applications being used were developed in house by the IT
departments. Some of the ministries/authorities were developing online services using
some of the latest web technologies, but generally the trend, tools and approaches
used for software development were based on client/server technologies and
architectures. Till now, there are no standards set in terms of OS, databases, tools or
middleware components that need to be used across the Federal Government (under
processing). The use of multiple tool sets and environments increased maintenance
costs in the long run and needs to be reviewed.
Most of the software applications developed internally are not fully documented. In
most of the ministries, there was no separation of development, staging and
production environments. As such, the development of applications was hosted on the
same infrastructure as a production application which could result in unnecessary
down time for production applications.
Standards and Policies
o Ministries/authorities are not dealing proactively with IT operations and
management.
o Management for applications, websites, licenses and service level
agreements is required.
o Most of the backup and disaster recovery is handled only by standard
operating systems tools.
o Proper IT project management methodology and procedures are required.
o Standards adopted for software development or for vendor selection are
required.
Some ministries/authorities were found to apply some project management functions
on their IT projects. However, the management of IT projects were not based on
standard methodologies, procedures or templates. While objectives and requirements
were documented in some ministries/authorities, project completion and closure
criteria were not always clearly defined.
Software development conventions were agreed by teams, but still varied between
projects and across ministries/authorities. This is mainly caused by the lack of an
agreed or unified development methodology and detailed standards. Vendor and
product selection depend on committee judgment or sometimes on individual efforts.
There is no established methodology or framework that facilitates the establishment
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of systems requirements and/or the process of selecting potential solutions
that fit the established requirements.
The operations and management of existing IT infrastructure is undertaken by the IT
departments within each Ministry or Agency. However, these operations do not
always follow specific procedures, policies and methods.
To execute these functions, most ministries/authorities use a combination of tools that
focus on managing the hardware components but do not provide the facilities to
manage the software applications or to manage the controlled release of different
versions of applications. Most of the other ministries/authorities use basic features
provided by the operating systems to accomplish the key operational tasks. Limited
structured practices exist for licenses management, configuration and change
management. However backup tools and software distribution tools are more widely
used.
Internet/Intranet Standards and Policies
7CS3 - 3.2.
The following are the key points from the Internet/Intranet Standards and Policies
Report:
IT Infrastructure and Software
1. Web architecture implementation requires a strategic decision in terms of
selection of the architecture i.e. between Microsoft or Java based technologies.
Standard web architectures should be in place for the development of the web-based
transactional applications. The two main web architectures; the Microsoft .NET and
Sun J2EE architectures should be assessed against the requirements of "The Client".
A comparison between these two technologies should consider the offering of each
technology across the different web architecture layers. In addition, such a
comparison should also consider criteria such as ease of use, scalability, performance
and others.
2. Choices need to be made for the various infrastructure components for the
Government Portal and web-based applications i.e. front end technology,
middleware technology, back-end technology, security, kiosks.
"The Client" should decide on the different components it will use in building its
web architecture. Main functions needed in each layer of the architecture should be
mapped against the different technology offerings in each layer. This includes
decisions about products to use on the client layer (browser), presentation layer (web
server), business logic layer (application servers), and data layer (RDBMS). In
addition, architecture components decisions should include the needed cross-layers
components such as operating systems and communications components
3. Based on the architecture and infrastructure decisions, a selection of the web
development tools and technologies has to be made.
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Web-based tools and technologies have to be chosen.
Developing a different generation of web-based applications requires "The Client" to
decide on the development tools to meet the features of these new applications.
Decisions concerning tools are related to the decisions made by "The Client" for the
web architecture technology and web architecture components. Tools chosen should
whenever possible, support open standards. "The Client" might need to decide on a
combination of tools including multi-purpose tools, enterprise level suites and
graphics tools.
4. A common user interface design strategy for the Government Portal and webbased applications has to be agreed.
User interface guidelines for government web-based applications must be developed.
"The Client" as a whole will need to present a consistent user interface to its user
community. Therefore, standards for the interface, navigation, advertising and others
should be in place to ensure the consistency of appearance and functionality.
5. Strategy and standards are required to implement integration both internal and
external to government.
A network infrastructure will be required to implement this integration.
"The Client", as part of its efforts to develop an e-Government environment, will
need to interact and integrate its activities between the different ministries/authorities
as well as externally with other government organizations. To achieve this, standards
should be in place for integration and interaction mechanisms. A governance process
organization to regulate this interaction and integration should also be in place.
6. Online payment infrastructure and mechanisms will need to be supported.
One of the main advantages of the e-Government initiative should be the streamlining
of the revenue collection process by providing customers with the opportunity to
make payments online from any location with Internet access. To achieve this, "The
Client" will need to look carefully into the electronic bill payment and presentation
model to adopt, the associated processes and the technology needed to facilitate it.
"The Client" however should consider the differences between doing business with
members of the public, and business partner organizations.
7. Security architecture and components selection will be undertaken, (e.g. KPI's,
firewalls, etc.).
In the new highly connected e-Government environment, it will be necessary for
"The Client" to take substantial steps to reinforce security of its networked
components, and the data and services provided by this network. A decision regarding
the security architecture to be adopted should be made. In addition, selection of the
networking components such as proxies, firewalls, routers, switches and others should
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be made. Security guidelines covering these components should also be
defined and adopted.
8. Structure of data and information exchange mechanisms will be agreed with
business partners and other government organizations.
For effective e-Government and e-Commerce "The Client" will have to link its
integrated back-end systems to handle information exchange with its business partners
and customers. An information exchange tool such as XML needs to be adopted and
decisions around XML schema standards are needed. In addition, associated
information exchange mechanisms such as XML/EDI need to be explored.
9. Channels and mechanisms used to provide services to customers and supporting
technologies needed will be identified.
As part of its e-Government initiative, "The Client" will offer services to their
customer community in different ways. "The Client" should choose the best channels
to meet customers' needs. Mechanisms should be adopted to ensure that customers
can easily locate and obtain services. This includes mechanisms such as a directory of
services, kiosks and mobile devices. Decisions should be made about the technologies
to be used to support the chosen channels and mechanisms. This includes
infrastructure, web architecture, e-commerce technologies in general as well as online
payment related technologies.
People and Skills
1. Not only IT departments will be required to provide new services with the
implementation of e-Government but also the corresponding functional units. New
skills will be required throughout "The Client".
New IT functions and services will be needed in the future e-Government
environment. Alternative functions need to be studied and decided on. Changes of the
responsibilities of some IT organizational entities and the introduction of new IT units
and entities within IT departments should be considered to undertake these revised
functions and provide the needed future services.
2. Practices for recruiting new skills and retaining existing ones will be developed.
IT departments will be supporting "The Client" in different ways in the new eGovernment environment. Updating the IT infrastructure, changing the tools used and
improving the IT operations needed, will require defining new jobs with new skills,
and acquiring specialist staff.
The importance of skilled resources in establishing and running the new eGovernment environment, will require "The Client" to look carefully into ways to
face challenges of obtaining and retaining IT skills in a high competitive market.
Policies and standards will need to be developed/updated for recruitment, pay
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structures, working conditions, training, motivation and others. Policies
and procedures should also consider the implications of continuous operations.
3. Decisions on areas to outsource and areas to keep in-house will be made.
Faced with a limited pool of qualified resources and taking into consideration the
overall objective of getting government to focus on its core activities there is an
opportunity for IT services to be outsourced or for specialist skills to be sourced
externally as required on a cost effective basis.
4. A centralized versus decentralized approach for e-Government in terms of people,
technology and processes will be considered.
"The Client" will also need to decide on the governance model to apply as related to
skills, organization structures, operations and technology investments. Advantages
and disadvantages of the centralized, decentralized and hybrid models should be
carefully considered during the decision making process.
Policies and Laws
1. Policies and standards covering secure and safe use of Internet and computer
resources will be implemented.
"The Client" will need to put in place policies and standards to ensure the proper use
of its resources. This includes the proper use of email, Internet and all of its systems.
2. Security standards and policies needed to ensure protection of resources and data
are required.
"The Client" should review its information and determine the level of security that
needs to be applied to it. Policies and procedures should promote security that ensures
that risks associated with unauthorized access or damage are limited.
3. Cyber laws should be in place supporting the e-Government vision.
"The Client" should carefully consider the legal requirements for transacting
business over the Internet to maintain the credibility of this medium and its proper
use. This includes legislation for domain servers' management, advertising and
marketing, privacy, communications to children and other aspects.
4. Standards and policies related to electronic commerce are required.
Mechanisms for listing, displaying and describing services and products offered by
"The Client" should be standardized and covered by policies. "The Client" will
need to select the technologies to use to offer and deliver services to its clients. It also
needs to decide on the mechanisms and technologies to be used to present and process
payments of fees for services in a convenient but secure manner.
5. Standards and policies to related electronic communications are also required.
As part of doing business with partners within the e-Government environment, "The
Client" will exchange data with businesses and other government organizations. The
structure of the exchanged data should be standardized. Policies should also be in
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place to ensure consistency in the exchange process. Technologies and
technical standards needed to secure all the above should be decided on as well. These
include among others; standards, policies and technologies for emailing, file sharing,
messaging and providing mobile access to customers.
6. Responsibility for setting, communicating and updating the policies and laws will
be identified.
As part of the governance arrangements for the e-Government initiatives a person or
body needs to be identified that has the responsibility for setting, communicating and
updating the associated policies and laws.
7. Responsibility will be given for monitoring the conformance to the policies and
laws.
Similarly as part of the governance arrangements a person or body needs to identified
that has the responsibility for monitoring the operation of e-Government and ensuring
conformance with the policies and laws.
8. Participation in legislation setting will be arranged - alignment of statute law with
the requirements of cyber laws and vice versa.
To develop, maintain, communicate and implement all the needed policies and
standards and ensure compliance, "The Client" should define clear powers and
responsibilities for the relevant parties through legislation.
9. Privacy protection will need to be included.
"The Client" will need to ensure that privacy rights are respected for the community,
particularly businesses, to fully participate in the government's e-government
initiatives.
A tabulation showing how specific references made in the contributing reports to
transition are included in this Transition Plan is given in Appendix CS-3-D
Transition plan cross reference.
7CS3 - 4. E-Government foundations
Definition of required technical foundations

initiative

development:

Figure CS3-1 describes how this section (the green colour) fits within the overall
framework of the E-Government Foundation Project.
7CS3 - 4.1 Channel Theory
Electronic channels represent the means through which electronic services are
delivered to the customers. Identifying what channels to use is a key success factor for
any effective e-Government strategy. The choice of delivery channels has a major
impact on the following:
• Technology infrastructure required to support the channel (i.e. Hardware,
Software and Network);
• Business processes and procedures required to operate the channel; and
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• Organization structure required to manage and deliver the electronic
services (i.e. skills, roles and alliances).
Government customers should have a choice of electronic channels for accessing
government services. The electronic delivery of government services should be based
around open Internet standards, so that constituents can access the services through a
variety of platforms. Not all services will be capable of being accessed on all
platforms, and government should not always aim to put services on all possible
platforms.
Various electronic channels available to "The Client" were analyzed.
Fimire CS3-1
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Available Electronic Channels: There are five possible electronic delivery channels
available for use in E-Government (Table CS3-9). These channels include:

3. Mobile Computing
(e.g. WAP Phone, PDAs).
V" Electronic messaging
and SMS;
"Y* Access via mobile
devices;
digital
"Y* Personal
assistants;
"Y* Mobile computing; and
"VvPagers.
Table CS3-9: Available electronic channels
In "Appendix CS-3-B Channel Decision" a detailed discussion related to the
decisions to be made in respect of the various delivery channels is given. From that
analysis a comparison of electronic delivery channels is given in the Table (CS3-10)
1. Internet:
^Email;
•v"Web based call centers;
"Y^Web site access; and
Audio
and
•Y* Video
Conferencing.______
4. Kiosk

2. Phone (Call Center)
"Y~Fax access and fax back
services; and
Y Telephone access into
call centers or to
recorded information.
5. Digital TV

below.
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7CS3 - 4.1.1 Comparative analysis of electronic delivery channel: ___
Digital
Evaluation criteria
Internet Call Centre Kiosk Mobile
computing
TV
H
S
H
Government investment
S
M
required
S
M
N
Customer
L
investment
H
required
H
S
Ease of Access
H
S
M
S
H
Breadth of Access
S
M
S
L
M
Maturity
S
S
S
Table CS3-10: (Legend: S: Substantial, H: High, M: Moderate, L: Low, N:
Negligible)
Table CS3-11 is derived from the analysis highlights, which electronic delivery
channels "The Client" recommended to invest in and why.
Year ...
Evaluation criteria Yearl
Year 4
YearS
Year 2
YearS
Internet
X
X
X
X
X
X
Call Centre
X
X
X
X j
X
X
Kiosk
X
X
X
X
Mobile computing
X
X
X
X
Digital TV
X
X
* Invest in mature and • Integrate
the • Integrate
the
widely
accessed
internet and call
internet,
call
channels including
center channels
center, and kiosk
the internet and call
by focusing on
channels
centers
channel conflict • Establish
new
issues
• Allow limited access
channel (digital
through
mobile • Extend the reach
TVs)
computing
to
customer » Monitor
the
• Setup and perfect the
through a kiosk
overall
channel
network
and
performance of
Selection drivers
administration and
mobile
all channels
management
computing
processes
• Shift work load
* Maximize
the
from
training and learning
conventional
experience
channels to echannels
Table CS3-11: recommended e-channels for UAE
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7CS3 - 4.2

CREATING AN ENABLING ENVIRONMENT

In order to achieve its e-government vision, four strategic areas (Leadership and
coordination, Policy, Technology and Services, Culture) to create a strong enabling
environment for the success of future e-government implementations. These areas
were identified from market analysis, best practice research, and IBM's experience in
developing e-government strategies and services.
Each of these strategic areas is discussed in detail in "Appendix CS-3-C Enabling
Environment". The exploration of these areas supports the previously identified
strategic objectives. The key elements from the discussion are given below.
7CS3 - 4.2.1 Leadership and coordination
1) Support from top leadership: E-Government will only work at ground level if it is
adequately supported and promoted by people in key leadership positions, and if
departments and managers have incentives to change. "The Client" cannot transform
itself into an e-government unless someone steps up to champion what is likely to be
one of the biggest changes the government has ever experienced.
2) Roles and Responsibilities: Many overseas governments have adopted innovative
organizational approaches to ensure a strong focus on achieving the e-Government
transformation. This has involved giving a clear lead on e-Govemment across the
traditional organizational structure.
3) Cross departmental coordination: Many public authorities and organizations need
knowledge, experience, and competence about major IT projects and e-government
reforms. It is important to share knowledge within the government in a much more
comprehensive way. Experience in other governments demonstrates that there is a
need to take specific measures to promote collaboration. Collaboration is not a natural
or default behavior in a highly structured government environment.
7CS3-4.2.2 Policy
1) Overall objectives and priorities for e-Government: Ideas for new e-Govemment
service offerings should be fostered and encouraged. However, given scarce
resources, not all ideas for services will be implemented. Given the initial up-front
investment required on the government's part to create the technical Internet
infrastructure, it is imperative that the government identifies high value services to
web-enable first. Critical targeted services also should be phased so that the
government can continuously demonstrate that it is adding significant value to the
customer and the government on an on-going basis.
2) Measurable targets and outcomes: To show success, the government must create
performance metrics to measure factors such as customer satisfaction, delivery
quality, and cost savings.
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3) Policy review timetable: The speed of change requires an on-going
review of policy and implementation. This will include: policy review process; plans
for change to the existing process; and special treatment for e-Government based
developments.
7CS3 — 4.2.3 Technology and Services
1) Technology hardware and networking: A broadband network, computers, mobile
computing devices and fast Internet access as the foundation for the majority of eGovernment applications is required.
2) Shared systems and databases: Open intranet and knowledge management
software and software standards, technically, enables government departments to
share information and applications. Developing a single architecture and enterprise
commerce infrastructure will allow the government to build the infrastructure once
and apply it across many new applications. The environment should be secure, costeffective, adaptable, reusable and scalable.
3) Standards of use of technology: Standards and guidelines are fundamental to the
development of a single, secure, government-wide infrastructure to support "The
Client" as it develops products and services for the web. These standards and
policies are presented in detail in the "Internet/Intranet standards and policy report"
4) Security and Privacy: The presence of strong security and privacy measures will
enable greater use of electronic transactions. This may include privacy statements and
the use of digital certificates.
5) Develop New Model and Partnerships: Whenever possible, the government should
seek the assistance of third parties to expedite projects and develop expertise;
investigating alternative source delivery options to obtain economies of scale and cost
reductions; and developing partnerships with other organizations offering
complementary goods or services to improve service to constituents and reduce
overall costs.
7CS3-4.2.4 Culture
While culture is often an intangible attribute and hard to measure across different
governments, it is nonetheless an important factor in the transformation towards eGovernment. "The Client" will need to create an environment and culture that
encourages pro-active attitude to change and innovations.
7CS3 - 4.3 E-Foundation
Figure CS3-6 represents the main elements of the overall e-Government IT
environment that "The Client" will need to address.
This section looked at the strategic choices that "The Client" will need to make in
respect of each of these elements in the foundation of the appropriate technology
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platform and environment. These choices are discussed in detail in a
separate Internet/Intranet Standards and Policies Report.
IT Organisational, Skills and Governance Setup

Web
Architecture

Web
Architecture
Components

Web
Technologies

Web
Development
Tools

User
Interface
Standards

Communications
Standards

Electronic
Commerce
Standards

IT Operational Policies
IT Security Policies & Standards

Figure CS3-6: main elements of the overall e-Government IT environment
Web Architecture
7CS3 - 4.3.1
The current/modern web architecture emphasizes scalability, generality,
independence, security and integration. There are currently two main web
architecture technologies which are the industry standard i.e. Microsoft .NET and
Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE). It is important to note that the web architecture
decision of "The Client" will also decide the type of web tools and technologies
which will be required to develop their web based applications.
Web Development Architecture Components
7CS3 - 4.3.2
There are many ways of planning and choosing web application architecture
depending on web site content and transaction volumes it must support.
An overview of the four (4) layer design of enterprise web application architecture is
.given below:
Client Layer - Browser; It is believed that developing application based on
•
Microsoft Internet Explorer would satisfy the majority of web browsers user
requirements.
<• Middle Tier - Web Servers; to minimize risk, especially in case mixed-server
strategy is pursued, "The Client" should choose to avoid server-specific
functionality. Middle Tier - Web Application Servers; for the different services
provided by this tier there are different technology options available, with choices
to be made between leading products and vendors for each.
Data Layer - Database Management Systems; web based applications will
«
require an RDBMS which supports features such as openness, scalability,
security, extensibility, performance, operational simplicity, availability, and
support for several technology standards. Choices between RDBMSs such as
Oracle, SQL Server, DB2 and others have to be made.
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•
Cross-Tier Operating Systems - the main considerations when
assessing the different operating systems will include scalability, reliability,
clustering, resource utilization, systems and remote management, security,
performance and cost of ownership. The choice will be between client-side
Operating Systems such as Windows XP and 2000, and Linux, and on the server
side between Operating Systems such as Windows 2003, Unix and Linux.
7CS3 - 4.3.3
Web Development Technologies
The choice will be between technologies that primarily either support Java or
Microsoft .NET:
• Client/Web Tier development technologies; "The Client" should consider the
adoption of several technologies for client tier development such as HTML, CSS,
DHTML, XML, Web Services, JavaScript, VBScript, Java and Active X as well
as ASP and JSP.
• Middle Tier development technologies; "The Client" has two prominent serverside platform choices. The first is Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE), which
includes the Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) server-side component architecture. The
second is Microsoft's Windows Distributed internet Applications Architecture
(Windows DNA), which includes the COM+ architecture.
• Data Tier development technologies; Both J2EE and .NET provide a few strategic
APIs and services for communication between the business/middle tier and the
data tier.
7CS3 - 4.3.4
Web Development Tools
A wide range of development tools exist for constructing web pages. Many, but not
all, are designed for the development of web-based applications. Again the web
development tools belong to two main categories i.e. either those which primarily
support Java and the others that primarily support Microsoft .NET.
7CS3 - 4.3.5
Web Security Standards, Guidelines and Policies
There are no major strategic choices here. For "The Client", the implementation of
its secure electronic commerce web site should begin with an analysis of risks
incurred by the operation of the web site. The next step is the establishment of
policies, standards, and procedures that govern the implementation, operation, and
maintenance of the web site. Finally, the web site must be continuously monitored for
compliance with the established controls.
7CS3 - 4.3.6
Electronic Commerce Standards
"The Client" will need to put in place electronic medium and information structure
standards to facilitate the electronic transfer of information with business partners. It
will also need to choose and implement mechanisms for delivering services and
billing for these services.
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Technological decisions related to products and procedures will need to be
made. "The Client" needs to centrally set information exchange, service delivery
and billing mechanisms and standards for consistency. The e-Commerce policies
adopted should also be centrally monitored for conformance.
User Interface Guidelines
7CS3 - 4.3.7
User interface guidelines are required to enable "The Client" as a whole to present a
consistent user interface to its user community. These standards address the "look and
feel" of a good user interface.
These guidelines and standards need an appropriate ownership and governance
process. Implementing such policies on the ground is dependent on the level of
centralization decided on by "The Client". A regulatory body should be in place to
ensure consistency and coverage of these standards and guidelines.
IT Operational Policies and Mechanisms
7CS3 - 4.3.8
In the process of implementing e-Government related Internet and Intranet
Technologies, "The Client" will also have to put in place certain core and operational
policies to ensure the proper use and maintenance of such technologies and manage
the risks associated with it.
The following core policies should be defined and adopted:
• Internet Usage Policy; to ensure effective and safe use of the Internet by
employees in "The Client".
• Internet Browsing Policy; to manage the vulnerabilities introduced by "The
Client's" intention to continue providing Internet access to its employees.
• E-mail Policy; to address security issues related e-mail such as impersonation,
eavesdropping, junk mail, email bombing and others.
• Information Publishing Policies; to use the electronic media to reduce the number
of requests for information via telephone or mail.
• Remote Access Policy; standards covering different models and technology
options to achieve safe remote access such as Virtual Private Network (VPN);
• Password Management Policy; covering the need to establish an internal policy
governing the use of this first defense line.
• Software Import Control Policy; to assist "The Client" in facing several different
security challenges such as Virus Prevention, Detection, and Removal,
Controlling Interactive Software, and Software licensing.
• Administrative Policy: including policies for assigning Security Responsibility,
Proper Use and Privacy.
• Applications Management and Software Licensing Policy.
• Desktop Management Policy.
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Each policy needs an appropriate owner and governance process. While
the responsibility of implementing such policies is dependent on the governance
(centralized or decentralized) model adopted by "The Client", a regulatory body
should be in place to ensure consistency and coverage of these policies.
Cyber Laws
7CS3 - 4.3.9
"The Client" will have to put certain laws in place to address risks associated with its
e-Government initiative and promote the adoption of the new government vision.
"The Client" has taken steps in the direction of legislation supporting the e-business
environment in the UAE, it was recommend that "The Client" reviews this aspect of
the internet environment separately and through qualified legal teams who are aware
of local law. Promoting e-business in general as a safe and credible environment for
doing business in the UAE should be the ultimate target.
Integration between Government Entities
7CS3 - 4.3.10
As part of the e-Government transformation, "The Client" will focus on integration
across the various ministries/authorities of "The Client" (internal integration) as well
as integration between "The Client" and external Government entities of UAE
(external integration).
The integration initiative should have a strategy that focuses first on internal
integration before external integration. The process by which integration mechanisms
are chosen should start from business understanding followed by technology options
selection and then detailed integration standards development.
Electronic Communications Policies and Standards
7CS3 - 4.3.11
These will ensure secure and standard exchange of information and assist in
verification of data integration. Standards introduced will cover the following:
• File Transfer standards and guidelines to avoid accidental distortion of data
integrity;
• Electronic Mail standards; including standards for electronic mail protocols and
usage guidelines.
• Messaging Services standards; covering Short Messaging Services (SMS) and the
associated architecture, Enhanced Messaging Services (EMC) and Multimedia
Messaging Services (MMS).
• Wireless Applications Protocol (WAP); including the WAPl.x and 2.0 protocol
standards.
• Emerging communication standards; such as IP Faxing and Voice over IP (VoIP).
The responsibility of implementing such policies and standards is dependent on the
level of centralization decided on by "The Client". A regulatory body needs to be in
place to ensure consistency and coverage of these standards and guidelines.
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7CS3 - 4.3.12
IT Organizational, Skills and Governance
"The Client" must analyze their IT workforce, IT organization structure and IT
processes governance model in light of their ministries/authorities missions, assess the
skills required of their people, devise strategies for securing the right people with the
right skills, and use technology to support their objectives. Making these plans a
reality requires committed leadership and thoughtful change management.

7CS3 - 5.

Transition Plan:

Figure CS3-1 describes how this section (the green colour) fits within the overall
framework of the E-Government Foundation Project.
Figure CS3-1
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7CS3 - 5.1. General view
In developing the Transition Plan for implementing the e-Government strategy, the
followings were developed:
1. A business case for the initial priority projects
2. An awareness and communication plan.
3. Training needs and an appropriate training plan for IT staff
4. High-level skills required were identified with their potential impact.
5. The need to establish metadata and for a data conversion strategy highlighted.
6. Criteria for accepting various deliverables during the implementation phases.
7. Selected of priority projects into various phases and assigns time frames to
each phase.
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Governance: The transition plan highlights the following critical factors
for governance of the successful implementation of e-Government services and
concepts:
V"Focused co-ordination provided by the Steering Committee.
"^Strong leadership and sponsorship of individual projects.
Program Management Team starting with a strong component of imported
experts then internalized as the program progresses.
Change Management Team focusing on communication and training
implementation.
7CS3 - 5.2. The Transition Plan
The e-Government Steering Committee has been directed to adopt principles by
which the UAE e-Government Transformation match best practice worldwide. Best
practice approaches to managing the implementation of e-Government initiatives
involve.
"V" Any e-Government initiative will be focused on "Core" aspects.
"Y""Non Core" activities are important elements of government but need to be
executed externally to the Federal Government in external government entities
or in the private sector.
V""Non Core" activities may justify being e-enabled in their own right, but only
within the confines of their external location
V" A body with the specific task of managing the transformation, responsibility of
the implementation, including quality control, compliance with standards needs
to be formed.
V" A number of policies or internal regulations need to be created or amended in
order to support the e-Government initiatives identified (for instance, a law to
support electronic transactions).
7CS3 - 5.2.1 Transition Plan Structure
The Transition Plan outlined in this document provides a comprehensive route map
for implementing e-Government services both in the short term and over the longer
time frame. The recommended Transition Plan (figure CS3-7) addresses the following
key dimensions:
How to control and
mitigate the
operational and
thlrd-f^arty rlsKs
Involved *?

How to overcome
organisational and
cultural barriers *?

Mow to achieve
and measure
specific touslnea
benefits 7

How to use
resources efficiently
and effectively f

Figure CS3-7: The dimensions of the transition plan (source IBM, BCS)
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7CS3 - 5.2.2 Transition plan E-Government Framework
In order to achieve the key objectives of cost reduction and service enhancement, it is
vital for "The Client" to pursue the priority projects in a structured manner which
ensures that these initiatives are coordinated with the overall e-Government
implementation program.
Based on best practice, the following key factors for successful implementation of eGovernment services and concepts have been identified.
1. A phased approach that delivers results consistently
"The Client" requires the proposed transition to follow a phased and
structured approach. The transition should have distinct phases with clear
deliverables and manageable work effort.
2. Maximize learning experience
In order to ensure that the transition to e-Government is successful, it is
imperative that "The Client" staff are actively involved in the implementation
process. This will ensure sufficient knowledge transfer from business
consultants and will enable sustainable success.
3. Develop industry best practices and experiences
Many other national governments are currently in the process of implementing
e-Government solutions. "The Client" needs to develop industry best practice
and experience through implementation partners in order to gain momentum
and to ensure that the UAE can be benchmarked among the best government
service providers in the World.
4. Cover all organizational aspects, not technology-related aspects only
"The Client" requires the Transition Plan to address the various
organizational aspects of the e-Government program including business
processes, organization structure, procedures and technology.
5. Integrate with other organization development projects and initiatives
The e-Government initiative is just one method of improving the services
provided and operations of "The Client". It is important that there is tight co
ordination between this initiative and other initiatives, such as TQM and
restructuring government in order to ensure synergy and secure the best
results.
7CS3 - 5.2.3 "Waves of Implementation" of the Transition Plan's
Transformation is to be achieved through a number of waves of initiatives (figure
CS3-8). These waves will reflect the priorities for implementation, but, will largely
be dictated by recognition of the following factors:
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Figure CS3-8: waves of implementation
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a Demonstration of achievement - It will be necessary to identify initiatives that
can demonstrate achievement in the short-term (Quick-wins)
a Inter-dependencies - Some initiatives will require others to have been
undertaken before they can be started.
a Rate of change - Organizations can only cope with a certain rate of change.
Resistance can increase to such a degree that initiatives fail completely.
a Financial resources - In every situation there is only a limited budget
available. The rate of execution of initiatives will be determined by the funds
available.
a Internal resources - There are only a certain level of staff resources within
"The Client" to work on e-Government initiatives. Whilst external resources
can and will be employed, the internal capacity is limited. If internal capacity
is overloaded resistance to change will increase and there will be failures in
capacity building to ensure future sustainability.
Timeframe: Experience of other e-Government programs in other countries indicates
that these are long-term transformation initiatives. Obtaining significant impact
•within five years is a reasonable target; with the execution of some "quick-win"
projects in the short-term (12 - 18 months). In reality the timeframe -will be largely
dependent on the resources and other limitations considered when putting together
the "waves" of implementation. "The Client" should be thinking in terms of
supporting a sustained ten to fifteen year program.
In the Transition Plan:
"Y*E-Government transformation is divided into waves.
"v^Each wave has its own milestone and benchmarks.
-v" Waves can overlap and projects can therefore span more than one wave.
"^"Common activities ensure coordination between waves and projects.
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^Detailed start-up and initial project selection.
"Y* There is an emphasis on evaluating the strategy particularly for long term
project selection.
The projects identified in the plan can be divided into two main categories; ongoing
management activities, and clear scope implementation projects. The distinction will
secure the focus on projects while keeping momentum in the transformation process
and coordination efforts.
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Figure CS3-9: Technology related project interdependencies
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Figure CS3-10: Services implementation related project interdependencies
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The Transition Plan illustrated is high level and conditional on changes in
project identification/priority. Each wave is described with a wave-scope and includes
(green) management activities, the selection of project (blue) and cross project
processes(grey).
Another way of looking at the Transition Plan is as a blue-print - showing the
interdependencies for each project - given in the following two diagrams. Firstly with
the emphasis on the technology related projects shaded in blue (Figure CS3-9).
Secondly from a services implementation aspect with those projects shaded in yellow:
(Figure CS3-10)
7CS3 - 5.2.3.1
Wave 0
Wave 0 is scoped to lay the foundation for the entire e-Government Project. It is
essential, in order to secure a long term return on investment, to design and initiate a
number of activities that will control and manage cross project activities and
dependencies. Because many long-term projects have failed due to the lack of
guidance and management overview.
The key characteristics of this wave are to:
V"Launch "The Client's" e-Government Program.
"^Establish the overall e-Government Program Management Structure.
"Y"Launch the Program Management and Change Management Teams.
"V" Prepare and issue the Request for Proposals (RFPs) to selected vendors to
provide e-Government initiative implementation services.
Wave 0 consists of an e-Government Start-Up project and a RFP process. The time
span is estimated as 3 months (apart from the continuing Program and Change
Management) and can be initiated with short notice.
The activities (refer to Appendix CS-3-G) are a requirement for starting the eGovernment transformation. The intention is to see the waves as floating plans,
meaning that a number of activities can overlap with multiple waves. The initiation of
Wave 1 can therefore be planned and initiated during Wave 0, as and when this wave
is considered well established and milestones are accepted as being achievable.
Critical Success Factors for Wave 0
Use of Proven Program Management Methodology: "The Client" should adopt and
deploy a structured and effective project management methodology early in the
program. The methodology will facilitate prompt delivery, effective utilization of
project resources and proper pro-active risk management.
Set-up of Performance Management Framework: "The Client"'s senior management
should set-up clear and specific business objectives for the e-Government program. A
framework should be established to measure compliance to these business objectives.
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Wave 1
7CS3 - 5.2.3.2
Wave 1 aims to quickly establish professional and highly visible e-Government
initiatives for "The Client". The key characteristics of this phase are:
"Y*Launches a set of highly visible and easy-to-implement set of informational
and transactional e-Government services (Phase 1 services);
"^Implements a set of pre-requisite internal mandatory elements of the strategy to
support the new e-Government services;
^Y" Builds the internal organizational, operation support and management skills
required to support and sustain The Client's e- Government initiatives;
^Establishes "The Client" as leader in providing professional e-Government
Wave 1 will focus on a number of activities; starting Project Management, initiate
mandatory projects and the first prioritized projects. The work and implementation in
Wave 1 will set the pace and standard for the transformation and will be the first time
where a broad effort across ministries is required. It is essential that the Federal
Government organization is prepared and focused on the required change.
Waves 0 and 1 timelines: A more detailed plan for proposed projects with timelines
for Waves 0 and 1 is given in Appendix CS-3-G waves 0-n projects and activities.
A number of the projects initiated in Wave 1 will span into following waves
(depending on scope depth).
A detailed description of listed projects is found in Appendices CS-3-E and CS-3-F.
As illustrated in the plan, Wave 1 will focus on the projects identified as Cross
Ministry. The arrow link between Program Management activity and the projects
illustrates the management hierarchy. Program Management will control the overall
progress by receiving reports from the individual Project Managers.
Each of the projects in Wave 0 and Wave 1 are described in project templates in
Appendix E and Appendix F which contains details of:
V"Project name and brief description.
•^Customer types involved (G2G, G2B, etc.)
"^"Ministries involved
"v" Current services involved
"v"Benefits and risks - the business case
"^Plan phases and major milestones
"^"Dependencies and links to other projects
"VType of activity - Core / Non-core, Transformational, Coverage
•^Estimated transactions value/month
"v" Estimated time for delivery
V" Estimated cost for delivery.
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7CS3 - 5.2.3.3
Wave 2
The projects identified for Wave 2 are listed in Appendix CS-3-G waves 0-n projects
and activities. As the start of the Wave is a long term plan, the need to re-visit
Transformation Strategy and resource available was recognized. The Wave can be
supplemented by a number of the single ministry projects (or new identified) to
further speed the process of e-Govemment Transformation and make it broad and
deep.
The two main factors that will determine the precise content of Wave 2 are,
availability of internal resources, and management complexity. A quick and
intelligent transformation to e-Government is desired - but the border between control
and chaos is a fine one. It was therefore recommended analyses of common
components i.e. staff, processes and technology, be shared by the projects to be
initiated. This will determine the overall complexity.
Wave 2 has the target of broadening the transformation to multiple ministries and
addressing the depth of change in "The Client". Wave 2 will initiate a range of new
projects and overlap a number of projects started in Wave 1.
7CS3 - 5.2.3.4
Beyond Wave 2 - Waves 3 to n
Wave 3 to n will enforce and develop "The Client"'s position as a leading provider
of e-Government services. The transformation progress will be well established and a
review of the program planning will be required. "The Client" should revisit the
strategy and vision for e-Govemment and take into account new technologies and
business areas. The growing internal awareness of possibilities and benefits will most
likely generate a number of ideas hi departments, areas and groups. The eGovernment program should focus on harvesting and developing these ideas into new
initiatives and projects. During these waves one would expect the program definition
and management to become increasingly decentralized.
In order to secure the implementation of the identified projects, "The Client" will
plan for these implementations and allocate associated resources - but must revisit the
business case and ensure that benefits/costs are still valid.
The table assigned holds only a few named projects, as Wave 3 - n content will be a
result of achievements and implementation in prior waves. The scope of Wave 3 and
those that follow will be such as to sustain the continuous level of implementations
and transition towards complete e-Government.
For more details on projects, activities, and program processes of waves 0,1,2,
and 3-n, refer to Appendix CS-3-G wave 0-n projects and activities
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7CS3 - 5.2.4

Awareness and Communications Plan
Figure CS3-11: The Communication Plan included tasks:
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The objective of providing a communication plan (figure CS3-11) is to ensure that all
relevant stakeholders receive adequate, necessary and correct information at the
proper time. The intention is that the Communication Plan is a major change
management activity involving not only the internal cultural changes necessary to
help UAE Federal Government staff to facilitate the move into e-Government
transformation but also focus on the external marketing of the initiative. The
Communications Plan implementation would be the responsibility of the Change
Management Team and would add value to the project by:
"Y" Creating/enhancing knowledge and acceptance for the change impact.
*v* Creating a positive attitude/acceptance from the users.
V" Avoiding rumors and the creation of myths.
V"Differentiate e-Government projects from other projects in "The Client".
Guiding Principles: The intention is that communication will be:
1-Regular 2-Mainly focused on the primary users and other stakeholders 3Honest.
Key Messages: The following are the key messages to be communicated:
V"Project purpose, benefits and milestones.
^Project impact for staff, public, enterprises.
"^Implications for individuals.
V"Project status/progress, incl. when activities will be visible for users.
This plan is an indication of the minimum activities that need to be performed. The
execution of the Communication Plan should address performance measures
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identified for each of the listed tasks. A continuing review of the measures
will be used to guide the modification of Communication Plan associated activities.
7CS3 - 5.2.5 Training Plan
The objective of the Skills and Training Plan (figure CS3-12) is to ensure that all
human resources needed for all the projects under execution, are available and
qualified to undertake the activities and able to perform roles assigned to them in
project plans.
The plan will describe strategic and preparatory actions as well as additional and
project-related activities. The overall responsibility for the preparation and execution
of the Skills and Training Plan will be the responsibility of the Change Management
Team. However, in the Transition Plan a separate IT training project has been
included to address those specific and pressing needs. The skills and training plan
should add value to the implementation of the transition plan through the following:
"v"Increase awareness of team members, end-users and customers;
"Y* Improve capabilities of involved UAE Federal Government resources to
qualify them to undertake assigned tasks;
"Y"Establish core skills within "The Client" needed to build and maintain the new
e-Government environment;
V" Ensure higher involvement from "The Client" resources side and facilitate the
transfer of knowledge and experience;
"Y" Enhance knowledge and acceptance for the impact of change;
•Y"Promote the use of targeted training as a motivational tool for valuable
resources that will be utilized on projects;
•^Create a positive attitude/acceptance from end users and customers.
Nature of Activities and Distribution over Phases:
Activities introduced in the transition plan will either form strategic and preparatory
activities that should be executed before the implementation of the chosen
opportunities or are ongoing activities that should be planned within each project or
opportunity implementation.
Strategic and Preparatory Skills and Training Activities:
"Y"New Functions and Activities Definition;
"^Skills Gap Analysis;
"Y* Skills Governance Model and Structure Development;
•^Skills Acquisition Strategy, i.e. recruitment, contracting, or outsourcing;
"^Update of Skills Recruitment and Retention Strategies, Mechanisms and HR
policies;
•^Training Needs Analysis; and
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•^Training Acquisition Approach Selection; instructor-led training,
project based training, or self-learning courses. It should be noted that elearning is a good self-learning option that "The Client" might want to explore
to satisfy many of the training needs in a very flexible way. This training
approach is also very transformational to employees behavior towards training
on demand.
Project Oriented Skills and Training Activities:
These activities are more related to the specific project and should be planned and
executed as part of the overall plan of that project. Activities of that nature would
ideally include:
"^Definition of the level of involvement of "The Client" resources;
•^Definition of the resource requirements from "The Client's" side including the
number of resources, the time of engagement, level of utilization and the
associated logistics;
•^Definition of the training needs for "The Client" resources participating in that
project;
"Y" Defining the training delivery approach for each of the identified training needs
for that specific project; and
"Y" Acquiring needed training and assessing its delivery.
Skills Requirements:
Several technical and non-technical skills will be required for the future eGovernment operations. These skills will also be required for the involvement of
"The Client" in the implementation of the future projects. In general, the following
skills should be considered:
"^Program and Project Management;
•VlT analysis, design, development, implementation, administration, management
and support; (please refer to the IT skills and organizational set-up section of
the Internet/Intranet Standards and Policies Report)
V"Business skills in delivering the services and following the new processes and
managing customers; and
•^General support and customer care skills.
Training Requirement:
To secure the listed skills, the training shown in the following table will be needed.
The illustrated plan is a minimum of activities that need to be performed. The
initiation of the Skills and Training Plan should include a number of Key Success
Factors for the listed value description. A continuing review of the values should be
performed and used as guidance.
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7CS3 - 5.2.6 Recommended Program Management Approach
The overall program and project management structure will play a key role in
determining the success of the project.
The following key factors should be considered while determining the program
management structure: The project needs sponsorship at the highest level - the
Minister and the e-Govemment Steering Committee need to be continuously updated
on the progress of the implementation and the key risks and issues that need to be
resolved;
"v"The e-Government Steering Committee should continue to actively manage the
overall program and will need to take key decisions which affect the success of
the project including policy and organizational decisions;
"^The Business Consulting Project Manager should manage the overall
deliverables and should actively involve the Technical Vendor in ensuring that
the technology requirements are implemented on time;
Y For each of the services being implemented, a core team comprising of
functional experts (department representatives), technical experts (IT
representatives) and the consultants should be involved in the service
development effort;
"v'As the project evolves, there will be a need to involve "specialists" from other
areas - such as legal and policy advisors;
^"The e-Government Steering Committee should ensure that The Client's eGovernment program has synergy with the overall Government transformation
initiatives; and
V"The e-Govemment initiative will have an impact on the overall government
ministries/authorities organization structure. The rewards structure may also
need to be reviewed and, as a consequence, the personnel policy across "The
Client" will need to be monitored across the implementation project.
"Y" "World's Best Practice" approach to managing the implementation of eGovemment initiatives, characteristically involves forming a separate body in
government with the specific task of managing the transformation. In some
examples this approach has worked well, but there are instances where
implementation has hindered success, due to the establishment of a separate
possibly bureaucratic entity, to manage e-Government. Establishing a
representative Program Management project group, with overall management
responsibility of the implementation, including quality control and compliance
with standards is recommended. An important consideration would be to retain
the same team of individuals to continue the program management processes
established during Phase 1 of the project into Phase 2 (Wave 0 - The RFP
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Preparation phase) and Phase 3
(Waves 1 to n - The
implementation phase). This would ensure continuity and that the knowledge
built up already about "The Client", in phase one, are fully exploited and not
lost in transition between phases.
Figure CS3-12: Skills and training plan
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7CS3 - 5.3
Business Case
The e-Government strategy for the federal government, and therefore the transition
plan, rightly focuses on the core policy and regulatory functions of government. A
major objective of the transformation is to separate the federal government from the
delivery of services and operations.
From a business case perspective, which considers the benefits of making a targeted
investment against the associated risks and costs, the delivery of policy and regulatory
functions are less tangible than actual services. This makes the assessment of each
potential project difficult since it is only in the overall contribution to transformation
that many potential benefits are realized.
All of the federal government's transformation initiatives are concerned with the
improvement of efficiency and effectiveness. Therefore this business case section
looks at the overall situation and the business case for the e-Govemment program as a
whole, with efficiency and effectiveness improvement in mind.
However, in each of the project templates provided in Appendix CS3 the benefits and
risks of individual projects are provided with comments on the business case.
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1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

7CS3 - 5.3.1 Financial
Costs related to each project and the overall program (refer to Appendix CS-3-E and
Appendix CS-3-F) has been estimated. The funding required for each of the projects
will be dependent on core decisions that need to be made, e.g. whether to have a
centralized or decentralized e-Government, and whether to purchase the required
infrastructure or enter into some type of outsourcing arrangement.
7CS3 - 5.3.2 Business Benefits (please refer to session 1.8 of this case study)
7CS3 - 5.3.3 Business Risks
An evaluation of the contribution of the business benefits is incomplete without
consideration of the associated business risks. These risks (Table CS3-12) need to be
monitored and managed introducing a further cost to be weighed with the benefits.
Table CS3-12: Business Risks
Delays in the selection of implementation 10. Lack of full time committed technical and
business resources
partners resulting in delays in the overall
progress of the program
11. Tardiness and inaccuracy of corporate
contribution
Delays in the selection of the web
environment or the selection of an 12. Lack of cooperation of business partners
environment which does not meet the 13. Lack of ultimate customer adoption and
criteria specified in terms of security,
buy-in
availability and scalability required
14. Scope creep due to extensive integration
Clear and specific performance targets not
required with back-office systems
being identified for the various e- 15. Inadequate sponsorship and ownership of
Government services resulting in being
the e-Government initiative
unable to measure benefits and gains
16. Lack of coordination with overall
Adoption of partial solutions due to
Government level initiatives
resource and budget constraints
17. Discrepancies and inconsistencies in
Lack of commitment and buy-in of middle
delivered information and service levels
management and staff not immediately
due to channel conflict
engaged in the first wave of implementation 18. Internal reluctance of government staff to
Unavailability of skilled IT resources for
support transformational initiatives
operation management
19. Declining
executive
management
Conflicting or competing departmentsponsorship as the program proceeds into
specific strategies
its 3rd year
Operational limitations enforced by external 20. Loss of focus due to changing business
policies
priorities, diversified customer feedback
Slow decision making processes particularly
and growing customer expectations
in relation to policy and organizational 21. Lack of cooperation and commitment of
external parties (e.g. other governmental
changes
organizations, suppliers).__________
7CS3 - 5.3.4 Overall Evaluation
The ratio of core to non-core activities and services is given by the E-Government
based analysis as 44:56. The overall budget for "The Client" is of the order of AED
23 billion. Whilst there is not a direct relationship between levels of expenditure and
the range of services provided there is an inevitable link. This is particularly the case
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when the high cost delivery of services, which consume major portions of
the budget, are largely non-core.
The financial assessment places the possible level of investment in a wide range with
a minimum of USD 5 million in the first year. The following statements demonstrate
a good business case:
The introduction of e-Government is a tool to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of "The Client".
The cost of investing each USD 5 million in an e-Government Program will be
justified if it facilitates only a 0.1% increase in efficiency and effectiveness.
The federal government is certainly targeting double digit percentage improvements
in efficiency and effectiveness as a result of its improvement initiatives.
If the e-Government Program can contribute only a 5% increase in efficiency
and effectiveness, it will provide AED 1 billion in annual budget reduction.
Providing world-class e-Government in the UAE is a key component in sustaining the
country's competitiveness. The clearly identified need is to create more transparency,
to introduce more liberal economic laws, cut down bureaucratic procedure and
provide better management to attract overseas investors. As reported in the local press
in the last month, international experts have observed that the UAE both leads the list
of Arab capital exporters and is rated the best Arab state for investment. However
Arab nations together only attract less than 1% of the world's foreign direct
investment. The UAE must not only maintain its lead over its Arab neighbors,
it must compete with the rest of the World.
In return for an investment of less than 0.01% of non-oil GDP "The Client" can
make a major contribution towards improving / sustaining the international
competitiveness of the UAE.________________________________
In conclusion this overall business case gives a compelling endorsement to The
Client's determination to lead an e-Government Program that will secure the UAE's
economic future as an internationally vibrant and competitive nation.
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7.4
Interview/questionnaire: organization teams results: The following is the results of the interview-questionnaire
____achieved after interviewing organization teams in the three selected organizations for the three case studies:_______
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28

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

Your governance structure (enterprise level)
Your governance structure (organization
level)
Your governance structure (IT organization
level)
Does your strategy missing vision on any
level
Does your strategy missing skills on any level

Governance Structure

Does your organization strategic plan have a
clear annual plan
IT role and Strategic plan
The role of IT organization in the strategic
plan (strategic level)
The role of IT organization in the strategic
plan (tactical level)
The role of IT organization in the strategic
plan (PM level) (operational level)
Does your IT organization have a strategic
plan
Is your IT organization strategic plan linked to
your organization business strategy initiatives
Does your IT organization a strategic plan
have a clear vision
Does your IT organization a strategic plan
have a clear mission
Does your IT organization a strategic plan
have a clear values
Does your IT organization a strategic plan
have a clear action plan
Does your IT organization a strategic plan
have a clear annual plan

organizational

organizational and IT
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31
32

30

29

26
27
28

25

24

22
23

21
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14
15
16
17
18
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TT

12

Common language - enterprise
Alignment: Motivation, evaluation and
rewards - organization
Alignment: measuring systems - organization
Alignment: company goals - organization
Common language - organization
Alignment: Motivation, evaluation and
rewards - IT organization
Alignment: measuring systems - IT
organization
Alignment: company goals - IT organization
Common language - IT organization

Management role and HR policies
Alignment: Motivation, evaluation and
rewards - enterprise
Alignment: measuring systems - enterprise
Alignment: company goals - enterprise

technology selection parameters of your
organization

Assess your IT organizational structure organization - roles and responsibilities
Define IT operational model
Governance
Processes
Communication
Metrics
Skills
Style
Shared vision
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PM
D
PM
alignment, scalability,
integration, standards,
interoperability, others (reusing
legacy systems)
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N
N

N

N

N
N
N

N

N

N
N

N

alignment, scalability,
integration, standards,
interoperability

D/T
T
U
D
PM
U
T

LOB

2.0
1.6

Organizational learning

Style and ease of access

Leveraging intellectual assets

IT-business liaison staff

Competency/value measurement

3

4

5

6

2.0
1.9

Link between IT and business metrics

Service level agreements

Benchmarking

Formally assess IT investments

Continuous improvement practices

Governance

9

10

11

12

13

3.0
3.5
3,5

2.0
2.5
1.5

Reporting relationships

How IT is budgeted

Rationale for IT spending

Senior-level IT steering committee

17

18

19

20
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1.5

2.0

Organizational structure

16

4.0

2.5

3.5

1.5

Formal IT strategy planning

15

3.5

2.0

Formal business strategy planning

2.8

2.5

2.5

3.5

2.5

3.5

3.5

2.5

2.9

3.0

2.0

3.0

2.0

1.5

2.5

14

1.5

1.5

2.0

1.5

1.5

Business metrics

8

1.5

IT metrics

7

2.0

2.0

3.0

1.5

Understanding of IT by business

2

2.5

5.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

4.0

3.1

3.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

1.7

2.0

2.0

2.0

1.0

2.0

2.0

1.8

2.3

2.2

Understanding of business by IT

practice score

practice score

practice score

1

Communications

Business-IT Alignment Assessment

z •^•^••H •^•^•i ^^^••1 ^^m^m
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1.5
1.6

Shared risks and rewards

Managing the IT-business relationship

Relationship and trust style

Business sponsors and champions

Technology Scope

25

26

27

Career crossover opportunities

Cross-functional training and job rotation

Social interaction

Attract and retain top talent____________

35

36

37

~l

ii Is your organization familiar with the growing
importance of Enterprise Architecture

•^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^E^Hi^^l^^^^l^H^^M

Change readiness

34

38

Key IT HR decisions made by

33

Skills

Innovative, entrepreneurial environment

1.9

How IT infrastructure is perceived

31

32

1.5

Architectural integration

30
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^^^^H

1.0

2.0

2.0

1.5

2.5

1.5

2.5

1.5

1.5

Standards

29

2.0

Primary systems

28

1.5

1.5

1.0

2.0

IT's role in strategic business planning

24

2.5

23

1.7

Partnership

Business perception of IT

2.5

How projects are prioritized

22

21

3.5

2.5

3.5

3.0

2.0

3.5

2.8

3.5

2.5

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.5

3.0

3.0

2.0

2.5

2.0

2.7

2.5

________15________
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^^MH

2.0

1.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

3.0

1.8

4.0

1.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

1.0

2.0

4.0

For what kind of issues do you plan an
(enterprise) architecture project

6

8

To whom is the architects organization
reporting
What kind of Enterprise Architecture
Framework do your organization use

At which level is Enterprise Architecture part
of your organizations governance structure

5

7

Why is Enterprise Architecture important for
your organization

Is Enterprise Architecture part of your
organizations Strategic Governance
Is Enterprise Architecture, Business and / or
IT Architecture, etc. established in your
organization

4

3

2

N

N

NA

N

None

None
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NA

None

NA

other (outsourcing)

ERP, bus-IT align,
transformation roadmap,
infrastructure renewal

ERP, bus-IT align,
transformation roadmap,
infrastructure renewal
NA

NA

NA

NA

Support decision making, managing complexity, support business and IT budget prioritization,
deliver roadmap for change, deliver insight and overview of business and IT, support system
development, manages IT portfolio

N

N
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Chapter Eight: Case Study Findings and Analysis____
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Introduction:

In this chapter the data from the case studies is analyzed and assessed for the business-IT
alignment. The particular factors considered are:
© Change drivers
© Transformation initiatives
© The existence of KDF
© CSFs
© Thesis Hypothesis and corollaries
© Strategic Business-IT alignment
Operational business-IT alignment
© FEA assessment

8-1

Drivers of change:

In Chapter Three, section 3-3-1-1, the linear sequence of the seven drivers of
change (external and internal) was identified as follows:
Environment *$ market place requirement for success *$ business imperatives <=>
organizational imperatives "=> cultural imperatives "=> leader and employee behavior
^ leader and employee mindset
8-1-1 Findings:
Case study One: Case study one responded to the following change drivers
Organizational driver: by referring to (section 2-1), the organization (MPWH) needed
a system to transform, standardize, control and classify the generated information. It was
necessary to eliminate the confusion related to information management.
Business driver: by referring to (section 3-1-6), the need was recognized to established
a framework within which MPWH built its future systems for project management and
control based on process improvement, information system strategy and supporting high
level information technology strategy
Marketplace: Due to the empowerment of the local government authorities, maintaining
competitiveness was a major factor

Case study Two: Case study two responded to the following change drivers
Leader mindset: by referring to section 1-3, due to change in leadership mindset - as a
response of the environmental changes, the Government of Dubai - represented by its
crown prince - launched its e-Government initiative in March 2000 and set an ambitious
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deadline of 18 months to start delivering e-services.
Organizational driver: DM embarked on an e-government initiative in June 2000 to
transform the provision of municipal services to businesses and resident (section 1-3).
Business driver: The aim was to automate the processes, reduce duplication of services
and provide customers with rapid and easy access to relevant information, (section 1 -3)
Market place: driven by change for competitive advantage, the DM has established
itself as the leading provider of electronic services within local Government (section 4.5)
Case study Three: Case study three responded to the following change drivers
Referring to section 0-4, the major drivers for change for the UAE Federal Government
include
Leader mindset: The Federal Government of UAE issued a cabinet resolution
(631/1:2001) for the implementation of Electronic Government (e-Government) (section
0-2)
Environmental: responsding to global changes and maintaining regional competitivenes
Market place: Maintaining local competitivenes
Organizational drivers:
Efficient use of the Federal Government budget
Localisation :The need to improve the skill levels of government employees
Coordination and cooperation in the development of policies across federal entities
Business drivers:
Efficient use of the Federal Government budget (section 0-4)
Transformation of the way government operates to increase efficiency and reduce cost
Providing options to outsource services to allow more focus on core policy making
activities
Transformation is required,and it is only possible with the right governance structure,
together with the political will to drive change across the whole government (section 0-4)
E-Government as a transformation vehicle (section 1-6)
8-1-2 Analysis:
"••
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II Case study
1 Three

X

X

X

X

X

Table 8-1: Case studies change drivers (X denotes the presence of change driver)
Case Study One: The project idea started as a pure IT project. The aim was to harness
the new developments in ICT (environmental factor) in an anticipatory action, to achieve
competitive advantage in the marketplace (UAE). The planning stage showed the need to
transform processes, strategies, organizational and governance structure - and
accordingly organizational culture - to enable effective implementation (organizational
and business imperatives). In addition, the business imperatives showed the need for a
framework to improve processes, information, and technologies.
Thus, it can be concluded that, after the planning stage, the centralized PMCS project
was, in effect, an e-transformation project.
Case Study Two: unlike case study one, case study two was an implementation of the
higher Dubai e-government initiative, represented in transforming the provision of
municipal service through customer centric process reengineering, automation, reduce
duplication, and provide easy access to relevant information.
Thus, case study two was initiated as an e-transformation project
Case Study Three: case study three was designed to be a transformation vehicle to
respond to and implement the needs and requirements of Diagnosing the Efficiency and
Effectiveness of the Federal Government (by McKinsey), Quality Project - Total Quality
Management (TQM) by (UNDP), Performance Based Budgeting (PBB) (assisted by
UNDP) (sections 1-5-1,2,3)
From the findings and analysis of the drivers of change in the three case studies, it
can be concluded that the three case studies were e-transformation projects.
Transformation initiatives
8-2
In Chapter five, section 5-1-5-2, the five dimensions of the transformation initiatives
were: improve, innovate, connect, integrate, and launch
8-2-1 Findings
The identified transformation initiatives in the respective case studies were found to be:Case study one:
Improve: commitment, unique understanding and workflow procedures.
Increase awareness, understanding, cooperation, and transparency between MPWH and
its stakeholders (section 2-2)
Connect: The project Centralized Data Bank will connect all organizational and
governance structures. Enable top management to monitor and extract the information
required, and facilitate decisions making (section 2-2)
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Case study Two:

Improve : Improve image by providing better levels of service to customers;
Reduce costs where possible; (section 1-3)
Innovate : Increase transparency and improve internal processes using new web related
technologies (section 1-3)
Integrate : Identify new revenue generating mechanisms for potential adoption in the
future (section 1-3)
Case study Three:
Improve : Diagnosing the Efficiency and Effectiveness of the Federal Government, Total
Quality Management (TQM), Performance Based Budgeting (PBB), (sections 1-5-1,2,3,)
Innovate; Transformation of the way government operates to increase efficiency and
reduce cost (section 0-4)
Connect: The need to create and share data between federal entities (section 0-4)
Integrate : Providing options to outsource services to allow more focus on core policy
making activities (section 0-4
Better integrated services (section 1-1)
Launch : Coordination and cooperation in the development of policies across federal
entities (section 0-4)
8-2-2 Analysis
Transformation initiatives
Case Study One
Case Study Two
Case Study Three

(1) Improve
X

(2) Innovate

X

X
X

X

(3) Connect
X
X

(4) Integrate

(5) Launch

X
X

X

Table 8-2: Case Studies Transformation Initiatives (X denotes the presence of
Transformation Initiative)

Case Study One: Initiative (1) - improve - aimed to streamline work procedures, and
create uniqueness, transparency and uniformity in their understanding.
Initiative (2) - connect - through centralized data bank, was the vehicle for achieving
the goals of initiative (1), and the tool that enforced transparency.
Other initiatives - although unstated, could be the "innovate", if this project was
achieved on time
Case Study Two: the three identified initiatives focused on improvement - image,
services, transparency, processes, etc - using new channels (web technology)
Dubai's e-government was the first in the Middle East, and aimed to benchmark with
global best practices. This may be a contributory factor as to why DM initiatives were
below the limit of the stated vision of the Dubai e-government. It was a response to the
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low level hierarchy of the e-government strategic management - the ICT
project execution (see chapter five: Figure 5-5)
Case Study Three: the initiatives in case study three are well developed and stated. It
is a transformation utilizing e-government as a vehicle to increase efficiency and
effectiveness, through a combination of BPR, TQM, and organizational transformation,
to achieve an integrated intergovernmental uniformity and mechanisms. This will create
new concept in coordination and cooperation in the development of policies across
federal entities, as stated in section 0-4.
Case study three is a strategy and a transition plan, its challenge is its implementation.
Thus, it can be concluded that the three case studies had e-transformation
initiatives

8-3

Transformation KDF

In Chapter Five, section 5-1-5-3, it was stated that effectiveness of each of the executives,
consultants, project managers, team members, suppliers and customer's is diminished as
a result of the following KDF: Lack of clarity, Poor Alignment, Inadequate
prioritization, Lack of collaboration, Poor coordination, and inadequate integration.
8-3-1 Findings:
Tabie 8-3: Case studies KDF findings
Case study One
Executives: The project was viewed as standalone project (section 4-9-2)
Lack of
Project manager: Mix between project manager and sponsor roles (same
clarity
person, no written plan)
Team members: Unclear project scope, there was a significant gap between
the proposal being submitted and the contract being awarded
Executives: Leaders treated the PMCS project as an IT project, not as a
Poor
Alignment Business Project (section 4-9-2)
Inadequate Executives: Not aligned with any business strategy plan
prioritizatio
n
Executives: Not able to achieve conformity between the proposed sponsor
Lack of
collaboratio and project requirements (section 4-9-2)
n
Executives: Conflict of interest between personal and business issues
Poor
coordination (section 4-9-2)
Project manager: Poor legal, financial and HR procedures enforced many
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Inadequate
integration

Lack of
clarity

Poor
Alignment

Inadequate
prioritizatio
n
Lack of
collaboratio
n

limitations to project manager authorities (section 4-9-1)
Executives: Phase one and two were not able to deliver its promises suggested organizational and governance structure were not utilized, (section
4-8)
Case study Two
Executives: one of the major challenges was to convince the executives that
the project is not an IT project but a business project (section 1-5)
Project manager: Way forward not clear (section 1-4)
Existing technology inadequate, not sure of technical requirements (section 14)
Team members: No clarity on roles and responsibilities between Government
Departments and within DM (section 1-4)
Consultant: Managing the politics and interactions within DM was a
challenge (section 1-5).
Customer/ supplier: There was extensive pressure to succeed but nobody
could guarantee that DM's customers would use the online services (section
4-7-6)
Executives: Establishing a common understanding of the goals, objectives
and the rationale for e-Government across all levels of Dubai Municipality
(section 1-5)
Consultant: Accurately scoping the work involved (section 1-5)
Executives: Delay of over 6 months while DM waited for directions from the
overall e-Govemment initiative (section 2-2-4)

Executives: Getting client/consultant cohesive steering committee faced
difficulties from the client side, (section 1-5)
Team members: Every department wanted their service to be web enabled but
reluctant to participate fully in working with ITD (section 1-4)
Executives: Among the challenges faced in defining the e-Strategy was
Poor
coordination getting accurate data from Departments (section 2-1-2)
Project manager: Lots of internal politics, with ITD caught in the middle!
(section 1-4)
Inadequate Executives: The project involved a number of integration points and
dependencies on technology issues which were difficult to scope at the outset
tools and
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techniques

Inadequate
integration

Case study
Three

(section 4-7-5)
Team members: Since the concepts were new to the Consultant and DM
team, it was difficult to accurately define the boundaries of the project at the
beginning (section 4-7-5)
Consultant: Mobilizing a consulting team with the right skills set was a
challenge
Executives: Every department wanted their service to be web enabled but
reluctant to participate fully in working with ITD (section 1 -4)
Team members: Handling internal politics in an environment where different
departments prefer to operate in silos (section2-l-2)______________
This part in not applicable, because no implementation part exist, in the case
study

8-3-2 Analysis
Table 8-4: Case Studies KDF with corresponding cause (X denotes the presence of
KDF)
o* Poor Alignment

1«

KDF

Case study
One

Case study
Two

Case study
Three

Inadequate priorit zation Lack
of col aboration

Poor

co rdination

Inadequate

and
tools techniques

Inadequate

integration

JCQ ^^«
Executives
Project manager
Team members
Consultant
Customer/ supplier
Executives
Project manager
Team members
Consultant
Customer/ supplier
Executives
Project manager
Team members
Consultant
Customer/ supplier

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA
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Case Study One: Table (8-4) above shows that executives were
responsible for two thirds (6 out of 9 x marks) of the KDF.
* By focusing on the project as standalone, executives lacked clarity to see
interdependencies with other projects (predecessors and successors).
* By treating the project as just an IT project, executives were unable to foresee the
real - business - scope of the project, which caused poor alignment.
¥ The absence of a formal strategic plan, and a formal IT strategic plan (with their
consequences), made project prioritization occur on an ad hoc basis, and
accordingly, led to inadequate prioritization.
•fc Underestimating the project scope and outputs, and the lack of project sponsor,
enforced the project manager to play the two roles. This resulted in a weak
sponsor role and a lack of collaboration from sponsor's peers and higher levels of
authority.
# Executives prefer to work independently, meanwhile the project pushed toward
transparency. This resulted in poor coordination between project manager and
executives.
# Treating the project as just an IT project, made in unclear to the executives, that,
as a consequence of BPR, and IT process automation, the organizational structure
and its governance structure should be affected. This conclusion was unwelcome
to executives, and resulted in modifying the processes to suit the existing
structure, and caused the project integration to be aborted.
Lack of clarity also diminished the effectiveness of:
^ The project manager/sponsor who worked on verbal approvals internally, and had
no other alternative other than to use purchase orders instead of RFP externally
(to meet the financial procedures of the federal government, and the approvals of
the ministry of finance), created unclear instructions to project team. This resulted
in re-discussing the agreed alternatives with peers (who are changing their minds),
which created an unstable environment.
# Team members were suffering from similar problems to those of the project
manager with scope and respect to procedures, namely, the difference between the
formal agreements and the internal organization understanding.
•fc Poor coordination also effected the project manager due to:
"^ The absence of legal contract between the client (MPWH) and the Consultant.
The consultant was also the vendor.
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"$* The regulations - especially the financial and HR - of the federal
government, enforced verbal understanding to take place instead of formal.
This reduced the project manager's authority, and the capability for proper
coordination.
It is worth mentioning that, customer/supplier had no KDF, because they were not
involved at any stage of the project.
Case Study Two: Table 8-4 shows again, that executives were involved in all
mentioned KDF.
# Executives, who considered everything related to IT as an IT project, found it
difficult to recognize that ICT projects in e-government have a business
orientation.
# The absence of a rationale for common understanding of goals and objectives since it was the first e-government project in the region - resulted in poor
alignment of the project.
^ Executives were not ready, for such wide transformational projects, this enforced
them to wait for directions from the Dubai e-government initiatives. This created
project prioritization delay for six months.
# DM was not used to deal with international consultants, and on peer to peer
relations. Thus formulating a client/consultant cohesive joint steering committee
lacked the collaboration of the client (who used to treat local consultants as a
parties of lower level)
¥ Executives, found difficulties in submitting accurate data related to e-strategy
formulation, due to poor coordination.
#• Employing a completely different approach - focusing on the integration of the
whole - executives tools for dependencies on technological issues were
inadequate (used to focus on departmental level).
^ Executives - who used to work independently in their departments - and team
members, liked to see their departments services web enabled, but when it came
to services unrelated directly to their departments, their enthusiasm and
cooperation reduced. This produced an inadequate integration in the early stages
of the project.
Other parties involved in lack of clarity KDF:
# Project manager and team members' roles and responsibilities were not clear,
because of lack of experience in similar projects.
# Consultant involvement in DM internal policies and interaction represented a
challenge. This challenge was required but resisted by the client.
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* Although the project was a customer centric project, no signals about
the client response were available.
Other KDF:
* Due to major difference between what was requested and what was required,
including the additional variances, it was difficult for the consultant to precisely
identify the project scope. This created a poor alignment from both parties.
Case Study Three:
This part is not applicable for case study three, because of its limitation to strategy
and transition planning
From case study one and two, 13 out of the 26 identified KDF (X marks) were
caused by executives (50%), 4 out of 26 caused by project manager (15%), 5 out of
26 caused by team members (19%), and 3 out of 26 caused by consultant (11.5%).
KDF caused by

12%

19%

50%

15%

8-4

CSFs

Chapter Five, sections 5-2-2-2-1,2 and 3, identified 9 CSF, grouped under three
categories: needs, requirements, and project management,. Each category has 3 CSF
classified under strategic, tactical, and operational business-IT alignment.
The following represent the findings, followed by the analysis of these 9 CSF
8-4-1

CSF findings

8-4-1-1____The needs_______ ____________________________
1) Building the right things (business or IT strategy, infrastructure, and processes leadership support - feasibility - analysis and design) (Strategic business-IT alignment)
Case Study Two
Case Study One
Case Study Three
leadership
*Top
#• Not enough Leader ship
# Leadership support is in
support
ministerial level
support
*The CEO is the
** Sponsorship level not
^ The MOFI minister is
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the sponsor
Sponsor
#• Planning executed in an
business
¥ Formal
enterprise level on an
strategy and informal
architecture
enterprise
IT strategy
concept
* Planning and design
* Design is on high
existed, but more
organizational level
dedicated time could
^ Feasibility is estimated
improve it
by the consultant
# Feasibility based on
RFP
2)focusing on the technical side while taking into consideration that technical projects take
place in a broader context (people, culture and processes) (Tactical business-IT alignment)

suitable
*• Formal Business and IT
strategy not available
*• Planning and design
details did not exist from
the beginning
^ Feasibility study was
estimated

Case Study Three
^Project idea met strategic goals
and initiatives
a
as
+ E-Government
transformation vehicle
to
restructuring
^ Process
streamline processes in considered
* IT Infrastructure Assessment
Report, Generic Present Status
Report,
Assessment
Internet/Intranet Standards and
Policies Report, Detailed Present
Status Assessment Report, and
and
Assessment
Services
Transformation
Prioritization
Report prepared
•fr Transition plan and a business
case prepared
3) Solid Project management (methodologies, techniques, capabilities, and processes)
Operational business-IT alignment
Case
Case Study Two
Case Study One
Study
Three
Case Study Two
Case Study One
represented
idea ^ Project
* Project
on projection of Dubai efocused
technical side with government initiatives in DM,
process resulted in e-government
some
strategy alignment
improvement
^ Processes reengineered to
* Process
restructuring found harness the IT features and
vital to eliminate online services, resulted in IT
information bottle infrastructure assessment, and
delivered IT standards and
neck
policies
* Transparency
required including * Transition plan considered
thinking
stakeholders
uncovering
concepts, needs, requirements,
obstacles
* IT as unbiased and encouragement
partner
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* Implemented in planning
phase
*• Implemented in pure
technical part, and to a
certain extent in processes
*fr Faced big resistance in
governance, transparency,
empowerment,
getting
accurate data
8-4-1-2

* Combined teams (client/consultant)
from concept design, business to IT
organization level, covering analysis,
implementation, and knowledge
transfer
# Establishing strategic partnership
with best of breed vendors and
suppliers in international level
^Change for competitive advantage
at least on the LOB levels

*• theoreticall
y considered
# implementa
tion
not
applicable

The requirements

4) Top management support (Strategic business-IT alignment)
Case Study One
Case Study Two
Case Study Three
"v* Top
management *v* Direct
support, "Y* The steering committee is
support was on ad hoc monitoring, and follow up composed of deputy ministers
basis
from Dubai Crown Prince
or their assistants
5) A sound methodology (Tactical business-IT alignment)
Case Study One
Case Study Two
Case Study Three
^ Technically only, no business
#• Started technically, then
* Started business,
or organizational change agent
combined by business and
then technical was
to facilitate the change was
organizational
change
delivered. Change
available - this enforced the
program
management
vendor and project sponsor to
*• Both consultant and
program
is
act as change agent (leading to
client were learning by
recognized but not
very limited success)
doing
facilitated, neither
implemented
6) Solid technical leadership by someone who has successfully completed a similar project
(experience and expertise) (Operational business-IT alignment)
Case Study One
Case Study Two
Case Study Three
*v" Consultant was on "Y* Global Consultant, one of "V* Global Consultant, one of
local or regional level
the top five internationally
the top five internationally
joined up with best of breed
local expertise
8-4-1-3

Project management
7) Context Principle: Technical projects take place in a broader context. (Strategic businessPage314of350
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IT alignment)
* lack of adequate user and input involvement
support

* lack of sustained executive management

Case Study One
Case Study Three
Case Study Two
Y Alignment:
Motivation, * Getting
Alignment:
accurate *
Motivation,
evaluation and rewards
data from Departments evaluation and rewards
Y* Alignment:
measuring # What services does Alignment: measuring systems
systems
3M provide?
Alignment: company goals
r Alignment:
company * Assigning weights Alignment: Common language
joals
o different criteria
(all are not applicable based on
Y* Alignment:
Common ¥ Cleansing the data interview/questionnaire (all are not
anguage
provided
applicable
based
on
all are not applicable based
interview/questionnaire
on interview/questionnaire
8 Entropy Principle: The amount of disorder in projects will not, of itself, decrease with
time (Operational business-IT alignment)
* unclear requirements
* lack of proper planning
Case Study One
Case Study Two
Case Study
Three
"v" based on unclear "v* Getting more clarity on what the overall e- "Y" Not applicable
project
scope, Government initiative was doing.
requirements, and "V" Ensuring that Senior Managers recognized
feasibility
the opportunities and assigned adequate budgets
and resources to this project
9) Society Principle: Technical projects are social undertakings (Tactical business-IT
alignment)
* lack of clear vision and objectives
* Inadequate attention to project momentum
Case Study One
Case Study Two
Case Study Three
^ The project was an
anticipatory
with
respect to business
strategy and egovernment project
and initiatives

#• Handling internal politics in an •* Some of the steering
environment
where
different committee members and
departments prefer to operate in many of the organizational
silos
executives are not aware of
* Handling competition between the project momentum, need
departments and between different to be educated about e-
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Government entities within Dubai

8-4-2

CSF Analysis

8-4-2-1

The needs

government
transformation

and

E-

1) Building the right things (business or IT strategy, infrastructure, and processes leadership support - feasibility - analysis and design) (Strategic business-IT alignment)
Case Study Three
Case Study Two
Case Study One
The 1 st need in case study one The 1 st need in case study The 1 st need in case study
lacked at least 3 of the 4 two gathered all the three gathered all the
mentioned above conditions for requirements for building requirements for building the
building the right thing: Leader the right things: Top right things: Leadership
ship support, Formal Business leadership support and support, and sponsorship is at
and IT strategy not available, strong sponsorship, Formal ministerial level, Planning
and executed in an enterprise
strategy
Planning and design details did business
strategy, level on an enterprise
IT
informal
not exist from the beginning.
Thus case study one have 3 Planning and design existed, architecture concept, Design
weak pillars out of 4
but more dedicated time is on high organizational
& Thus we can consider this could improve it, Feasibility level, Feasibility is estimated
by the consultant
based on RFP
CSF as unfulfilled
^ Thus we can consider this * CSF is fulfilled
CSF as fulfilled
2) focusing on the technical side while taking into consideration that technical projects take
place in a broader context (people, culture and processes) (Tactical business-IT alignment)
Case Study One
The 2nd need in case
study one showed that
project was initiated as a
standalone IT project, its
detailed planning showed
the vital need for some
process improvement and
restructuring to eliminate
information bottle neck,
Transparency____and

Case Study Two
The 2nd need result in case study
two can be concluded from the
following:
# Dubai e-government is citizen
result
centric,
(customer)
oriented, market based, ICT
enabled project
#DM e-government Project is
an alignment of Dubai egovernment initiatives,______
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Case Study Three
The 2nd need result in case
study three can be concluded
from the following:
* E-Government project is a
transformation vehicle to
initiatives.
other
achieve
Project idea met strategic
goals and initiatives
* Fundamental data regarding
process and IT assessments
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*• Processes reengineered, IT gathered, Streamline processes
infrastructure
assessed,
IT in considered, related reports
standards and policies delivered, prepared (ITIA, GPSA, ISP,
Transition plan had an eye on DPSA, and SAPT report
prepared
stakeholders considerations
^ Transition plan and a
* CSF is fulfilled
business case prepared
* CSF is fulfilled
3) Solid Project management (methodologies, techniques, capabilities, and processes)
Operational business-IT alignment
Case
Case Study Two
Case Study One
Study
Three
The 3 r need in case study one showed that ^ The 3rd need result in case ^ theoretical!
the planning phase was a clear evidence of study two had the following y considered,
the
solid
project
management factors for success: global and planned
methodologies, techniques, capabilities, business-IT consultant ( one of in high level,
and processes. The implementation part the top 5), client/consultant increasing
showed limitations due to resistance to combined teams till steering awareness for
change, weak sponsorship role, and lack of committee,
transforming project risks,
enough leaderships support, which is an stakeholders
to
strategic for
the
organizational change management issue, partners, seeking competitive achieved part
rather that a project management issue
is
advantage at least on the LOB * CSF
* CSF is fulfilled
levels
fulfilled
* CSF is fulfilled

integration required to
uncover obstacles.
#• IT as unbiased partner
was unable to promote
itself by itself
* CSF is unfulfilled

8-4-2-2

The requirements (to fulfill the needs)
4) Top management support (Strategic business-IT alignment)
Case Study One
Case Study Two
Case Study Three
4- CSF is unfulfilled
•$• CSF is fulfilled
•$• CSF is fulfilled
5) A sound methodology (Tactical business-IT alignment)
Case Study Three
Case Study One
Case Study Two
* CSF is unfulfilled
* CSF is fulfilled
* CSF is fulfilled
6) Solid technical leadership by someone who has successfully completed a similar project
(experience and expertise) (Operational business-IT alignment)
Case Study One
Case Study Two
Case Study Three
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•$• CSF is fulfilled

•$• CSF is fulfilled

^ CSF is fulfilled

8-4-2-3
Project management
7) Context Principle: Technical projects take place in a broader context. (Strategic business-IT
alignment)
* lack of adequate user and input involvement * lack of sustained executive management
support
Case Study One
Case Study Two
Case Study Three
* CSF is unfulfilled * CSF is fulfilled
•$• CSF is unfulfilled till now, This will
show
severe
effect
during the
implementation phases
8 Entropy Principle: The amount of disorder in projects will not, of itself, decrease with
time (Operational business-IT alignment)
* unclear requirements
* lack of proper planning
Case Study One
Case Study Two
Case Study Three
•$• CSF is unfulfilled
•$• CSF is fulfilled
"V" Not applicable
9) Society Principle: Technical projects are social undertakings (Tactical business-IT
alignment)
* lack of clear vision and objectives
* Inadequate attention to project momentum
Case Study One
Case Study Two
Case Study Three
* CSF is unfulfilled
* CSF is fulfilled
* CSF is fulfilled
Table 8-5: Case Studies CSFs* result of analysis: (N: unfulfilled, Y: fulfilled)
Needs
Recluiremertts
PM
1
CSF
2
4
3
5
7
6
8
9
Case study One
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Case study Two
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Case study Three
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
NA

8-5 Case study Hypothesis and their corollaries: Findings and
analysis
In The Thesis Introduction, hypothesis one, concerning (Business-IT alignment) and
hypothesis two, concerning (Integrated Enterprise Architecture framework) were
outlined
Hypothesis one: Competitive advantage transformation depends on the harmonious
interplay of the four domains of strategic choice: business strategy, IT strategy, the IT
infrastructures and processes and organizational infrastructures and processes. Its
Corollaries are the below stated no 1-1, 1- 2, and 1-3
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Hypothesis Two:

The urgent need to establish an Enterprise wide

Architecture framework - to be used as a guide, and a tool for developing the
necessary repository for the Enterprise organizational transformation. Its Corollaries
are the below stated no 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3
The following represent the findings and analysis of these corollaries: the
Assessment conclusion is represented in two words, answer and fulfilled. Answer
represent whether the corollary itself, was found to be right (Yes) or wrong (No).
Fulfilled determined whether the corollary was implemented (Yes), or not
implemented (No) in the case study.
1-1) IS and IT role has changed, from a subsidiary role in the organization, into an integrated
component equal to other major traditional components of the organization._____________
Case Study Three
Case Study One
Case Study Two
* By approving the project,
the MPWH recognized the
need for a system to
transform,
standardize,
manage, control and classify
the generated information
coming from projects related
processes, and required to
mange the MPWH core
business (section CS1 - 2.1).
This emphasized the role of
IT in the transformation
project.
¥ Through
integrated
professional services of a
highly experienced IT and
Project Management (PM)
team, performed an in-depth
study, analysis, design, and
implementation
of
the
MPWH
requirements
(section CS1 - 2.2), the

Section CS2 - 2.2.1 stated the major
work streams of DM E-Government
Foundation
and
Strategy
Development as:
V" Development of the overall
vision
and
e-Government
strategy for DM - considering
services provided, customers,
weight of each service, services
prioritization and selection for eenabling including selection of
technical channels to provide
each service).
*Y" Evaluation of the existing
infrastructure and the overall
development process used.
"^ Definition of the web technology
foundation architecture including
e-business
Section CS2 - 2.2.5 tracked the
Implementation policy to achieve
the ambitious deadlines, executed by
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Section
CS3
0.2)
mentioned
the
UAE
Federal Government eGovernment Strategy and
Foundation
Project
involved five key work
streams:
& The
development
(Understand
and
Develop) of an eGovernment vision and
strategy
7. The definition of high
level target processes:
Review and analyze
customer requirements,
and
conduct
Egovernment readiness
assessment
& The assessment of
existing
IT
infrastructure: Assess
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MPWH recognized the need the consultant and DM:
for partnership between IT *Y* Steering Committee, Consultant
and
project
processes
and DM key project teams and
(business) to formulate
support team, had representation
IT/business solutions.
from every key area
# The study and design •$• Selected the technology vendor
resulted in the development
and ensured that the new
of Web enabled centralized
infrastructure was in place
data bank, where all projects ~Y" Managed expectations of Senior
are accessed and managed
Management by explaining the
from any place, any time
objectives, issues and clarifying
# These
six
what can be done in the given
implementation
phases
time frame, in addition to the
covered:
Basic
and
established project management
integrated PMCS project,
framework
covering
Maintenance System, CAD
communication
of
roles,
and Structural Analysis
responsibilities and methods to
system, Statistical system,
be used to manage the project.
EDMS, GIS (section CS1 - This confirms the role of IS and IT
4.7.3). These systems will in strategy formulation, as an eserve the entire core LOB, in transformation
enabler,
the
addition to all supportive partnership in IS and IT decision
services. This reflexes the making between business key areas
level
and
depth
of and ITD.
involvement of IT in MPWH # Assessment: answer (Yes),
processes
fulfilled (Yes)
^ Assessment:
answer
(Yes), fulfilled (Yes)
1-2) ICT acts as a strategic change enabler in the organization.
Case Study One
Case Study Two
Although not stated, and not treated as a
strategic project, this project carried all strategic
and e-transformational character because:
•£• It aimed to enable MPWH to meet its
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existing
I'
infrastructure,
an
Identify
technolog
gaps to be addressed
9, E-Government
foundations initiativ
development: technics
standards
an
guidelines
10. The development of
transition plan for th
implementation of th
e-Government strateg]
Develop transition plai
Develop business case;
This answers the 1 st and 2
sub hypothesis. IS and I
role is the enabler <
and
strateg
strategy
formulation, and it is ti
driver and the vehicle f<
the etransformation
# Assessment:
answ<
(Yes), fulfilled (Yes)

Section CS2 2.2.1 Defined a
five year transition plan to
transfer current models of
service delivery to the

Case
Stuc
Three
Section CS3 1
is about tl
relationship
between
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present and future requirements through proposed e-services model
using multiple channels for
harnessing ICT.
"Y* It is transforming the way the MPWH do its service delivery;
• Establish robust, reliable
core business
scalable
and
V" Effecting the management procedures and
infrastructure
the business processes of the core LOB
ean
• Establish
Y It is an organization wide project
Government presence by
"Y* It is restructuring the IT and business
delivering informational
infrastructures
and transactional services
Y It should lead to modification in
to citizens, residents and
organizational and governance structure
businesses using the
*Y" It should change organization culture
internet
Strategic Information System Planning (SISP)
methodology was used, in addition to a • Improve speed of service
delivery for e-Services
structured methodology for integrating business
Section CS2 2.2.2 improved
and IT strategies (section CS1 3.0)
that
processes
internal
The planning stage clearly mentioned
support the delivery of the ebusiness strategic analysis, information
Services
analysis, evaluation of the current IT
This invited the ICT to
Systems, and final Proposal (section CS1 bypass its role in strategy
3.1)
Implementation processes were categorized formulation, and as an eunder Strategic analysis aspects, Information transformation enabler to act
analysis aspect, ICT analysis aspect, Training, as an e-transformation driver
answer
* Assessment:
HR requirements (section CS1 -4.5)
(Yes), fulfilled (Yes)
* Assessment: answer (Yes), fulfilled (Yes)
1-3) There is a need to design the IT organization around customers (business
(development projects), and skills (IT human resources).
Case Study Three
Case Study One
Case Study Two
was
orientation
The
organization centric rather
than customer centric in the
three aspects:
*The IT organization was
the
around
designed

In case study two, the
was
approach
to
explained
and
stakeholders
ensured that people
DM
within
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Government
and
Strategy
other initiatives,
it showed how
E-Government
a
as
act
transformation
vehicle
*
Assessment:
answer (Yes),
fulfilled (Yes)

clients), Products

Section CS3 1.7.0 showed the business
approach followed in assessing and
prioritizing the federal services:
400 individual services -» (Filtered) -»
275 individual services -» (Grouped) -»
90 opportunities -» (ranked) -» top 26 -»
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organization business itself.
Business clients were not
informed, and were not
prepared.
*The product aimed to
achieve better internal and
external
organizational
control from the side of the
MPWH, without explaining
the wins and common
benefits to customers and
stakeholders,
* Steps to train IT HR Skills
were considered and solved
internally. Contractors were
asked to deliver the system
(hardware, software) for each
project, get trained, and
submit information as per the
new system.
For external customer, the
project
represent
more
expenses
on
hardware,
software, and training, in
addition to more monitoring
and control of project
schedule, cost, resource
assignment,
and
their
variances.
For
internal
customer,
the
project
represented
transparency
through uncovering the as-is
situation, more integration
and cooperation with other
departments - which means

understood their roles
in the project
Section CS2 2.1.1
mentioned
the
development of a
rational approach to
measuring
value
added by each service
to
Dubai
Municipality and to
external customers
Section
CS2
2.1 showed
the
criteria for service
selection
process:
Search for easily
obtainable
goals
("quick wins")
^ Services that
present High
value
to
customer and
high value to
client
^ Services with
low
complexity
and
high
visibility
Section CS2 3.5
mentioned the points
to be taken into
consideration in the
communications plan
including
varying
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(prioritized)
-»
selected
priorit
opportunities
Section CS3 1.7.1 defined the fiv
elements and their respective assessmer
criteria, to determine how the e
Government opportunities can add valu
to Government and its stakeholder
(Transformational, Integrates, Coverage
Measurable, Do-able)
Section CS3 1.7.2) represented core/no
core analysis according to Governmen
and its stakeholders.
Section CS3 1.7.3 represented th
prioritization of opportunities: (commo
foundation, cross ministries, and sing]
ministry), in addition to mandator
projects to enable implementatioi
Common foundation projects cove
greater part of customers, followed b

cross ministries projects, then singl
ministry project.
Section CS3 3.2 showed the require
people and skills
3. IT departments and corresponds
functional units are requested 1
provide new services. New skills ai
requested.
4. Practices for recruiting new skills ar
retaining existing ones will 1:
developed.
5. Decisions on areas to outsource ar
areas to keep in-house will be made.
A centralized versus decentralize
approach for e-Government in terms <
people, technology and processes wg
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less independence -, the stakeholder
considered.
unbiased IT system became information
needs, Section CS3 5.2.5, the Training Plan, is
the enemy of the biased and the consequences made to ensure that all human resources
executives and decision of the absence of needed for all the projects under
makers. This explains the mechanism to capture execution, are available and qualified to
unwelcome attitude of both feedback
from undertake the activities and able to
external
and
internal change targets
perform roles assigned to them in project
customers.
Refer to section CS2 plans.
This highlights the need to 4.3 which showed A separate IT training project has been
prioritize and balance the how the transactions included to address those specific and
requirements to have a happy become established
pressing needs.
organization,
happy ^ Assessment:
^ Assessment: answer (Yes), fulfilled
customers,
and
happy
answer
(Yes),
(Yes)
partners.
fulfilled (Yes)
^ Assessment:
answer
(Yes), fulfilled (No)
2-1) The selection criteria of hardware-software have moved from a technical specification to its
ability to provide specific information and solutions to management, including Technical issues on
a larger and higher scale_____________
Case Study One
Case Study Two
Case Study Three
The results of the
study were listed
under the following
three
categories:
Process
improvement,
Information systems,
and
Information
technology
infrastructure. These
categories established
a framework within
which MPWH built
its future systems for
project management

Selection
of
the
technology environment
required to support eGovernment services
The project stages were:
Strategy alignment (EGovernment
strategy
alignment
IT
infrastructure assessment
IT standards and
policies - Transition
planning)
Stage I (Implement IT
infrastructure
Implement
stage
1
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#• Section
CS3
3.2
reviewed
the
Internet/Intranet Standards and Policies:
IT
Infrastructure
Strategic
decision
concerning web architecture implementation,
various infrastructure components (front end
technology, middleware technology, back-end
technology, security, kiosks), Web-based
development tools and technologies, etc ,

should be made
# Strategy and standards are required to
implement integration both internal and
external
to
government
(network
infrastructure, online payment infrastructure,
Security architecture, information exchange
structure, channels and mechanisms)
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and control (section
CS13.1.6).
# Assessment:
answer
(Yes),
fulfilled (Yes)

¥ Policies, Laws, and responsibility fc
setting (Policies and standards, Securit
standards,
Cyber
laws,
e-commerc<
electronic communications including Privac
protection)
* Assessment: answer (Yes), fulfilled (Yes]
2-2) Unified understandings, standards, metrics, and performance measures, to ensure flexibl
implementation approaches to meet various circumstances and specifications___________
Case Study Case Study Two
Case Study Three
One
No
Starting
process:
IT
Starting process
formal
standards and policies, and
Section CS3 3.1, IT Assessment for standard
standard development of a rational
and policies showed that many vital options wei
s
approach to measuring
ignored: IT operations and management not dor
availabl value added by each
proactively, Management for application
e
service
to
Dubai
websites, licenses, service level agreements, an
Assessm Municipality
and
to
proper IT project management methodology an
ent:
external customers (section
procedures are required. Lack of sophisticate
answer
CS2 2.1.1)
backup and disaster recovery, Standards adopte
(Yes),
# Assessment:
answer
for software development or for vendor selectic
fulfilled
(Yes), fulfilled (No)
are required.
(No)
Assessment: answer (Yes), fulfilled (No)
initiatives)
Stage II to n (Implement
stage 2,..,n initiatives)
* Assessment: answer
(Yes), fulfilled (Yes)

2-3) Governance structure changes are needed to meet the new shape of constitution
Case Study One

Case Study Two

The
new
proposed
organizational
and governance
structure
not
implemented.
Refer to Proposed
changes
in
Organizational

Section CS1 3.1 agreed that the transition from the current
service provision medium to the e-enabled medium will
require changes in the organization's processes, organizational
structure, roles and responsibilities and facilities.
These changes require a careful and well planned marketing
and communication strategy as people need to be made aware
of them in as non disruptive manner as possible
• Section CS2 3.2 Organization and People Transition and
section, showed the recommended Organization Changes
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Case Stud
Three
Not
formulated
expected i
be
challenged
and
fa<
many
difficulties
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structure (section
CS1 4.6) and
project outputs demerits (section
CS1 4.8)
& Assessment:
answer (Yes),
fulfilled (No)

for the NOC service (one out of four services when DM egovernment was launched, now DM have ~ 70 services),
an "NOC Coordination Centre" which was created as new
and through a role/responsibility modification within the
current Services Coordination Office. This required a
decision at the level of the Steering Committee. The "NOC
Coordination Centre" included "NOC customer service
help desk" and "internal help desk" and have "Super
Users", testing group, and service marketing group
Assessment: answer (Yes), fulfilled (No)
Table 8-6: Case study Hypothesis and Corollaries result of analysis
(N: unfulfilled, Y: fulfilled)
Hypothesis Corollary Case Study One
Case Study
Case Study Two
Three
answer fulfilled answer fulfilled answer fulfilled
1
1
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
2
1
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
3
1
Y
Y
Y
1
Y
Y
Y
2
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
2
2
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
3
2
Y
Y

8-6

Strategic Business-IT Alignment Maturity Assessment:

Luftman identified five levels for the strategic alignment maturity, for each of the
assessed categories (Communications, Competency/value measurements, Governance,
Partnerships, Technology Scope and Architecture, and Skills), these levels are
Level 1: Initial/Ad Hoc Process: Business and IT not aligned, this does not fit the
organization, or the organization is not very effective
Level 2: Committed Process: Organization commits to becoming aligned, low level of fit
for the organization
Level 3: Established Focused Process : Established and Focused on business objectives,
moderate fit for the organization, or the organization is moderately effective
Level 4: Improved/Managed Process: Reinforcing concept of IT as "Value Center", fits
most of the organization
Level 5: Optimized Process: Integrated/Co-adaptive business and IT strategic planning,
strong level of fit throughout the organization, or the organization is effective
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Assessment
: answer
(Yes),
fulfilled
(No)
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The most valuable part of the assessment is not the score, but understanding
its implications for the entire company and what needs to be done to improve it
(Luftman 2003).
8-6-1 Communication: Justification of score: (all scores are on a scale of 1 to 5)
FGov(1.8)
DM (2.3)
MPWH (2.2)
Limited understanding of
Starting to have good
Starting to have good
business by IT
of
understanding
understanding of business
Starting to have good
business by IT
by IT
understanding of IT by
Pockets of understanding
Pockets of understanding of
business
of IT by business
IT by business
way
one
Informal
formal
Two-way
Informal one way Business
IT
to
Business
business-IT
to IT communication
communication
communication
knowledge
formal
No
No formal knowledge
No formal knowledge
sharing mechanism
sharing mechanism
sharing mechanism
No formal liaison roles
No formal liaison roles
Formal liaison roles
established (primary or use
established (primary or
established, facilitating
only as needed)
use only as needed)___
knowledge transfer___

0.0

Understanding Understanding Organizational
learning
of FT by
of business
business
by IT

IT-business
Leveraging
Style and
liaison staff
intellectual
ease of
access_____assets___________
D F Gov
DM
MPWH

8-6-2 Competency/value measurement: Justification of score: (all scores are on a
scale of 1 to 5)
F Gov (1.7)
DM (2.9)
MPWH (1.6)
consider
It metrics are technical
metrics
IT
IT metrics are cost based,
only, cost based
technical, cost, ROI, and
technical only
effectiveness,
Business metrics are
measure
are
metrics
Business
organization based
reviewed and acted upon
organization based
Business-IT metrics are
Business metrics measure
Business-IT metrics are not
not linked
IT investment, cost/unit,
___
linked
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Benchmarking is an ad-hoc
and done informally
Assessing IT investment is
on as needed basis (only
when there is a problem)
Continuous improvement
practices
are
few,
effectiveness not measured

Benchmarking is an adhoc and done informally
Assessing IT investment
is on as needed basis
(only when there is a
problem)
Effectiveness is measure,
many
continuous
improvement practices

ROI, and customer value,
reviewed and acted upon
Business-IT
metrics
formally linked and acted
upon
Benchmarking
is
an
institutional practice, and
usually acted upon
Effectiveness is measured,
many
continuous
improvement practices____

competency/Value Measurement

IT metrics

Business
metrics

Link between
IT and
business
metrics
r

Service level
agreements
MPWH

Benchmarking

DM

Formally
assess IT
investments

Continuous
improvement
practices

D F Gov

8-6-3 Governance: Justification of score: (all scores are on a scale of 1 to 5)
MPWH (1.9)
Formal
business
strategic planning started 2003 - at
organizational
and
functional level, with
slight IT input
Functional tactical IT
strategic planning with
light business input
Organizational
structure is centralized,
with
some
decentralization in far

F Gov (3.0)
DM (2.8)
Formal business strategic
* Formal business strategic
planning at organizational,
planning at organizational,
functional,
inter
functional,
inter
organizational, and across
organizational, and across
the enterprise
the enterprise
Functional tactical
IT
^ Formal IT strategic planning
strategic planning with
at organizational, functional,
light business input
inter organizational, and
Organizational structure is
across the enterprise
centralized, with some
^ Organizational structure is
decentralization
centralized/decentralized,
* CIO reports to CFO
with some collocation
* CIO reports to COO or CEO * IT is viewed as a cost
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*
*

*

*
*

areas
CIO reports to CFO
IT is viewed as a cost
center, controlled by
functional organization
IT
of
Rationale
spending is to reduce
increase
cost,
and
productivity
efficiency
committee
Steering
meets as needed
Project prioritization is
determined by business
functions

Formal business
strategyplanning

Formal IT strategy
planning

projects
some
center,
IT is viewed as a cost center,
treated as investment
some projects treated as
*• Rationale of IT spending is
investment
to reduce cost, increase
Rationale of IT spending is
productivity and efficiency,
to reduce cost, increase
and act as process enabler
productivity and efficiency,
effective
and
and act as process driver and *• Formal
steering committee
strategy enabler
Formal and effective steering * Project prioritization is
determined mutually by
some
with
committee
business and IT functions,
stakeholders partnership
and is mostly responsive
Project prioritization is
and value added
determined by business
functions, and is mostly
responsive

Organizational
structure

HowIT is budgeted

Rationale for IT

8-6-4 Partnership: Justification of score: (all scores are on a scale of 1 to 5)
F Gov (2.0)
DM (2.7)
MPWHQ.7)
Business perceive IT as a
to
started
Business
to
started
Business
cost of doing business
perceive IT as an asset with
perceive IT as an asset with
IT enables business process
business value
business value
IT takes most of the risks
IT drives business process
IT enables business process
with little rewards
IT takes most of the risks
IT takes most of the risks
IT program management,
with little rewards
with no or little rewards
with standards started to be
IT program management,
IT program is managed on
with standards adhered and
adhered, some process
ad hoc basis
exist but not always
started to evolve, and
Business-IT relationships
followed
complied with_______
is transactional
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Sponsors/champions:
usually none or within the
functional
organization
limit, or selective business
sponsorship
of
key
initiatives

Business perception ITs role in strategic
of IT
business planning

IT is regarded by business
as an emerging valued
service provider
Sponsors/champions:
usually on HQ or corporate
level

Shared risks and
rewards

Managing the
IT-business
relationship

Business-IT relationships
is
characterized
by
conflicts and minimum
trust
Sponsors/champions:
usually on HQ or corporate
level

Relationship and
trust style

MPWH

Business sponsors
and champions

I DM

D F Gov

8-6-5 Technology scope and architecture: Justification of score: (all scores are on a
scale of 1 to 5)
MPWH (1.6)
DM (3.0)
F Gov (1.8)
Primary systems are
Primary systems redefined
Primary systems are mostly
mostly
traditional,
scope as business process
transactional with expanded
becoming an asset
driver
scope as a business process
Standards started to be
Emerging enterprise standards,
enabler
defined
drives business process
Standards started to be defined
Architectural integration
Architectural integration is
Architectural integration is
is characterized by: early
characterized by: integrated at
characterized
by:
early
integration at functional
functional
integration at functional level,
level,
early
level and at enterprise
integration at enterprise level,
no formal integration at
level,
no
formal
and no formal integration at
enterprise and inter enterprise
integration and inter
inter enterprise levels
levels
enterprise levels
Early attempts for formal
No
formal
emerging
No formal emerging
emerging technology function
technology function
technology function
Limited
No architectural transparency,
No
architectural
No
architectural
transparency,
agility, and flexibility
agility, and
transparency, agility, and
flexibility
flexibility ________
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Primarysys terns

Standards

Architectural integration How IT infrastructure is
_______perceived
IMPWH

DM

P F Gov

8-6-6 Skills: Justification of score: (all scores are on a scale of 1 to 5)
F Gov (2.0)
MPWH(1.9)
DM (2.8)
and
Innovation
and
Innovation
Innovation and entrepreneurship
is
entrepreneurship
is strongly encouraged on
is
entrepreneurship
dependant on functional
corporate
and
functional
on
dependant
organization
organization level
functional organization
Locus of power, and key
Locus of power, and key IT HR
Locus of power, and
IT HR decisions are
decisions are made by top
key IT HR decisions
made by top business and
business and IT management at
are made by top
at
management
IT
level, with IT
corporate
IT
and
business
organization level, with
functional advice
at
management
IT functional advice
Management style is profit/value
corporate level, with
Management style is
based
emerging
some
command and control
Change management program is
functional influence
readiness
Change
in place and at corporate level
Management style is
Career cross over is occurring
program is emerging and
command and control
in place and at functional
regularly across the functional
readiness
Change
organization at all units level
level
program is emerging
Cross functional training and job
Career cross over is
and in place and at
rotation is formal, dependant on
occurring occasionally
functional level
functional organization, and run
within units
Minimal career cross
by all units
Cross functional training
over
is
interaction
Social
Social interaction is
and job rotation is
characterized by starting trust
decided by units
primarily transactional,
and confidence, where IT is
with strictly business
Social interaction is
started to be a valued service
minimal
only relationship_____
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No retention program,
poor recruiting, hiring
and retaining top talent

provider
hiring and retaining to talent is
based on technical skills

hiring and retaining to
talent is based on
technical skills

8-6-7 Grand results of the six categories: (all scores are on a scale of 1 to 5)
A graphical representation of the results of the six categories for the three

organizations in the three case studies is shown below:

Communications

I MPWH Team

Competency /v alue
mesaurement

I DM Team

Gov emance

D FED GOV Team

business-IT Alignment
assessment

8-7 Tactical and Operational Business-IT alignment Assessment:
(PM: Project Management, U: Utility, D: Differentiated, T: Transformational)
8-7-1 Identify strategic context
Case Study Three
Case Study Two
Case Study One
Cross LOB (U): Very important (7- (D) Very important (7- (D) Important (6):
Synergies 8):
organization 8): Strategic business SBU were going to be
the
strategy comes as a result units (SBU) strategies are restructured guided by
enterprise
in the
focused
of the combination of LOB highly
transformational strategy
strategies.__________ organization strategy.
(U): Overlap 4
(U): Overlap 5
business
(U) Overlap 5
overlap
4 out of five core LOB 18 out of a total of 20 6 common foundation
departments priority projects, 4 cross
were to be restructured by (LOB)
priority
within the DM were ministries
PMCS
single
11
all 5 core and 2 no core involved in and were projects,
the ministry priority project
by
LOB were involved with affected
other project phases like implementation of NOC
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EDMS and GIS
technolog (U) Balanced between IT (D) IT leadership to (U) Balanced between
y focus
competitive IT cost saving and IT
cost saving and IT achieve
leadership
advantage
leadership
8-7-2 Identify IT mandate: (E: Enterprise, O; Organization, IT: IT organization)
E:T
E:D/T
E: PM7U
IT
0:D
O:D/T
mandates O: PM/U
IT:PM
IT:U/D
IT:PM/U
Project: T
Project: T
Project: T
No Compatability
New approach
No Compatibility
8-7-3 Assessing IT organizational structure parameters as per chapter three, Table (3-8)
Case Study Three
Case Study Two
Case Study One
(PM)
(D)
(PM)
Resource
E: Centralized
E: Centralized
E: Decentralized
alignment
O: Centralized
O: Decentralized
O: Centralized
IT Centralized
IT: Decentralized
IT Centralized
(U): IT resources report (D): IT resources report (U): IT resources report
reporting
relationships directly to central IT directly to central IT directly to central IT
group and may report group (IT managers and
group (IT manager)
IT manager reports to indirectly to LOB CIO)
CIO reports to CEO
executive
CFO
CIO reports to CEO
has
has (D): Business and IT (U):
Business
Business
and (U):
roles
joint primary responsibility for
responsibiliti primary responsibility for have
for scoping and managing
scoping and managing responsibility
es
projects, and for strategy overall business games projects, and for strategy
development
development
8-7-4 Define IT operational model as per chapter three: Table (3-12): How
operational model components align with organizational structures
DM
MPWH
FGov
parameters
(U): Multiple formal
(D): Few formal
1 Governance (PM): Business/IT
business/IT governing
governing bodies are
business/IT decision
decision
drive
the
on
bodies
mostly focused
making forums
making across all
project and operational
organizational levels;
levels
executive-level decision
making is driven by the
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2

Processes

3

Communic
ation

4

Metrics

5

Skills

6

Style

7

Shared
vision

8

technology
selection
parameters

(PM): High degree of
process discipline around
project management; IT
participates in decision
making but does not play
central role
(PM): Formalized,
regular and standardized
reporting around project
completion, budget and
issues
(PM): Metrics for
business and IT measure
the project's success in
meeting both IT and
business objectives
(PM): Business and IT
must have strong project
management skills

business
(T): Informal interaction
driven by close working
relationships and shared
responsibilities

(T): Informal
interaction driven by
close working
relationships and
shared
responsibilities
(PM): Formalized, regular
(U): Formalized,
and standardized reporting
regular and
details status of IT
standardized
operations
reporting details
status of IT
operations
(PM): Metrics for business (D): Shared metrics
and IT measure the project's surrounding business
success in meeting both IT
success
and business objectives

(PM): Business and IT must (PM):Business and
IT must have strong
have strong project
project management
management skills
skills
(U): May have
(D): Shared culture and
(PM): Team-focused
separate cultures and
culture driven by projects style
styles
(PM): Technology is a
(PM): Technology is a key (T): Leverage IT to
key enabler of business
enabler of business success drive enterprise
business
success
transformation
alignment,
alignment, scalability,
alignment, scalability,
scalability,
integration, standards,
integration, standards,
integration,
interoperability, others
interoperability
standards,
(reusing legacy systems)
interoperability

8-7-5 Management role and HR policies:
Referring to chapter seven, the interview/questionnaire results of organization teams, part
3, questions 21-31:
The following can be concluded:
Unlike case study two (DM), which showed great awareness of the alignment
management role and HR policies, in case study one (MPWH) and case study three (F
Gov), the alignment of modern organization HR policies is neglected in all levels.
This pointed to the need for effective uniform training of all employees in basic concepts,
skills, measurement protocols, and vocabulary.
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21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Management role and HR policies
Alignment: Motivation, evaluation and rewards - enterprise
Alignment: measuring systems - enterprise
Alignment: company goals - enterprise
Common language - enterprise
Alignment: Motivation, evaluation and rewards - organization
Alignment: measuring systems - organization
Alignment: company goals - organization
Common language - organization
Alignment: Motivation, evaluation and rewards - IT organization
Alignment: measuring systems - IT organization
Alignment: company goals - IT organization
Common language - IT organization

MPWH
N
N
N

F-Gov
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

DM
NA
NA
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N

Y

N

Y
Y
Y

N
N
N

N
N
N

FEA Assessment result:

8-8

Although the FEA assessment results were anticipated by to the author, the assessment
highlighted the need of the FEA, as an advanced stage of business-IT alignment,
preferably to be built as a mandatory project. The assessment questions aimed to show
the benefits, usages, and options of FEA by providing the options (answers) to the
questions: Why is Enterprise Architecture important for organization? The issues which require
planning FEA, and the most popular FEA frameworks (refer to question 4,6, and 8 of part five).
The results extracted hypothesis two, corollaries 2-2, and 2-3, - showed a significant
degree of compatibility with the interview/questionnaire results of organization teams,
part 5, at all three companies.
MPWH Team

Part Five : Enterprise Architecture Assessment

••-• fcviwsfef'Sis.s*--'!: :.->.

>u-' »/,<-f . . • • ' 1-s-."-^ ';

DM Team

FEDGOi
•;-,.>.*-.,:«•»!»

.'..;. '.;*;:?;. :•*;•>';' --. ,.»••,-.:-•;'.,'•.. •••

1

Organization familiar with the growing importance of EA

N

N

N

2

Is EA part of your organizations Strategic Governance

N

N

N

3

Is EA, Business and / or IT Architecture, etc. established in
your organization

N

N

NA

4

Why is Enterprise Architecture important for your organization

All options

All options

NA

NA

All options
NA

All options
NA

NA

None

None

None

5
6
7
8

At which level is EA part of your organizations governance
structure
For what kind of issues do you plan an EA project
To whom is the architects organization reporting
What kind of Enterprise Architecture Framework do your
organization use

Hypothesis

Corollary

Case Study One

Case Study Two

All option
NA
All option

Case Study Three

answer

fulfilled

answer

fulfilled

answer

fulfilled

2

2

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

2

3

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N
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CS 1

CS3

CS2

CS1

KDF

CS2

Customer/ supplier

Consultant

Team members

Project manager

Customer/supplier
Executives

Consultant

Project manager
Team members

Team members
Consultant
Customer/ supplier
Executives
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CS1
CS2

Executives

Project manager

1

A

Change Driver

I DM Team

Competency /value
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o
o

I

Partnership

N
N

I
1

I

s
I

business-IT Alignment
assessment

Technology Scope

Strategic Maturity Business-IT alignment

FED GOV Team

Governance
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Chapter Nine: Conclusions
9-1) Introduction:
In this chapter, findings and analysis results, of each case study are grouped for the
three e-transformation case studies.
9-2) Compliance with hypothesis:
Hypothesis Corollary
1
1
1
2
2
2

1
2
3
1
2
3

Case Study Three
Case Study One
Case Study Two
Recognized fulfilled Recognized fulfilled Recognized fulfilled
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y

9-2-1) Hypothesis One: Case Study One
Corollary 1-1: has been fulfilled in the project level, and recognized in the organizational
level
Corollary 1-2: has been fulfilled in the project level, and informally recognized in the
organizational level
Corollary 1-3: has not been fulfilled in the project level, and informally recognized in
the organizational level
Evaluation of hypothesis One: by recognizing corollary 1-1, the organization
recognized the new role of IT and IS. By recognizing corollary 1-2, - although informally
- the organization recognized the new role of ICT as a strategic enabler/differentiator
and, strategic driver to a certain extent. By recognizing corollary 1-3, - although
unfulfilled - the organization recognized the need to redesign (restructure) the IT
organization, to be client centric, through products, skills, and competencies.
The final result shows that, the 3 corollaries were found to be required, at the
organizational level, but, the project implementation shows the fulfillment of 2 out of
the 3 corollaries
This means that hypothesis one was challenged in case study one (due to non
fulfillment of corollary 1-3)
9-2-2) Hypothesis One: Case Study two and three:
Corollary 1-1 and 1-2: has been fulfilled at the project level, and recognized at the
organizational level
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Corollary 1-3: has not been fulfilled at the project level, but recognized at
the organizational level
Evaluation of hypothesis One: The final result shows that the 3 corollaries were
found to be recognized, at the organizational level, and, the project implementation
shows that the 3 corollaries were found to be fulfilled.
This means that hypothesis one has been met in case study two and three.
9-2-3) Hypothesis two: Case Study One, Two, and Three:
Due to, the significant degree of compatibility in results in CS1, CS2, and CS3,
hypothesis two and its three corollaries, the section related to corollary two is treated as
common to the three case studies.
Corollary 2-1: has been fulfilled at the project level, and recognized at the organizational
level
Corollary 2-2 and 2-3: were not fulfilled at the project level, and informally recognized
at the organizational level
Evaluation of hypothesis Two: by recognizing corollary 2-1, the organizations
recognized the need to shift the selection criteria concept, from providing a service, to
providing a solution. This solution when extended can act as the nucleus of enterprise
architecture. By recognizing corollaries 2-2 and 2-3 - although unfulfilled in any of the
case studies, the organizations recognized:- 1) the need of formally linked IT metrics and
business metrics (corollary 2-2), 2) the need to redesign (restructure) the IT and business
governance structures, including their inter-relations to meet the new repositioning and
alignment at all levels (corollary 2-3).
Hence, the final result shows that the 3 corollaries were found to be recognized as
requirements, at the organizational level, but, the project implementation shows that
only one corollary out of three was shown to be fulfilled
This means that hypothesis two was not met in any of the case studies, due to non
fulfillment of corollaries 2-2 and 2-3, which demonstrates the need for a Federal
Enterprise Architecture.
9-3) Identification of deficiencies: By referring to "Summary of findings and analysis
results Table" in the next page, the following deficiencies were concluded:1. Lack of Critical Success Factors
2. Lack of clarity was the principal Key Deficiency Factor (KDF)
3. Executives were the main cause of the KDF.
4. Lack of Alignment of 1) Motivation, evaluation and rewards, 2) measuring systems,
3) Alignment: company goals, and 4) Alignment Common language.
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5. Lack of conformity in IT mandates between IT Project, operational
business-IT alignment parameters, strategic context parameters, and the
assessing IT organizational structure parameters
6. IT responsiveness exceeds the business responsiveness to the transformation from
service provider (based on technical specification competencies) to solution provider
(base on customized business needs)
7. Lack of business-IT partnership: although the apparent acceptance by the business
executives, they are the real reason behind the lack of cooperation, especially - when
the technology, rather than the business, is driving the transformation process.
According to many business executives, this is a reverse logic, where, "the tail is
wagging the dog".
8. Lack of mature standards, metrics, and performance measures, which starts with
Unified understandings of aligning "common language", and continue to bypass
technical, cost, ROI, effectiveness, customer value, HR, and to covers partners,
formally link business and IT metrics, review and act upon, use balanced scorecard,
and extend to cover solutions alternatives to all mentioned.
9. Lack of FEA awareness: the importance and benefits of the FEA which will cover
Business Architecture, Information Architecture, Technology Architecture, and
Solution Architecture. FEA, by reducing complexity, will increase efficiency, cut the
cost of designing, implementing and managing the enterprise IT.
10. Joined up solutions require joined up efforts: The fulfillment of the FEA requires
cross-organization joined up efforts, starting with the strategic level, where bypassing
deep and lengthy preparation may act as a main deficiency. This is a main problem
for organizations that used to work independently.
9-4) E-transformation project assessment:
CS1 E-Transformation project can be considered as severely challenged - as per
Standish Group definition in Chapter five, section 5-2-1, especially from the schedule,
scope, and deliverables points of view. It's partial fulfillment were enforced to comply
with the existing process flow, organizational and governance structure. But the
forthcoming changes, enforced by the federal e-government project, are expected to
return the project to its originally planned scope and features.
CS2 E-Transformation project was able - in spite of KDF faced - to deliver a
successful E-Transformation project, in both its planning, and implementation. Its
comparatively early start helped the organization business-IT alignment to be
comparatively good. The executed assessment provided criteria, a tool, and a measuring
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system, which can be used for benchmarking.
CS3 E-Transformation project was able to deliver its promises, as to draw business and
IT strategy, assess the business and IT "As-Is" status, envision the future "To be" status,
and draw a high level "Transition Plan" and a "Business Case", inspired - for the first
time in UAE - by the holistic view of the "Federal Enterprise Architecture" concept. CS3
is a successful E-Transformation project, but has yet to face the full implementation
challenges ahead.
9-5) Business-IT Alignment Maturity Assessments:
A graphical representation of the results of the six categories for the three organizations
in the three case studies is shown below.
Level 1: Initial/Ad Hoc Process, Level 2: Committed Process, Level 3: Established
Focused Process, Level 4: Improved/Managed Process, Level 5: Optimized Process
Each category can be improved through improving its components.

Communications

I MPWH Team

Governance

Competency/value
mesaurement

I DM Team

a FED GOV Team

business-IT Alignment
assessment

What is the status internationally? According to Luftman (2004) "Most organizations in 2004 - are at level 2, with some attributes of level 3.
9-6)

Areas for improvement:

Both, the E-transformation project and the organization undergoing E-transformation can
be improved by:
#• Assuring the presence and vitality of the CSF related to project's needs, requirements,
and project management.
# Considering and eliminating the E-transformation project's KDF, to augment each of
the executives, consultants, project managers, team members, suppliers and
customers
#• Identify, analyze and assess the organization strategic Business-IT alignment maturity
and targeting areas for improvement.
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^ Identify, analyze and assess the organization tactical and operational
Business-IT alignment. Hence, improve its conformity with the strategic Business-IT
alignment
*• Identify, analyze, assess, and build the FEA Framework.
9-7) Identified problem areas:
Y The lack of an unbiased party to assess, evaluate, and redirect if required, any
transformation project (usually organizations tend to appreciate their works, at least in
front of others). This party can fulfill the role of the "project management firm" in the
Construction industry.
V" The role of the CIO: UAE federal and local government organizations do not have a
CIO position, they have an IT manager instead. This reflects either the underestimated
Business understanding of the IT role and responsibility or the lack of differentiation
between the CIO role and the IT manager role.
V" The immature IT role, especially in federal government, prohibited IT in
demonstrating leadership (refer to ministries and authorities status in case study 3 GPSR)
"Y" The present leadership generation is a transitional generation between Non-ICT
based and the forthcoming Full-ICT based management style and leadership
Y Islands of automation: implementing e-government on a single state in the emirates
will lead to a local use only, and likely, nonconformity with those developed in other
states in the emirates. This facilitates the need for FEA not only at the federal
government organizations level, but to also include local government's
organizations and authorities.
"V" Difference between transformation and transition: Transformation is occurring in
processes, services, or procedures, in some the division, operation, or function level. In
the enterprise level, the talked about transformation in UAE, is more close to transition
rather than transformation (What's going on is just automation, with some process
reengineering to suit the new technology, simplification of work procedures, and
rectification of organizational structure). This is why the change in organizational
and governance structure is limited.
"Y* Contradictions: between leadership mindset, the power concept, the sense of
ownership, and transparency and empowerment.
"Y Contradiction: between the envisioned "efficiency and effectiveness" expected from
the implementation of E-Government, and E-transformation projects, from one side
and the HR employment policy from the other side.
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V" Harnessing the best of ICT: New software solutions are available that
help ensure the effective implementation of strategy. This includes software
to: manage the business planning and strategy process, automate a measurement
program like the Balanced Scorecard, manage a portfolio of strategic projects, and
manage workforce performance reporting and alignment.
"3" Jumping stages: International practices and recommendations including (The
eCommerce Transformation Survey (eCTS) of Australia and NewZealand) showed that
"Organizations That Intend to Leapfrog Appear to Be Ignoring the Multifaceted
Management Challenges at Hand". This is why Survey Data (including eCTS) indicates
that most organizations are taking an incremental approach to Transformation. Only the
first class organizations - like General Motors and Cisco - can be an exception due to
their high readiness, balancing discipline, support, stretch and trust (ILO: management
consulting- a guide to profession - 2002)
V" Implementing an E-Transformation solution requires a carrot and a stick, mainly in
the HR policies.
"V" ICT as an Inhibitor: IT is the enabler/differentiator/driver of E-Transformation, but
ICT can turn to an inhibitor if: IT strategy not aligned with business strategy, Over
emphasis on technology, Failure to recognize effective use of IT requires business
process change
9-8)

Framework milestones for sustained E-Transformation:

The following represents the conditions for an E-transformation to succeed:What are the
organization change
drivers? Are they
Transformational?

Start
Assess, improve,
and Restart

What are the
organization ETraDsformation
initiatives?

Identify, analyze,
assess, and build the
FEA Framework

Assess operational
Business-IT alignment
and assure its strategic
conformity

Are the CSFs,
considered, analyzed,
and assessed? How to
be empowered?

Assess the strategic
Business-IT alignment
maturity? How it can
work better?
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9-9) What's new to the Body of Knowledge?
This Thesis claims the following:
W Linking between Change types, Organization work types and ICT mandates
(Section 3-7)
evealing the E-transformation drivers in UAE, their implementations, and
their grouping and classification categories into major and minor ICT based
drivers. (Section 5-3)
^Identifying and Utilizing a criteria for the success or failure of etransformation projects: through combing the business-IT alignment with ICT
project management and ICT portfolio management. And connecting them with
the three corresponding levels of business-IT alignment: strategic, tactical, and
operational levels (Section 5-2)
business-IT alignment level
Approach
Success Factor
strategic level
The best enterprise business- business-IT
alignment
IT alignment.
2. The success of each IT ICT
project operational level
management
project
3. The
portfolio tactical level
and ICT
integration
interdependencies of the ICT management
projects
grouping and classification of the reasons behind ICT project failure, to
conclude the classification of E-transformation CSF into the three categories:
needs, requirements, and project management. And to relate the categories
with the three corresponding levels of business-IT alignment: strategic, tactical,
and operational levels

No:
1.

CSF category
business-IT alignment level
Needs
strategic level
Requirements
tactical level
project operational level
and
Program
management
Different approach: Reviewing E-transformation in its three directions:
o Bottom-Up: by focusing on "why do IT projects fail"
o Top-Down: by focusing on the conditions of "Doing the right things"
CSF, and
o Horizontally: by focusing on the "requirements" category of the CSF, to
fulfill the needs
Direction
No:
business-IT alignment level
Top-Down
1.
strategic level
Bottom-Up
2.
operational level

No:
1.
2.
3.
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3.

Horizontally

tactical level

JBfc Linking CSF, KDF with Transformation Drivers

%ff Linking transformation drivers with Baldridge criteria for performance
excellence
Vt Focusing on the Outside-In and the Top-Down concept by:
o Linkage from external to internal environment with respect to
environment, commerce, culture and technology.
o Vision and strategy: from corporate, organizational, tactical, and
operational levels
o Viewing ICT transformation projects from a political and business
perspective - acting as the outer cascade - that has to be facilitated and
implemented through ICT transformation projects - acting as the inner
cascade.
Without ignoring the lower and internal components - resulting from applying the
Work Breakdown structure (WBS) concept - and their interdependencies.
Hm Revealing E-transformation obstacles facing E-transformation projects in UAE,
from the ICT and business view:
O Specific to the executed projects: section 9-3 to section 9-6
O General to UAE and Gulf area: section 9-7 and 9-8
VSk The double check methodology combining the case study analysis and the
interview questionnaire technique (combining the factual critical appraisal
with the buy-in of the organizations and their leadership)
£$ Highlighting for the first time in UAE, the two main issues (business-IT
alignment and FEAF), their critical importance, and present status in a
deep and sophisticated scientific approach.
9-10) Overview:
It was identified that, although the E-transformation is technology based and dependant,
technological issues do not represent the greatest challenges to e-transformation projects.
This is because technology - by itself - is unbiased. The technology selection process
was either done internally - if the IT organization has the capability - or outsourced to
specialist parties.
The major challenges were represented by technology implementation. This is due to its
effect and consequences on the business process, organizational structure, and
predominantly the governance structure.
This is why, technology is necessary, but, it is not sufficient to ensure the success of the
E-transformation projects. The integration between E-Transformation drivers (major and
minor ICT based) is decisive for the successful development and completion of ETransformation projects.
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Market structure: or (Customer
structure)
Situations Supported are
• Market segments are important
• Product or service unique to
segment
• Overcome buyer strength, strong
competition
• Rapid customer service and_____

Functional Structures:
Situations Supported are
• Small-size, single product line or
service
• Undifferentiated market
• Scale or expertise within the
function is important
• Long product development and life
cycles
• Need for common standards
Product Structure:
Situations Supported are
• Product focus
• Multiple products but for separate
customers
• Short product development and life
cycles
• Minimum efficient scale needed for
functions or outsourcing
• Most manufacturing companies are
organized this way

Structure

1/14

Copes best with increasing
buyer power, focuses on
customer satisfaction
Best for service companies
that need single point-ofcontact

• Functions may lack scale/lose
expertise
• Duplication of systems and
lack of standards (cf.. product
structure)

• Narrow Perspectives with
"functional mindset"
• Lack of Innovation
• Can not handle situations
where there is a diversity of
products, markets or services
&/or requirements for fast
cycle times.
• Barriers between functions the "stove-pipe"_______
• Autonomy of product
managers implies
redundancies & lack of
standards
• Poor if customers want to
buy more than one product
• Lack of scale in functional
areas such as purchasing,
computing
• Hard to coordinate technical
infrastructure

• Efficiency
• Specialization
• Communication & scale
within function implies
Specialization and expertise
• Single face to vendors
(purchasing)
• Standardization easier than
in product org. structure
• Compress product
development life cycle
• Links customer to all stages
from design, manufacturing

disadvantages

Advantages

Table (3-1): Different Types of departmentalization structures:
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• Food-chains such as McDonalds and
manufacturers such as Frito-Lay are
often organized geographically.
International firms ___
Process structure:
Strategies Supported by a Process
Structure
• Potential for new processes and
radical change to existing processes
• Reduced working capital &
increased labor efficiencies
• Reduce cycle times, time to market
• Most recent form of organizational
structure Outcome of TQM, cycletime reduction and BPR movements

product cycles required
Minimum need for efficient scale in
functions or can
outsource
Most popular form of organization
today
' Good for service business
Geographic structure:
Situations Supported are:
• Low value to transport cost ratio
• Service delivery on-site
• Closeness to customer for delivery
or support
» Perception of the organization as
local
• Geographical market segments
needed

2/14

• Overcomes "stove-pipe"
problems of functional
organization
• More efficient processes
• Easier to measure
performance and reward
employees
• Flatter organizational
structures

Geography important: local
knowledge or relationships
Reduce transportation
costs, time to market for
perishables
Low cost goods with high
transportation costs e.g.,
cement

Appendix CH3 - Tables

• Hand-offs between processes
• Diminishes scale of functions

• -Duplication of functions and
processes
• Lack of standards across
enterprise

Matrix Structures: Combines functional

Divisional Structures

Eliminates additional
responsibility not desired by
some people performing
routine jobs

Decentralized Structures: (Tall
Organizations)

3/14

Gains advantages of functional
and product___________

Autonomy
Customization of strategies

Permits crucial decisions to be
made by individuals with the
big picture

Eliminates layers of
management
1 Decisions can be made by
people closer to the problem

Advantages

Decentralized Structures: (Flat
Organizations)

Structure

avoiding functional and product

Coordination

Lower efficiency

• Promotes greater opportunities
for decisions to be made be
people closest to problems

• Can eliminate levels of
management, making a leaner
organization

(Low Centralization)

High Decentralization

• Permits crucial decisions to be
made by individuals who have
the "big picture"

• Eliminates the additional
responsibility not desired by
people performing routine jobs

(High Centralization)

• Low Decentralization

disadvantages

Table (3-2): Classification by shape and distribution of power:
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Eliminate vertical
(hierarchical) and horizontal
(departmental) internal
boundaries

workers who perform the
technology
middle managers
analysts who standardize work
processes
People who perform staff
functions. Have expertise in a
specific area. Interests

Operating core

Middle line

Techno structure

Support staff

4/14

senior managers

Who cares

Strategic apex

component

collaboration

standardization

creating friction

skills

centralization

interests

Adhocracy

Machine bureaucracy

Divisionalized form

Professional bureaucracy

Simple structure

Emphasized by

Table (3-3): Generic components of organizational structure and their relative
parameter values:

T-form Concepts:

Breakdown external barriers to
customers and suppliers.

• Responsiveness to environment

• Clear Accountability
• Enhanced communication by
facilitating coordination of
complex and interdependent
activities

• Frustration/stress from two boss
system
• Risk of one system overwhelming
the other
• Need for high levels of
cooperation

• Flexibility

• Cross-Functional Coordination

• Dual Chain of Command: Dual line of
authority
• Allocation of Specialists

departmentalization weaknesses

departmentalization

and product departmentalization

Appendix CH3 - Tables

Group decision making models will have greater relevance in e-organizations.

•

•

Decision Making

Politics and
Networking

Communication

Team-based e-organizations decision making models will become
increasingly dominant, making individual and classic decision making models
obsolete.

•

Ethics

Video conferencing meetings
Potential for information overload
Cyber impression management supplements The face-to-face activities of
effective politics.

•
•
•

5/14

Less hierarchy and Less constraint to formal channels

•

Electronic surveillance of employees and employee privacy rights

•

Motivation

Cyber motivation methodologies

Table (3-4): Applications of E-issues:
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Considerable flexibility

Decentralized, diffused throughout the
organization

Formal rules

Authority

6/14

Many generalists

Low
Low
Low
Innovation:
a strategy that emphasized the
introduction of major new products and
services
Loose structure
Low specialization
Low formalization
Decentralized
Change likely

Flat structure
Uses cross-hierarchical and crossfunctional teams
Low formalization
Comprehensive information network
Relies on participative decision making
Wide
Few (short)
Low

ORGANIC

Specialization

Stability

Strategy
characteristics

Span of control
hierarchy
Degree of
centralization
Formallzatlon
Standardization
Specialization
Strategy

Model
specifications

PARAMETERS

ORGANIZATIONAL

Centralized in a few top people

Rigid rules

Many specialists

High
High
High
Cost minimization
A strategy that emphasizes tight cost
control, avoidance of unnecessary innovation
or marketing expenses, and price cutting
Tight control
Extensive work specialization
High formalization
High centralization
Change unlikely

Narrow
Many (tall)
High

a structure characterized by
Extensive departmentalization
High formalization
Limited information network
Centralization

MECHANISTIC

Table (3-5) MECHANISTIC VERSUS ORGANIC STRUCTURES:
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o Less formalization, flatter hierarchies, horizontal linkages

o Large amounts of (rich) qualitative information

o Small amounts of (rich) qualitative information

Project Management
Utility
Differentiated
Transformational

tactical
tactical
Strategic
strategic

Line of business
Overall enterprise
Line of business
Overall enterprise

1st mandate

2nd mandate

3 rd mandate

4th mandate

7/14

Type

IT role

IT orientation

Table (3-7): IT mandates status with varying IT role and IT orientation values

Non routine

Craft

o large amounts of (lean) quantitative information

o Small amounts of (lean) quantitative information
o More formalization, deeper hierarchies, vertical linkages

Routine
Engineering

Information needed

Type of work

Mandate

Big Equivocality

Big uncertainty

Big Equivocality

Small uncertainty

Small Equivocality

Big uncertainty

Small Equivocality

Small uncertainty

Variability
(uncertainty)/
problem analyzing

Table (3-6): Knowledge tasks types and their corresponding information needs:
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Transformati
onal

Differentiated

Utility

Centralized groups
Dedicated by
competency
IT focuses on service
provision________
o Decentralized
o IT plays key role in
business strategy
development_____
Most IT resources are
centralized
Business units may
keep control on some
key functions as
business analysis

8/14

IT resources report directly
to LOB executive
IT resources may report
indirectly to central IT group
o Most IT resources have
dotted line to business and
central IT group

Relationship managers have
indirect relationship to
business and IT
o IT resources report directly
to central IT group

executive

IT drives business
strategy
IT resources focus on
enterprise technology
opportunities

Business has primary
responsibility for scoping
and managing projects,
and for strategy
development___________
o Business and IT have
joint responsibility for
overall business games

Table (3-8): The IT mandates status regarding each of the corresponding organizational structure
dimensions
mandate type
Organizational structure parameters
Resource alignment
Chain of command: "Reporting
Distribution of power:
'Roles and responsibilities"
relationship7'
Project
o Centralized groups
IT resources report directly
o Business and IT share
Management
o Dedicated by business
(solid line) to central IT
responsibility for scoping
units
group
and managing projects
IT resources report indirectly
(dotted line) to LOB
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reduce uncertainty
Routine work
quantitative
lean (one-way)
large amounts
physical media
data

2. Task purpose of linkage

3. Type of work supported information
processing required

4. Type of information required

5. Appropriate communications channel

6. Characteristics of information on channel

7. Likely implementation forms

8. Relationship to the information continuum

9/14

control

1. Management purpose of linkage

Generic aspect

knowledge

people

rich

rich (interactive)

qualitative

non-routine work

reduce ambiguity

coordination

Parameter options

Table (3-9): Basic knowledge required for assigning a linkage:
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(Table 3-10): a list of simple, multipurpose, and "Top 10" productivity
improvement tools and techniques

* Activity analysis
*• Brainstorming
# Cause
and
effect
diagram
* Cost control
* Downsizing
•*• Energy
conservatio
n
* Employee
participatio
n
& Force-field
analysis
* 5s
good
housekeepi
ng
* Gannt chart
*Job

enlargemen
t

•4- Activity
based
costing f ABC)
•$- Activity
based
management fABM)
<* Balanced
score
cards fBSC)
•$- Benchmarking
-£• Business excellence
award
-v- Business
process
reengineering (BPR)
^CAD/CAM/CIM
4 Conflict
management
•$• Cost-benefit
analysis

Simple Tools
* job enrichment
* Job rotation
*• Motion study
* PERT chart
* Poka-Yoke
* Productivity
training
* Process
chart

flow

* Quality circles
•fr Setup reduction
analysis
* Statistical
process
control
# Simple
productivit

*• 7 quality tools
* Suggestion
schemes
# Time study
* Value analysis
* Value
engineering
* Waste reduction
•*• Work analysis
*Work
organization
*Work
simplificatio
n
# Work sampling
* Work study

y

measureme
nt
Multipurpose techniques
-v- Growth strategies
^ Scenario planning
-0- Group dynamics

•y" Self-managing teams

•$- Group performance
appraisal
-v* Just-in-Time
BRAIZE N continuous
improvement
<>• Knowledge
management
-v" Learning
organization
-v- Mission and vision
statement
-t- MuRivariate
analysis

•v* Six Sigma

10/14

^ Statistical tests
•<^ Strategic alliances
^ Strategic planning
4- Supply chain analysis
</- Supply
chain
integration
-Y" System thinking
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> Customer
satisfaction
measurement
*v- Customer
segmentation
•0° Concurrent
engineering
^Cycle-time reduction
> Cross-functional
teams
> Economic
value
added (EVA)
-Y- Electronic
data
interchange (EDI)
-Y- Experiments design
methods

-Y- Objective matrix

4- Sampling surveys

-Y- Operations research

-Y» Theory of constraints

-Y- Outsourcing

-Y-Time
compression
management
4- Total
employee
involvement (TEI)
*y- Total
productive
maintenance (IPM)
> Total
quality
management (TQM)
> Virtual teams

•$• One-to-one
marketing
•$• Pay-forperformance
> Plan-Do-Check-Act
(PDCA)
> Project
management
A Quality
function
deployment

-Y- Gain-sharing

Top 1O tools and techniques used by most successful companies [Righby
1999]
1. Pay
for
5. Customer
8. TQM
performance
satisfaction
measurement
2. Cycle-time
9. One-to-one6. Growth
reduction
strategies
marketing
3. Strategic
7. Customer
10. Scenario planning
planning
segmentation
4. Mission
and
vision statement
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o The goal of electronic recording is to create efficiencies whereby costs are reduced for all stakeholders.
o Performing electronically the business transaction processes increase speed, accuracy, and to fulfill customer demands and
_________preferences - in the era of mass customizing - for particular products and services.______________________________
v* Electronic signature: "an electronic sound, symbol, or process attached to or logically associated with a contract or other record and
executed or adopted by a person with the intent to sign the record" [Bramante Carmello 2002].
_____o The future of E recording and e signature will cover all types of records, documents will be recorded electronically, and all

system

v* Bar coded merchandise: Barcoding is one of the IT tools that enables error free data capturing and in microseconds, represented through
a series of parallel (black) bars of varying width and (white) spaces to represent information related to products and product attributes. If
used in international standards, it produces universal and unique identification of companies and their products. Barcoding enables the
unique identification and tracking of all components of finished goods and services throughput the supply network. Working in
integration with other building blocks like Electronic data interchange (EDI), and point of sale (PoS) data sharing allow fulfilling a
generic customer demand - Unking all activities in the supply chain in real-time.___
_____________ ______
V" Electronic data interchange (EDI): It is a computer to computer communication that allows business transactions - like purchase orders
and invoices -, and other documents to be transferred electronically using electronic file standards and value added network. It is an
effective document handling with minimal human intervention. EDI is used as the medium to support electronic trading to facilitate
global sourcing and act as a low cost communication option. EDI benefits are realized through fast response, error free, and efficient
handling of accounting transactions.____________________________________________________
Electronic recording (ER): "it is the process of creating, generating, sending, communicating, receiving, or storing of documents by an
electronic means in a digital format" [Bramante Carmello 2002]. This process can take many forms like scanned images, electronic
documents, or electronic data (e.g., XML).
o Usually ER requires the redesign of other processes such as document examining, indexing, collecting fees in one integrated

(Table 3-11) most used, ICT dependant building blocks between trading partners
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companies will have electronic filing systems. This will allow organizations to increase efficiency through the ability of
handling growing volumes, without additional staff.
Y E-Point of sale (PoS): commerce-database.com e-dictionary defined PoS as "is the physical location at which goods are sold to
customers. A point of sale (PoS) software terminal is a computer replacement for cash register, more sophisticated than traditional cash
register, a PoS software system include the ability to track customer orders, process credit cards, and manage inventory". The main
feature of e-Pos is its ability to be liked to websites enabling customers with rapid, up-to-date stock information, provide sales
information, improve efficiency by adding Electronic Transfer Fund (ETF) to process credit card transactions and reduce the total
transaction duration.
y" Customer demographic information systems: considers "sharing the demographic data about consumers to benefit the targeting of micro
markets (micro segmentation and customization of segments) and overall category management". This can be done through proper datawarehousing with sophisticated data-mining.________________________________________________
Y Computer aided design and manufacturing : this varies from just computer aided drafting and design to complex computer aided
manufacturing using Computerized Numerical controllers (CNC), Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC), manufacturing execution
systems (MES), supervisory control and data acquisition, and robotics.
o Nowadays with the Integrated enterprise management (JEM) systems and Shop floor automation integration with ERP
system and the IT infrastructure as a whole is enabling the development in the manufacturing world toward mass
_______customization, i.e customized products produced by automation,________________________________________
Internet connectivity and e-business; "at the operational level, the internet has a profound impact upon the operational effectiveness and
strategic positioning", Lowson (2002) identified the impact of the internet on the operational effectiveness as the faster exchange in realtime data and information in the supply system, while its effect of strategic positioning by enabling the value chain to be configured and
tailored in a unique manner. It also enables B2B and B2C connectivity. The EDI traditional functions are being replaced by a "supply
pipeline applications" through using the extranet. According to Porter (2001) "Internet is an enabling technology - a powerful set of
tools that provide a new way of conducting business: nothing more and nothing less". Although Porter's statement is correct from the
concept point of view, it does not mean to underestimate the role of the internet, it is not just providing a new way of doing business, it's
providing a new way of thinking and living that radically transforms almost everything related to information___________________
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Participation level
none
persuasive autocracy
consultative
reactive control

Circulation and sharing of information

The relative importance of different management positions

Communication pattern
Socialization pattern
Ways of handling conflict
Identification with the organization

The treatment of people

The role of women in management and other jobs

Selection criteria for managerial and supervisory positions

Work organization and discipline
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Decision making process

Seniority and authority

and functions

Management and leadership style

The organization mission and image

(Table 3-15) organizational aspects concerned in specific cultural values and norms

Brief description
people are made to work and managers are made to think
some recognition for the need to participate people in projects and solutions ifthere is time and money
2
3
Management try to conclude people 's ideas through asking questions, but management set the criteria
Where policy formulation matters arise occasionally, participation is obtained through citizen groups,
4
regulatory boards, peer review, etc
bargaining,
5
Structured formal involvement is built into normal operations
Management consciously scans individuals and groups to be aware of future occurrences, meanwhile
6
Anticipatory control
groups can develop alternatives for responding and controlling the future
7
joint determination
Relative interchange of ideas among people in charge and mose working on a system. Decisions are
usually joint.
8
supportive collaboration Formalized efforts with some decision responsibilities, like advisory groups
9
permanent work groups All types of concerned problems are solved through established work groups
10 complete
self Decision making is shared through several joint groups and/or joint worker/management board of
determination
directors.

no
1

(Table 3-14) the ten levels of people participation in change
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Appendix CH7 Thesis interview-questionaire

Business-IT Alignment Identification and Assessment in
Organizational Transformation Projects
Part One: General Information:

1-2
What is the name of your
Organization?

1-1

What is your name? (Optional)

1-3

What is your Job Title?

1-6

What is your role in your organization?

1-4
Number of years of
Experience?
P
C

f

3-5
15 - 20

r

5-10

1-5
Years of experience in your
present position?
f

10-15

> 20

err
3-5

r

15-20

5-10

C

10 - 15

> 20

1-7
How many people are
working in your organization?

1-8
How many people are
working at your IT department?

r 100 - 1000

r 1-10

r

r 1000 - 10.000

10.000 - 25.000 r

25.000 - 50.000

r

r 10

- 100 r

100 - 500

500 - 1000

Part Two: Business and IT strategy
2-1

Is your organization involved or planning to be involved in a change plan?
( DYes DNo)

2-2

Your organization drivers of change: Mark all items that are relevant
Enterprise level
Organizational level FT organization
Environment
Marketplace
requirements
Business
imperatives
Organizational
imperatives
Culture imperatives
Leader and
employee behavior
Leader and
employee mindset
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2-3

Fe:

Typeofchan;

Enterprise level
Organizational level
IT organization

2-4
2-5

developmental

transitional

transform ation al

Does your organization have a strategic plan ( DYes D No)
Does your organization strategic plan have a clear
Action plan
Mission
Vision
Values

Yes
No
Not sure
Don't know

The role of IT organization in the strategic plan
(Level of involvement participation and formulation)
Participation
involvement
Strategic
Tactical
Project management
Reactive

Annual plan

2-6

2-7

Does your IT organization have a strategic plan ( 0 Yes

Formulation

D No)

Is your IT organization strategic plan linked to your organization business
2-8
strategy initiatives ( D Yes D No)
2-9

Does your IT organization a strategic plan have a clear
Mission
Action plan
Vision
Values

Yes
No
Not sure
Don't know
2-10 Your governance structure;
Centralized Decentralized Recentralized
Enterprise level
Organizational level
IT organization
2-11 Preconditions: Does your strategy missing any of the following
skills
Vision
motives
resources
Enterprise level
Organizational
level
IT organization
anxiety
Minimal change frustration
confusion
Consequences
Page 2/12

Annual plan

Hybrid

Action plan

false start
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Part Three: Identify organization Business-IT alignment
3-1
Strategic level:
There are Ihree variables that serve as the key elements in the constitution of the strategic
context are:
1) Cross line of business synergies (LOB): it describes the importance of cross
LOB synergies to the enterprise's overall business strategy
2) Business overlap": it describes the degree of business overlap in business
processes, customers, and technology, between LOB
3) Technology focus": to determine whether the focus of technology in the
organization is on IT cost savings or on IT leadership
A
Cross-LOB synergies
B
Business overlap
C
Technology focus

Not important
3
1
2

4

Little overlap
1
2
3

4

FT cost saving
2
3
1

4

important
5
6

Very important
8
7
9

overlap

Significant overlap
8
9

6

5

7

IT leadership

balanced
5
6

7

8

9

3-2 Operational level
Four types of mandate structures:
V" Project management: execute on LOBplanned programs and initiatives
Y Utility: deliver effective, cost efficient
solutions across the enterprise.
"V" Differentiated: drive competitive
differentiation within each line of business
V Transformational: drive overall business
transformation at an enterprise level
A- Your organization mandate is
Project management
Enterprise level
Organizational
level
IT organization

ii

s
•

7^-'£f"
*'-':

'

-

'

v

-.;. ' ; •-•;'.-. • " .-_: •; ;- • : •--:'•
Transformational ...

~

.• '
^

- :

"£:iv : -; •-.,-- :

Proje a
manage inanl

--"- ••--.";'- '-'•:'' - .-: - •"•

-- -

.- -, -•---•

:, - • -"•

3 | *•••-:• ,::-;..;:-,
f
Line of Business

Utility
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Orientation ol IT

differentiated

•""-

- -•--•"•

-•.. UlilJIy. •:- .

i

m

i
rise

Transformational
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B- Assess your IT organizational structure
Resource alignment

Project
management
Utility
differentiated
Transformational

central
ized

decentra
lized

recentral
ized

rr

Reporting
relationship
LOB Both

1 loles and
res]ponsibilities
rr LOB Both

C- Define the FT operational model: How operational model components align with
organizational structure? (see ref A in the last page)
Transformational
differentiated
Utility
Project
management
Governance
Processes
Communication
Metrics
Skills
Style
Shared vision
3-3

What are the technology selection parameters of your organization?

Mark all items that are relevant.

r
r
r~

alignment
scalability
integration

r
r
r

standards
interoperability
Others

Management Role and HR policies:
Alignment:
Alignment: Motivation,
evaluation and rewards
measuring
systems
Enterprise level
Organizational
level
IT organization
none
3-4
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Alignment:
company
goals

Common
language

FT management
lacks understanding

Managers lack
understanding

Casual conversation
and meetings

Business to IT only;
formal
Ad hoc

None or use only as
needed

Technical only

FT investments

4-1)
Communications
Understanding of
Business by IT

Understanding of
IT by Business

Organizational
Learning

Style and Ease of
Access
Leveraging
Intellectual Assets
IT-Business
Liaison Staff

4-2) Competency /
Value
Measurements
IT Metrics

Business Metrics

Level 1: With
Process (No
Alignment)

Review, act on
technical, ROI
metrics
Review, act on ROI,
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Technical, cost;
metrics rarely
reviewed
Cost/unit; rarely

Good understanding
by FT management

Level 3:
Establishing
Process
Level 4: Improved
Process

Also measure

Also measure
effectiveness

Understanding
encouraged among
FT staff
Good understanding Understanding
by managers
encouraged among
staff
Training,
Formal methods
departmental
sponsored by senior
meetings
management
One-way, somewhat Two-way, formal
Two-way, somewhat
informal
informal
Structured around
Formal sharing at all
Some structured
levels
sharing emerging
key processes
Primary ITFacilitate knowledge Facilitate
transfer
Business link
relationship building

Limited
Understanding by IT
management
Limited
understanding by
managers
Newsletters, reports,
group e-mail

Level 2: Beginning
Process

Part Four: Business-IT Alignment Assessment: Select the appropriate level

Appendix CH7 Thesis interview-questionaire

Also measure
business ops, HR,
partners
Balanced scorecard,

Two-way, informal
and flexible
Formal sharing with
partners
Building
relationship with
partners

Learning monitored
for effectiveness

Understanding
required of all IT
staff
Understanding
required of staff

Level 5: Optimal
Process (Complete
Alignment)

Do not assess

None

Formally Assess
IT Investments

Continuous
Improvement
Practices
4-3) Governance
Formal Business
Strategy Planning
Few; effectiveness
not measured

Some projects
treated as
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Formal IT Strategy Not done, or done as At unit functional
Planning
needed
level, light business
input
Centralized or
Organizational
Central/ decentral;
decentralized
Structure
some collocation
CIO reports to CFO CIO reports to CFO
Reporting
Relationships
Cost center,
Cost center by unit
How IT Is
spending is
Budgeted

Some IT input and
crossfunctional
planning
Some business input
and crossfunctional
planning
Central/ decentral or
Federal
CIO reports to COO

CIO reports to COO
or CEO
IT treated as
investment

At unit and
enterprise, with
business
Federal

At unit and
enterprise, with IT

Many; frequently
measure
effectiveness

With units;
becoming enterprise
wide
May benchmark
Routinely
formally, seldom act benchmark, usually
act
Becoming a routine Routinely assess and
occurrence
act on findings

With units for
technology
performance
Sometimes
benchmark
informally
Only when there is a
problem
Few; starting to
measure
effectiveness

Balanced scorecard,
includes partners

Formally linked;
reviewed and acted
upon
Enterprisewide

Business, IT metrics
becoming linked

Business, IT metrics
not linked

Profit center

CIO reports to CEO

Federal

With partners

With IT and partners

Routinely
benchmark, act on,
and measure results
Routinely assess, act
on, and measure
results
Practices and
measures wellestablished

Includes partners

r includes partners

customer value

cost

reviewed

Not done, or done as At unit functional
needed
level, slight IT input

Seldom or never

Benchmarking

Link between IT
and Business
Metrics
Service Level
Agreements

measured rarely, if
ever
Value of IT
investments rarely
measured
Use sporadically
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Cost of doing

Usually none

Business Sponsors/
Champions

4-5) Technology
Scope
Primary Systems

IT-business
relationship is not
managed
Conflict and
mistrust

Managing the 1TBusiness
Relationship
Relationship/ Trust
Style

Enables future

IT becoming a
valued service
provider
IT and business
sponsor or champion
at unit level

IT, business start
sharing risks,
rewards
Processes exist but
not always followed

Drives business
processes

Enables future
business activity

Determined by
business function

investments
Also a process
enabler
Formal committees
meet regularly
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Becoming an asset

Often have a senior
FT sponsor or
champion

Transactional
relationship

Managed on an ad
hoc basis

IT takes all the risks, IT takes most risks
receives no rewards with little rewards

Enables business
processes

Becoming an asset

Cost of doing
business

Not involved

Determined by IT
function

React to business or
IT need

Do not have

Productivity,
efficiency
Meet informally as
needed

IT's Role in
Strategic Business
Planning
Shared Risks and
Rewards

Rationale for IT
Spending
Senior-Level IT
Steering
Committee
How Projects Are
Prioritized
4-4) Partnership
Business
Perception of IT

unpredictable
Reduce costs
Competitive
advantage, profit
Also includes
external partners

Drives future

Business sponsor or
champion at
corporate level

Long-term
partnership

Processes exist and
complied with

Risks, rewards
always shared

Enables or drives
business strategy

Drives future
business activity

Partner with

Processes are
continuously
improved
Partner, trusted
vendor or IT
services
CEO is the business
sponsor or champion

Managers incented
to take risks

Partner with
business in creating
value
IT, business adapt
quickly to change

Mutually determined Partners' priorities
are considered

Process driver,
strategy enabler
Proven to be
effective
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Attract and Retain
Top Talent

Career Crossover
Opportunities
Cross-Functional
Training and Job
Rotation
Social Interaction

Change Readiness

How IT
Infrastructure Is
Perceived
4-6) Skills
Innovative,
Entrepreneurial
Environment
Key IT HR
Decisions Made by

Architectural
Integration

Standards

Strictly a businessonly relationship

Top business and IT
management at
corporate
Tend to resist
change
Job transfers rarely
occur
No opportunities

Minimal ITbusiness interaction

No retention
program; poor
recruiting

Somewhat
encouraged at unit
level
Same, with
emerging functional
influence
Change readiness
programs emerging
Occasionally occur
within unit
Decided by units

Discouraged

Enables or drives
business strategy
Risks, rewards
always shared

Drives business
processes
IT, business start
sharing risks,
rewards
Processes exist but
not always followed

Top business and
unit management; IT
advises
Programs in place at
functional level
Regularly occur for
unit management
Formal programs
run by all units
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Formal program for
hiring and retaining

Trust and
confidence achieved

Top business and IT
management across
firm
Programs in place at
corporate level
Regularly occur at
all unit levels
Also across
enterprise

Strongly encouraged Also at corporate
at unit level
level

Processes exist and
are complied with

business activity

business activity

Trust and
confidence is
starting
IT hiring focused on Technology and
technical skills
business focus;
retention program

Managed on an ad
hoc basis

IT-business
relationship is not
managed

Enables business
processes
IT takes all the risks, FT takes most risks
receives no rewards with little reward

Not involved

business
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Attained with
customers and
partners
Effective program
for hiring and
retaining

Top management
across firm and
partner
Also proactive and
anticipate change
Also at corporate
level
Also with partners

Also with partners

Processes are
continuously
improved

business in creating
value
FT, business adapt
jjuickly to change
Managers incented
to take risks
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Part Five: Enterprise Architecture Assessment:
5-1
Is your organization familiar with the growing importance of
Enterprise Architecture?

r

Yes

r

No

5-2
Is Enterprise Architecture part of your organizations Strategic
Governance?

r

Yes

r

No

5-3
Is Enterprise Architecture, Business and / or IT Architecture, etc.
established in your organization?
Mark all items that are relevant.

r

Enterprise Architecture

r

r
r
r

Business Architecture

r
r
r

5-4

Information Architecture
Information-System Architecture
(Applications Architecture)

Technology Infrastructure
Architecture
Security Architecture
Governance Architecture
Software Architecture

Why is Enterprise Architecture important for your organization?

Mark all items that are relevant.

r

Supports decision making

r

Supports business & IT budget
priori tization

r
r

Managing complexity

r
r

Delivers road maps for change

r
r

Delivers insight & overview of
Business & IT
Supports Systems Development
Manages IT portfolio

r
r

Helpful by mergers and
acquisitions
Supports (out/ in) sourcing
Other

5-5
At which level is Enterprise Architecture part of your organizations
governance structure?

r
r
r

Management Board

r

IT Management

Top Management

r

Other

Middle Management

r

5-6
For what kind of issues do you plan an (enterprise) architecture
project?
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Mark all items that are relevant.

r
r
r
r
r

r
r
r
r
r

ERP implementation
Business Change
Mergers / Acquisition
Application renewal
Transformation road map

Business - IT Alignment
Infrastructure renewal
Legacy transformation
Other

5-7

To whom is the architects organization reporting?

C

Board of Directors

r
r
r

CEO

5-8
use?

r
r
r
r

CFO
CIO

CTO

IT Director / Manager
Business Manager
Other

What kind of Enterprise Architecture Framework do your organization

r

Zachman Framework

r

TAFIM, US Defense Technical
Architecture Framework for
Information Management

r

FEAF, US Federal Enterprise
Architecture Framework

r

TEAF, US Treasury Enterprise
Architecture Framework

r

TOGAF, the Open Group
Architecture Framework

r

Extended Enterprise Architecture
Framework (E2AF-IFEAD)

r

IAF, Cap Gemini Ernst & Young's Integrated Architecture Framework

r

CIMOSA (Computer Integrated
Manufacturing Open Systems
Architecture) framework

r

C4ISR, US Defense Architecture
Framework

r

Organization own

r

ISO/IEC 14252 (IEEE Std 1003.0)
Guide to the POSIX Open System
Environment

c

Other

5-9

Other Comments, additions, remarks?
Thanks for your time, cooperation, and efforts
Munir E9 Khatib
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Operational
model
components
Governance

Process

Differentiated

Utility

Project
management

Multiple formal
business/TT governing
bodies drive decision
making across all
organizational levels;
executive-level
decision making is
driven by the business
Process roles and
definitions are highly
formalized; IT focuses
on tactical execution,
business plays more
strategic role

Business/TT
Few
formal
governing bodies business/rr decision
are mostly focused making forums
on the project and
operational levels

High degree of
process discipline
around project
management; IT
participates in
decision making
but does not play
central role
Communicati Formalized, regular and Formalized, regular
ons
standardized reporting
and standardized
details status of n
reporting around
operations
project completion,
budget and issues
Metrics
Not shared; IT metrics Metrics for
focus on operational
business and FT
support of business, not measure the
broader business results project's success in
meeting both IT
and business
objectives
Skills
Business must develop
Business and IT
industry-specific
must have strong
technology expertise
project
and project
management skills
management skills; FT
skills are functional vs.
industry specific
May have separate
Style
Team-focused
cultures and styles
culture driven by
projects
Technology is a
Shared vision Efficiency and scale
drives savings for the
key enabler of
business unit and
business success
enterprise

Established processes
that outline roles and
responsibilities;
methodologies are
mutually agreed to,
but not strictly
formalized

Governing bodies
are mostly focused
on the executive
and management
levels to identify
and drive
organizational
transformation
Informal
interaction driven
by close working
relationships and
shared
responsibilities

Open and frequent
Informal, constant
communication; not
dialog surrounding
driven by formal
business and IT
reporting function but strategic needs
informal dialog
Shared
metrics Shared
metrics
surrounding business surrounding
success
business success

FT must have strong
business-specific
knowledge and strong
internal networking
skills to coordinate
interface with the
central IT group
Shared culture and
style
Technology
leadership drives
business success

Ref A: How operational model components align with organizational structures,
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Transformational

Business and IT
must have strong
research
and
thought leadership
skills
Entrepreneurial,
technology-focused
culture
Leverage IT to
drive enterprise
business
transformation
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Practice

Business-IT Alignment Assessment - Tally Sheet

Average

Averaged Scores

Category

Categories
Communications

Competency/
Value
Measurement

Governance

Partnership

Technology
Scope

Skills

no
1

Practices

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

5

4.5

Score

Understanding of business by IT

2

Understanding of IT by business

3

Organizational learning

4

Style and ease of access

5

Leveraging intellectual assets

6

IT-business liaison staff

7

IT metrics

8

Business metrics

9

Link between IT and business metrics

10

Service level agreements

11

Benchmarking

0

0

12

Formally assess IT investments

13

Continuous improvement practices

14

Formal business strategy planning

15

Formal IT strategy planning

16

Organizational structure

17

Reporting relationships

18

How IT is budgeted

19

Rationale for IT spending
Senior-level IT steering committee

21

How projects are prioritized

22

Business perception of IT

23

ITs role in strategic business planning

24

Shared risks and rewards

25

Managing the IT-business relationship

26

Relationship and trust style

0

27

Business sponsors and champions

28

Primary systems

29

Standards

30

Architectural integration

31

How IT infrastructure is perceived

0

32

Innovative, entrepreneurial environment

33

Key IT HR decisions made by

34

Change readiness

35

Career crossover opportunities

36

Cross-functional training and job rotation

Social interaction

38

Attract and retain top talent

:^s

0

20

37

1

S-!———

=5

SSiAliSS

0

Alignment Score:

0
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1.

Functionality Requirements
Processes should address the short and long terms i.e. what would the
process look like in the short term and long term?

1.1

Process Functionality

1.1.1

Select NOC Service
Process-

1.1.2

tfef

Customer
selects the
NOC service
required

1.

The system should allow the customer to:
o Apply for an informational NOC
o Apply fora design NOC
o Apply for a construction NOC
o Apply for a "Other" NOC
o Apply for revalidation of an existing NOC
o Apply for an NOC for final clearance
o Cancel an NOC application/NOC
o Amend an NOC application

Customer
selects the
NOC service
required

2.

The system should display the application form depending
on the option selected above.

Complete & Submit Application Form

Customer
completes &
submits the
application
form

In the generated application form the system should
display the customer's static information.

Customer
completes &
submits the
application
form

The sytem should allow the customer to begin completing
an application form and save it as draft to complete later.

Customer
completes &
submits the
application
form

An application for revalidation of an existing NOC should
reference the original NOC to be revalidated. The system
should allow the customer to view the original NOC if
required.
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Customer
completes &
submits the
application
form

The system should allow the customer to enter all required
information and check that all mandatory fields have
been entered before accepting commitment of the
application.

Customer
completes &
submits the
application
form

7.

The system should allow the customer to choose to make
attachments digitally or submit them manually. If the
customer chooses to submit manually then the system
should update the status as required (e.g. 'Pending
supporting documentation').

Customer
completes &
submits the
application
form

8.

The system should issue the NOC digitally. If the customer
requires the NOC in paper format then he must print it and
present it to the NCC for stamping.

Customer
completes &
submits the
application
form

9.

The system should, based on certain options selected by
the customer in the application form, generate a list of
supporting documents required with the application. All
supporting documents must be attached in order for the
application to be accepted.

Customer
completes &
submits the
application
form

10.

If the customer has chosen to submit attachments digitally
then the system will check that all requirements have been
attached before committing the transaction.

Customer
completes &
submits the
application
form

11.

Upon commitment of an application form the system
should generate and display to the customer an NOC
reference number and expected completion date.

Customer
completes &
submits the
application
form

12. The NOC reference number should be structured as
follows:
NOC-ddmmyy-four digit serial number repeating daily

Customer
completes &
submits the
application
form

13. The system should send the same in an email to the
customer.

Customer
completes &

14.

If the customer commits an application with the option of
submitting supporting documents manually, then the
2/18
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system should generate and display the transaction
reference number with no expected completion date.

submits the
application
form
Customer
completes &
submits the
application
form

1.1.3

15.

If the customer commits an application with the option of
submitting supporting documents manually, then the
system should instruct the customer to print the reference
number and application form and attach them to the
supporting documents when submitting them.

Apply for Informational NOC
If the customer selects the option "Apply for an informational NOC" the
system should:
Customer
completes
form for
informational
NOC

16. The system should allow the customer to enter the
information highlighted in the sample NOC application
forms.

Customer
completes
form for
informational
NOC

17. The system should allow the customer to select the
department(s) from which he requires the informational
NOC.
Possible options are highlighted in the sample NOC
application forms.

Customer
completes
form for
informational
NOC

18. The system should allow the customre to attach supporting
documents if required.

Customer
completes
form for
informational
NOC

19.

Upon commitment of an application, with digital
supporting documents, the system should make the
application visible to the relevant users as per the
selections above.

Customer
completes
form for
informational
NOC

20.

If the customerchoses to submit supporting documents
manually then the system should not route the application
to the processors until the supporting documents have
been received and the system updated to reflect this.

Customer
completes

21.

4.3 Process Application functionality
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form for
informational
NOC

1.1.4

Apply for Design/Construction/Other NOC

If the customer selects the option "Apply for a design NOC" the system
should:
Customer
completes
form for
design/
construction/
other NOC

The system should allow the customer to answer a number
of questions or select from a number of options that will
determine the content of the application form. These
questions/options are highlighted in the sample NOC
application form.

Customer
completes
form for
design/
construction/
other NOC

23. The system should generate an application form and list of
required supporting documents depending on the
selections above.

Customer
completes
form for
design/
construction/
other NOC

24. The system should allow the customer to attach supporting
documents digitally or to submit manually.

Customer
completes
form for
design/
construction/
other NOC

25.

Upon commitment of an application, with digital
supporting documents, the system should make the
application visible to the relevant users as per the
selections above.

Customer
completes
form for
design/
construction/
other NOC

26.

If the customer choses to submit supporting documents
manually then the system should not route the application
to the processors until the supporting documents have
been received and the system updated to reflect this.

Customer
completes
form for

27. 4.3 Process Application functionality
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design/
construction/
other NOC
1.1.5

Apply for NOC Revalidation
If the customer selects the option "Apply for revalidation of an existing
NOC" the system should:
Customer
completes
form for
revalidation
of NOC

28. The system should set the default validity for all NOCs,
excluding traffic diversion NOCs, at 6 months.

Customer
completes
form for
revalidation
of NOC

29. The system should allow the validity to be changed by the
NCC on a case by case basis at the point of issuing the
NOC.

Customer
completes
form for
revalidation
of NOC

30. The system should send the customer an email when an
NOC is two weeks away from expiry, informing him of that.

Customer
completes
form for
revalidation
of NOC

31. The system should allow the customer to select the number
of the NOC he wishes to revalidate from a list of valid NOCs
with a validity of 2 weeks or less. The system should also
allow the selection of an NOC for revalidation for up to two
days after its expiry date.

Customer
completes
form for
revalidation
of NOC

32. The system should allow the customer to view all details of
the original NOC and allow him to view the supporting
documents but not to change them.

Customer
completes
form for
revalidation
of NOC

33. The system should allow the customer to indicate whether
the scope of work of the original NOC has changed or not.

Customer
completes
form for

34. If the scope has changed then the system should instruct
the customer to apply for a new NOC.
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revalidation
of NOC
Customer
completes
form for
revalidation
of NOC

35. If the scope has not changed then the system should
provide a clause to the effect for the customer to read and
accept.

Customer
completes
form for
revalidation
of NOC

36. Upon commitment the system should make the application

Customer
completes
form for
revalidation
of NOC

37. The system should link the revalidated NOC to the original
NOC number is some way.

Customer
completes
form for
revalidation
of NOC

38. 4.3 Process Application functionality

visible to the units/sections who processed it previously.

Apply for Final Clearance NOC
If the customer selecfe the option "Apply for a final clearance NOC" the
system should:

Customer
completes for
for final
clearance
NOC

39. The system should allow the customer to select the NOC for
which final clearance is required from a list of NOCs that
may be valid or expired.

Customer
completes for
for final
clearance
NOC

40. The system should allow the customer to view all original
NOC details if required.

Customer
completes for

41. The system should allow the customer to select a flag that
indicates that all NOC conditions/requirements have been
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for final
clearance
NOC

1.1.7

met.

Customer
completes for
for final
clearance
NOC

42. The system should allow the customer to enter comments if
necessary.

Customer
completes for
for fin a I
clearance
NOC

43. The system should generate a list of required supporting
documents for final clearance.

Customer
completes for
for final
clearance
NOC

44. The system should allow the customer to attach the
documents or submit them manually.

Customer
completes for
for final
clearance
NOC

45.

Customer
completes for
for final
clearance
NOC

46. If the customerchoses to submit supporting documents

Customer
completes for
for final
clearance
NOC

47. 4.3 Process Application functionality

Upon commitment (considering that supporting
documents have been received), the system should make
the application visible to the relevant units/sections that
processed the NOC previously.

manually then the system should not route the application
to the processors until the supporting documents have
been received and the system updated to reflect this.

Request Cancellation of NOC application

.

Process ;

Ref :System"Functiondlify;!f^^^^^^f::

Customer
completes
form for
cancellation

48. The system should allow the customer to select the number
of the NOC to be cancelled from a list of NOC
applications still in process and approved NOCs.

7/18
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of NOC
application

1.1.8

Customer
completes
form for
cancellation
of NOC
application

49. The system should allow the customer to enter the reasons
for cancellation.

Customer
completes
form for
cancellation
of NOC
application

50. The system should make the cancellation effective as soon
as the customer commits the transaction.

Customer
completes
form for
cancellation
of NOC
application

51. The system should make it known to all the processors that
the NOC has been cancelled.

Customer
completes
form for
cancellation
of NOC
application

52. The system should send the customer notification of the
cancellation.

Amend/Edit an NOC application

Customer
completes
form for
amendment
of NOC
application

53. The system should allow the DM user to change the status
of an application to enable amendment or editting by the
customer.

Customer
completes
form for
amendment
of NOC

54. The system should allow the customer to select an NOC
application for amendment/editting from a list of NOCs
that have not yet received final approval.
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application
Customer
completes
form for
amendment
of NOC
application

55.

Customer
completes
form for
amendment
of NOC
application

56. In amend, the system should not allow the customer to

Customer
completes
form for
amendment
of NOC
application

57.

In amend, the system should allow the customer to attach
updated versions of the supporting documents.

Customer
completes
form for
amendment
of NOC
application

58.

In amend, the system should allow the customer to enter a
brief description of the amendment made indicating upon
whose request it was done.

Customer
completes
form for
amendment
of NOC
application

59.

In edit, the system should display to the customer the NOC
questions screen with the options selected as on the
original application. The customer may deselect some
options or select some additional ones.

Customer
completes
form for
amendment
of NOC
application

60. In edit, if the customer accepts the questions screen then

Customer
completes
form for
amendment
of NOC

61.

In amend, the system should allow the customer to modify
the applicant contact information, not including the
applicant name.

delete any previous supporting document attachments.

the system should display the application form, also
completed as on the original. The customer may modify
any of the fields on the application form.

In edit, when the customer commits the transaction the
system should maintain the same NOC reference number
as in the original application and route the application to
all who need to be involved in processing it (as per the
customer's selections).
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application
Customer
completes
form for
amendment
of NOC
application

1.1.9

62. The system should indicate to the DM user when a
particular NOC application has been amended/editted.

Customer Tracking of NOCS and Applications

Customer
views list of
NOCs&
applications

63. The system should display to the customer the following:
•
•
•
•

1.1.10

A list of the NOC applications saved 'as draft' and not
yet submitted
A list of all NOC applications in processing
A list of all NOCs issued to the customer over the past
two years
A list of all objections issued to the customer within the
previous three months

Customer
views list of
NOCs&
applications

64. The system should display the above with a summary status

Customer
views list of
NOCs&
applications

65. The system should allow the customer to drill down into a

Customer
views
detailed
status

66. The detailed status should show the status per processing

Customer
views
application
form

67. The system should allow the customer to view the details of

associated with each NOC/objection/application in the
list.

particular record to view the detailed status and
application form.

department.

the application and attachments made to it, as well as the
NOC issued.

Receive Supporting Documents from Customer

The system should allow each processor receiving the
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supporting documents to access the NOC application and
flag that the supporting documents have been received
by his dept/section/unit.

application
supporting
documents
from
customer

1.1.11

Upon the user committing the receipt of documents, the
system should display the same NOC reference number
with a completion date. This should be printed by the DM
user and handed to the customer. The completion date
should be displayed with a disclaimer of it being
dependent on all departments receiving their supporting
documents in a timely manner.

Receive NOC
application
supporting
documents
from
customer

69.

Receive NOC
application
supporting
documents
from
customer

70. The system should send the customer an email with the
NOC reference number and expected completion date.
The completion date should be displayed with a disclaimer
of it being dependent on all departments receiving their
supporting documents in a timely manner.

Receive NOC
application
supporting
documents
from
customer

71.

Committing the transaction should also change the status
of the application accordingly (e.g. status from 'Pending
Supporting Documents' to 'Ready for processing'), and
make it visible to the dept/section/unit users to be involved
in its processing.

Application Processing

Process
application

72. The system should allow the DM user to view all application
details online.

Process
application

73. The system should allow a DM user to add a new
dept/section/unit to the list of depts/sections/units
processing the NOC.

Process
application

74. The system should allow the DM user to detach and view
digital supporting documents or to launch them from the
application form.

Process
application

75. The system should change the status of the application to
indicate what is happening to it and with which
unit/section it is. E.g. "With draughtsman. Section xxx" or
" Under review for approval. Section xxx".

Process

76. The system should allow the main user processing an NOC
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application

to make it visible to a draftsman from within the same
unit/section.

Process
application

77. The system should allow the user to enter some comments
or instructions for the draftsman.

Process
application

78. The system should allow the draftsman to view all
application details and attachments.

Process
application

79. The system should allow the draftsman to enter comments
and to attach drawings/documents.

Process
application

80. The system should allow the draftsman to indicate when he
has completed his processing of the application and it is
ready to be returned to the DM user who assigned it to him
in the first place.

Process
application

81. The system should allow the main user processing an NOC
to make it visible to a unit head - approval level 1 .

Process
application

82. The system should allow the level 1 approver to enter
comments and either approve or object to the NOC
application.

Process
application

83. The system should allow the level 1 approver to make the
application visible to a level 2 approver (section head).

Process
application

84. The system should alow the level 2 approver to enter
comments and either approve or object to the NOC
application.

Process
application

85. The system should alow the level 2 approver to make the
application visible to a level 3 approver (department
head).

Process
application

86. The system should allow the level 3 approver to enter
comments and either approve or object to the NOC
application.

Process
application

87. The sytem should allow all approvers to view application
details and attachments.

Process
application

88. The system should allow any user to record a site
visit/meeting/discussion with the customer and document
its outcome.

Process
application

89.

If any user objects to an application the system must allow
him to enter the reasons for objection.

Process
application

90.

If any user objects to an application then the overall status
of the application is changed to 'Objection' and the
system makes all other depts/sections/units processing the
application aware in order that they stop all processing.
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in

1.1.12

Process
application

91. The system should allow the main user processing the
application to select the NOC conditions from a given list
and generate the NOC form.

Process
application

92. The system should generate the proforma NOC with a
scanned signature.

Process
application

93.

If it is only this unit/section processing the NOC then the
generated NOC will be considered the final NOC.

Process
application

94.

If this is one of a number of units/sections processing the
NOC then the final NOC will be a consolidation of the
individual proforma NOCs.

Process
application

95. The system should inform the customer by email when
each unit/section has completed processing of the NOC
application.

Process
application

96. The system should track who viewed or modified the
application, with date and time.

Process
application

97. If only one unit/section/dept is processing the application
then the proforma NOC will form the final NOC and be sent
out to the customer.

Process
application

98. The system should not make an NOC application for
Construction House Connections or Construction Networks
visible to the SCO until all other parties have approved it.

Process
application

99. The system should allow the NOC Coordination Centre
users to see all NOC applications in processing and enquire
on approved/objected NOCs.

Documenting Site visits/meetings/discussions with Customers

Document
site
visit/meeting/
discussion, if
any

100 The system should allow the DM user processing an
application to record a site visit/meeting/discussion date
and time.

Document
site
visit/meeting/
discussion, if
any

101 The system should allow the DM user to enter and save site
visit details without committing and thus sending an email
to the customer.

Document
site

102 The system should generate an email to the customer with
the same once the site visit details are confirmed by the
13/18
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visit/meeting/
discussion, if
any

1.1.13

DM user.

Document
site
visit/meeting/
discussion, if
any

103 The system should allow the user to amend and resend the
details to the customer if the time and date change prior
to the meeting.

Document
site
visit/meeting/
discussion, if
any

104 The system should allow the DM user to enter the results of
the site visit/meeting/discussion on the system.

Issuing the NOC
Process
Issue NOC

:
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105 The system should inform the customer by email when

each dept./ section /unit has approved his NOC
application.
Issue NOC

106 The system should allow the NCC users to trigger the
generation of the final consolidated NOC after all
approvals have been received.

Issue NOC

107 The system should inform the customer by email when the
final NOC is ready.

1.2

User Experience Functionality

1.2.1

User Types
User Type

Definition

Registered
customer

These are the NOC customers that are pre-registered with
the DM and have valid User Ids and passwords.
Requires access to NOC services and to enquire on NOC
applications

DM administrator

This is a DM employee sitting in the NOC Coordination Unit
or in ITD who maintains the data values relating to the
NOC system and who adds and modifies user access to
the system.

DM NOC processor This is a DM employee sitting in a department/section/unit
processing the NOC.
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User Type

Definition
Requires access to view applications, enter comments in
specified areas, change status, send application to
draftsmentand approvers, trigger issue of final NOC

DM NOC
Draftsman

This is a DM employee sitting in a department/section/unit
processing the NOC and responsible for creating and
modifying drawings.
Requires access to view applications, attach drawings and
enter comments relating to the drawings assigned to him.

DM NOC level 1
approver

This is a DM unit head sitting in a department/section/unit
processing the NOC and responsible for approving the
NOC application.
Requires access to view applications assigned to him,
enter comments in specified areas and approve. Requires
reporting functionality

DM NOC level 2
approver

This is a DM section head sitting in a
department/section/unit processing the NOC and
responsible for approving the NOC application.
Requires access to view applications assigned to him,
enter comments in specified areas and approve. Requires
reporting functionality

DM NOC level 3
approver

This is a DM department head sitting in a
department/section/unit processing the NOC and
responsible for approving the NOC application.
Requires access to view applications assigned to him,
enter comments in specified areas and approve. Requires
reporting functionality

DM NOC manager

This is a DM section or department head who does not
have approval authority but may need to enquire on
NOCs. E.g. a manger in the NOC Coordination Unit.
Requires reporting functionality

DM NOC
Customer Service
Representative

This is a member of the NOC Coordination Centre who is
responsible for responding to customer enquiries regarding
NOC applications.
Requires access to enquire on all NOC applications.
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1.2.2

User Functionality

What will be different types of users be able to perfomi on the interface
User Type
Registered
customer

User Functionality
Login
Create NOC service application
View NOC application
Amend/edit NOC application if enabled by DM user
Print NOC application
Attach documents to NOC application
Enquiry

DM administrator

Create NOC user
Amend NOC user priveleges
Create user groups/roles
Amend list of valid values

DM NOC processor

Login
Record receipt of manual supporting documents
View NOC application
View NOC attachments
Print NOC application
Print NOC attachments
Approve/Object NOC application
Transfer NOC application to draftsman/manager
Enter comments on NOC application
Generate proforma NOC
Record site visit/meeting/discussion time and
outcome
Generate NOC reports
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User Type
DM NOC
Draftsman

User Functionality
Login
View NOC application & other user comments
View NOC attachments
Print NOC application
Print NOC attachments
Enter comments on application
Attach documents to application
Return application to main user

DM NOC level 1
approver

Login
View NOC application & other user comments
View NOC attachments
Print NOC application
Print NOC attachments
Enter comments on application
Approve/Object NOC application
Forward application for further approval
Generate NOC reports
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1.3
1.3.1

System Performance Functionality
System Performance Requirements
.Perfprnjarvce.; ,;
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Systems availability
on the internet.

The NOC service should be available to the public
customers in 24*7 operations. The allowed downtime
is 24 hours based on the Downtime strategy of the
complete eGovernment implementation project.

Systems availability
for system
administration

The NOC service should be available to the internal
DM users in 24*7 operations. The allowed downtime is
24 hours based on the Downtime strategy of the
complete eGovernment implementation project.

NOC Home Page
upload time

30 seconds
Subject to user internet connection speed.

Attachment (Test
Result) download
time

Subject to user internet connection speed.
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Data Dictionaries
Approval Hierarchy
Contains the approval hierarchy applicable to various Departments /
Sections / Units involved in processing an NOC.
Data
Elements
• " ••'_ -•" •.'- •
•- "

Data
Definition

. • . .

Sample Data Migration IsPK
required
(T/N)

IsFK Other Names
• . ."-"•••-

Unique
Approval
1,2
Hierarchy ID identifier for
approval
hierarchy

Yes

Yes

No

Description E English
Name of the
approval
hierarchy

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Description
A

Arabic
Description
of the
approval
hierarchy

Approval Roles
Contains the approval roles for various Departments / Sections / Units
involved in processing an NOC within the approval hierarchy.
Data
Elements

Data
Definition
.

Sample Data Migration Is PK
required

isFK Other Names

"i-or/Nj-;

" •

Approval
Roles ID

Identification 1,2
code for
approval
level

Yes

Yes

No

Parent
Approval
Level ID

1,2
fhe
Approval
Level ID of
the
preceding
level (cyclic
relation)

Yes

No

Yes
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Da*a
Elements

V,.:^ '^WWRS ipis|«WpS;Sp t^-g^!-, -. -' "- '• .- • •••
Data
Sample Data Migration

Definition
-

NOC Role
ID

The role
involved in
the approval
hierarchy

ispk

IsFK Other Names

required
(Y/NJ

NOC
Processor,
NOC
Draftsman

Approval
The approval 1,2
Hierarchy ID hierarchy
applicable
to the
approval
level

...

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

... .... • -.•.-- •

..-•-

Attachment Log
Contains the log of all the file attachments, either attached by the
customer or DM user. In addition it also stores the path of these
attachments.
Data
Elements
' ' • . .:
r ' -:

".

Data
Definition

Sample Data Migration IsPK
required

JsFK Other Names

(?/!*):

• ' •' "•- • :

.••- • • .

Attachmen Identification 1,2
code for
t Log ID
attachment
log

No

Yes

No

12/20/2001
Attachmen This is the
tDate
date on
which a file is
attached in
the NOC
system

NO

No

No

NOCRequest ID This is the
request ID of 1220220010001
the NOC
application

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

0=Attachme No

No

Yes

F

pplicant
'

Usemame
who made
the
correction,
(from LDAP)

Attachmen This is the
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Data
Elements
tType ID

Data
Definition
type of
attachment
to be
uploaded

Sample Data Migration Is PK
required
(Y/Nf

Is FK Other Names

nt from
customer
l=Attachme
nt from NOC
staff

Attachmen Path at
C:/super—
No
tPath
1799555112which the
attachment Sample.jpg
is stored

No

No

Display
Name

No

No

The name of Sample.jpg
the file to be
displayed for
the

No

Attachment Type
Contains the type of attachments to be attached to an NOC
application.
Data
Elements

;

Data
Definition

Sample Data Migration IsPK
required
(Y/N)

Attachmen Identification 0,1,2
t Type ID
code for
attachment
type

IsFK Other Names

No

Yes

No

Name E

English
Attachment No
Name of the from
Attachment customer.
type
Attachment
from NOC
staff

Yes

No

Name A

Arabic
Name of the
Attachment
type

No

No

No
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SS^aplWi^t
Data

Elements

•«W®ip»ttft8*S;

Data
Definition

SfiyssajF''

«gflf Other Names

No

No

Sample Data Migration IsPK
required

-iSp'SSi^i^'SSftft

(Y/N)

Inactive

Indicates
0, 1
whether the
entry is
active or not

No

Comments Type
Contains the type of comments i.e. internal or external made for an NOC
application.
•--zjf&u"- - :- ,-Datd" v ;;
Sample Data Migration
Definition
Elements
required

ispK

IsPr Other Names

KY/NJ

Comment
Type ID

Identification 0,1,2
code for
Comment
type

No

Yes

No

Name E

Draftsman No
English
Name of the Comments,
Comment
Site Visit
type

Yes

No

Name A

Arabic
Name of the
Comment
type

No

No

No

Inactive

Indicates
0,1
whether the
entry is
active or not

No

No

No

Comment Details
Contains the log of all the comments entered for a particular NOC by
the various Departments / Sections / Units processing the NOC
Data
Elements

Data
Definition

Sample
Data

:-: lH "- ;; -.."V.:-
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.'.-V Date ;•••"•"
Elements

Data
Definition

Sample
Data

Migration Is PK
required
(Y/N)

Is FK Other Names

Comment
Detail Id

Identificati
on for
Comments
Details

L2,3

No

Yes

No

Request Id

This is the
request ID
of the NOC
applicatio
n

NOC12202200
1-0001

No

No

Yes

Other Lines
Id

Identificati
on
for
Other Line
Items

No

No

Yes

House
Connectio
n Lines Id

Identificati
on
for
House
Connectio
n
Line
Items

No

No

Yes

Network
Lines Id

Identificati
on for
Network
Line Items

No

No

Yes

Information
Lines Id

Identificati
on for
Information
Line Items

No

No

Yes

Comment
Type Id

Identificati
on for
Comment
Type

No

No

Yes

Comment
Date

Date on
which
comments
are
entered

No

No

No
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Elements
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Data
Definition

Sample
Data
•

Migration
required
(Y/N)

wr

-*3S<v-V ; l-

Comment
Time

Time on
which
Comments
were
entered

No

No

No

Description
E

The
Description
of
comments
entered
(English)

No

No

No

Description
A

The
Description
of
comments
entered
(Arabic)

No

No

No

Applicant
Id

Username
who made
the
comments.
(from
LDAP)

No

No

Yes

Approval
Hierarchy
Id

Identificati
on of the
Approval
Hierarchy
of the user
entering
the
comments

No

No

Yes

Community
Contains the list of communities.
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IT Support Procedures
7.4
Introduction
This section provides IT support procedures guidelines for NOC web application.
Guidelines

Potential problems that DM Portal users in general and NOC users in particular might
experience while using the Portal are outlined with their corresponding general
troubleshooting guidelines to resolve these problems. In case the problem cannot be
resolved even after working through the guidelines in this section, then technical support
will be required.
Problem

Troubleshooting Guidelines

Workstation cannot connect to the
DM Portal

User Side
•

Check to see if the DM Portal works
on any other computer at your site.

•

Make sure you are using the correct
URL for the Portal.

•

Restart the browser.

•

Shutdown Windows and restart your
computer.

•

Check to see that the browser and
any security software are set up as
usual, i.e. that they have not been
altered inappropriately.
If the problem continues, contact
your local computer support staff.

DM Side
•

Check to see if the DM Portal is
working fine.

The flash is not appearing when
connected to DM Portal. A big
blank box with a small icon inside
the box appears when connected
to the DM Portal

•

Distorted text and lines are being
displayed on page

User Side

1/8

User Side

•

Macromedia Flash Player is not
installed on your computer. Install the
Macromedia Flash Player from
www.macromedia.com

The web browser may be outdated. If
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Problem

Troubleshooting Guidelines
you are using Internet Explorer, then
make sure it is Internet Explorer 5.5 or
above on your PC. If you are using
Netscape, then make sure it is
Netscape 6.1 or above.
Windows Users: Click on the Help
menu and choose About Internet
Explorer (or whichever browser you're
using).
Mac Users: Click on the Apple menu
and choose About Netscape (or
whichever browser you're using).

The web pages do not fit in the
browser window. Requires
scrolling to right / left for seeing
the page.

User Side
•

The web application is optimised for
800x600 resolution. Adjust the
resolution of your monitor.
You will see the browser name and
the specific version

Not able to log onto the Portal

User Side
•

Check to see if internet connection
connection is active

•

Ensure that user id and password is
correctly spelled.

•

Check the Caps Lock on keyboard
and enter the password in correct
case.

DM Side
•

Browser gives security related
errors.
For example:
• Security error: 123456 (or any
combination of digits)
• Security Error

2/8

Check the user profile if the user
account is enabled.

User Side
•

The web browser may be outdated. If
you are using Internet Explorer, then
make sure it is Internet Explorer 5.5 or
above on your PC. If you are using
Netscape, then make sure it is
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Problem

Troubleshooting Guidelines
Netscape 6.1 or above.

Connection Refused

Windows Users: Click on the Help
menu and choose About Internet
Explorer (or whichever browser you're
using).
Mac Users: Click on the Apple menu
and choose About Netscape (or
whichever browser you're using).
You will see the browser name and
the specific version
If you are using a latest browser,
make sure that in your Security
preferences or options, you have
checked all of the boxes that say
"Enable SSL."

Error messages appear in web
browser window while logging on
to the DM Portal.
For example the common errors
can be:
• Our site has no DNS entry
• Connection refused or no
response from our server
• Your browser may just hang
and nothing will happen

Not able to launch the application
from Portal Desktop after signing
in.

User Side
•

Check to see if other users at your site
are able to log on to the DM Portal.

•

Check with your network
administrator if you are blocked from
connecting to our secure server by a
corporate firewall or proxy server that
won't allow "secure" web
connections.

•

Check to see if your corporate
firewalls have imposed arbitrary limits
on the lengths of the URLs that you're
allowed to access. Our Portal uses
long URLs, some firewalls cannot
connect to it.

User Side
•

Check to see if internet connection is
active

DM Side
•

Browser crashes when viewing

Check if application server is running

User Side

3/8
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Troubleshooting Guidelines

certain pages.

The web browser does not support
Java. If you are using Internet
Explorer, then make sure it is Internet
Explorer 5.5 or above on your PC. If
you are using Netscape, then make
sure it is Netscape 6.1 or above. Also
ensure that Java is enabled on the
Browser.
To enable Java if you are using
Internet Explorer on a PC:
Internet Explorer is set to
automatically run Java. However,
sometimes by enabling the JIT (Just In
Time) compiler, the web application
operates more smoothly. To enable
JIT:

•
•
•
•
•

Click Tools
Click Internet Options
Click Advanced
Click JIT compiler for virtual
machine enabled. A check in the box
means its enabled.
Close and restart Internet Explorer

To enable Java if you are using
Netscape on a PC:

•
•
•
•
•

The Browse buttons for uploading
the attachments are not being
displayed in the web browser.

4/8

Click Edit
Click Preferences
Click Advance
Click beside Enable Java and Enable
JavaScript for Navigator. There
should be a check mark in each box.
Close and restart Netscape

User Side
•

The web browser may be outdated. If
you are using Internet Explorer, then
make sure it is Internet Explorer 5.5 or
above on your PC. If you are using
Netscape, then make sure it is_____
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Troubleshooting Guidelines
Netscape 6.1 orabove.
Windows Users: Click on the Help
menu and choose About Internet
Explorer (or whichever browser you're
using).
Mac Users: Click on the Apple menu
and choose About Netscape (or
whichever browser you're using).
You will see the browser name and
the specific version

The web application does not
respond when a function is
executed from the available
options

User Side
•

Check if connection to Internet is
active.

DM Side
•

Check if Oracle is running
If Oracle is working...

•

Not receiving any email
notifications from DM Portal

Check if application server is running

User Side
•

Check if emails from other sources
are being received as usual

•

Confirm if email address has not
changed since registration on DM
Portal

DM Side
•

Attachment uploaded by customer
on web application contained
virus that could not be detected at
the time of upload.

5/8

Check if correct email address has
been registered in the Portal

DM Side
•

The virus scanner may be outdated.
Check if the virus scanner on the
application server has been updated
recently.

•

Advise the customer to run virus
check on their computers.
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Troubleshooting Guidelines

Errors or unexpected behavior
when downloading files from web
application.

Unable to find the PDF file after
downloading.

6/8

User Side
•

Check your connection speed. If you
are on a slow Internet connection,
download the file when there is less
activity on the Internet, such as early
in the morning.

•

Ensure that your hard disk has
enough space available for the file
you are downloading. To increase
space, delete unnecessary files and
applications, then use a disk utility to
defragment the hard disk. For
assistance, refer to your operating
system's user guide or support
resources.

•

If you use Internet Explorer 5.5 or later,
make sure that the security options in
the Internet Properties utility are set to
the default level for your zone. High
security can prevent files from
downloading.

•

If you have installed an Internet
download application to enhance
download performance and
reliability, or if you are running firewall
or proxy software on your computer,
disable it, uninstall it, or contact its
manufacturer to ensure that it is
working as expected and is not
damaged or configured incorrectly.
If you connect to the Internet through
a firewall or proxy server, they may
be configured incorrectly. Contact
your network administrator for
assistance.

User Side
•

When downloading, a Web browser
usually prompts you to specify a
name and location for the
downloaded file. To ensure that you
can locate downloaded files, specify
a convenient location.
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Troubleshooting Guidelines
Search for the file by its name, and
then move the file to a convenient
location. Refer to user manual of
operating system for details on
searching the files.
Redownload the file. When your Web
browser prompts you to choose a
location for the downloaded file,
specify a convenient location, such
as the desktop, and note of the
name of the file so you can find it
after the download is complete.

Problem in opening the file after
download.

PDF's come up blank in browser
window.

Page has expired

User Side
•

Check if Adobe Acrobat Reader is
installed on your computer.

•

Try reinstalling the Adobe Acrobat
Reader in case it is already installed.

User Side
•

Try disabling the "View In Browser" or
"Web Browser Integration" feature in
your Adobe Acrobat viewer. Doing
this will convert your Acrobat viewer
to display PDF outside your browser in
a separate window. In most cases this
will fix your problem

User Side
•

Problem in uploading the files on
the web application

7/8

The user session for the application
has timed out. Launch the
application again.

User Side
•

Check your connection speed. If you
are on a slow Internet connection,
upload the file when there is less
activity on the Internet, such as early
in the morning.

•

Check the size of file that you are
trying to upload. The maximum size of
file(s) allowed for uploading is 2MB.
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Troubleshooting Guidelines
DM Side
•

8/8

Check the disk space on file system
of application server.

Performance Problems relate to those situations where users (external customers or internal DM users) are
unable to use the system successfully because of issues relating to performance (ie: the system is slow,
attachments take too long to download, etc).
Failure in Applications relates to those situations where the system does not behave in the way that the user
expects it to behave;
Failure of Platform/Network relates to those situations where there is a hardware or infrastructure related failure
resulting in the users (external and internal) being unable to access the system; and
Loss of Data relates to those situations where data is perceived to be lost (due to incorrect entry or faults in the
system)

Performance Problem
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The following sections list the possible reasons that could cause the DM portal and specifically the NOC system not to function in the
normal mode or as expected. These reasons are grouped along the contingency scenarios presented in the previous section.

•

•

•

•

Broadly, the problems that could be faced with the provision of NOC services using the new web application can be classified into
these categories:

Possible Contingency Scenarios

Possible Reasons and Contingency Plan

Performance problems:
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H

M

H

Slow response faced
by the customer

Slow response faced
by internal DM users

Slow machine
(personal computer)
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Develop minimum HW requirements for users and advise users of
these requirements
Order/install machines.

In case of the Local Area Network (LAN):
a Recommend minimum hardware requirements.
a Develop internal bench-marking figures and publish to users.
a Eliminate code heavy application
a Train IT staff to monitor network traffic and to resolve network
related issues
In case of the Wide Area Network (WAN):
a Perform a sizing exercise (maximum number of requests that can
hit the web application in one day and portions of a day) and
test the web application with at least 4 times this load and
monitor system performance problems. This needs to be done at
the testing stage.

Recommend minimum hardware and connectivity requirements
(and display on service page)
Develop Trouble shooting guidelines (and display on service
page).
Develop Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) and post on DM web
site.
a Train users
a Provide manual options for the customer to submit applications
and attachments (provide adequate instructions on how
customer can obtain the service manually)
Eliminate code heavy application
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Internet is down
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a To be covered in the Trouble Shooting Guidelines.
a DM to identify potential options for other ISP's as they become
available to the local market.

Appendix CS-2-E performance problems- possible reasons and contingency plan
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a User to contact the process / technology support champions for
the service. Process/Technology support personnel to be trained
and provided with procedures to respond to such requests.
a Provide contact details on the web application.

a Develop requirements for Arabic compatible internet browsers
(Internet Explorer).
a Provide links for downloading Arabic compatible browser.
a Provide links for Arabic plug-ins.
a Decide on language of enter screen of web site.

M

User cannot see
Arabic text/ no
Arabic windows on
the user's machine

The application is not
working on a user's
PC - reason not
known

a Recommend minimum application requirement,
a Order/install software and train users.

H

Internal Users do not
have required
application /
software

a Recommend minimum software requirements.
a Provide software on the DM web site for download whenever the
software is free (e.g. Acrobat),
a Provide links to other web sites for downloading software.

H

Customers do not
have required
applications or
software.

Failure In Applications
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Develop detailed user management procedures
User to contact the process/technology support champions for
the service.
Process/Technology support personnel to be trained and
provided with procedures to respond to such requests.

User does not have
correct access rights
for the application

Provide contact details on the web application.
User to contact the process/technology support champions for
the service. Process/Technology support personnel to be
trained and provided with procedures to respond to such
requests.
Provide contact details on the web application.
User to contact the process/technology support champions for
the service. Process/Technology support personnel to be trained
and provided with procedures to respond to such requests.

M

User forgot his/her
password

Provide log-on help/instructions on log-on page (e.g. password is
case sensitive).
Provide contact details on the web application.
User to contact the process/technology support champions for
the service. Process/Technology support personnel to be
trained and provided with procedures to respond to such
requests.

Unable to solve
remaining critical
applications issues.

M

User cannot log on
the application
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Interface program
not working

Internal staff cannot
upload data to the
web application

Messaging not
working

Customer lost his
transaction

M
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User to contact the process/technology support champions for
the service. Process/Technology support personnel to be trained
and provided with procedures to respond to such requests.

a User to contact the process/technology support champions for
the service. Process/Technology support personnel to be trained
and provided with procedures to respond to such requests.

User to contact the process/technology support champions for
the service. Process/Technology support personnel to be trained
and provided with procedures to respond to such requests.

a Develop procedures for duplicate/hanging/lost transactions for
each service
a Check access rights of the user
a Application to send a message to recommend printing of
transaction before logging off.
In case system sent wrong reference number
a Customer to contact the process/technology support champions
for the service.
In case transaction was deleted by mistake by Internal staff
o Limit the facility to delete any transactions to only to the System
Administrator
In case data is corrupted
a Back up of the data needs to be restored
a Customer to contact the process/technology support champions
for the service.
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L

M

L
L
M
M
L

L
H

Customer/user do not
understand error
message

User cannot find
support for
application

Database is down

Illegal transaction

Duplicate transaction

Internal Users/
delegate is on leave

Can not run reports
from the web
application

Reports are wrong

Hanging transactions

User to contact the technology support for the service

a
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Develop procedures for duplicate/hanging/lost transactions for
each service
a User to contact the technology support for the service

a

User to contact the technology support for the service

DM to assign roles to multiple people to encounter any problems
if one person is on leave

User to contact the technology support for the service

User to contact the technology support for the service

User to contact the technology support for the service

a

a

a

a

a

a Secure process and technical support point for each application,
a Agree of response parties and SLA.
a Display telephone number on each web application.

a Customer/User to contact the technology support for the service.
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H

M

System admin of
support team is on
leave

a DM to put in place proper virus scan policy
a User to contact the technology support for the service

Data damaged/lost
due to a virus
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a User to contact the technology support for the service

DM to ensure that all links in the application are working correctly
as part of User Acceptance Testing.
User to contact the technology support for the service

a User to contact the technology support for the service

Put procedures in place to communicate system shut down or
break down to the affected users, these procedures should be
part of the technical procedures

a DM to assign roles to multiple people to avoid any problems if
one person is on leave

Put procedures in place to communicate system shut down or
break down to the affected users, these procedures should be
part of the technical procedures

Backup is lost

Loss of Data

Links not working

Web application
corrupted data

LAN/WAN is down

M

User is not informed of
planned system shut
down or system break
down

Failure of Platform/Network
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Database is
corrupted
a
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User to contact the technology support for the service
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Appendix CS-2-E performance problems- possible
reasons and contingency plan
Actions Required
IVcttens

, ...;.,; '•;"...,; .,'-.. ,- > Responsibility

Status

Perform pre-Launch sizing exercise
to ensure that the infrastructure
recommendations are according
to the volumes of the application.

PwC

To be done for NOCs

Prepare FAQs to be published on
the DM portal

PwC

Will be developed as
part of the general
information

Prepare minimum configuration list
for PCs to be used by customers
and DM users

PwC

To be developed as
part of IT
deployment report

Develop trouble shooting
guidelines for the DM customers

PwC

To be developed as
part of IT
deployment report

Plan system benchmarking before
the system goes live

PwC

Will be performed as
part of Go Live
activities of each
service

Plan thorough unit testing for the
quality of code

PwC

Already planned as
part of development
cycle

Develop a software application list
for the DM customer and users

PwC

To be developed as
part of the To Be
System Requirements

On the DM portal provide links to
free software to be used for portal
e.g. Acrobat.

PwC

Already considered
as part of the DM
portal design

Highlight Process/Technology
champions for help desk facilities

PwC/DM

Develop procedures for duplicate/
hanging/lost transactions

PwC

To be developed as
part of IT
deployment report
To be developed as
part of E-service
Business Process
Polices and Procedures
Manual

Develop procedures for user
management

PwC

To be developed as
part of E-service
Business Process
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Actions

Responsibifity

Status
Polices and Procedures
Manual

Develop procedures for back up
and recovery of data

PwC

To be developed as
part of E-service IT
Polices Procedures
Manual
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DM

What is e-governement and what does it involve?
What are the drivers for e-government, generally
and more specifically for the DM? I.e why is it
happening - what is the objective?
What is the scope of the current e-government
initiative in the DM?
What is the government of Dubai doing
regarding e-government?
What is the DM staff's role in e-government?
How will e-government change the way DM staff
work?

All staff involved in
NOCs

Awareness of the egovernment
initiative

3.
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DM

How is the internet secure?
How is the internet not secure?
What are the type of security breaches on the
internet?
What is the DM doing to protect security?
What can users do to contribute?

All staff involved in
NOCs

Awareness of
Internet Security

DM

2.

What is the internet?
What are the different uses of the internet?
Browsing the internet (Internet Explorer training)
Using the Internet as a research tool.

All staff involved in
NOCs

Skills and Training Recommendation

Internet Skills

3.2.2
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4.

All staff involved in
Navigating through the NOC system
NOCs up to the level Functionalities of the NOC system
of Section Head
Access and security on the NOC system
Help desk staff
Reports provided by the NOC system
All senior
management
involved in NOCs
above the level of
Section Head.

Detailed knowledge
of the NOC system,
including reporting

Overview
knowledge of the
NOC system with
detailed knowledge
of the reporting
facility within it
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Overview of the functionality and navigation.
Reports provided by the NOC system

Help desk staff

Customer Service
(Telephone Skills)
Overview of the system and processes being
supported.
Clear understanding of the responsibilities of staff
processing an application in order to identify the
right person to ask regarding the problem.
Telephone questioning for problem identification.
Problem documentation and follow up.

PwC

PwC
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Appendix CS-2-F skills - training needs - and transition
strategy
3.3

Transition Strategy

#

Action

RespnsibilHy

Target
time

1.

Select super users per unit/section/department. The
super users will be responsible for training and guiding
others within their unit/section/department on the
system and procedures.

NOCs Service
Champion &
Coordinators

By
19/9/01

2.

Select customers for testing and initial launch. It is
recommended that customers be involved in the testing
of the system in order to have their feedback before the
system is live. It will be sufficient to involve 1 consultant
and 1 contractor from each of Roads and Drainage &
Irrigation in this process. Customers having exposure to
other projects in addition to roads and drainage
projects would be more suitable candidates.
It is also recommended that the DM uses a phased
approach to the launch on the Go Live date in which
only the customers already involved plus a few selected
others are included. Once these customers have been
using the system successfully for a few weeks then other
customers can be involved.

NOCs Service
Champion &.
Coordinators

By
20/9/01

3.

Establish Service Marketing Team

NOCs Service
Champion

12/09/01

4.

Obtain format of legal clauses from Legal Department

NOCs Service
Champion

By
15/09/01

5.

Agree help desk structure and responsibilities

NOCs Service
Champion &.
Coordinators

15/9/0119/9/01

6.

Define NOC Coordination Centre responsibilities

NOCs Service
Champion &
Coordinators

15/9/0119/9/01

7.

Develop training plan

PwC &DM
Service
Coordinators

By

19/09/01

8.

Establish testing group

NOCs Service
Champion &
Coordinators

By
19/09/01

9.

Order new facilities if required

NOCs Service
Champion & ITD

By
19/09/01

10.

Develop marketing plan (internal and external) (see
section 6 of this document)

NOCs Service
Marketing Team

19/09/01
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#

Action

RespnsibilHy

Target
lime

11.

System prototype ready

PwC

26/09/01

12.

Develop testing plan

PwC

By
26/09/01

13.

Establish required facilities

D NOCs Service
Champion,
Service
Coordinators &
ITDM

By
26/09/01

14.

Prepare and distribute internal marketing
material/communication (see section 6 of this
document)

NOCs Service
Marketing Team

Gradually
starting
26/09/01

15.

Establish NOC Coordination Centre

NOCs Service
Champion &
Coordinators

1/10/01 3/10/01

16.

Establish help desk

NOCs Service
Champion &
Coordinators

1/10/01 3/10/01

17.

Train super users on system. The super users will
subsequently train other DM staff.

PwC

1/10/01 6/10/01

18.

Test system. This will be done by the super users and the
selected customers.

NOCs Super
Users & selected
customers

6/10/01 10/10/01

19.

Scan signatures and place on system

ITD & PwC

By
8/10/01

20.

Issue internal administrative order for new policies

NOCs Service
Champion

By
10/10/01

21.

Prepare external marketing material

NOCs Service
Marketing Team

By
10/10/01

22.

Launch new consolidated application forms

NOCs Service
Coordinators

13/10/01

23.

Train other users & help desk staff

NOCs Super
Users

13/10/01
15/10/01

24.

Begin using system in the background.

DM NOCs users

It is recommended that the DM begin to enter manually
received transactions on the system 1 week before Go
Live, using the new application forms. This will give the
DM staff a head start on the new system and a smoother
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#

Action

Respnsibiltty

Target
time

PwC

By

transition.
25.

Distribute to super users new NOCs policies & procedures

15/10/01
26.

Register users on system

ITD & PwC

15/10/01

27.

Distribute marketing material externally (see section 6 of
this document)

NOCs Service
Marketing Team

10/10/01
20/10/01

28.

Perform initial launch

NOCs Service
Champion,
Service
Coordinators &.
PwC
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Architecture overview

The solution was based on Sun hardware
• Sun Microsystems servers
• Sun Solaris operating system
• Java (J2EE) development environment
• iPlanet based e-server solutions
• Oracle 8i database management system
• Vignette content management solution
Application architecture
• Industry standard Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) specification
• Generic component model for reusable application components
• Distributed application architecture
• Presentation layer generates and presents user interface
- Client side presentation layer
- Server side presentation layer
• Application layer processes user requests and applies business logic
• Data layer represents back-end databases
•

Application Development Standards
As part of our standard development methodology we are using application development
standards to:
• Help programmers standardize and decode the structure and logic of an application
• Be precise, consistent, complete, readable, memorable, and unambiguous
• Define the minimum requirements necessary to do the above
• Ensure that changes are effectively managed to ensure the integrity of the code
• Following application development standards are being used for the DM Web
application:
• Development Standards
• Java Coding Standards
• HTML Conventions
• Database Conventions
Common Components
• The Dubai Municipality (DM) web application is based on a generic component
model that defines an environment to support reusable application components.
• The objectives of implementing the reusable component model are:
• Consistent implementation of common functions across me DM services
• Decreased development effort
• Decreased testing effort
• Decreased maintenance effort
• Following are some of the examples for the common components:
• Connection Manager
• Data Manager
• Security Manager
• Authentication Manager
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• e-Mail Dispatcher etc....
Application Architecture
7.3
This document outlines the application architecture of Dubai Municipality (DM)
eGovemment Portal application.
The NOC Web Application has been developed based on a distributed application
architecture and in accordance with industry standard Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE)
framework as specified by Sun Microsystems for developing enterprise web applications
using Java platform.
The J2EE architecture implements a distributed model in order to allow different
individual application areas to focus on different functional elements. The distributed
model separates applications in three-tiers based on presentation layer, application layer
__ __ ^^
and data layer as depicted in me following diagram.

l£*?^§!if)a«il^Mg

iPtanet Portal Server & Gateway\
Authentication, Lagging

Rxrfile Data (UDAP)

Overall the distribution of services across the application architecture is as below:
• The client side presentation layer represents me user interface. Typically a
web browser for using the web application or an email client for emails.
• The server side presentation layer generates the user interface.
• The application layer processes the user requests and applies business logic.
• The data layer represents back-end databases.
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Following sections describe the distribution of functional elements in each application
layer.
Presentation Layer

The presentation layer involves the presentation of the user interface. The presentation
layer has been sub-divided into two categories:
Client Side Presentation Layer

The requests for data are originated in the client side presentation layer. The web
application processes the request and presents the resulting data to the users through this
layer. For DM web application, the client side presentation layer involves following
elements.
Component
:/ r'"-"\ ' '
it.."

Description

Web Pages

Most of the user interface in the web
application is in the form of web
pages.
JavaScript is used for handling client
side validations such as user input
validation before passing data on to
the server for processing. The
JavaScript is embedded in the web
pages where validation is required.
The web application processes the
user requests and sends e-Mail alerts
to the user wherever applicable.

Client Side
JavaScript

e-Mail

Container /Server
Technology;
Web Browser
Web Browser

e-Mail Client

Server Side Presentation Layer

The server side presentation layer involves generating the user interface. For the DM web
applications, the server side presentation layer will involve following elements.
Component

Description

JavaServer
Pages (JSP)

JSPs are used to handle dynamic
content generation for the DM Web
Application. JSPs handle most
presentation logic and layout. JSPs
call Classes / JavaBeans for business
logic which in return call EJB for
JDBC access to data from the
database.
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Component

Descriptioii

Servelets

Control the application's interface to
the user by processing requests,
generating content in response,
formatting and delivering that content
^^
back to the user through JSPs.
iPlanet Web Server
The HTML content in the web
application is delivered through the
web server.
The DM web application is developed iPlanet Portal Server
as a Portal Application. The portal is
used to bring together the data from
various sources (iPlanet Application
Server, Vignette, iPlanet Web Server)
and route the data through the
channels in portal desktop to the portal
users.

HTML
Portal
Application

Container/Server
Technology
iPlanet Application Server

Application layer

The application layer involves applying the business rules and the generation of specific
content: storing and retrieving data, and performing computations on that data. The
application layer uses the EJB as illustrated in the following diagram:
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DM VyebAppI icatiqn^2EE Ar^iitecture

JAW

Data Functions
ClaSS6S

The application layer for the DM web application involves the following components:
Component

Description

Data
Container
Bean

Cpia tamer;/Server
Technology

These JavaBeans are used to store
data related to the JSP page. The
data
contained
in
these
JavaBeans is manipulated through
the setter and getter methods of
the JavaBeans.

IPlanet Application Server

Data
Functions
Classes'

These classes contain commonly
used database related methods
specific to individual services and
JSPs. These classes work with
DataClient class to store / retrieve
data through the
DatabaseManager EJB.

IPlanet Application Server
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Component
Common
Classes

DataClient
Class

DatabaseMa
nager EJB

Messaging

Portal
Platform

Technology

containing IPlanet Application Server

Various
classes
commonly used methods used in
the Web Application.
The DataClient class is used as a
proxy class to use
DatabaseManager EJB. This class
executes SQL statements for
retrieving and updating data
using JDBC connections through
DatabaseManager EJB.

EPlanet Application Server

The DatabaseManager class provides
functions for various activities related
to database connections management,
data management including data
retrieval and data updates using the
EJBs.
The DM web application uses iPlanet
Messaging Server for sending /
receiving mails over the internet.

IPlanet Application Server

iPlanet Messaging Server

The portal platform provides services iPlanet Portal Server
such as authentication (single sign-on)
and logging.

Data Layer

The Data Layer involves database storage and retrieval. The data layer for the DM web
application involves the following components:

Java
Database
Connectivit
y (JDBC)

JDBC is used as middle ware for
database storage and retrieval. The
JDBC API is available to all Java
components outlined above.

iPlanet Application Server

Web
Application
Data

The web application accesses the
Oracle 8i database for storing the
retrieving the application data as well
as Vignette data through JDBC
connectivity.

Oracle 8i Database Server
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Component -Description
Back-end
Application
s

Profile
Server

The web application accesses data
from various back end applications
currently in use at DM (e.g. LIMS
system in case of DCL Web
Application). In case of DCL Engineering Materials the data from
LIMS system database (MS-SQL
Server) is accessed through Oracle
Transparent Gateway software.
The profile server maintains the
Domain, User and Role data through
LDAP as well as other portal platform
data.
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Appendix CS-2-H departments and related NOC
NOCs issued by Dubai Municipality and covered within the scope of this project

The types of NOCs currently being issued by the DM and to be e-enabled at this point in
time have been categorized as informational NOCs, Design NOCs or Construction
NOCs. "Appendix CS-2-H departments and related NOC" presents the different
departments, sections or units issuing NOCs to be covered in the e-service. Although
there are a number of NOCs issued by each entity (department or section within DM),
there is one common process for issuing all NOCs within that entity. As such, there is
one As Is flow per entity.
Department/section/unit
Planning & Surveying Department:

Related NOCs
•

Providing existing base maps and right of •
ways

NOC for house connections
NOC for network sen/ices

•

NOC for paving a sikka

•

NOC for work on a public facility

Drainage & Irrigation Department:
Providing existing drainage, irrigation and
sewerage networks

•

NOC for working near drainage, irrigation
and sewerage networks

Roads Department, Lighting & Traffic
Signals Unit
Providing existing traffic light services

•

NOC for proposed street lighting & traffic
signal services

General Maintenance Department:
Providing existing street lighting services

Street Liahtina Maintenance Unit:
•

NOC for the relocation/removal and reerection of existing street lighting services

•

NOC for power supply from existing street
lighting services

•

NOC for taking over a job after expiry of the
defect liability period

Roads Maintenance Section:

Roads Planning Section: Pavement
Management Systems Unit
Public Transport Department: Planning &
Marketing Unit
Providing existing bus stop locations and bus
routes

•

NOC for any cutting in asphalt

•

NOC for any cutting in foot path

•
•

NOC for change in geometry affecting road
furniture
NOC for changes, removal or addition of
fences, railings, bollards, signs and other road
furniture

•

Providing 'as built' drawings for roads

•

NOC for the relocation/removal and reerection of existing bus stops and diversion of
bus routes
NOC for new bus stops and bus routes

•
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Roads Department

Roads Planning Secf«", Traffic unfr.
• NOC
for
placing
an
advertisement
board/supplemental sign on the side of the
street
• NOC for traffic diversions
• NOC for networks/projects
Services Coordination Office:
• NOC for excavation in the right of way
• NOC for house connections

Public Parks & Horticulture Department
Providing existing landscaped areas

•
•
•

NOC for working on planted areas
NOC for relocating or removing plants
NOC for landscaping in the road right of way

Environment Department

•

NOC for impact on the environment

All parties listed above

•
«

NOC revalidation
NOC for issuing the final clearance
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CREATE TABLE CommentJType (
Comment_Type_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NTJMBER(1) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (Comment_Type_ID)

CREATE TABLE ResponseJType (
Response_Type_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(1) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (Response_Type_ID)

CREATE TABLE Approval_Hierarchy (
Approval_Hierarchy_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(1) NULL,
Inactive
NUMBER(2) NULL,
Total_Levels
PRIMARY KEY (Approval_Hierarchy_ID)

CREATE TABLE DM_Org_Entity_Type (
DM_Org_Entity_Type_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
NameJE
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(1) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (DM_Org_Entity_Type_ID)

CREATE TABLE DM_Org_Entity (
DM_Org_Entity_ID NUMBER(1) NOT NULL,
DM_Org_Entity_Type_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(6) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (DM_Org_Entity_ID)
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CREATE TABLE NOC_Roles (
NOCJRoleJD
VARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL,
DM_Org_Entity_ID NUMBER(1) NULL,
RoleJD
NUMBER(6)NULL,
NameJE
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Inactive
NUMBER(1) NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (NOC_Role_ID)

CREATE TABLE Approval_Roles (
Approval_Roles_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
Parent_Approval_RoIe_K) NUMBER(6) NULL,
Approval_HierarchyJD NUMBER(6) NULL,
NOC_Role_ID
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Level_No
NUMBER(2) NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (Approval_Roles_ID)

CREATE TABLE Intemal_Status (
Intemal_Status_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Inactive
NUMBER(1)NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (fetemal_Status_ID)

CREATE TABLE Road_Number2 (
Road_Number2_ID NUMBER(1) NOT NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Inactive
NUMBER(6) NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (Road_Numbei2_ID)

CREATE TABLE Parcel (
Parcel_ID
NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Inactive
NUMBER(1) NULL,
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PRIMARY KEY (ParcelJD)

CREATE TABLE Community (
NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
CommunityJD
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
NameJE
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(1) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (CommunityJD)

CREATE TABLE Road_Numberl (
Road_Numberl_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(1) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (Road_Numberl_ID)

CREATE TABLE Record_Status (
Record_Status_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(6) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (Record_Status_ID)

CREATE TABLE Supplement_Sign_Details (
Supplement_Sign_Details_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
CHAR(18) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(1)NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (Supplement_Sign_Details_ID)

CREATE TABLE ProjectJType (
Project_Type_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(1) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (Project_Type_ID)
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CREATE TABLE Cancellation_Source (
Cancellation_Source_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(6) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (Cancellation_Source_ID)

CREATE TABLE CancellationJReason (
Cancellation_Reason_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
Cancelktion_Source_IDNUMBER(6) NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(1) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (CancellationJReasonJD)

CREATE TABLE Road_Categoiy (
Road_Category_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
NUMBER(6) NULL,
NameJE
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(1) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (Road_Category_ID)

CREATE TABLE NOC_Validatioo (
NOC_Validation_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
NUMBER(6)NULL,
Value
VARCHAR2(6)NULL,
Units
NUMBER(1) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (NOC_Validation ID)

CREATE TABLE Receipt_Mode (
ReceiptJVfodeJD NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(1) NULL,
Inactive
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PRIMARY KEY (Receipt_Mode_ID)

CREATE TABLE Submission_Mode (
SubmissionJVIodeJD NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(1) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (Submission_Mode_ID)

CREATE TABLE NOCJType (
VARCHAR2(60) NOT NULL,
NOC_Type_ID
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(1) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (NOC_Type_ID)

CREATE TABLE Request_Status (
Request_Status_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(1) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (Request_Status_ID)

CREATE TABLE NOC_Application (
VARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL,
RequestJD
NUMBER(6) NULL,
ApplicantJD
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
NOC_Type_ID
DATE NULL,
Date_Applied
Request_Status_lD NUMBER{6) NULL,
Record_Status_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Submission_Mode_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Receipt_Mode_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Work_Contact_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Work_Contact_A
Work_Description_E VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Work_Description_A VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Woik_Start_Date DATE NULL,
DATE NULL,
Work End Date
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NUMBER(6) NULL,
ParcelJD
NUMBER(6) NULL,
CommunityJD
VARCHAR2{60) NULL,
Community_Name
Road_Numberl_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Road_Namel
Road_Nutnber2_ID NUMBER(1)NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Road_Name2
Site_Office_Location VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Site_Office_Tel VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Cooidinate_xl
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Cooidinate_yl
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Cooidinate_x2
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Cooidinate_y2
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Coordinate_x3
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Coordinate_y3
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Cooidinate_x4
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Cooidinate_jy4
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Trench_Support
Previous_Request_ID VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
DATE NULL,
Approval_Date
DATE NULL,
ApprovalJTime
NOC_Validation_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Validity_End_Date DATE NULL,
ValidityJEndJTime DATE NULL,
CancelktionJReasonJD NUMBER(6) NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Cancelled_By
CancellationJDate DATE NULL,
Cancelktion_Comments_E VARCHAR2(250) NULL,
Cancellation_Comments_A VARCHAR2(250) NULL,
Final_Clearance_Appioval_Date DATE NULL,
Final_Cleaiance_Comments_E VARCHAR2(250) NULL,
Final_Clearance_Comments_A VARCHAR2(250) NULL,
Revalidation_PiDposed_Start_Dt DATE NULL,
Revalidation_Proposed_End_Dt DATE NULL,
Revalidation_Prop_Start_Time DATE NULL,
Revalidation_Prop_End_Time DATE NULL,
Revalidation_Comments_E VARCHAR2(250) NULL,
Revalidation_Comments_A VARCHAR2(250) NULL,
ProjectJTypeJD NUMBER(6) NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Project_Code
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Project_Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Project_Name_A
Project_Description_E VARCHAR2(250) NULL,
Project_DeScription_A VARCHAR2(250) NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Cliemts_Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Clients_Name_A
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Project_Reference_Number VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Preoject_Other
Number_of_Drilling_Thrust VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
NUMBER(6) NULL,
Length
NUMBER(6) NULL,
Depth
Type_of_Support VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Supplement_Sign_Details_E) NUMBER(6) NULL,
Number_of_Road_Crossings VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Star_Rating
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Number_of_Beds
Total_Floor_Area VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Number_pf_Parking_Spaces VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Total_Area
Type_of_Facility VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Total_Area_M
Road_Category_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Chainage
Diversion_Start Date DATE NULL,
Diversion End_Date DATE NULL,
Diversion_Start_Time DATE NULL,
Diversion_End_Time DATE NULL,
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Asphalt_Length
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Asphalt_Width
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Asphalt_Depth
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Asphalt_Area
Asphalt_Reinstatement_By VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Asphalt_Payment_By VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
TilesJLength
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Tiles_Width
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Tiles_Depth
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Tiles_Area
Tiles_Reinstatement_By VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Tiles_Payment_By VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Unmade_Legth
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Unmade_Width
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Unmade_Depth
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Unmade_Area
Unmade_Reinstatement_By VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Unmade_Payment_By VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Hardshoulder_Length VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Hardshoulder_Width VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Hardshoulder_Depth VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Hardshoulder_Area VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Hardshoulder_Reinstatement_By VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Hardshoulder_Payment_By VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Landscaping_Length VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
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Landscaping_Width VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
LandscapingJDepth VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Lanscaping_Area VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Lanscaping_Reinstatement_By VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Landscapmg_Payment_By VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Others_Length
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Others_Width
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Others_Depth
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Others_Area
OthersJReinstatement_ByVARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Others_Payment_By VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (RequestJD)

CREATE TABLE NOC_Final_Clearance_Set (
Final_Cleanmce_Set_ID VARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(60)NULL,
Description_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Description_A
PRIMARY KEY (Final_Cleaiance_Set_ID)

CREATE TABLE NOC_Condition_Set (
NOC_Condition_Set_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Description_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Description_A
PRIMARY KEY (NOC_Condition_Set_ID)

CREATE TABLE NOC_Attachment_Set (
Attachment_Set_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Description_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Description_A
PRIMARY KEY (Attachment_Set_ID)

CREATE TABLE House_Connection_Line_Master (
House_Connection_Line_Master_I NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
Attachment_Set_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Approval_Hierarcliy_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
NOC_Condition_Set_ID NUMBER(^ NULL,
Final_Clearance_Set_ID VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name E
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Name_A
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Inactive
NUMBER(1) NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (House_Connection_Line_Master_I)

CREATE TABLE House_Connection_Lines (
Request_ID
VARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL,
House_Connection_Lines_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
ApplicantJD
NUMBER(6) NULL,
Intemal_Status_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Approval_Roles_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
House_Connection_Line_Master_I NUMBER(6) NULL,
Record_Status_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Comments_E
VARCHAR2(250) NULL,
Comments_A
VARCHAR2(250) NULL,
Ownership_Date
DATE NULL,
Ownership_Flag
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (RequestJD, House_Connection_Lines_ID)

CREATE TABLE Other_Line_Master (
Other_Line_Master_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
Attachment_Set_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
NOC_Condition_Set_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Approval_Hierarchy_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Final_Clearance_Set_ID VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Inactive
NUMBER(1) NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (Other_Line_Master_ID)

CREATE TABLE Other_Lines (
Request_ID
VARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL,
Other_Lines_ID
NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
ApplicantJD
NUMBER(6) NULL,
Approval_RolesJDD NUMBER(6) NULL,
Internal_Status_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Other_Line_Master_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Record_Status_BD NUMBER(6) NULL,
Comments_E
VARCHAR2(250) NULL,
Comments_A
VARCHAR2(250) NULL,
Ownership_Date
DATE NULL,
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NUMBER(1) NULL,
Ownership_Fkg
PRIMARY KEY (RequestJD, Other_Lines_ID)

CREATE TABLE Network_Line_Master (
Network_Line_MasterJD NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
AitacomeatjSetJD NUMBER(6) NULL,
NOC_Condition_Set_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Approval_Hierarchy_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Final_Clearance_Set_ID VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(1) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (Netwoik_Line_Master_ID)

CREATE TABLE Network_Lines (
VARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL,
Request_ID
Netwoik_Lines_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
Netwoik_Line_Master_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
Record_Status_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Internal_Status_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
NUMBER(6) NULL,
ApplicantJD
Approval_Roles_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
VARCHAR2(250) NULL,
Comments_E
VARCHAR2(250) NULL,
CommenisJV
DATE NULL,
Ownership_Date
NUMBER(1)NULL,
Ownership_Flag
PRIMARY KEY (Request_ID, Netwoik_Lines_ID)

CREATE TABLE Infonnation_Line_Master (
foformationJLineJtfasterJD NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
Attachment_Set_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
NOC_Condition_Set_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Approval_Hierarchy_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Final_Clearance_Set_ID VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
NameJE
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(1)NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (IofonnatiQn_Line_Master_ID)
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CREATE TABLE Infoimation_Liiies (
VARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL,
Request_ID
InfonnationJLinesJD NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
Information_Line_Master_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
NUMBER(6) NULL,
ApplicantJD
Internal_Status_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Record_Status_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Approval_Roles_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
VARCHAR2(250) NULL,
Comments_E
VARCHAR2(250) NULL,
Comments_A
DATE NULL,
Ownership_Date
NULL,
NUMBER(1)
Owneiship_Flag
Approval_Comments_E VARCHAR2(250) NULL,
Approval_Comments_A VARCHAR2(1000) NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (RequestJD, Infonna1ion_Lines_ID)

CREATE TABLE NOC_Forwarding_Log (
NOCJForwarding_Log_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Request_ID
NUMBER(6) NULL,
OtherJLinesJD
Network_Lines_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Information_Lines_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
House_Connection_Lines_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Approval_Roles_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Forwarding_Date DATE NULL,
DATE NULL,
Response_Date
NUMBER(6) NULL,
Applicant_ID
Response_Type_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
NUMBER(1)NULL,
Ownership_Flag
PRIMARY KEY (NOC_Forwarding_Log_ID)

CREATE TABLE Comment_Details (
Comment_Detail_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
Comment_Type_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
DATE NULL,
CommentJTime
DATE NULL,
Comment_Date
VARCHAR2( 1000) NULL,
Description_E
VARCHAR2(4000) NULL,
Description_A
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
RequestJD
NUMBER(6) NULL,
Other_Lines_ID
House_Connection_Lines_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
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Network_Lines_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Infoimation_Lines_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
NOC_Forwardmg_LogJD NUMBER(6) NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (Comment_Detail_ID)

CREATE TABLE Conditions (
NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
ConditionJD
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(6) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (ConditionJD)

CREATE TABLE ConditionJLog (
Condrtion_Log_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
NUMBER(6) NULL,
ConditionJD
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Request_ID
NUMBER(6) NULL,
Other_Lines_ID
House_Connection_Lmes_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Network_Lines__ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
InfonnationJLines_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (Condition_Log_ID)

CREATE TABLE AttachmentJType (
Attachment_Type_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(1) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (Attachment_Type_ID)

CREATE TABLE Attachment_Log (
Attachment_Log_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
AttachmentJDate DATE NULL,
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Request_ID
NUMBER(6) NULL,
Other_Lines_ID
House_Connection_Lines_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Network_Lines_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Information_Lines_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
NUMBER(6) NULL,
Applicant_ID
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Attachment_Type_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Attachment_Path VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (Attachment_Log_ID)

CREATE TABLE Notification_Category (
Notification_Category_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(l) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (Notification_Categoiy_ID)

CREATE TABLE NotificationJType (
Notification_Type_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
Notification_Category_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
VARCHAR2(255) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(255) NULL,
Name_A
Message_Subject_E VARCHAR2(125)NULL,
Message_Subject_A VARCHAR2(125)NULL,
Opening_Message_Body_E VARCHAR2(2000) NULL,
Opening_Message_Body_A VARCHAR2(2000) NULL,
Closing_Message_Body_E VARCHAR2(2000) NULL,
Closing_Message_Body_A VARCHAR2(2000) NULL,
NUMBER(l) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (Notification_Type_ID)

CREATE TABLE NotificationJLog (
Notification_Log_ID VARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL,
Notification_TypeJDD NUMBER(6) NULL,
Notification_Date DATE NULL,
V ARCHAR2(60) NULL,
SentJTo
NUMBER(6) NULL,
ApplicantJD
VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
RequestJD
NUMBER(6) NULL,
Other_Lines_ID
House_Connection_Lines_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Network_Lines_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Information_Lines_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Request_Ammendment_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Ammendment_NotificationJD VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (Notification_Log_ID)
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CREATE TABLE Required_Attachment (
Required_AttachmentsJD NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
V ARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(1) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (Required_AttacfamentsJD)

CREATE TABLE NOC_Conditions (
NOC_ConditiQds_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
NOC_Condition_SetJD NUMBER(6) NULL,
NUMBER(6) NULL,
CondiitionJD
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Description_E
CHAR(18)NULL,
Description_A
PRIMARY KEY (NOC_Conditions_ID)

CREATE TABLE NOC_Required_Attachments (
Required_AttadimentJD VARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL,
Attachment_Set_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
Required_Attachment5_ID NUMBER(6) NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Description_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Description_A
PRIMARY KEY (RequiredJtaachmentJD)

CREATE TABLE NOC_Final_Cleaiance_Attachment (
Final_Clearance_Attachment_ID VARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL,
Final_Clearance_Set_ID VARCHAR2(20) NULL,
Rfiquired_Attachments_ID NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Description_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Description_A
PRIMARY KEY (Final_Clearance_Attacliment_ID)

CREATE TABLE SystemJFunctian (
System_Function_ID VARCHAR2(60) NOT NULL,
NUMBER(6) NULL,
DM_Service_ID
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
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NUMBER(6) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (System_Function_ID)

CREATE TABLE User_Function (
System_Function_ID VARCHAR2(60) NOT NULL,
NUMBER(6) NOT NULL,
Applicant_JD
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_E
VARCHAR2(60) NULL,
Name_A
NUMBER(6) NULL,
Inactive
PRIMARY KEY (System_Function_ID, ApplicantJD)
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Reauired

Reduced time for documents to move to SCC.

Ability to meet target NOC delivery dates.

Improved customer service.

Decide on the option to be followed.

Select, negotiate with and engage a driver/courier company.

Document the procedure for the selected option.

Convey the procedure to all internal staff and to the customer (if option of courier company is selected).

Implement.

Monitor.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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If the option of a courier company is selected then it may be worthwhile investigating the option of
extending this facility to the customers such that they do not visit different sections within the DM but rather
the courier company collects their documents from them and distributes them to the different DM sections.

•

NOC staff: 10 days

It is currently the case that if the customer submits an online application with manual attachments he will
submit his attachments to each section separately. Once each section has completed its processing and
approved the HOC the documents need to be transferred to the SCC for issuance of the final
consolidated NOC. The current mechanism for this is using the internal DM manual mail system, which can
be very slow and hinder the DM in meeting target NOC processing dates. It is recommended that an
alternative collection method be defined. Either a driver is hired for the sole purpose of moving
documents between the sections and SCC or arrangements are made with a courier company for this.

•

Introduce a manual document collection process

Process Recommendations

Implementation
Approach

1

1.1

Transition Recommendations

APPENDIX CS-2-J TRANSITION PLAN FINAL - RECOMMENDATIONS

Test changes (customer side and internal)
Launch

«

•
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Modify the final issuance of the NOC on the system such that the text document issued with the
information is phrased differently from the proper NOCs.

•

•

•

Change title of option to "Request information on existing services".
Amend application form on the web to include applicant/company contact name and number.
Amend the application form on the web to include a text box in which the customer can put comments
or notes on the request for information.

Remove redundancy and non-value added steps

•

•

Increased clarity for the customer.

The informational NOC should not be considered an NOC and should be processed separately.

•

•

The informational NOC is not an NOC by definition but rather has tended to be categorised among NOCs
and remains there today. It is merely a request for information.

•

Effort
Required NOC staff: 3 days
(Averaae

Implementation
Approach

Benefits;

Description:

2 Separate the Informational NOC application process

Customer/Internal

H

ITD/PwC: x days

Introduce a manual document cqlloctionprocesit

Priority

1

APPENDIX CS-2-J TRANSITION PLAN FINAL - RECOMMENDATIONS

Lest waste in time for the customer as for example if he fills the application and his connection to the internet
is lost when uploading files then he does not have to re-enter the information again.

At some point in transferring the work from the consultant to the contractor the consultant needs to be able
to view and approve the contractor's application for an NOC. With the Save as draft functionality this
becomes possible before the application is submitted on the system.

Build Save as Draft functionality with new application status visible only to the customer of "Saved as Draft".
Test functionality (customer side)

Launch

•

•

•

•

•

Priority

Effort Required
(Average
Mondays)

M
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ITD/PwC: 10 Days (depending on the amount of change introduced)

NOC staff: 2 days

Added flexibility for the customer in completing applications.

•

Benefits:

Implementatio
n Approach

Such a function would allow the customer to begin filling the application form and save it for completion at a
later time. The application will not be visible to the DM until the customer has completed and submitted it.

Provide a facility for customer to save a request as draft before submitting it to the DM

Description:

3

Customer/Internal
Related

Priority

ITD: 15 Days (depending on the amount of change introduced)

Separate the Informational NOC application process

Mondays)

2
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Customer

Priority

Benefits:

Establish an external email address for the unit.
Establish a phone number for help desk.

Publish the email address and telephone number in obvious places on the web.
Train users to handle queries received form the help desk.

•

•

Both

H

ITD/PwC: NA

EMS staff: 15 days

•
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Provide a facility for customers to send comments about the system from the web application

•

•

Better Customer service and satisfaction.

•

4 Establish help desk for Customers and Internal Staff v.;'( :•'•/,,: "-:•';,-.-/ :-\^M!Ml .'.. '• • , ; p,>::".' : :^^^:^ -^ >':-:.^:vV"- : .-':. :;: : ':- :' '
Description:
As the web application is opened up to more customers, it is likely that customers will have question about
the system. It is best practice to establish a help desk to do the following:
• Answer telephone queries
• Answer e-mail queries

Gustomer/lnte
rnal Related

APPENDIX CS-2-J TRANSITION PLAN FINAL - RECOMMENDATIONS

Functional Recommendations

Allows the applicant to reflect if someone other than himself is responsible for the application (e.g. when
customers have a data entry clerk entering the information using his user id but rather than the engineer
responsible for the project.

Modify application form

Test new application form

Launch new application form

Inform customers of change and how to use new fields.

•

•

•

•

•

Description:

'
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When the start and end date and time fields in the traffic diversion application are entered the system
validates that the end date is = or > the start date. The validation does not include the time. Modifying the

Data entry validation In the Traffic Diversion NOC application

Customer

H

ITD/PwC: x days

NOC staff: 1 day

Clarity for DM staff in terms of who to contact regarding a particular application.

•

The Design NOC application does not currently have a field for the customer to provide a contact number
for use if any clarifications n the application are required.

Modify the Design NOC application

Priority

5

1.2
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Test modified application form
Launch updated application form

•

•

•

•

Greater accuracy in data entry
Reduction in time lost due to wrong data entry
Create additional validation on application form

•

H

Also provide NOC reference number search at the top of each page on which the NOC applications are
listed.

Easier access to NOC applications on the system because he will use the search rather than scroll through x
number of pages.

Design the Advanced Search facility.

•

•

•

Benefits:

Implementation
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Provide the customer with an Advanced Search or Enquiry facility that allows him to define the criteria of
the NOC applications he wants to see.

•

Description:

7 Provide the customer with a Search facility

Customer/Internal Customer
Related

Priority

Effort
Required NOC staff: 1 day
(Average
ITD/PwC: x days
Mondays)

Implementation
Approach

Benefits:

6 Data entry valldatj$ti:ln the Tr^^
'"• validation on this page will ensure that the system checks the combination of start date and time against
the end date and time.
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Implement the facility

Test the facility

Launch the facility

•

•

»

Provide the customer with a Search facility

Customer

Customer/Internal
Related

Modify application form

Implementation
Approach

Launch new application form
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Clarity for DM staff in terms of who to contact regarding a particular application.
Allows the applicant to reflect if someone other than himself is responsible for the application (e.g. when
customers have a data entry clerk entering the information using his user id but rather than the engineer
responsible for the project.

Benefits:

Test new application form

Review all NOC application forms and determine whether experience in processing applications to date
has highlighted any need for additional fields in the application forms. See the Issues Log in Appendix A for
some change requests that have already been highlighted by DM users.

Description:

8 Modify the application forms with additional internal requirements

H

Priority

Effort
Required NOC staff: 3 days
(Average
ITD/PwC:xdays
Mondays)

7
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Customer/Internal

Customer/Internal
Related

Define additional views required by role (NOC Processor, NCC Processor, NCC Monitor)
Develop the additional/modified views.
Test the additional/modified views.

•

•

Implementation
Approach

ITD/PwC: x days
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Launch the additional/modified views.
NOC staff: 1 day

•

«

•

Ability of internal staff to access information more quickly.
Review internal views.

•

Benefits:

Review all NOC lists (views) available to the internal processors, NCC processors and NCC monitors to
determine if these can be modified or additional views need to be created to facilitate internal DM
processing/viewing of applications. See the Issues Log in Appendix A for some change requests that have
already been highlighted by DM users.

Modify the Internal views of NOC application lists

H

ITD/PwC: x days

Priority

Description:

;^':

Inform customers of change and how to use new fields.
NOC staff: 1 day

•

8 Modify the application forms with qddlHonal Internal requirements
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Modify the internal views of NOC application lists

Develop the internal facility (similar to the existing cancellation function with the difference that approved
NOCs only can be cancelled.

Test the facility.

Launch the facility.

•

•

•

M

Internal/Customer

Customer/Internal
Related

ITD/PwC: x days

Priority

Required
Effort
(Average
Mondays)
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Reduced waste of time for DM staff from attempting to inspect for NOCs that have not resulted in work.

•

NOC staff: 1 day

More accurate picture of what NOCs are in effect and need to be inspected for.

•

Benefits:

Implementation
Approach

In some cases a customer may apply for an NOC and receive it but work does not materialise. As the NOC
staff perform their inspections based on NOCs issued the ones that do not result in actual construction work
need to be cancelled so that the NOC staff do not go for inexistent inspections.

•

Description:

10 Provide a facility for the NCC Monitor to cancel an approved NOC

Customer/Internal
Related

Priority

9
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Look and Feel Recommendations

Not Applicable.

Integration Recommendations

Define the descriptions to be displayed for each field selected above.
Insert the bubbles and text.

Test the bubble displays

Launch the change

•

•

•

Priority

M

Effort
Required NOC staff: 3 days
(Average
ITD/PwC: x days
Mondays)
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Determine which application form fields require additional clarification

•

•

Reduction in time wasted by DM staff due to wrong data entry by the customer.

•

Implementation
Approach

Greater accuracy in data entry from the customer's side because he/she understands the requirement of a
particular field.

•

Benefits:

Insert bubble descriptions on the field titles in the application forms where the items may be misunderstood
by the customer.

•

".:iv. •••''•;•:-/'^:''VV--\i'V'-^' ; ';V.;:-:;': ; ^;-:: ^ ; V'--^ •'•"•'?-;/;;.''^-':

Description:

11 Insert additional help text/guidance for the customer

1.4

1.3
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Customer

Determine which fields require additional clarification
Define the descriptions to be displayed for each field selected above.

Insert the bubbles and text.

Tesf the bubble displays

•

•

•

•
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13 Clarify to the customer the application process and where he is in it
' Create a high level flow of the NOC application completion process and insert it on the first page of the
Description:
application. As the customer moves from one page of the application to the next show the flow with the

Internal

M

ITD/PwC: x days

NOC staff: 3 days

Greater clarity and more accurate searches.

•

12 Insert additional help text/guidance for the NOC processors
1 Insert bubble descriptions on the field titles in the Advanced Search/Enquiry page where the items may be
misunderstood by the DM staff.

Customer/Internal
Related

11 Insert additional help text/guidance for the customer
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v.i.v^;. :'^:'-'-:M^-''-^--:!^'^ :/^ :~ ••^•-•'v^v-^' 'A.:':-': '•• *•

Create the alternate flow for Final Clearance and Revalidation.

Decide if you wish to create the same flow for other NOC functions.

If you wish to do so then design the additional flows.

Standardise all flows in the same format and colours.

Insert the flows on all affected pages and highlight the relevant step per page.

Test the display of the flows.

Launch the change.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

ITD/PwC: x days

NOC staff: 5 days
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Define the high level flow relating it to the pages that the customer completes in order to submit an
application.
Ensure that the flow applies generically to all types of HOC applications. It will vary slightly for Final
Clearance and Revalidation NOC applications.

•

•

Greater clarity for the customer in terms of the application process.

•

Step 4: Application confirmation

Step 3: Attach required documents (if digital)

Step 2:Verify data entry

Stepl: Complete application

E.g.:

relevant step highlighted so that the customer know where he is in the process and how many steps remain
before he fully submits the application form.

13 Clarify tothecustomerthe application process and where he is In It
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Not Applicable

Operational issues

Customer

Customer/Internal
Related

1.5

M

Priority

^^^

13 Clarify to the customefcth<B*dijSp!l^
'
-. v;C"iV*;:k^a^ ^1;.^;^^
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NA

Not applicable

•.
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-

:

, '.'

Provide a facility for the NCC Monitor to cancel an approved NOC

10
•.,.'...

Modify the internal views of NOC application lists

9

;; -

Modify the application forms with additional internal requirements

8

•'••.'•

Provide the customer with a Search facility

7

.;;.;•-.:.,

Data entry validation in the Traffic Diversion NOC application

6

Integration

Modify the Design NOC application

' :•' :; '.;(:•'. .."•" '.,••'•";

5

'

',

Establish help desk for Customers and Internal Staff

4

•Functional '.;.•'•'.•'' ','.•' •••..,•••'•';'..' ; . .•.•....'-.;.'.

Provide a facility for customer to save a request as draft before
submitting it to the DM

3

'

Separate the Informational NOC application process

: '••.'..••••.'.;.

2

•

Introduce a manual document collection process

'

1

' .

Recommendation ; ^•.•••••^•' '; ••. :; : ' .'•- ;'. b ^ .'-' ;';.;• r .; :; ; ; . ;: ;- v ; - v;":; -'I ' ': - :

Process '••..'

No.

Summary

:

•" •.' : •.''.'••

'•'...
' ••.

. .

;

•'':'-.'-•

'•-' \

Customer/Internal

• ' ".-'..

.,-..:"

•',-•'•..

: ;'"' '

Priority

•'-..'. ••'•••. ..

, •'.:''•

Tptqlilffort
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Recommendation ,;v ^::,^^|^u

Insert additional help text/guidance for the NOC processors

Clarify to the customer the application process and where he is in it

12

13
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Insert additional help text/guidance for the customer

11

Look & Feel

No.

^iSt^^^iiSs^^

Customer/Internal
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Appendix CS-3-A strategic objectives
Long Term Vision based on the Straiegic Objectives

The strategic objectives are used to paint to the future picture and status of the UAE
Federal Government as e-govemment is implemented. This section defines a set of
guidelines for the achievement of each strategic objective and defines how activities will
be performed, behaviors and structures will be set and how IT will be used in the future
of UAE Federal Government.
Integrated policy formulation
a

Strategic Objective 1 facilitate collaboration between federal
Government entities; and

a

Strategic Objective 2: Establish focus on policy development and
formulation.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 1 : FACILITATE COLLABORATION BETWEEN FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT ENTITIES
LONG TERM VISION

Single location for customers to access any service from the
Federal Government;
Cross departmental initiatives are launched that focus on polices,
standards, and services transformation;
Launch of cross departmental forums arid platforms for discussion
and exchange of ideas.
New organizational roles are created that span across more than
one federal entity;
,
a Solicit ideas and feedback from external stakeholders;
a Shared information portals for federal entities;
a Correspbndence and documentation are managed
electronically;
a Cross departmental /Ministry initfatives are implemented allowing
more than one ministry tp collaborate online to complete a
specific output;
a Online authorisations and approvals; and
a Pre-approvals from federal entities is shared electronically. Federal
government customers are not asked to get previous approvals as
pre-requests to complete Federal transactions.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 2: ESTABLISH FOCUS ON POLICY FORMULATION

LONG TERM VISION

Cabinet and policy formulation related processes are reengineered and facilitated by informational technology;
Federal entities are primarily focused on policy formulation and
regulation rather than on service delivery;
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Electronic distribution and fridiiagemeni"of cabinet papers and
:
correspondence (qt pre- cabinet meetings, during cabinet
meetings and post cabinet meetings);
a Use of technologies to i'm prove presentation of complex issues to
•,..•:.':.,- /•'. •;.;;-.'• •-.•-•'..-..'• - . '..'••..'.''. .'..•:-''.-.'..•.••
-cabinet;
a Use of technologies in direct support of cabinet meetings; and
a Creation of new information resources for cabinet members.

Q

Knowledge based
a

Create, share and distribute data between federal entities;

a

Assist factual based federal decisions support and

a Share and allow external access to federal government
information.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 3: CREATE, SHARE AND DISTRIBUTE DATA BETWEEN
FEDERAL ENTITIES
LONG TERM VISION
a Federal entities maintain electronic databases hpldiqg their key daia;
a Data can be readily accessed between federal entities;
a Data mining and analysis tools are used by federal entities to facilitate
poUcy formulation and regulation; and
a Federal entities can validate own data through knowledge sharing;
a Share and allow external access to federal government
information.

a Security hierarchies to allow access to information only at appropriate
' ;:' levels;'-; ' ' ••''•. .'"-.'-'••'v ••..:• '-y , •• • ;/•' v ;: .-•.:• ' rvyy. .' ; •
O Integration standards are set and used by federal government entities; and
a External parties have rapid, automated access to federal
- . -; '•/, --^.''-'y ''- '•-/"••.'•••' -.' ••'"'•- ~...^: gpyernmentdata.
: ;"..""• \-'..,'

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 4: ASSIST FACTUAL BASED FEDERAL DECISIONS SUPPORT
L ON G T ERMS VlS IO N

a Data mining and analysis tools are used by federal entities to facilitate
policy formulation;
g; a Internal govemment services are offered that provide statistical data and
research to assist decision support; and
1^
a Federal ministries are able to formulate polices based on knowledge
accessed andsourced: through otiierentities. ^
'• i
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 5: SHARE AND ALLOW EXTERNAL ACCESS TO FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION
LONG TERM VISION
a The community i.e. citizens, residents, businesses etc. is able to
access accurate and up to date information on all aspects of
- government- laws, regulations, rules, processes, services etc.;
a The community is able to rely on, measure and be informed of the
processes of government and the associated progress of any
associated service or activity.

World-class government
Focus on appropriate and relevant best practice examples
worldwide; and
Reduce cost, maximize internal operational efficiency and
effectiveness, focus on core government activities and eliminate
duplicated and non-value adding activities and outsource non
core activities and services.

Strategic Objective 6: Focus ON APPROPRIATE AND RELEVANT BEST PRACTICE
EXAMPLES WORLDWIDE.

LONG TERM VISION
a Use of technology with the objective of reducing costs within the federal
government;
a Deliver government activities using state of art technology; and
a Undertake government using a minimalist approach.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 7: ASSIST FACTUAL BASED FEDERAL DECISION SUPPORT
LONG TERM VISION
a Non government activities are putsourced from the federal government;
a Core government activities are delivered efficiently;
a Controls for outsourced services are maintained and monitored at the
federal government level;
a Federal entities' roles and responsibilities are revised to eliminate service
delivery aspects;
a Outsourcing options are analyzed for use with federal government.
p Federal government uses more than one outsourcing option depending on
the application. Lessons learned are ted back into future initiatives.
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1

Channel Decisions

1.1

Intorduction
As this strategy document has focussed elsewhere on the need for the UAE
Federal Government to focus on core activities and to outsource as many
non core activities as possible, our references in this appendix to "services",
relates to those services remaining with the UAE Federal Government in the
short term that are accessed by internal and by external customers whoever
they are.
In this review of channels available to the UAE Federal government, the
"customers" of the government, are seen to be;
a government officials;
a businesses, citizens;
a ex-pats; or
a employees of government.
Thus, the channel strategy for the UAE Federal government has to be able to
provide the best, cost effective services through the most appropriate,
accessible, convenient and cost effective channels.
It is often said of the introduction of e-Government services to a new
marketplace;" build it and they will come".
However, it is one of the realities of the information economy, that this is often
not the case. It should be;
"Build it and they may come!"
Just as technologies and methodologies for undertaking activities using the
Internet have changed our approach to the possibilities available to
businesses and governments, so too have the expectations, perceptions and
willingness of customers to use these innovations.
In many cases they have simply not responded to the services that have been
provided.
Currently emerging is a divergence between the availability of services and
channels to access them, and the willingness of customers to use any of the
new services and channels at all. The trend in the UK is for falling use of the
eGovernment channels and a new manifestation of a significant group of
individuals who decline to use the Internet at all, although it is widely
available.
In this context it is important that the government engages regularly in an
ongoing dialogue with customers, to ensure that what is being initiated as
eGovernment services is what customers want and that the delivery channels
are what they want to use.
With an increasing proliferation of channels, customers will become easily
confused with choices, but with help, will quickly adapt to those which are
easy to use and suit their needs.
Here we are dealing with knowledge workers and skilled individuals who,
through good education and easy assess to a wide variety of access
channels.
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The success factor determinants worldwide, are easy and cheap access to
telephone and mobile telephony services, high PC penetration and use, and
high Internet penetration and availability, whether via dial up or broadband.
In all cases the UAE is in a good position to ensure the right environment for
channel use and in fact is among world leaders in mobile phone penetration (
exceeding fixed line penetration and billings at the start of 2003).
Today, government can consider delivering services from a variety of
available channels;
a Traditional customer visits to service counters;
a Access to multimedia information sources;
a Traditional mail both internal mail and posted mail, external to
government; and
a and smart card and kiosk access
The telephone offers;
a Fax access and fax back services; and
a telephone access into call centres or to recorded information.
Mobile telephony additionally offers;
a Electronic messaging and SMS;
a Access via Mobile devices many of which have basic PDA capabilities;
a Personal digital assistants; (We need to note that PDA growth is now
halted)
a Mobile computing; and
a Pagers.
The Internet offers;
a Email;
a Web based call centres;
a Web site access; and
a Video and Audio Conferencing
And the television, via both pay TV and free to air channels, offers
opportunities for another channel to the Internet, plus a wealth of other
specialised channels via digital TV transmission. For the government, TV also
provides a channel one to communicate with customers.
All the channel provision opportunities that exist for government, there is
another option to outsource the provision of the channel to the private sector
or to external agencies of the government, and this includes call centres and
help desks.
Worldwide, a common misconception relating to eGovernment is that it solely
revolves around the delivery of government services via the Internet delivery
channel. But as we show above, in many cases, service applications can span
a variety of channels both traditional and new.
Simply targeting the Internet channel as the focus for applications activity
and transformation overlooks the use of IT for other channels.
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Enabling Environment for eGovernment

Successful eGovernment is the product of a government-wide approach.
Accordingly governments need to get past all the hype of the new economy
and convert the potential of eGovernment into real and lasting value by
finding out what their internal and external customers really want.
With the Internet, customers have a new channel to access government
services, with greater efficiency and satisfaction through complete selfservice, all at lower cost to government. The government now needs to focus
on the degree to which customers use future online services, and to
determine the scale of the offerings and the investments in transformation
that needs to be made to optimise customer satisfaction and costs across all
delivery channels.
Channel choices are complicated - and planning for the real costs of offering
customers a variety of channel choices, can be even more complicated.
However, customer mobility between service delivery channels can have a
negligible effect on the overall cost of providing a particular service across all
channels.
Online services that enable end-to-end self-service can help the government
reduce the overall costs of service delivery as long as they are of value to their
customers. The key is to understand the fundamental differences in customer
needs and the many technical and human resources commitments required
to meet them.
Governments face similar challenges to businesses: a sizable number of
delivery channels, complex cost structures, and customer bases already
showing diverse preferences for accessing services.
So how is an
eGovernment to succeed where eBusinesses have sometimes failed? One
key is to find out which channels customers like to use to fulfil their many
needs, and not decide for them in advance.
Government must also understand how to incorporate the Internet and other
new delivery channels into their traditional service delivery methods. The goal
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here is a multi -channel customer management strategy, one that over the
long run will produce the maximum satisfaction for customers and maximum
business benefits for the government themselves. Once this strategy has been
applied, the government will better understand customer choice in service
delivery channels, and will be able to make informed decisions on how to
invest wisely across all delivery channels.
Today, businesses around the world are still absorbing the lesson, and
should too. As eGovernment takes off, the continued
eGovemments
endurance of online services is predicated not only on the introduction of the
Internet as a new channel, but on the extent to which customer will, or can
embrace it as a channel. In the long view, of course, the ideal is that each
successive generation of customers will start from a higher base, where
virtually all those who are able, will prefer doing business online.
But as for today, if is one thing for governments to offer services online, but
quite another for customers to accept, use and stick with online, as the
preferred mode of service delivery.
Government will have to work hard to encourage as many customers as
possible to use the services. This means that considerable effort needs to be
made in communicating value and good reasons for customers to use the
various new channels provided, and to provide help to enable them to do so
and to form habits, to continue doing so. And for government, there is a
significant benefit. Properly designed electronic self-services can free up
governments' human and capital costs associated with traditional channels;
they also can offer customers the highest degree of satisfaction.
It is also clear that to get customers to use the electronic channels,
government, like any commercial enterprise, will need to assess that potential
carefully not only today but tomorrow. This means knowing the limits of online
adoption; it means knowing what customers are using and how. And it
means listening to what those customers actually want.
Government needs to realise that concerns over either privacy and security,
or the fact that some customers simply prefer human to electronic
interaction. If government chooses the supply-side approach, there is a good
chance that they will be committing large quantities of cash, time, and
human resources to projects with no significant value to customers-or
payback to themselves. If instead they apply a more customer-driven
approach, the chances for realising benefits for all parties should be much
greater.
The extent to which customers can, and will, become accept and adapt to
new channels helps to define the architecture of the new customer-centric
eGovernment enterprise. Since some customers will like self-service, while
others will prefer traditional channels, the outcome of transformation must be
an organisation prepared for integrated, multi-channel service delivery based
on customer convenience, rather than necessity asserted by the current
process - based enterprise. To maximize the value of customer relationships,
the new eGovernment enterprise must:
a Serve customers through the most appropriate channel;
a Capture consistent customer data in all channels;
a Share customer data throughout the organization; and
a Share common internal services for processing customer data.
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The lessons learned from best practice show how government can maximise
value to both customers and themselves by incorporating the Internet as part
of multi-channel service delivery. While the framework is especially useful for
evaluating the potential of current (and future) online services, it is equally
useful when government consider introducing entirely new delivery channels,
such as wireless applications and others mentioned earlier.
The principle remains the same; government will want to increase customer
satisfaction while reducing costs. To do so, they will need to make sure the
new channels deliver real value, assess the potential for customer adoption,
then use basic economics to understand how the new channels will affect the
overall cost of service delivery across all channels.
The key is for government to make sure that any new channel truly lives up to
its expectations.
There are significant costs involved in building an electronic service delivery
channel as well as ongoing operating costs that government must cover after
they have installed these capabilities. As such, eGovernment must be more
than an alternative channel for delivering the same services that are
available elsewhere. It must not be just a duplicate of existing channels. Nor
should online service delivery be seen as ultimately replacing many of the
traditional channels for service delivery. Instead it should be thought as
complementary to these, that is, a "click and mortar" model.
And online services must deliver tangible benefits in terms of operational
efficiency and cost savings. Their outcomes must be clearly defined and
progress measured. Worldwide, governments are gradually learning how to
measure the costs and the impact of eGovernment initiatives as each moved
up the maturity curve. In the broadest terms these impact assessments can be
categorized into either through direct survey or benchmarking.
Government need a 'clicks and mortar' model need to support consistent
multi-channel service delivery model (call centre, counter. Internet, kiosk
etc.)
"It's now clear the new economy isn't synonymous with the electronic
channel, but involves the intelligent pairing of online and offline assets." Internet World.
This is not just because some people may not have access to or be reluctant
to use online channels but because the same consumers may prefer to use
different channels, at different times or for different purposes.
The data available through these channels needs to be identical, and equally
current. This implies that all channels need to be feeding into and drawing
from the same information base (channel transparency).
The Internet will be both a delivery channel itself, and the communications
backbone for all channels.
The telephone is currently the most frequently used electronic channel, but
the Internet is rapidly increasing in popularity and is helping many
organisations to achieve their stated aim of delivering services on a 24x7 basis.
It is favoured particularly by some in special categories, normally denied easy
accessibility i.e.; the disabled, people in remote communities, people wishing
to be anonymous etc.
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1.2

1.3

Channel Assessment
Electronic channels represent the means through which electronic services
are delivered to the customers. Identifying what channels to use is a key
success factor for any effective eGovemment strategy. The choice of
delivery channels has a major impact on the following:
a Technology infrastructure required to support the channel (i.e.
Hardware, Software and Network);
a Business processes and procedures required to operate the channel;
and
a Organisation structures required to manage and deliver the electronic
services (i.e. skills, roles and alliances).
Government's customers should have a choice of electronic channels for
accessing government services. The electronic delivery of government
services should be based around open Internet standards, so that constituents
can access the services through a variety of platforms. Not all services will be
capable of being accessed on all platforms, and government should not
always aim to put services on all possible platforms.
We have analysed the various electronic channels available to the UAE
Federal Government. Furthermore, we devebped specific recommendations
on what channels to use and when.
What Delivery Channels Should the UAE Federal Government Use?
We have analysed the five possible electronic delivery channels across
various dimensions such as;
a required government investment,
a required customer investment,
a customer's 'ease of access',
a customer's 'breadth of access1
a and maturity of supporting technologies.
We have covered this in more detail in later pages.
Also, we have identified the key business drivers and selection priorities for the
UAE Federal Government.
Based on our analysis, we recommend that the UAE Federal Government
follow a phased approach for the implementation of these channels, as
described below.
PHASE

RECOMMENDED
ACTIONS

RATIONALE

Primary
Channels

In the first 3 years of the
eGovernment
programme, we believe
that the UAE Federal
Government should
a Establish a corporate
web site and call
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The Internet and call centre
channel enjoy a large installation
base in UAE, high degree of
public awareness, mature
technologies and a wide
spectrum of applications;
The UAE Federal Government has
limited experience in_________
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RATIONALE

RECOMMENDED
ACTIONS

a

a

a
a

a

Extended
Reach

centre;
Focus on the basic
and essential
capabilities and
features of each
channel;
Set-up and refine the
administration and
management
processes of the
channels;
Maximise the internal
learning experience;
Pilot and refine the
eGovernment
marketing strategy;
and
Analyse the
implications of
channel conflict.

eGovernment. A large up-front
investment in multiple electronic
channels could cause problems
in terms of cash flow;
a Digital TVs do not have a wide
installation base in UAE; and
a The recommended channels
would still support a limited
access through Mobile
Computing.

In the following 2 years,
we believe that the UAE
Federal Government
should:
a Integrate the existing
Internet and call
centre channel to
maximise efficiency
and effectiveness;
a Extend its reach by
deploying a network
of Kiosks across the
UAE;
a Extend its reach by
integrating the
existing channels with
Mobile Computing
capabilities;
a Focus on shifting the
majority of its work
load from the
traditional channel(s)
(e.g. 'Overthe
Counter) into
eGovernment; and
a Use the existing______
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By the end of the third year, the
UAE Federal Government would
have established a large
eGovernment customer base,
specially among businesses and
computer- literate customers;
The UAE Federal Government
would then be challenged to
expand its customer base by
reaching out to other customer
segments. Specifically, those
customers who do not have a
ready and easy access to the
Internet, either due to financial
limitations or lack of computer
knowledge; and
Due to the investment made
during the past three years, the
UAE Federal Government should
seek to maximise the return on its
investments. Shifting the
workload to eGovernment will
minimise the overall operational
overhead of the Government.
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PHASE

RATIONALE

RECOMMENDED
ACTIONS

channels (e.g.
Internet) for
marketing and
advertising the new
channels (e.g. Kiosk).
Secondary
Channels

Past the fifth year of the
eGovernrnent
programme, we believe
that the UAE Federal
Government should:
a Set-up the Digital TVs
channel;
a Integrate the existing
channels with each
other; and
a Focus on monitoring
the overall
performance of the
various channels in
terms of utilisation,
operational
overhead, revenues,
etc.

a By the year 2005, Etisalat would
have completed the set-up of
the Digital TV infrastructure across
all UAE; and
a By the year 2005, Digital TVs
would have a large installation
base to justify government
investment.

The figure overleaf highlights which electronic delivery channels the UAE
Federal Government should invest in and why.
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WHAT ELECTRONIC CHANNELS SHOULD THE
UAE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT USE ?
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Megrate the Internet and Col
Certe/ chawiels 1^ focusing on
channel cortlict issues.
Extend reacJi to customerE
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Center w<a Kiosk channels
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experience

A detailed financial and operational analysis of the above channels is beyond
the scope of this project. Accordingly, a quick, pragmatic and effective
evaluation scheme was adopted. The scheme evaluates the different channels
relative to each other, in view of IBM's international experience, UAE market
conditions and government requirements and preferences.
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Delivery Channel Evaluation Approach
THE 4-STEP DELIVERY CHANNEL EVALUATION APPROACH
WE HAVE USED A PRAGMATIC 4-STEP APPROACH TO IDENTIFY WHICH ELECTRONIC
CHANNELS THE UAE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD INVEST IN.

IBM Experience

.Assess (in high-level) the UAE

Define Government management expectations and

Market Information

Government's Selection
Priorities

Step 1 - Conduct Relative Analysis of The Electronic Delivery Channels
We have conducted a quick and pragmatic analysis of the delivery channels
above. The analysis focused on the following key attributes.
1. Customer Investment Required: provides a qualitative review of the
amount of investment to be made by the customer in order to use the
delivery channel.
2. UAE Federal Government Investment Required: provides a qualitative
review of the amount of investment to be made by the UAE Federal
Government in order to set-up the delivery channel.
3. Customer 'Breadth of Access': provides a qualitative review of the
breadth of services and information, which can be accessed by the
customer through a specific delivery channel.
4. Customer 'Ease of Access': provides a qualitative evaluation of the ease
of accessing and using the delivery channel by the customer.
5. Channel Atarfurify: provides a qualitative review of the availability of
mature, stable and proven technologies to support the channel
worldwide and within UAE.
The key findings of our analysis are described in the figure below.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ELECTRONIC DELIVERY CHANNELS
Government
Investment
Required

Customer

I

Investment
Required

I

Ease of
Access

a
a

,
Ul
Breadth of
Access

Maturity

Internet

Call Center

Kiosk

Mobile Computing

Digital TVs

Electronic Channel

Legend -.Substantial,High,Moderate,Low,Negligible

Step 2 - Assess f?n High Level) the UAE Market Readiness To Use And Support
Each Delivery Channel.
We have conducted a high-level review of the information and statistics
published by Etisalat about the UAE market. The review aimed to assess the
readiness of the UAE market to:
Accept and use each of the alternative electronic delivery channels; and
Provide and support the IT infrastructure required to operate each of the
electronic delivery channels above.
Step 3 - Define UAE federal Government's management Expectations And
Requirements
There are two key requirements with respect to the electronic delivery
channels to use in E-Government.
1. Electronic Channel Selection Drivers; summonses the key drivers for the
electronic channel selection process.
DRIVER

Government
investment
required

UAE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT EXPECTATIONS

The UAE federal government is generally price cautious
about the investment to be made in establishing and
supporting electronic delivery channels. Accordingly, the
government is inclined to invest in those channels that
require lower capital spending and have lower
operational overhead.
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Customer
investment
required

Customers are price cautious about the investment they
will have to make to use the electronic channels.
Accordingly, government's customers are inclined to use
those electronic channels of lower access cost {i.e.
Telephone as opposed to the internet or digital tvs).

Customer's
'Breadth
Access'

of

Customer's
'Ease
Access'

of

Electronic
channel
maturity

The UAE Federal Government wishes to invest in those
channels that provide customer access to all government
Accordingly, electronic
services and information.
channels, which impose certain limitations on access to
services, are not favoured. For example, the inability to
perform extended search for information through 'Call
Centres'.
The UAE Federal Government wishes to invest in those
channels that can be easily and conveniently accessed
by its customers. Accordingly, electronic channels that
are relatively difficult to access are not favoured.
The UAE federal government wishes to invest in electronic
channels, which have mature and reliable supporting
technologies.

2. Electronic Channel Selection Priorities; describes the relative
importance of each of the above drivers in the selection process. A
scale from 1 to 5 was used, where '5' is very important.
SELECTION PRIORITY

DRIVER

UAE Federal Government
Investment Required

4

Customer Investment Required

1

Customer's 'Breadth of Access'

3

Customer's 'Ease of Access'

5

Electronic Channel Maturity

2

Step 4 - Identify The Electronic Delivery Channels To Support The UAE Federal
Government's Vision
IBM project team, supported by our internally recognised eGovernment team
of subject matter experts, has evaluated and ranked the various electronic
channels based on the information collected earlier. Each electronic channel
was given a score, representing how the electronic channel fits UAE Federal
Government's selection drivers and priorities.
Channel Usage Recommendations
Governments around the world are responding to the information age society
and the UAE Federal Government is no exception. Customer attitudes and
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expectations of government are changing quickly. It is clear government must
change the way it relates to its internal and external customers.
Government is one of the key leaders in society's transformation to the
information age. Indeed, government is in a unique position to be a catalyst
for change. The knowledge-based society is prompting many governments to
adopt eGovernment initiatives, seeking the opportunity to: deliver electronic
and integrated public services; bridge the digital divide; achieve lifelong
learning; rebuild their customer relationship; foster economic development;
establish sensible policies and regulations; and create a more participative
form of government.
Understand that eGovernment is about transformation; technology is a tool.
eGovernment is about transformation that helps government, employees,
citizens and businesses find new opportunities in the world's knowledge
economy. It holds great potential. Yet, if eGovernment is not part of a larger
programme for reform—reforming how government works, manages
information, manages internal functions, serves citizens and businesses—then it
may not produce all the benefits expected from the time and money
invested. Use eGovernment to rethink the role of government. Use it as a tool
to further economic development and good governance.
The integration of services delivered electronically will require new
government processes, revamped technical infrastructures, common
protocols for web use, security, data exchange, system design and
management and new governance and management mechanisms.
Mandatory policies will be needed for authentication, privacy, security, data
management (including metadata), information systems management and
interoperability. These policies will form a framework for the 'back-office' of
eGovernment.
Services will need to be linked and bundled in ways, which are convenient
and relevant to customers (for example, life or business events) giving
seamless and integrated service delivery. Integrated service delivery will need
to be built upon new processes and technologies and a collaborative culture,
which is consistent across government. This will allow service delivery to be
cost-effectively integrated and customized to meet the needs of customers.
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1

Creating an Enabling Environment
In order to achieve its e-govemment vision, the UAE Federal Government must
focus on four groups of strategic priorities to create a strong enabling environment
for the success of future e-govemment implementations. These priorities, gleaned
from market analysis, best practice research, and IBM's experiences in developing
e-govemment strategies and services, are as follows:
• Leadership and coordination
• Policy
• Culture
• Technology and Services
Each of these strategic priorities is discussed below.

1.1

Strategic Priorities to enable e-Government environment

1.1.1

Leadership and Coordination

Factors that need to be addressed include:
• Support from top leadership
e-Government will only work at a ground level if it is adequately supported
and promoted by people in key leadership positions, and if departments and
managers have incentives to change.
All successful change projects have one common element - a champion. A
champion is a person (or, in some cases, a team of people) who believes in the
change, has the authority to bring resources, both financial and human, to the
effort, and the ability to effectively articulate the benefits of this change to all
stakeholders. Research indicates that, without active support from the highest
level of an organization, Internet initiatives fail.
A champion recognizes the value of the initiative and can effectively
articulate and persuade others to see that value as well, even if the pay-off is
long term. An ideal champion is visionary, passionate, a collaborator,
politically astute, an effective and persuasive communicator, persistent,
respected, and fair-minded. The UAE Federal Government cannot remake
itself into an e-govemment unless someone steps up to champion what is
likely to be one of the biggest changes the government has ever experienced.
The e-Govemment champion should:
- be sufficiently senior and empowered to encourage and facilitate change
across the different Ministries
- be accountable for delivery of e-Govemment initiatives
- have access to other senior figures within Government
- develop cross-government initiatives and actions to develop the enabling
environment
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- play a role in prioritizing initiatives suggested by individual departments
(including budget approval)
- promote e-Govemment within the government departments
- take the lead on media press regarding the progress of e-Goverament in
UAE and future applications and initiatives.
Experience in other countries suggests that the personality of the chosen
individual and the background have a large role to play in the public and
government's perception of e-Govemment and its implementation.
The skills requirements for the e-Govemment champion include:
- Technology awareness
- Business experience
- Strong communication skills
- Cross department working experience
- Team building skills
- Change management skills
- Strong personality with ability to drive change.

Roles and Responsibilities
Many overseas governments have adopted innovative organizational
approaches to ensure a strong focus on achieving the e-Govemment
transformation. This has involved giving a clear lead on e-Government across
the traditional organizational structure.
The key features which are needed to drive e-Govemment effectively include:
- a single focus for e-Govemment policy and developments, able to
mobilize and influence across the structure.
- high profile within the Government and externally.
- reporting line or accountability to top levels ofthe Government.
- cross government role and ability to drive implementation in
individual departments.
- understanding and knowledge of both the business issues involved in
transformation and the underlying technology issues.
- access to resources (staff expertise and funding) to facilitate
innovative, cross departmental e-Govemment initiatives.
Clear definition of new roles and responsibilities includes:
- definition of the role of e-Govemment leaders across Government and
within government departments.
- organization and reporting structures that facilitate e-Govemment.
Cross departmental coordination
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Many public authorities and organizations need knowledge, experience, and
competence about major IT projects and e-govemment reforms. It is important
to share knowledge within the government in a much more comprehensive
way.
Successful cross department coordination requires the followings:
- a cross departmental e-Govemment agency that co-ordinates and promotes
the transformation into an e-Govemment.
- development of cross departmental policies, standards and initiatives.
- cross-departmental forums and platforms for discussion and exchange of
ideas.
- creation of cross-departmental e-Govemment roles.
The need for effective collaboration across traditional boundaries between
government departments is not limited to e-Govemment, but the possibilities
offered by the technology highlights the cultural and structural barriers to such
co-operation. The full benefits of e-Govemment transformation cannot be
achieved without effective cooperation.
In particular, effective collaboration is a prerequisite for the higher levels of
maturity of e-Government initiatives where technology and automated
business processes allow customers to interact with government as a seamless
entity.
Experience in other governments demonstrates that there is a need to take
specific measures to promote collaboration. Collaboration is not a natural or
default behavior in a highly structured government environment. Such
measures can include:
- Cross cutting objectives in the departmental or personal targets to bring
home their importance to how people's performance will be assessed
- Specific funding available for e-Govemment projects which cross
organizational boundaries
- Providing target central support (for example, hands on assistance from a
central team) for selected cross cutting e-Government initiatives.
- Prizes or reward for best cross government collaboration or best
implementation of e-Government initiative. This could be in the form of
current efficiency or service delivery awards that include a photo session
with a senior official and a trophy.
- Allocation of a proportion of total efficiency gains to departments that
have successfully implemented cross cutting e-Government initiative. By
sharing the benefits, every department involved will be encouraged to
participate.
1.1.2

Policy

Policies need to create an environment where e-business is encouraged and
supported and priorities are clear. Elements to be addressed include:
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Overall objectives and priorities for e-Government
Ideas for new e-Government service offerings should be fostered and
encouraged. However, given scarce resources, not all ideas for services will be
implemented. The government must encourage the development of new egovemment service concepts while, at the same time, create a process for
screening and/or prioritizing the ensuing ideas so mat limited resources can be
directed towards building a coherent e-govemment presence for the UAE
Federal Government. Refer to sections for details.
Build Momentum through a Phased Approach. Given the initial up-front
investment required on the government's part to create the technical Internet
infrastructure, it is imperative that the government identifies high value
services to web-enable first. Critical targeted services also should be phased
so that the government can continuously demonstrate that it is adding
significant value to the customer and the government on an on-going basis.
Since the up-front investment may be high and political support unknown, egovernment successes need to be identified and showcased by the government
as soon as they are ready for general consumption. The government should be
just as sophisticated as a "dot com company" at touting its online successes in
the media.
Measurable targets and outcomes

To show success, the government must create performance metrics to measure
factors such as customer satisfaction, delivery quality, and cost savings. To
allow for continued development of new and better web applications, the
government should plan to publicly launch one or more new applications
every six months to maintain momentum and create a sense among public
officials, government employees and constituents that the government is truly
becoming an e-govemment.
e-Government initiatives will be chosen and implemented based on targets set
at a policy level. This will include:
- departmental targets
- overall strategic targets.
International Learning Points
Targets need to be realistic arijd translated to a department level
/// Australia. -4(1". ,^ uf government agencies did not meet the
deadline for puhlisiung their online services despite the fact
that over 90'.'(> of agencies said thai i.hev would meer the Prime
Minister's ven' puhlic goal of'aH sen'iccs online hv 200!.
Milestones need to be output based
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\\-fis linn the rocii.s nas appeared to r>e on producing e(iovernment .\irate^v. not na/'/enieniin^ r/'iesc. /'ro^ress
reports from a'eparimenis unnear to he regard'ed us nek box
exercises
Targets need to be positive hut effectively monitored

nmeni \\as verv reluctant to "mandate

compliance

me deaannes dime and \\cnf

ii/ioiii manv achievements.
f'S: Once the .»/'ans arc created' a : \! submitted', they are ofiei
not evaluated' or tnuti\'seJ'. I he si/hninnn^ agency receives in
feedback, or yiiii/nnce on us plans.

Policy review timetable
The speed of change requires an on-going review of policy and
implementation. This will include:
- policy review process
- plans for change to the existing process
- special treatment for e-Govemment based developments.
1.1.3

Culture

While culture is often an intangible attribute and hard to measure across different
governments, it is nonetheless an important factor in the transformation towards eGovernment.
e-Govemment will bring with it new ways of working. The impact of eGovernment and the overall transformation to an information economy are likely
to be significant. The Government will need to create an environment and culture
that encourages pro-active attitude to change and innovations.
Elements to be addressed include:
• Pro-active attitude to change
e-Government will bring with it new ways of working. The quicker employees
are able to adapt and learn and the more open they are to newer processes the
easier the transition towards e-Government.
• Innovation
Healthy environment for idea generation, debate and development, where
ideas are stimulated from internal and external sources for all areas of
government.
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•

Acceptance of technology and IT skills
Part of having an infrastructure is having people with adequate skills to use
Internet enabled applications.

1.1.4 Technology and Services
While e-Goyemment is not entirely about technology, e-Govemment initiatives
require the following:
• Technology hardware and networking
A broadband network, computers, mobile computing devices and fast Internet
access as the foundation for the majority of e-Govemment applications. This
may include:
- presence of a government-wide broadband Local Area Network or other
network sharing infrastructure
- established base of PCs, mobile computing devices and Internet
connections for relevant staff.
• Shared systems and databases
Open intranet and knowledge management software and software standards
technically enables government departments to share information and
applications. This may include:
- knowledge management systems such as email, shared databases,
discussion boards etc.
- group ware products (e.g. Lotus Notes, Novell Groupwise, MS Exchange)
- Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP) systems, such as financial /
accounting, human resource, logistic control etc.
Developing a single architecture and enterprise commerce infrastructure will
allow the government to build the infrastructure once and leverage it across
multiple new applications. The infrastructure must be able to support current
applications, and be the foundation for future initiatives. The environment
should be secure, cost-effective, adaptable, reusable and scalable. Standards
and guidelines are fundamental to the development of a single, secure,
government-wide infrastructure to support the UAE Federal Government as it
develops products and services for the web. Significant advantages to
developing a single enterprise infrastructure include:
- Minimizing operating costs by creating the building blocks once and
leveraging them across many applications
- Minimizing training costs by leveraging personnel who are trained on the
common platform across many Departmental applications
- Developing in-house expertise and allowing staff to become specialists in
the enterprise architecture environment
- Reducing the time-to-market of applications based on reduced
development and integration time (e.g., a payment server does not have to
be re-integrated into a Web server if it is a component part of the
enterprise infrastructure).
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Standards for use of technology
Standards and guidelines are fundamental to the development of a single,
secure, government-wide infrastructure to support the government's
development of products and services for the web. The purpose of standards
and guidelines is to serve as a common framework and rule-set for the
application development lifecycle. Sample Internet Standards and Guide lines
may include:
- Development standards define development scenarios for applications and
the standard tools, software, hardware, database and operating systems
applicable for each scenario. Development standards reduce the costs
associated with creating and maintaining applications.
- User interface standards include the user interface design goals,
standards, and development policies. User interface standards provide for
a common look and feel on the Government's Web site.
- IT management standards describe the application development lifecycle
and the roles and responsibilities for each phase. In addition, the strategies
for developing online content and content management are also addressed
in this component. Clearly defining processes and responsibilities ensure
that tasks are completed in a structured and timely manner.
- Security standards cover the risk assessment requirements, security
policies, security standards, and security procedures for the government's
environment. Ultimately the result is a reduction in risk.
- Support and performance standards establish metrics and system
performance factors used to manage the environment and applications.
Support and performance standards support the delivery of consistent
levels of service.
- Interface standards provide guidelines for developing a data interface and
management strategies. These guidelines will help the government to
implement techniques to synchronize data from multiple data sources and
applications.
These guidelines should include a discussion of the business processes and
organizational strategies that will promote smooth operations across the
business and IT organizations within the government. With technology
changing rapidly, standards and guidelines should be re-visited on a regular
basis to ensure that they remain current. However, this does not imply that the
government should change its standards over short periods of time just to
reflect the latest trend.
Security and Privacy
Presence of strong security and privacy measures will enable greater use of
electronic transactions. This may include:
- privacy statements
- use of digital certificates.

Leverage New Model and Partnerships
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Whenever possible, the government should seek to employ the concept of
leverage which include:
- seeking the assistance of third parties to expedite projects and develop
expertise
- investigating alternative source delivery options to obtain economies of
scale and cost reductions
- developing partnerships with other organizations offering complementary
goods or services to improve service to constituents and reduce overall
costs
1.2

Recommendations

1.2.1

Leadership and Coordination

1. Supports from toy leadership

Suggested Action

Priority

Key Features

Rationale

1. Establish eGovermnent
workshop
programme for
management
level

High

• Workshops for management
levels of Government
• Training will focus on the
transformational aspects of eGovemment, the framework of eGovenunent, business
opportunities and awareness of
the Internet
• Briefing will include case studies
of successful e-Government
initiatives and applications both
locally and internationally
• Training will not be IT focused
(te. Not Microsoft Office
training)

• Creates awareness in top
leadership of the issues
and the opportunities
involved in eGovernment
• Demystifies the
technology aspects of eGovenunent applications
by focusing on business
impact and
transformational
opportunities

2. Visible

High

Top leadership need to include
8/23
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Suggested Action
leadership
endorsement of
e-Government

Priority

Key Features
the most senior levels.
• Top leadership wouM be seen as
endorsing and promoting target
areas and the allocation of
funding towards e-Government
• Top leadership would endorse
directives and a clear action plan
for e-Government
• This should take place both at
higher levels of Government
leadership and more broadly
across a wider range of
government departments
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Rationale
Government of eGovernment
• Conveys a message of
the Government's
commitment towards eGovernment
• Drives e-Government
initiatives from the top
down
• Ensures e-Govemment
given a high priority by
all parts of Government
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2, Roles and Responsibility

Suggested Action

Priority

Key Features

Rationale

1. e-Govemment
High
Leader:
Appoint a
senior high
profile
individual to
lead and
champion the eGovemment
agenda

• Responsible and accountable for
the overall e-Government
programme
• Reports progress on eGovemment initiatives to senior
Government officials
• High profile person with crossagency power

• Dedicated full-time
resource who is able to
give high priority to the
e-Government agenda
• Ties accountability to a
single person who drives
change across agencies

2. e-Govemment
Coordinating
Unit: Establish
a dedicated unit
with specific
responsibility
foreGovernment
including
achieving
defined targets
and for
supporting
other
departments in
the deployment
of eGovemment
solutions

• Delivery of initiatives (with
leading Ministry/ Department)
• Ensure e-Government
applications present a common
and consistent 'face' and set of
functionality to common users
• Focuses on transformation
'business' benefits to
Government supported by
technology and necessary skills
(Combines technology and
business)
• Has access to discretionary
funding for innovative or cross
departmental initiatives
• Possible option is to establish an
entirely new unit drawing on
required resources from the
public and private sectors.

• Dedicated support for eGov eminent Leader
• Allows coordinated
effort for driving eGovernment initiatives
which prevents
overlapping of initiatives
• Gives higher prominence
to e-Government within
the government and
externally
• Establishes clear
accountabilities for
setting and achieving eGovernment targets
• Establishment of a
focused team will enable
skills and resources to be
assembled to support
other government

High
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Suggested Action

Priority

3. Departmental
e-Govemment
Representatives
: Appoint eGovemment
leaders in each
major Ministry

High

Rationale
ministry and departments
with developing
applications.

Key Features

Suitably senior enough to bring
about change in the department
and empowered.
Not an IT manager or technical
specialist
Accountable for delivery of eGovemment initiatives
Reports on progress regularly to
the coordinating office
Plays a role in suggesting eGovernment initiatives
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• Allows departments to
have ownership of the
issue
• Ensures that eGovernment solutions
meet the business and
customer needs and
issues faced by the
department.
• Serves as the
departmental
implementation
coordinator for the eGovemment
coordinating office
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3. Collaboration and Coordination

Rationale

Suggested Action

Priority

Key Features

1. Encourage
cross
government
collaboration
through
incentives

High

• Option 1: Prize or reward for best • Stimulates pro-active
collaboration instead of
cross government collaboration
compliance led
or best implementation of ecollaboration on eGovemment application
Govemment initiatives
• Option 2: Allocation of a
proportion of efficiency gains to
have
that
departments
successfully implement cross
e-Government
cutting
applications
• Option 3: Create a pooled fund
specifically for cross government
applications
• Reporting of cross-government
collaboration in e-Govemment as
one measure of success.

2. Identify
barriers to
collaboration
between other
departments
and private
sector.

Medium

• Identify the major barriers for
collaboration
Develop a plan of action to
specifically address major issues
and disseminate findings to all
departments.

Allows specific targeting
of the inhibitors of
collaboration
Avoids re-inventing
wheel in every
department.

Medium

• Explore areas where initiatives or
applications can be undertaken
within the identified key priority
channels
• Undertake scoping studies and
pilots to determine the viability
of high priority initiatives

Allows early progress to
be made towards joined
initiatives

3.

Pilot cross
departmental
initiatives
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1.2.2

Policy

1. Overall objectives and priorities for e-Government
lietter Practice Principle
place

•nablers ami initiative

Suggested Action
1. Develop eGovernment
programme of
action that
identifies key
focus areas

Priority
High

Key Features

2. Develop eGovernment
action plans for
Departments

Medium

• Link key priority areas and eGovernment Programme of
to
strategy
and
Action
departmental plans of action
• Tie in with e-Government
Workshop which may provide
and
training
initial
the
to
required
brainstorming
facilitate a departmental action
plan.

Enables departmental eGovernment action plans
to tie into a consistent
framework and action
areas

Setup
mechanism for
consultation
with internal
departments

Medium

• Regular sessions with industry
government
and
leaders
departments for input into
priority areas for e-Government
focus and into policy

Maximizes buy-in and
involvement

Rationale

• Detail the key objectives of e- • Allows concentration on
the key priority areas as a
Govemment as a driver of
within
efficiency
broader
guide to early eGovernment efforts
Government and as a means to
develop the economy.

2, Measurable targets and outcomes
Better Practice Principle
Clear, measurable ami public targets are set at a
govern men I \\'ide level as well as on specific c-(.iovernmenf
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Suggested Action
1. Establish clear
e-Govemment
targets and
priority areas

Priority
High

2. Regular review
of eGovemment
progress

High

3. Conduct
International
Benchmarking

Medium

Key Features •'' . •:• '.-; •;..:: ''•:/•':. "•• l: ' Rationale

• Senior government leaders set • Clear targets help the
measurement of the on
and announce visible targets and
of
progress
going
priority areas for e-Government
whereas
initiatives
achievements
priority areas indicate
• Targets should be realistic and
what initiatives the
translated to a departmental level
should
Government
• Milestones need to be output
focus on
based.
• With set targets and
resources
priorities,
supporting different eGovernment initiatives
could be arranged more
strategically and costefficiently.
that
• Ensures
departmental targets are
and
reasonable
achievable.
Regular review of departmental • Allows each department
to be held accountable
targets on e-Goverament Strategy
the
for monitoring
Assign delegate in each
etheir
of
progress
department responsible for
initiatives
Government
reporting progress
Set clear progress review • Increases the visibility of
the progress of each
mechanism.
initiative
• Undertake regular international • To maintain and review
progress in the everbenchmarking of e-Govemment.
changing pace of ethe
and
business
ein
advances
govemment best practice
• To identify the gaps
between the current
environment and ebest
Govenunent
practices and develop
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Suggested Action

Priority

Rationale
action plans.
• To keep e-Government
policy up to date and
relevant.

Key Features

3. Policy review timetable
lietter Practice Principle
Regular review of ilie iiolicv mul s/nne^v document u! six
Process for

Suggested Action
1. Yearly review
of eGovernment
Strategic
Programme and
Action Plan

Priority

Key Features

Medium

• Set in place a yearly review of • Ensures that the ethe e-Government Strategic
Government
Strategic
Programme and Department
Programme and the
Action Plan. However, the
associated Action Plan
progress of individual initiatives
are updated regularly to
should be reviewed six-monthly
reflect actual progress
and priorities
• Progress or performance of
individual initiatives should be
measured by outcomes or results
rather than simply meeting
project milestones.

Rationale
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1.2.3 Culture
1. Pro-active attitude to change
Better Practice Principle
• ' Aaivc promotion or a
enabled-environ inen i

aiiiiiiuc oi

managernon -and issues around te ' canging, pace
business
Incentives for dciiartments who effectively impleme
'
e/ecrronic services

Suggested Action

Priority

Key Features

1. Improve the ebusiness
capabilities of
senior
management

High

e-Governmenl
• Conduct workshops to explain • Create
awareness amongst top
and promote e-Govemment
leadership of the issues
definition, framework and agenda
and the opportunities
• Workshops should facilitate the
ein
involved
business
of
identification
Goverament
examine
and
opportunities
change management challenges.

2. Introduce rapid
High
project
development and
implementation
lifecycle for eGovernment
projects

3.

Promote IT
enabled work
environment

4. Implement e-

Medium

Medium

-

Rationale S

• Adopt to a new project lifecycle
different
incorporates
that
elements of e-Government led
change and one that is focused on
rapid development and delivery
of results
• Conduct training on the project
for
methodology
lifecycle
employees that are responsible
for carrying out the eGovernment strategy.

Project lifecycle must
include the organization
including
impacts,
management,
change
process re-engineering
business
and
performance measures
traditional
Applying
project lifecycle to eGovemment initiatives
means the speed of
review will be hard to
adapt to the speed of
environment change

• Encourage staff adoption of new
work-style that fits die culture of
e-environment
regular
include
• Examples
checking of email, use of intranet
electronic
and
resources
documents

Creates awareness and
drives enthusiasm for a
better way of doing

• Adopt best

practice
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things

change • Tackles

the issue

of
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Suggested Action
Government
change
management
programme

Priority

Rationale
Key Features
change which will be
management
techniques
to
brought about by the eeffectively
ensure
smooth
Government Programme
transition to e-Govemment
of Action

2. Innovation
Better Practice Principle —--^
• Rewards for innovation
1'C/ci It lotion of innovation h\- t/ic iwovisiun of funding

Suggested Action

Priority

Key Features

1. Reward
innovation
through awards
and other
incentives

Medium

• Reward programs for ideas that • Provides incentives for
turn into real projects
innovation rather than
making
e-Government a
• Reward excellent e-Government
compliance
requirement
initiatives that are successfully
implemented
• Introduce measures to promote
collaboration including specific
funding, departmental objectives
or personal target.

Medium

• Establish an e-forum in the form
of a knowledge database to
encourage and facilitate the
creation and sharing of ideas
across Government.

2.

Develop ideas
generation and
sharing
mechanism

Rationale

3, Acceptance of technology and IT skills
Better Practice Principle
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Establishes a continuous
innovation and selfimprovement
culture
within the Government
community
through
efficient sharing of ideas
Enables sharing of ideas
to take place both at
higher
levels
of
government leadership
and broadly across a
range of government
departments
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Suggested Action
1. Define IT Skills
Requirements

Priority

Rationale

Key Features

training

Medium « Define the minimum level of IT
skills for different government
grades
• Set IT skills requirements for all
levels of public sector
management.
Medium • Specific training courses might
include: application
development, use of office
automation tools, and the use of
internet.
• Conduct training for government
staff through an internet channel
where they can learn at their own
pace.

3.

Regular Skills
Assessment

Medium

Conduct IT skills audits regularly
for government staff

4.

Computerize
crucial everyday
functions

Medium

Migrate critical everyday
functions to an FT environment
Regular use of computerized
function wul increase the staff
computer literacy

2. Conduct IT

1.2.4 Technology and Services
L Technology hardware and networking
liettcr Practice Principle
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• Enhances the IT literacy
for government staff,
which is fundamental to
e-Govemment.

• Staff will have varying
requirements for IT skill
but increasingly
everyone will require
basic IT skills
• Knowledge staff are the
brains of e-Government,
lifting their IT skills
means creating a world
class government
workforce supporting the
operation of eGovemment
• As technology advances
and more changes are
initiated by e-business,
regular skills audit serves
to reflect the change in
FT competency
requirement
• Provides an incentive for
staff to use IT and
computers which will
prepare them for other
applications
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nemel
uiii
tihii
ia the Internet
Broadband ivr<.v\v !<> /men ic I through internal
Secure network ror el
eoniniunieuiion

infoniiuiion. irunsa

Key Features

Suggested Action

Priority

1. Improve access
to common
applications and
electronic
communication
tools

High

Upgrade to seamless and
pervasive LAN access through
internet, which is based on the
Internet VPN technology.

• The seamless LAN
access enables
government staff to work
from virtually anywhere
in the world
• The on-going network
operating cost should be
reduced as this
technology is based on
the use of public internet
infrastructure

Rationale

2.

Upgrade
network
infrastructure to
broadband
capacity

Medium

Upgrade existing network
infrastructure to broadband
capacity with Internet
connectivity.

• With more eGovernment applications
and knowledge sharing
systems running on the
network, the bandwidth
demand is going to
increase exponentially. A
broadband network will
become a necessity to
prevent the network from
being the bottleneck for
e-Govemment
applications

3.

Integration of
voice and data
on a single
network
infrastructure
platform

Medium

Integrates the government-wide
voice and data service over
Internet Protocol (IP) technology,
dubbed Voice over IP ("VoIP")

• Enables the use of one
network connection to
integrate high-quality
voice with the array of IP
data applications. It saves
the Government from
maintaining and
operating two networks
at the same time
• Opportunities fo r further
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Suggested Action

Priority

Key Features

Rationale
enhancing the internal
communication
infrastructure as the
government take a first
step in the world of
Internet telephony
applications.

2. Shared systems and databases

Priority Key Features
Suggested Action
Medium • Backend: Identify cross1. Identify
knowledge
government applications that are
management and
appropriate for sharing. Shared
crosssystems might include:
govemment
- Records and information
applications and
- Finance applications
set standards for
- Knowledge database
integration and
interoperability
• Front-end Portal: Standard single
information source accessible by
staff in each department.

2. Establish
common
Enterprise
Resource
Planning and eGovemment
solutions

Medium

Identify preferred technology
suppliers for ERP and e-business.
Establish a plan to move towards
implementation of ERP (webenabled) and other standard
solutions based on the preferred
supplier standards.
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Rationale

• Sharing common systems
and applications enable
government departments
to share information
across a variety of data
sources.
• Shared systems also save
the Government from
developing the same
systems for different
departments
• Shared information
portal serves to be a
single point of contact
for all information
tailored to a specific
customer set.
• Preferred technology
supplier approach
minimizes the
compatibility issues
raised from the
integration of
heterogeneous systems
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Suggested Action

Priority

Rationale

Key Features

with different interfaces

standards

3. Standards for use of technology
HcttLT Practice Principle

•

I:lecti'onic records management
U'ch ublishin
XMI. scheme'
ccess! / in
Autenticatio

Smut'! an'ils
I'roven technologies

Suggested Action

Priority

Key Features

Rationale

1. Expand current
IT standards for
e-Govemment
applications and
encourage
compliance

High

• Define IT policy standard areas
including Electronic Records
management, web publishing,
metadata and XML, Accessibility
Guide, Authentication and
Confidentiality, Privacy,
Interoperability, Smart Card,
Proven technology framework
• Setup an XML working group. It
will be a joint government and
industry group for generating and
agreeing XML data schema for
use in public sector
• Develop a process for the
compliance of standard.

• The nine IT policy
standard areas serve as
the basic building blocks
for e-Government
applications. As different
departments proceed
with their e-Government
initiatives, IT policy
standard tie them
together on the same
base
« The Government needs
to get public and private
sectors to work together
hi agreeing XML
schemas and providing
interoperability supports
to e-Government
applications.

2. Monitor
International
Standards and

Medium

Conduct regular reviews of
international IT standards.
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• Ensures that IT standards
adopted are in line with
the world's best practice
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Suggested Action
Best Practice

Priority

Key Features

Rationale

KeyFeatures

Rationale r"

. Security and Privacy

Suggested Action

Priority

1. Raise internal
awareness about
security and
privacy

Medium • Conduct security and privacy
seminars for Ministries and
Departments
• Customize the government
privacy policies to embrace the
exposure from internet
• Conduct regular network security
reviews for different Ministries
and Departments.

2.

Increase PKI
adoption in
Government

Medium

• The security level of
different data types
becomes a concern when
information is
increasingly shared on
the intranet. Government
staff need to be more
pro-active towards
protecting government
data
• As the application and
network architecture
changes from time to
time, it is recommended
that government to
review their network
infrastructure exposure
and tailor the security
measures accordingly.
Adopt the use of digital
• Leads the industry by
example through
certificates within Government to
increasing the adoption
increase use of PKI
of PKI within
In establishing common email
government
and other government-wide
applications consider use of the
• The Ministries and
public and private keys for
departments have
flexibility to incorporate
authentication and security
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Suggested Action

Priority

Key Features
• Conduct workshops / seminars to
convey the benefits /business
case of PKI to ministries.
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Rationale
organization structure
and roles into digital
certificates and put
ownership of PKI data
solely within government
• Digital certificates will
enable a wider variety of
applications for Ministry
and Departments to
support e-Government
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Priority Project Templates
Project Nome

Brief
Description

FMS ERP - Financial System

El Mandatory

10

D Quick Win

a Long Term
This project provides a Federal Government Accounting and Rnanclal System
for all government entities.

Customer Type

G2G(AII ministries)

Ministries
Involved

All Ministries

Current
Services to be
offered

Provision of government accounting for UAE Federal Government
including general ledger, prepayment review (audit) and imbursernent of
expenses, cash management etc.
Provision of government budgeting and forecasting
Revenue collection services.

Federal Gov
Benefits

Provide integrated financial and accounting processes and establish
uniform performance tracking methods.
Streamline the government financial processes and Increase efficiency
and accountability In government.
Transform government by enhancing transparency.
Support government performance based budgeting Initiative.
Enhance financial reporting and provide standard account transaction
requirements (e.g. IMF GFS).

Risks

Complexity of requirements that can effect Implementation timellne and
budget
Involvement and cooperation of government agencies
Slow adoption by the ministries due to tack of:
o We b and internet application knowledge,
o infrastructure implementation
o Users resistance
Delay in the roll-out of the project due to the lack of higher management
commitment or lack of project sponsors.
Delay on the completion of the systems Implementation due to lack of
required resources and budget support.
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Plan (phases
and major
milestones)

Start-up
Formulate e-Gcvernment Team and engage ministries.
Discuss and agree detailed scope of the project.
2.
Agree project approach and deliver/ milestones.
3.
>P&form
1.

4
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
is.
19.

Form a user committee from the MoFl and the different ministries.
Review market offering and agree mechanism for selecting one ERP
package.
Select and procure package and services
interview with users involved in the government accounting in the
different ministries and review current 'As Is' processes
Perform workshops to resolve and agree Issues of the current processes.
Design project e-Government Tuture To Be' processes.
conduct workshops with key users to present and agree on 'could be'
designed processes.
Perform organisational impact analysis and recommend required roles
and responsibilities.
Document and agree 'To Be' process definition with project team
(deliverable linked)
Perform detailed functional and technical requirements based on the
'To Be' definition.
Discuss and agree design and configuration requirements with project
team (deliverable linked) NB Assumes confirmation of supplier / vendor.
Implement or update technology infrastructure required to support the
development phase.
Start the Implementation of the project system. NB Assumes pilot and
subsequent roll-out.
Perform various testing phases to review the system based on agreed
requirements.
After testing completed and system Is compliant, perform key users
testing (Including customers, suppliers, ministries employees).
Perform marketing activities to Inform other users, customers ...etc.

floffoof
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20.
21.
21
23.
24.

Develop a roll-out plan for implementing this project at different
Ministries and agencies.
Develop training plan for ministries users of the system.
Implemented or update required technology infrastructure required to
implement the roll-out plan.
Perform roll-out plan to cover Involved departments ministries and
agencies,
__
Systems handover to the e-Government team.

Evaluate
Measure project success based on defined KSF defined in the eGovernment strategy for Initial phase.
Measure success and customer satisfaction for the complete project.
26.

25.

Common and on-going activities
27. Project management and quality assurance from the
government e-Government team.
28. Systems and infrastructure support and maintenance.
30.

Customer and user support.
Continuous improvement on systems and process.

31.

Change management

29.

Dependencies

federal

Technology Infrastructure Implementation In the ministries
Content management tools implementation.
e-Government team activation MoFl.

Linkages to
other projects

UAE Federal Government Information Portal.
Human Resource Management for the payroll
e-Procurement
e-Project

Additional Project Information

Is It core to Federal Government?

EYes

DNo

Is It Transformational?
Project Coverage

EYes
D Common

DNO

Estimated Transactions value /month
Estimated Time for delivery

Total annual UAE budget AED 23 billion (USD 6.3 billion)

E Cross-ministry

D Single ministry

For pilot: 9 Months
For roll-out: 12-1S months

Estimated Cost for delivery

USD 4,150,000- 7,400XXX3 (Software and Implementation
only)

Business Case

Requires 0.01% Improvement to repay in 1 year.
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Project Nome

HRMS- Human Resource Management System

S Mandatory
D Quick Win
D Long Term

Brief
Description

This project provides a tool Tor planning and managing employee related
activities Including recruitment, personnel administration, career development
and assignments.

Customer Type

G2E government employees
G2G (all government)

Ministries
Involved

All Ministries

current
Services to be
offered

Recruitment services Tor government entities.
Government personnel administration services by each ministry and
supervised by civil services and MOF1.
Payroll administration by MOFI Tor government employees

Federaiebv
Benefits

Provide employee Integrated HR and payroll service
Transformation or government personnel administration services to
integrated human resources service
Development ot a government employee community covering employee
related services such as HR, online training providers, career proTesslonals
Sharing of human resources data and knowledge related to employees
Integrate government portal with internal human resources management
systems
Foundation Tor Tuture of e-tearning offerings and distance fedrning through
the employee portal toy Terming alliances with training Institutions
Provide employee professional development information
Provide employee chat room/self help desk
Reduce human resources overheads/cost to serve by establishing
electronic communications channels, reducing paper documents.

Risks

Unforeseen Issues with Integrating HR and payroll functions
Slow adoption by the government employees due to lack of:
3

Web and internet application knowledge.

3

Infrastructure implementation

3

Users resistance
Delay on the completion of the systems implementation due to lack of
required resources and budget support.
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Plan (phases
and major
milestones)

Start-up
i.
Formulate e-Government team and engage ministries.
2.
Discuss and agree detailed scope of the project.
3.
Agree project approach and delivery milestones.
Perform
4.
Form a user committee from the civil services and different ministries.
5.
Review market offering arid agree mechanism for selecting integrated
HRMS package.
6.
Select and procure package and services.
7.
interview with users involved in the personnel administration function In
the different ministries and review current 'As Is' processes
s.

Perform workshops to review best practice and agree required
processes to be introduced.
9.
Introduce subprojects required to Introduce selected HR processes
10.
Design project e-Govemment future 'To Be" processes.
1 1.
Conduct workshops with key users to present and agree on • could be '
designed processes.
12.

Perform organisational Impact analysis and recommend required roles
and responsibilities.

)3.

Document and agree 'To Be' process definition with project team
(deliverable linked)
14.
Perform detailed functional and technical requirements based on the
'To Be' definition.
15.

Discuss and agree design and configuration requirements with project
team (deliverable linked)
16.
Implemented or update required technology Infrastructure required to
support the development phase.
17.
Start the Implementation of the project system.
18.

Perform various testing phases to review the system based on agreed
requirements.
19. After testing completed and system Is compliant, perform key users
testing (Including selected ministries employees).
20.

Perform marketing activities to Inform other users, customers ...etc.

noaout

:

;;v ' V .

.,

:

: •- ::'•-• •

•'.• - r " ,

.

21.

Develop a roll-out plan for Implementing this project at different
ministries and agencies.

22.
23.

Develop training plan for ministries users of the system.
Implemented or update required technology Infrastructure required to
Implement the roll-out plan.

24.

Perform roll-out plan to cover Involved departments ministries and
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agencies.
Systems handover to the ©-Government team .
25.
•; .':•".' v'.- : v '"-•-;-. •
-.-;,•; '• •.
"-'-'
fyo/ydte

• .•"• -.-,•":.'

~ /7

26.

Measure project success based on defined KSF denned tn the eGovemment strategy Tor initial phase.

21.

Measure success and customer satisfaction for the complete project.

^mrjrronarid c>n-go|r^ actrvlttes

28.
29.
30.
31.
31
Dependencies

•
•
•

Linkages to
other projects

•
•
•
•

y

;

.

..; , "-• "• ^-; . ;-'• • v-v^.V':-^

Project management and quality assurance from the
government e-Govemmentteam.
Systems and infrastructure support and maintenance.
Customer and user support.
Continuous Improvement on systems and process.

federal

Change management
Technology Infrastructure Implementation in the ministries
Content Management tools implementation,
e-Government team activation.
UAE Federal Government information Portal.
Financial management system for expense payment
Document management
eAccess

Addition^ Project information

Is It core to Federal Government?
Is It Transformational?
Project Coverage
Estimated Transactions value/month
Estimated Time for delivery
Estimated Cost for delivery
Business Case

EYes

a NO

EIYes

DNo

E Cross-ministry | D Single ministry
n Common
80,000 (employees) USD 376 million
For pilot: 9 Months
For roll-out: 12- 15 months
USD 2.200,000 - 5,400,000 (for best of breed HRMS and
implementation)
Requires 0.01% Improvement to repay in 1 year.
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Project Name

O Mandatory

e- Expat

B Quick Win

Brief
Description

a Long Term
This project provides a single entry point to the expatriates or the UAE to
process their visa services, residency services, labour permits and cards
services.

Customer Type

G2C(Expafflates)
G2B
Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs (MoLSA)

Ministries
Involved

Ministry of Interior (Mol)
Labour Permits Services (Including new, renew, cancellation, etc.)
Labour Card Services (Including new, renew, cancellation, etc.)
Residency services (Including new, renew, cancellation, etc.)
Visa services (Including new, renew, cancellation, etc.)

Current
Services to be
offered

Federal Gov
Benefits

Allows sponsors, businesses and Individuals to complete a significant part
or the process online - covering new applications. Issue or visa, renewal,
adding and removing dependents, extension, cancellation, etc.
Allows sponsors to register, amend their data online.
Reduced visits to government premises, waiting time, etc.
Could be linked to online payment of associated fees.
Enhance this service to interface with health card, medical certificate,
national ID. etc.
Provide a "One Stop Shop" linking federal departments to provide a
common Interface through which all the citizens and business
communities can Identify and obtain all required information, permits,
approvals, etc.
Provide central data access for the federal government for Improved
data analysis and decision making.

Risks

Both ministries are considered to be of the most dominant within the
federal government that have their own e-Government development
plans. Transformation can be challenging.
o

Slow adoption by both ministries due to lack of:
Infrastructure Implementation

o

Users resistance

o

Ministry's own Independent agenda for e-Govemment.

Delay In the roll-out of the project due to the lack of higher management
commitment or lack of project sponsors.
Delay on the completion of the systems Implementation due to lack of
required resources and budget support.
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Plan (phases
and major
milestones)

Staft-UP

'••"•.'.•• '

-....:•.•••••-••

-.-;;

•/

- •-

'•

.•.--.-•:.••; '•:-.', ...;.••-::.•.<:..;:•••;;••; .;,-. :-^-, ;;;;:•• .•'.••; •.. ;;:•.: ;.'.'./;•

Formulate e-Govemment team and engage ministries Involved.
Discuss and agree detailed scope of the project.
3.
Agree Project approach and delivery milestones.
.,; : .''.;.• /..'.'; . : : ---' . .V.v'" •'.'.' V- ,;> : •.-.. .- -.'; :; : .':.:. '-.
fierfom
i.

1

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
.. _. _ ..- . .... .. ... ...„,.. _ .

JO.
11.
J2.
13.
14.
15.
16.
J7.
'•'.'.•

18.

Start the current status analysis phase. Of not concluded as part of the
strategy project)
Interview with all users involved In delivery of the services Included In this
project.
Perform current status analysis workshops (at least 2 workshops) to
resolve and agree on issues of the current processes.
Document and agree current status analysis results with project team
(deliverable linked).
Design project e-Govemment future 'To Be' processes.
Perform 'To Be' workshops (at least 3 workshops) with key users to
present and agree on the designed processes.
Perform organisational impact analysis and recommend required roles
and responsibilities.
Document and agree 'To Be' process definition with project team
(deliverable linked)
Perform detailed functional and technical requirements based on the
'To Be' definition.
Discuss and agree requirements with project team (deliverable linked)
Implemented or update required technology infrastructure required to
support the development phase.
Start the development of the project system.
Perform various testing phases to review The system based on agreed
requirements.
After testing completed and system te compliant perform key users
testing Gncludlng customers, private companies and other ministries'
employees).
Perform marketing activities to Inform other users, customers ...etc.

B&iout

; •'

: ;7

-- V;

>^r : "T
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19.

Develop a roll-out plan Tor implementing this project at different
departments within the UAE and Emirates.

20.
2 1.

Develop training plan for additional users of the system.
Implemented or update required technology Infrastructure required to
Implement the roll-out plan.
22.
Perform roll-out plan to cover Involved departments.

23.
:•.

'- . : •

-

•

-_

Systems handover to the e-Govemment team.

. . -

Evaluate

:

:.-••'•-••-.'

'".'". : . /••• •--•.•

24.

Measure project success based on defined KSF defined In the eGovernment strategy Tor Initial phase.
25.
Measure success and customer satisfaction for the complete project.

Common and on-going activities
26.

Project management and quality assurance
government e-Government team.

27.

Systems and infrastructure support and maintenance.

28.

Customer and user support.

29.

Continuous improvement on systems and process.

30.

Dependencies

Linkages to
other projects

;
from

the

federal

Change management

•

Technology inTrastructure Implementation in MoLSA, Mol and the
Immigration and Naturalisation department within the Emirates.

•

Content Management tools Implementation.

-

e-Government team activation within MoLSA and Mol.

•

UAE Federal Government Information Portal.

•

Financial management system Tor payments

•

Health Card / National ID project

AddWonetf Prefect Information

Is It core to Federal Government?

El Yes

a No

is It Transformational?

S Yes

a NO

Protect Coverage

a Common

Estimated Transactions value/month

1 00,000

Estimated Time for delivery

For pilot: 12 Months
For roll-out: 6 months
USD 1,1 50,000 - 2,300 jOOO

Estimated Cost for delivery
Business Case

E Cross- ministry

D Single ministry

Able to exploit monopoly situation. Employers willing to
pay Tor prompt, predictable service. Costs recoverable
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Project Name

e-TowosI - Document Management

a Mandatory

J] 9J

n Quick Win

Brief
Description

;
B Long Term
This project manages inbound and outbound internal and external
correspondence and written communications and associated approvals with
a standardised approach, tracking and management methodology

Customer Type

•

G2B(Suppliers of the Federal Government)
t~*S)ll~*

Ministries
Involved

•

All ministries

Current
Services to be
offered
Federal Gov
Benefits

•

"mis is a new service.

•

Quickly access multiple me types stored in a virtual database from within
the UAE Federal Government, while allowing partners to access
documentation as needed.
Protect integrity of data through check-In and check-out authorisation .
Store and control data with a virtual enterprise repository.
Extend the availability of specialised documents (e.g. engineering data to
non-engineering communities).

•

:•

•
•
•

Risks

Plan (phases
and major
milestones)

••i."

-' ".'.I""-,.. '-"

. ;'

'

:':'.

'•- ' . '

•

Improve resource utilisation.

•

Resistance to change

•

Insufficient investment in technology to handle document management
activities

»

inefficiency of having two systems side-by-side.

Start-up

:-\. ,.;-•.->:-.' ;;.-•: • ;. .

';'.;.-": ..-. ; : -- ;v; ^'--v... V: : -iz

i. Formulate e-Government team and engage ministries involved.
2. Discuss and agree detailed scope of the project.
3. Agree Project approach and delivery milestones.
f'effarm .::;..,;.-; :.-.,;-;-..;•.
• - ; , , •.
' . ._, ',.';:.;.". •;.':".: , •-:'. L. Vvv: ,;, - :./. ••''.' .'''•••
4. Start the current status analysis phase . (if not concluded as part of the
strategy project)
5. interview with all users Involved In deliver/ of the services included In this
project.
6. Perform current status analysis workshops (at least 2 workshops) to resolve
and agree on issues of the current processes.
7. Document and agree current status analysis results with project team
(deliverable linked).
s. Design project e-Gcvemment future 'To Be' processes.
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9.
"

' "

•- •"'.." •

'

10.
ll.
.. ., •

.

..

••--••

-•

.....

- •'•_

' - ;' .

• -•

12.
13.
w.

15. Start the development of the project system.
16. Perform various testing phases to review the system based on agreed
requirements.
17. After testing completed and system is compliant, perform key users testing
(Including students, teachers and some ministries employees).

"••••,

- -

"

'-

Perform 'To Be' workshops (at least 3 workshops) with key users to present
and agree on the designed processes.
Perform organisational Impact analysis and recommend required roles
and responsibilities.
Document and agree 'To Be' process definition with project team
(deliverable linked)
Perform detailed functional and technical requirements based on the To
Be' definition.
Discuss and agree requi rements with project team (deliverable linked)
implemented or update required technology Infrastructure required to
support the development phase.

'"

is. Perform marketing activities to Inform other users, customers . ..etc.
' • .'_••' •
''.:•-'••- . -•-••'- ••'•'•'•".''.'. • '."
''•••:•"

RoBout

-

19. Develop a roll-out plan for Implementing this project at different ministries.
20. Develop training plan for additional users of the system.
21. Implemented or update required technology Infrastructure required to
Implement the roll-out plan.
22. Perform roll-out plan to cover Involved different ministries.

.'•,'"

-

23. Systems handover to the e-Government team.
•'• -

,">'•. '•' •'•''-- ' '

' •

-

.

-

'-

'

"

Evaluate

'- : . "V1

-' '. -.,- ;••'.: •:'";.-• : ;- •:. .-.--•..-..•;•,••-• "; . . '

24. Measure project success based on defined KSF defined In the eGovernment strategy for Initial phase.
25. Measure success and customer satisfaction for the complete project.
Common ancJ on-going activities
26.
27.
29.

Customer and user support.
Continuous improvement on systems and process.

30.

Chdnge management

28.

Dependencies

Project management and quality assurance from
government e-Government team.
S/stems and infrastructure support and maintenance.

•

Technology infrastructure Implementation In all ministries.
Content Management tools Implementation.

•

e-Government team activation within all ministries.

•
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Linkages to
other orotects
K

•

Work flow management system.

•

UAE Federal Government Information Portal.

-

Financial management system for payments

•

Human Resource ManagemenT for the teachers registration (treated as
employees)

Adcffllonal Project information
Is It core to Federal Government?

m Yes

D No

Is It Transformational?

E Yes

D No

Project Coverage

D Common

Estimated Transactions value/month

20,000

Estimated Time for delivery

| B Cross-ministry

| D Single ministry

For pilot: 9 Months
For roll-out: 12 months

Estimated Cost for deBvery

USD 3,300,000 - 1 0,600,000

Business Case

Major change In working practices will require major
investment In additional costs before returns are gained.
Affects ail aspects of federal government activity.
Requires 0.02% improvement to repay in one year.

• '-'''•'.' .•:•.':.•:;.:/•' '••;•:'•••••'' ;•'-/•"" ' '
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S Mandatory

Project Nome

Quick Win
D Long Term

Brief
Description

This project will provide a single point of entry for the customers, employees
and other government entitles by providing a standard look and reel and
image or tne UAE Federal Government. This project provides access to the
UAE Federal Government online by providing Information related to the
federal government as a whole, the individual ministries and authorities, The
services, defined communities, news, laws and regulations etc. In particular it
will provide a way to present the national information for the IMFGDDS.

Customer Type

G2G
G2B
G2C
G2E

All ministries and authorities

Ministries
Involved
Current
Services to be
offered

•

Publishing Information about the ministries /authorities

•

Publishing reports, studies and statistics

•

Issuance of laws, legislation and local orders

•

Issuance of official media statements

•

Issuance of federal news and pictures

•

issuance oT educational Information

•

Issuance of extra-curricular activities

•

Issuance of The annual educational calendar

•

Metrologlcal reports climate studies

•

Directory of Services

•

Communities directed to (Businesses, citizens, employees, students, etc.)

•

UAE Federal Government Homepage.

There are actaitlona! inrormanonal services mat can be accessed through Jhls
project
Federal Gov
Benefits

Allow decentralised creation of content across all ministries and agencies
and allow for content creation, authorisation, publication, expiry online ensuring content Is relevant and up to date.
Provides the federal government a single location to provide Informational
services.
Provides a way of sharing information with other countries both regionally
and internationally. In particular a way to collect, compile and
disseminate the national information Tor the IMF GDDS.
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Allows the federal government to generate revenue through advertising
and the sale of information assets.

Provides the federal government the foundation to expand on some
communlly based themes and to explore private - public online
partnerships - Tor Instance, health care community could have all
government processes, procedures, online services such as occupational
certification and could have links to hospitals, insurance companies; etc
Allows the federal government to minimise dependency on technology
people to create web pages and to keep the portal relevant and
Interesting
Allows the federal government to start a long-term culture change
programme through an Information portal for employees and all the
federal government entitles.
integrates employee portal with Internal ERP systems such as Financial
Payroll, HR and Procurement
Allows access to all applications through links on the Intranet page

Risks

Slow adoption by both ministries due to lack of:
o

Selection and implementation of the proper content management tool,

o

Infrastructure implementation

o

information readiness to be published.
Delay In 1ne roll-out of the project due to the lack of higher management
commitment or lack of project sponsors.
Delay on the completion of the systems Implementation due to lack of
required resources and budget support.

Plan (phases
and major
milestones)

Start-up

1.
2.
3.

Formulate e-Government team and engage ministries involved.
Discuss and agree detailed scope of the project.
p
NB It Is assumea that a
particular
articular project will be commissioned to study
sti
the requirements to satisfy
(and exceed) the IMF GDDS arrangements.
Agree project approaches and deliver/ milestones.

Perform
Federal Portal / Content Management Development
4
Design content and information management 'To Be' processes.
5.
Perform organisational Impact analysis and recommend required roles
and responsibilities.
6.
Document and agree 'To Be' process definition with project team
(deliverable linked)
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7.

Identify key high-level vision requirements of new federal portal.
s.
Identify detailed information requirements to be displayed on and
through the portal and assess current availability
9.
Identify technical requirements for the new portal.
10.

Define the content management tools and solution requirement of the
federal government.

11.

Prioritise and document detailed requirements (both Informational,
functional and technical)
ll
Prepare a Request for Proposal (RFP) and define evaluation criteria.
13.

Identify a list of potential vendors.

14.

Issue RFP to selected vendors.

15.

Receive and evaluate RFP responses.
16.
Select the vendor providing the content management tools and
solutions.
17.

Define the detailed Implementation plan.
is.
Implemented or update required technology Infrastructure required to
support the development phase.

19.

Start the Implementation of the selected content management
tools/solution.

20.

Activate content management team and define roles and
responsibilities.

21.

Prepare Identified data and Information requirement to be published
on the new portal In the first roll-out.

22.

Design the new portal homepage and agree on standards, look and
feel and channels definition.

23.

Develop new portal homepage and access details.
24.
Perform various testing phases to review the system based on agreed
requirements.
25.

After testing completed and system Is compliant perform key users
testing (Including other ministries' employees).

26.

Upload and test final data to be published on the new portal.
Define policies for maintaining the portal and managing content.

27.

28.
Perform marketing activities to inform other users, customers.. .etc.
IMF GDOS arrangements
29.

Review 'As Is' data collection, compilation and dissemination processes
for content identified In GDDS.

30.

Confirm 'To Be' processes for data collection, compilation and
dissemination taking Into account need to develop further processes for
non e-Govemment dissemination needs.

31.

Identify possible technology tools to contribute to the web-based and
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automated collection, compilation of data for The GDDS.
31

Prepare plan for activities both e-Government implementation related
and others to meet The GDDS requirements.
Contribute to portal / content management idenTificatlon of detailed
InformaTion requirements to be displayed through the portal and current
availability assessment.

34.

Integrate GDDS related plan with portal / content management roll out
and the implementation of e-GovernmenT initiatives through the
Programme and Change Management Teams.

Boito&

'.;:'.:•. .v : ;'— ;•;/'••; : •.:..-'-, .

- :? ; .^,V^v;,, : .-^v^

Federal Portal / Content Management Development
Develop a roll-out plan for implementing Trie additional Informational
and data requirement.
Develop Training plan for addlTional users of The system.
36.
implemented or update required technology infrastructure required to
37.
Implement The roil-out plan.
Perform roll-out plan to publish the Informational and data requirement
'•^•^-/(L'--. :-.-:•-...-. 38.
In phases.
35.

39.

Systems handover to the e-Govemment Team.

IMF GDDS arrangements
Execute GDDS plan integrated with Federal Portal / Content
40.
Management Development, e-GovernmenT Programme Management
and e-Government initiatives generally.

.' '

-,

-':•

'-

.
-'

.

-. .

' - "• -•

'-.-.'

:AA.-'A^ ^^A-'^--: ':• ^^i-^^-M
Evaluate
Measure project success based on defined KSF defined In the e43.
Govemment strategy for initial phase.
Measure success and customer satisfaction for the complete project.
42.

;-,.-;,;,;; \;vvV.,>;;.,:.;||

eornrii^^o^gp^^^^

37.

Project management and quality assurance from the
government e-Govemmentteam.
S/stems and infrastructure support and maintenance.

36.

Dependencies

3S.

Customer and user support.

39.

ConTlnuous improvemenT on systems and process.

40.

Change management

federal

•

Technology infrastructure implementation In a central entity.
Content Management tools selection implementation.

•

e-Government team activation.

•

Data/information to be published are denned, reviewed and properly

•
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formatted.
Linkages lo
other projects

•

other projects are linked to the information portal.

Additional Project Information
is It core to Federal Government?
Is It Transformational?

E Yes
S Yes

Project Coverage

0 Common

Estimated Transactions value/month

Not applicable.

Estimated Time for delivery

2 months for the analysis of the GDDS requirements,
preparation of an Integrated plan and potential Tool
Identification

a NO
D No
D Cross-ministry

D Single ministry

5 months for the implementation of The homepage
6 months to upload Initial information requirements.
On-going - define, monitor and publish current or
addlTlonal Information.
Estimated Cost for delivery

USD 1 ,300,000 - 3,600,000

Business Case

Significant change In Information distribution practices
will require InvestmenTIn additional costs before returns
are gained. Affects many aspects of federal
government acTMTy. Requires less Than 0.01 %
Improvement to repay in one year.
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Project Nome

i e-Procurement

a Mandatory
a Quick Win
0 Long Term

Brief
Description

e-Procurement is a comprehensive and systemic process in wnich
governments either establish agreements for the acquisition of
products/services (conlractlng)or purchase products/services in exchange for
payment (purchasing), using IT systems. e-Procurement achieves these ends
through various means, such as electronic ordering, purchasing cards, reverse
auctions, and automatic accounting systems, among others.

Customer Type

G2B(Suppliers of the Federal Government)

Ministries
Involved
Current
Services to be
offered

All ministries

G2G

Federal eov
Benefits

Automate the entire supply chain from product selection through receipt.
This Includes:
o

Product selection process;

o

Requisition process;

o

Internal approval process

o

Delivery status update; and

o

All financial related matter linked to the procurement process.
Cost ana time savings
More flexible vendor choices
Increased efficiency
More accountable procurement management/less maverick buying
Better reporting system
Reduced paperwork
Streamlined work flow

Risks

Support for varying approval and business rules for different Buying
ministries within the framework of the UAE federai Government.
Legal Issues (web information as a public notice, digital signature)
Potential inrfla) developmental costs and operating costs (who should
pay? how should costs be paid?)
Supplier adoption.
Problems related to cataloguing supplier products.
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Plan (phases
and major
milestones)

Start-up
l.

Formulate e-Government team and engage ministries involved.

2.

Discuss and agree detailed scope of the project.

3.

Agree Project approach and deliver/ milestones.

Perform
4.
5.

Start the current status analysis phase, (if not concluded as part of the
strategy project)
interview with all users Involved In delivery of the services Included In this
project.

6.

Perform current status analysis workshops (at least 2 workshops) to
resolve and agree on issues of the current processes.

7

Document and agree current stains analysis results with project team
(deliverable linked).

8.

Design project e-Government future 'To Be' processes.

9.

Perform 'To Be' workshops (at least 3 workshops) with key users to
present and agree on the designed processes.

10.

Perform organisational Impact analysis and recommend required roles
and responsibilities.

1 1.

Document and agree 'To Be' process definition with project team
(deliverable linked)

12

Perform detailed functional and technical requirements based on the
'To Be" definition.

13.

Discuss and agree requirements with project team (deliverable linked)

14.

Implemented or update required technology Infrastructure required to
support the development phase.

15.

Start the development of the project system.

16.

Perform various testing phases to review the system based on agreed
requirements.

17.

After testing completed and system is compliant, perform key users
testing (Including students, teachers and some ministries employees).

18..

Perform marketing activities to inform other users, customers ...etc.

floffouf

;. : .:••'' ';:/•-:•- •
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Appendix CS-3-E Priority Project Templates
Develop a roll-out plan for Implementing this project at different
ministries.

19.
. • .

•

• "- •'

- '

-

'

Develop Training plan Tor additional users of the system.
implemented or update required technology infrastructure required To
implement the roll-out plan.
Perform roll-out plan to cover involved different ministries.
22.
Systems handover to the e-Government team.
23.
20.
21.

•

"

"

. :

£VQlU£jt&

•

^:.

-

: -•

-

-

•

-

-

-

-

•

•

'

- -•

•

- •

. .- -

-

"

-

r^

' - '^."^

Measure project success based on defined KSF defined in the eGovernment strategy for initial phase.
Measure success and customer satisfaction for the complete project.
25.

24.
'•'•.', - '

"""

i'""" 7 -: 1 .- ,

--'

28.
29.

Project management and quality assurance from the federal
government e-Government team.
Systems and infrastructure support and maintenance.
Customer and user support.
Continuous Improvement on systems and process.

30.

Change management

26.
.

Dependencies

27.

•

Technology Infrastructure Implementation in all ministries.

•

Content Management tools implementation.
e-Government team activation within ail ministries.
Work flow management system.

•
•

Linkages to
other projects

/it

~,-:

Comrrron^don-gbftigactlvrHes _

•
•

•

UAE Federal Government information Portal.
Financial management system for payments
Human Resource Management for the teachers registration (Treated as
employees)

Additional Project information
n No

Is It core to Federal Government?

E Yes

Is tt Transformational?
Project Coverage
Estimated Transactions value/month
Estimated Time for delivery

n No
B Yes
B Cross-ministry
D Common
20,000
For pilot: 9 Months
For roll-out: 12 months

Estimated Cost for deivery

USD 2,000,000 - 4,000.000
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Project Nome

D Mandatory

e-Project

a Quick Win
Long Term
Brief
Description

This project provides a single entry point to the federal government to access,
monitor and manage their federal projects impacting most of the ministries
within the federal government.

Customer Type

G2G

G2B (Contractors and Consultants)

Ministries
Involved

Ministry of Public Works and Housing (MoPWH)
Ministry of communication (MoC)
Ministry of Planning (MoP)

Current
Services to be
offered

•

Provision of Project Designs

«

Execution of Building Maintenance Projects
Execution of Construction and Roads Projects

•
•

Provision of approval to inmate a project
Issuance and follow up of federal development projects

•
•

Project management: Public works for Roads and Bridges agreements
This service wou/d also cover other ministries where applicable for their own
project.

Federal <3ov
Benefits

Allows all the ministries to log, monitor, control and manage tnelr projects.
Allows contractors and consultants Involved In the federal project to
update any related Information and to have a common access to all
projects the-/ are Involved In.
Provide a "One Stop Shop" linking federal ministries to provide a common
interface through which they can identify and obtain all required
Information, progress and services, etc related to the federal projects.
Provide central data access for the federal government for Improved
data analysis and decision making.

Risks

Slow adoption by both ministries due to lack of:
o

Infrastructure Implementation

o

Users resistance

o

Ministry's own Independent agenda for e-Government.
Delay In the roll-out of the project due to the lack of higher management
commitment or lack of project sponsors.
Delay on the completion of the systems implementation due to lack of
required resources and budget support.
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Plan (phases
and major
milestones)

:j^;;u£ :;:•:;' /-.-v^t:^^
l.
2.
3.

Formulate e-Government team and engage mlrdstries involved.
Discuss and agree detailed scope of the project.
Agree Project approach and delivery milestones.

Perform ' •

..

:.• .-.

1-

>

5.

Interview with all users involved in delivery of the services inducted In This
project.
Perform current status analysis workshops (at least 2 workshops) to
resolve and agree on issues of the current processes.
Document and agree current status analysis results with project team
(deliverable linked).
Design project e-Government future 'To Be' processes.
Perform 'To Be' workshops (at least 3 workshops) with key users to
present and agree on the designed processes.
Perform organisational impact analysis and recommend required roles
and responsiDiimes.
Document and agree 'To Be ' process definition with project team
(deliverable linked)
Perform detailed functional and technical requirements based on the
'To Be' definition.
Discuss and agree requirements with project team (deliverable linked)
Implemented or update required technology infrastructure required to
support the development phase.
Start the development of the project system.
Perform various testing phases to review the system based on agreed
requirements.
After testing completed and system Is compliant, perform key users
testing (Including other ministries' employees).
Perform marketing activities to inform other users, customers ...etc.
Develop Training plan for additional users of the system.
Systems handover to the e-Government team.

•:-_ -..

7.
8.
9.
•' .,'

'•.'•-

•_

10.
• ; .•-; •-':•••• "\ •'••

1 1.
12.
13.
14.

^ •• '

_':

-.-'--".. , •- 'if

Start the current status analysis phase, (if not concluded as part of the
strategy project)

6.
.- .

-

4.

~ '• .
•: •

-;. "...-. -•.

•••.;:.'..-, ; ,;\\: •:•: •

'/.•;;•• ;;.: . : ;.

15.
16.
n.
is.
19.
20.

" :y|

-\J,-/-'^., . ••;- /;.-,:/ - : ", , '.-.'.-;.. ": ':."•.--• ••' •

Evaluate

•':•'-.'••'.: •••-."•'•-:

•

'

'

'••"•

' -

•'

'-.'•-

;

•••..:

-

..' : ' • '•

'' -

''•/..•..

"

'

'"'~%

Measure project success based on defined KSF defined in the eGovernment strategy for Initial phase.
Measure success and customer satisfaction for the complete project.
22.
21.
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Common and on-goftig activities

"'-""-;'~" -'

- - "' '- •-'-

:

"-'.

•23.

Project management and quality assurance
government e-Government team.

24.

s/stems and infrastructure support and maintenance.

25.

Customer and user support.

26.

Continuous Improvement on s/stems and process.

27.

Change management

from

the

federal

-' ."-

Dependencies

Linkages to
other projects

•

Technology Infrastructure Implementation In MoPWH. MoP and MoC.

•

Content Management Tools Implementation.

•

e-Govemment team activation.

•

Prlmavera Implementation completion within MoPWH

•

UAE Federal Government Information Portal.

•

Financial management system for payments

Additional Protect Information
Is It core to Federal Government?

H Yes

d No

Is It Transformational?

El Yes

a No

Project Coverage

D Common

Estimated Transactions value /month

Access to data related to about 10 projects per year.

Estimated Time for delivery

9- 12 Months

Estimated Cost for delivery

USD 900,000 - 1 ,200500
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Project Nome

D Mandatory

e-Cltlzen

0 Quick Win
D Long Term
Brief
Description

This project provides a single entry point to the citizens of the UAE to perform
specific services offered by the Federal Government entities. The service will
offer information relating to the services and will also allow the customer to
apply online for government transaction, check the status of the requests
online as well as downloads the final outcomes from the Federal Government
Portal.

Customer Type

G2C(National /Citizens)

Ministries
Involved

Ministry of interior.

Current
Services to be
offered

Provision of Nationality Services; Nationality requests and Nationality
withdrawal
Provision of Kholaset Al Qald (family book) services:
•

Provision of family statistical records

•

Removing members from the famify statistical record
Provision of "Kholaset Al Qald"

•

High exposure to a wide set of users and related publicity.

Federal Sov
Benefits

Provide central data access for the federal government for Improved
data analysis and decision making.
Reduce number of visits by the customer to complete a transaction.
Savings will be achieved for both the customer as well as the Federal
Government.
Could be linked to online payment of associated fees.
Reduce time to deliver services as the service will automate the internal
processes that are related to providing a specific service on the internet.
Improve Internal process efficiency.
increase the customer satisfaction with services offered by tne UAE
Federal Government.

Risks

Slow adoption by citizens due to lack of:
3 Web and Internet application knowledge.
3

Infrastructure Implementation

3

Users resistance/culture.
Delay on the completion of the systems Implementation due to lack of
required resources and budget support.
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Plan (phases
and major
milestones)

Start-up
L
Formulate e-GovernmenT Team and engage ministries involved.
2.
Discuss and agree detailed scope of the project.
3.
Agree Project approach and delivery milestones.
Perform
4.

start the current status analysis phase. (If not concluded as part oTthe
strategy project)
5.
Interview with all users Involved In deliver/ or the services included In this
project.
6.
Perform current status analysis workshops (at least 2 workshops) to
resolve and agree on Issues of the current processes.
7.
Document and agree current status analysis results with project team
(deliverable linked).
8.
Design project e-Govemment future 'To Be' processes.
9.

Perform To Be' workshops (at least 3 workshops) with key users to
present and agree on the designed processes.

10.

Perform organisational Impact analysis and recommend required roles
and responsibilities.

1 i.

Document and agree 'To Be" process definition with project team
(deliverable linked)

12.

Perform detailed tunctlonal and technical requirements based on the
'To Be' definition.

B.

Discuss and agree requirements with project team (deliverable linked)
14.
Implemented or update required technology Infrastructure required to
support the development phase.
15.
Start the development or the project system.
16.

Perform various testing phases to review the system based on agreed
requirements.

17.

After testing completed and system Is compliant, perform key users
testing (Including students, teachers and some ministries employees).

l&

Perform marketing activities to inform other users, customers ...etc.

Roaout
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19.

Develop a roll-out plan for implementing this project.

20.

Develop training plan for additional users of the system.

21.
..'•'•' -

"..

-

implemented or update required technology infrastructure required to
implement the roll-out plan.

21

Perform roll-out plan to cover involved departments.

23.

Systems handover to the ©-Government team.

Evaluate > '..•'•'._'..;.' ' :• ./:;.;',.":. •".,.;•'-'."".; ..-;'.'• ....:> ".. "•" .;;.-.• "....". "
24.

Measure project success based on defined KSF defined In the eGovernment strategy for Initial phase.

25.

Measure success and customer satisfaction for the complete project.
Project mcnagement and quality assurance from the federal
government e-Government team.

26.

-."..-.

".

•

Dependencies

Linkages to
other projects

27.

systems and infrastructure support and maintenance .

28.

Customer and user support.

29.

Continuous Improvement on systems and process,

so.

Change management

•

Technology infrastructure implementation.
Content Management tools implementation.

•

e-Govemment team activation.

•

;;

;.

.^: ,._ ;..

comrrKsrrartd on-gq^^

-'

.••§

UAE Federal Government Informalicn Pof lal.
-

Financial management system for payments

•

Human Resource Management for the teachers registration (treated as
employees)

A dcstional Project information
te It core to Federal Government?

s Yes

a NO

1$ It Transformational?

E Yes

D No

Project coverage
Estimated Transactions value/month

D Common

Estimated Time for delivery

For pilot: 6 Months

Estimated Cost for deflvery

USD 600,000 -1,300,000
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Project Nome

e-Student

D Mandatory
13 Quick Win

Brief
Description

Customer Type

P Long Term
This project provides a single entr/ point to the students and teachers to
perform specific services offered by the ministries of Education and Youth and
Higher Education.
__
____
G2C(Students, teachers)

G2B(Prtvate educational institutes and schools)
G2G(Educatlonai zones)
Ministries
Involved

Ministry of Education and Youth (MoEY)
Ministry of Higher Education and scientific Research (MoHESR)

Current
Services to be
offered

Provision of scholarships for stud-/ outside the UAE Tor nationals
Registration and acceptance of secondary school students at UAE
university
Registration of students and teachers In private schools
Registration of students and teachers in public schools

Federal eov
Benefits

Requests for changing student registration details
Publishing of Information related to the students, teachers, school
calendar, announcements.. .etc. (linked to the Information portal)
Provide a mechanism for delivering student related services online student and teachers registration, provision of results, provision of relevant
Information for parents, provision of student timetables and programmes
and management of enrolment/clearance to universities
Transformation of education services
Sharing of teaching materials and knowledge related to approved
curricula
Development of a student community covering students, suppliers of
student related services such as stationery suppliers, online training
providers, career professionals; etc
integrate student portal with Internal systems at Government and Private
schools and educational Institutions
Foundation forfeiture of e-Learning offerings and distance learning
through the student portal by forming alliances with educational
institutions
Provide teacher professional development information
Provide teacher chat room/self help desk

Risks

Slow adoption by the private schools or educational zones due to lack of:
3 We b and Internet application knowledge.
D Infrastructure Implementation
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Users resistance
« Delay in the roll-ouT of the project due to The lack of higher management
commitment or lack of project sponsors.
• Delay on the completion of the systems implementation clue to lack of
required resources and budget support.
:'.-•'•-••--,-•••.•.:,-.'•. . ••••..- '•\..^^.^,--.-- -v^. •[, • • ;'-;.\ v .••-a
Start-up
o

Plan (phases
and major
milestones)

-•-• ••--..

i.
2.
3.

••-..-.-.

5.
6.
7.

'*.'-.'

-

s.
9.
10.
3 1.
12.
33.
14.
15.
16.
n.
is.

.,-. ,..,...

. -

;'....-.-.

. ., .; 1 .- -i. v

•<- ..

'.

:

.-

...

- . -

.

-•.'••

--.

,

-,-•.,,..• . v -.-. •-.

•:• •-,'.;...-...•

^ •-. ;,-«-''.

Formulate ©-Government team and engage ministries involved.
Discuss and agree detailed scope of the project.
Agree Project approach and delivery milestones.

^^^, : . ,

4.

...,,.,.-_.: ....

.... -

, ^: . c .^- ;; .,.,^;.,^, ; ^. ; ,,, : -f ._,....

.,.,..

.... . , ;;; -..,y.

^.^y^^.^.^,^^^^11

Start the current status analysis phase , (If not concluded as part of the
strategy project)
Interview with all users involved in delivery of the services included in this
project.
Perform current status analysis workshops (at least 2 workshops) to
resolve and agree on issues of the current processes.
Document and agree current status analysis results with project team
(deliverable linked).
Design project e-Government future 'To Be' processes.
Perform 'To Be' workshops (at least 3 workshops) with key users to
present and agree on the designed processes.
Perform organisational impact analysis and recommend required roles
and responsibilities.
Document and agree 'To Be' process definition wrth project team
(deliverable linked)
Perform detailed functional and technical requirements based on the
'To Be' definition.
Discuss ana agree requirements with project team (deliverable linked)
implemented or update required technology infrastructure required to
support the development phase.
Start the development of the project system .
Perform various testing phases to review the system based on agreed
requirements,
After testing completed and system is compliant, perform key users
testing (including students, teachers and some ministries employees).
Perform marketing activities to Inform other users, customers ...etc.

JKoaout •'"•'• '•"-'•_'-''• -.— "••" ' "- -' v ' ' X; 7 ; ' ' "" "": : ••"-" >•';"- :•- ':..;;" v. \" ::; VVJ2|
Develop a roll-out plan for Implementing this project at different
departments and educational zones.
Develop training plan for additional users of the system.
20.
19.
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21.

Implemented or update required technology Infrastructure required To
implement the roll-out plan.
22.
Perform roll-out plan to cover involved departments and educational
zone.
23.
Systems handover to the ©-Government team.
Evaluate
24.
Measure project success based on defined KSF defined In the eGovernmerrr strategy for initial phase.
25.
Measure success and customer satisfaction for the complete project.
Common and on-going activities
26.

Project management and quality assurance from
government e-Government team.
Systems and infrastructure support and maintenance .

21.

The

28.
29.

Dependencies
11 • '
." • - • •

Customer and user support.
ConTlnuous improvement on systems and process.
30. Change management
- Technology InfrasTructure ImplemenTaTion In MoEY, MoHERS and The
Educaflonal Zones.
• ConTenT Management tools implementation.
• e-Government team activation wIThin MoEY and MoHERS.

Linkages to
other projects

•

"-' •.--.-

federal

•
•

UAE Federal Government Information Portal.
Financial management system for paymenTs
Human Resource Management for the Teachers registration (treated as
employees)

Additional Protect Information
Is It core to Federal Government?

EYes

DNo

Is it Transformational?

EYes

a NO

Prefect Coverage

D Common

Estimated Transactions value/month
Estimated Time for delivery

20,000

B cross- ministry

For pilot: 9 Months
For roll-out: 12 months

Estimated Cost for delivery

USD 1 ,000,000 - ] ,500,000
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Project Nome

j e-Company - Business & Other Registration

D Mandatory
Quick Win

a Long Term
Brief
Description

This project provides cssistance to the business in dealing with establishment
registration and administration services. IT covers various types of organisations
registration at federal level.

Customer Type

G2B(Prlvat6 business)

Ministries
Involved

Ministry of Health (MoH)
Ministry of interior (Mol)
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (MoAF)
Ministry of Economy and Commerce (MoEC)
Ministry of Education and YouTh (MoEY)
Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research (MoHESR)

Current
Services to be
offered

Federal Gov
Benefits

•

Registration of commercial establishments

•

Licensing for different business activities: Trade agencies, agriculTural
production farms. Agricultural companies. Veterinary clinics/laboratories,
educational institutions, Medical Establishments, Licensing of Hajj
contractors, media companies, and Insurance companies.

•

Foreign Trademark services (Can be Included if agreed)
Allows businesses requiring approvals and formal regisTratlon/llcenslng to
complete a significant part of The process online - covering educational
institutions, service companies, medical establishments, trade companies,
agriculture and fisheries companies, etc.
Could be linked to online payment of associated Tees
Can provide relevant business related Information to attract the best To
The UAE.
Enhance This service To complete all Types oT business regisrration
Provide a "One Stop Shop" linking federal and local Government
departments to provide a commercial interface Through which al]
commercial interesTs can identify and obTaln all required permits,
certificates - federal/local
Significant macro economic benefits when completed

Risks

Local government Initiatives and possible overlap and delays where local
government Interaction is required
Complexity and diversity of the service
Scope oT services required Vs no of client
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Plan (phases
and major
milestones)

Start-up
Formulate e-Government Team and engage ministries Involved.
i.
2.
3.
4.

Discuss and agree detailed scope or The project.
Agree Project approach and deliver/ milestones.
Agree scope and phases for delivery to different business activities

Perform
5.
6.
7.
s.
9.
10.
1 1.
ii
13.
14.

.•"••

15.
16.
'• ;

'•'•' :

'

17.
is.
19.
20.

Start the current status analysis phase.
Interview with all users Involved in delivery of the services Included in this
project.
Understand local government interaction and roles
Perform current status analysis workshops (at least 2 workshops) to
resolve and agree on Issues of the current processes.
Document and agree current status analysis results with project team
(deliverable linked).
Design project e-Government lUture 'To Be' processes.
Perform 'To Be' workshops (at least 3 workshops) with key users to
present and agree on the designed processes.
Perform organisational Impact analysis and recommend required roles
and responsibilities.
Document and agree 'To Be' process definition with project team
(deliverable linked)
Perform detailed functional and technical requirements based on the
'To Be" definition.
Discuss and agree requirements with project team (deliverable linked)
Implemented or update required technology infrastructure required to
support the development phase.
Start the development of the project system.
Perform various testing phases to review the system based on agreed
requirements.
After testing completed and system Is compliant, perform key users
testing (including students, teachers and some ministries employees).
Perform marketing activities to inform other users, customers ...etc.

Refloat "'-.'

'•'..-:•

•-'•'• .";'•'•

•-"

-"'';-.:•• : - , -
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-'.-- •- •

.

"'-•-'. : ." .

:.

2).

Develop a roll-out plan for Implementing this project at different
ministries

22.
13.

Develop training plan for additional users of the system.
Implemented or update required technology infrastructure required to
Implement the roll-out plan.
24.
Systems handover to the e-Govemment team.
Evaluate

_

25.

Measure project success based on defined KSF defined in the eGovernment strategy for initial phase.
26.
Measure success and customer satisfaction for the complete project.

C^mrr^iiixjnd^
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
Dependencies

Project management and quality assurance from the
government s-Governmentteam.
Systems and infrastructure support and maintenance.
Customer and user support.
Continuous Improvement on systems and process.
Change management

federal

•
•
•

Technology infrastructure Implementation in different ministries
Local government Initiatives and e-readlness
e-Govemment team activation within Federal Government.
Linkages to
• UAE Federal Government Information Portal.
other projects • Financial management system for payments
• e-Pharma for pharmaceutical establishments
A tfdttfonol Project information
Is It core to Federal Government?
Is It Transformational?
Project Coverage

E Yes
E Yes
D Common

Estimated Transactions value/month

3,000

Estimated Time for delivery

For pilot: 9 Months
For roll-out: 12 months

•

-

'•'.'.•

•'•'.'

V

• -

Estimated Cost for ctettvery

'

D No
D No
| E Cross-ministry

USD 600,000 - 700.000
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Project Name

e-Pharma - Pharmaceutical Registration and
Control

D Mandatory
E Quick Win

a Long Term
Brief
Description
Customer Type

This project provides a single entry point to pharmaceutical establishments
and Hospitals to perform specific services offered by the Ministry of Health.

G2C(for information on medicines)
G2B(Private Medical establishments)
G2G(Hospltals)

Ministries
Involved

Ministry of Health (MoH)

Current
Services to be
offered

Provision of Medicine registration (all types)
Pharmaceutical substance evaluation and declaration
Narcotic Drugs forecasting and consumption services

Federal Gov
Benefits

Provide a mechanism requesting, registering and amending medicine
online.
Provide Pharmaceutical substance evaluation and declaration services
(including natural medicine) to practitioners and public
Provide statistics, track for medicine types, consumptions...etc.
Reduced visits to government premises, waiting time, etc.
Coutd be linked to online payment or associated fees,
Development of a pharmaceutical community to share and post
information within and outside the UAE.
Provide Detter controls over Narcotic Drugs forecasting and consumption
services
Publishing of Information related to the medicine and substances
declaration....etc. (linked to the Information portal)

Pharma portal by forming alliances with medical establishments

Risks

inability to overcome Bureaucracy and formalities.
LOW interest and slow adoption from Hospitals and private establishment
High Users resistance
Delay in the roll-out of the project due to the lack of higher management
commitment or lack of project sponsors.
Delay on the completion of the systems Implementation due to lack of
required resources and budget support,
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Plan (phases
and major
milestones}

1.
2

:

-• *>

•••"-•£

StM-Uf) ^-^^^

3.

Formulate e-Government team and engage departments and hospitals
involved.
;
Discuss and agree detailed scope of the project.
Agree Project approach and delivery milestones.

^ij^V. ,;\^ :^^
4.
5.
6.
7.
• • '• ' '•• : '- "•.

-,

8.

'

9.
. :.:, v,,v.,.,^'...rJ: .. v . , .

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
' ^ • .-'

15.
16.

17.
.... •--•••'-•'' .;-;'~;>v-v'

.

18.

Start the current status analysis phase, (if not concluded as part of the
strategy project)
interview with all users involved in delivery of the services included in tnis
project.
Conduct as is process review to understand current status
Understand issues and analyse weaknesses and strength of the current
process

Design project e-Government mture 'To Be' processes.
Perform 'To Be' workshops (at least 2 workshops) with key users to
present and agree on the designed processes.
Perform organisational Impact analysis and recommend required roles
and responsibilities.
Document and agree 'To Be' process definition wfth project team
(deliverable linked)
Perform detailed functional and technical requirements based on the
'To Be' definition.
Discuss dnd agree requirements with project team (deliverable linked)
Implemented or upddte requi red technology infrastructure required to
support the development phase.
Start the development of the project system.
Perform various testing phases to review tne system based on agreed
requirements.
After testing completed and system Is compliant, perform key users
testing (Including hospitals and pharmaceutical establishments).
Perform marketing activities to inform other users, customers ...etc.

'Rollout

:- :

• :

-... :•.-;.- .:". ~ ,.~ .v.
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19.

- . '

; -

•

.'

••

-

•_.'.'

Develop a roll-out plan for Implementing this project at different
departments and hospitals.
20.
Develop training plan Tor additional users of the system.
21.
Implemented or update required technology Infrastructure required To
Implement the roll-out plan.
22.
Perform roll-out plan to cover Involved hospitals and medical
establishments.
23.
Systems handover to the e-Government team.

Evaluate

.;••" '' ''"' : -." ;:' ; .";"• •'--•;';•• •••'.-• .-'• "•::- ••-

"

_

-•

'

24.

Measure project success based on defined KSF defined In the eGovernment strategy for Initial phase.

25.

Measure success and customer satisfaction for the complete project.

Common and on-going activities
26.

Project management and quality assurance
government e-Government team.

27.

Systems and Infrastructure support and maintenance.

28.

Customer and user support.

29.

Continuous Improvement on systems and process.

30.
Dependencies

•
•
•

Linkages to
other projects

•

from

the

federal

Change management
Technology Infrastructure implementation in MoH , hospitals and
pharmaceutical establishments.
Content Management tools Implementation.
e-Government team activation within MoH.
UAE Federal Government Information Portal.

•

Financial management system for payments
AdaWona/ Project Information
is It core to Federal Government?

B Yes

Is It Transformational?

E Yes

Project Coverage

D Common

Estimated Transactions value/month

1 ,000

Estimated Time for delivery

For pilot: 5 Months

D NO
D No
| D Cross-mln Istry

B Single ministry

For roll-out: 7 Months
Estimated Cost for delivery

USD 700,000 - 1 ,000,000 (software development and
implementation)
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Project Name

D Mandatory

j e- Diplomat

a Quick Win
EJ Long Term

Brief
Description

Tnis project provides a single entry point to the diplomatic communlly within
and outside the UAE to process their services and provide information.

Customer Type

G2E

G2C (diplomats}

Ministries
Involved

Ministry of Foreign Affaire

Current
Services to be
offered

Approval for Customs Exemption for diplomats
Approval for diplomatic cars services and requests

Approval for issuance of special entry permits for diplomats and
delegations
Approval for issuance of visa and work permits.
Approval for Purchasing Liquor for Diplomats
Approval to provide security officers for the diplomatic premises and
Individuals

Provision of airport entry cards for diplomatic and consular staff
Provision of diplomatic and consular identification cards
Provision of diplomatic passports
Publication of the Diplomatic list for diplomats/embassies within or outside
the UAE
Provide a mechanism to allow the diplomatic communlly to request,
receive and process approvals required from the ministry.

Federal ©ov
Benefits

Reduced visits to government premises, waiting time, etc.
Could be linked to online payment of associated fees.
Development of a diplomatic community to snare and post information
within and outside the UAE,
integrate with other UAE diplomatic delegations outside of the UAE,
Enhance this service by linking wtth other ministries (e.g. Mol) for complete
service delivery.

Risks

Slow adoption by both ministries due to lack of:
3
3

Infrastructure Implementation
Sufficient users community
Delay in the roll-out of the project due to the lack of higher management
commitment or lack of project sponsors.
Delay on the completion of the systems implementation due to lack ot
required resources and budget support.
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Plan (phases
and major
milestones)

Start-up

i.
2.
3.

Formulate e-Governrnent Team and engage ministries Involved.
Discuss and agree detailed scope of the project.
Agree Project approach and deliver/ milestones.

Perform
4.
5.
6.
7.
s.
9.
10.
• :f"-':"'' : '•'•-'•'

1 1.
12.
13.
14.

'• '".'. "':•.•• V:;,:

15.
16.
17.
is.
19.
20.

Start the current status analysis phase . (If not concluded as part of the
strategy project)
Interview with all users Involved In delivery of the services Included In this
project.
Perform current status analysis workshops (at least 2 workshops) to
resolve and agree on Issues of the current processes.
Document and agree current status analysis results with project team
(deliverable linked).
Design project e-Government future 'To Be' processes.
Perform 'To Be' workshops (at least 3 workshops) with key users to
present and agree on the designed processes.
Perform organisational Impact analysis and recommend required roles
and responsibilities.
Document and agree 'To Be' process definition with project team
(deliverable linked)
Perform detailed functional and technical requirements based on the
'To Be' definition.
Discuss and agree requirements with project team (deliverable linked)
Implemented or update required technology Infrastructure required to
support the development phase.
Start the development of the project system.
Perform various testing phases to review the system based on agreed
requirements.
After testing completed and system is compliant, perform key users
testing
Perform marketing activities to Inform other users, customers ...etc.
Develop training plan for additional users of the system.
Systems handover to the e-Government team.

Evaluate
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•*&^" : : ': ;- :—: 21.
22.

' :• '

:-"•" -."- • •• -

;'••.-

Measure success and customer satisfaction for the complete project.

23. Project management and quality assurance from me federal
government e-Government team,
24 Systems and infrastructure support and maintenance.
25. Customer and user support.
26. Continuous Improvement on systems and process.
27. Change management

_ •

Dependencies

Measure project success Pased on defined KSF denned in the eGovernment strategy for Initial phase.

•
•
•

Technology infrastructure implementation at MoFA.
Content Management tools implementation.
e-Government team activation within MOFA.

Linkages to
other projects

• UAE Federal Government Information Portal.
» Financial management system for payments
Additional Project Irtformation
;
Is It core to Federal Government?
B Yes
D No
E Yes
a No
Is It Transformational?
Project Coverage

a Common

Estimated Transactions value/month
Estimated Time for delivery

100,000

12 Months

Estimated Cost for delivery

USD 400,000 -800,000
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Project Name

e-Cases

D Mandatory
Quick Win
D Long Term

Brief
Description

Customer Type

Ministries
Involved
Current
Services to be
offered

Federal Gov
Benefits

This project provides a single entry point for dealing with the Federal Courts.
The service will orrer inTormatlon relating to the services and will also allow the
customer to apply online ror, check the status or the requests online as welt as
downloads the final outcomes from the Federal Government Portal. From an
internal user perspective, the service will allow the automation of internal
processes using the workflow technologies and updating the status of cases
to allow the customer to track the progress,

G2C(Nationai and expatriates).
G2G (local and Federal government agencies)
G2B (businesses dealing with courts Including layers offices and business
filing cases)
Ministry of Justice and Islamic Affairs - Justice Sector.
Legal Federal Government representation
Follow Up of legal cases

Managing Legal Cases (e-cases)
Follow up on implementation of case ruling
Follow up on the execution of court orders
Managing case related payments/deposits to the federal courts
High exposure to a wide set of users and related publicity.
Provide central data access for the federal government for improved
data analysis and decision making.
Reduce number of visits by the customer to complete a transaction.
Savings will be achieved for botti the customer as well as the Federal
Government.
Could be linked to online payment for associated fees.
Reduce time to deliver services as the service will automate the internal
processes that are related to providing a specific service on the internet.
Improve Internal process efficiency.
Increase the customer satisfaction wlti services offered by the UAE
Federal Government,

Risks

Slow adoption by citizens due to lack of:
o Web and internet application knowledge,
o Infrastructure Implementation
o Users resistance/culture.
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•

Plan (phases
and major
milestones}

Delay on the completion of the systems implementation due to tack ot
required resources and budget support.
Start-up
-.---•-- -.- ............. ----.-•- •-• -.•...-,
.
i.

Formulate e-Governrnent team and engage ministries Invoh/ed.

2.

Discuss and agree detailed scope of the project.

3.

Agree Project approach and delivery milestones.

1 !•• ; •

' - . •--.

•

-

-. '

- -

Perform ..-:. :' .;

•

•

•-'- -

•

- .

.-

'- -

"

•

-

-

"--..•-••..

.•--..

•--.'.•*. •i*r-'xr-''3f»--r*-\>w.r.*e1''tyn-'?& -'• •

•'

•- •

.

•'„- "V

'•.; .:--' .: . ' '. : ; ., .:; , 'V "". ';.' ^' j:: ..• • . . ^^^:j^^ v ,^

4.

Start the current status analysis phase. (If not concluded as part of the
strategy project)

5.

Interview with all users involved in delivery of the services Included In this
project.

6.

Perform current status analysis workshops (at least 2 workshops) to
resolve and agree on Issues of the current processes.

7.

Document and agree current status analysis results with project team
(deliverable linked).

s.

'• •

.^

Design project e-Gcvernment future 'To Be' processes.

9.

Perform 'To Be' workshops (at least 3 workshops) with key users to
present and agree on the designed processes.

10.

Perform organisational impact analysis and recommend required roles
and responsibilities.

1 1.

Document and agree 'To Be' process definition with project team
(deliverable linked)

11

Perform detailed functional and technical requirements based on the
'To Be' definition,

13.

Discuss and agree requirements with project team (deliverable linked)

14

implemented or update required technology infrastructure required to
support the development phase.

is.

Start the development of the project system.

16.

Perform various testing phases to review the system based on agreed
requirements,
17.
After testing completed and system Is compliant, perform key users
testing (Including students, teachers and some ministries employees).
ia

Perform marketing activities to inform other users, customers ...etc.

JMdiff

; .,,;V ; .-,-,

, ; - ;,..,,. .,,. .;.- .- , -.,.-•...,
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19.

Develop a roll-out plan for Implementing this project.

20.

Develop training plan for additional users of the system.

2 1.

Implemented or update required technology infrastructure required to
implement the roll-out plan.

22.

Perform roll-out plan to cover involved departments.

23.

Systems handover to the e-Government team.

Evaluate
Measure project success based on defined KSF defined in the e24.
Government strategy Tor Initial phase.
Measure success and customer satisfaction Tor The compleTe project.
25.

- -- . .

Common and on-going activities
26.

Project management and quality assurance from the federal
government e-Government team.

27.

Systems and infrastructure support and maintenance.

28.

Customer and user support.

29.

Continuous improvement on systems and process.

30.

Change management

•' • . ;'-. -•-' ". •"• •••••

'

-

•

""

. - - •

•'"•'-

Dependencies

Linkages to
other projects

•

Technology Infrastructure Implementation.

•

Content Management tools implementation.

•

e-Government team activation.

-

UAE Federal Government Information Portal.

•

Financial management system for payments

•

Human Resource Management Tor the teachers registration (treated as
employees)

Additional Project Information
Is It core to Federal Government?

E Yes

Is It Transformational?

S Yes

Pro|ect Coverage

a Common

a NO
a NO
| D Cross-ministry

Estimated Transactions value /month
Estimated Time for delivery

For pilot: 6 Months

Estimated Cost for delivery

USD 300,000 - 1 .OOOJDCO
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Mandate ry Project Templates
Project Nome

-.."-•Tl- -^T-v-rrvr—— —— j:--^-----.-'.;.^ .---.V;^-,

-...-.

-' ' -- .

' ••- " '

Prere<5ul5ife'D;ecisiohs- Startup

-

-

-:. ^'«'K<^£^«'

---?^s 0 Mandatory
a Quick Win
a Long Term

Brief
Description

This an Internal project to mate the Initial decisions that are required to start
up the next phase of the e-<Sovemment project I.e. Wave 0 and Waves 1 of
the transition plan.

Customer Type

•

Not applicable

Ministries
involved

•

E-Gcvernment Steering Committee In consultation.

Current
Services to be
offered

•

Mot applicable

Federal Gov
benefits

•

Risks

-

Establishing a property structured, suitably directed E-Government
programme
Delays In dec Islon making by e-Sovern me nt Steering Committee .

Plan (phases
and major
milestones)

Start-up

- , -,.-'-.

-• '.v.:-J . .-V

-

Advlsor(s) selection - Known / Shortlist / Invited to tender
2. Whs ther to pursue outscu rcl rg options
3. Whether to pursue a centralised or decentralised e-Govemment structure
4. Arrangements for Programme Management- Internal resources /
Individual experts/ Consulting contractor
5. Arrangements for Change Management- Internal resources / Individual
experts / Consulting contractor
•;•>—'.;..; :"-.• ; . ..,'.,,"
Perform
i.

6.

Not applicable

7.

Not applicable

Evaluate
8.

Not applicable

•

None
Commitment from teactership.

•

Resources identified.

•

None.

9.

-;, . •; ,:.\ :- -•:-.-• :; :;:

. '.-••-. ... •

:;:•;'"•: :?"• '^ :^-:^-^^^' " -^ ; ••^^•-•^••- '• ^: ^ '::'. ' -

Common and on-going actf/ifies

Linkages to
other projects

'.":•--.'

Decisions to be made:

iwteufvy' ...;•' •. ; '- : - . ••:•-.-•:•.-;.

Dependencies

•
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Addi'Sond Project Information
is it ecus to Federal Government?

B Yes

n No

Is i! ftansfomKdicnar?

DYes

E No

Project Coverage

B Common

Estimated Transactions vdue/rnonth
Estimated Tfrne for delivery

Not applicable

*

Estimated Cost for delivery

Nil- Internal resources

| D Cross-rnlnlstiy

j n Single ministry

1 to 3 months dependent on selection policy
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Project Nome

Proglralfnme")^^
FT?!
•'

.--•-.

::;

:
;

;

•••. ..' >._ .

: : s Mandatory

>

v DQulckWIn

-

.;-'-•:

- --

DLcngTerm

Brief
Description

tnis a proiect To create and deploy a Programme Management Team, as per
Wave 0 of the transition plan,

Customer Type

•

Not applicable

Ministries
involved

•

E-Government Steering Committee In consultation.

Current
Services to be
offered

•

Not applicable

Federal <3ov
Benefits

•

Rides

•

Establishing a property structured, suitably managed E-Govemrnent
programme
Delays by e-Gcvernment Steering Committee in making decisions.

•

Requires good rel atlonsh ip with e a ch ministry sponsor! ng a project.

Plan (phases
and major
milestones)

Stcrt-up

:

-

-

-.

- - : . . -^assgas:;; :•••-, vx---.;

,: -; ' - ••^•'^

Decisions to be made;
»

AdVlsor(s) selection - Internal resources / IndMdual experts / Consulting
contractor
• Combinewith Change ManagementTeam
i. Utilise proven project/programme management methodology to perform
functions/responsibilities
'

•--,,•--•

--

.-

Perform

,•--•_•.

.r

•

-

-

- - -

••

•

_

,

-;

•;.••-?£ -.'.:•• -f -'••'•-

•••-.•:-. .. ; .,;.-. :..--.- v - ; .
; •-';-•

• •-

-

•'

.:-•-..—

-.--.-.

.-.•"•

:•.,,;;.:-.•;;.:..;•:-:-.-:;- ;;;;j
- - -:-

•.-.'-.

•,-

2.

Ap point and supe rvl se Joint teams of ministry re presentatives and
implemented for projects.

3.

Manage achievement of outcomes through monitoring and control of
Project Managers.

4.

Determine and enforce a performance management framework

5.

Manage expectations

6.

Identify risks and determine risk management actions

7.
s.

Leverage previous experience
Manage stakeholders - relationships with both internal and external
customers

9.

Manage suppliers/contractors

10. Manage portfolio of projects
11. Decision making
12. Prlorltlsatlon
13. Interpret strategy Including periodic review of strategic direction with
stakeholders
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14.
15.
16.
17.

Allocate resources
Identify subject matter expertise requirements and provide resources
Make rnidcourse corrections providing flexibility as required
Undertake quality control of all projects providing periodic quality reports
on Individual projects and resultant impacts
is. Provide liaison with other UAE Federal Government Initiatives as required

ffoHOUt J*°"°Ur .

' :

'•'"'"' •-"'" '••'-'. ' • ..'• ••"•'••.•••••:-. ': '. •••'.••• ••-- '..--".' '!;'.: —;"•/.'-•:-".'.>:'-. .:s: -v:x ••.v'i.fSjfJ
:. •..,: -.,;.'•;':•::':-. .•/•;-,.,.. -,:..;;,:,-- •-• . •..-•:.;::.<; -,-•.:•. ,:--^- :A:«ffi?;;WS:sK8fe»

19. As In 'perform'

Evduaie
.

..•..;;:. -;'.;/' •.••.'• : r, ;•-.;. :.• /:;v;\ ; :: .v-; '. ,-:-..-: ^^

20. An independent periodic review of the overall programme should be
made and reported to the highest levels.
Cortmon and on-going actrvittes - ; :: . ,: :., . v. - • •;. :.....; v_; :^:-;:y^.,^^.^^iM
21. All

Dependencies
Linkages to
other projects

•
•
•

Commitment from leadership.
Resources Identified.
This project is closely related to the Change Management project and
could be combined with It.

Addition^ Project Information

Is it core to Federal Government?

C Yes

Is if Transformational?
Project Coverage

nYes
E Common

Estimated Transactions value/monJh
Estimated Time for delivery
Estimated Cost for delivery

B No
E No
| D Cross-ministry

j n Single ministry
Not applicable
« Continuous for the life of the programme
USD 5-8.75 million for 2004 - 2006 Waves 0 and 1
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Project None

s Mandatory

Chcnge J^lahdspmenr

a Quick Win
. ., - :. : --'-; . ; •;, -.--•

-'S; >.-•.-•:.....

a Long Term

Brief
Description

This a project to create and deploy a Change Management Team, as per
Wave 0 of the transition plan.

Customer Type

•

Not applicable

Ministries
involved

•

E-Gcvernment Steering Committee In consultation,

Current
Services to be
offered

•

Not applicable

Federal Gov
Benefits

•

Risks

•

Establishing a team to undertake the change management requirements
in the e-Government programme
Delays by e-Government Steering Committee In making decisions.
Requires good relationship with the Programme Management Team and
each ministry sponsoring a project.

•
Plan (phases
and major
milestones)

•Slat-Up

: — -"•;;

;,-.-• --•;•. v:>;^\

;;-;-.'-:;: .v^y.-v -

'." "

;

Decisions to be made:
Advisorcs) selection - Internal resources / IndMdual experts / Consulting
contractor
• Combine with Programme Management Team
i. Utilise proven change management methodology to perform
functions/responsibilities
: ;...'/ •"-'-. M,. . \ ...;;.:..;•:•..-,.'. :;-;'....:/
Perform
•

3.

Define and deploy within the e-Government Programme a clear plan to
support the communication of the objectives and impact of the
programme and the traing that is required for Its successful
Implementation.
Ensure transfer of knowledge in every area of the programme.

4.

Leverage previous exps hence

5.

Have oversight of all the training aspects of the programme whether or
not they are provided as an Integral part of any project.
Promote training as a motivational tool
Manage the cornmunlcatlon of all aspects of the programme to both
Internal and external customers and stakeholders
Give regular updates on progress and Impacts to primary useis and
stakeholders
Prepare UAE Federal Government staff in advance for organisational and
operational changes that result from the programme

2.

6.
7.
s.
9.

10. Promote and reinforce changes in internal culture - Must Succeed No
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Fteturn
l i . Have responsibility for all external marketing of the programme
12. Raise public awareness and appreciation of the ©-Government
programme
-.-•"-.

''''•';.- V*>'":--

•
" :
-' "' •'-"- •

--- '
•'.:'.-'.'"•' • "-'-.'

13. Dispel rumours and myths before or as they arise
14. Receive and act on all skills gap analyses and training needs analyses
provided by projects,
15. In Wave 1 In particular drive through training and communication the
Implementation of Ihe following;
« IT policies and standards

- --'-..
''
.
*:..-.. -.;;--' • -•£#/:•- ••-•
v?-:r-"' -_.-.--• " '-.-'. =
'££-"-.

it • ; .- ' V:;- ^

» IT organisation
- IMF GDDS policies and procedures
16. Feedback progress on training, communication and other change
management aspects to the Programme Management Team

,

g.j . „.. .
'-'.'/••'- -

•-.

•i*; . • . , .

...

.___..';

.

.....

- :.

^ -

- - -

_

KQtlQUf • .-.-•-.

--•

-.

:

• v

-

.

"

.

•

;

17. As In 'perform'
.

'- j

tVCIliaf$ :

.-•--•-•

-.';:.: --.;v

; ''-'-•'•'..• --

•-..-•-...': ;/.-.-.

------

/. -.- -::

. - .

-

.

-

V -V. •.'".'..:" •;••--•''/• •-"-'.•

."

' "'.' -•"""-

.

:.

:

-^X^

is. A periodic review should be undertaten by the Programme Management
Team.
'- Corrirjiori'<^oftfgb^:cft^fies:?"'S?fff
19. All

Dependencies
. '.' . ";.,••

Linkages to
other project

•
•
•

Commitment from leadership.
Resources identified.
This project is closely related to the Programme Management project and
could be combined with it.

AdcSSond Project Information
Is il core to Federal Government?

DYes

E No

Is it Transformational?

E Yes

n No

Project Coverage

E Common

Estimated Transactions vdue/monlh

Not applicable

Estimated Time for delivery

•

Estimated Cost for delivery

| n Cross-ministry

| n Single ministry

Continuous for the Ofe of the programme
USD 2.5 - 4 million for 2004 - 2006 Waves 0 and 1
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Project Nome

iJecViriccJl^djtfruciure• ErivlJorirTi^Advis^^^ s Mandatory
a Quick Win

•;.:".-..-..:- ../.'.

.. ._..:. . /.,..... .", . -'M a Long Term
This project develops an approach and request for proposal (RFPj for the
implementation of the technical infrastructure environment taking into
account the priority projects selected, line project Includes the development
of selection criteria, and assistance with the evaluation and selection of
contractors.

Brief
Description

Customer Type

•

Not applicable

Ministries
Involved

•

E-Gcvernment Steering Committee

Current
Services to be
offered

•

Not applicable

Federal Gov
Benefits

•

Approach for the technical Infrastructure environment including the
ictentiflcaflon of the elements to be Included In this infrastructure
environment.
There will be common Infrastructure elements such as:
i. Portal server hardware and application software;
l Application server hardware and application software;
3. Web server hardware and application software;
4. Database server hardware and application software;
5. Networking; and
6 Firewall related hardware and software.
There will be specific Infrastructure elements such as:
7.

Content management related hardware and software;

8.

E- Pa/ment (elated hardware and software; and

9.

•

Data mining related hardware and software.
Sizing for the technical Infrastnjcture based on the number of expected
transactions and number of Internal/external users expected to use the eGovernment portal.

•

Development of any other specific requirements related to the technical
Infrastructure environment.

•

Development of the RFPCs) .

•

Development of the evaluation criteria for evaluating the responses of the
RFP.

•

Short list! ng of the vendors to whom 1he RFPCs) will be distri buted .

•

Dlstributl on of the RFP(s) .
Providing information to the vendors about the RFP(s) during the response
period.

•
•

Evaluation of the vendor responses received against the RFP and
presenting the evaluation results to tie e-Government Steering
Committee.

•

Assisting the e-Government Steering Committee
Implementation vendor.
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Risks

Plan (phases
and majoi
milestones)

•

Delays in decision making by e-Govemmsnt Steering Committee in
selecting the vendor.

•

Internal resistance towards changes - centralEed/decenrraltzed IT dept.

l.

Not appBcabl©

•2.

Not applicable

itat^m : . v^':;': "•.

:- '• "; ' >".•-" : •• ; ':.';'- ° "'"'.v '.•"'; :,':-:'-. '. •"••^ ^

! *6fa.:t^^ -: ^
$
^Srttotf :::,,-. ;; ..;.:,, --.-^^-.;v- : :..:^ .: ; ; /...,. ; '... "'j^-^ : ^ ._

. ', ;.-^V-|

3. Not appBcabl©
^ptemte:- ;: - •-••'••-^ : ----- ^v.;;-;::^^.-.:^:;- •/;:::: -.•:,:;:.;;•;:::.; — ^r?;- •;.• 7;;: ?.|
4.

Not applicable

Common and on-going activifiss k, ; .;' . -: . ;-: '/ -: .^ : •. ^ : .••" :- '. ; ; - ;• :: / •:.':. ; , ";: ' . '^. 3|
5. Project management and quality assurance from the federal government
e-Govemment team.
6. Change management
Dependencies « Priority projects selected by the e-Government Steering Committee,
• Decision by the steering committee to go with the centralised or de
centralised model of Implementation.
• IT O rganisation Advisory and IT Policies & Procedures Advisory Proje cts
Linkages to
other projects • Programme Management and Change Management Projects.
AtHfficnal Project Information
P No
E Yes
Is it core to Federal Government?
P No
S3 Yes
Is 9 Transformational?
| P Cross-ministry | n Single ministry
E Common
Project Coverage
applicable
Not
Estimated Transactions va!u©/monlh
• 2 to 3 months to develop and distribute the RFP(s)
Estimated Time for delivery
-;••--. •;•.-.
, • :-. .....;••
» 1 to 2 months to evaluate and present the RFP(s)
- '.' :•'
• .*• •• •' • •'• .'
.- : •
• •.•-.'•
responses
' - '
•
. - •" .
.•
. ' ' • - -.
* The time for making the decision on the
' ':- C ' "•'•' ' ••"': < ''•'.'
'"'••';.:>": ' '':. . ••'..'
• i. f 7: ;
Implementation vendor will depend on the eGcvemrnent Steering Committee.
US5 250,000 to 400,000
EsJImated Cost for delivery
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Project Nome
llrhptemsntation ,

bi - :

0 Mandatory
-s| nQulckWin

,

ll-lbl

'...-:£ nlcngTerrn

this project implements the technical Infrastructure environment for
Implementing 1he UAE Federal Government Portal and priority projects
selected by thee-Government Steering Committee.

Brief
Description
Customer Type

•

Not applicable

Ministries
involved

•

E-Gcvernment Steering Committee

Current
Services to be
offered

•

Mot applicable

Federal Gov
Benefits

•

Installation and set-up of the Technical Inf restructure Environment
Including:
• Hardware infrastructure;
•

•
Bides

Plan (phases

and major
milestones)

Network I nfrastrucrure;

•

Communication Infrastructure;

•

Application software;

•

Middle-ware components; and

• Specific opportunities related components;
Training of the UAE Federal Government staff on the selected technical
environment.

•

Delays In decision making by UAE Federal Government to setect the
vendor.

•

Internal resistance towards changes - centralized/decentralized IT dept.

stat-up
i.

:- : \ :- :

, : - ;• '. :.. • - -;-. .' ;;:,'.;.-

4.

--.•;.-.•-.:•-.',-:',-.

'; : •

: ';. . -. •••_"•:

; -.

• •; : •-•- ". ; _"•.'-•

•"•.'•••.- .-•":.'...

:'

Not applicable

Common and on-going activ rites

Dependencies

--.'-'-.• . -••••''•^

"*^irtbrjivv\:v;;v;-;;^;^

3.
Not applicable
Evduate
' .

-.'•;,-- ;;'-V

Not applicable

2.
Not applicable
Sellout

•

'

> ;"

v

5.

Project management and quality assurance from the federal government
e-Govemment team.

6.

Change management

•

Priority projects selected by the e-Government Steering Committee.
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Linkages to
other projects

•

Decision by the steering committee to go with the centralised or decentralised model of Implementation.

•

Technical Infrastructure environment advisor/ project and FT Organization
advisory project.

•

Programme Management and Change Management Projects.

Addfffond Project /nformaSon
Is i) core to Federai ©overnmenr?

EYes

Is it TransformaiionQl?

EYes

Project Coverage

E Common

Estimated Transactions value/month

Not applicable

Estimated T'roe for delivery

12 months

Estimated Cost for delivery

USD 5 -10 million
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Project Nome

R* "i ••• : *:?:; ..:- :<

^ s Mandatory
a Quick Win

^pSfciesqhd IMoc9^ures;A^«y

a Long Term

Brief
Description

this project develops an approach and request for proposal for the design of
the IT pdlcles and procedures required for the Implementation and
continuing operation of e-Government.

Customer Type

•

Not applicable

Ministries
involved

•

E-Gcvernment Steering Committee

Current
Services to be
offered

•

Not applicable

Federal Gov
Benefits

•

Approach for the IT Pdlcles and Procedure Including detailed security and
e-commerce policies.
Development of any other specific requirements related to the HT Policies
and Procedure.

•
•

Development of the RFP.

•

Development of the evaluation criteria for evaluating the responses of the
RFP.

•

Short listing of the vendors to whom the RFP 'will be distributed.

•

Distribution of the RFP.
Providing Information to the vendors about the RFP during the response
period.
Evaluation of the vendor responses received against the RFP and
presenting the evaluation results to fie e-Governrnent Steering
Committee.
Assisting the e-Government Steering Committee In selecting the vender.

•
•
Rides

•

Delays in decision making by e-Government Steering Committee to select
the vendor.

•

Internal resistance towards changes - centralized/decentralized IT dept.

Plan (phases
end major
milestones)

starf-qp

•;:.-" ".•-'.,•.--.; -^; ,. v-:. >'/ ;.-:" :- '.-Tv:. .."-'•- : •

i. Not applicable
Perform ".'"::.;v,V- 'V:;V;^:: ' ; ^ ^:^ :^^
2.

Not applicable

3.

Not applicable

flotfouf '-"•' :

. -.-

•• ^.v.. : :-v .-.. :

4.

;•//---. -•>:;./.:.•- • ' '..;.;;;> -;/;- ..:-: . ./ •.

Evditate

: - •_'/ '•: . ' ;:: ;:- :

•-..,

..•• v . . . .-.

Not applicable

Common arid: oh-gc^dc^fles'--"-;^
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Project management and qualtty assurance from the federal government
e-Govemment team.
6. Change management
5.

Dependencies

•
•

Linkages to
other prcfecte

•

Priority projects selected by the e-Government Steering Committee.
Decision by the steering committee to go with the centralised or de
centralised model of implementation.
Technical Infrastructure environment advisory project and IT Organization
advisor/ project.
Programme Management and Change Management Projects.

•
Addition^ Project Information

. •- '.

-,'•

Is H core to Federal ©overnmenJ?
Is tt Transformational?

EYes
SYes

Project Coverage
EsSmafed Transactions vcflue/month

E Common
Not applicable

Estimated lens for delivery

1 .5 month to develop the approach and RFP.
1 month to evaluate the responses

Estimated Cost for delivery

USS 250JDQQ to US$ 350,000

• ,;••/.: •'.'•:.

D No
D No

| a Cross-ministry
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Project Nome

<•«-•*-., ^-. -•--...-.. --V---V----.-—,,-„'. j _=.,.-_•_ .--

||^ / v -; : -: : V:
Brief
Description

.--.-.:-• ,- :. - i'-^^ijS'i^S&fi.A'y-S^TSS^^^iii;?-'^

||TPo«cfesr and ; Pro«dur«0«a^P*^s»S 0 Mandatory
-li^fc-

-v n Quick Win

WK
-:,:, - -. . ,. , -.
- a Long Term
This project designs the IT policies and procedures required for the
Implementation and continuing operation of e-Government.

Customer Type

•

Not applicable

Ministries
involved

•

E-Govern me nt Steeri ng Committee

Current
Services to be
offered

•

Not applicable

Federal Gov
Benefits

•

Define Policies and Procedures related to the approach agreed In the
i.

Internet Usage Policy;

2.

Internet Browsing Policy;

3.

E-rnail Policy;

4

Information Publishing Policies;

5.

Remote Access Policy;

6.

Password Management Policy;

7. Software Import Control Policy;
s. Administrative Policy; Responsibilities, Proper Use, and Privacy;
9. Applications Management and Software Licensing Policy; and
10. Desktop Management Policy.
•

Training of the UAE federal Government Staff on the IT Policies and
Procedures.

Risks

•

Not applicable

Plan (phases
aid major
milestones)

stat-up

;• ••....; •:,•,,.; ,y; f^^^j^;-^::^^^''^ ^^,-

i. Not applicable
Perform
..•-.-.".....
2.

...

...

.

' •: -

.'--':•-,

'-

•...•••

Not applicable

fittfoUf

••'-/•:'•• '-'"•'-'•'.

-.. - '"-. -:''- -

3. Not applicable
evttuato
.."...•. . :::/^^:::;:^/ ^
4.

.

'•'

'

••',

•', • , •

Not applicable

Common and on-gdng activities
5.

Project management and quality assurance from the federal government
©-Government team.
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6.
Dependencies
Linkages to
other projects

Change management
Completion of IT Policies and Procedures Advisory Project.
Certainly linked to Programme Management and
Provides particular Input to the Change Management Project for the
Irnptementation of the policies and procedures adopted.

Addition^ Ptojecl McrmaHon
Is it core to Federoi Government?

EYes

D No

is sr Uransformaticnal?

EYes

D No

Project Coverage

13 Common

Estimated Transactions value/month

Not applicable

Estimated Tine for delivery

3 months

Estimated Corf for delivery

USS 200,000 to US$ 300,000

| a Cross-ministry
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Project Nome

sit-Orcjortscrtfon Adyfeory j ::r

•- --^^^^.-^i'^ff.--^'^^^ s MonoGTory

j^gH;;: ;• : : : ^ ; ';• \ {'
Brief
Description

_

| a Quick Win

i?
1,„'•,.'.
:
- •-.'•';.? DLcngTerm
This project develops an approach and request for proposal for the design of
the IT organisation and the associated training required for the IT staff
supporting the implementation and continuing operation of e-Government.

Customer Type

•

Not applicable

Ministries
Involved

•

E-Gcvernment Steering Committee

Current
Services to be
offered

•

Mot applicable

Federal Gov
Benefits

•

Approach for the (T organization including requirements for rotes and
responsibilities and job description.

•

Development of the training needs for the IT organization.

•

Development of any other specific requirements related to the IT
organization.
Development of the RFP.

•
•

Development of the evaluation criteria for evaluating the responses of the
RFP.

•

Short listing of the vendors to whom the RFP will be distributed.

•

Distribution of the RFP.

•

Providing Information to the vendors about the RFP during the response
period.

•

Evaluation of the vendor responses received against the RFP and
presenting the evaluation results to Ihe e-Government Steering
Committee.

•
Risks

•

Assisting the e-Govemrnent Steering Committee In selecting the vender.
Delays In decision making by e-Government Steering Committee to select
the vendor.

•

Internal resistance towards changes - centralized/decentralized IT dept.

Plan (phases

Stcrt-up

and major
milestones)

i.

•••:::1 :--;: ;C. :;.•.;-;/;;;>••.•.;, ^;-j. :' V/v -..'.

. '

Not applicable

Perform .;;,:, . ;V,, >.U ; -:\ : >• vy,,:.:-- '•.'.•:' "-:•
2.

Not applicable

3.

Not applicable

Boiio** " : •.:;:.'.',-•.'.;•• .•• " ••

"•

•

: .•'-..'•

Evduate " v.. ..' " : ; V- v";-/":; ;: .: V;;: ;/ •'.'";';.."" "r.-: "
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4.

Not applicable

Common and on-going aeliyilies

Dependencies

Linkages to
other projecls

5.

Project management and quality assurance from the federal government
e-Government team.

6.

Change management.
Priority projecls selected by the e-Government Steering Committee.
Decision by the steering committee to go with the centralised or de
centralised model of Implementation.
IT Policies & Procedures Advisory Project and Technical Infrastructure
Advisory Project.
Programme Management and Change Management Projects.

Addition^ Project Information
Is it core to Federal Government?
Is it Transformational?

EYes

n No

EYes

D No

Project Coverage
Estimated Transactions vaSue/monih
Estimated Tens lor delivery

B Common

| D Cross-ministry

Not applicable
1.5 month to develop the approach and RFP.
1 month to evaluate the responses

Estimated Cos} for delivery

| p Single ministry

US$ IQOflDOto US$ 150,000
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0 Mandatory

Project Home
ll ^hj *
•V"-V:

= a Quick Win
•--:--"•- nLcnglerrn

" -

Brief
Description

This project designs the IT organisation and the associated training required for
the IT staff supporting the implementation and continuing operation of eGovernment,

Customer Type

•

Not applicable

Ministries
involved

•

E-Government Steering Committee

Current
Services to be
offered

•

Not applicable

Federal Gov
Benefits

•

Detailed design ton
i. New organization design;
2. Job description; and
3.

•
Risks

•
•

Plan (phases
and major
milestones}

Rdes and responsibilities.

Training of the UAE Federal Government staff on the IT organization
design.
Delays In decision making by UAE Federal Government to select the
vendor.
Internal resistance towards changes - centralization/ decentralization IT
dept.

•CTarfvip,;.;:.^ :.:;-.. ;.,,Y YU^.L'Y jk;.-*;:^;^^^,^^:--^^^;::,^^
i. Not applicable
.:,,.'. . ; -.
Perform
2.

Not applicable

3.

Not applicable

;

: :...,-../,.

; . .,.•- :,._ : :,:

. -'Y. "•'.',-.'•

;jfcJis^^v;---"- v ^v-"VV ::V v
JfKcfcKite^T -;Y y^'-:^^^,^^^^^^^:^^^^^.^^ YYi.;,: . '
4.

Not applicable

Common and on-going activities
5.

Project management and quality assurance from the federal government
e-Govemment team.

6.
Dependencies

«

Change management
Completion of IT Organisation Advisory Project.

Linkages to
other projects

•

Progra mme Manage ment and Change M a nagement Projects.
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Additional Project Information
Is it core to Federal Government?

EYes

n No

Is il Transformoljonal?

EYes

n

Project Coverage

Estimated Transactions value/month

E Common
Not applicable

Estimated Time for delivery

3 months

Estimated Cost for delivery

US5 100JQQQ to US$ 150,000

No

| n Cross-mir istry

n Single ministry

3 Mandatory
a Quick Win
D Long Term
Brief
Description

This project facilitates the Implementation of the IT training required for the IT
staff supporting the implementation and continuing operation of eGovernment

Customer Type

Not appB cable

Ministries
involved

E-Govemment Steering Committee

Current
Services to be
offered

Not applicable

federal Gov
Benefits

Implementation of the training program based on the needs identified,
These needs cover general training of the IT staff, since the specific
product related training v/fll be covered In other projects.
Growth of In-house skill base

Risks
P!an (phases
and major
milestones)

Not getting the right balance between cost and benefit.
Start-up
i.

Not applicable

Pentenn
2.

Not applicable

3.

Not applicable

Evaluate
4.

Not applicable

Common and on-going activities
5.

Project management and quality assurance from the federal government
e-Government team.

6.

Change management___________________________

Dependencies

Completion of IT Policies and Procedures Advisory Project.

Linkages to
titver projects

Certainly Dnked to Programme Management, and
Provides particular Input to the Change Management Project for the
Implementation of the policies and procedures adopted.
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AddSkynd Project Information

DNo
a No

Is It core to Federd Government?

ETYes

Is It Transformational?

BYss

Project Coverage

E Common
Not applicable

Istimated Transacttonsvalue/month
Estimated lime fot delvery

12 months

Estlmctfed Cost for delvery

USD 1 - 2 million
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.,

Project Nans

. ,

a™
..,.,,. .-..-,.-

|fc-5lS

•--...,..- =V^i QLcngTemn

Brief
Description

This project provides yearty operational support for the technical Infrastructure
environment after It is Implemented in the UAE Federal Government. This
project could either be carried out by the IT Organfeatlon of the UAE Federal
Government or could be outsourced.

Customer Type

•

Not applicable

Ministries
involved

•

E-Government Steering Committee

Current
Services to be
offered

•

Not applicable

Federal <3ov
Eenems

•

Providing operational support for the ongoing operations of the technical
Infrastructure environment. The support wll Include:
i. Haraware Infrastructure support;
2.

Network Infrastructure support;

3.

Communicalion Infrastructure support;

4. Application Software support;
5. Middleware Components support; and
6.
•
•

Risks
Plan (phases
end major
milestones)

Specific opportunities related ccmponente support.
Ensuring that the Infrastructure environment is available 24*7/365 days and
Is providing maximum uptime for the e-Government operations of the UAE
Federal Government.
Providing on-going training and knowledge transfer to the IT organization
of the UAE Federal Government.

•

Not getting the right balance between cost and benefit.

l.

Not appBcable

stat-ip : y - >- •',-.- ;"••;/':.: - :'-v", • -; :;•'•'.'• ;: : ~^- "• ^-i ••^•j-^^
^l!«^^:^^^^:^^^^
2

Not appDcable

ftrfto**
'

• - ; -. -'

:

' .'-.-

•,..:.:

.:>:.-;. ,

.•- • : .--..,. -;-• L ".

: ':•

3. Not applcable
..:^y- ::.••::-•:; ;; :V ^;^
^^
4.

Not appDcable

Common and on-going actiyiSes
5. Project rnanaaement and quality assurance from the federal government
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e-Government team.
6.

Change management

Dependencies

•

Implementation of the Technical Infrastructure Environment.

Linkages to
other projects

•

Programme Management and Change Management Projects.

Addition^ Project Information
Is It core to Federal Government?

12 Yes

D No

Is It Transformcdional?

EYes

D No

Project Coverage

E Common

Estimated Transactions value/month

Not applicable

Estimated Time for delivery

*

Estimated Cost for delivery

Assuming not outsourced USD 700,000 - 1 ,200jOOO

a Cross-ministry

n Single ministry

Per annum

If oufscurced could be as hlgn as USD 3 million
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Projects, Activities, and Program Processes of Wave 0,1,2, & 3-n:

Activities

Programme
Processes

e-Govsrnment Start-Up
*

Refine e-Government Strategy & Vldon: Involves the continuous review and update
of the e-Government strategy arxl vision adopted by the UAE Federal Government to
take Into account arry new factors and additional Priority Projects Identified through
the Implementation phase

•

Use of a proven Programme Management Methodology: The UAE Federal
Government should adopt and deploy a structured and effective project
management methodology earty In the programme. The methodology v/lll facilitate
prompt delivery, effective utilisation of project resources and proper pro-acttVe risk
management. Involves the set-up of the UAE Federal Government's e-Government
Programme Management office and structure

•

As part of the Programme Management sst-up a Performance Management
Framework. This Invokes the set-up, communication and deployment of a corporate
performance management framework to control service quality. This framework v/lll
be used to measure the performance of the Priority Projects to be Implemented In
terms of value delivered to the UAE Federal Government

•

Set-up Change Management Programme: Invokes the set-up, communication and
deployment of a clear and effective change management team to prepare the UAE
Federal Government's staff for the organisational and operational changes caused
by e-Government.

«

As part of the Change Management Programme communicate and Implement a
'Must Succeed, No Return' Culture: Senior management (e.g. Minister and eGovernment Steering Committee) should foster an ambitious and determinant culture
for Implementing the e-Government strategy across all ministries. Adequate human
and financial resources should be allocated. Also, an Incentive scheme should be
established to reward success and commitment.

•

A full description of the Start-up, Programme Management and Change
Management project Is Included with the Mandatory Project Templates In Appendix
3.

RFP Start Up
•

Select Implementation Partners / Advisors: Involves the selection of Implementation
partners, decisions as to whether to pursue out-sourclng options, and decisions
concerning centralization / decentralization. A Business Implementation Partnerwlll be
selected to assume full responsibility for managing the overall e-Govemment
Programme and deliver the business consulting services required for the
Implementation. A number technical implementation partners will be selected
through the RFP process to assume full respondbllity for Implementing the various eGovernment Initiatives, additionally including Installing, configuring and maintaining
the technical infrastructure and the web environments.

•

Bring 'Experts on Deck Quickly': e-Government programme management should
select the Implementation partners quickly based on an effective and rational criteria.
The knowledge and experience of the Implementation partners shodd be leveraged
consistently and effectively.
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Projects

FMS-ERP

*

This project provides a Federal Government Accounting and Rnanclals System for all
government entities, A full description of the project Is included In Appendix 2.

HRMS-ERP

*

This project prides a tool for planning and managing employee related activities
Including recruitment personnel administration, career development and Job
assignments. A full description of the project is included In Appendix 2

e-Access
«

This project provides the gateway of the UAE Federal Government online presence
and business by providing Information related to the federal government as a whole,
the individual ministries and authorities, the services, defined communities, news, laws
and regulations etc. Tills project will provide a single point of entry for the customers,
employees and other government entitles by providing a standard look and feel and
image of the UAE Federal Government, E-Access will also provide a locus for the
presentation of the UAE Federal Government's national data provided In accordance
with the IMF General Data Dissemination System (GDDS). A full description of the
project is Included in Appendix 2.

e-Expat
»

This project provides a single entry point to the expatriates of the UAE to process their
visa services, residency services, labour permits and cards services. A full description of
the project Is included in Appendix 2.

e-Tawad
*

This project manages Inbound and outbound Internal and external correspondence
and written communications and associated approvals with a standardised
approach, tracking and management methodology. It provides secure procedures
for the exchange of various levels of information between and within the various parts
of government, A full description of the project is Included in Appendix 2.

Mandatory Project-Technology
«

Install & Configure Technical Infrastructure; Involves the provision. Installation and
configuration of the hardware, system software, network and system management
components required to support the e-Govsrnment applications. This task also
Includes the Implementation of all recommendations outlined In the IT Infrastructure
Assessment Report, Full descriptions of tire associated projects (1, la, T, 1 b, and T ,5) are
included In Appendix 3,

Mandatory Project - Processes
*

Implement e-Govemment Foundation Standards and Policies: involves the
development of specific policies and procedures to control the various standards and
policies recommended in the Standardsand Policy Report,

«

Internal technology-driven changes involves changing the existing business
processes, organisation structure and procedures to support the new e-Govemment
services. For example, defining and enforcing new standards and policies for content
management for the eAccsss initiative. Full descriptions of the associated projects
(T,2a and 1,2b) are Included In Appendix^,
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•

External technology-driven changes: Involves changing the customers attitude and
behavior to use the new on-line channel Instead of the existing traditional channels.
PJI descriptions of the associated projects O.2a and 1.2t»are included In Appendix 3.

Mandatory Project - People
•

Activities

Programme
Processes

In order to leverage and build on the investment allocated to ne.v technology and
infrastructure the UAE Federal Government needs to "tune' Its staff and organisation.
As covered In the IT Assessment Report many ministries and agencies have a need for
training and education when rolling out new projects and Initiatives. This mandatory
project covers the cross ministry /agency training and skins enhancing Initiatives for the
e-Government Transition. Full descriptions of the associated projects (1.3a, 1.3b and
___ ___________
1.4)are Included In Appendix 3.

Project management / Project Governance / Change Management
•

Market e-Government initiatives: Involves planning and executing a marketing
campaign to raise the public awareness of the availability and benefits of the new eGcvernmeht Initiatives

•

Start Communication Plan

•

Change Management: Involves defining and deploying a clear strategy for
managing changes

•

Senior Management Support: The UAE Federal Government's senior management
should provide direct and continuous support to the project team In terms of Issue
resolution, decision making, allocation of resources and ensuring external parties
cooperation.

•

Employee Empowerment: Senior and middle management should empower the UAE
Federal Government1 s employees to take business decisions quickly and effectively
with respect to the design and operation of the new e-Government services. The
tight time frame of the programme mandates a rapid development and deployment
approach.

•

Availability of Full Time Technical & Business Resources: The e-Government programme
management team diould ensure that the right technical and business resources are
allocated and on a full-time basis to facilitate quick delivery and knowledge transfer.

•

Customer Buy-In: The e-Govsrnment programme management team should ensure
thatttie needs of Internal and external customers are taken into account thro ugh the
business process review and system design stages of the project. We recommend
periodic surveys of customers needs and opinion of any e-Govemment services that
are Implemented In order to ensure that their requirements are taken Into account.

•

Channel Conflict Management: The e-Govemment programme management team
should pay careful attention to the arising conflicts between the various channels
(e.g. duplicate transactions). Customers should be presented with a single seamless
view of the UAE Federal Government's Information and services away from the
underlying complexity of the on-line channel.

«

Learn From The Past The e-Government programme management team should
leverage Its past Implementation experience to enhance Its overall e-Soverrmenf
service deployment cycle. Higher levels of efficiency and effectiveness should be
continuously targeted and achieved.

•

Tight Scope Control: The e-Govemment programme management team should
regularly review and control the overall scope of work to ensure the timely completion
of various project activities. For example, the degree of system Integration required
between the different channels needs to be clearly defined early In the process to
avoid unnecessary and excessive work.

»

Effective and Efficient IT Operation Management Organisation: IT management
should augment Its existing operation management organisation with the necessary
resources and procedures to ensure an acceptable level of service across all.

RFP start of Wave 2 identified projects- white re-evaluating the strategy and prloririsatlon
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Timeline for wave 0 and wave 1:

3 S £
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Wove 2

|
Projects

e-Card
•

This project has already started wilfi decisions to Implement a single ID Card which will
have many applications. As a result of our work. It is also Identified as a Priority Project.
A full description of the project Is Included In Appendix 2.

e-Pharma
•

This project provides a single entry point to pharmaceutical establishments and
healthcare providers to perform specific services offered by the Ministry of Health. A
full description of the project Is Included In Appendix 2.

e-Project
•

This project provides a single entry point to the federal governmentto access, monitor
and manage their federal projects Impacting most of the ministries within the federal
government. A full description of the project Is Included in Appendix 2.

e-Student
•

This project provides a single entry point for students, teachers and school
administrators to perform specific services offered by the ministries of Education and
Youth and Higher Education. A full description of the project Is Included in Appendix
2.

e-Cltlzsh
•

This project provides a single entry point to the citizens of the UAE to perform specific
services offered by the Federal Government. The service will offer information relating
to the services and will also alloy/ the citizen to apply online for government
transactions, check the status of the requests online as well as download the final
outcomes from the Federal Government Portal. A, full description of the project Is
included In Appendix 2.

e-Procurernent
•

e-Procurement Is a comprehensive and systemic process In which governments either
establish agreements for the acquisition of products/services (contracting >or purchase
products/services In exchange for payment (purchasing), using fT systems, eProcurement achieves these ends through various means, such as electronic ordering,
purchasing cards, reverse auctions, and automatic accounting systems, among
others. A full description of the project Is Included in Appendix 2.

e-Company
•

Activities

Programme
Processes

This project provides assistance to the business In dealing with establishment
registration and administration services, tt covers various types of organisations'
registration at the federal level. A full description of the project Is Included in Appendix
2.

Programme Management/ Project Governance / Change Management
•

Ongoing Implementation of management activities. As complexity will raise due to
number of projects a review of management activities and structure should be
performed to ensure progress and flexibility to change

Revisit the strategy prioriflsatlon and identified projects for Wave 3
RFP start of Wave 3 Identified projects.
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Appendix CS-3-G waves 0-n projects and activities
Wove 3 - n
Projects

Project Portfolio - Single Ministry.
*

Projects Identifted - and not yet Implemented In Wave 1 or 2, if their Business Case still
apply for currentenvironment, technology development and organisation.

New projects.
•

Activities

To ds defined.

Programme Management/ Project Governance / Change Management
Ongoing Managsnnent activifles. Ensure ongoing development and support of new
developments and Initiatives in the UAE federal Government.

Programme
Processes

Revisit the strategy to validate the content of each wave.
Nsw RFP processes for subsequent waves.
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